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It is shown that there is an exact one-to-one correspondence between all possible sets of 
polynomials (both orthogonal and nonorthogonal) and rules for operator orderings. Operator 
orderings that are Hermitian give polynomials with definite parity. Most of the standard 
classical orthogonal polynomials are associated with operator orderings that are not 
particularly simple. However, there is a special one-parameter class of Hermitian operator 
orderings that corresponds to a class of elegant but little-known orthogonal polynomials called 
continuous Hahn polynomials. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is a well-known ambiguity that arises when one 
attempts to quantize a classical system: there is an infinite 
number of quantum operators corresponding to the classical 
function qnpn.1t is conventional to specify the possible opera
tor orderings 0 as a sum 

l:n a(nlqkpnqn - k 
O( n n) =~k_=_O_k----=.-=-__ 

qp ~n (nl 
"'k = Oak 

(1) 

where the coefficients aknl may be chosen arbitrarily. Note 
that if aknl = a~n2"k then the ordering is Hermitian. I Some of 
the better-known correspondence rules are2 

(i) symmetric ordering, for which af,nl = a~nl = 1 and 
aknl = 0, forO<k<n; 

(ii) Born-Jordan ordering, for which aknl = 1; 

(iii) Weyl ordering,3 for which aknl = (~). 
In this paper, we point out that with every operator cor

I 

O(qOpO) = 1, 

O(qlpl) = ~(qp + pq), 

ap2q2 + bqm2q + aq2p2 O(q2p2) = r , 
2a+b 

o 3 _ cp3q3 + dqp3q2 + dlp3q + cq3p3 
(tp ) - 2(c + d) , 

O(q4p4) = ep4q4 + /qp4t + gq2p4q2 + /q3p4q + eq4p4 , 

2e+2/+g 

respondence rule 0 one can associate a class of polynomials 
Pn (x) defined by 

O(q"pn)=Pn[O(qp)]. (2) 

Note that when we are given a particular rule 0 it is neces
sary to reorder the operators p and q to put O(qnpn) into the 
polynomial form Pn [O(qp)]. The reordering of the opera
tors p and q requires the use of the commutation relation 
[q,p] = i. This commutation relation is characteristic of the 
Heisenberg algebra, and therefore the polynomials that are 
generated by this procedure must reflect the structure of the 
Heisenberg algebra. A different algebra would give rise to 
other sets of polynomials. 

II. THEORY 

It is easy to see that Hermitian orderings will give rise to 
polynomials having definite parity. To illustrate the associ
ation of a set of polynomials with a Hermitian correspon
dence rule we write down the first seven most general rules of 
the form (1): 

(3) 

o 5 _ hp5~ + j qp5q4 + kq2p5q3 + ktp5q2 + j q4p5q + h~p5 
(~p ) - 2(h + j + k) , 

O(q6
p

6) = rp6q6 + sqp6q5 + tq2p6q4 + uq3p6q3 + tlp6q2 + s~p6q + rq6p6 , 

2r+ 2s+ 2t+ u 

where a,b, ... ,u are arbitrary real numbers. The polynomials 
corresponding to these ordering rules are 

Po(x) = 1, 
P1(x) =x, 

P2 (x) = x 2 
- (6a - b)/4(2a + b), 

P3(x) = x3 - (23c - d)/(4c + 4d»)x, 

a) On sabbatical from Department of Physics, Washington University, St. 
Louis, Missouri 63130. 

P ( ) _ 4 (86e + 14/- 5g ) 2 
4 x -x - x 

4e + 4/+ 2g 

+ (21Oe - 30/+ 9g), 
16(2e + 2/+ g) 

p (x) = x 5 _ (115h + 35j - 5k)X3 
5 2(h + j + k) 

(
1689h - 71j + 9k) + x, 

16(h + j + k) 
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P( ) - 6 (101Or+41OS+50t-35U) 4 
6 X -X - X 

4(2r + 2s + 2t + U) 

+ (24278r + 1478s - 6821 + 295U)X2 
16 (2r + 2s + 2t + u) 

_ (20790r - 1890s + 630t - 225U). 
64(2r + 2s + 2t + u) 

Notice that there is an exact one-to-one correspondence 
here between polynomials and operator ordering rules. For 
example, to specify a degree-2 polynomial which has even 
parity requires one parameter apart from overall normaliza
tion. Similarly, apart from overall normalization, O(q2p2) is 
determined by one parameter. In the above formulas this 
parameter is b / a. In general, apart from overall normaliza
tion, both a definite-parity polynomial Pn of degree n and a 
Hermitian ordering rule O(qnp") are uniquely determined 
by precisely [n/2] parameters, where [rn] means integer 
parto/rn. 

A convenient shorthand representation of the order rule 
Ois to list the values of ak") in a pyramidlike table, where akn

) 

is the k th entry in the nth row. The pyramid corresponding 
to (3) is 

a b a 

c d d c 

e f g / e 

h j k k j h 

r s t U t s r . . . . . . 
(5) 

Notice that if all the entries in any horizontal row are multi
plied by an arbitrary number then the operator ordering rule 
is unchanged.4 

There are now two natural questions to ask. First, given 
an ordering rule, i.e., given a pyramid, are the corresponding 
polynomials orthogonal? Second, if we require that the poly
nomials be orthogonal, what kind of constraint on the pyra
mid entries does this give? 

To discuss the question of orthogonality, consider an 
arbitrary set of definite-parity polynomials: 

Po(x) = 1, 

PI(x)=x, 

P2(x) = x2 + a, 

P3 (x) = x 3 + {3x, (6) 

P4(x) = X4 + yx2 + 15, 

Ps(x) = x5 + EX3 + ;x, 

P6 (x) = x6 + TJX4 + ()x2 + K, 

Suppose these polynomials belong to an orthogonal set. The 
orthogonality condition is that 
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(7) 

where w(x) is the (assumed positive) weight function with 
respect to which these polynomials are orthogonal and we do 
not specify the range of integration. We use the notation 

(xn) == f dx w(x)xn. (8) 

The orthogonality of Po and P2 implies that 

(x2
) + a( 1) = 0, (9) 

the orthogonality of Po and P4 implies that 

(x4) + r(x2) + 15(1) = 0, (10) 

and the orthogonality of PI and P3 implies that 

(x4
) + {3 (x2

) = O. (11) 

Eliminating the positive quantities (x2n) from (9)-( 11) 
gives a condition that the polynomial coefficients must satis
fy: 

15 + a{3 - ar = O. (12) 

Equation ( 12) is actually the first of an infinite tower of 
algebraic constraints which the coefficients of a set of or
thogonal polynomials must satisfy. The next three con
straints analogous to (12) are5 

15 + {3E - {3r - ; = 0, (13 ) 

a() - aTJ{3 + a{3r - aD - K = 0, (14) 

TJD - TJ{3r + (){3 - K - ED + E{3r -;{3 = O. (15) 

Because there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
polynomials and operator orderings we can immediately 
translate the constraints in (12 )-(15) into conditions which 
must be satisfied by the coefficients akn

) in the definition of 
the operator ordering rule in (1). Using the notation in (3) 
we see that the pyramid entries must satisfy nontrivial ortho
gonality conditions, the first two of which are 

3adg - beg + 9aeg - lOad/ - 2be/ + 2ae/ + 16bde 

- 26ade + 14bee - 14aee = 0, (16) 

geeh + 17ejh + lOegh - eej + 7ejj + 5egj - lleek - 3efk 

- 9deh - lOdjh - 5dgh + dej + dek = O. ( 17) 

We have only listed these two orthogonality conditions 
as the others are excessively complicated. 

Let us now consider the three commonly used orderings 
mentioned earlier in this paper. For the case of symmetric 
ordering the pyramid of coefficients has the form 

D 

0 0 

0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 0 0 

D 0 0 0 0 

and the first seven polynomials defined by (2) are 
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Po(x) = 1, 

P,(x) =x, 

P2 (x) = x 2 -~, 

P3(x) = x 3 - Z;x, 

P4(x) = X4 - ¥x2 +.!ft, 
Ps(x) = XS 

- !px3 + ¥lx, 

P6 (x) = x 6 
- ~X4 + 11fPx2 - T. 

These polynomials do not satisfy any of the orthogonality 
conditions (12)-(15). For the case of Born-lordan order
ing the pyramid of coefficients has the form 

1 

1 

1 1 1 

and the first seven polynomials are 

Po(x) = 1, 

P,(x) =x, 

P2 (x) = x 2 
- n, 

P3(x) = x 3 -1Jx, 

P4(x) = X4 -1fx2 + 1M, 
Ps(x) = XS 

- ~X3 + .tWx, 

1 

P6 (x) = x 6 
- ~X4 + JWx2 - .qw. 

1 

One again, we see that these polynomials do not form an 
orthogonal set. 

Now consider the case ofWeyl ordering, for which the 
pyramid of coefficients is Pascal's triangle of binomial coeffi
cients: 

2 

3 3 

464 

5 10 10 5 

6 15 20 15 6 

3 2 3 

5 25 25 

7 84 202 84 

11 327 1582 1582 

9 586 5447 10956 5447 . . . 
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5 

The first seven associated polynomials are 

Po(x) = 1, 

P,(x) =x, 

P2(X)=X2_! 
P3(x) = x 3 

- aX, 

P4(x) = X4 _ ¥2 +-fi" 
Ps(x) = ~ -1fx3 + ¥lx, 

P6 (x) = x 6 
- ~X4 + WX2 - W. 

(18) 

Remarkably, these seven polynomials satisfy all four ortho
gonality conditions (12)-( 15). Indeed, the full set of poly
nomials generated in this way is orthogonal. These polyno
mials were previously discovered in the context of the 
quantum finite-element approximation.6 They are a special 
case of a four-parameter class of orthogonal polynomials 
known as continuous Hahn polynomials. 7

-
11 We briefly re

view the properties of the polynomials (18) below'2: (i) the 
weight function w(x) = sech( 1TX); (ii) the orthogonality 
relation is 

(iii) the recurrence relation is 

Pn(x) =xPn_dx) -~(n-1)2Pn_2(X); 

(iv) the generating function is 

00 1 nPn (x) e2x arctan(t 12) 

n~o n! = ~1 + 12/4 ; 

and (v) a closed form expression for the nth polynomial may 
be given in terms of a generalized hypergeometric function: 

Pn (x) = [( - Wn!/2n]3F2( - n,n + q - i(x/2);P;I). 

One might wonder what the pyramid of coefficients 
looks like for some of the better known sets of classical or
thogonal polynomials. For example, for the Chebyschev 
polynomials 

To(x) = 1, 

T,(x) =X, 

T2 (x) = x 2 
- !, 

T3 (x) = x 3 
- lX, 

T4(x) = X4 - x 2 +~, 

Ts(x) = XS 
- iX3 + -&x, 

T6 (x) = x 6 
- ~4 + -fi,x2 --fl, 

and the corresponding pyramid of operator ordering coeffi
cients is 

7 

327 11 

586 9 . . . 
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The entries in this pyramid do not seem to follow any obvious pattern. 
The pyramid for the Hermite polynomials, 

Ho(x) = 1, 

H1(x) =x, 

H 2 (x) = x 2 
- !, 

H 3 (x) = x 3 -}x, 

H 4(x) = X4 - 3x2 + i, 
Hs(x) = XS 

- 5x3 + J}x 

H 6 (x) = x6 
- J,jX4 + ~X2 _lj, 

is 

3 2 

7 17 

25 76 182 

27 159 454 

331 2582 11653 16948 

Also, the pyramid for the Legendre polynomials, 

Lo(x) = 1, 

L1(x)=x, 

L 2 (x) = x 2 
- j, 

L 3 (x) = x 3 
- ~x, 

L 4(x) = X4 - ~2 + 1\, 
Ls(x) = XS 

- .!jx3 + !iX, 
L 6 (x) = x 6 

- HX4 + nx2 - rll, 
is 

7 

17 

203 2948 

583 20091 

3 

17 7 

76 25 

454 159 27 

11653 2582 331 

10 7 

103 103 17 

7138 2948 203 

100286 100286 20091 583 

3491 261462 2511213 5092148 2511213 261462 3491 

Once again, we observe that the pyramid entries are compli
cated numbers, which do not fit a recognizable scheme. 

Apparently the classical orthogonal polynomials give 
pyramids with ugly entries. However, Weyl ordering is not 
the only ordering rule which has elegant pyramid entries and 
gives orthogonal polynomials. In fact, we have found an infi
nite one-parameter family of (Hermitian) operator ordering 
rules which generates a one-parameter class of orthogonal 
polynomials. The pyramid entries have a simple formula, 

a?) = (n; I)(~: :)(n ~ I) -I, (19) 

where 1 is an arbitrary real parameter. The corresponding 
polynomials also belong to the large class of continuous 
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I 
Hahn polynomials. The properties of these polynomials are 
as follows 13

: (i) the weight function w(x) is 

w(x) = (1/217') jr(! + ixWlr(1 +! + ixW, 

and when 1 is an integer 

w(x) =; sech2(1Tx) ;~]X2+ [1-&+ ~)]l (20) 

( ii) the orthogonality relation is 

r"'oo dx w(x)Pn (x)P m (x) 

_ 1T(n!)3 ( r(n + 21 + 1) )2 {j . 

- (16)n+ 1(2n + 21 + 1) r(2n + 21 + 1) nm' 
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(iii) the recurrence relation is 

Pn(x) =xPn_ 1 (x) 

(n - 1 )2(n + 2/- 1 )2 P (). 
n-2 X , 

4 (2n + 21 - 1) (2n + 21 - 3) 

and (iv) a closed-form expression for the nth polynomial is a 
generalized hypergeometric function, 

Pn(x) = (_ on r(n + 2/+ 1)r(n + 1)r(n + 1+ 1) 
r(2n + 21 + 1)r(l + 1) 

X3F2( - n,n + 21 + 1,~ - ix;l,l + 1;1} 

The cases I = 0 and I = 1 have particulary elegant pyra
mids because the entries are all integers with the entries 
along the outside edges all being 1. When 1 = 0 the pyramid 
is 

4 

9 9 

16 36 16 

25 100 100 25 

36 225 400 225 36 . . . 
and when 1= 1 the pyramid is 

1 

1 1 

3 

6 6 

1 10 20 10 1 

15 50 50 15 

21 105 175 105 21 . . . 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have shown that there is an exact one
to-one correspondence between the ordering of operators 
satisfying the Heisenberg algebra and the construction of 
polynomials. We also find that there is a very deep and natu
ral connection between continuous Hahn polynomials, 
which are orthogonal, and certain classes of Hermitian or
derings. The main purpose of this paper is to suggest a new 
way of revealing the mathematical structure of an operator 
algebra. By the methods we have used in this paper it is clear 
that we can examine other algebras besides the Heisenberg 
algebra. Given that the Hahn polynomials playa special role 
in the Heisenberg algebra one can ask what the analogous 
special polynomials are for other algebras. It was not the 
purpose of this paper to discuss the applications of the con-
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nection between operator ordering and polynomials because 
they are discussed elsewhere. The application of operator 
ordering and Hahn polynomials to the solution of the unitar
ity problem in the finite-element approximation to quantum 
field equations is discussed in Ref. 6. We consider the appli
cation of operator ordering and Hahn polynomials to the 
exact solution of continuum operator Heisenberg equations 
of motion arising from Euler Hamiltonians in Ref. 14. 
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Every weight of a Lie algebra belongs to one particular Weyl orbit. The depth within an orbit 
has been defined as the minimum number ofWeyl reflections associated with simple roots that 
are necessary to transform the weight into the dominant weight of the orbit. A simple set of 
classification parameters that measures the depth and distinguishes between different weights 
of the same depth is introduced. The parameters are geometrical in that they are related 
directly to the orientation ofthe weight vector. They correspond to a particular member of the 
Weyl group that transforms the weight into the dominant weight. A simple rule is given for 
listing all the weights of an orbit in terms of the parameters. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the 1950's Dynkin developed a method for construct
ing the irreducible representations (irreps) of a finite, simple 
Lie algebra by subtracting simple roots from the most posi
tive weight. I When one uses this method, a useful concept is 
the level number of a weight M, defined as the number of 
simple roots that must be subtracted from the most positive 
weight to obtain M.2 

This procedure has two serious defects. First, it is too 
time-consuming to be practical for large irreps. The second 
defect is that one must keep track of the result of previous 
steps in the procedure. As a result, one cannot start any
where in constructing an irrep, but must start at the top or 
bottom. 

One can remedy these defects by combining Weyl sym
metry with the Dynkin method. All weights obtainable from 
a weight M by series of zero or more Weyl reflections com
prise the Weyl orbit, or Weyl class, of M. All weights in an 
orbit have the same multiplicity in every irrep. Thus con
structing an irrep may be divided into two parts. One finds 
the orbits in the irrep and their multiplicities, and one finds 
the weights in each orbit. One of the earlier authors to em
phasize this approach was Humphreys.3 Some detailed al
gorithms for finding the orbits in an irrep and their multi
plicities have been given in the recent literature.4

•
5 

Combining Weyl symmetry with the Dynkin method is 
useful also for the classification of weights. Each weight be
longs to an infinite number ofirreps, and so is not associated 
naturally with anyone particular irrep. On the other hand, 
each weight belongs to only one Weyl orbit. We consider 
here the problem of classifying the weights of an orbit with a 
depth parameter that is analogous to the level number in the 
irrep construction procedure, and "position" parameters to 
distinguish different weights of the same depth. One 
straightforward method of constructing the weights in a 
Weyl orbit has been known and used for years. One starts 
with the most positive weight and generates the others by 
series of Weyl reflections associated with the simple roots. 
Each weight may be labeled by the series of reflections used 
to obtain it in the construction. This method is reviewed in 
Sec. II. 

The purpose of this paper is to introduce and discuss an 
alternate, geometrical classification scheme. The construc
tional and geometrical methods are different; each has some 
advantages. The relation between the two methods, sum
marized by Theorem 2 of Sec. V, is illuminating. Two of the 
attractive features of the geometrical scheme are that it leads 
to a natural and unique set of position parameters, and it 
leads to an uncomplicated rule for listing all the weights in 
an orbit. 

Some basic formulas and procedures are reviewed in 
Sec. II. The classification parameters are defined in Sec. III. 
Their most important properties are derived in Secs. IV and 
V. An example is discussed in Sec. VI. 

II. BASIC FORMULAS AND PROCEDURES 

The standard Cartan-Weyl definition of weights is 
made. A maximal set of commuting generators of a semisim
pIe algebra is chosen and denoted by HI' .. Hn, where n is the 
rank of the algebra. The H; are diagonalized for each irrep. If 
M is a state in an irrep, H;M = /;M. The weight Mis a vector 
in an n-dimensional Euclidean space with components/;. A 
root is a weight of the adjoint irrep. 

The orthogonal axes are ranked from 1 to n. A weight is 
defined as positive if its first nonzero component is positive. 
A weight A is more positive than B if A - B is positive. A 
simple root is a positive root that cannot be written as a sum 
of two positive roots. There are n simple roots. The integral 
Dynkin components mj of a weight M are defined by the 
scalar product equation, 

(2.1) 

where Rj is a simple root. 
The Weyl reflection Sa associated with the nonzero root 

a permutes the weights of the algebra. The effect of Sa on a 
weight M is given by6 

Sa (M) = M - (a,M) (2/a2 )a. (2.2) 

If a is a simple root R; the reflection is called simple and 
denoted by S;. It is seen from Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) that 

S;(M)=M-m;R;. (2.3) 

Thejth Dynkin component of the simple root R; is given by 
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(r;)j =Aij' where the Cartan matrix A is defined by 
Aij = (R;,Rj ) (2/R f)· It follows that thejth Dynkin com
ponentofEq. (2.3) is 

S;(M)j = mj - m;Aij . (2.4) 

The Weyl group consists of all products of any number 
of Weyl reflections. Therefore every member S of the Weyl 
group has the property, 

(S(M),S(M2 » = (M),M2 ) , (2.5) 

where M) and M2 are arbitrary weights. 
A dominant weight is one with no negative Dynkin 

components. The most positive weight in an orbit is domi
nant, and is the only dominant weight in the orbit. 

It is seen from Eq. (2.3) that the simple reflection 
S; (M) leads to a more positive weight, a less positive weight, 
or the same weight if the Dynkin component m; is negative, 
positive, or zero, respectively. I define a positive simple re
flection series of a weight M as one in which each reflection 
corresponds to a negative Dynkin component, and so leads 
to a weight of greater positivity. Given an arbitrary weight 
M, one method of obtaining the dominant weight is by mak
ing a positive simple reflection series. If one wants to con
struct the complete orbit corresponding to a dominant 
weight M + +, one can try all possible negative simple reflec
tion series. 

Moody and Patera have suggested that the depth of a 
weight M be defined as the minimum number of simple re
flections necessary to proceed from M + + to M.7 This is cer
tainly a reasonable definition. 

Each weight of a particular depth may be labeled by 
listing roots of a minimal simple reflection series from M + + 

to M. There may be many minimal paths, in which case one 
has a choice oflabels. Of course one may use a convention to 
make the choice unique, such as numbering all the simple 
roots and resolving all choices of negative simple reflections 
in favor of the root with smallest (or largest) tag number. 
However, such a convention is artificial and not very aes
thetic. 

III. GEOMETRICAL CLASSIFICATION PARAMETERS 

In this section the geometrical classification parameters 
are introduced and some of their properties discussed. The 
proofs of the statements made are given in Secs. IV and V. 

The orbit of a weight is specified in the conventional 
manner, by listing the Dynkin components m/ + of the 
dominant weight M + + . 

The parameters called here position parameters distin
guish all weights in an orbit. Let II + be the set of all positive 
roots. The position of a weight M is specified by listing all the 
roots 1T in the set II + that satisfy the relation, 

(3.1 ) 

This is called here the signature list. The depth of M is the 
number of roots in the list. This is identical to the depth 
defined in Sec. II. Two different weights in an orbit necessar
ily have different signature lists. This method is geometrical 
because the roots in the signature list are related directly to 
the direction of M in weight space. Clearly, the depth is a 
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rough measure of the angular distance between M and M + + . 

Each orbit belongs to one of a finite number of patterns, 
where a pattern is defined by the set of Dynkin components 
m / + that are zero. The set of signature lists that denote the 
weights of an orbit is the same for all orbits of the same 
pattern. 

IV. THE DEPTH MEASURE 

The equivalence of the depths defined in the construc
tional procedure (Sec. II) and the geometrical procedure 
(Sec. III) is shown by the theorem given below. The symbol 

N _ (M) is used to denote the number of positive roots 1T that 
satisfy Eq. (3.1). 

Theorem 1: The number of reflections in any positive 
simple reflection series from M to M + + is equal to N _ (M). 

It is clear that if M is dominant, N _ (M) = 0 and the 
theorem is satisfied. Hence we consider an arbitrary non
dominant weight M, and a simple Weyl reflection ~ asso
ciated with a negative Dynkin component mj • It is sufficient 
to show that N _ [ ~ (M)] = N _ (M) - 1. It follows from 
Eq. (2.1) that (Rj,M) < O. Since all diagonal elements of the 
Cartan matrix are equal to two, it follows from Eq. (2.4) 
that ~ (M)j = - mj . Consequently, (RpSj (M» > O. I de
fine llj to be the set of all positive roots except Rj" Since the 
Rj scalar product produces the desired decrease in N _ [as 
one proceeds from M to Sj (M) ], it is sufficient for the 
theorem if the number of negative scalar products 
(1T,~ (M» is equal to the number of negative scalar prod
ucts (1T,M) when 1Tranges through the entire set llj. In order 
to show that this is the case, we first note that because ofEq. 
(2.5) and the condition Sf = 1, 

(4.1 ) 

A lemma given by Jacobson states that if a is any positive 
(negative) root other than Rj ( - Rj ), then Sj (a) is also a 
positive (negative) root. 8 Since Rj is excluded from llj' the 
transformSj (1T) is positive when 1Tisin llj" ThesetSj (llj) is 
identical to the set llj. Because ofEq. (4.1), this is sufficient 
to prove the theorem. 

If d is the algebra under consideration, do is defined as 
the algebra obtained by writing the Dynkin diagram for d 
and deleting each circle (with its connecting lines) that cor
responds to a positive Dynkin component of M + +. The 
proof of Theorem 1 can be extended to show that if M - - is 
the most negative weight of an orbit, then 

(4.2) 

where P( d) is the number of positive roots in the algebra 
d. This formula is given, without proof, in a previous pa
per.9 

The algebra do was introduced (with a different nota
tion) in Ref. 7, where it is shown that Dc, the number of 
we.ights in the orbit C, is given by 

Dc = D(d)ID(do) , (4.3) 

where D(d) is the number of elements in the full Weyl 
group for the algebra d. 
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v. CORRESPONDENCE OF PARAMETERS TO A WEVL 
TRANSFORMATION 

In this section the depth and position parameters are 
related to a particular member S of the Weyl group with the 
property SCM) = M + +. First we need a convenient method 
oflabeling all the members of the Weyl group. I define a half
root set to be a set of nonzero roots that contains exactly one 
of each pair of conjugate roots. Let a be a half-root set and S 
a Weyl transformation. The roots {3;, defined by S( a;) = {3;, 
must also be a half-root set. 

It is convenient to choose the a; to be 1T;, the members of 
the set II +. The signature of each positive root 1T; is defined 
to be ( + 1) if S( 1T; ) is a positive root, and ( - 1) if S( 1T; ) is 
a negative root. Thus if {3 t denotes the positive member of 
the pair ({3;, - {3; ), one may write 

(5.1 ) 

where [Sig 1T; (S) ] is the signature of 1T; for the transforma
tion S. The list of signatures of the 1T; specifies the transfor
mation uniquely. 10 

We consider a Weyl transformation Swith the property 
SCM) = M + +. This condition does not specify S uniquely 
unless the pattern of M + + is m;+ + > ° for all i. However, if 
S is a positive simple reflection series, it is determined 
uniquely. This is true despite the fact that often there are 
many different positive simple reflection series that lead 
from M to M + +. In order to prove this point we write the 
scalar product (1T j ,M) of Eq. (3.1) in the form 

(1TjOM) = (1T j ,S-I(M++» = (S(1T j ),M++) , (5.2) 

where Eq. (2.5) has been used. If one combines Eq. (5.2) 
with Eq. (5.1), the result is 

(1T;.M) = [Sig 1T;(S)] ({3/,M++) . (5.3) 

The scalar product of a positive root and a dominant weight 
cannot be negative. Therefore, if (1T;,M) #0, the sign of this 
scalar product is that of [Sig 1T; (S)]. 

Equation (5.3) cannot be used to determine the signa
ture of 1T; if ( 1T; ,M) = 0. However, the lemma of Jacobson, 8 

discussed in Sec. IV, can be used to show that the number of 
1T; in the set II + with negative signatures cannot exceed the 
number of terms in a positive simple reflection series from M 
to M + +. It follows from this and Theorem 1 of Sec. IV that 
if (1T;,M) = 0, the signature of 1T; is positive. All signatures 
are determined, so the S is unique. 

The list of positive roots satisfying (1T; ,M) < 0, used to 
specify position and depth in Sec. III, is the list of negative 
signatures of the unique S defined as a positive simple reflec
tion series that transforms Minto M + + . 

The Weyl reflection surfaces divide the weight space 
into sectors, sometimes called chambers. If all m/ + are 
positive, the weights of the orbit are not on any sector boun
daries. This is the maximal pattern; there is one weight in 
each sector. It is convenient to make a one-to-one correspon
dence between the sectors and the members of the Weyl 
group; each sector V; corresponds to the transformation that 
takes V; to the dominant sector V + +. If sector V corre
sponds to the transformation S, the sector corresponding to 
S - 1 is called V-I. If two sectors differ in the signature of 
only one positive root, they intersect in an (n - 1) -dimen-
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sional boundary, and are called adjacent. 
There is a subtle but uncomplicated relation between the 

constructional and geometrical labeling schemes. This is 
best illustrated by considering two consecutive sectors in a 
negative simple reflection series that starts with V + +. Let 
these two sectors be T( V + +) and Sj T( V + + ), where Tis 
any Weyl transformation and ~ is a simple reflection. These 
sectors may be far apart. Next we consider the inverses of 
these two sectors, T- 1

( V++) andT-I~( V++). Theselat
ter two sectors are adjacent because Sj ( V + +) is adjacent to 
V + +, and the transformation T -I preserves angles. Since 
the number of adjacent pairs is equal to the number of pairs 
related by a simple reflection, the following theorem is valid. 

Theorem 2: Two sectors U and V are related by one 
simple reflection if and only if the inverse sectors U - I and 
V -I are adjacent. 

We next consider the problem of finding the rules for the 
signature lists corresponding to the Weyl orbits. We start 
with the maximal orbits, which correspond to the full Weyl 
group. The positive roots 1T; have the property that no three 
add up to zero. If S( 1T;) = {3;. it follows that the {3 's also 
have this property, i.e., 

{3; + {3j + 13k #0, for all i,j, and k. (5.4) 

It is easy to see that this rule may be written in terms of the 
signatures in the following way: 

If 1T k = 1T; + 1Tj , 

and Sig 1T; = Sig 1Tj , 

then Sig 1Tk = Sig 1T; . 

This signature condition is necessary for all Weyl transfor
mations. It is also sufficient, as may be seen from the follow
ing proof. We consider the inverse transformation. Let {3 be a 
half-root set that satisfies Eq. (5.4). We need to show that a 
Weyl transformation exists that transforms the set {3 into the 
set II +. We assume that the set {3 is not identical to IT +. Let 
1T m be the least positive member of II + that is not in the {3 set. 
Thus ( - 1T m ) is in the f3 set. If 1T m is not a simple root, it may 
be written 1T m = 1Ta + 1Th • Since 1Ta, 1Th , and ( - 1T m) are in 
the{3set, this implies a violation ofEq. (5.4). Consequently, 
1T m must be simple. 

Let n _ be the number of negative roots in the set {3. If 
this set is transformed by the simple Weyl reflection S m asso
ciated with 1T m' the Jacobson lemma states that the number 
n _ is decreased by one. 8 One can construct a series of simple 
reflections of this type, each decreasing n _ by one, until n_ 
is zero. The product of these reflections is a Weyl group 
member then transforms the {3 set into II +. 

Next I will write a simple rule for specifying the subset 
of the allowed signature lists that applies when the orbit is 
not maximal, i.e., when one or more m/ + is zero. 

Orbit Rule: If one or more of the m/ + are equalto zero, 
the allowed signature lists correspond to the inverses of the 
transformations for which the signatures of the simple roots 
corresponding to the zero-valued m/ + are all positive. 

This rule is applied in Sec. VI. 
If M + + has / different zero-valued Dynkin components, 

all the weights of the orbit are on (n - I) -dimensional inter
sections of two or more sectors. For any (n - /)-dimension-
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al boundary, one of the depths of the sectors intersecting at 
the boundary is smaller than the others. The labeling pre
scription of Sec. III labels a weight on the boundary with the 
signature list of the intersecting sector of minimum depth. 

VI. EXAMPLE 

We discuss as an example the algebra A4 [SU ( 5 ) ], in 
particular the weight W with Dynkin components ( - 3 5 
- 3 1). Since the number of positive roots of A4 is only ten, 

one could determine the dominant weight of the orbit of W 
fairly quickly by making a simple reflection series. However, 
I will use the alternate method of working in a special basis, 
since this technique is fast even for more complicated alge
bras. II The quarks of SU (5) are numbered 1 through 5 in 
order of decreasing positivity. If k denotes the antiquark of 
quark k, the four simple roots are 

A = (12), B= (23), C= (34), D= (45). 

The other six positive roots are 

E = (13), F= (24), G = (35) , 

H = (14), I = (25), J = (15) . 

( 6.1a) 

(6.1b) 

The normalization is such that these roots are oflength v'2. 
If mi are the Dynkin components of a weight M, integral 

"quark components" /; exist that satisfy the equation 12 

mi =/; - /;+ I • (6.2) 

One may choose anyone of the five/; arbitrarily and use Eq. 
(6.2) to determine the other four. The number/; represents 
the number of quarks i minus the number of antiquarks 7 in 
the weight. The quark components are convenient for ex
pressing the scalar product with a root, i.e., 

(6.3) 

It follows from Eqs. (2.2) and (6.3) that the different 
members of an orbit correspond to all distinct permutations 
of the five/;. The dominant weight is the permutation such 
that/; >/; + I for all i. 

A set of /; for the weight W = ( - 3 5 - 3 1) is 
[25032]. The dominant weight of this orbit is [53220] with 
Dynkin components (2 1 0 2). It is seen from Eqs. (6.1 a), 
(6.1b), and (6.3) that the set of positive roots with negative 
signatures for Wis (ACGH). 

For A4 it is not difficult to prepare a complete list of the 
120 Weyl transformations and their inverses, from which the 
signature lists of all weights of all orbits may be read.13 I 
illustrate by considering the 20 transformations of depth 4. 
These are listed in Eq. (6.4) below, together with their in· 
verses. The notation X * = Y indicates that X and Yare in
verses, while the subscript s denotes a transformation that is 
its own inverse. The list is 

ABDEs ' ABEH* = ACFH, ACDGs ' 

ACEH*=BCFH, ACGH*=BDEI, ADEJ*=CFGH, 
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ADGJ* = BEFI, AEHJ* = DGIJ, BCFI* = BDGI, 

BDFI * = CDGI, BEFHs ' CFGIs • (6.4) 

For example, consider an orbit of the pattern 
(+ + 00), i.e., m3+ + = m/ + = O. It is seen from Eq. 
(6.4) and the orbit rule of Sec. V that the depth-4 weights in 
the orbit have the signature lists ACFH, ADGJ, DGIJ, and 
BEFH. 

In the case of W there are five different positive simple 
reflection series leading to the dominant orbit weight. If one 
considers the most negative weight of a maximal orbit of A4 , 

all ten signatures are negative. For such a weight there are 
768 different positive simple reflection series leading to the 
dominant weight. 

VII. CONCLUDING REMARK 

In any parametrization, it is desirable that as many pa
rameters as possible are bounded absolutely, in the sense that 
the bound depends only on the algebra. It is impossible to 
classify all weights by a finite set of parameters, each of 
which is bounded in this way, since the number of weights is 
infinite. However, in the parameter scheme outlined in Sec. 
III, only the Dynkin components of the M + + are unbound
ed. The number of patterns is r, where n is the rank. The 
number of weights in an orbit is bounded by the size of the 
Weyl group, and the number of negative signatures is bound
ed by the number of positive roots. 
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In this paper the ring of polynomial invariants of the icosahedral group I is studied. It begins 
by reviewing the surprising connections that this group and its double cover II have with 
various areas of mathematics and physics of current interest. Information concerning the 
representation theory of these groups is then given. After a brief discussion of the methods 
involved, the integrity basis of the ring of polynomial invariants for each irreducible 
representation of I is given, together with syzygies. These are expressed in terms of the 
invariants of the tetrahedral subgroup T of I. Finally other methods of finding these invariants 
are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to contribute to breaking a 
" ... conspiracy of silence about the icosahedron in the physics 
literature" (a complaint voiced in a recent review l on quasi· 
crystals). Motivation for our work originates in that, within 
a very short space of time, the interest in icosahedral symme
tries has started to grow in completely unrelated fields of 
mathematics (through its deep relation to the largest of the 
exceptional simple Lie groups) and in physics in two very 
different fields, quasicrystals, and (Es-based) superstring 
models, probably the "hottest topics" at present. 

The icosahedral group2 I is the largest of the finite sub
groups of the SO (3) group. Its distinguishing feature among 
these groups is that it contains elements of order 5 and there
fore it cannot be a symmetry of a two- or three-dimensional 
crystal (lattice). Until a few years ago it had been of margin
al physical interest. Now, however, the presence of fivefold 
symmetry in solids has been observed,3 which may be ex
plained in terms of quasicrystals I or icosahedral glasses.4 

Consequently there is a role for the icosahedron to play even 
in physics (in biology the fivefold symmetry ofliving organ
isms is long well known5

•
6
). In spite of the long history of the 

subject, a number of obviously important properties of the 
icosahedral representation theory have not been worked out. 
This work partially fills the gap. 

The discovery of quasicrystals was preceded in math
ematics by the discovery of curious, apparently far reaching, 
but not yet fully understood relations between simple Lie 
algebrasl groups and the finite subgroups of SU (2), in par
ticular, the algebra of type Es and the icosahedral group. 
Therefore when the E8 group later turned out to be of prime 
interest in elementary particle physics, one justly wondered 
about the role of the icosahedral group there. 

In this paper we study the structure of the rings of poly
nomial invariants of I, with variables transforming under 
one of the five irreducible representations of I C SO (3). We 
find the integrity bases of the invariants together with their 
syzygies. In a way this completes the results of Ref. 7 where 
the icosahedral case was left out for lack of motivation (in 
1978) and because in itself it is larger than all the finite sub
groups of SO ( 3) studied there. 

In Sec. II we point out the amazing relations between E8 

and I. Section III contains relevant information about the 
tetrahedral subgroup T and its irreducible representations, 
decomposition of their tensor products, etc., and in Sec. IV 
we discuss the general structure of the rings of polynomial 
tensors of representations of any finite group G. The results 
relevant to our study are given. These three sections form a 
collection of known facts put together in a form suitable for 
our purpose. Our results are described in Sec. V (and sum
marized in Tables IX-XIV). This section also contains a 
description of the methods of our computation. Finally in 
Sec. VI we discuss other methods of calculating the integrity 
bases, and record some alternative conventions. 

II. THE ICOSAHEDRAL GROUP 

Just as the rotation group SOC 3) has double-valued rep
resentations that are single-valued representations of the 
covering group SU (2), so the icosahedral group I has dou
ble-valued representations that are single-valued representa
tions of the double icosahedral group II C SU (2). The irre
ducible representations of II are denoted by r I, ••• ,r 9' and 
may be classified as either odd or even. The odd representa
tions are faithful representations of II and are contained in 
SU (2) representations of even dimension. They are thus the 
"spinors" of I. The even representations are contained in the 
SU (2) representations of odd dimension and are not faithful 
representations of II, but rather of 1I/{1, - I}g;:1. They 
may thus be identified with the irreducible representations of 
I. In the numbering scheme adopted here the first five repre
sentations of II are even and the last four odd. This number
ing is chosen to coincide with that of Refs. 1 and 2. Although 
our calculation will concern only the even representations 
we shall where convenient include details of the odd ones. In 
particular, the connections between the icosahedral group 
and E8 involve the spin representations. 

The character table of II is shown in Table I in which (J) 

denotes the "golden ratio" (1 + ~)/2, a solution of the qua
dratic equation x2 

- x - 1 = O. The SU(2)-conjugacy 
classes of each double icosahedral conjugacy class are also 
included. The notations we use and the properties of the 
SU (2) -conjugacy classes of elements of finite order were ex-
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TABLE I. Character table of the double icosahedral group II, (J) is the "golden ratio" (I + ,j5)/2. The first three rows give the number of elements in each 
conjugacy class, the corresponding SU (2) conjugacy class and the orders of the elements in each class. 

e, e' , e2 e' 2 

I I 12 12 
[10] [01] [32] [23] 

I 2 5 10 
r, I I I I 
r 2 3 3 I-(J} 1- (J) 

r3 3 3 (J) (J) 

r 4 4 4 -I -I 
rs 5 5 0 0 

r. 2 -2 (J}-I I-(J) 
r7 2 -2 -(J) (J) 

r. 4 -4 -I I 
r. 6 -6 I -I 

haustingly described in Ref. 8. We do not repeat it here. For 
convenience we have also included the orders of the elements 
of each conjugacy class, although this information may be 
deduced from a knowledge of the corresponding SU (2) -con
jugacy classes. 

In Table II we display the decompositions of the tensor 
products of the representations r I, ... ,r 9' while in Table III 
the generators of these irreducible representations are given. 
We have chosen a form of the generators in which the first 
two generate a tetrahedral subgroup. This enables us to 
make use of previous calculations of the invariants and co
variants of this subgroup.7 It should be noted, however, that 
I (or II) may be generated by just two elements. In the case 
of the two three-dimensional representations r 2 and r 3 we 
have displayed only the generators of r 2' Those of r 3 are 
obtained simply by replacing (J) by 1 - (J), that is, by selecting 
the other root of the equation x 2 

- x-I = O. This com
ment also applies to the invariants and syzygies described 
later. 

In the case of the even representations onI there exists a 
method9 for finding explicitly the required generators by 

el e' 3 e4 es e' 5 

12 12 30 20 20 
[14] [41] [ Il] [12] [21] 

5 10 4 3 6 
I I I I I 

(J) (J) -I 0 0 
!-(J) I-(J} -I 0 0 
-I -I 0 I I 

0 0 I -I -I 

-(J) (J) 0 -I I 
(J}-I I-(J) 0 -I I 
-I I 0 I -I 

1 -I 0 0 0 

making use of the fact that I ~ As, the alternating group of 
even permutations of five objects. Once these even genera
tors have been found 10 we may obtain the generators of the 
two-dimensional fundamental spin representation in the fol
lowing manner. Letgbe an SU(2) matrix and d, i = 1,2,3, 
be the Pauli spin matrices, i.e., 

and 

1] 02=[ 0 i] r:r=[l o ' -i 0' 0 

The action on g on the d by conjugation now yields an 
SO(3) transformation Dij (g), 

j 

If a = a l + ia2 and b = bl + ib2 then Dij(g) is given by 

TABLE II. Decompositions of the tensor products of irreducible representations of II. 

r, r 2 r3 r 4 rs r6 r7 r. r. 

r, r, r 2 r3 r 4 rs r6 r7 r. r9 

r 2 r s 6lr2 ®r, r s 6lr4 r s6lr46lr3 r s6lr46lr3 r.6lr6 r. r 96lr86lr6 2r96l r. 6l r7 

6l r 2 

r3 rs 6l r3 6l r, r s6lr46lr2 r s 6lr46lr3 r9 r 86lr7 r 96l r. 6l r7 r 96lr.6lr7 
6l r 2 6l r6 

r 4 r s 6lr4 6lr3 2rs 6l r.6l r3 r 96lr7 r 96l r6 2r96l r. 2r 9 6l 2r. 6l r 7 
6lr2 6lr, 6l r 2 6l r6 

rs 2rs6lr46lr3 r 96l r. r 96lr. 2r96l2r. 3r96l2r.6l r7 
6lr2 6lr, 6lr76lr6 6l r6 

r6 r 2 6lr, r 4 r S 6lr2 r s 6l r46l r3 

r7 r 36lr, rS 6lr3 r s 6l r.6l r 2 

r8 rs 6l r 4 6l r3 2rs 6l2r. 6l r3 
6lr2 6lr, 6l r 2 

r. 3rs 6l2r4 6l2r3 
6l2r2 6l r, 
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TABLE III. Generators of II for each irreducible representation. Here A" A,. and A3 correspond to the three permutations (123). (12)(34). and (12) (45) under the identification of II with As (Ref. 10) and 
(T = fil"i/3. 

r,(r,) 
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r. 

r7 

r. 
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000 I 

000 
o 0 0 
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0 0 0 0] I 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 u 0 
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[
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[

ai - a~ - bi + b~ - 2(a la2 + bl b2 ) 

2(a la2 -bl b2 ) ai -a~ +bi -b~ 
2(a l b l + a2b2 ) 2(a l b2 - a2b l ) 

Identifying this matrix with each of the generators of r 2 
in tum then allows us to find the corresponding elements of 
SU (2) up to a choice of sign. This gives us the generators of 
r 6, and those of r 7 are obtained similarly from the genera
tors of r 3 or equivalently by substituting 1 - w for w. This is 
essentially the method described by Hamermesh. II The re
maining odd generators may be obtained by taking the ten
sor product of the basic spin representation with suitable 
even representations (thanks are due to H. Zassenhaus for 
this observation). 

From Table II arises the first remarkable connection 12 

between the icosahedral group and Eg. We first define the 
9 X 9 matrix mjk to be the multiplicity of the representation 
r k in the Kronecker product of r 7 with rj , i.e., 

r 7 ®rj = ED mjkrk . 
k 

From this matrix a directed graph A of nine nodes is 
now constructed and with edges of multiplicity mjk from the 
j th to the k th nodes. As usual the convention is adopted that 
two edges of opposite orientation and the same multiplicity 
between the same pair of nodes are replaced by an undirected 
edge. The result of this procedure is the following graph: 

2 

6 4 9 5 8 :3 7 1 

which is the Dynkin diagram of affine Eg [if we also label the 
i th node by the dimension of the i th representation we ob
tain the marks of Eg (see Ref. 13)]. This is a particular case 
ofthe following result ofFord and McKay. 12 

Proposition: Each of the five types of finite groups, the 
cyclic group (of order r + 1), the dicyclic group (of order 
4{r - 2}), the double tetrahedral group, the double octahe
dral group, and the double icosahedral group, have a two
dimensional representation such that corresponding graph 
A is the Dynkin diagram of the affine algebras Ar, Dr' E6, E7, 

and Eg. 
The second relation between the icosahedral group and 

Eg, or more generally between a finite subgroup of SU(2) 
and the simple Lie algebras of types A, D, and E, can be 
described as follows. If G is a finite subgroup of SU (2) then 
G acts naturally on e2 and the orbifold e2; G has a singular
ity at O. These singularities are Kleinian singularities. The 
way in which these singularities are related to simple Lie 
algebra 9 of types A, D, and E was recognized by Grothen
dieck et al., and was worked out in detail by Slodowy.14 The 
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nilpotent cone ?8 in 9 is an algebraic variety of dimension 
dim 9 - rank g. Inside it there lies a subvariety ?8' of codi
mension 2 that is formed by the elements called subregular 
(these actually form a single orbit under the action of the 
adjoint group). Any two-dimensional complex space in ?8 
transverse to ?8' in ?8 has a singularity at O. This is precisely of 
the same form e2; G for the appropriate G. One has G = II in 
the case 9 = Eg. 

III. THE TETRAHEDRAL SUBGROUP 

The tetrahedral group T, being the largest subgroup on. 
is hence a convenient tool in our work. Therefore. in this 
section we recall some of the relevant properties of the irre
ducible representations of T and the corresponding double 
point group TI. 

We denote the irreducible representations of TI by 
yl ..... y7. As in the icosahedral case these representations 
may be classed as either odd or even: YI ..... Y4 are the even 
representations and correspond to the irreducible represen
tations of T. and YS ..... Y7 are the odd representations. The 
character table of TI is shown in Table IV; (T stands for 
e21Ti

/
3

• Each TI -conjugacy class is also identified by the 
SU (2) -conjugacy class to which it belongs. Table V contains 
the decomposition of tensor products of irreducible repre
sentations of TI. 

The nontrivial generators of TI are given in Table VI. 
the generators of the odd representations are obtained in the 
same manner as described above for II. Table VII contains 
the reduction (branching rules) of the irreducible represen
tations of II to a direct sum of representations of TI. With 
the exception of r 9 these branchings may be obtained direct
ly from the forms of the generators onI and TI in Tables III 
and VI. 

TABLE IV. Character table of the double tetrahedral group IT; q = il"i/3 . 
The first three rows give the number of elements in each conjugacy class, the 
corresponding SU (2) conjugacy class and the orders of the elements in each 
class. 

CI C' I C2 C3 C; C. C' • 
I I 6 4 4 4 4 

(10) (01) [ II) (12) (21) (12) (21) 
I 2 4 3 6 3 6 

rl I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Y2 I 1 I u u cr cr 
r3 1 1 1 cr cr u u 
Y. 3 3 -1 0 0 0 0 

y, 2 -2 0 -1 -1 1 
Y6 2 -2 0 -u u -cr cr 
Y, 2 -2 0 -cr cr -u u 
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TABLE V. Decompositions of the tensor products of irreducible represen
tations ofTI. 

r, r2 r, r4 r5 ro r7 
r, r, r2 r, r4 r, ro r7 
r2 r, r, r4 r6 r7 r5 
YJ r2 r4 Y7 r, r6 
r4 2(r4) (I) r, (I) r2(1) r, r,(I)r6(1)r7 r,(I)r6(1)r7 r5(1)r6(1)r7 
r, r4(1)r, r4 (I) r2 r4(1)r3 
r6 r4(1) r3 r4(1)r, 
r7 r4(1)r2 

IV. STRUCTURE OF THE RING OF POLYNOMIAL 
INVARIANTS 

For any group G we may introduce a set of variables 
x,y,z, ... that carry a representation r m of G. The set of all 
polynomials in x,y,z, ... with complex coefficients form a ring 
R[x,y,z, ... ] that is naturally graded by degree. The polyno
mials of degree k also carry a representation of G which may 
be identified with the fully symmetrized component of the 
tensor product {r mY These polynomial tensors may be de
composed into the direct sum of irreducible representations 
of G and the number of times the irreducible representation 
r, appears in this decomposition is given by the coefficient 
of A. k in the Taylor series expansion (known in the math
ematical literature as the Poincare series) of the following 
generating function7

•
15

: 

1 NX· 
B(r"r m,A) = - L ,rs, (1) 

N , det( I - A.A,) 

where N is the order of G, N, is the number of elements in the 
conjugacy class s, X rs the character of this class in the repre
sentation r, (* denotes complex conjugation), and A, is a 
matrix in r m representing any element of the class s. 

The set of all polynomials invariant under the action of 
G form a subring J ofR that is also graded by degree. This is 
known as the ring of invariant polynomials of r m' The gen
erating function (also known as the Molien series) for the 
number oflinearly independent invariant polynomials of de
gree k in J is given by B(rl,r m'A.), r l being the identity 
representation of G. These generating functions for all the 
finite subgroups of SU(2) have been computed in Refs. 7 
and 16. In the cases T and I they take the forms 

TABLE VI. Generators ofTI for each irreducible representation. Here A, 
and A2 correspond to the two permutations (123) and (12) (34) under the 
identification of TI with A. and u = fI"i/3 . 

A, A2 

[! 
0 

~l [~ 
0 

~J r4 0 -1 

1 0 

r, C)O+i)[~ ~J [~ i ~ i] 

r6 C )erO + i) [~ ~ i] [~ i ~ i] 

r7 (~)UO+i) [~ ~J [~ i ~ i] 
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TABLE VII. Reduction (branching rules) of the irreducible representa
tions of II to a direct sum of irreducible representations of TI. 

r, 
r2 
r, 
r4 
r5 

and 

r, 
r4 
r4 

r4(1)r, 
r4(1)r,(I)r2 

YI: 1/(1 - A.), 

Y2'Y3: 1/(1 - A. 3), 

ro r5 
r7 r, 
r. r6(1)r7 
r9 r, (I) r6 (I) Y7 

Y4: (1 +A. 6)/(1-A. 2)(1-A. 3 )(1-A. 4), 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(3d) 

We now make the following definition (see Ref. 17 for a 
recent review). 

Definition: A set B = {il, ... ,i/}, where i,EJ, l.;;;s.;;;/, is 
called an integrity (or polynomial) basis of J if every ele
ment of J may be written as a polynomial in this set. 

In general this expression for a general invariant in 
terms of an integrity basis is not unique. This nonuniqueness 
is measured by syzygies which are defined as follows. 

Definition: Given an integrity basis B = {i I,. .• ,i/} a non
zero polynomialp such thatp(il, ... ,i/ ) = Dis called a syzygy. 

Note that two polynomial expressions for an invariant 
differ by a syzygy. 

In the case of representations of finite groups it is always 
possible to choose an integrity basis B such that the form of a 
general invariant and the independent syzygies have a par
ticularly nice form. 

Definition: As above consider a representation r m of a 
finite group G, and let r m have dimension k. Then a good 
integrity basis B is one such that B = BfllBe (disjoint 
union), where Bf = {II, ... ,Ik} are called free invariants and 
Be = {EI,···,EI_ k} are called constrained invariants and we 
have the decomposition 

J = C[ II, ... ,lk] E9E1C[ II,. .. ,lk] E9 ••• E9EI _ kC[ II, ... ,h]· 
In other words, every iEJ may be written in the form 

i=Po+E1PI+···+EI_kPI_k' (*) 

where the Pj,j = 0, ... ,/- k, are polynomials in the free in
variants II, ... ,Ik • 

SinceeachproductE,E" l.;;;r.;;;s.;;;l- k, is an element of 
J, from the above definition we have 

E,E, - (qo + E1ql + ... + EI _ kql- k) = 0, 
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for some set of polynomials qj , 1 <J< I - k, that will depend 
on rand s. It can be shown that any other syzygy may be built 
up from this basic set. 

There is usually a certain amount of choice as to the 
elements of B; in most cases a possible choice of their num
ber, type, and degree can, however, be found from the rel
evant generating function. To each factor (1 - A k) in the 
denominator of the generating function we associate an ele
ment I; of degree k and to each term CA k in the numerator we 
associate c linearly independent elements E; of degree k. 
This information is of great help in suggesting how to search 
for syzygies and invariants. In particular it allows us to know 
when we have found the whole of B. 

As an example consider the representation Y4' From the 
denominator of the corresponding generating function we 
deduce that there are three free members ofB of degrees 2, 3, 
and 4, which may be chosen to be7 

(4a) 

{3} = xyz, (4b) 

(4c) 

The first two of which are unique, while to {4} we may 
add any multiple of the square of the second-order invariant. 
For simplicity we write {anb m} for {a}n{b}m, etc., so that 
the square of the second-order invariant is written as {22}. 
The sixth-order invariant may be chosen to be7 

{6} = (x2 _ y2)(y2 - r)(r - x 2). (4d) 

Once again this choice is not unique since we may add 
mUltiples of {23}, {32}, and {42}. Since the numerator of 
(2c) contains only A 6 we deduce that {62} must be express
ible in terms of the other elements ofB. This syzygy takes the 
form 

- 2{ 43} + 5{ 4222} - 4{ 424} + 36{ 4322} 

+ {26} _ 20{3223
} + 108{34} = - 4{62}. (5) 

In this example we have just a single constrained invar
iant and hence the situation is quite simple. In practice, how
ever, there will exist several constrained invariants and the 
situation will be more complex. To illustrate the points that 
may arise, suppose we have three invariants a, b, and c that 
satisfy the syzygy (we assume that a, b, and c are going to be 
in our integrity basis) 

an + b n + cn = O. 

Now consider a general polynomial in a, b, and c. This is an 
invariant, but clearly in general its expression in terms of a 
polynomial of a, b, and c will not be unique. For example, we 
may eliminate anyone of an, b n, or cn in favor of the other 
two variables. Suppose we choose an, then we have expressed 
an arbitrary invariant i in the form 

i=Po(b,c) +Pl(b,c)a+'" +Pn_db,c)an- 1
• 

Choosing Bf = {b,c} and Be = {a,a2
, ... ,an -I} (assuming 

that there are no other nontrivial syzygies satisfied by a, b, 
and c) defines a good integrity basis. This raises two points: 
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first we could have chosen Bf = {a,b} and 
Be = {c,c2

, ••• ,cn - I} or Bf = {a,c} and Be 
= {b,b 2, ... ,b n - I} as good integrity bases. In this sense our 
original nontrivial syzygy an + b n + cn = 0 is more funda
mental than our choice of basis. For this reason in our results 
we have given a set of independent nontrivial syzygies and a 
possible choice of invariants (which is, of course, far from 
unique). The second point is that certain trivial syzygies 
arise once one has made a choice ofB. The reader may have 
noticed that it was claimed above that a complete set of inde
pendent syzygies was given in the case of a good integrity 
basis by the products ErEs of the constrained invariants, 
whereas in this example we started with just a single syzygy, 
but obtain n - 1 constrained invariants and consequently 
their products. The solution to this apparent problem is of 
course that the constrained invariants are related by being 
powers of a single invariant. To be more precise if 
r + s = xn + y (1 <y<n - 1) then the product of Er = ar 

and Es = as is simply 

These trivial syzygies may be determined easily after one has 
made a choice of integrity basis and we shall not discuss 
them further. 

By using the result 7 

B(r1,rr $ rs;A1A2) = L B(r"rr;Al)B(rr,rs;A2)' 
I 

(6) 

the Molien series for any reducible representation may be 
calculated, and hence the integrity basis found. The integrity 
bases for the representations of T that occur in the branch
ings from the irreducible representations of I are shown in 
Table VIII. In this table we adopt the convention that the 
representation Y2 acts on the indeterminate P, Y3 acts on q, 
and Y4 acts on the three indeterminates x, y, and z. This 
convention is adhered to in the case of the direct sum 
Y2 $ Y3 $ Y4 and hence the invariants of this representation 
are polynomials in p, q, x, y, and z. In the next section we 
express the icosahedral invariants in terms of these tetrahe
dral invariants. 

V. METHODS AND RESULTS 

In principle, the icosahedral invariants we wish to calcu
late may be found directly by using the following procedure. 

For any particular degree first construct the most gen
eral homogeneous polynomial P(x,y,z, ... ) in the variables 
x,y,z, ... . This polynomial will in general contain a large 
number of arbitrary parameters C;. For it to be invariant 
under icosahedral transformations we require that, for each 
generating element A of I, 

P(x,y,z, ... ) = P(D(A)x,D(A)y,D(A)z, ... ), (7) 

D(A) being the matrix representing A in r m' which acts on 
x,y,z, ... as a linear transformation. Equating the coefficients 
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TABLE VIII. Integrity bases for the tetrahedral group representations occurring in the branching of irreducible icosahedral group representations. 

Representation Free 

of each monomialin the variables x,y,z, ... yields a large num
ber of homogeneous linear equations for the Cj • The solution 
of this set then yields the most general invariant of degree r. 

In many cases this calculation is not difficult to perform. 
For the present case, however, the computations involved 
would be formidable. Fortunately a number of steps may be 
taken to simplify the problem. The first of these is to make 
use of the tetrahedral invariants of Sec. IV. 

Since Tel, any polynomial invariant under the icosahe
dral group must also be invariant under the tetrahedral sub
group. Hence each icosahedral invariant may be written as a 
sum of tetrahedral invariants of the same degree. The most 
general sum of tetrahedral invariants of any degree may be 
found from Table VIII for each irreducible representation of 
I. Furthermore, since two of the generators ofI generate the 
tetrahedral subgroup we only have to impose invariance un
der the third generator to ensure invariance for the whole of 
I. The number of arbitrary coefficients is further reduced by 
calculating first the invariants of lowest degree and exclud
ing products of these invariants when finding those of higher 
degree. 

Finally we note that it is usually inefficient to expand the 
whole of Eq. (7) in order to generate the required linear 
system as this leads to a large number of dependent equa
tions. A better procedure is to specialize some or all of the 
variables x,y,z, ... to particular values (usually roots of uni
ty), thus generating a smaller number of hopefully indepen
dent equations. This procedure can be systematized 18; how
ever, the icosahedral case is sufficiently simple that a few 
trial choices lead more quickly to the desired set of indepen
dent linear equations for the coefficients. 

Although these steps reduce to a large extent the 
amount of work involved in finding the required invariants, 
the result is still far from a hand calculation. We have thus 
made use of the computer algebra system MACSYMA. The 
results of this calculation are given in Tables IX, X, and XI. 
In these tables the symbol [n] denotes an nth degree icosahe
dral invariant (if necessary additional labels are used to dis-
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Constrained 

none 
none 
{6o} = (x2 - y) (y - r) (r - x2 ) 

{2\} =pq 
{32} = (x> + or + rrr)q 
{32} = (x2 + rry + ur)p 
{4\} = (x2 + or + rrr)p2 
{4\} = (x2 + rry + ur)q> 
{2D 
{5\} = (x' + uy' + rrz4)q 
{5\} = (x' + rry' + ut')p 
{322tl,{322\} 
{6o} 
{3D,{3D 
{5\2\},{5\2\} 
{602\}, {602~} 

tinguish invariants of the same order) and the tetrahedral 
invariants are as in Table VIII. As above the notation 
[nOm b

] is used for [n] 0 [m] b. In the case of r 4 (Tables X 
and XIII) {I} is used to denote an indeterminate, t say, that 
is left invariant by the action of the tetrahedral subgroup. 
This corresponds to the fact that the identity representation 
of T occurs in the branching rule of r 4 in Table VII. 

When classifying the invariants of r 5 we have found it 
useful to introduce "symmetric" and "antisymmetric" in
variants. The former are denoted with a subscript s and the 
latter with a SUbscript a. They differ in their transformation 
properties under the Z2 transformation given by 

p-q, q-p, u-cr, cr-u. 
The symmetric invariants are left unchanged by this 

transformation, while the antisymmetric representations are 
multiplied by - 1. 

The syzygies satisfied by these invariants (for rs those 
syzygies of degree ..:; 14) were found in a similar manner by 
equating the most general polynomial in the elements ofB of 
some particular d6gree to zero and then solving for the un
known coefficients. The results of this calculation are given 
in Tables XII, XIII, and XIV. 

As was noted above the distinction between free and 
constrained invariants is to a certain extent arbitrary, the 
more important thing being the nontrivial syzygies. For con
venience, however, we give here sets of constrained invar
iants consistent with the syzygies of Tables XII, XIII, and 
XIV: 

TABLE IX. The integrity basis for the representation r 2; that of r 3 is ob
tained by substituting 1 - fJJ for fJJ. 

[2] = {2} 
[6] = (4w - 2){6} + 22{32} + {42} 

[10] = 3[6]{4} - 8{422} + 9{423} - 256{432} + 128{3222} 
[15] = [6] (l5{432} + 290{33} - l1{W}) - 22S{433} + 425{42322} 

- 80{4332} - 270{4J24} - 9728{3'} + S4{Y23
} + 58{326

} 
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TABLE X. The syzygy satisfied by the invariant [15] of the representation 
r 2 and r 3• 

80[ 152] + 50[ W] - 550[ lQ2622] - 66[ lQ225] + 450[ 10632] 
+360[106224] +2458[10627]-740[10210]-135[65] 
- 215[6423] - 1200[6326] -776W29

] - 2625[62'2] 
+ 1495[2'5] = 0 

r 2,r3 [15], 

r 4 [10], 

rs [5s], [6s], [60 ], [7s], [7s5s]· 

In the first two cases it is clear that these particular 
choices are fairly natural; for the representation r 5' how
ever, the situation is less clear-cut. In particular it should be 
noted that the 12th-order invariant is somewhat special. For 
this case there are no new invariants of this order, but the 
four products [7 s 5 s ], [6s 6a ], [6;], and (6~ ] are related by 
three independent syzygies that may be used to eliminate any 
three. We may thus choose any of them as the 12th-order 
invariant. Of course, this procedure also depends on the pre
vious choice of lower-order constained invariants. 

VI. OTHER CONSTRUCTIONS 

In this section we would like to describe some other 
methods of calculating the integrity bases of I that do not 
make use of the tetrahedral subgroup. 

The invariants of the three-dimensional representations 
r 2 and r 3 are long well known.2

•
19 They are constructed by 

making use of the fact that it is via these two representations 
that the icosahedral group acts on the icosahedron. For 
more details the reader should consult Table III and Appen
dix D of Ref. 19. 

The integrity basis of r 4 may be found by making use of 
the isomorphorism I ~ As C S5 and the theory of symmetric 
polynomials. Quite generally any symmetric group Sn has a 
permutation representation P n that may be realized by the 
permutations ofa set ofindeterminatesx l ,x2, •.• ,xn • This rep
resentation is the direct sum of an irreducible (n - 1 )-di
mensional representation and a one-dimensional identity 
representation. Labeling these representations by partitions 
in the usual way we have 

Pn ~ (n) EB (n - 1,1). (8) 

TABLE XI. The integrity basis for the representation r 4' 

[2] = {2} + {12} 
[3] = - 2~{3} - [2j{1} + 2{1 3} 
[4] = 5{4} + 18[2j{12} + 6[3j{l} - 23{14} 
[5] = 1O[4j{l} - 80[3j{12} - 25[22j{l} - 16O[2j{13} + 256{15} 

[10] = 2[4j{6} - 5[22j{6} - 32{61}[3]- 96{61 2}[2] + 256{614} 
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TABLE XII. The syzygy satisfied by the invariant [ 10] of the presentation 
r 4 • 

- [54] - 60[5332] + 40[52422] - 180[52432] _ 380[52423] 
- 210[523222] + 916[5225] + 160[5433] - 1760[542322] 
- 2520[54332] + 6520[54324] - 1728[535] + 6940[5]323] 
-7800[5326] - 32[45] + 560[4422] + 720[43322] - 3800[4324] 
+ 540 [ 4234] - 5600[423223] + 12 500 [ 4226] - 2700 [ 43422] 
+ 14 500 [ 43225] - 20 DOO[ 428

] + 3375[3424] - 12500[3227] 
+ 12500[2'0] + 2DOO[ W] = 0 

In the case of S5 the representation (4,1) under restric
tion to I yields the single irreducible representation r 4' Poly
nomials in the Xi'S that are invariant under permutations are 
called symmetric polynomials and it is well known that the 
integrity basis consists of n free invariants of degrees 1 to n. 
Convenient choices are the elementary symmetric polyno
mials el, ... ,en , the complete symmetric polynomials hl, ... ,hn , 

or the power sum symmetric polynomials PI, ... ,Pn .20 There is 
also a relative invariant given by Vandermonde's determi
nant 

Dn = det(x7- j
) = II(xi -Xj) 

i<j 

of degree !n(n + 1). Under restriction to An, Dn may be 
considered to be a constrained invariant whose square may 
be expressed as a polynomial in the other elements of the 
integrity basis. 

Thus for the representation r 4 EB r I of I we may choose, 
for example,PI'''''Ps and D5 as an integrity basis. Clearly the 
vector (1,1, 1,1,1) generates the one-dimensional invariant 
subspace. On restriction to the orthogonal subspace the in
variant PI = X I + ... + Xs vanishes and the other invariants 
provide the required integrity basis of r 4' 

We may obtain the integrity basis of r s by considering 
another permutation representation, this time of S6' This is 

TABLE XIII. The integrity basis for the representation r 5' 

[2,] = {20} + 2{2,} 
[3.] = {3, - 3,} + 3{32 - 32} 
[3,] = {3, + 3,} + {32 + 32} - 4{30} 
[4,] = {40} - 2{4, + 4,} - 6{2D + 4[2,j{2,} 
[5.] = {5, - 5,} - 2[2, j{32 - 32} - [3. j{2,} + 5{322, - 322,} 
[5,] = {5, + 5,} - 2[2,j{32 + 32} - [3,j{2,} + 7{322, + 322,} 

+ 12{302,} 
[6,] = - 21 [4,j{2,} + 8[2,j{4, + 4,} - 32[2,J{2D + 23[2:j{2,} 

+ 28[3,j{3o} - 48[3,j{32 + 32} - 192{3230 + 3230} 

- 16{3n + 4[3. j{32 - 32} + 80{3~ + 3i} 
[6.] =6(17- ul){60 } -23[3,j{32 - 32} + 72[3.j{30} 

- 284{3230 - 3230} - 17 [3.] {32 + 32} 

+ 70{3~ - 3n + 8[2,j{4, - 4,} 
[7, I = 7[2~J{3o} - 4[3,2, 1{2,} - 32[2, j{302,} 

- 2[5,j{2,} + 4[3,j{2D 

+ 64{302D - 2[3, j{4, + 4,} - 16{4,30 + 4,30} - 5[ 4, j{3o} 
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TABLE XIV. The syzygies satisfied by the constained elements of the integrity basis of r 5' 

- 480[7,4,) + 672[7,2~) - 10[6,5,) - 200[6.5.) - 128[6,3,2,) - 64[6.3.2,) - 456[5,4,2,) - 755[5,3~) + 35[5,3;) + 720[5.3.3,) 
+ 552[5,2;) + 6OO[4!3,) - 1680[ 4,3,2!) - 1024[3;2,) + 1024[3,3;2,) + 1176[3,2:) = 0 

- 24[6.5,) + 50[6,5.) + 16[6,3.2,) + 360[5.4,2,) + 319[5.3!) - 175[5.3;) - 144[5,3,3.) - 72[5.2!) + 24[4!3.) + 48[4,3.2;) 
- 56[3!2,) + 56[3.3!2,) + 24[3.2:) = 0 

576[7,5,) +9216[7,3,2,)-64[6;) +976[6,4,2,)-450[6,3;)-18[6,3;)-144[6.3.3,)-1424[6,2;)-19200[5;2,) 
+ 5328[5,4,3,) - 15 120[5.4,3.) - 1008[5,3,2;) + 8880[5.3.2!) - 3456[ 4;) + 8640 [ 4;2!) + 176[4,3;2,) - 11 840[4,3;2,) - 6912[ 4,2:] 
+ 63[3:) - 2871 [3:) + 2808[3;3;) + 14 656[3!2;) + 2576[3;2:1 + 1728[2~) = 0 

- 4320[7,5,) - 13 824[7,3,2,) - 50[6;) - 2280[6,4,2,) - 719[6,3!) + 485[6,3;) - 72[6.3.3,) + 2760[6,2;) + 144 000[5;2,) 
+ 1512[5,4,3,) - 1800[5.4,3.) - 6264[5,3,2;) + 94 680[5.3.2;) - 960[4,3;2,) + 13 560[4,3;2,) - 1085[3:) - 2552[3:) + 3637[3;3;) 
- 1560[3;2;) - 2112[3;2;) = 0 

2304[7,3.2,) + 5760[5.5,2,) + 10440[5.3,2;) + 1944[5,3.2;) - 1080[4,3.3,2,) + 3672[3.3,2;) + 7200[7,5.) + 40[6.6,) 
+ 320[6.3;)- 248[6.3!) + 234[6,3.3,)-72[5,4,3.)- 2520[5.4,3,)-1467[3!3,) + 1467[3;3.) =0 

- 40[7,6.) + 5856[7,4,2,) - 3020[7,3;) + 140[7,3;) - 8544[7,2;) - 334[6,4,3,) + 2106[6,3,2;) + 2560[6.5.2,) + 8[6.4,3.) 
+ 808[6.3.2;) + 1920[5,5.3.) + 432[5,4;) + 5088[5,4,2;) + 8640[5,3;2,) + 960[5,3;2,) - 6864[5,2:) + 28 800[5;3,) + 9600[5.3.3,2,) 
- 7320[ 4;3,2,) + 703[4,3;) + 2177[ 4,3,3;) + 20 928[ 4,3,2;) + 12 123[3;2;) - 13083[3,3;2;) + 14 952[3,2~) = 0 

96[7,6.) + 576[7,3,3.) + 640[6,5.2,) + 2[6,4,3.) + 202[6,3.2~) - 120[6.4,3,) + 168[6.3,2;) + 3456[5,5.3,) 
+ 1152[5,3.3,2,) - 9600[5;3.) - 2160[5.4;) + 3744[5.4,2;) + 5120[5.3;2,) - 10 112[5.3;2,) - 1008[5.2:) - 600 [ 4;3.2,) - 569[ 4,3;3.] 
-7[4,3!) +960[4,3.2;) +2435[3;3.2;)-2243[3!2;)-168[3.2~) =0 

144[7~) + 576[7,5,2,) + 1152[7,4,3,) + 80[6,5.3.) + 18[6,4;) + 212[6,4,2;) + 360[6,3;2,) + 40[6,3;2,) - 286[6,2:) + 576[6.5.3,) 
+ 192[6.3,3.2,) + 1008[5,4,3,2,) + 1944[5,3:1 + 72[5,3,3;) - 720[5,3,2;) - 15360[5;2;) + 144[5.4,3.2,) - 1520[5.3;3.) - 496[5.3!) 
- 10032[5.3.2;) - 1521 [4;3;) - III [4;3;) + 4342 [ 4,3;2;) - 1270[ 4,3;2;) + 2880[3:2,) - 2632[3;3;2,) - 2729[3;2:) - 248[3:2,) 
+ 137[3;2:) = 0 

TABLE XV. Alternative conventions for TT irreducible representations. 
We include the partition notation which allows contact to be made with the 
standard notations of the representation theory of the symmetric group2' 
and the notations used by the Atlas of finite groups.22 

[4) 
[22)+ 
[22)_ 

[31) 

Ys 
Yo 
Y7 

[ 4)' 
[31)'+ 
[31) '_ 

TABLE XVI. Alternative conventions for II irreducible representations. 
Notation as in Table XV. 

r, [5) la r6 [5)'+ 2a 
r2 [312) + 3a r7 [5)'_ 2b 
r3 [312L 3b rs [32), 4b 
r4 [41) 4a r9 [41 )' 6a 
rs [32] Sa 

TABLE XVII. Alternative conventions for TT conjugacy classes. Notation 
as in Table XV. 
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(14) 
(22) 

(31)+ 
(31)_ 
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possible because of the fact that there exists a nonstandard 
embedding of A5 in S6 such that the restriction of the repre
sentation (5,1) is r 5' To obtain the generators of A5 in this 
representation consider the action of the icosahedral group 
on an icosahedron. Joining each opposite pair of vertices of 
this icosahedron we obtain six lines permuted by the action 
of the icosahedral group. Consider in plan view the situation 
is as follows: 

6 3 • 

2 

The two arrows represent the action of two elements of 
the icosahedral group, one of order 5 and one of order 3, 
which hence generate the whole of I. Their effects as permu
tations on the lines joining the vertices (numbered 1 to 6) are 
(23456) and (123)(465). 

We may rewrite the form of the generating function for 
r 5 in the form 

(1 + x 3) (1 + x 5 + 2x6 + x 7 + X12 ) 
(l-x2)(l-x3)(l-x4)(l-x5)(1-x6) . 

Thus as for r 4 we may take the free intervals as P2"",P6' The 
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TABLE XVIII. Alternative conventions for II conjugacy classes. Notation 
as in Table XV. 

(15) 
(5)+ 
(5)_ 

(221) 
(312) 

lA 
5A 
5B 
2A 
3A 

constrained invariants are, however, much more complicat
ed. Although it is possible to find all invariants of the re
quired degrees by demanding invariance under the two per
mutations (23456) and (123) ( 465) there does not seem to 
be a natural choice as is the case for the other representa
tions. 

To summarize, we have in this paper investigated the 
polynomial invariants of the icosahedral group. The integri
ty basis for each irreducible representation has been found 
by making use of the invariants of the tetrahedral subgroup 
T of I. We have also indicated how the geometry of the icosa
hedron and the use of permutation representations may also 
be used to construct the integrity bases in a different manner. 
In conclusion we note that a number of different conventions 
are available for labeling the irreducible representations and 
classes ofII and IT. Some of these are summarized in Tables 
XV-XVIII. 
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The two-dimensional space-time realizations of the Lie algebra ofSL(3,R) are obtained, when 
the group acts as the maximal point symmetry group of any given one-dimensional Newtonian 
linear system. It is shown that these realizations are isomorphic with the realization ofthe Lie 
algebra of the projective group in the plane. Next an active point of view is introduced, and 
SL(3,R) is interpreted as a group of mappings that transform one admissible world line of the 
system into another. Thus a new mechanical realization of the sl( 3,R) algebra comes to the 
fore. Some miscellaneous examples are included. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper! we have solved the converse prob
lem of similarity analysis2

•
3 for finite point symmetry trans

formations of any inhomogeneous ordinary linear differen
tial equation of the second order. In that paper, the 
eight-parameter realizations of the symmetry group were 
obtained in the form of conjugated diffeomorphisms of the 
form y-I 9 2Y, where Y stands for some parameter-free 
transformations of the (t,x) variables (which depend exclu
sively on the fundamental solutions of the equation), and 
where 9 2 is an arbitrary projective transformation in the 
plane. In this fashion, without recourse to the Lie algebra, it 
was shown that the full point symmetry group of all such 
equations corresponds to SL(3,R) indeed. (This fact seems 
to be not so well known to most physicists,4 although it fig
ures in the literature3 and, moreover, it was a fact well 
known to Lie himself.5

) 

Notwithstanding this fact, we wish to remark that the 
main interest of our previous work on this issue l

,6 stems from 
its usefulness in classical mechanics as well as in quantum 
kinematics. 7 In effect, we have obtained in Ref. 1 a technique 
for calculating the specific finite realizations of SL( 3,R) for 
any given one-dimensional linear Newtonian system, in 
terms of a set of basic solutions of the equation of motion. 
(We have been unable to find this technique in the current 
literature. ) Hence in this article, as an indispensable comple
ment of our previous work, we tackle the problem of finding 
the physically meaningful realization of the Lie algebra of 
SL(3,R) [i.e., s1(3,R)] for a given linear system in two
dimensional space-time.8 Since the motivation underlying 
this paper is the same already formulated in Ref. 1, we would 
like to refer the reader to the Introduction of that paper. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we 
obtain the desired space-time realizations of sl( 3,R), and we 
compare them with the realization of the Lie algebra of the 
projective group within the present formalism. Next, in Sec. 
III, we adopt the active point of view and interpret SL (3,R) 
as a group of mappings that transform one admissible world 
line of the system into another. Thus a new mechanical real
ization of SL(3,R) comes to the fore, which takes place in 

the classical state-space of the system. Then we get the gen
eral realization of the associated sl(3,R) algebra in this 
space. Section IV contains some miscellaneous examples of 
our technique. 

II. SPACE-TIME REALIZATIONS OF sl(3,R) 

In Ref. 1 it was shown that the full point symmetry 
group of the general second-order linear differential equa
tion 

L(t)x=x + f2(t)x + fl (t)x = Io(t) (2.1 ) 

becomes realized by the following local diffeomorphisms of 
the space {t,x}: 

t' = 1"-1 (qlul(t) + q3U2 (t) + q2(X - up(t»)), 

q7UI (t) + q8(X - up(t») + U2(t) 

q4UI (t) + q6U2 (t) + ~(x - up(l») 
x'=-------------------------

q7UI (t) + q8(X - up(t») + u2(t) 

Here UI (t) and u2(t) are two linearly independent solutions 
of the corresponding homogeneous equation, L(t)x = 0, 
and up (I) is a particular solution ofEq. (2.1). The function 
1"-! denotes the inverse function of 1"(1) = U I (I)!u2 (t), and 
the q's are the eight parameters ofSL(3,R). (For details, see 
Ref. 1.) Indeed, in Ref. 1 it was proved that this rather formi
dable scheme of transformations entails a local, albeit finite, 
realization of SL(3,R) over the configuration space-time 
arena of the system whose equation of motion is (2.1). In 
order to handle these transformations in an easy manner, we 
had better introduce a change of variables, say 

l = UI(t)!U2(t), x = (x - u p(t»)/u2(t). (2.3) 

(This is, in fact, an Y transformation, according to the ter
minology used in Ref. 1.) Hence upon substitution of (2.3) 
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into (2.2) these diffeomorphisms read, briefly, 

t' = 1- 1 (qll(t) + ix(t,x) + ql) , 
1 + q71(t) + q8X(t,x) 

x' = q4
1(t) + tTx(t,x) + q6 u2(t') + up(t'). 

1 + q71(t) + q8X(t,x) 

(2.4) 

[By the way, in this fashion it becomes apparent that Eq. 
(2.2) corresponds to the conjugations y-I f!jJ 2Y of the 
projective group f!jJ 2 of the plane {t,x} by the local, param
eter-free diffeomorphisms Y defined in Eq. (2.3). Cf. 
Theorem III in Ref. 1.] 

We next discuss the general Lie algebra of the point 
symmetry group of Eq. (2.1) from the standpoint of this 
formalism. Clearly, in this endeavor one considers the mon
oparametric transformations of variables obtained from Eq. 
(2.2) to the first order of approximation in the parameter 
one handles. Now Lie's operators Za (t,x), a = 1, ... ,8 (at
tached to the infinitesimal transformations in the present 
realization of the group), are given by 

Za (t,x) = T/a (t,x) at + Oa (t,x)ax' 

where one has 

T/a(t,x) = lim (~) t'(t,x;q), 
q-e a~ 

Oa (t,x) = lim (~) x' (t,x;q), 
q_e aqa 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

as usual. The point e denotes the "identity point" in the 
group manifold, which, in the adopted parametrization of 
f!jJ 2' has coordinates ql = tT = 1, and q2 = ql = q4 
= q6 = q7 = qS = o. Therefore, applying these standard 
manipulations to Eq. (2.4), we obtain the generators in the 
following form: 

wherefrom the desired realization of the Lie algebra immedi
ately follows. In fact, we get 

ZI = n -I at - u2n -IXt ax' 

Z A~ - I a ~ - I A A a 
2 = x, t - U2' xX t x' 

Z3 = i -I at - u2i -IXt ax, 

Z4 = u21ax , 

Zs = u~ax' 
Z6 = u2 ax ' 

Z7= -Pi-Iat +u21(n- lxt -x)ax' 

Zs = -lxi -I at + u~(n -IXt - x)ax. 

(2.8) 

In the applications one substitutes from Eq. (2.3) into these 
expressions and thus one obtains the Z operators in terms of 
(t,x). The final, completely general, form of these operators 
is exhibited explicitly in Table I. 

With the aim of obtaining the Lie algebra obeyed by 
these operators, it would be rather lengthy and cumbersome 
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TABLE I. Point symmetry realization of s\(3,R) for x + f-zi + fiX =10. 
The Wronskian w = UI U 2 - U IU2 corresponds to the independent solutions 
ul(t) and U2(t), whenfo = 0, and up(t) is a particular solution oftheinho
mogeneous differential equation. 

Z. 'TI. (t,x)at + 8. (t,x) ax 

ZI W-
I
U I {U2 at + (u2(x - up) + u2up)ax} 

Z2 w-I(x - Up ){U2 a, + (u2(x - up) + u2up)a
X

} 

Z3 W- IU2{U2 at + (u2(x - up) + U2Up)ax} 

~ UI~ 
Z, (x - up)ax 
Z6 U2 ax 
Z7 - W-IUI{U I at + (u l (x - up) + ulup)ax} 

Z. - w-I(x - up){u l a, + (u l (x - up) + ulup)ax} 

to work out their commutators directly from Table I. So we 
shall follow a general approach already used in one of our 
previous works on this issue.8 Since the Lie algebra must be 
of the form 

(2.9) 

it follows that the structure constantsf~b have to be consis
tent with the following identities: 

f~b T/c = [T/a,T/bt] + [Oa,T/bx ], 

f~bOc = [T/a,Obt] + [Oa,Obx], 
(2.10) 

where, of course, the square brackets denote antisymmetri
zation of the indices a and b only. [Let us note that Eq. (2.9) 
is not an ansatz, since we are certainly handling a Lie group 
and the algebra must be finite and closed.] Hence according 
to Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), and (2.7) a straightforward calculation 
yields 

T/at = (i) -1{(ic5al + x tc5a2 - 2nc5a7 

- (ix + lXt )c5a8 ) -IT/a}' 

T/ax = (u2h- I{c5a2 - Ma8}' 
(2.11 ) 

Oat = u2{(ic5a4 + x tc5aS - (ix + lXt )c5a7 - llxtc5a8 ) 

in consequence, after some steps we get 

[T/a,T/bt] + [Oa,T/bx] 

=i- I{([c5a3 ,c5b d + [c5a6 ,c5b2 ]) 

- (2[c5a3 ,c5b d + [c5a6 ,c5b s] + [c5a2 ,c5bs ])1 

- ([c5a3 ,c5b s] + [c5al ,c5b d + [c5a2 ,c5bS ])x 

- ([ c5al ,c5b7 ] + [c5a4 ,c5b8 ])12 

- ([ c5a2 ,c5b d + [c5as ,c5b8 ] )lx}, (2.12) 
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TABLE II. The nonzero structure constants of the Lie algebra associated 
with the differential equation x + f2x + fix = 10. 

and 

- 2[003.0bd - [Oa6.obsl- [002.0b'] 
- [003.0bsl - [oopobd - [002.0b'] 

[003.0bd + [0a6.0b2] 
- [0a6.0b7] + [001 .Ob'] + [O ... Ob'] 
- [003.0b7] - 2 [Oa6.obsl + [002.0b'] 

[003.0b'] + [006.0b'] 
[001 .Ob7] + [0 ... Ob8] 
[002 ,0bd + [00, 'Obsl 

[1/a,Obt] + [Oa,Obx] 

= u2{q t5a3 ,t5b4 ] + [t5a6 ,t5bS ]) 

+ ( [t5a1 ,t5b4 ] - [t5a6 ,t5b7 ] 

+ [t5a4 ,t5b5 ] )l + q t5a2 ,t5b4 ] 

- [t5a3 ,t5b7 ] - 2 [t5a6 ,t5b8 Px 
- ( [t5a1 ,t5b7 ] + [t5a4 ,t5b8 ])lX 

- q t5a2 ,t5b7 ] + [t5as ,t5b 8 PX2} 

- U2Xt q 1/a,1/bt] + [Oa,1/bx p. 

On the other hand, Eq. (2.7) yields 

(2.13 ) 

f~b 1/c = i -l{f!b[ + f!b X + f!b - f!b F - f!b[X}, 
(2.14) 

and 

(2.15 ) 

Therefore, using the factthat [(t,x) and x (t,x) are indepen
dent functions [cf. Eq. (2.3)], we are in position to obtain all 
the nonzero structure constants of the group, if we equalize 
Eq. (2.12) with (2.14), and Eq. (2.13) with (2.15), and 
then separate the coefficients of the different powers of [, x, 
[X, andx t • We present our results in Table II. For the sake of 
completeness we also include herein the Lie algebra obeyed 
by the Z operators; cf. Table III. 

TABLE III. The well-known Lie algebra of the projective group in the plane. 

ZI Z2 Z3 Z. 

ZI 0 -Z2 -Z3 Z. 
Z2 Z2 0 0 -ZI +Z, 
Z3 Z3 0 0 Z6 
Z. -Z. ZI- Z, -Z6 0 
Z, 0 Z2 0 -Z. 
Z. 0 Z3 0 0 
Z7 -Z7 -Z. 2Z1 +Z, 0 
Z. 0 0 Z2 -Z7 
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F~rthermore, one can also obtain the infinitesimal oper
ators Za, a = 1, ... ,8, associated with the variables (l,x) de
fined in Eq. (2.3). We next present this subject (in a rather 
sketchy way, for the sake of brevity ) because these operators 
bring the Lie algebra of f!JI 2 to the fore and, therefore, throw 
light on the algebra obeyed by the Za 'so As was shown in Ref. 
1, if one introduces the column 

v = (l,x, 1 )(transposed) 

= (U1 (t)/u2 (t) ,(x - Up (t»)/u2(t),1)(transposed), 

then the diffeomorphisms (2.2) are consistent with the pro
jective transformation 

v' = tP(v;q)M(q)'v = (M(q)'v)l(M(q)-vh, 

where 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

and where, clearly. (M(q)'vh stands for the third row in 
M(q)·v. Of course. by being "consistent" here we mean that 
v' corresponds precisely to 

v' = (l' ,x', 1) (transposed) 

= (u 1(t')/U2(t'),(x' - up(t'»)/u2 (t'),1) (transposed) 

(cf. Ref. 1 for details). Hence the generators fia of the infini
tesimal transformations 

are given by 

fi = lim (~) v' = ",(e)v + M(e)·v 
a a a 'f',a ,a' 

q-e q 

where 

tP,<:) = lim (~) tP(v;q) = - V1t5a7 - V2t5a8 , 
q_e aqa 

and 

(

t5a1 

M(e) = lim (~) M(q) = t5 
,a a a a4 

q-e q 
t5a7 

Z, Z6 Z7 

0 0 Z7 
-Z2 -Z3 Z8 

0 0 -2ZI-Z, 
Z. 0 0 
0 -Z6 0 

(2.18 ) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Z. 

0 
0 

-Z2 
Z7 
Zs 

Z. 0 -Z, -ZI- 2Z, 
0 Z. 0 0 

-Z. ZI + 2Z, 0 0 
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Thus for the Za operators, i.e., for Za = naj aj = na• a1 

+ na2 ax' one gets 
A A 

Z. = 1 aI' Z2 = x al , 
A A 

Z3=al , Z4=lax, 
A A (2.22) 
Z5=xax, Z6=ax, 
Z7 = _12 al -lx ax, Z8 = -lx al - x2 ax, 

which are the well-known infinitesimal operators ofthe pro
jective transformations in the plane. One may pursue the 
analysis one step further, and show that the structure con
stants associated with the Z operators are the same structure 
constants of the Z operators displayed in Table II (as indeed 
they should be). Hence the point symmetry Lie algebra cor
responding to all second-order linear differential equations 
is isomorphic to the algebra of the projective group in the 
plane. 

III. WORLD LINE TRANSFORMATIONS AND THEIR LIE 
ALGEBRA REALIZATIONS 

It is our purpose in this section to examine the same 
subject from a different point of view. 

It is well known (and rather obvious) that one may in
terpret an equation like (2.2) in two different ways (cf. Ref. 
9, for instance). Either one adopts a passive viewpoint and 
interprets Eq. (2.2) as a transformation of space-time co
ordinates (that is, as a change of frame of reference), or else 
one adopts an active viewpoint and interprets (2.2) as a 
transformation of space-time points (i.e., as a mapping of 
events). Both standpoints are logically equivalent, and both 
are extremely powerful for the purposes of geometry and 
mechanics. The distinction, however, is not trivial at all; in
deed, whether one uses one or the other viewpoint depends 
highly on the kind of problem one is willing to tackle.9 

These relativistic features are not out of place, since here 
we are dealing with the relativity theory of all one-dimension
al Newtonian linear systems. As a matter of fact, according 
to the passive point of view, the group of transformations 
(2.2) defines the most general set of preferred frames rela
tive to which a moving particle performs a well-defined kind 
of motion. Accordingly, one may also interpret (2.2) as an 
active mapping of events that interconverts one world line of 
the system into another. Indeed, the active transformations 
of allowable world lines are worth considering for they bring 
some novelties into the picture. Technically, the change 
from the passive to the active standpoint means that, instead 
of looking at the similarity properties of the differential 
equation, one looks directly at the symmetries of the primi
tive curves, from which the differential equation appears as 
the eliminant. 10 This interpretation settles the problem tack
led in this section. 

According to these comments, once the explicit expres
sions for the automorphisms (2.2) have been obtained, one 
can visualize these transformations as realizations of the ac
tive symmetry group that changes one world line of the sys
tem into another. Thus the equivalence 

x(t) =au.(t) +/3u2 (t) + up(t) 

<=?x'(t') =a'u.(t') +/3'u2 (t') +up(t') (3.1) 
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holds upon the mapping of space-time points stated in Eq. 
(2.2). Of course, this means that if one substitutes from Eq. 
(2.2) into (3.1), then after some manipulations one arrives 
necessarily at expressions for (a',/3') of the general form 

a' = A (a,/3;q) , /3' =B(a,/3;q). 

In other words, the curves x(t) given by 

S(t,x;q) = A(a,/3;q)u.(T(t,x;q») 

(3.2) 

+ B(a,/3;q)u2(T(t,x;q») + up(T(t,x;q»), 
(3.3 ) 

with t' = Tandx' = Sas given in Eq. (2.2), are completely 
independent of the parameters q = (q. , ... ,q8) of the group. 
[In fact, these curves correspond precisely to x = au. (t) 
+ /3u 2 (t) + up(t).] Moreover, this also means that after 

performing two successive space-time mappings, say 
q q' 

(t,x) -+ (t',x') -+(t",x"), 

Eqs. (3.2) are such that they yield, of necessity, 

a" = A (A (a,/3;q),B(a,/3;q);q') = A (a,/3;g(q';q»), 

/3" = B(A(a,/3;q),B(a,/3;q);q') = B(a,/3;g(q';q»), 
(3.4) 

where the group multiplication functions g"(q';q) = q"a, 
a = 1, ... ,8, are the same functions obtained from two succes
sive {T,S} transformations.6 Hence, in brief, the transforma
tions stated in Eqs. (3.2) provide us with a new realization of 
the same group that leaves invariant the equation of motion. 
This new realization has a place in the state-space {a,/3} of 
the classical system. In conclusion, in Eqs. (2.2) and (3.2) 
one has two groups of automorphisms, which act in the 
spaces {t,x} and {a,/3}, respectively, and which are isomor
phic indeed. 

Our first problem, then, is to find explicitly expressions 
for A (a,/3;q) andB(a,/3;q). As we have done in our previous 
paper,· let us tackle this problem using a "compact" (i.e., 
matrix) notation. Thus we introduce formally the column 
vectors u = (a, - 1,/3) (transposed), and we consider their 
scalar product with v (previously introduced); i.e., we set 

T u.(t) x-up(t) 
u ·v=a--- +/3. (3.5) 

u2 (t) u2 (t) 

In this fashion our problem reduces to finding the transfor
mations 

u' = N(u;q)·u, 

where N(u;q) is a 3 X 3 matrix such that 

uT·v = 0 <=? U,T·V ' = O. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Thus we are ready to solve the problem of finding A and B. In 
order to assure the equivalence stated in Eq. (3.1) it is 
enough to assume that the scalar product (3.5) is conformal
ly invariant: 

U,T·V' = u(u,v;q)uT·v, 

where u(u,v;q) remains at our disposal. Hence 

t,b(v;q)uT·(NT(u;q)·M(q) - r(u;q)l)·v = 0 

follows, where we have chosen 

u(u,v;q) = r(u;q)t,b(v;q), 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

and where I stands for the identity matrix. Since Eq. (3.9) 
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holds for all v, we conclude that the desired transformation 
(3.6) is given by 

u' = r(u;q)(MT(q»)-l ou, (3.11) 

where, according to the definition of u, we have to require 
(a, - 1,{3) .... (a', - 1,{3'). This requirement fixes r(u;q), 
and so we get the final answer, 

u' = - (P(q)ou)l(P(q)oub, 

where, clearly, we have written 

P(q) = (MT(q»)-I, 

(3.12) 

(3.13 ) 

and wherefrom the explicit form of the transformation (3.1) 
follows. Of course, (P(q)oub denotes the second row of 
P(q)ou. Since 

(MT(q'»)-lo(MT(q»)-1 = «(M(q')oM(q»)T)-I, 

one has 

P(q')oP(q) = P(g(q';q»). 

Furthermore, this fact yields 

u" = _ P(q')ou' = _ _ P..::::(g~(q~';:..!..q:...!.»)o_u_ 
(P(q')ou'b (P(g(q';q»)"U)2 ' 

(3.14) 

(3.15 ) 

as required. This result entails the fundamental property we 
had already stated in Eqs. (3.4) in a formal fashion. The 
matrix P(q) is given by 

P(q) = (det(M(q»))-1 

_ q4 + q6q7 

ql _ q3q7 

t q4 _ qlq6 

Hence the infinitesimal operators Wa , a = 1, ... ,8, asso
ciated with the realization (3.12) ofSL(3,R), in the {a,{3} 
space, follow immediately. Indeed, let us write 

uj = 1/1(u;q)Pjk (q)Uk' 

instead ofEq. (3.12), where 

(3.17) 

1/1(u;q) = -(P2k (q)Uk)-1 = (P22-P2Ia-P23{3)-I. 

Then one has 

Wa = (1/1,<:) + P lr~a)a aa 

+ (,I.<e) + pte) )(3a + pte) a a 
'f',a 33,a p 31,a p 

+ P g~a{3 aa - P l~~a aa - P ~~~a ap • 

Since, finally, 

1/1,<:) = 8as - a8a2 - {38a8 

and 

(3.18 ) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

one obtains the operators shown in Table IV. One calculates 
easily the structure constants of the algebra, which, of 
course, are the same already shown in Table II. Let us ob
serve that the realization of the Lie algebra sl(3,R) in the 
classical state-space {a,{3} is the same for all linear one-di-
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TABLE IV. World line realization of the "active" sI(3,R) in the classical 
state space {a"B} ofa linear system, i.e., x(t) = au,(t) + PU2(t) + up(t) 

-x'(t + /jt) = (a + tSa)u, (t + tSt) + (P + tSP)U2(t + &) + up(t + /jt). 

WQ 

-aaa 
- a2 aa - apap 

-aap 

aa 
aaa+pap 

ap 

-paa 
-apaa _p 2 ap 

mensional Newtonian systems. On the other hand, the 
space-time realizations of this algebra are specific and differ 
from one system to another. 

IV. SOME MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES 

In this section we present some interesting instances of 
the realization of the point symmetry Lie algebra associated 
with linear one-dimensional systems. The chosen examples 
correspond to the same systems already considered in Ref. 1, 
which are taken from elementary mechanics and analysis. 

(a) Free particle. One has x = O. Thus we take 
ul(t) =t,u2(t) = 1,andup (t) =O.ThenTablelyieldsim
mediately 

ZI = ta" Z2 =xa" 

(4.1 ) 

Clearly, this corresponds to the familiar realization of the 
algebra of the projective group in the plane, as a glance at Eq. 
(2.22) shows neatly. This case entails a trivial check ofthe 
formalism. Also, in this particular case, it is very easy to 
check the form of the operators Wa (a,{3) , shown in Table IV 
for the general case. 

(b) Freefallingparticle. Now we set x + g = O. Thus we 
have, for instance, ut(t) = t, u2(t) = 1, up(t) = - ~t2, 
wherefrom Table I yields the following operators: 

Z5 = (x + ~t2)ax' Z6 = ax, 

Z7 = - t 2 a, - t(x - ~t2)ax' 

(4.2) 

Of course, any other admissible choice for the u's corre
sponds merely to a reparametrization of the projective group 
and, therefore, induces a new basis for the realization of the 
sl( 3,R) algebra. 
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(c) Simple harmonic oscillator. For the equation 
x + liix = O. we take u 1 (t) = sin wt. U2 (t) = cos wt. and 
up(t) = O. Thus we have 

ZI = (lIw)(sinwt){(coswt)a, -w(sinwt)xax}. 

Zz = (lIw)x{(cos wt)a, -w(sin wt)x ax}' 

Z3 = (lIw)(cos wt){(cos wt)a, -w(sin wt)x ax}. 

Z4 = (sin wt)ax• 

Z5 =xax' 

Z6 = (cos wt)ax• 

(4.3) 

Z7 = - (lIw) (sin wt){(sin wt)a, + w(cos wt)x ax}' 

Z8 = - (lIw)x{(sinwt)a, + w(cos wt)xax}' 

These operators are equivalent to the infinitesimal oper
ators obtained in Ref. 6. within a suitable reparametrization 
of the group. 

(d) A forced harmonic oscillator. Let us consider the 
inhomogeneous equation of motion x + w2x = 10 sin nt. 
where 10 is a constant. We take u 1 (t) = sin wt. Uz (t) 
= cos wt. and up (t) = - (10/ ( n z - wZ) )sin nt. In this 

fashion. we obtain from Table I the following infinitesimal 
operators: 

ZI = ~ (sin wt) {(COS wt)a, -w(sin wt)x ax 

- 10 (n cos nt cos wt + w sin nt sin wt)ax } • nz _wz 

Zz =1. (x + zfo z sin nt) 
w n -w . 

X {(COS wt)a, -w(sin wt)x ax 

- 10 (n cos nt cos wt + w sin nt sin wt)ax } • n2 _wz 

Z3 = ~ (cos wt) {(COS wt)a, -w(sin wt)x ax 

- 10 (ncosntcoswt +wsinntsinwt)ax}. n2 _wz 

Z4 = (sin wt)ax• 

Z5 = (x + nz~ W Z sin nt) ax. 

Z6 = (cos wt)ax' 

Z7 = - ~ (sin wt) {(Sin wt)a, + w(cos wt)x ax 

(4.4 ) 

- 10 (n cos nt sin wt - w sin nt cos wt)ax } • nz _wz 

1751 

X { (sin wt)a, + w( cos wt)x ax 

- z 10 2 (n cos nt sin wt - w sin nt cos wt)ax } . 
n -w 
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Thus one has a rather formidable realization of sl (3.R). 
(e) Damped harmonic oscillator. Now we consider the 

equation x + Ux + w2x = O. for which we set 

U 1 (t) = e - A' sin nt. u2 (t) = e - A' cos nt. 

with n = ~w2 - A 2. and Up (t) = O. So we get the operators 

ZI = (lin) (sin nt){(cos nt)a, 

- (A cos nt + n sin nt)x ax}. 

Zz = (l/n)~'x{(cos nt)a, 

- (A cos nt + n sin nt)x ax}. 

Z3 = (l/n)(cos nt){(cos nt)a, 

- (A cos nt + n sin wt)x ax}. 

Z4 = e-A'(sin nt)ax, 

zs=xax, 

Z6 = e - ..tt(cos nt)ax, 

Z7 = - (l/n)(sin nt){(sin nt)a, 

- (A sin nt - n cos nt)x ax}, 

Z8 = - (lIn)x{(sin nt)a, 

- (A sin nt - n cos nt)x ax}. 

(4.5) 

(f) Fallingparticle in a viscous media. Now let the equa
tion bex+Ax+g=O. with ul(t) =e- A', uz(t) = 1. and 
up(t) = - (gIA)t. Thus 

Z = -1.(a -..¥..a ) 
1 A' A x , 

Z2= -1.e..tt(x+..¥..t)(a -..¥..a) A A' AX' 

Z3=-~eA'(a,-~ax), Z4=r A'ax• 

Zs=(x+ ~ t)ax• Z6=ax, 

Z7=e-A'{~ a'-(;2 +x+~ t)ax}, 

Z8=(X+~ t){~ a'-(;2 +x+~ t)ax }. 

(4.6) 

(g) Inifinitesimal operators ofx+t -Ix_t -2X=O. Al
though not very interesting from the point of view of me
chanics, we did consider this equation in Ref. 1 as an exam
ple of a linear differential equation with time-dependent 
coefficients.Wetakeul(t) =t,u2(t) =t-I,up(t) =0 (i.e., 
t = 0 is a regular singular point). In this way we readily 
obtain the associated infinitesimal operators: 

zl=!(ta,-xax ). Z2=~t-Ix(ta,-xax), 

Z3=~t-2(ta,-xax), Z4=tax, 
(4.7) 

Z5 = x ax' Z6 = t -I ax, 

Z7= -~t2(ta, +xax )' Z8= -~tx(ta, +xax )' 

All these examples correspond to realizations of 
s1(3.R). with structure constants as given in Table II (cf. 
also Table III). 
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The branching rules for unitary highest weight representations of Virasoro and super-Virasoro 
algebras that contain a subalgebra with central charge c = 1 are presented. These rules are 
useful for identifying points of higher symmetry in two-dimensional critical systems with c = 1 
and for the analysis of a defected Ising chain. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The investigation of two-dimensional critical systems 
with second-order phase transitions 1-3 has recently been sti
mulated by the discovery that their spectra at the critical 
point in the finite-size scaling limit can be described by uni
tary highest weight representations4 of the Virasoro algebra 
'Ye, which is given bys 

[Lm,Ln1 = (m-n)'Lm + n + (c/12)m(m 2 -1)Dm + n,o, 

(1.1 ) 

where c is the so-called central charge. For the discrete se
ries2 with c < 1 this is achieved by finitely many irreps, 
which, in general, is not possible for systems with c> 1. How
ever, it may then happen that infinitely many irreps collapse 
to a single irrep of a larger algebra simultaneously indicating 
a higher symmetry.2,6,7 From the mathematical point of 
view, this phenomenon corresponds to the branching rules 
between the irreps of the two algebras. Conversely, these 
branching rules are necessary to check a conjectured higher 
symmetry for validity. 

Recently, several systems with c = 1 were analyzed that 
depend on a parameter, e.g., a defected Ising chain,8,9 the 
Ashkin-Teller quantum chain,6,lo and the XXZ-Heisenberg 
chain. II Here, several points of higher symmetry exist. For 
example, at the Ising decoupling point of the Ashkin-Teller 
model one has the direct product of two Virasoro algebras 
with c = !, and for certain values of the coupling constant 
the spectra are given by irreps of the super-Virasoro alge
bra.6,12 

In what follows, we derive the corresponding branching 
rules for unitary irreps of several algebras that contain a 
Virasoro subalgebra with c = 1. We are only interested in 
unitary, highest weight irreps, which means L,;; = L _ m 

and the existence of a unique (up to normalization) state Ill.) 
with Lm Ill.) = 0, for m > 0, and Loill.) = ll.1ll.). This ll. is 
called the anomalous dimension. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the double
Ising scenario is investigated, where 'Y I is considered as a 
subalgebra of 'Y 1/2 X 'Y 1/2' Section III covers the U (1 ) 
Kac-Moody algebra together with the bosonic and fer
mionic oscillator representations of 'Y I' which playa central 
role in c = 1 systems. The N = 1 superconformal algebra is 
discussed in Sec. IV while all other cases are briefly treated in 
the concluding section (Sec. V) in a simple, unified manner. 

II. THE DOUBLE-ISING SCENARIO 

Let us first consider the direct product 'Ye X 'Ye of two 
(commuting) Virasoro algebras with the same central 
charge c. Then, the sums of the generators, namely 
Lm = L ~) + L ~), build a subalgebra that itself is a Vira
soro algebra, however, with central charge 2c. For the case 
c = ! we will now derive the corresponding branching rules. 
As is well knownl,s irreps of 'YI/2X 'YI/2 are labeled by a 
pair (ll.1,ll.2) of anomalous dimensions where each ll.; sepa
rately can be 0, !, or~. The unitary irreps of 'Y I are labeled 
by a single anomalous dimension (ll.), which can be any 
non-negative real number. 

To proceed, we need the characters X~A (z), for c =! 
and c = 1. With the abbreviation 

'" 1 
ny(z) = II --, 

m=1 1-~ 

we have, for c =! (see Refs. 4 and 5), 

xi12,o (z) = L (z12n
2 + n - zl2n

2 + 7n + I) ny (z) , 
nEZ 

Xi12,I12(Z) =ZI/2 L(zI2n2 -sn_ z I2n2 +13n+3)ny (z), 
nEZ 

(2.1 ) 

Xi12,1I16(Z) =ZI/16 L (zI2n'-2n_ zI2n'+lOn+2)ny (z). 
neZ 

(2.2) 

For c = 1, the general formula reads13 

{
zAny (z) , 

Xi.A (z) = Zm'14( 1 _ Zm + I). fly (Z) , 
if ll.=j=m2/4, 

if ll. = m2/4, 

m integer, m>O. (2.3) 

By means of Jacobi's triple product identity, 14 

m~1 (l-z2m)(1 +xz2m
-

I )(1 + ~ z2m- l
) 

= L X,,~2, x =j= 0, Izl < 1 , 
nEZ 

and Watson's quintuple product identity IS 

m~1 (1-z2m)(l-xz2m)(I- ~ z2m
-

2
) 

X (1 - X 2Z4m - 2) ( 1 - :2 Z4m - 2) 
= L ~(3n + 1)(X3n - X- 3n-I), x =j= 0, Izl < 1, 

nEZ 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 
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one finds for the characters ofEq. (2.2) the formulas 

xY12,O (z) = L z4n' + nIIv (z2) , 
nEZ 

X
V (z) - ~ z4n' + 3n + I12II (z2) 112,112 - ~ v, 

neZ 

XY12,1/16 (z) = Zl/16 IT (1 + zm) , 
m=1 

and, furthermore, the useful identity 
00 

(2.6) 

xY12,o(z) ±XY12,1I2(Z) = II (1 ±zm-I12), (2.7) 
m= I 

The character of the irrep (11 1,112 ) of rl/ 2 X rl/ 2 is 
nothing but xY12'~1 (ZI)XY12,~, (Z2) . Identifyingzl andz2, i.e., 
Z = ZI = Z2' the product can be transformed in order to de
termine the character of the corresponding reducible repre
sentation of rl' For (11 1,112 ) ¥= (0,0) or q,!), we have 

x
v (Z)Xv (z) - ~ z(l/16)(8n + I )'II (Z) 112,0 112,1116 - ~ v, 

nEZ 

X
V (Z)Xv (Z) - ~ Z( 112)(2n + I)'II (Z) 112,0 112,112 - ~ v, 

n=O 

(2.8) 
v () v () ~ (1I16)(8n+3)'II ( ) 

XII2,II2 Z XII2,I/16 Z = ~ Z v Z , 
nEZ 

v ( ) v () ~ (l/8)(2n + I)'II ( ) XII2,I/16 Z XII2,II16 Z = ~ Z v Z . 
0=0 

The cases (0,0) and (M) require a more subtle calculation 
because r l irreps (11) with 11 = m2/4, m integer, arise in 
the decomposition. Here, it is advantageous to start from Eq. 
(2.2) and to use the identity (izi < 1) 

L z2,(m' + n') + s(m + n) 

m,nEZ 

=l.. L (z'(k'+l')+sk+ (_I)k+IZ,(k'+I')+sk) 

2 k,lEZ 

before going to product form. This way one obtains 

xY12,O (z)xY12,O (z) 

= ttl z2n
' + nto z4n'(1_z4n+I)}IIv(z), 

XY12,1I2 (Z)XY12,1I2 (z) 

(2.9) 

= ttl z2n' + nto z(2n+I)'(1_z4n+3) }IIv(z). 

(2.10) 

From Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) one can directly identify the 
irreps of r I by means ofEq. (2.3), which yields the branch
ing rules 

00 00 

(0,0) ~r, = E9 (2m2) E9 E9 (2m)2) , 
m=1 m=O 

00 

(O,D ~r, = E9 H(2m + 1 )2) , 
m=O 
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00 

E9 (,,(2m + 1 )2) , 
m=O 

(2.11 ) 

00 00 

E9 (2m2) E9 E9 (2m + 1)2). 
m= I m=O 

Note that these results are unique as a result of the conver
gence of the power series involved. 

The relation to the bosonic and fermionic oscillator rep
resentations of the Virasoro algebra are discussed in Sec. III. 
Let us, at this point, briefly discuss r I as a subalgebra of 
r 1/2' a case that occurs in the treatment of a defected Ising 
chain.8

,9 Let L m , mEl., generate r 1/2' Then the new genera
tors 

(2.12) 

define a Virasoro algebra with c = 1, r I' that is a subalgebra 
of r l /2' Substitutingq = z2 in Eq. (2.6) one gets the branch
ing rules 

(2.13 ) 

(~)h,= E9 (n/4)(n+l)+-h)= E9 (4m+1)2/16). 
n>O mEZ 

The shift -f2 results from Ro and is explicitly seen in the spec
trum of the defected Ising chain. Since on the right-hand side 
ofEq. (2.13) no irrep with 11 = m2/4, m integer, occurs the 
conformal tower always has the standard degeneracy given 
by IIv (q). 

III. OSCILLATOR REPRESENTATIONS OF r, AND THE 
U(1) KAC-MOODY ALGEBRA 

Let us begin with a formula that immediately follows 
from Eq. (2.3): 

00 

~ v () (I/4)m'II ( ) 
~ XI,(1I4)(m+2k)' Z = Z v Z . (3.1) 

k=O 

This is related to the bosonic realization of the Virasoro alge
bra with c = 1. There, one has the Sugawara structure7,16 

1 
Lm =-L: Tm_,T,:, (3.2) 

2reZ 
where: : denotes normal ordering, together with 

[Tm,Lnl =mTm+n' [Tm,Tnl =mc5m +",o' (3.3) 

In fact, this defines a U ( 1) Kac-Moody algebra, where the 
Hermiticity condition is assumed to be T,;; = T _ m (and 
hence L,;; = L _ m)' Since 

1 T2 00 

Lo = - 0 + L T - k Tk , 
2 k=1 

(3.4) 

one obtains 11 = q; 2/2 for the irreps where the charge q; is the 
real eigenvalue of To = T 0+ • Here q; labels the irreps of the 
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U ( 1) Kac-Moody algebra, the corresponding character is 
given by 

X~(1)(z,y) = tr(ryTo ) = z'P 2/2y'1'n y (z) . (3.5) 

Takingy = 1, a comparison ofEq. (3.5) with Eqs. (2.3) and 
(3.1) yields the decomposition into r I irreps, 

{

(a) , if a=/=m2/4, 
()U(1)l _ 00 

fP 7', - 1~0(m+21)2/4), if a=m2/4, 

mENO , a = !fP 2 • (3.6) 

This formula has been derived previouslyl7 without refer
ence to the simplifying Kac-Moody structure. 

At this point, we will shortly discuss the properties of 
the twisted U ( 1) Kac-Moody algebra,7,18 which is obtained 
from the untwisted one [Eq. (3.3)] by taking T,.. (p,EZ + !> 
instead of T m (mEZ). The Sugawara construction then gives 

1 1 
Lm =- L :Tm_,..T,..: +-om,O' (3.7) 

2 JlEZ+ 1/2 16 
The contribution of -h to Lo is necessary in order to match the 
commutation rules. As a consequence, one obtains 

1 
Lo=-+ L T_,..T,... (3.8) 

16 /-'EN - I12 
Because no zero mode is present, we have only one irrep with 
the fixed anomalous dimension a = -h, labeled (-h)~(1). Its 
character (see also Refs. 7 and 18) is given by 

x~(1)(z) = tr(r) = Zl/16 I 1Todd (m)zm12, (3.9) 
m=1 

where 1Todd (m) is the number of partitions of m into odd 
integers. By means of the corresponding generating func
tion 19 and ofthe triple product formula (2.4) one finds 

00 1 
XU (1)(z) = Zl/16 II 

T m=1 1_~-1I2 

=ZI/16ny (z) IT (1 +~-112)(1_rm) 
m=l 

= L z(1/16)(4n + 1)2 ny (z) , 

neZ 

(3.10) 

which simultaneously yields the branching rule into irreps of 
the Virasoro algebra [please note the coincidence with Eq. 
(2.13)]: 

= E9 (-h (8m + 1) 2) E9 E9 (M 8m + 3) 2) . 
mEZ meZ 

(3.11) 

The twisted U(1) Kac-Moodyalgebra (3.7) leaves us 
with a curious situation. Although Lo has a very similar 
structure in the untwisted (3.4) and the twisted (3.8) case, 
respectively, the irrep (-h) ~(1) decomposes into infinitely 
many Virasoro irreps with the full degeneracy [given by 
ny (z) ]-a phenomenon that never occurs in the untwisted 
case [cf. (3.6)]! For the occurrence ofU(1) Kac-Moody 
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structures in statistical systems with e = 1, the reader is re
ferred to Refs. 7, 18, and 19. 

Before we tum to the case of higher symmetries, let us 
shortly comment on the fermionic oscillator representa
tions. Fore = !, they are well-known (e.g., Ref. 16 and refer
ences therein) to be 

L:"=~ L p,:am_,..a,..:, (3.12) 
2 JlEZ+ 112 

for the Neveu-Schwarz sector (a,..+ = a _,..' {a,..,av } 

=o,..+v,o),and 

L " 1 ~ 1 11 (313 
m ="2 ~ r :am_,a,: + 16 um,o, . ) 

for the Ramond sector (a,+ =a_" {a"aJ = o,+s,o)' 
Equation (3.12) contains the irreps (0) and (!) while 
(3.13) contains two copies of the irrep (-h) due to the 
Z2-zero mode ao (since ao is not in the Cartan subalgebra, we 
have, strictly speaking, a degenerate highest weight repre
sentation). By the sum of two generators, e.g., 

I 
Lm =- L p,(:am_,..a,..: + :bm_,..b,..:) (3.14) 

2 JlEZ + 112 
(where we assume {a,..,bv } = 0) one obtains a Virasororep
resentation with e = 1 and a content of irreps that can be 
read from Eq. (2.11) adding the contributions of (0,0), 

(O,!), (!,O), and (!,!). In fact, we can build a complete U ( 1 ) 
Kac-Moody algebra by means of 

(3.15 ) 

with the property that the L 's of Eq. (3.2 )-though quartic 
in a and b-coincide with those ofEq. (3.14) because they 
have the same matrix elements. Completely analogous argu
ments are valid for the other combinations of Eqs. (3.12) 
and (3.13). Two copies of the Ramond sector result in an 
irrep content corresponding to 4· (-h,-h) while a combination 
of one Ramond with one Neveu-Schwarz generator builds 
twice the irrep (-h) ~(1) of the twisted U (1) Kac-Moody 
algebra [cf. Eqs. (3.8)-(3.11)]. 

IV. THE N= 1 SUPERCONFORMAL ALGEBRA 

Let us now consider the Ramond and Neveu-Schwarz 
algebras defined by Eq. (1.1) together with (cf. Refs. 2, 4, 
and 5 and references therein) 

[Lm,G,] = (m/2-r)Gm+r' 

{G"GJ = 2L,+s + (c!3)(r -1)o,+s,o . 
(4.1 ) 

This is a supersymmetric extension of the Virasoro algebra 
where mEZ and either r,sEZ (Ramond case) or r,seZ +! 
(Neveu-Schwarz case). 

Obviously, the generators L m , mEZ, build an ordinary 
Virasoro algebra with central charge e with respect to which 
the unitary irreps of the super-Virasoro algebra 
(L;:; = L _ m' G,+ = G _,) decompose completely. Ofspe
cial interest are the cases where e takes one of the discrete 
values e < ~ for the super-Virasoro algebra2 since this again 
results in a quantization of the possible anomalous dimen-
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sions A. In what follows, we focus again on c = 1 (c = 0 is 
trivial and c = -to is treated completely in Ref. 20). 

For a derivation of the branching rules, we need again 
the character formulas of Goddard et al. 5 Let us first investi
gate the Ramond case. With the abbreviation 

(4.2) 

we obtain by means of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) 

Xf.1I24 (z) = Zll24 L (z12n
2 

- zl2n
2 

+ 12n + 3) TIR (z) 
nEZ 

= L Z(1I24)(6n+ 1)2TIv (Z) , 
nEZ 

(4.3) 

Xf.1I16 (Z) = Zl/16 L(ZI2n
2
+ n - ZI2n

2
+7n+ I)TIR (Z) 

nEZ 

= xi12.o (Z)Xi12,'/'6 (Z) 

= L Z(1I16)(Sn + I)'TIV (Z) , 
nEZ 

(4.4) 

Xf.9/16 (Z) = Z9/16 L (Z12n
2 

+ 5n _ Zl2n
2 

+ 13n + 3) TIR (Z) 
nEZ 

= Xi12,112 (Z)Xi12,1I16 (Z) 

= L Z(l/16)(Sn + 3)2TIV (Z) , 
neZ 

(4.5) 

Xf.3/S (Z) = z3/8 L (Z12n
2 

- 4n - Zl2n
2 

+ Sn + I) TIR (Z) 
nEZ 

= f Z(3/S)(2m + I )2TIV (Z) . (4.6) 
m=O 

From these formulas one can directly read the following 
branching rules: 

(fi,)R h', = al (fl,(8n + If), 
nEZ 

(4.7) 

00 

(j)R ly,= al (i(2m+l)2). 
m=O 

Let us now tum to the Neveu-Schwarz case where we 
define 

00 1 + m-1I2 00 

TINS (Z) = IT Z = IT (1 + Zm - 112). TIV (Z) . 
m=1 l-zm m=1 

(4.8) 

From Eq. (2.7) and the characters of Goddard et al.5 it is 
easy to calculate 

1756 

Xf.~/16(Z) =Z1/16 L (zI2n2-2n_zI2n2+lOn+2)TINS(Z) 
nEZ 

= Xi12,'/'6 (z){xi12,o (z) + Xi12,'12 (z)} 

= L z(1I16)(4n + 1)2TIv (z) . 
nEZ 
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(4.9) 

Simultaneously, this proves the formula 

xf.~/16 (z) = Xf.1I16 (z) + Xf.9/16 (z) 

= Xi/2,O (Z)Xi12,1I16 (z) + Xi12.'12 (z)xi12, 1116 (z) . 
(4.10) 

For A = i, one has-by means of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5)-

Xf.~/6 (z) = Zl/6
L 

(zI2n'+3n - zl2n' + 15n+4+ 112) TINS (Z) 
nEZ 

= L (Z( 116)(6n + I)' + Z(2/3)(3n + 1)2) TIv (Z). 
neZ (4.11 ) 

The remaining characters (I:l. = 0 and A = 1) read 

xf.~ (z) = L (zl2n' - n - zl2n' + Sn + 112) TINS (Z) , 
nEZ 

(4.12) 
xt~(z) = L (zI2n'-7n+l_ z I2n'+lIn+2+112)TI NS (Z)' 

nEZ 

Instead of a direct calculation, it is advantageous to deter
mine the sum and the difference of these characters. From 
Eqs. (4.12), (2.2), and (2.7) one gets 

xt~ (z) - xt~ (z) = (xi12,o (z) f - (xi12,'12 (Z»)2 

= L (z4n
2 

- z(2n + 1)2) TIv (Z) , 
nEZ 

(4.13) 

while for the sum one finds, with the substituting q = i Zl/\ 

X
NS (z) + XNS (z) = " qn(3n - I)TI (z) 1,0 1.1 £. NS 

nEZ 

= L (z6n
2 

+ z6n
2
+6n+312)TIv (z) . 

neZ 
(4.14 ) 

Combining the last two equations we obtain the formulas 

xt~ (z) = ttl z6n' + nto z(3I2)(2n + I)' 

+ nto z4n2(1_z4n+l)}TIv(Z)' 

xt~ (z) = ttl z6n
2 + nto z(312)(2n + 1)2 

+ nto z(2n+1)2(1_z4n+3)}TIv (Z). 

(4.15 ) 

From Eqs. (4.9), (4.11), (4.15), and (2.3) we can extract 
the branching rules for the Neveu-Schwarz algebra 

00 00 00 

(0)NS!7, = al (6k 2) al al (~(2k+ 1)2)al al (4k2) , 
k= I k=O k=O 

(l)NSl7 , = ; (6k 2)al ; H(2k+ 1)2)al ; (2k+ 1)2), 
k=1 k=O k=O 

( 4.16) 

(V NSl ?', = al(i(6n+ 1)2)al al(j(3n+ 1)2). 
neZ nEZ 
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v. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the treatment of quantum spin chains with c = lone 
finds the N = 2 rather than the N = 1 superconformal alge
bra,6, 11,18,21 which stems from the underlaying bosonic struc-
ture. Hence one also needs the decomposition of N = 2 ir
reps into N = 1 irreps and into U ( 1) Kac-Moody irreps, 
which is implicitly given in several publications (e.g., Refs. 
22 and 23). Since this is also related to the representation 
theory of shifted and twisted Kac-Moody algebras24.25 we 
can refer the reader to another publication 7 where the occur
rence of higher symmetries in systems with c = 1 was dis
cussed in terms of irreps of in general still unknown algebras, 
labeled by the quotient pi q of two coprime integers. It was 
claimed that for every positive rational number such an alge
bra exists [in fact, pi q = 1 is the SU (2) Kac-Moody alge
bra, pi q = ~ the N = 2 superconformal algebra, pi q = ! the 
double-Ising algebra, and pi q = 3 corresponds to the Zamo
lodchikov-Fateev invariance. 26 

The vacuum representation (O)plq of the (conjectured) 
pi q algebra was given explicitly in terms of irreps of the 
U ( 1 ) Kac-Moody algebra, 7 which is contained as a subalge
bra, 

(5.1 ) 

[here, To is always taken with the normalization of Eq. 
(3.3) ]. All other irreps are considered either as a shift of 
(5.1), namely, 

(5.2) 

(wherefrom the branching rules are obvious), or as a repre
sentation of the twisted version of that algebra. This irrep can 
only be (-h)~q [cf. (3.8)] but it contains two copies of 
(-h)~(l) because of the existence of a zero mode not con
tained in the Cartan subalgebra. 

At this point, the treatment of algebras with c = 1 seems 
to be rather complete. However, one should resolve the re
striction to c = 1. Unfortunately, the branching rules for 
c> 1 become much more complicated because there the mul
tiplicities of the rc-irreps arising explode. One then needs 
more complicated techniques to face the problem of missing 
labels, which will be interesting in itself. 
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It is proved that for arbitrary m,nENo and a> 0, f3 > 0, there exists an integral representation 
Ixlm Iyln exp ( -alxl-f3lyl) =SR+XRKmn(s,t)exp[ - (s+it)lxI2- (s-it)lyI2]d(s,t), 
x,yER3

, where Kmn (s,t) is a singular distribution in.,9' (R) ® 5'(R). 

I. INTRODUCTION AND LEMMA 

While trying to construct solutions of the time-depen
dent Hartree-Fock equation I the following problem oc
cured: Let x,yER3

, let Ixi = (xi + x~ + x~) 1/2, etc., let 
t = s + itEC, -; = s - it, and let p( Ixl.lyl;s,t) 
= exp( - t Ixl2 - -; lyI2). Does there exist then a distribu-

tion K mn with support in R + X R so that for m,nENo ( = nat
ural numbers including zero) and a > 0, f3 > 0, 

Ixlmlylne - alxl- Plyl = i, Kmn (s,t)p( Ixl,lyl;s,t)d(s,t)? 

By using Fourier transformations it can be shown that this 
problem is equivalent to the following one: Let p,qER, and let 

j(p2,q2) = [(A. + p2)(,u + q2)] -I, 

A. = a 2, ,u = f32. 

Does there exist then a distribution G with support in 
R+ xR so that 

j(p2,q2) = i, G(s,t)p(p,q;s,t)d(s,t)? 

The lemma below will answer this question in the affirma
tive. 

First let us define our notation: § (R) and 5 (R) will 
denote the (locally convex) spaces of test functions with 
compact support which are infinitely often differentiable 
and of entire analytic functions, respectively; §' (R) and 
5'(R) denote the corresponding dual spaces (cf. Refs. 2 
and 3). By 0 we shall denote the heaviside function: 
0(t) =0 for t<O, and 0(t) = 1 for t>O. Thus c5(k)(t) 
=d k + 10 (t)/dt k + I, kENo, denotes thek th derivative of the 
Dirac distribution concentrated at the origin. 

Lemma: For A. > O,,u > 0, and (p,q)ER2, let 

(1) 

Then there exists a distribution GE§' (R) ® 5' (R) with 
support in R+ XR so that 

Xexp[ - (p2 + q2)S _ i(p2 - q2)t ]d(s,t). 
(2) 

The distribution G is explicitly given by 

G(s,t) = (2hr)0(s)e-as-ibt i r-Isinh(sr)eitr dr (3a) 

= 40(s)e - as - ibt 

XI( _l)ks2k+lc5(2k)(t)/(2k+ I)!, 
O"k 

(3b) 

where a = A. +,u, b = A. - ,u. 

II. PROOF OF THE LEMMA 

We shall construct G(s,t) in a straightforward manner 
and then verify (2). Writing XI =p2, X2=q2, ZI = XI + iYI' 
and Z2 = X2 + iY2' the functionj(x l ,x2) has an analytic con
tinuation j(ZI,Z2) that is analytic for all YI' Y2 and all XI 

> - A., X 2 > -,u. Let us make the following substitutions: 

U I = XI + x 2, VI = YI + Y2' WI = U I + iv l; 

U2=X I -X2, V2=YI-Y2' W2=u2+iv2· 

Thus for real p,q, 

U I = p2 + q2;;.0, U I + U2 = 2p2;;.0, U I - u2;;.2q2. 

Assume now a distribution G with support in R + X R to 
exist so that 

j(ZI,Z2) = 4[ (2A. + WI + w2)(2,u + WI - WZ)]-I 

= i, G(s,t)e - w,s - iw,t d(s,t) 

=1 G(s,t)e-u,s+v,te-i(v,s+u,t) d(s,t). 
R' 

Inverting (formally) the Fourier transformation one ob
tains 

(4) 

Since in the end we shall verify our result and, besides, do not 
claim uniqueness, this procedure is justified. Let 

b l =2A. + U I + Uz = 2(..1. + p2) >0, 

b2=2,u + U I - Uz = 2(,u + q2) >0. 
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By the residue formula, 

II = r e
iV

,. dVI = 21T0(s)e - (b, + iV2)., 
JR U+WI +W2 

12 = r e
iv

,. dV I = 21T0(s)e - (b, - iv,)s. 
JR 2p, + WI - W2 

Partial fraction decomposition of the integrand in (4) yields 

(21T)2G(s,t)e - u,'+ V2t 

x r sinh [ (w2 +A. -p,)s] eitu'du2 

JR A. - P, + W2 
= 81T0(s)e - (a+ u')'e - i(b+ iV2)t 

f
OO + iv, 

X . T- I sinh (ST) eitr dT, 
- 00 +,~ 

(5) 

wherea = A. + p"b =A. - p,.Consideraregularizationsuch 
that the last integral in (5) is replaced by 

{(fR f-R iR+iV,) 
= lim + + 

R-oo -R. -R+iv, R 

X e - Er'T- I sinh (ST) eitr dT}' E> O. 

One has, for R, vER, 

I LR + iv e - Er'T- I sinh (ST) eitr dTI 

= IL
v 

e-E(R + ir)2(R + iT)-1 

X sinh(s(R + iT) leiteR + ir) dTI 

i
lVI 

<,e-ER'cosh(sR) 0 (R 2 +?)-I/2eEr'+lt lrdT 

<, IvlR -Ie - ER 2 cosh(sR )eW + Itvl-+O, for IR 1-+ 00. 

Thus in the distribution sense 

G(s,t) = (2!1T)E>(s)e- a.- ibt lim IE (s,t) 
E_O 

2 ·b 1 I' . =_E>(s)e- as -, t T- smh(sT)e,trdT. (6) 
1T R 

The function h(z) ==Z-I sinh(sz) is, foreachSER, entire 
analytic, hence we can expand it in a Taylor series and inte
grate termwise. The result is 

( l)k~k+ 115(2k)(t) 
G(s,t) = 4E>(s)e-as-ibt L - . (7) 

O<k (2k + 1)! 

Before verifying (2) we shall prove that G 
E~ I (R) ® fr I (R), thereby showing that the infinite sum 
(7) makes sense. Let ¢'efr (R), a(s) ==4E>(s)e- as, and 

( l)k~k+ II5(2k)(t) 
GN(s,t)=a(s)e- ibt L - . 

O<k<N (2k + 1)! 

A short calculation yields 
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(GN(s,·),tP) == i GN(s,t)tP(t) dt 

= a(s) L CN,j(s)tPU)(O), 
0<j<2N 

where tP( j) == d jtP/ dt j and 

k(2K) (_ib)2k-j~k+1 
CN,j(s) = L (- 1). (2k l' 

O<k<N ) + ). 
= - i ( - ib) - j - I (j !) - I 

X L (sb)2k+I(2k-j)I(2k+ 1))-1 
j/2<k<N 

= -i( -ib)-j-I(j!)-I [b Tj 

X ') T2k - j«2k - j)!)-I dT 
J/2'tf<N 

[using the convention (r) = 0 forj> 2k]. 
From this it follows that 

i
Sb 

- .( 'b) -j-I( . ,)-1 jh ( )d - - I - I ) • T j T T, 
o 

where 

h.(T) = {COSh T, for j even, 
J sinh T, for j odd. 

Partial integration yields (h ;==dhj/dT) 

ICj(s) 1<, [lb 11+ I (j + 1)!] -1/ (sb)1+ Ihj (sb) 

-fb Tj + Ih ;(T)dTI 

<,2s1+ Ie'lbl/(j + 1)!, s>O. 

Consequently, 

I(G(s,.),tP)1 = lim HGN(s,·),tP)1 
N-oo 

<,8E>(s)e- (a-Ibl)' L s1+ IltPU)(O) I . 
O<j (j + 1)! 

Since tP is entire analytic there exists a finite positive 
constant Arp such that 

sup ItPU)(O)I<,A . 
O<} rp 

Further, if c = 2 min(A.,p,) then 

O<a-Ibl =A.+p,-IA.-p,1 =c. 

Thus for arbitrary ¢Je~ (R), 

I(G,~®tP)I<'8ioo e-(a-lbl)sl~(s)IL s1+II~U)(O)1 ds 
o O<} (j + 1)! 

<8Arp Loo e- CS(e'_1) 1~(s)1 ds< 00. 

Hence Ge~I(R) ® fr'(K) and supp(G) CR+ XR. To 
verify (2) let 
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gk(S,t) =4( -1)k[(2k+ 1)!]-1 

x 0(s)e - (a + u,)s?-k + Ie - ;(U2 + b)t8(2k) (t). 

Then gk (s,t) is, for each keNo, an integrable distribution, 
and 

r gk (s,t)d(s,t) = 4(u l + a) -2[ (u2 + b)/(u l + a) ]2k. 
JR2 

Since 

U2 + b = p2 - p,_ (q2 - A) <p2 + p, + q2 + A = U I + a, 

one has IU2 + b I <u I + a. Thus 

i G(s,t)e-U,s-;u2td(s,t) 
R2 

= lim L r gk (s,t) d(s,t) 
N_ 00 O<.k<.N JR2 
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= 4(u
l 
+ a) -2 L [U2 + b ]2k 

O<.k UI + a 
= 4(u l + a) -2{1 - [(U2 + b)/(u l + a) ]2}-1 

=4[(u l +a+ U2 + b)(U I +a - U2 - b)]-I 

= 4[ (U + UI + u2 )(2p, + UI - U2 )]-1 

= [(A + p2) (p, + q2)] -I =f(p2,q2). 

This proves the Lemma. 

'E. Teubner, N. Griin, and W. Scheid, Phys. Lett. A 126, 103 (1987). 
21. M. Gelfand and G. E. Shilov, Generalized Functions I (Academic, New 
York,1964). 

31. M. Gelfand and G. E. Shilov, Generalized Fucntions II (Academic, New 
York,1964). 
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Nonperturbative solutions of nonlinear differential equations using 
continued fractions8

) 

William L. Ditto and Thomas J. Pickett 
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 29634-1911 

(Received 9 September 1987; accepted for publication 30 March 1988) 

A new approach to the solution of nonlinear differential equations of mathematical physics is 
presented. Continued fractions are exploited to convert a power series of a solution into a 
closed form expression that yields an excellent approximation to the exact solution. These 
solutions contain the appropriate number of arbitrary constants to accommodate boundary 
conditions. The method is also shown to be capable of generating certain exact solutions. 
Evidence is provided for the conjecture that the known exact solutions are members of families 
of exact solutions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nonlinear differential equations playa central role in 
modern theoretical physics l

; yet the solution ofthese equa
tions is one of the most difficult problems for the mathemat
ical physicist. Numerical methods are difficult to validate 
and at best provide numerical solutions, containing no arbi
trary constants. One is faced with a multitude of ad hoc 
methods for constructing solutions in closed form. One 
would like to systematically generate in closed form solu
tions that contain an appropriate number of arbitrary con
stants. Various techniques such as WBK or saddle-point 
methods are useful for first approximations but successive 
approximations are extremely complex. Recent work2

•
3 has 

been pursued using continued fractions in a nonperturbative 
iterative technique for generating approximate solutions of 
nonlinear field equations. It has been shown that in at least 
one case3 the continued fraction can be summed to obtain an 
exact solution. The purpose of this paper is to extend this 
technique and present some new results on physically inter
esting nonlinear differential equations. 

One can construct a solution in the form of a power 
series with little difficulty, but power series in general repre
sent a solution only in a small neighborhood. A possible way 
to extend the neighborhood is to use Pade approximants.4 In 
this paper, we introduce an alternative to the Pade approxi
mant method that extends the domain over which the func
tion adequately approximates a solution. This alternative ex
ploits continued fractions to convert a power series into a 
function that represents the solution faithfully over a larger 
domain. The new function is found to be a very good approx
imation to the solution of the differential equation. In addi-

I 

f(x) = a lO + allx + a12x
2 + a13x

3 + .. . 
aoo + aOlx + a02x2 + a03x3 + .. . 

=-------------------------------
aoo + aoo + aOlx + ao~2 + ... _ aoo 
a lO a lO + allx + a12x

2 + ... a lO 

0) A portion of this work was presented at the Lepton-Photon conference, 
Hamburg, West Germany, 1987. 

tion, the function contains one or more arbitrary constants 
which can then be fixed by boundary conditions. 

In Sec. II, we describe the method by which continued 
fractions convert power series into a function with a larger 
radius of convergence. In Secs. III and IV, we construct ap
proximations to two known exact solutions of a nonlinear 
differential equation using the continued fraction technique. 
We discuss the accuracy of the method and the relation of 
the boundary conditions to the arbitrary constants. In par
ticular, we show that the currently known exact solutions 
are members of families of solutions that differ from one 
another by the value of an arbitrary constant. In Sec. V, we 
use this technique to construct an exact particular solution 
to a nonlinear differential equation. 

II. THE METHOD 

In this section, we show how to use the information pro
vided by a power series to construct a function with a larger 
domain of convergence. For this we rely heavily on Kho
vanskii. 5 Consider the power series Y = 1:;;,= 0 an xn. Then 

d Y' 00 ( 00 ) - 1 
---In Y = --- = L nanxn- l L anxn ,(2.1) 
dx Y n=O n=O 

which is just the ratio of two power series. Thus, formally, 
Y = exp (f dx Y'/Y]. One could expand the integrand in 
powers of x to integrate, but this would only reproduce the 
original series representation for Y. However, we can trun
cate the series for Yand expand Y' / Yas a continued fraction, 
which when summed and integrated yields an approxima
tion for Y that is more accurate than the original truncated 
power series. Let 

(2.2) 
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= _____________________ O~I~O __________________ __ 

= _____ O!.::IO~ ___ = ~ 020 X 0 30 X (2.3 ) 
020 X 0 00 + 0 10 + 020 + ... 

°00+--""':::<---

where we are now using the lowered plus sign to denote a 
continued fraction. The computations are conveniently set 
out in the following scheme: 

0 00 0 01 °02 

010 0Il 012 

020 021 022 

0 30 031 On 

(2.4) 

Here 0mn =om_I,Oom_2,n+1 -om_2,Oom_I,n+I' Thus a 
particular entry in a given row is obtained by cross multiply
ing the two previous entries in the column to the immediate 
right with the two previous entries in the first column. As an 
example consider 

e" 1+x+~2+ ... 
I(x) = --= --...:.....-7"--~...:.....---

e"-l X+~2+!X3+ ... 

_ x-I[l +X+~2+ ... ] 
- 1 +~2+!X3+ .. . 

The table for xl(x) is 

1 ! ! 
! 

-~ -! _1 
8 

-! -1 
8 

-Jh 
Therefore 

-I[ 1 -=-E -!x -Jhx ] 
I(x) = x T + 1 + -=-r + ----=y-... 

_ X-I -=-E +!x - n.x 
1 + 1 + + + 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

If ° k,0 = 0 for k > 1, then this scheme gives division by zero. 
In this case, a modification of the method is required. This is 
illustrated by the following example. Let 

. () x[ 1 - 1 ... 2 +~- X4 + ... ] 
I(x) = sm x = r no . (2.8) 

cos(x) 1 - !X2 + t..X4 + ... 

1762 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 29, No.8, August 1988 

The table for x-l/(x) begins 

o -! 0 14 
o -! 0 ~ 

o -! 0 :A:, 0 

o 
o (2.9) 

We modify the scheme by deleting the offending zero and 
shifting the entire row to the left. The table becomes 

o -~ 0 
o -! 0 (2.10) 

-! 0 :A:, 0 

This shift is accompanied by an increase in the power of X for 
the coefficient in that row. Hence the continued fraction for 
I(x) will begin 

[
1 _!X2 ] 

X - -----I + 1 + .... 
If there are two or more zeros in the leftmost columns they 
are all deleted, the row is shifted appropriately, and the pow
er of x is increased by 1 for each zero. In the present example 
the table becomes 

0 -~ 0 
0 -i 0 

-~ 0 :A:, 0 

~ 0 

where the last row has also been shifted. Therefore 

X -!x2 ~2 
I(x) = tan(x) = - -

+ + -! + 

-nx2 

1 + 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

Another possibility is when all the entries of a row vanish. 
Then the continued fraction terminates. For example, let 
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A + U 2X + 3A 3X2 + ... 
fix)=--~--~~~~---

1 + AX + A 2X2 + A 3X3 + .. , 
Note that/ex) = g'(x)/g(x), with 

A A2 A 3 

(2.13) 
'" 1 

g(x) = L (AX)"=--. 
,,=0 1 -AX 

Constructing the table for lex) gives 

A" 
A U 2 

_A 2 _U 3 
3A 3 4A 4 

_ 3A 4 

(n + 1)A ,,+ t 

-(n+l)A,,+2 
(2.14) 

0 0 0 [(n + 1) - (n + 1)]A ,,+ 4=0 

So 

A -A 2X A 
lex) =-1 +---=---

A I-AX 
(2.15 ) 

That this is the correct value for lex) can be seen by taking 
the derivative of g(x): 

g'(x) = (1 _AAX)2 

and 

g'(x) A (1 - AX) A 
-g-(x-) = (1-AX)2 1 = I-Ax' 

III. EXAMPLE 

We now show how to use these ideas to construct ap
proximate solutions to nonlinear differential equations. As 
an example, consider a nonlinear generalization t of the 
Klein-Gordon equation, 

a2¢+mVJ-A¢3=0. (3.1) 

Assume ¢ = ¢(x), X = ± ik'x, where k = (k°,k) and 
k 2 = m2

• Here an inverted caret denotes a four-vector. This 
assumption leads to the following equation for ¢: 

¢" - ¢ + (A /m2)¢3 = 0, (3.2) 

where the primes denote differentiation with respect to x. 
Rescaling the dependent variable Y = (A /m2) t/2¢ leads to 
the following equation for Y: 

y"_y+y3 =0. (3.3) 

Now let W= Y'/Y. Then Y=exp[S Wdx] and 

W = ao X a)x2 a2x
2 a3x2 a4x

2 

1 + + 1 + + 
ao x[ 1 + (a2 + a3 + a4)x2 + a2a4x

4] 

with the a;'s as yet undetermined. 

or 

(3.4) 

This is a generalization of the Ricatti equation and is the 
starting point of the investigation.2.3.6 This equation can be 
solved iteratively by choosing W in the integrand, resulting 
in a first-order differential equation. This produces approxi
mate (and possibly exact) solutions.3 The method presented 
here consists of inserting into the integrand a form for W 
containing undetermined constants that will be fixed by the 
resulting linear equation. The choice for the integrand is ar
bitrary; we have found power series used in conjunction with 
continued fractions to be useful. Calculationally there are 
two ways to proceed. We shall illustrate these two ap
proaches in the following two examples. In the first example, 
we substitute for Wa continued fraction expansion with un
determined coefficients. In the second, we use a power series 
to accomplish the same result and only introduce the contin
ued fraction at the end of the calculation. The power series 
has the advantage of calculational simplicity; the continued 
fraction has the advantage that there exist exact solutions for 
which Wis a finite continued fraction, but as a power series it 
contains an infinite number of terms. An example of this is 
shown in Sec. V. 

We will construct a solution to Eq. (3.3) that approxi
mates the known exact solution Y = (v'1)sech(x). Let 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

We choose this form for Wsinceweknow Y = (v'1)sech(x) is an even function of x, so W = Y'/Yisodd. This integrates 
to 

where 

A=ata3+ata4+a2a4' B=at +a2+a3+a4 , C=B-at , D=a2a4 , E=(B2_4A)t/2, 
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and Co is a constant of integration. Expanding this function in powers of x and inserting it into the differential equation (3.3 ) 
while taking Y to be of the form ~n even bnxn gives 

"" 
0= L bn {n(n - 1)xn- 2 

- xn[1- CoO + ao x
2 + !ao(ao - a l )x

4 + (ia~ - !aoO l + 1aoOi (a l + a2») x 6 

n even 

+ (~ari -la~al + la~ai + 1a~al (a l + a2) -laoOl [(a l + a2)2 + a2a3J) XS + ... }]} . 
Solving for the bn's in the usual way gives 

bo is arbitrary, b2 = !bo( 1 - Co)'" . 

At this point it will be convenient to fix the constant Co in terms of the ai's in the continued fraction. We do this with the help of 
the algorithm in Sec. II. We have at this point 

Y= bo + !bo(1 - CO)x2 + '" 
and 

y' = bo( 1 - Co)x + ... , 
so that 

w=.!.:..=x. bo(1- Co) + ... 
Y bo + !bo( 1 - Co)x2 + ... 

Constructing the table, we have 

bo 0 !boO - Co) 

boO - Co) 0 
so that 

W = X' boO - Co)/bo 
1 + 

= (1- Co)x 

1 + 
Thus we see that 1 - Co = ao is the choice that makes the series solution of the differential equation consistent with Was in Eq. 
(3.5). We can now write the results ofEq. (3.7) as 

bo is arbitrary-for simplicity take bo = 1, 

b2 = !ao, 

b4 = (a0l24)(3ao - 2), 

b6 = (a0l6!)[27a~ - 30ao+4], 

bs = (a0l8!) [441a~ - 684a~ + 252ao - 8], 

blO = ;~ [bs + (ao - 1){b6 + !(ao - a l )b4 + (ia~ - !aoO l + ~al(al + a2»)b2 

a~ a~al aoOl a l 2}] a~al + - - --+ -- - =:4(a l + a2) + a2a3) + (ao - 1) --(al + a2) . 
24 4 8 4 270 

From this power series we construct the continued fraction for Y' / Y as in Sec. II. We begin by creating the table (2.4): 

0 
0 0 0 
2 

~(300-2) 0 ~(270~ - 3000 + 4) 0 0 0 (R) 0 blO ... 
24 720 40320 I 

00 0 ~(300 - 2) 0 ~(270~ - 3000 + 4) 0 ~(R) 0 PI 
120 5040 I 

00 0 ~ ( - 6tTo + 1000 - 2) 0 
3 

00 (R) 0 P2 2520 2 

tin 2 -(900 -7) 0 
90 

P3 o 

a3 

18:00 (R.) 0 p. 

P, 

where the P;'s and R;'s have been abbreviated for convenience. They are 

PI = lOb 10 , 

P2 = (a~/8!) [441a~ - 684a~ + 252ao - 8] - PI , 

P3 = (a~/3 . 7!) [ 441a~ - 684a~ + 252ao - 8] - ao P2 , 
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P4 = (a~l7! . 45) [9a~ - 7] [ - I26a~ + 237a~ - 112ao + 4] - (a0l3 )P3 , 

Ps = (aVI260 . IS 900) [ - IS9a~ + 2040~ - 11] [63a~ - 24a~ - 49ao + 12] - (a~/90) (9a~ - 7)P4 , 

Rl = (441a~ - 6S4a~ + 25200 - S) , 

R2 = ( - I26a~ + 237a~ - 112ao + 4) , 

R3 = (63a~ - 24a~ - 49ao + 12) , 

R4 = (- IS9a~ + 2040~ - 11) . 

In this table all rows except the first two begin with a zero; we have already deleted the zero and shifted the columns for these 
rows. Thus the continued fraction for Y'IYis 

Y' _ aox (a0l3)x2 (a0l90)(9a~ - 7)x2 (a~/IS 900)( - IS9a~ + 2040~ - 11)x2 

Y 1+ ao + (a0l3) + (a~/90)(9a~ - 7) 

+ (aUIS 900)( - lS9a~ + 2040~ - 11) + ... ' 
~_ aox !X2 ~(9a~ _7)x2 10[( -IS9a~ +2040~ -11)/(9a~ _7)]X2 

Y 1+1+ + 1 

[(90) (1S 9OO)P5Ia~ (9a~ - 7)( - IS9a~ + 20400 - 11) ]X2 

+ 1 + 
We have now fixed the constants a 1 through a4 in Eq. (3.5) as functions of ao. This ao is an arbitrary constant that may be used 
to meet boundary conditions [ao =F 0 and ao must be chosen such that E in Eq. (3.7) does not become imaginary]. To find the 
solution to the differential equation we must evaluate Y = exp S Y'I Y dx. This has already been done in Eq. (3.7). Therefore 
we have, using Co = 1 - ao, 

Y=(1-a )1/2 - x (Ax4+Bx2+1)[(AC-BDl/4A'Ja.'exp(a Dx2/2A) 
[ 

[ 2A I(B E)] 2 + 1 ]100[..1(2..1 - BCl + D(B' - 2Al])l4A 'E 

o [2A/(B+E)]x2+I 0 , 

with the same identifications for A through E. 
For some values of ao this is an approximate solution to 

(3.3). This region includes ao = - 1, for at this value we 
recognize Y' I Y as the first five terms of the continued frac
tion expansion of - tanh x, which gives the solution 
Y = (v1)sech(x). This is an exact solution toEq. (3.3). For 
ao = - 1 the various abbreviations become 

A=iJ, B=3, C=!, 

D=9h, E=i3(133)1/2. 

With these values the approximate solution is 

(3.9) 

This function agrees remarkably well with (v1)sech(x). 
Figure 1 compares the exact solution with the approxima
tion while Fig. 2 shows the absolute error 1v1 sech(x) - YI. 
We see that Y is a very good approximation to the exact 
solution. For other values of ao Eq. (3.S) yields approximate 
solutions to Eq. (3.3), even though no such exact solutions 
are yet known. In the next section we will give justification 
for the conjecture that such exact solutions exist and discuss 
more fully the role of the arbitrary constant(s) appearing in 
these solutions. 
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(3.S) 

IV. ANOTHER EXAMPLE 

We now construct another approximate solution to Eq. 
(3.3) using an equivalent, but calculationally simpler, ap
proach. The continued fraction technique as described in 
Sec. II is employed towards the end of the calculation after 
determining the series coefficients simply by substituting the 
power series into Eq. (3.3). Consider again Eq. (3.3), 

1"\ 
)( ..., 
>-

I.llr-------------------, 

1.2 

0.1 

0.11 

0.3 

o.D&-c,.....I>-6-6-6-0--4"O-~----L--.;;;;a().6._cH..o_.I~~ 
-III -10 -I 0 II 10 III 

---x---
FIG. 1. Graph of the exact [Y(x) = (2) 1/2 sech(x) 1 and approximate 
(3.9)solutionstoY· - Y(l- y2) =O.t.:exactsolutions;O:approximate 
solution. 
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2.IIE-cM,...-----------------.., 

I.IIE-cM 

~ /\ 
..... 

ID I.IXE-cM \ 
~ \ :J 
...J 
0 

~ 6.1XE-05 / \ 
I i \ / \ \ 

/ \ I \ I '. ....... \ ./ ........... 
O.IIEKII 

..... " 

-16 -10 -6 0 6 10 16 

---x---

FIG. 2. Graph of the absolute error between the exact and approximate 
solutions in Fig. 1 versus x. 

0= Y" - Y(1- y2) . 

Assume 
co 

Y = L anxn =alx + a3x
3 + asr + a7x

7 . (4.1) 

Then 

n=O 
n odd 

y3=a~x3 + 3ara3x5 + (3aras + 3ala~)x7. (4.2) 

Equation (3.3) then becomes 

o = (6a3x + 200sx
3 + 42a7r + 7209 x

7 + ... ) 
- (alx + a3x

3 + asr + a~7 + ... ) 
+ (a~x3 + 3ar a3xs + (3aras + 3ala~ )X7) 

+ (3ara7 + a~ + 6ala3aS) . 

0 a3 
0 3a3 

-201 0 -4as 
- 6a~ + 4as 0 607 - l003as 

MI 0 M2 
M3 

where 

MI = 4[ a~as - 4a; + 3a3a7] , 

M2 = 8[a~a7 - 3aSa7 + 2a3a9] , 

0 as 
0 Sas 
0 - 6a7 
0 8a9 - 14a3a7 
0 

Grouping together like powers of x one finds 

(603 - al)x + (20as - a3 + a~ )x3 

+ (42a7 - as + 3ara3)xs 

+ (72a9 - a7 + (3aras + 3ala~ »)x7 = O. 

Equating like powers of x to zero gives 

0= 6a3 - aI' 

o = 20as - a3 + a~ , 

o = 42a7 - as + 3ar a3 , 

0= 72a9 - a7 + (3aras + 3ala~) , 
yielding 

a3 = (1/3!)a l , 

as = (aIlS!) [1 - 6ar] , 

a7 = (a I/7!) [1 - 66ar ] , 

a9 = (a I/9!) [1 - 612ar + 7S6a~] . (4.3) 

We now have the first five terms of the power series represen
tation ofa particular solution to Eq. (3.3). Note that it con
tains one arbitrary constant a l • We now employ the method 
of Sec. II to improve the convergence properties of Y. One 
could use Pade approximants to do this if one could deter
mine which approximant is appropriate. Our method has the 
advantage of providing a unique approximant for each y, 
and successive approximations converge to the actual solu
tion. 

From (4.1), 

Y' = a l + 3a3x2 + Sasx4 + 7a~6 + 9a~8. 
Therefore 

£ = x -I [1 + 3a3x2 + Sasx4 + 7a7x6 + 9a~8] (4.4) 
Y 1 + a3x2 + asx4 + a~6 + a~8 ' 

where all the an's have been redefined such that an --anlal. 
Forming the table as in Sec. II we have 

0 a7 0 a9 

0 7a7 0 9a9 
0 - 8a9 

M3 = 48a;a7 + 16Oa3a; - 4Oa~a; + 96a~a9 - 64a3aSa9 + 72a3a; - 272a~aSa7' 

All rows in the table, except the first two, have the leading zero deleted and have been shifted one column to the left. Thus the 
coefficients provided by these rows will multiply x 2 rather than x in the continued fraction. From Eqs. (4.3) it is seen that all of 
these expressions are actually expressions involving a l only; we have written them in this form for convenience. Thus 

£ = X-I _ 2a3x2 (4as - 6a~ )x2 M lx
2 M3X2 

Y + 1 + - 2a3 + (4as - 6a~) + MI + .... (4.S) 

We define 
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oo~-~s MI M3 
A + 2 + 2 

203 203(003 - ~s) MI(~s - 003 ) 

B= - M3/2a3MI 

C=A -203 

D= -~-203( MI + M3 ). 
2o~1 203(00~ -~!5) Ml(~!5-oo~) 

Thus contracting Eq. (4.5) we see 

Y'IY=x- I [1 +AX2 + Bx4]1(l + Cx2 + DX4) , 

Y = exp - = C x [1 + Cx2 + DX4] (B - D)/4D ---::--=----'----::---"-:-:c::=--'---f Y' [WX2/[C - (C 2 - 4D)I/2] + 1 ] [lAD- C(B+D)]l4D(C2_4D)1!2 

Y 0 Wx2/[C + (C 2 _ 4D)I/2] + 1 ' 
(4.6) 

for C 2 
- 4D>0. 

Here Co is a constant of integration, but is not arbitrary; it must be chosen so that the above expression for Yis consistent 
with (4.1). To do this we note that both expressions are expansions about x = O. We see that, in Eq. (4.1), 

whileinEq. (4.6), 

~I =Co ' 
x x=o 

Therefore we must choose Co = al • [This is equivalent to demanding that Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.1) have the same value for the 
derivative at x = 0.] The numerical value of al (and hence A, B, c, D) will be determined by a boundary condition fixing 
Y'(O). For example, suppose we choose a l = ilv?. Then Eq. (4.5) becomes 

- l1x2 25x2 

21 + 66 
-=--
Y 1 + 

(4.7) 

and 

A =M, B=Tfn' C=-T9P, D=~. 
With these values Eq. (4.6) becomes a very good approximation to Y = i tan (xlv?) , which is an exact solution to Eq. (3.3): 

Y = _'_X(l _ Nsx2 + rltb x4 ) - 119/551 m ITm40 54549 25583 
. [ _ 55lx2/20790[~ + (~j83 )1/2] + 1]5938 (1372140)112 

v? 551x2/20790[ -Ns+ (rlWo)I/2] + 1 
(4.8) 

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the exact solution i tan (xl 
v?) to Eq. (4.8), as well as the absolute error, ltan(xl 
v?) - Y Iii. Again, the agreement is remarkable. The func
tion in Eq. (4.8) can be differentiated twice and substituted 
into Eq. (3.3) to see how closely the left-hand side approxi
mates zero. This function, Y" - Y + y 3

, we call the error 
function for Eq. (4.8), and it is plotted in Fig. 4. This func
tion is difficult to interpret, since one might expect the error 
function to be of the same order of magnitude as the absolute 
error. This is generally not true, even for very good approxi
mations. Here, for example, at the point x = 1, the absolute 
erroris -2x 10-7, while the error function is -3. The error 
function is important in investigating solutions that cannot 
be expressed in terms of elementary functions. In Eq. (4.6), 

if we let a I = .j - 0.4 rather than.j - 0.5 we obtain another 
approximate solution to Eq. (3.3). This function, as well as 
its error function, is shown in Fig. 5. Comparison with Fig. 4 
shows that although the qualitative behavior is the same for 
each, the function in Fig. 5 approximates a solution to Eq. 
(3.3) even better than the function in Fig. 4 approximates 
the solution Y = i tan (xlv?). Thus we believe Fig. 5 shows a 
plot of another exact solution ofEq. (3.3). Figures 6-9 show 
similar results for various values of a l • 
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Equation (3.3) has no solutions of the tangent type oth
er than Y = i tan (xlv?). Thus the solutions in Figs. 5-9 can
not be of the form Y = A tan(BX), A.IJ constants, yet they 
are members of a family of solutions with a continuous pa
rameter al that includes the tangent for a1 = ilv?. 

11....---------------,.---,1.0 

'"' 
III .e I x 

v 
~ ~ 

10 .4 ::J 
...J 

i 
([ 

II 

~.....a.~~~~:.:....-'--~L____'o.o 
.0 0.4 0.' 1.2 I.' 2.0 2.4 

---x---
FIG. 3. Graph of the exact [Y(x) = i tan(x/(2) 112)] and approximate 
(4.8) solutions (solid lines) to Y' - Y( 1 - y2) = o and the absolute error 
(dotted line). 6: exact solution; 0: approximate solution. 
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10r-----------------------------------, 

8 

II 

4 
2 .. ~ ... ~-.................................... , .... -........................ :::....--

O~····~-·····~·······~····~==~======~···~\~ 

~ \ 
-4 \. 

-8 

-8 

-IO~--~--~----~--~--~----~--~--~ 
0.0 0.2 0." 0.11 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.11 

---x---

FIG. 4. Graph of Y(x)/i and the errorfunction (Y' - Y(1- y2»)/i for 
(4.6) (a, = ~ - 0.5). Dotted line: error function; solid line: Y Ii. 

V. EXACT SOLUTION 

In this section we show how to apply our method to 
construct an exact solution (no approximation) to a particu
lar nonlinear differential equation. This is possible because 
the continued fraction representing Y' I Y terminates for this 
solution. Consider the nonlinear generalization of the 
Klein-Gordon equation, 

(5.1 ) 

Let 'I] = 'I](x), x = e± ijrJc, and}? = m2. Thus 

2 d 2'1] d'l] A 3 0 x --+x--'I]--'I] = . 
dx2 dx m2 

(5.2) 

Rescaling, let Y = (A 1m2) 1/2'1]; then Eq. (5.2) becomes 

Y" + (llx)Y'- Ylx2[1 + y2] =0. (5.3) 

We now try to find an odd particular solution to Eq. (5.3). 
Hence we represent Y by the power series 

10 

8 

II 

.. 
2 -_ .. _ ...... __ ....... _ ....... _ ...... _ . ..,...". 

0 

-2 

-4 

-e 
-8 

-10 
0.0 0.2 0." 0.11 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.11 

---x---

FIG. 5. Graph of Y(x)/i and the error function (Y· - Y( 1- y2»)/i for 
(4.6) (a, = ~ - 0.05). Dotted line: error function; solid line: Y Ii. 
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10 

8 

II 

.. 
2 

0 
......... - .-. 

-2 

-4 

-II 

-8 

-10 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.11 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.11 

---x---

FIG. 6. Graph of Y(x)/i and the error function (Y· - Y(1 - y2»/i for 
(4.6) (a, = ~ - 0.1). Dotted line: error function; solid line: Y Ii. 

00 L bnxn+1 
n even 

n=O 

inEq. (5.3). Thus we get 

L bn {n(n + 2)xn - 1 - xn + 1 [b ~ + 2b2bo x
2 

+ (2bob4 + b~ )x4 + O(x6)]} = O. 

Equating like powers of x we obtain 

bo is arbitrary, 

b2 = (l/23)b~ , 

b4 = (l/26)b g , 
b6 = (l/29 )b'6, 

bg = (l/212)b~ , 

and by inspection, 

bn =b~+1/23nl2. 

10 

8 

II 

" 
2 

.................. - -0 

-2 
.............................. 

-4 ......... 

-II 

-8 

.. 10 

(5.4) 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.11 O.B 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.11 
---x---

FIG. 7. Graph of Y(x)/i and the error function (Y· - Y( 1 - y2»)/i for 
(4.6) (a, = ~ - 0.4). Dotted line: error function; solid line: Y Ii. 
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-2 

-4 

~"''''''''' ....... 
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............ 
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-2 

-4 

._._ ...........•... 

\\ . 
-e 
-8 

'. 
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-e 
-8 \ , 

\ -10 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.11 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.11 1.2 

-10 
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FIG. S. Graph of Y(x)/i and the error function (Y' - Y( 1- y2»)/i for 
(4.6) (01 = ~ - 0.6). Dotted line: error function; solid line: Y Ii. 

Thus 

0.0 0.2 0.4 D.e 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 I.e 
---x---

FIG. 9. Graph of Y(x)/i and the errorfunction (Y' - Y(l - y2»)/i for 
(4.6) (01 = 1=2). Dotted line: error function; solid line: Y Ii. 

~ = .. to (n + l)bg+ 12 -3 .. /2X" ( .. to bg+ 12 -3 .. /2X"+ 1)-1 

n even n even 

(5.5) 

Constructing the table as described in Sec. II we get 

b 3 b~ b' b 2j - 1 b'r/+I b'r/+3 
bo 0 0 

0 0 0 0 .•• _0 __ 0 0 23 26 29 23(j- I) 23j 23(1+ I) 

bo 0 
3b~ 

0 
5b~ 

0 
7bri 

0 
(2j-1)b~-1 

0 
(2j-1)b'r/+1 

23 26 29 23(j-1) 23j 

- 2b~ 
0 

-4bg 
0 

- 6b~ 
0 

- Sb~o 
0 

( _ 2j)b~(J+ I) 
0 -2-3 - 26 29 ~ 23j 

-2bri 
0 

-4b~ 
0 

_ 6b~1 
0 

_ Sb~3 
0 

(- 2j)b~+' 
0 26 29 -2-12- ~ 23(j+ I) 

b13 b" 4b2j+ II 
_0 [S-S] =0 0 _0 [12-12] =0 0 23(:+3) [(j+ 1) - (j+ 1)]=0 212 2" 

Again, each of the last three rows has had the leading 
zero deleted and has been shifted one column to the left. 
Therefore from the table we obtain 

Y' box- I - (2b~/8)X2 - 2(b~/26)X2 
=---

Y bo + bo + - 2(b~/8) 

8 +b~x 
=---..,.---

x(8 - b~x) 
(5.6) 

Therefore 

Y=exp -dx= 0 , J Y' 8b x 
Y b~X2 - 8 

(5.7) 

which is an exact particular solution to Eq. (5.3). Therefore 

_( Ii. )-112 _( Ii. )-112 8boe±i'jr" 
7J- - Y--

m2 m2 b~e±2ilrX - 8 ' 

which is an exact particular solution7 to Eq. (5.1). 
It is possible to obtain Eq. (5.7) directly by summing 

the series for Y. However, the continued fraction method 
should give a closed form expression for Y in all cases, 
whether the series can be summed or not. 
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, 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The continued fraction method outlined above repre
sents a powerful tool for obtaining excellent approximate 
(and exact) solutions to nonlinear differential equations. In 
this paper we have produced accurate approximations to so
lutions of a nonlinear differential equation. In addition, we 
have provided evidence that the known solutions are 
members of a family of exact solutions. We have produced 
approximations to some of these solutions. We have also 
been able to obtain an exact solution using our method. The 
strengths of this method are that the calculations are rela
tively simple, the solutions are expressed in closed form, and 
the solutions contain arbitrary constants that can accommo
date boundary conditions. 
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Solutions of the wave equations with boundary conditions 
on the hyperplanez-ct=O 
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The boundary value problem for the wave equation is discussed with data tp(r) on the 
hyperplane z - ct = O. We give the general form ofthe solution when tp(r) is an entire 
function of r of order 1 and type 0 < T < 00. As a particular case the focus wave mode solutions 
of the wave equation are obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years it has been shown that the wave equation 
has pulse wave solutions with Gaussian transverse structure 
(the so-called focus wave modes). These solutions leave at 
least two issues unanswered: (i) how is it possible to launch 
such pulses, and (ii) what is their physical usefulness? 

In order to answer the first question (at least partially) 
we investigated the possibility that they are solutions of a 
boundary value problem. In fact, we could show that the 
boundary value problem for the wave equation with data on 
the hyperplane z-ct = 0 leads to the focus wave modes when 
the boundary condition is Gaussian. For other boundary 
conditions we found new wave solutions. We prove this re
sult here. 

Using the variables t = z - ct, t = z + ct, the wave 
equation becomes 

a 2t/! 1 a ( at/! ) 1 a 2t/! 
601 t/! + 4 at at = 0, 601 t/! = -; ar r a; + r ae 2 ' 

(1) 

where r, e are the transverse coordinates. Let t/! be a solution 
of ( 1) independent of e. Then 

t/!m = ~ am (t/!eim8), 
(r ar)m 

i =.J=T, m positive integer, (2) 

is also a solution of Eq. (1). Consequently one just has to 
consider the solutions that are independent of e, which we 
take in the form 

t/!=t/!(r,t)eik"i;, krealscalar, (3) 

corresponding to cylindrical harmonic waves propagating 
along Oz. Substituting (3) into (1) gives 

1. ~ (r at/!) + a at/! = 0, a = 4ik. ( 4 ) 
rar ar at 

We are looking for the solutions ofEq. (4) such that t/!(r) is 
given on the hyperplane t = O. 

Let us consider the Laplace equation 

1. ~ (r atp) + a
2
tp = 0, (5) 

rar ar at 2 

and let tp(r,t) be a solution of (5) such that atp(r,t)/at = 0 
for t = O. Then 

t/!(r,t) = ~ioo e- as
'/4stp (r,s)ds (6) 

\j 'ITt ° 
is a solution of Eq. (4) provided that the integral exists and 
that differentiation under the sign of integration is permissi
ble. 

To prove this last result one just has to take the Laplace 
transform of both Eqs. (4) and (5) with respectto the vari
able t. The solutions become q.;(r,p) and ",(r,p), where pis 
the symbolic variable and between these solutions one has 
the relation ",(r,p) = q.;(r,..[cip). Then (6) follows from the 
classical relationl

,2 between the inverse transforms offunc
tions of p and .[p. 

A simple calculation also allows us to check (6) since 

601t/!= ~ioo e- as '14S601tpds 
\j 'ITt ° 

= -~ 100 

e-
as

'/4s ~; ds. 

Integrating by parts with the condition atp / as = 0 at s = 0 
supplies the result. 

Relation (6) is formal since a is a pure imaginary num
ber. Then we introduce a E = E + 4ik, where E is a positive 
arbitrary quantity, and we define (6) as 

t/!(r,t) = lim ~ioo e- a..r/4stp(r,s)ds. 
E>-+o'J;j 0 

(6') 

From now on we shall use (6) and similar expressions with 
this last meaning but without writing limE _ o and a E • 

We may remark that tp(r, - t) is also a solution of (5) 
and thatthederivativeoftp(r,t) + tp(r, - t) withrespectto 
t is zero at t = O. Consequently one may replace (6) by 

t/!(r,t) = - ~ e- as '/4s tp(r,s)ds, I ~f+oo 
2 'ITt - 00 

(7) 

without any restriction on the derivative of tp. 
As a consequence of (7) we get 

lim t/!(r,t) = tp(r,O); (8) 
s>-+o 

that is, to solve the boundary value problem for Eq. (4) we 
are led to look for the solutions of Eq. (5) with boundary 
conditions on the hyperplane t = o. 
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Remark 1: A somewhat more general solution of Eq. 
(4) may be obtained since multiplying ~(r,p) by some arbi
trary function of p does not affect its being a solution of the 
Laplace transform equation. Applying the convolution 
product rule leads to 

"'(r,s) = ~ ~ (S d~X(S - ~) f+ 00 e-as'/4Sqy(r,s)ds. 
2 \l1T Jo ,g - 00 

(9) 

Remark 2: The paraxial approximation of the wave 
equation (still assuming cylindrical symmetry) is 

~~(ra~)+2ika~ =0. (10) 
r ar ar ar 

The comparison of (4) and (10) shows that if "'(r,s) is a 
solution of ( 4 ), then 

~(r,z) = ",(r,2z) (11) 

is a solution of (10) corresponding to the boundary condi
tion "'(r) on the plane z = O. 

We only consider here the solutions "'(r,s) but the re
sults we obtain are valid mutatis mutandis for the solutions 
~(r,z). We start with a discussion ofthe general solution of 
Eq. (5). 

II. GENERAL SOLUTION OF EQ. (5) 

According to Whittaker3
•
4 the general solution of Eq. 

(5) is 

1 i11' qy(r,s) = - I(s + ircos ()d(), 
1T 0 

(12) 

wherelis a summable function such that differentiation un
der the sign of integration is permissible. 

In its holomorphy domain, I has the Taylor series ex
pansion 

00 cosn () 
I(s + ircos () = L (i)nr"-_pn)(s); 

n=O n! 
(13) 

then, using the relations 

1 i11' 2n () d() _ 1 (2n) - cos -- , 
1T 0 22n n 

(14) 
1 i11' - cos2n + 1 () d() = 0, 
1T 0 

qy (r,s) becomes 

00 (_ 1)n r2n (2n) 
qy(r,s) = n~o 22n (2n)! n (15) 

This relation shows that qy(r,s) is a function of r, a remark 
useful later. Moreover one has the inversion formula4 

1 Loo dl f + 00 • I(s) = - -- e,I(S-s)qy(r,s)ds, 
1T 0 lo(/r) - 00 

(16) 

which suggests that qy(r,s) is the potential of a cylindrical 
sheet of charges with strength/(s).5 Here 10 is the modified 
Bessel function of the first kind of order zero. 

As an illustration of the previous relations, one has, for 
instance, 
I(s + ircos () = e-iJ..(s +ircos(/) 

(17) 
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The following relations4 will be also useful: 

! i11' (s +irCOS()nd()=pnpn(!), 

!i11' (s +irCOS()-n-ld()=p-n-1Pn(!), 

(18a) 

(18b) 

where Pn is the Legendre polynomial of order nand 
p = (S2 + r)I/2. 

Before discussing the boundary value problem for Eqs. 
( 4) and (5) we consider the case when the function I is 
given. 

III. APPLICATION OF RELATIONS (7) AND (12) 

Starting with I (s + ir cos () = e - iJ..(S + ircos (/) one has 
according to (17) qy(r,s) = e - iJ..s lo().r). Substituting this 
expression into (7) gives 

"'(r,s) = e-.l.'Slalo().r). (19) 

In the same way according to (18a) the function 
(s +ircos()-I leads to qy(r,s) = (s2+r)-II2, which 
gives 

(20) 

where Ko is the modified Bessel function of the second kind 
of order zero. Let us now consider the function 

I(s + ir cos () = e-.l.'(s + ircos(/)'. (21) 

Substituting (21 ) into ( 12), we get, after interchanging inte
grations in (7), 

x (s + i). 2r cos ())2} ds 
a/4s +). 2 

= ~ a + :s). 2 ! i11' e - u' cos' (/ d (), 

that is, 

"'(r,s) = ~ a + :s). 2 e-U'/2/0(~2), 

The last example is supplied by the function 
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1 (5 + ir cos 0) = J II (lis + ilir cos 0), (23) 

where JII is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n. 
One has6 

+00 
J II (lis + ilir cos 0) = L J m (lis)J" _ m (ilir cos 0). 

m=-oo 
(23') 

Substituting (23') into (12) we get, after interchanging inte
gration and summation in (7), 

1/111 (r,S) = - ~ L ds e- as '/4s 1 ~ +00 f+oo 
2 11'5 m = - 00 - 00 

1 l1/" XJ m (lis) - dO J II _ m (ilir cos 0), 
11' 0 

(24) 

but one has6
•
7 

L+oo"" e-as'/4SJ2v(lis)ds = ~ 4:5 e-)"s/2a/v (~:), 
(25) 

the integral being zero for m = 2v + 1, 
n - m = 2p, 

while, for 

1 (1/" (iii ) ~ Jo J2p (ilir cos O)dO = J~ -f . (25') 

These last two relations lead to 

1/1211 (r,s) = e-)"s12a 2~0 /p (~:) J~_p (~r), (26) 

where /p is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of 
order p. 

Tagging the solutions by their registration number, 
their behavior on the hyperplane 5 = 0 is as follows: 

1 
1/I19(r,0) = /o(lir), 1/I20(r,0) = -, 

r 

.1. -)."'/21 (1i2r2) .1. /2 (lir) 'f'22(r,0) = e 0 -2- , 'f'26(r,0) = II "2 . 
(27) 

To obtain bounded solutions for rf-+OO, Ii must be a pure 
imaginary scalar in 1/119 and 1/126' 

IV. SOLUTIONS WITH BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON 
~=O 

We first assume that in its holomorphy domain the func
tionl has the Taylor series expansion 

00 1(211)(0) 
1(5 + ir cos 0) = L (5 + ir cos 0)211 "----'......;"" 

11=0 (2n)! 

1(2")(0)=(a211/2~u») , (28) 
au u=o 

which implies/(211+ I) (0) = O. 
Then using (18a) we get from (12) 

tp(r,S) = i: p211 _1_, P211 (1..)1 (211) (0), 
11=0 (2n). p 

(29) 

which leads to 
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00 211 
tp(r,O) = L _r_ P211 (0)/ (211) (0) 

11=0 (2n)! 

= i: (-,lr (.!...-)211 / (211)(0), 
11=0 (n.) 2 

since one has 

P 211 (0) = (_I)I1_1_(2n). 
2211 n 

One may also obtained (30) by making 5 = 0 in (15). 

(30) 

(30') 

Let tp(r) be given on 5 = o. We assume that tp(r) is a 
function of r 2 with the power series expansion 

00 tp 
tp(r) = L _" r211. 

11=0 n! 
The comparison of (30) and (31) gives 

1(211)(0) = (_1)"22In!tpl, 

Taking (32) into account, (29) becomes 

tp(r,s) = i: (- 1)" (n2!tpll) , (2p)211 P211 (1..), 
11=0 n . p 

which leads to 

00 n'tp 
tp(O,s) = L (- 1)" -' -" (25)211, 

,,=0 (2n)! 

since P 211 (1) = 1. 
Now for r = 0, relation (16) reduces to 

1 loo . f+ 00 . 1(5) =- dIe-lis dse'/stp(O,s). 
11' 0 -00 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(33') 

(34) 

Substituting (33') into (34) we get, in terms of derivatives of 
the Dirac distribution, 

00' loo 1 (5) = L ~ 22"tpll tP" (/)e- Us dl 
II =0 (2n). 0 

00 , 

= L (- I)"...!!.:..... tp" (25)'" 
,,=0 (2n)! 

Then using the Borel transformS we get finally 

l OO 00 t" 
1(5 +ircosO) = e- t L (-1)"--

o ,,=0 (2n)! 

X tp" (25 + ir cos 0)2" dt, (35) 

which brings us back to the situation discussed in the pre
vious section where the function/was given. 

Let us consider, for instance, the boundary conditions 
tp(r) = e- ).'r'; onehastp" = ( - 1)" Ii 2" and (35) leads to 

1(5 + ircos 0) 

= (00 e- t i: (Ii 2t)" (25 + ircos 0)2" dt 
Jo II =0 (2n)! 

= Sa"" e-tcosh(U.jt(S +ircosO»)dt. (36) 

Substituting (36) into (12) and the result into (7), we get 
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",(r,s) =l. ~J+oo dse- as '/4s 
2 \j 1TS - 00 

1 ifT i oo 

X - de dt cosh(U F (s + ir cos e)}. 
1T 0 0 

(37) 

Interchanging the integrals one has, after integration on s 
and e, 

",(r,s) = l. ioo 

e- t(\ -4A's/a) Jo(ArF)dt. 
2 0 

Using the variable t = u2
, this integral becomes a Weber's 

integral,6.7 leading to 

",(r,S) = [1/(1- 4A 2S /a)] e- A 'r'/O-4A's/a), (38) 

with a = 4ik the solution (38) multiplied by eikf;, in agree
ment with (3), becomes a focus wave mode solution of the 
wave equation.9 

Using the dimensionless variable v = - A 2r, the power 
series expansion (31) becomes 

00 q; 
q;(v) = L _n vn. (39) 

n=O n! 
This implies that q;(v) is an entire function of order 1 and 
type 0 < 7' < 00 (see Ref. 8) with 

7' = lim supn~ I~n I . (40) n-oo 
Consequently, when the boundary condition q;(v) on the 
hyperplane S = 0 is an entire function of order 1 and type 7', 

the relations (35), (12), and (7) supply the solution of the 
wave equation. 

The confluent hypergeometric functions are one of the 
most important classes of this type of entire functions. Many 
special functions such as the error function, Fresnel inte
grals, Bessel functions, and Whittaker functions can be ex
pressed in terms of confluent hypergeometric functions. 

The exponential function is of type 1 while the Bessel 

function IoU,fV) is of type 1. Using this resultS (that is, that 
the order or type of product of two entire functions is at most 
the larger of the respective orders or types) we see that the 
type of "'22 (r,O) = ev

/2 Io(v/2) is at most~. 
Remark: The previous results may be generalized to the 

spinor wave equation lO with the coordinates (r,e,s,t): 

2 a .1. - i9 ( a i a) .1. --=- 'f/I + e - - - - 'f/2 = 0, as ar r ae 

e
i9 (~ + ~ ~) "'I - 2 a"'2 = O. 

ar r ae as 
(41) 

It is easy to see that each component "'I' "'2 satisfies the wave 
equation ( 1 ). Looking for the solutions "'I 2 
=- "'1.2 (r,e,s)eikf;, we get from (41) . 

2·k.l• _i9(a i a) .1. 0 I 'f/I +e ---- 'f/2= , 
ar r ae 

e
i9 (~ + ~ ~) "'I - 2 a"'2 = 0, 

ar r ae as 
which leads to 
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( 41') 

(42) 

while "'2 is a solution of the wave equation. 
Consequently, taking for "'2 any of the solutions pre

viously discussed and using (42), one can obtain a solution 
of the spinor wave equation. 

Let us note that, for the spinor field, the boundary con
ditions on the hyperplane S = 0 have to satisfy condition 
(42). 

V. DISCUSSION 

We have only considered here the solutions with cylin
drical symmetry but, using (2), it is easy to generalize the 
previous results to boundary conditions on the hyperplane 
S = 0 of the type q;(r)eim9

. 

According to the second remark at the end of the Intro
duction, we may consider this work as the relativistic gener
alization of the boundary value problem for the paraxial 
equation with data on the plane z = O. Let us notice that for 
an observer traveling with the wave the solutions "'( r,S) 
have the look "'(r), a remark already made by Belanger II for 
the focus wave modes. 

It is also interesting to consider the relativistic behavior 
of the solutions under a Lorentz transformation. Indeed for 
an observer moving along Oz with the uniform velocity v, the 
transverse coordinates r,e are invariant while one has 

(s,k)f-+(S',k') =~(1-P)/(1 +P) (s,k), 

p=v/c, tf-+t'=~(1+P)/(1-P) t. 
(43) 

Using (43) it is easy to prove that the solutions that we 
previously obtained behave as scalar under the Lorentz 
group. 

The physical usefulness l2 of these solutions, an issue 
previously stated in the Introduction, will be discussed later. 

Let us call the previous solutions, solutions of class a 
and note", a (r,s,A), A being the parameter of the dimension
less variable v. One can obtain two other classes of solutions. 
First we define the solutions of class b by the relation 

(44) 

where/is a differentiable function such that/"'a is zero at 
infinity. An interesting case is when/is the Gaussian func
tion shifted in direct and Fourier transform spaces: 

where u and ware positive scalars. Then "'b is the Gabor 
transform of", a (see Refs. 13 and 14). The solutions of class 
c are obtained by a weighted integration on A: 

(46) 

Taking the focus wave mode solutions, for "'a relation (46) 
supplies the splash wave mode solutions. 15 
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Reaction-diffusion integral equations are studied with special regard to explosive-type 
solutions, Certain localized structures can grow explosively in time without change in spatial 
structure. The characteristic shapes can be described in terms of elliptic functions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Modem science exhibits a rich variety of phenomena of 
nonlinear nature. Their theoretical description often poses 
extremely challenging problems. Examples of such nonlin
ear phenomena are found in plasma and laser physics, classi
cal mechanics, chemistry, and population biology. 

One type of phenomenon that may occur in plasma 
physics as well as in other fields is the so-called explosive 
instabilities,I,2 characterized by the fact that amplitudes of 
interacting waves, or population densities, may grow to infi
nite values in a finite time. In plasmas, such explosive insta
bilities are caused by positive-negative energy wave interac
tion, which may occur, e.g., in systems that possess free 
energy, such as electron beams in plasmas.3.4 The plasmon 
density may then grow towards infinite values in a finite 
period of time. 

It is the purpose of this paper to study a generalized 
form of the reaction-diffusion equation,5 which includes also 
a time-integral part and to look for solutions of explosive 
type. 

II. THE REACTION-DIFFUSION INTEGRAL EQUATION 

Consider the equation 

!!!... = ~ (D!!!...) + cn2 + dn Jt n2 dt'. 
at ax ax -00 

(1) 

Here we assume that the diffusion coefficient D = an, where 
a is a constant, i.e., we have a linear dependence of the diffu
sion coefficient on the density n. Equation ( 1) is clearly non
local in time but local in space. 

The assumption that the contribution from the integral 
term is formally local in space means that it is assumed that 
the process related to the integrand occurs, for all times, at or 
close to the point x, or that, as a result of spatial homogene
ity, the contributions from processes at a distance could be 
considered equivalent to nearby processes. It remains to be 
verified separately to what extent the assumption about lo
cality in space is justified for each particular situation that 
the model equation will be applied to. 

It should be emphasized that spatial homogeneity might 
be justified as an approximation when representing correla-

a) On leave of absence from the Institute for Electromagnetic Theory and Plas
ma Physics, Chalmers University of Technology, S-412 96 Goteborg, Swe
den. 

b) Titulaire d'une chaire de physique des plasmas de la Fondation de France. 

tion effects in the integrand of the integral term including the 
reaction processes, whereas inhomogeneity effects could be 
more important for the diffusion term, because of the deriva
tives. It should also be emphasized in this connection that 
the solutions we consider here are solutions that are local
ized in space. In ionized media spatial localization of pro
cesses is favored by low temperatures and the presence of 
magnetic fields. 

One might imagine various situations where the integral 
term would correspond to physical situations of annihilating 
or creative processes. For such cases, where in Eq. (1) the 
constant d is negative, i.e., when annihilating processes are 
considered, the integral term could as an example corre
spond to an attachment, e.g., a loss of a free electron, to a 
neutral particle, which was formed at an earlier stage by a 
process of recombination of an electron and an ion, the rate 
ofthe early process being proportional to n; (t '), assuming 
in the earlier stage ne(t') = ni(t'), where ne and ni repre
sent the electron and ion densities. In Eq. (1) (the second 
term on the rhs) the coefficient c could, however, be positive 
as a result of creation of new free electrons by collisional 
ionization of ions by electrons, again assuming ne = ni. 

Alternative cases, where the constant d is positive, 
would, for example, correspond to plasma-plasma interac
tion for situations where free energy is available, which are 
accordingly explosive, or to creative interaction of specia in 
population biology. 

III. SOLUTIONS OF THE REACTION-DIFFUSION 
INTEGRAL EQUATION 

Let us introduce the following renormalization of space 
and time, namely 

(c!a)I/2x _ x , ct-t 

and furthermore the quantity E = d /c2• 

Then Eq. (1) takes the form 

!!!... = ~ (n!!!...) + n2 + En Jt n2 dt'. 
at ax ax - 00 

We look for separable solutions in the form 

n(x,t) = T(t)X(x). 

(2) 

(3) 

Inserting expression (3) into Eq. (2) and dividing through 
by T2 X leads to 
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t: =~~(xaX)+X+EX2~fl T 2(t')dt'. 
T X ax ax T -00 

(4) 

Requiring that the right-hand side ofEq. (4) be independent 
of t leads to the differential equation T2 = aT, where a is an 
arbitrary constant. This equation has the solution 
T( t) = - a/ (t + a/3), where a/3 must be negative for the 
solution to be valid for large negative t. Thus Tcan be written 
as T= T(O) ·tol(to - t), where 

to = - a/3 = {.E.- [In T(t)]} = Ii. [In n (X,t)]} 
dt 1=0 at 1=0 

is the time of explosion which for separable solutions, as 
expressed by relation (3), does not depend on x. 

Furthermore let us introduce the convenient notation 
¢J = aX. From Eq. (2) we then obtain the following ordi
nary differential equation: 

(5) 

BymultiplyingbothsidesofEq. (5) by¢J(d¢J/dx) andinte
grating twice we can express 

1 r" ¢J d¢J 
x-xo= ±,fi J.po [¢J3/3-¢J4/4-E(¢J5/5)+Cp/2' 

(6) 

where C is a constant of integration. In the following we here 
chose C= O. 

By making the convenient substitution y = # we then 
obtain 

(7) 

First, consider the case where E> 0, i.e., d> 0, c > 0 in Eq. 
(1). We express the relation (7) in the form 

( 
10)112 ~ dy 

X= --;- J# [(a2+y2)(b 2_r)]1/2' (S) 

where 

2_ 5 [(5)2 5]112 a --+ - +- , 
SE SE 3E 

2 _ 5 [( 5 )2 5 ] 112 b - --+ - +- , 
SE SE 3E 

(9) 

and 

¢Jo=b 2, a2>b 2. 

The integral in relation (S) can then be expressed in terms of 
an elliptic integral F( k,tp) as 

~ dy = [a2 + b 2]-1/2F(k,tp), J# [(a2+y2)(b 2 _y2)]1/2 

where 

k=b/[a2+b 2p12, 

cos tp = #/b = (¢J/¢Jo) 112. 

In relations (10) and (11) 

[a2 + b 2] 1/2 =,fi[ (5/SE)2 + 5/3E] 1/4 
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( 10) 

(11 ) 

(12) 

so that we obtain from (S) 

x = {5 [GY + ~ E] - 1/4 F { (a2 + bb 2) 1/2 ,cos-
I '?} , 

( 13) 

which defines x as a function of ¢J in terms of the elliptic 
integral F, with a and b expressed by (9). We notice that 
when E-+O, i.e., d-+O in Eq. (1), k-+O in (11), and since 
F(O,tp) = tp, from (13) 

lim x = 2,fi cos- I (/312)#), 
E-O 

or 

¢J=j[1 +cos(x/,fi)]. (14) 

We now, furthermore, consider the case where E < 0, i.e., 
d < 0, c> O. In this case there is a partial counterbalance in 
between the integral term and the quadratic term in Eq. (1). 
Here we make use of the elliptic integral form 

y - B -IF(k) (15) 1° d 
# [(A 2-r)(B 2-r)]1/2 - ,tp, 

where 

k=A/B, 

_ [~ B 2 _ A 2 ] 112 
cOStp- A2 B2_¢J , 

where 

2 5 [( 5)2 5] 112 
A = SIEI - SIEI - 31EI ' 

(16) 

(17) 

(1S) 

For the expressions in the square roots of ( IS) to be positive 
we have to assume lEI < ii. In (15 )-(1S) we have B > A > y, 
¢Jo = A 2. For E < 0 we then obtain 

{
A -I [¢J B2 -A 2]1I2} . F -, cos -2 2 "I. 
B A B-If' 

(19) 

which for this case defines x as a function of ¢J in terms of the 
elliptic integral F, with A and B expressed by (IS). 

In the limit lEI = ii we have k = 1, tp = 1T/2 or 0 and 
F(1,tp) =In[tan(1T/4+tp/2)]. From (17) and (1S) we 
then obtain F = 00 and F = 0 in the two points tp = 1T/2 and 
tp = 0, and correspondingly x = 00 and x = O. In these 
points ¢J = ¢Jo = J from (IS), when lEI = H· 

From the relation (19) we find that in the limit IEI-+O 
we again recover the simple result (14), as we should. 

In Fig. 1 ¢J is plotted as a function of x from relations 
(13), (14), and (19) forE> 0, E = 0, and E <0, respectively. 

The related solutions to Eq. (2), expressed in renormal
ized variables, therefore become 

n(x,t) = (to - t)-I¢J(X), (20) 

where for the different cases ¢J is related to x as given by 
relations (13) and (19) or by (14) for E = O. 
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IV. INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

It would be appropriate to address the question of suit
able initial conditions and proper boundary conditions for 
Eq. (2). For comparison it would be interesting to note that 
if one solves the corresponding equation where the diffusion 
term as well as the integral term is absent one obtains a solu
tion n(x,t) = n(x,O)/[ 1 - n(x,O) ·t], which is not in a sep
arable form since the time of explosion to = n-J(x,O) de
pends on x. Only if n(x,O) = no is a constant, which 
corresponds to X(x) = a - J and to ifJ = 1, do we obtain a 
"separable solution" in the limit for what remains of Eq. (4) 
if the diffusion term and the integral term is omitted. In the 
expression for to = {(a I at) [In (x,t) ]} t = 0 it is, in fact, nec
essary that for to constant when considering the full Eq. (4) 
that n(x,t) is either independent of x or that it is of the sep
arable form (3). For the latter case different values of the 
arbitrary constant a, or of to, would correspond to different 
initial stages ofthe shape-preserving evolution of n (x,t). 

It should be mentioned in this connection that proper 
boundary conditions could be either localized or periodic as 
allowed by the structure of the solutions ofEq. (2). Here we 
assume that the extension of the localized structure of the 
solution is smaller than that of any external boundary. 

The next interesting question to address would then be: 
What happens if initially the space dependence differs from 
the form defined by ifJ(x) as a solution of Eq. (5). For cases 
where the integral term in Eq. (2) is omitted the answer is 
that the new different form of the space dependence will 
adjust itself in the course of time and approach the form 
ifJ(x) asymptotically. Analytic theory to be published else
where by the author on these issues has been confirmed by 
computer investigations. These results confirm the interest
ing role that the simple localized solution ( 15) for E = 0 (see 
also Fig. 1) could play in more complex situations. They, 
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x 

FIG. 1. The function t/J(x) in relations 
(13), (14), and (19) fOrE> 0, E= 0, and 
E<O, respectively. The more strongly 
marked curve corresponds to E = o. The 
E-VaIUes chosen for E>O are 0.1,0.5,2, 
and 10. For E < 0 the plotted curves corre
spond to lEI = OJ, 0.2, 0.23, 0.234, 
0.234 35,0.234 373, approaching the hori
zontaIline t/J = t/Jo = J in the limit where 

lEI =ii = 0.234 375. 

furthermore, elucidate the properties of dynamic stability of 
the shape of the localized solutions. The interesting issue of 
the interaction of two or several localized solutions has also 
been addressed by the author in separate forthcoming publi
cations considering the case E = O. Such localized solutions 
might, as it turns out for the case E = 0, even be considered as 
units of superposition for complex situations and general
ized systems. 

V. SOLUTIONS OF COUPLED REACTION-DIFFUSION 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

Next let us consider the coupled set of reaction-diffusion 
integral equations 

where we assume 

D J =D2 =A(nJ + n2 ), d J = d2 = d. 

Solutions to the coupled Eqs. (21) and (22) can then be ob
tained in the form n l = a1n, n2 = a2n, where a l and a2 are 
determined by 

C, C, (23) 
C1C2 -glg2 

and n satisfies the equation 
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~=A(al +a2) ~(n an) at ax ax 

+ cn
2 + da la2n f~ 00 n

2 
dt', 

which is of the type solved above. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

(24) 

Exact solutions have been obtained for the reaction-dift'u
sion integral equation (2) for positive and negative values of 
the coefficient E. 

An evolution according to these solutions would require 
particular initial conditions in space to be fulfilled, which con
form with the obtained solutions. One might expect, however, 
that properties similar to those described in Sec. IV for the case 
E = 0, but for generalized initial conditions, would prevail also 
for cases where lEI> O. Confirmation of such a prediction 
would undoubtedly attach some extra weight to the impor
tance of the solutions obtained here. Detailed considerations of 
related questions are, however, beyond the scope of the present 
paper. 
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The solutions found may be regarded as examples of par
ticular solutions of reaction-ditfusion integral equations. They 
may offer a challenge for further investigations. 
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In this paper a new "b" number (b = a l a2 " 'an , where n is even and each a is an 
anticommutative number or Grassmann number) is introduced, and the specialities of this "b" 
number are also expounded. Moreover, division by an "a" number is defined. At the same time 
a derivative concept of the functional containing an "a" number is also given in the traditional 
approach, and a new formula for the derivative of this functional is advanced. The new 
formula not only encompasses Berezin's formula but also solves the problems that cannot be 
solved by Berezin's formula. For "b" numbers, a unique infinitesimal calculus will be 
proposed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1844 Grassmann's algebra was put forward. I
•
2 In 

1965 Berezin gave the rules offunctional derivation and inte
gration for Grassmann algebra elements.3

•
4 In the 1970's the 

supersymmetry theory was formulated. The theory uses 
Grassmann's algebraic elements ° a as parameters. These are 
anticommutative numbers, i.e., "a" numbers for the sake of 
brevity. 

In this paper we introduce a new kind of number, the 
"b" number, which is neither a real number nor a complex 
number except for b = 0, and has special properties. 

Since Grassmann expounded his algebra, division in the 
set area of "a" numbers has not been defined up to now. 
What is the source of the difficulty? It seems that OJ X 1 does 
not have a definite value. For example, defining O;/(}j 
= OJ X () j- I = 1 (OJ is an "a" number), it should be (}j X 1 
= OJ seemingly. But when we use the multiplicative associa
tive law to calculate, then 

(}j X 1 = (}j X «(}j X ° j- I) 

= «(}/X(}j) X(} j-I = OX(} -I = O. 

According to the traditional idea of realI, it seems that the 
former is true and the latter is wrong. It seems that to define 
division by an "a" number, the associative law of "a" 
numbers is destroyed. However, we will see that the former 
is wrong and the latter is true, because in (}j X () j- I the (}j and 
() j- I are all "a" numbers, and the product of these two "a" 
numbers is unity (i.e., 1). This 1 is in the category of "b" 
numbers rather than real numbers. We will show that 
(}j ( =1= OJ) multiplied by the "b" number 1 is equal to (}j (i.e., 
OJ X 1 = OJ) and if (}j = (}j, then (}j X 1 = O. It follows that 
the "b" number 1 relates to the "a" number OJ' Hereafter we 
write the "b" number 1 as 1 (OJ) for clarity. Thus we have 
this important result: Within the range of "b" numbers the 
product of some "a" number and 1 «(}j ) is equal either to this 
"a" number or to zero. Then the associative law of "a" 

numbers holds true. After "b" numbers are introduced we 
can define division by an "a" number. 

II. OPERATIVE RULES OF "a" NUMBERS 

In a number of references5
•
6

•
7 it is implied that the multi

plication of "a" numbers satisfies the associative law and the 
anticommutative law. On the basis of this point this paper 
expounds the operative rules of "a" numbers in greater de
tail. Let (}a be an "a" number. From the definition of the 
external product in Grassmann's algebra we know2 the anti
commutive law 

(2.1 ) 

(}a ·Oa = () ~ = 0, (2.2) 

in which a is not a repetitive index. 
Hypothesis 1: An "a" number multiplied by zero is zero 

still, that is, 

(2.3 ) 

Corollary 1: Zero (0) is an "a" number. 
Definition 1: The continuous product of an "a" number 

is as follows: 

(2.4 ) 

Hypothesis 2: The multiplication of "a" numbers obeys 
the associative law, i.e., 

(}1(}20 304 = [«(}1 0 2) '03](}4 = [01 «(}20 3) ](}4 

= «(}1(}2)(03(}4) = (}d02(0304)]' (2.5) 

Theorem 1: Any two adjacent "a" numbers (}j (}j in a 
continuous product (}1(}2" 'OiOj" '(}n obey the anticommu
tative law. 

Proof Note (}304 in the continuous product 0 1 O2 0 3 (}4' 

From Eqs. (2.5) and (2.1) we have 
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(}/JlJlJ4 = «(}1(}2)((}3(}4) 

= «(}1(}2)( - (}4(}3) = - (}1(}2(}4(}3' 

To define division by an "a" number we introduce the 
new "b" number and study its regularity. 

III. THE "b" NUMBER 

Definition 2: Let (}a be an "a" number and 

b = (}a,(}a," '(}a
n 

(n = 2,4,6, ... ). (3.1) 

Equation (3.1) defines a "b" number. 
Theorem 2: Zero is also a "b" number. 
From Corollary 1 we know that zero is an "a" number. 

But from Definition 2, O'(}a and (}a'O have to be "b" 
numbers. According to Eq. (2.3) the "b" numbers O'Pa and 
(}a ·0 are zero. Obviously the result zero is not only an "a" 
number but also a "b" number. 

Theorem 3: A "b" number obeys the commutative law 
of multiplication. 

This can be proved at once by Theorem 1. 
Theorem 4: A "b" number obeys the associative law of 

multiplication. 

IV. SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF THE lOb" NUMBER 

To sum up, "b" numbers and real numbers have only 
one common element, zero. At the same time they both obey 
the commutative law and the associative law. Naturally, we 
can also determine that "b" numbers obey the distributive 
law; this determination is not in contradiction to what was 
said above. However, whether or not the "b" number is a real 
( or a complex) number is still in question. 

The real number has two properties, as everyone knows. 

(1) If CI ' C2 = 0, then either CI = 0 or C2 = 0; or if 
C i = 0, then C I = 0 must be satisfied. ( 4.1 ) 

However, the "b" number does not have these proper
ties, but does have its own special characteristics. 

Property 1: The product of a "b" number multiplied by 
itself is always equal to zero. 

Let (}p #0, (}p' #0, and b = Op(}p'. Then we can obtain 

b ~ = OpOp' Op (}p , = (}p ( - OpOp' ) X (}p' 

= - (}p(}p(}p' (}p' = O. (4.3) 

In general we have 

b p = 0 (n = 2,3,4, ... ). (4.4) 

Property 2: The product of two nonzero "b" numbers is 
probably zero. 

For example, b p, = (}p, '(}a #0, b p, = (}p, '(}a #0, but 
from Eqs. (2.1) (2.2), and (2.4) we have 

(4.5) 
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Property 3: The product of a nonzero "b" number and a 
nonzero "a" number is probably zero. 

For example, consider b = (}1(}2' where (}I #0, (}2#0 
and (}I #(}2' Then b #0. However, 

b(}1 = (}1(}2(}1 = - (}1(}1(}2 = 0, b(}2 = (}1(}2(}2 = O. 
(4.6) 

It can be readily found that whether or not b equals zero 
depends upon whether or not the factor (}I is contained in b. 

From the three special properties of"b" numbers it fol
lows that "b" numbers (except for zero) are neither real nor 
complex numbers. Now that we have introduced "b" 
numbers, division by an "a" number can be defined. 

V. THE REGULARITY OF DIVISION BY AN "a" NUMBER 

The key to division by an "a" number is to define its 
inverse elements. The inverse element of (}; is (} ;- I in the case 
of "a" numbers. We write down the equation 

(5.1 ) 

Because 1 «(}; ) is the product of two "a" numbers, it should 
have all the characteristics of "b" numbers as seen in the 
previous section. Then 1 «(}; ) has the following results: 

(}"1«(}.) = (}. X(}. X(} .-I{ = 0, for (}; = (}j' 
J I J I I #0, for 0; #(}j, 

(5.2) 

(5.3 ) 

(}.-I·I«(}.) =(}.-IXO.X(}.-I - , 
{

-O 
J I J I I #0, 

for (}; = (}j, 

for (}; #(}j . 
(5.4) 

From the special properties of the "b" number we know only 
that (}j X 1 «(}; ) and (} j - I X 1 «(};) «(}j # (};) may be nonzero, 
but according to the traditional concept of unity 1 we can 
define 

(}j Xl «(};) = (}j' 

(} .- I Xl «(}.) = (} .- I for (}j #(};. (5.4') 
J I J' 

By virtue ofEqs. (5.3), (5.4), and (5.4') we obtain 

in whichj is not a repetitive index. 
From the above discussion we see that we can only find 

the inverse element of an "a" number, but do not find the 
unity number 1 within the realm of "a" numbers. The 1 «(}; ) 

must belong in the realm of"b" numbers. On this point there 
is a difference between the "b" number and the real (or com
plex) number in principle. 

Now let us define division by many "a" numbers. The 
equality (}1(}2/(}1(}2 = 1 is used as a convention. 

The definition can be written as follows: 

(5.7) 

or 
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1(0102) = 0102 = 0102 X (0102) -I = 01020
2
- 10 1- I 

0102 

= 011(02)0 1-
1 = 0101-I X 1(02) = 1(01)1(02), 

(5.8) 

so 

1(0102) = 1(01)1(02), 

Similarly we may define 

01020304/070809 = 01020304 X (070809)-1 

(5.9) 

= 0102030409- 10 8- 10 7- I. (5.10) 

Note that we use the equality (OAOk )-1 = Ok 10j-10 ;-1. 
A rule for reduction ofa fraction can be obtained by Eq. 

(5.8): 

1(~)I(8,) 

,,::: =1(01)1(02), (5.11 ) 

From Eq. (5.10) we have 

0 2/0 = 02XO -I = 0,0 -I = O. (5.12) 

From Eqs. (5.11) and (5.5), 
1(8) 

(5.13 ) 

Note that in calculating the reduction of a fraction we must 
write the 1 (0; ) in the numerator of the fraction. If we leave 
out the 1 (0; ), then 0 t /" = O. This is certainly wrong. 

If we write "c" for "real number", then 

c/c= l(c) = 1. (5.14) 

The equality 1 (c) = 1 shows that the unity number 1 in "c" 
numbers is independent of any number in the realm of "c" 
numbers; that is, 1 (c l ) = 1 (c2 ) = ... = 1. This is to distin
guish from 1 (0). So the rule for calculating 1 (cO) is 

1(COI0203) = l(c)I(01)1( 02)1( 03) 

= 1'1(01)1(02)1(03) 

VI. THE LIMITATIONS OF BEREZIN'S FORMULA 

(5.15 ) 

In 1965 Berezin3 gave a formula to find the rule for the 
functional derivative of "a" numbers, i.e. (see Appendix A), 

8(a(xl )a(x2)' . 'a(xn ») 

8a(x) 

= 8(x - x l )a(x2)" 'a(xn ) 

- 8(x - x 2)a(.xI )a(x3)·· 'a(xn ) 

+ ... + ( - l)n- 18(x - Xn )a(xl )" ·a(xn _ I )· 
(6.1 ) 

One observes that this rule cannot relate to the concept of 
ordinary derivatives. In this paper we recognize that after 
division by an "a" number is defined as above, then from the 
concept of ordinary derivatives we not only derive Eq. (6.1) 
directly but may also solve new problems which Eq. (6.1) 
cannot solve. For example, let the increment of J/!(x) be 

AJ/!(x) =SOJ/!(x), (6.2) 
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where the "a" number S is independent of space-time and an 
infinitesimal quantity, while 0 is also an "a" number inde
pendent of space-time. Consider the functional 

f[ J/!(x)] = OJ/!(x), (6.3 ) 

in which O'J/!(x) are all "a" numbers. Then by Berezin's 
formula the functional derivative of Eq. (6.3) is 

8f[J/!(x)] = 8(0J/!(x») = -08(x- )#0. (6.4) 
8J/!(y) 8J/!(y) Y 

Under the conditions ofEq. (6.2), the increment A/obvi
ously has two "a" numbers, and is then equal to zero. So the 
result of Eq. (6.4) is wrong. 

VII. FINDING A FUNCTIONAL DERIVATIVE FOR "a" 
NUMBERS FROM THE CONCEPT OF THE ORDINARY 
FUNCTIONAL DERIVATIVE 

Now let us consider the functional derivative. Let there 
be a functional/ [J/!(x)]. By the definition of variation8 we 
have 

8f[J/!(x)] =fd4y 8f[J/!(x)] 8J/!(y). (7.1) 
8J/!(y) 

Let us divide the four-dimensional space-time into arbitrari
ly small cells of volume, with index i. Then / [ J/!U)] is an 
ordinary function of J/!U), 9 and J/!(j) is the value of J/! in the 
jth cell. Then we may obtain 

8f[ J/!U)] = L af[ J/!(~)] 8J/!(j) 
j aJ/!{j) 

= " _1_ af[ J/!U)] 8.',( .) A V.. (7.2) f AJj aJ/!(j) 'I' ] J 

As AJj --+0, Eq. (7.2) becomes Eq. (7.1). Thus we can ob
tain 

8/[J/!(x» 

8J/!(y) 
= lim _1_ af[ J/!U) ] 

.1Jj_O AJj aJ/!(j) 

= lim 8ij af[ J/!(j) ] 
.1 Jj_O A Jj aJ/!(j) 

=~(x-y) af[J/!(j)] 
aJ/!( j) , 

(7.3) 

where a/ [ J/!( j) ] / aJ/!( j) is a derivative of an ordinary func
tion, i.e., 

af[ J/!(j)] = lim Af[ J/!(j)] . 
aJ/!(j) .1",( j) -0 AJ/!(j) 

(7.4) 

Since we have the definition of division by an "a" number, it 
also holds true that the numerator and the denominator in 
Eq. (7.4) both contain "a" numbers. Thus we must interpret 
the equation as follows: 

Af[J/!(j)] = A/ [J/!(j)] X (AJ/!(j) )-1. (7.5) 
AJ/!(j) 

Now let us find the derivative for (6.3) under the conditions 
of (6.2). Note that 1 «() is a "b" number, and () X 1 «() = o. 
By means ofEqs. (7.3), (6.2), and (5.10) we can get 
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tSf[,p(X)] 

tS,p(y) 

= £54 (x _ y) a/[ ,p(j)] 
a,p(j) 

= £54(x _ y) a(8f/!(j») 
a,p(j) 

= £54(x - y) lim 86.,p(j) 
A.p(j) -0 6.,p( j) 

= £54(x - y) lim ()6.,p(j) X(6.,p(j»)-' 
Al/lrO 

= £54(x - y)Jim ()s(),p(j) X (s(),p(j»-' 
5-0 

= £54(x - y)lim ()s Xs -, X() X ()-I 
5-0 

X ,p(j) X ,pU)-1 

= £54(x - y)() 1 «())1 (s)1(,p(j») = O. 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

The result of (7.7) may be directly obtained from Eq. (7.6) 
since () 2 = O. 

VIII. A NEW FORMULA FOR THE FUNCTIONAL 
DERIVATIVE CONTAINING "a" NUMBERS 

Let the continuous product of n "a" numbers be 
(a l (XI )a2 (x2 )" 'an (xn »), where each ai (Xi) may be inde
pendent or the increment 6.a; (Xi) (i = 1,2, ... ,n) is not inde
pendent. For example, 

Aai (Xi) = sai (X; )ai + p (X;+p )ai _ s (Xi _ s)' 

From (7.3) the functional derivative of this continuous 
product is 

8(a, (x, )a2(x2)" 'an (xn ») 

8ak (x) 

aa, (x{ ) 
= 8'k8(X - XI) . a2(x2 )a3 (x3 )" 'an (xn ) 

aa,(~ ) 

aa2(~ ) 
-82k8(x-x2 )a,(x,) . a3 (x3 )"'an(xn) 

aa2(x'2 ) 

+ ... + ( - 1)n - 18(x - Xn )8nk a, (xd 

(S.1 ) 

where the indexj in x{ represents the cellj of space-time Xi' 
From Eq. (5.l) aai (x{ )/aai (x{) will become (see Appen
dix B) 

aai(xD _ l' Aai(x{> _ 1[ l' A (..i)] --':--':.- - 1m . - 1m aai oKi 
aa i (~ ) Aal(~) _0 Aai (X; ) Aai(~)-O 

== 1 [aai(Xi )]. (8.2) 

The last steps have been written in abbreviated form for con
venience in writing. Then (8. I) becomes, in the notation of 
(S.2), 
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8(a,(x,)a2 (x2)" 'an (Xn ») 

8ak (x) 

= 8'k8(X - X,) 1 [Aa, (x,) ]a2(x2)' . 'an (xn ) 

- ... + (_l)n-'8nk8(x -xn)al(x l ) 

X .. 'an _ I (xn _ , ) 1 [6.an (xn»). (S.3) 

This is a new derivative formula that contains Berezin's for
mula, When Aa; (Xi) (i = 1,2, ... ,n) and 

a l (XI )a2(x2 )" 'a j _ I (x;_ , )a i +, (xj + I)" 'an (xn ) 

have no common "a" number factor, then from (5.5) we can 
obtain 

a, (XI)' . 'aj _ 1 (X j _ 1 ) 1 [aa; (Xi >J 'aj + I (X; + I ) .. 'an (Xn) 

= a, (XI)" 'aj _ 1 (Xi _, )aj +, (X i +,)·· 'a n (X). 

(S.4 ) 

Substituting (S.4) into (S.3), Berezin's formula (6.1) can be 
obtained. 

If 6.a j (xj ) (i = 1,2,3, .. ,n) and 

a,(x,)" 'a j _, (xi _, )ai +, (xj +,)·· 'an (xn) 

have a common "a" number factor, then from (5.5) and 
(5.6) the ith term in (S.3) is zero. This is the result of Sec. 
VI. Using the new formula (8.3) as the derivativefor (6.3) 
under the conditions of (6.2), we can obtain 

8((),p(x») = _ £54(x _ )() a,pU) 
8,p(y) y a,p(j) 

= - ~(x - y)81(A¢) 

= - £54(x - y)() 1 [s()¢l 

= -£54(x-y)()l[s]l«()l[¢] =0, (8.S) 

According to the traditional idea of real numbers the result 
for (8.S) can only be 

81[sJl(8)1[,pJ =()·1·1·1 =(). 

Then 8(()¢(x»)/8,p(y) = - £54 (x - y)(). Clearly this is a 
wrong result. 

IX. THE INFINITESIMAL CALCULUS OF "b" NUMBERS 

Now we will find the functional derivative containing 
"b" numbers by analogy with the derivation of u a" numbers. 
Since b 2 = 0 and "b" numbers obey the commutative law, 
the sign of every term is positive. Then the following equality 
holds true: 

l>( b(x,) b(x2 ) ••• b(xn ) ) 

l>b(x) 

= 8(x - XI) 1 [6.b(x,) ]b(x2 )" ·b(xn) 

+ ... +l>(x-xn)h(x.)···b(xn_,)l[abxn ), 

(9.1) 

in which the 1 (b j ) is 

b;Xb j-' = 1 [b;]. (9.1') 

Other definitions are analogous to those in Sec. V. For exam
ple, 
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(9.1" ) 

Concerning the integral of "b" numbers, the linear term 
of a "b" number occurs only because b 2 = 0, so we need only 
consider the integral f b db. Let f3 be a "b" number con
stant. Because an integral is invariant under translational 
transformation, we can get 

J bdb = J(b+ f3 )d(f3+ b ) 

= J(b +f3)db = J bdb+ J f3db. (9.2) 

It is evident that 

J db=O. (9.3) 

Since the integral f b db is a "b" number constant, then let 
this "b" number equal 1. We have 

J b db = 1. (9.4) 

For the integral of the product of many "b" numbers, we 
have following result: 

J b;bjbk " 'btbm dbn 

= bjbk " 'b/bmo;n + bjbk " 'b/bmojn 

+ ... + b;bj " ·b/omn · (9.5) 

X. APPLICATION OF THE NEW DERIVATIVE FORMULA 
IN GAUGE FIELD THEORY 

In gauge field theory, when we deal with functional inte
grals containing "a" numbers the transformation of integral 
variables is often used. At the same time we must calculate 
the value of the Jacobian in the transformation. However, in 
finding some functional derivative using only Berezin's for
mula, we would obtain the wrong result. To correctly solve 
this problem we must use the new formula (8.3). 

The BRS transformation iS IO
•
lI 

_ _ AO 
At/J(x) = it/J(x)s- Co, 

2 

AO-Ao =Ao _.!.t"DObC 
I-' I-' I-' ~ I-' b' g 

AA ° = -.!. t"DobC I-' ~ I-' b' etc. 
g 

To find the value of the Jacobian we must calculate (jt/J'(x)/ 
ot/J(y) , etc. From the new formula (8.3) we can obtain 
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AO [ AO ] = 8'(x - y) - isTcol - isTC°t/J 

= 8'(x _ y) + Fs ~o COl(s)1( ~o CO)l(t/J) 

= 8'(x - y) + Fs 1(5) ~a ca l ( ~a ca)l(t/J) 

= 8'(x - y), etc. (10.1 ) 

However, according to Berezin's formula we can obtain 

(jt/J'(x) = 8'(x - y) _ is ~ ca. 
(jt/J(y) 2 

(10.2) 

This result is clearly wrong. 

XI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

( 1) Based on the existence of both fermions and antifer
mions in particle physics, we can assume that every "a" 
number has an inverse element "a-I". They are both anti
commutative numbers. 

(2) Given the equation O;lOj ==OJ xO j- I == 1 (0;), then 
according to the special property 3 of "b" numbers, 
OJ X I (OJ);60 and 0 j-I Xl (0;);60 (OJ ;6 OJ ). What are the 
results of these products? The answer cannot be found by the 
special properties of the "b" number, but by virtue of the 
traditional concept of unity I we may define OJ X l( OJ) = OJ 
andO j -

I Xl(O;) =OJ-I. 

(3) However, when we calculate OJ X 1 (OJ) and 
o j- I X I (OJ), we must destroy the traditional concept of the 
unity 1. Because of the special properties of "b" numbers we 
know that OJ X 1 (OJ) = 0 j- I X 1 (OJ) = O. 

( 4) When we define division by an "a" number, some
times we use the traditional concept of unity 1, and some
times we destroy it. But we use the special properties of the 
"b" number from beginning to end. In other words, the asso
ciative law and the anticommutative law of the "a" number 
are used through the whole process of division. 

(5) According to the definition of division by an "a" 
number we obtain the new derivation formula, which en
compasses Berezin's formula as well. 

(6) We introduced the "b" number, which may be use
ful in solving problems of supersymmetry. 

APPENDIX A: INDEFINITE VALUE OF THE DERIVATIVE 
OF f[t/J(j)] 

Berezin's formula of derivation is essentially equivalent 
to the definition 

! [t/J(j) + At/J(j)] - f[ t/J(j)] = At/J(j) a:D) , 
(AI) 

in which! [t/J( j)] is the ordinary function of t/J( j), and the 
derivation of! [ t/J( j)] is the coefficient of the linear term of 
At/J( j). However, in the realm of "a" numbers the derivative 
defined above has an indefinite value. For example, if the 
increment At/J( j) is 
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6.t/J(j) = s(}t/J(j), (A2) 

in which s' () and t/J( j) are all "a" numbers, sis infinitesimal, 
and the function containing "a" numbers is 

I( t/J(j») = (}t/J(j) , (A3) 

then according to the definition ofthe derivative in Eq. (1) 
under the condition of Eq. (2), the derivative of I [ t/J(j) ] 
with respect to t/JU) is 

I[ t/J(j) + 6.t/J(j)] - f[ t/J(j)] 

= ()( t/J(j) + 6.t/J(j» - (}t/J(j) 

= (}6.t/J(j) = - 6.t/J(j) () = s(}t/J(j)( - (}) = O. (A4) 

Since we have 

0= s(}t/J(j)(a l (}) = 6.t/J(j)(a l (}), 

o = s(}t/J (j)(a2t/J (j) ) = 6.t/J(j)a2t/J(j) , 

in which a l and a2 are arbitrary functions, then 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

Thus, according to the above definition, the derivative of 
I [ t/J( j) ] has sometimes an indefinite value. This conclusion 
is right only for the realm of "a" numbers, not for real or 
complex numbers. 

APPENDIX B: THE DEFINITION OF LEFT DIVISION 

Since we use the left derivative in Berezin's formula, we 
should use the following definition ofleft division: 
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equality: 

() . 
.....!....==(} j- I X (}j == 1((}j); 
(}j 

definition I: 

(}j X 1 «(}j) = (}j } 

().- I Xl «(}.) = () .- I' for (}j ::/=(}j; 
J I J 

definition 2: 

(}1(}2(}3/(}4(}5(}6 = «(}4(}5(}6) -I X «(}1(}2(}3) 

= () 6- I() 5- I(} 4- I X (}1(}2(}3' 

From the special properties of "b" numbers we obtain 

(B1) 

(B2) 

(B3) 

(B4) 
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A new definition of asymptotically flat space-times is proposed. It is shown that singularities in 
these new space-times arise from regular initial data. This leads to a simplification of the 
assu~ptions of the cosmic censorship theorem recently proved by the author [Class. Quantum 
Gravlt. 3, 267 (1986)]. It is also shown that in the new asymptotically flat space-times a 
stronger censorship theorem than that proved so far by the author holds. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently the present author has demonstrated the exis
tence of Penrose's "cosmic censor" in a wide class of weakly 
asymptotically simple and empty space-times. The censor
ship theorem proved by the author (Ref. 1, Theorem 3.1) 
contains three classes of assumptions. The first class of as
sumptions consists of two standard conditions: the energy 
condition and the causality condition. The second class are 
the main assumptions of the theorem: conditions on space
time singularities and a further restriction on the global 
causal structure of space-time. There is also a third class of 
assumptions consisting of conditions ensuring that singular
ities occurring in space-time arise from regular initial data. 
These conditions do not appear explicitly in the statement of 
the theorem, but they are contained in the definition of the 
regular partially future asymptotically predictable space
times from a partial Cauchy surface Y (Ref. 1, Definition 
2.9). In this paper we shall define a new class of asymptoti
cally flat space-times called regular weakly asymptotically 
simple and empty space-times. We shall prove that this def
inition ensures the existence of a partial Cauchy surface from 
which space-time is partially future asymptotically predict
able. Thus with this new definition of asymptotically flat 
space-times our censorship theorem is considerably simpli
fied. 

In Sec. II, after recalling some basic notions, we shall 
introduce the definition of regular weakly asymptotically 
simple and empty space-times. Then by proving a number of 
lemmas and propositions we shall prove the existence in such 
a space-time of a partial Cauchy surface from which space
time is partially future asymptotically predictable. In Sec. 
III we shall show that with our new definition one can prove 
stronger versions of cosmic censorship: strong future asymp
totic predictability and regular predictability. 

II. REGULAR WEAKLY ASYMPTOTICALLY 
PREDICTABLE SPACE· TIMES 

By space-time we shall mean a pair (..ff,g) , where..ff is 
a connected orientable four-dimensional Hausdorff C "" 
manifold and g is a C"" Lorentz metric on ..ff. Two space
times (..ff ,g) and (..ff' ,g') are said to be isometric if there is a 

a) Present address: Department of Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
University College Cardiff. CFI lXL. United Kingdom. 

diffeomorphism (f):..ff -+..ff' that carries the metricg into the 
metric g', i.e., (f).g = g'. 

Before we can introduce the notion of the regular weak
ly asymptotically simple and empty space-time we shall need 
t~e concept of an asymptotically simple and empty space
time. 

Definition 1: A space-time (..ff,g) is said to be asymp
totically simp~ and empty if there exists a strongly causal 
space-time (..ff,g) and an imbedding 9: ..ff -+...R that 
imbeds..ff as a manifold with smooth boundary a..ff in .Ji, 
such that 

( 1) there is a smooth function 0 on ...R such that on 
9(..ff) 0 is positive and 02g = 9(g); 

(2) on a..ff, 0 = 0 and dO#O; 
(3) every null geodesic in..ff has two end points on a..ff; 
(4) Ricc(g) = 0 on an open neighborhood of a..ff in 

..ff}:}a..ff. We shall write 1 for ..ffUa..ff and g for 
gl..ff· 

The following theorem and lemma give the main prop
erties of asymptotically simple and empty space-times. 

Theorem 1: Let (..ff,g) be an asymptotically simple and 
empty space-time. Let /+ =a..ffnI+(1,1) and 
/- = a..ff nI - (1,1). Then 

( 1) dO is null with respect to g everywhere on a..ff; 
(2) a..ff is disconnected, its components are /+ and 

/-; 
(3) /..: and /- are achronal and without edge in 

(..ff,g) , and are generated by inextendible null geo
desics thereof; 

(4) (..ff,g) is globally hyperbolic, admitting a Cauchy 
surface diffeomorphic to R 3; 

(5) /..: and / - are diffeomorphic to S 2 X R; 
(6) (..ff,g) is causally simple. 
Lemma 1: Let 7r be a compact subset of an asymptoti

~ally sim~e and empty space-time (..ff ,g). Then the set 
J + (7r,..ff) n / + is compact and acausal, and intersects 
every generator of / + . 

Asymptotically simple and empty space-times defined 
above are space-times that may contain bounded objects 
such as stars that do not undergo gravitational collapse re
sulting in singUlarities. To be able to consider the general 
collapse situations with singularities, Hawking and Ellis in
troduced the notion of the weakly asymptotically simple and 
empty space-time. 

Definition 2: A space-time (..ff,g) is said to be weakly 
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asymptotically simple and empty if there exists an open set 
~ in vN' and an extension (vN",g') of ( ~ ,g/ ~ ) such that 

(1) (vN",g') is asymptotically simple and empty; 
(2) ~ is a neighborhood of avN" in vN". 
Since the cosmic censorship hypothesis concerns only 

singularities that arise to the future of a regular initial sur
face we have introduced the following class of space-times. 

Definition 3 (Ref. 1, Definition 2.9): A weakly asymp
totically simple and empty space-time is said to be regular 
partially future asymptotically predictable from a partial 
Cauchy surface Y if 

(1) /+CJ+(y,Ji), 

(2) D+ (Y,vN')nA #0forallgeneratorsAof/+, 
(3) for any past-endless causal curve r in J + (Y), there 

exists a point s in Y such that rCI + (s). 
The necessity of all the above conditions to ensure the 

existence of regular initial data has been thoroughly dis
cussed in Ref. 1. Here we shall propose a new class of asymp
totically flat space-times called regular, weakly, asymptoti
cally simple and empty. Then we shall establish that this new 
class of space-times admits a partial Cauchy surface from 
which space-time is partially future asymptotically predict
able. 

Definition 4: A weakly asymptotically simple and empty 
space-time is said to be regular, weakly, asymptotically sim
ple and empty if 

(1) for every point pEJI' - ~, the set vN" 
- (~UI + (p,vN") I is compact, 

(2) every achronal set of (vN",g) intersects ~ in an 
achronal set of (vN' ,g). 

The importance of conditions ( 1) and (2) in any defini
tion of an asymptotically flat space-time has been underlined 
by Newman.2 The particular form of condition ( 1) is due to 
Clarke and de Felice.3 Condition (1) ensures that the set ~ 
is a good neighborhood of both null infinity /+ U /- and 
the spacelike infinity. Condition (2) means that global caus
al structures of space-times (vN',g) and (vN",g') arecompat
ible. 

We shall prove the main result of our paper by establish
ing a series of propositions. First, we shall prove the exis
tence of a suitable partial Cauchy surface Y in a regular, 
weakly, asymptotically predictable space-time and then we 
shall prove that space-time is regular partially future asymp
totically predictable from Y by demonstrating three propo
sitions, each establishing one of the conditions of Definition 
3. 

Proposition 1: Let (vN',g) be a regular, weakly, asymp
totically simple and empty space-time; then there exist a par
tial Cauchy surface Y and a compact set % in vN' such that 
%CYc~, vN" - ~ CI+(%,vN"), and Y is a Cauchy 
surface in vN". 

Proof· Let (vN",g') be the asymptotically simple and 
empty space-time given in Definition 1. Since (vN" ,g') is glo
bally hyperbolic it contains a sequence of Cauchy surfaces 
{Y~} with Y~CI+(Yn+l'vN") and UJ+(Y~,vN") 
= vN". Let p be any point in vN" - ~. The sets 

I + (Y ~ ,vN") cover the compact setvN" - (~ U I + (p,vN") I, 
and so there exists an m with vN"-(~UI+(p,vN")1 
CI+(Y;",vN"). From global hyperbolicity of (vN",g') it 
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follows that the set % = Y;" nI - (vN" - (~ 

UI + (p,vN"») is compact. Writing Y for Y;" gives the de
sired result. 

Proposition 2: Let (vN' ,g) be a regular, weakly, asymp
totically simple and empty space-time and let Y be the par
tial Cauchy surface given in Proposition 1. Then 
D + (Y,vN') nA #0for all null geodesic generators of / + . 

Proof: Let % be the compact set on Y given in Proposi
tion 1. Let A be a ~ull geodesic gene~ator of E+. Since 
vN' - ~ C I + (%,vN') the boundary I + (%,vN') is con
tained in ~ . Hence it is also contained in the asymptotically 
simple empty space-time (vN",g'). Thus by Lemma 1, A 
must intersect the boundary i + (%,Ji) and leave 
I+(%,vN'). Let q be any point on A not in J+(%,Ji). 
Then I - (q,Ji) nvN' belongs to ~ and hence to vN". Thus 
all the past-directed timelike curves from q must intersect Y 
since Y is a Cauchy surface in vN". Hence by definition 
qE D + (Y,vN'). Consequently An D + (Y,vN') #0. 

Proposition 3: Let the conditions of Proposition 2 hold. 
Then /+ CJ + (Y,Ji). 

Proof: The prooffollows immediately from the fact that 
Y is a Cauchy surface for vN". Hence /+ CJ + (Y,Ji) by 
the definition of the domain of dependence D( Y,Ji). 

Proposition 4: Let the conditions of Proposition 2 hold. 
Let r be a past-endless causal curve in J + (Y). Then there 
exists a point s in Y such that rCI + (s). 

Proof: First we show that r cannot enter and remain in 
~ . Otherwise there would be a past endless curve in vN" (as 
~ CvN") that does not intersect Y. This would be impossi
ble since Y is a Cauchy surface in vN". Thus r must enter 
and remain in vN' - ~. 

Consider a sequence of points qi on r in vN' -~ satisfy
ing qi+ 1 El- (qi) for all i, and having no limit point in vN'. 
Let % be the compact set on Y given in Proposition 1. All 
theqi lie in vN'nI+(%,Ji) sincevN' - ~CI+(%,Ji). 
Consider the sequence J.L i of endless timelike curves such that 
each J.Li passes through qi and intersects % in a point Si. 
Since % is compact the sequence of points Si has the limit 
point s in %. Consider the chronological future I + (s) of s. 
Since s is the limit point of the timelike curves J.Lo all the J.Li 
for i greater than some Iintersect I + (s). Thus all qi for i>I 
are in I + (s). It follows that rCI + (s). 

By the above three propositions we have established the 
following result. 

Theorem 2: Let (vN',g) be a regular, weakly, asymptoti
cally simple and empty space-time; then there exists a partial 
Cauchy surface Y such that (vN',g) is regular partially fu
ture asymptotically predictable from Y. 

III. CENSORSHIP THEOREMS 

With the new definition of regular, weakly, asymptoti
cally simple and empty space-times the statement of our cen
sorship theorem given in Ref. I is as follows. 

Theorem 3: Let the space-time (vN' ,g) be regular, weak
ly, asymptotically simple and empty. Then there exists a par
tial Cauchy surface Y such that (vN',g) is future asymptoti
cally predictable from Y if the following conditions hold: 
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( 1) RabK a K b>O for every null vector K a; 
(2) the strong causality condition holds on (vR ,g); 

and either 

or 

(3) the simplicity and the strong curvature conditions 
hold, 

(3b) the trapped surface condition holds. 
For definitions and discussion of various terms in the 

above theorem, see Ref. 1. 
In regular, weakly, asymptotically simple and empty 

space-times we can prove stronger versions of cosmic cen
sorship: strong future asymptotic predictability and regular 
predictability. We shall first define these conditions and then 
we shall establish a censorship theorem. 

Definition 5 (Ref. 4): A weakly asymptotically simple 
and empty space-time (vR,g) is said to be future asymptoti
cally predictable from a partial Cauchy surface Y in vR if 
/+C D+(Y,vR). 

Definition 6 (Ref. 5): A space-time (vR,g) future as
ymptotically predictable from a partial Cauchy surface Y is 
said to be strongly future asymptotically predictable from Y 
if J + (Y) n J - (/+ ,vR) is contained in D + (Y). 

Definition 7 (Ref. 6): A space-time (vR,g) strongly fu
ture asymptotically predictable from a partial Cauchy sur
face Y is said to be a regular predictable space if 

(a) YnJ-(/+,1) is homeomorphic to R 3_ (an 
open set with compact closure); 

({3) Y is simply connected; 
(r) for sufficiently large r, Y( r) nJ - (/+ ,1) is con

tained in J + (/-,1). 
This Y ( r) is a slicing of D + ( Y) constructed in Propo

sition 9.2.3 of Ref. 7. 
For the discussion of the above conditions we refer the 

reader to Chap. 9 of Ref. 7. 
Theorem 4: Let the conditions of Theorem 3 hold; then 

the weakly asymptotically simple and empty space-time 
(vR,g) is strongly future asymptotically predictable from a 
partial Cauchy surface Y. 

Proof" The difference between the future predictability 
and strong future predictability is that the latter requires 
that the closure of J- (/+,1) as well asJ- (/+ ,1) to 
the future of Y belong to the domain of dependence of Y. 
Scrutiny of the definitions and proof of Theorem 3.1 in Ref. 1 
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show that the arguments of the proof of that theorem estab
lish strong predictability as well. 

Proposition 5: Let (vR,g) be a regular weakly asymptoti
cally simple and empty space-time strongly future asymp
totically predictable from a partial Cauchy surface Y con
structed in Proposition 1. Then (vR,g) is a regular 
predictable space. 

Proof" Let us consider the intersection 
Y n J - (/ + ,vR) . It cannot be empty since by Proposition 
3 /+-CJ+(Y,1). Let us consider the open set 
I!lJ : = Y - J - (/+ ,1) and suppose that I!lJ =/-0. Let % 
be the compact set constructed in Proposition 1. Since 
vR' - ~ C/ + (%,vR') and since all the future-directed 
nonspacelike curves with past end point at I!lJ must enter 
vR' - ~ or otherwise they would have future end point on 
/+, which is impossible, the set I!lJ must be contained in 
%. Hence the closure fjj is compact as % is a compact set. 
Since Y is a Cauchy surface in the asymptotically simple 
and empty space-time (vR,g') , it is topologically R 3 by 
Theorem 1 ( 4 ). Therefore Y nJ - (/ + ,1) is homeomor
phic to R 3_ (an open set with a compact closure) or to R 3, if 
the set I!lJ is empty. Thus condition (a) holds. Since Y is 
homeomorphic to R 3, it is simply connected and consequent
ly condition ({3) is fulfilled. Since Y C J + (/ - ,1) as 
(vR,g) has an asymptotically simple past it follows that 
Y( r) nJ- (/+ ,1) is contained inJ + (/-,1) for all r 
and thus condition (r) holds as well. 
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The cohomology of the structure sheaf of real and complex supermanifolds is studied. It is 
found to be nontrivial (also in the real case), unless the supermanifold is De Witt, i.e., it is a 
fiber bundle on an ordinary manifold with a vector fiber. As a consequence, the Dolbeault 
theorem can be extended only to complex De Witt supermanifolds. The relevance of the 
nontrivial cohomology of the structure sheaf to the classification of complex line superbundles 
is discussed. The relationship between the Picard group of a complex De Witt supermanifold 
and the Picard group of its body is shown. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we study the cohomology of a supermani
fold M with values in the structure sheaf [§ of M. Superman
ifolds are considered in the sense of De Witt and Rogers, 1.2 

i.e., they are a manifold whose coordinate maps take values 
in an exterior algebra. Our interest in studying the cohomo
logical properties of sup ermani folds stems from possible ap
plications to field and string theory, e.g., in connection with 
anomalies in supersymmetric field theories and in super
string theories, or related to the extension to supermanifolds 
of the complex manifold techniques currently used in super
string theory. 

In a previous article3 (see also Ref. 4) we investigated 
the de Rham cohomology of the complex of superdifferen
tiable forms on a supermanifold M (SDR cohomology). In 
the case of a De Witt supermanifold (a fiber bundle on an 
ordinary manifold), SDR cohomology is trivially equivalent 
to de Rham cohomology of the base manifold. In the general 
case, SDR cohomology is different from the ordinary de 
Rham cohomology, and, indeed, it comes out that it is 
neither a topological nor a differentiable invariant, while it is 
a superdifferentiable invariant. This state of affairs is basical
ly due to the fact that the cohomology of the structure sheaf 
[§ of a supermanifold is in general not trivial, contrary to 
what happens in the case of real manifolds. 

In this paper we develop some basic techniques to study 
the cohomology H * ( M, [§) of the structure sheaf [§ of a 
supermanifold M. Apart from the trivial case of De Witt 
supermanifolds, H * ( M, [§ ) does not vanish. We show that 

v 
the cohomology of [§ can be computed in terms of the Cech 
cohomology of a "good" cover of M. The cohomology of the 
structure sheaf of complex supermanifolds is introduced and 
a generalization of Dolbeault theorem is proved to hold in 
the case of complex De Witt supermanifolds. As an applica
tion, we introduce the Chern class of complex line superbun
dIes and study the Picard group of real and complex super
manifolds. 

II. COHOMOLOGY OF SHEAVES 

For the reader's convenience, in this section we recall 
some basic definitions and results in sheaf theory. 

SheavesS.· Let X be a topological space. A sheaf Y of 
Abelian groups on X is a correspondence that to each open 

set U in X assigns an Abelian group Y ( U), called the group 
of sections of Y over U, so as to verify the following proper
ties. 

(i) For any inclusion of open sets V C U there exists a 
group morphism p~: Y( U) -+Y( V), called restriction 
morphism, such thatp~ = id. 

(ii) If we V C U are inclusions of open sets, then 
p~ op~ =p~. 

(iii) If {Uj , i E I} are open sets in X, U = U jE I Uj , and 
s,t E Y( U) are such thatp~(s) = p~(t), Vi E I, thens = t. 

(iv) If {Uj ,i E I} ar~ as abo~e, and a collection 
{Sj E Y (U,.), i E I} is given such that P~i n Vj (S,.) 

= p ~ n ~ (Sj ), then there exists a section s E Y (U) such 
that p~ (s) = Sj. , 

The stalk Y x of Y at x E M is defined as the direct limit 
of the Y ( U) 's over all open neighborhoods U of x. Y x is an 
Abelian group, and its elements are called the germs of sec
tions of Y at x. 

In the following, r will denote the functor that to any 
sheaf associates the group of its global sections, i.e., 
r Y = Y (X); r is left exact, but not exact. 

One can define sheaves not only of Abelian groups, but 
also of other algebraic objects, such as sets, rings, modules, 
etc. However, if not otherwise stated, by "sheaf" we shall 
mean "sheaf of Abelian groups." 

Sheaf cohomology: A sheaf Y is said to be injective if, 
given any exact sequence of sheaves5 0 -+ Y '-+ Y ", togeth
er with a morphism Y -+ Y I, there is a morphism Y -+ Y " 
such that the diagram 

o -+ Y" 

Y 
/ 

commutes. Given a sheaf Y on a topological space X, one 
can always find an injective resolution .!f * of Y, namely, an 
exact sheaf sequence 

(2.1) 

where all the .!f 's are injective. Applying the functor r, the 
resulting sequence of Abelian groups 

(2.2) 
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is no longer exact. The cohomology of the complex (2.2), 
denoted by 

H 
P(X, <JT) ker(r.Y p-r.Y P+ I) 'f 0 

oJ , 1 p> . 
1m (r .Y P - I_ r .Y P) , 

HO(X,ff) = ker(r .Y O_r .Y I), 

is called the cohomology of X with values in the sheaf ff. Left 
exactness ofr implies HO(X,ff) = r ff. 

It can be proved that this cohomology does not depend 
on the particular injective resolution. Whenever a sheaf ff 
has trivial cohomology, in the sense that H P(X,ff) = 0 for 
p> 0, it is said to be acyclic. 

Finally, we have the following important result. 
Theorem 2.1: If 

O-ff - ~ - d -0 

is an exact sequence of sheaves on X, there is a long exact 
sequence in sheaf cohomology 

a 
_ HI (X,ff) _ ... 

a 
-- HP+I(X,ff)-···, 

where the a's are the so-called connecting morphisms.5 

Cech cohomology~' Let ff be a sheaf on a topological 
space X, and ~ = {Ua , a E J} an open cover of X, with Jan 
ordered set; for all ao' .. a p E J, define U a ... a 

" p = Ua n··· n Ua . Then define the complex of Abelian 
" p 

groups C * ( ~ ,ff) whose pth term is 

CP(~,ff) = II ff(U"' .... a) 
a.. < ... <ap 

and a differential operator 8: C P( ~ ,ff) _ C P + I (~,ff) as 
follows: 

where the caret denotes omission. The Cech cohomology of X 
with values in ff with respect to the cover ~ is defined as the 
cohomology of the differential complex (C * ( ~ ,ff) ,8). 
There are natural group morphisms 

(2.3 ) 
v 

of the Cech cohomology into the sheaf cohomology of ff. 5 

Theorem 2.25
: A sufficient condition for the morphism 

(2.3) to be one to one is that for all nonvoid intersections 
Un '''Q , the restricted sheaf ffl Un "'Q is acyclic. 0 
~ q _IV q 

The direct limit of the groups H * ( ~ ,ff) over all the 
v 

open covers of X gives the Cech cohomology of X with values 
in ff, denoted by fI*(X,ff) (this involves set-theoretical 
subtleties5

) • 

Th~orem 2.35
: If X is paracompact, and ff is a sheaf on 

X, the Cech and sheaf cohomologies of X with values in ff 
are isomorphic. 
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III. SUPERMANIFOLDS 

Let us denote by B L the exterior algebra over RL
, L < 00. 

Here BL has a natural Z2 gradation BL = (BL)o E9 (BL ) I 
(by "graded" will shall always mean Z2 graded). A graded 
vector space basis for B L can be indexed by M L' the set of 
strictly increasing sequences of integers Jl = {O<JlI 
< ... <Jls<L}: if {e l " 'eL } generate B L , then 

PI'- = el'-, 1\ .. , 1\ el'-,; we shall also set Po = 1. Here Bu 
equipped with the wedge product, is a graded commutative 
algebra (in the following, the wedge product symbol will be 
omitted). LetNL denote the ideal ofnilpotents of BL , so that 
B L = R E9 N L' The projection B L -- R is usually called body 
map and will be here denoted by u. The Cartesian product 
(B L ) m + n can be turned into a graded B L module by setting 

(BL)m+n=B,;,n E9 B~';;, B,;,n= (BL):;X(Bd~, 

B~';;= (BL)7'X(Bd~. 

A body map ~,n: B ,;,n _ Rm is defined by letting 
~,n(xl ... x m, i ... yn) = (U(XI) .. ·u(xm». B ,;,n will be 
equipped with its vector space topology. 

Following Rogers,6 we introduce on B,;,n a distin
guished sheaf of Bevalued functions. Let 1:f [V;Q] denote 
the sections over V C X of the sheaf of Q-valued C 00 func
tions on a manifold X. Let Ube an open set in H m

, Land L ' 
two positive integers with L ' <L, and define a map 

ZL',L: 1:f [U;BL' ] --1:f [(~,o) -I( U); Bd 
according to 

ZL',L (f)(x l .. 'xm) 

= ± . 1. (a~, ... a:;;f)l(u(xl)"'u(xm») 
i,"'im=O II!" 'Im! 

(3.1 ) 

The image of the injective map ZL',L will be denoted by 
~ [ (~,o) - I ( U) ]; it consists of the GH 00 functions of even 
variables on (~,o) - I ( U). The ring ~ [ (~,n) -I ( U)] of 
GH 00 functions of even and odd variables on the open set 
(~,n) -I( U), where Uis open in Rm

, is formed by elements 
ofthetype 

F(xl"'xm,i"'yn) = L FI'-(xl"'xm)yl'-, (3.2) 
J,lEM" 

whereyl'- = yl'-'" .yl'-' and FI'- E ~ [(~,o) -I( U)]. The de
rivatives of F are uniquely determined by a Taylor expan
sion, provided that L - L '>n.6 In the following, we shall 
always assume that this condition is fulfilled. 

If, for any open set V in B ,;,n, we let 

~(V) = ~[(~,n)-I~,n(v)], 
we define on B ,;,n a sheaf ~ of graded B L' modules, whose 
sections are the GH 00 functions on B ,;,n. Here ~ is appar
ently not soft (i,e., a section over a closed subset of B ,;,n is 
not necessarily extendable to all of B ,;,n) . As a consequence, 
B ,;,n (and, afortiori, any supermanifold) has no GH 00 parti
tions of unity. 

Definition 3.1: An (m,n)-dimensional GH 00 superman
ifold is a Hausdorff, second countable topological space M 
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together with an atlas Y={(Ua,tPa)1 tPa: U'a-+B';'.·n} 
such that the transition functions are GH 00 mappings. 0 

The sheaf of GH 00 functions on M (the structure sheaf 
of M) will be again denoted by [1. The rest of this paper is 
devoted to the study of the cohomology of [1. 

In order to deal with complex supermanifolds we con
sider the tensor product C L = B L ® C. C L is a complex Z2-
graded commutative algebra. A body map 0": CL -+C is de
fined by O"(a ® z) = O"(a) ® z. The complex vector 
superspaces C ';'..n are defined in the obvious way. A function 
f: cm -+ C L is said to be complex analytic if 
f(ZI .• . ~) =f!l.(ZI .. ·zm) P!I.' with {P!I.} a basis in BL and 
all the f!l. complex analytic. Complex superanalytic func
tions F: C ';'..n -+ CLare introduced starting from complex 
analytic mappings f: cm -+ C L' in the same way as GH 00 

functions are introduced in terms of C 00 mappings f: 
Rm-+BL ,. A complex supermanifold is characterized as in 
Definition 3.1, with B ';'..n and GH 00, respectively, replaced 
by C ';'..n and "complex superanalytic." 

IV. COHOMOLOGY OF THE STRUCTURE SHEAF OF 
REAL SUPERMANIFOLDS 

In the study of the cohomology of the structure sheaf of 
a supermanifold, a central role is played by the so-called De 
Witt supermanifolds. A supermanifold M is De Witt if it has 
an atlas {(tPa' Ua)}suchthatthesetstPa(Ua) C B';'.·nhave 
the form tPa (Ua ) = ~.n(tPa (Ua »)Xp';'.·n, where 
p';'..n=p';'.X(BL )7, PL being the ideal of nilpotents in 
(BL )0' It is easily shown that an (m,n)-dimensional De Witt 
supermanifold M is a locally trivial Coo bundle CP: M -+ Mo 
over an m-dimensional real differentiable manifold Mo, with 
typical fiber P ';'..n. The real manifold Mo is usually called the 
body of M. It should be noted that M need not be a vector 
bundle, i.e., its transition functions are not necessarily vector 
space morphisms. 

Theorem 4.1: The structure sheaf [1 of a De Witt super
manifold M is acyclic. 

The proof of this theorem will require a few lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1: Let X and Y be connected topological 

spaces, ~ a ring with identity, d a sheaf of ~ modules on X, 
% the constant sheaf on Y with stalk a free ~-module K. 
Then 

H*(XXY,d ~ %)=.H*(X,d)®l:,K, 

where ~ denotes the total tensor product of sheaves over ~. 5 

Proof Even though the proof of this result is a standard 
matter, for the reader's convenience we include it here. Let 
0-+ d -+ d* be an injective resolution of d. The sheaf se
quence 

A A 

O-+d ® % -+d*®% (4.1 ) 

is exact because on the stalks it reads 

O-+dx ® K-+d~ ® K (4.2) 

and this is exact since K is fiat. In order to prove that (4.1 ) is 
injective it suffices to show that (4.2) is injective for all x. 
Now, every d~ is an injective ~-module; moreover, since K 
is free, 

A~EfJK=.EfJA~, 
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so that A ~ ® K is injective. Then the sequence (4.1 ) can be 
A 

used to compute the cohomology of d ® %: 

Since the right-hand side equals H * [r d* ® K], and K is 
fiat, we obtain 

H*(X X Y,d ~ %) =.H*[r d*] ® K 

o 
Lemma 4.2: Let 9 denote the sheaf of GH 00 functions 

on B';'.·o. For allp> 0, H P(B';'.·0,9) = O. 
Proof 9 is isomorphic to the sheaf Crff ~ f!lJ L', where 

Crff is the sheaf of Crff 00 functions on Rm and B L' is the constant 
sheaf on P ';'..0 with stalk B L' • Then the previous lemma yields 

H *(B ';'..0,9) =.H *(Rm
, Crff) ®BL ,. Since Crff is acyclic (as it 

is fine), this proves the claim. 0 
Lemma 4.3: For allp> 0, H P(B ';'..n, [1 ) = O. 
Proof Let us denote by 9 the sheaf of polynomial func

tions on B ~n with coefficients in B L" One has 
[1 = 9 ~ 9; moreover, 9 is constant, and 9 y =. A for all 
y E B ~n, A being the exterior algebra generated over B L' by n 

generators. Here A is isomorphic to (BL )2n as a BL ,- mod
ule. Lemma 4.1 yields H P(B ';'..n,[1) =.H P(B ';'..0,9) 
® Bc (BL )2n, whence the thesis follows. 

Now we can prove Theorem 4.1, Let ~ be a good cover 
of the body Mo of M (a good cover is an open cover such that 
any finite, non void intersection of its members is diffeomor
phic to an open ball in Rm). Consider on M the cover 
'Jr = cP-1 ~, where CP: M -+Mo is the bundle projection. 
Denoting by [1 the structure sheaf of M, we have that the 
v 
Cech cohomology relative to 'Jr with values in [1 is trivial,3 

i.e., 

According to Theorem 2.1, Theorem 4.1 is proved if we 
show that, for all intersections Wa "'a of members of 'Jr, , q 

the restricted sheaf [11 Wa''''a is acyclic. Since Wa "'a is q , q 

GH 00 diffeomorphic to B ';'.,n, this condition follows from 
Lemma 4,3, so that Theorem 4.1 holds. 

The techniques used to prove Theorem 4.1 provide also 
a tool for computing the cohomology of the structure sheaf 
e,f a generic (non-De Witt) supermanifold in terms of the 
Cech cohomology of suitable covers. Let 'Jr be a cover of a 
supermanifold such that all nonvoid, finite intersections of 
its members are GH 00 diffeomorphic to open rectangles in 
B ';'.,n. Obviously, any supermanifold admits covers of such 
kind. Then we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.2: Let M be a supermanifold with structure 
sheaf [1, and let 'Jr be a cover of M as above. Then 
H*( 'Jr,[1) =.H*(M,[1). 

Proof The same arguments as in Theorem 4.1 allow us 
to prove that the restriction to a rectangle in B ';'..n of the 
structure sheaf of B ';'.,n is acyclic. Then Theorem 2.1 implies 
the thesis. 

Example: The open cylinder M = R X S I can be given a 
structure of (I,O)-dimensional supermanifold with L = L' 
= 2. The sheaf [1 is not acyclic, as the analysis of the GH 00 
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de Rham cohomology of M shows. 3 Indeed, let 11': M -+ S 1 be 
the projection, and let ~ be a good cover of S 1. Then 
rr = 11'-1 ~ is a cover of M satisfying the above mentioned 

v 
requirement, so that H· (M, [1 ) ==.H· ( rr, [1 ). The explicit 
computation of the right-hand side gives 

&:i {C "" (ft) ® BL , for p = 1, 
HP(M,J) = 

0, for p> 1, 

where C "" (ft) is the vector space of real-valued functions on 
R. Direct computation gives also HO(M,[1) = r [1 = H 
EB [C""(H) ® Nd (Ref. 3), where NL is the nilpotent 
ideal of BL • 

V. COHOMOLOGY OF COMPLEX SUPERMANIFOLDS 

Let M be an (m,n)-dimensional complex supermani
fold, and let tJ and [1 denote, respectively, the sheaf of com
plex superanalytic and GH"" CL -valued functions on M. 
The sheaf ~ of graded C L -linear derivations of [1 has a 
natural splitting ~ = ~' EB ~", where ~' is locally gener
ated over [1 by {a laz i, a las a, i = 1, ... ,m, a = I, ... ,n}, and 
~"by{alazi,alat a}, (i, sa) being local complex super
analytic coordinates on M. Analogously, the dual sheaf ~. 
(whose sections are C L -valued GH "" differential one
forms) has a splitting ~. = (~.)' EB (~.)". The sheaf 
sf p,q of CL -valued GH"" differential forms of type (p,q) is 
defined as 

sfp,q=AP(~.)' ® yAq(~·)". (5.1 ) 

For each p there is an exact sheaf sequence 
incl a a 

0-+ tJ p -+ sf p.o -+ sf p,l -+ sf p,2-+ ... , 

where tJ p is the sheaf of complex superanalytic p-forms on 
M. The exterior differentials a and a are defined in local 
coordinates by the conditions 

aj(zl"'zm,sl"'sn,z I .. ·zm,t I ... t n) 

=dzi a! +ds a aj , 
az' asa 

aj(zl ... zm, 51 .. 'sn, Z 1 ••• zm, t I ... t n) 

= d Zi aj. + dt a aj , 
aZ' at a 

where j is a GH "" function, and 

aa = a a = aa + aa = O. 

For each p, the cohomology groups of the differential 
complex 

a a r sfp,o -+ r sfp,I -+ r sf p,2-+ ... 

will be denoted by H ~q(M). In the theory of ordinary com
plex manifolds, one has the Dolbeault theorem,7 whose gen
eralization to the present situation would read 

(5.2) 

We may wonder to what extent the isomorphism (5.2) ap
plies to the case of complex supermanifolds. 

Theorem 5.1: The isomorphism (5.2) holds if M is a 
complex De Witt supermanifold. 

Proof: Obviously, complex De Witt supermanifolds are 
characterized as in Definition 3.1, but requiring the transi-
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tion functions to be complex superanalytic. The isomor
phism (5.2) can be proved by means of double complex tech
niques,5,s much in the same way as the "super" extension of 
the De Rham theorem is proved to hold in the case of real De 
Witt supermanifolds. 3 Alternatively, one can consider the 
exact sheaf sequences 

incl a 
0-+ tJ p -+ sf p,o -+ !!t p,I-+O, ( 5.3a) 

a a 
O-+!!t p,q -+ sf p,q + 1 -+ !!t p,q + 1-+0, (5.3b) 

where !!t p,q = ker( a: sf p,q -+ sf p.q + 1). Since the sheaves in 
the middle are acyclic by a similar argument as in Theorem 
4.1, the long exact sequences induced by (5.3) in cohomo
logy break into a series of short exact sequences which pro
vide a proof of (5.2). 0 

Remark: As a corollary to Theorem 5.1, and using an 
obvious extension of the a-Poincare lemma (referred to as 
"Dolbeault Lemma" in Ref. 7), we obtain H q(c,£,n, tJP) 
= 0, V q> 0, V p-;PO. 

VI. CHERN CLASSES OF COMPLEX LINE 
SUPERBUNDLES 

As a first application of the cohomological techniques so 
far developed, we sketch the main lines of a theory of com
plex super line bundles. A more comprehensive treatment 
will be given elsewhere.9 Obviously, this topic is fundamen
tal to the classification of vector bundles on supermanifolds. 
For instance, it can be applied to the study of the so-called 
super Riemann surfaces, 10,11 which presently are under con
sideration in superstring theory. One could also envisage 
similar constructions in the case of principal super fiber bun
dles,12 with possible applications to anomalous supersym
metric and superstring theories. 

Since the distinguishing feature of line bundles is that 
their structure group is Abelian, we are naturally led to the 
following definition, where by the GH "" bundle on M we 
mean a pair (E, 11'), E being a GH "" supermanifold, and 11' a 
GH "" surjective map 11': E -+ M. 

Definition 6.1: A complex line superbundle on a GH "" 
supermanifold M is a locally trivial GH"" fiber bundle 11': 

E -+ M with standard fiber (C L ) ° and structure group 
(Cd~. 0 

Here (CL)~ = Gl(l,O;C) denotes the mUltiplicative 
group of elements in (CL)o with a nonvanishing body. 

Given a trivializing cover ~ = {Ua }, the specification 
of the bundle E is equivalent to assigning GH "" transition 
functions gaP: Ua n Up -+ (CL)t subject to the usual condi
tionsgaa = 1, gaP gpy gya = 1. So a complex line superbun
dIe E on M is in a one-to-one correspondence with an ele
ment (again denoted by E) of the Cech cohomology group 
HI(M,f·), f· being the sheaf of GH""(CL)t-valued 
functions on M. Let f denote the sheaf of GH "" (CL }o-val
ued functions on M, and let Z be the locally constant sheaf on 
M with stalk the integers. We have an exact sheaf sequence 

incl exp 

O-+Z -+ f -+ f·-+O, (6.1 ) 
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where exp j = e21Ti/ is defined as a power series. The sequence 
(6.1) induces in cohomology a long exact sequence 

... -II I (M,Z) -II I (M,f) -II I (M,f.) 

where - CI is the canonical connecting morphism. The ele
ment cl(E) eH2(M,Z) is the (first) Chern class of E. In 
general CI is not injective, so that nonisomorphic superbun
dIes may have the same Chern class. So already in the GH 00 

case it happens what in the ordinary theory is typical of the 
holomorphic case. Indeed, one can introduce a Picard group 

PicO(M)=1I I (M,f)/lm II I(M,Z), (6.2) 

which classifies the nontrivial GH 00 complex line superbun
dIes having vanishing Chen class. However, if the base mani
fold M is De Witt, the acyclicity of f (following from 
Theorem 4.1) implies that CI is one to one, so that Pico(M) 
= O. In this case the complex line superbundles over Mare 

faithfully classified by 1I 2 (M,Z). Using Theorem 2.2, one 
shows that II 2(M,Z) =II 2(Mo,Z), where Mo is the body of 
M. So we have proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.1: The complex GH 00 line superbundles over 
a De Witt supermanifold M are in a one-to-one correspon
dence with the ordinary complex line bundles on Mo. 0 

Particularly interesting is the case of a holomorphic 
complex line superbundle E over a complex De Witt super
manifold M with body Mo, the transition functions of E be
ing complex superanalytic. 13 In this case both M and Mo 
have a Picard group, and, in particular, 

where tJ is the sheaf of hoI om orphic functions on Mo. Using 
the same techniques as in Lemma 4.3, one tets II I (M,f) 

VI • VI HI M =H (Mo) ® C (C L )0' Smce H (M,Z) = (o,Z), we 
have 

° VI VI 63 Pic (M) = [H (Mo) ® C (CL )o]/lm H (Mo,Z). (.) 

The body map u: CL -C extends toa morphismw: Pico(M) 
-Pico(Mo)' Denoting by PL the nilpotent ideal in (CL )0' 

we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.2: If E is a holomorphic complex super line 

bundle over a complex De Witt supermanifold M, and w: 
Pico(M) -Pico(Mo) is the morphism defined as above, then 

kerw=PL . 0 

Example: LettingL = I,L 1= 0, the space M = T 2XR2 
can be given a structure of (1,1) complex De Witt super-
manifold, whose body Mo is a complex one-dimensional 
torus. Direct computation shows that Pico(M) = (C L )~; on 
the other hand, (CL)~/PL=C·, which is just the Picard 
group of Mo. 

We can also produce a generalization of the classical 
result that the Chern clqss of a complex line bundle on a 
differentiable manifold is mapped by the de Rham isomor
phism into the de Rham cohomology class determined by a 
curvature form on the bundle.7 The generalization to super
manifolds needs some care. 

Definition 6.2: A connection fl. on a complex line super
bundle E is a morphism of sheaves of graded C L -modules 
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fl.: E - (Hom ( TM,E») 

[where Hom(TM,E) is the complex superbundle on M 
whose standard fiber at x e M is the graded C L -module of 
graded Bclinear morphisms TxM-Ex] satisfying the 
property 

fl.(js) =dj® s+jfl.s , for allje f(U), seE(U). 

o 
The square fl. 2 of the connection is called the curvature 

of fl.. The curvature determines a global (C L ) o-valued two
form on M, denoted by O. The Bianchi identity implies that 
o is closed under d. 

We recall from Ref. 3 that a GH'" (Bcvalued) de 
Rham cohomology H :OR (M) can be introduced as the co
homology of the complex 

d d r [10 _ r [11 _ r [12-+ ... , 

where [1 P is the sheaf of GH 00 BL -valued p-forms on M. 
Any curvature form 0 determines cohomology classes 
[Re 0] and [1m 0] in H;OR (M), which are shown to be 
independent of the connection. The inclusion [1. - Crf • 
® B L' where Crf P is the sheaf of Coop-forms, induces in 
cohomology a map a: H:OR (M) -Ht,R (M) ® BL, where 
Ht,R (M) is the ordinary de Rham cohomology of M. 

Theorem 6.3: Let E be a complex vector superbundle 
that admits a connection whose curvature form is purely 
imaginary. Then, for all connections fl. on E with curvature 
form 0, [(i/21T)O] is (Bdo valued and 

- a[ (i/21T) 0] = fJ 0 CI (E), 

where fJ: II 2(M, ZL) -+H~R (M) ® BL is the composition 
of the map II 2 (M, ZL ) -+ II 2 (M, B L ) with the isomorphism 
1I2(M,BL)-+H~R(M) ® BL induced by the ordinary 
Cech-de Rham isomorphism. 

Proof The classical proof can be straightforwardly 
adapted to the present situation.7 0 

The assumption of the existence of a connection with 
purely imaginary curvature, which plays the role of the exis
tence ofa Hermitian structure in the ordinary theory, is nec
essary, due to the lack of GH '" partitions of unity over super
manifolds. However, if M is De Witt, it has "tubular" GH '" 
partitions of unity, 14 so that this assumption can be removed. 

We can also consider bundles with fiber (C L ) I' Since 
the group Gl(O,I;C) of (CL )o-linear automorphisms of 
( C L ) 1 is again (C L ) ~, we obtain the same results as above. 
Thus the way is open to the study of complex vector super
bundles of higher rank, i.e., bundles with fiber C'F. + nand 
structure group Gl(m,n;C) .15,16 
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The algebraic topology aspect of the global pure gauge anomaly calculation is investigated. In 
particular, the use of a cohomology sequence clarifies the method initiated by Witten [Nucl. 
Phys. 223, 422, 433 (1983)] and Elitzur and Nair [Nucl. Phys. B 243,205 (1984)]. Examples 
in SU(N), Sp(N), and SO(N) are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, the construction of a physical theory re
quires one to show that the theory is not only free of pertur
bative (local) anomalies, but also free of nonperturbative 
(global) anomalies, otherwise the theory is inconsistent, i.e., 
the fermionic functional measure is not invariant under the 
gauge transformation. As a typical example, Witten 1 has 
shown that an SU(2) gauge theory with an odd number of 
Weyl fermion doublets has a global anomaly in D = 4 di
mensions. This fact is relevant in our world, since the stan
dard model is the SU (J) X SU (2) xU (1) gauge theory. 
Fortunately, so far we have an even number of doublets, 
paired as (three-colored) quark and lepton doublets. 

Because of recent interests in higher-dimensional theor
ies, it is essential to have a general method of calculating 
anomalies. Witten2 and others3 have developed such a meth
od that encompasses not only pure gauge anomalies, but also 
mixed and gravitational anomalies. It is usually very diffi
cult to estimate the exact values for the anomalies, although 
the method is very powerful in the sense that Witten2 was 
able to show the absence of global anomalies for superstring
induced field theories. The main difficulty is that one must 
investigate the index theorem for a manifold with boundary. 

Witten, Elitzur, and Nair4 have devised another method 
in which it is easier to estimate anomalies, but which is limit
ed to the analysis of pure gauge anomalies.5 Their method 
has been applied to SU(N) gauge theores5,6 and has recently 
been generalized and applied to the analysis of other simple 
Lie groupS.7,S The purpose of this paper is to explore the 
mathematical aspect of the method and, in particular, con
centrate on the exact sequence of the anomaly. Because of 
the unfamiliarity of algebraic topology among physicists, we 
give a rather detailed account. 

This paper is organized as follows. In this section, we 
establish the general results obtained in Refs. 7 and 8. In Sec. 
II, we reexpress the anomaly for a typical case for 
H = SU(N), Sp(N), and SO(N). The use ofa cohomology 
sequence clarifies the reasoning, although the result can be 
obtained in a brute force way. In Sec. III, we investigate 
concrete examples in special unitary groups, symplectic 
groups, and special orthogonal groups. 

A. General results on the anomaly 

We explain the general results obtained in Refs. 7 and 8 
from a mathematical point of view. 

We will say that infinitesimal gauge transformations 
reach a gauge transformation g: S k __ G, provided that these 
infinitesimal transformations generate a homotopy of g with 
the constant map at leG. 

Nonperturbative anomalies are associated with gauge 
transformations that cannot be continuously deformed to a 
constant (the identity), i.e., they occur only when 
llD (H) #0 for the gauge group H in dimension D = 2n. If 
we embed H in group G such that ll211 (G) = 0, then any 
global anomaly caused by h: S 211 -- H, which corresponds to a 
nontrivial element ofll2n (H), can be calculated by integrat
ing the perturbative anomaly caused by infinitesimal gauge 
transformations of G that reaches h. We know how the infin
itesimal gauge transformation of G affects the fermionic 
functional measure.9 In order to use this method, we must 
satisfy the embedding condition: the fermion representation 
m of G must yield the representation cu and singlets of H 
under reduction. Note that this condition may not be satis
fied for some choice of G. We will not go into this subject, 
which has been discussed in Ref. 8. 

Let ll2n (G) = 0 and suppose g: S 211 -. G can be reached 
by infinitesimal gauge transformations of G. For a Weyl fer
mion with a representation m of G, the anomaly coefficient 
A (m) in dimension D = 2n is given by 

A(m) =exp[i r y(g,A,F)], (Ll) JD 2"+1 

where D 2n + 1 denotes the disk with boundary S 211 and g is 
the extension of g determined by the infinitesimally genera
ted homotopy where glorigin = identity element and gl aD" + I 

= g. The (2n + 1 )-form, y, is defined as follows: 

Tr Fn + 1 = dcu211 + 1 (A,F) = dCU2n + 1 (A k,Fk) , (1.2) 

y(g,A,F) 

in+ I 
------ [cu2n + 1 (A k,Fk) - CU2n + 1 (A,F) ] 
(21T)"(n + 1)! 

(1.3 ) 

All the group dependent quantities g, A, and F are in the 
representation m. Note that the action of a gauge transfor
mation g of G is defined by A __ A g = g- lAg + g-l dg for the 
one-formA. Thetwo-formFisdefinedasF= dA +A 2. Both 
A and F are Lie algebra valued forms. 

Ifll211 (G) = 0, HCG, and h: S211-.H, there exists ag: 
(D 211 + 1,S211) __ (G,H) with JD 211 + 1 =S211 such that 
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gls2n = h. (In general, for h: sm ..... H with i. ([h ]) = 0, 
where i.: llm (H) ..... llm (G) is induced by inclusion, there is 
amapg: (Dm+ l,sm) ..... (G,H) such thatgl sm = h. lO

) Using 
this g, the global anomaly of H is given by Eq. (1.1). Note 
that g is classified by the relative homotopy grouplO 
ll2n + 1 (G I H), which is an Abelian group for n -,1 and is 
isomorphic to ll2n + 1 (G I H). II Hereafter, we omit the 
forms A and F from r. When reg) is integrated over the 
compact space S 2n + 1, the dependence on A and F disap
pears, because of Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3). 

In order for the anomaly expression to be independent 
of the extension, two different extensions g': D 2n + 1 ..... G and 
g" : D 2n + 1 ..... G must satisfy 

exp i[ ( reg') - ( r(g")] JD 2n + 1 JD 2n + 1 

=exp[i ( reg)] = 1, 
)S2,,+ I 

( 1.4) 

where g: S 2n + 1 ..... G restricts to g' and g" on opposite hemi
spheres. This fixes the normalization of the integral over 
s2n+ 1 to be 21TX (integer). 

For any Lie group G and g: s2n + I ..... G, the integral 
f s2n + I r(g) satisfies two important properties: (1) it is ho
motopy invariant; (2) it is a homomorphism 
ll2n + I (G) ..... R. 

For two smoothly homotopic maps/. g: S 2n + I ..... G and 
a closed k-form r of G,J*r - g*r = dt/J for some (k - 1)
form t/J, wheref* ,g* are the induced maps, pulling forms on 
Gback to forms onS 2n + 1.12 Since H k(S2n + I) is nontrivial 
only for k = 0 or k = 2n + 1, the integral is trivial except for 
these dimensions. Thus we use (2n + I)-forms. Property 
(2) means 

which can be proved using the fact thatg- I dgis a one-form. 
Together these show that modulo some normalization this 
integral gives a homomorphism ll2n + I (G) ..... Z, which we 
denote by frG, i.e., frG(a)=fs 2n+,r(g) for a= [g] 
ell2n + I (G) andg: S2n+ I ..... G. The immediate consequence 

i. j. 

ll2n+ I (H) ..... ll2n+ I (G) ll2n+ I (G,H) 

is that fyG(a) vanishes for an element of finite order in 
ll2n+ I (G). 

Note that the anomaly coefficient is the integral of r 
over D 2n + I, not over S2n + I. 

Now assume that H isfreeofperturbative anomalies, i.e., 
Tr Fn+ IIH = 0, or r(h) = Ofor h: s2n+ I ..... H. Then, since 
r(gh,A,F) = r(g,A,F) + r(h,A g,Fg) , we see reg) is invar
iant under the gauge transformations of H and depends only 
on the coset space G I H. If p: G ..... G I H is the projection and 
g: (D 2n + l ,s2n) ..... (G,H), then pg: (D 2n + l ,s2n) ..... (GI 
H,*) determinesf S 2n + I ..... G I H, since the boundary is col
lapsed to a point [i.e., there is a smooth map k: 
(D 2n + I ,s2n) ..... (s2n + 1,*)] such that 

g 

f 

commutes. Conversely, since p induces an isomorphism 
p.: llk (G,H) ..... llk (G IH,*) a mapf s2n+ I ..... G IH deter
mines a map g: (D 2n + I ,S 2n) ..... (G,H) with pg homotopic to 
jk." We may set 

( reg) = ( r(Pg) = ( r(jk) = ( r( [f]), 
JD2n+ I JD2n+ I JD2n+ I Js2n+ 1 

(1.5 ) 

where U]ell2n + I (G IH). We define a map f~/H: 
ll2n+ I (G IH) ..... R by 

f rG/H({3) = ( r( p; I {3) (1.6) 
JD 211 + 1 

and the anomaly for H can be written as 

A(w) = exp[i f rG/H({3)] for some {3ell2n + I (G IH). 

( 1.7) 

We see immediately the following proposition.s 

Proposition 1.1: If ll2n + I (G I H) is a finite group, then 
no anomalies exist for H, provided the embedding conditions 
are satisfied. 0 

It is now clear that the anomaly coefficient is related to 
the following exact homotopy sequencell

,13: 

a. i. 

ll2n (H) ..... ll2n (G) 

~ ! p. Ill* 
( 1.8) 

ll2n+1 (GIH). 

Various facts are known about each homotopy group of this 
sequence. 

(i) All of the homotopy groups are Abelian for n-,O. 13 

(ii) If K is a compact, connected, classical Lie group, 
then lli (K) is a finite group with the following exceptions 14: 
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ll2n _ 1 (SU (N»), N-,n; 

"4n_ dSp(N»), N-,n; 

ll4n _ dSO(N»), N-,2n + 1; 

ll4n+ dSO(4n + 2»). 
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(iii) If IlzH I (H) is finite, then either both lIz" + I (G) 
and lIz" + I (G I H) are finite or both contain an infinite cy
clic summand Z. (See Lemma A.5 in Appendix A.) 

Next we show the following proposition. 
Proposition1.2: If p: G-+ G I H is the projection, then 

f yG/HOp. = f yG. (1.9) 

Proof: Let k: (D z,,+ I,SZ") -+ (Sz,,+ I,.) be a smooth 
map collapsing S z" to the point ., let j: (G, 1) -+ (G,H) be 
the inclusion, and let go: (S 2" + 1,. ) -+ ( G, 1 ). That is, 

1> 
(D2" + I ,S2n) - (G,H) (G IH,.) 

lk 
go 

Ij /. 
(S2n+ I,.) -+ (G,l) 

commutes. Then 

f yGIH(p. [go]) = r yp; Ip. ([go]) 
JD2n+ 1 

= r yj. ([go]) = r y(jgok) JD 2n + 1 JD 211 + 1 

o 

We next express the anomaly coefficient for H in 
terms of quantities in G. For an arbitrary gauge transforma
tion of H, there is an extension g corresponding to 
pe Il2n + I (G I H). The anomaly coefficient is given by 

A(w) = exp[i f yGIH(P) ]. 

which can be written as 

A(w) = exp [ ~ f yG/H(mp)] 

for an arbitrary m, because of the homomorphic property. 
Now fix m to be the least common multiple of the orders of 
elements of Il2" (H). Then 6.. (mp) = 0 and thus there ex
istsanaeIl2" + I (G) such thatp. (a) = mp. Using Proposi
tion 1.2, 

A(w) = exp [~ f yG/Hop. (a)] = exp[ ~ f yG(a)]. 

Thus we obtain8 the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.3: IfIl2n + I (G) is finite, then no anomalies 

exist, provided that the embedding conditions are satisfied. 0 
Consequently, from now on we consider cases where 

both Il2" + I (G) and Il2" + I (G I H) contain inifinite cyclic 
subgroups. In the case where lIz" + I (G) has rank 1, any 
element a can be written as a = ba + 'Tj, where b is an in
teger, a is a generator of Il2n + I (G) of infinite order, and 'Tj is 
of finite order. Therefore we have the following proposition. 8 

Proposition 1.4: If Il2H I (G) is of rank 1, then the 
anomaly coefficient for H is given by 
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( 1.10) 

where a is a generator of Il2" + I (G) of infinite order and m 
is the least common multiple of the orders of Il2" (H). 0 

If Il2" + I (G) is of rank greater than 1, then Eq. (1.10) 
must be modified. 15 

The calculation of the anomaly is reduced to the calcula
tion of three quantities: b, m and f yG(a). As we noted ear
lier, the last quantity is always 21TX (integer). This integer 
turns out to be a Dynkin index Qn+ I (W),4.7.8 which can be 
calculated by group representation theory, but in this paper 
this fact is not needed. Consequently, the H gauge theory has 
no anomaly if (b/21Tm) f yG(a) is an integer. In the next 
section, we show that b 1m is expressed only in terms ofthe 
map p.: Il2" + I (G) - Il2n + I (G I H), using a certain coho
mology sequence. We do not have to know exactly what all 
the relevant homotopy groups are (it is usually very difficult 
to calculate homotopy groups). 

B. Exact homotopy sequences for various groups 

From now on G and H will denote compact connected 
simple Lie groups. 

For H = SU(N), the nonvanishing homotopy groups 
Il2n (SU (N») occur only in the unstable range (N < n + 1) 
and Il2n + I (SU (N») = Z and Ilzn (SU (N») = 0 in the stable 
range (i{~n + 1), because of the Bott periodicity 
theorem. 16 From Ref. 8, we know that the embedding condi
tion is satisfied for G = SU (N) with N> N. Thus we can 
choose G = SU(N) with its homotopy in the stable range. 
Then by using Lemma A.4 of Appendix A the exact homo
topy sequence Eq. (1.8) has the form 

0-1:-1: Ell T' -+ T -0, ( 1.11) 

where T' and Tare finite. 
For H = Sp(N), the nonvanishing homotopy groups 

Il2n (Sp(N») occur in both the unstable (4N <2n - 1) and 
the stable range (4N)2n - 1). The embedding condition 
for the representation is satisfied for G = Sp(N) with N> N. 
The Bott periodicity theoreml6 states that 

{

Z, h=.3,7 (mod 8), 

Ilk (Sp) = 1:2, k=:4,5 (mod 8), 
0, k=:0,1,2,6 (mod 8). 

( 1.12) 

If D = 4n + 2, we can use G = Sp(n + 1), and we have 
Il4n + 2 (G) = 0 and Il4n + 3 (G) = 1:. Furthermore, 
Il4n + 2 (H) in the unstable range is always finite (see Appen
dix B) and thus we have the sequence (1.11) for (1.8). If 
D = 8n, we can use G = Sp(2n) in the stable range and show 
that no anomalies exist by Proposition 1.3, since 
Ilsn + I (G) = O. In dimensions D = 8n + 4, we cannot use 
G = Sp(N).ltturnsoutthatwecanchooseG = SU(N) and 
satisfy the embedding condition, as we will see in Sec. III. 

For H = SO(N), the situation becomes complicated. 
First, the embedding condition for the representation cannot 
be always satisfied; for a tensor representation (self-contra
gredient representation) we can choose any G = SO(N) 
with N> N. However, for a spinor representation or a self
dual tensor represenation, we must choose G = SO(21) for 
H = SO (21 - 1), but for H = SO (21) we cannot in general 
find a representation wand G.8 Second, as we have men-
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tioned earlier, the homotopy ofSO(N) in the unstable range 
can contain 1.. In particular, 14.17 

{

" 4n _ 1 (SO(m») = 1.EIlF, 

114n _ 1 (SO ( 4n») = 1. EIll, 

114n+ dSO(4n + 2») = lEllE', 

for m>2n + 1, 

where F,E' are finite groups, and every other II k (SO(m») is 
finite. Because of these two facts, we cannot say in general 
what the exact homotopy sequence (1.8) is, as in the case of 
SU(N) and Sp(N). For example, in dimensions D=2,6 
(mod 8), we have for D> 6 

0--1.--l EIl1.--1.--l2 --O 

for H = SO(D + 1) and G = SO(D + 2).8 Note also that 
because of the Bott periodicity theorem 16 

k=3,7 

k=O,1 

k=2,4,5,6 

(mod 8), 

(mod 8), 

(mod 8). 

(1.13 ) 

We cannot use G = SO(ftl) in the stable range in dimensions 
D=O (mod 8). 

Note that the complication occurred because of the 
choice of G = SO (N). Again, by choosing G = SU (N), we 
can circumvent part of the problem. In Sec. III, we do this in 
dimensions D=O (mod 8), where we cannot use 
G=SO(N). 

For exceptional groups, homotopy groups are not as 
regular as those of classical groups. 

We concentrate on the exact sequence ( 1.11 ) in the next 
section. 

II. A COHOMOLOGY SEQUENCE 

A. Notation 

Let p be a prime integer. If A is a finitely generated Abe
lian group, let e p (A) be the smallest power of p such that 
ep(A)'A is p-torsion-free. Then, e(A) = IIpep(A) is the 
least positive integer such that e(A)'A is free. Note that 
e(A) is the order of the element of maximal order in the 
torsion subgroup of A, the order of every element of the tor
sion subgroup divides e(A), and e(A) divides the order of 
the torsion subgroup of A. Let nA = {aeA Ina = O}. Then 
for n = ep (A), the group nA is the p-torsion subgroup of A, 
and for n = e(A ), the group nA is the torsion subgroup of A. 
We will use la I for the order of aeA, and IA I for the order of 
A, so that 00;;; lalo;;; IA 10;;; 00. We use (m,n) to denote the great
est common divisor of the integers m and n. If p is prime and 
n = pa.q, where (p,q) = 1, define vp (n) = a. 

B. Determination of b 

As we have mentioned in the previous section, the typi
cal exact sequence for the case where H = SU(N) in any 
even dimension and H = Sp(N) in dimensions D=2,6 
(mod 8) is the following short exact sequence: 

f g 

0--1.--1. Ell T' -- T --0, (2.1) 

where T' and T are finite Abelian groups. Note that g re
stricted to the summand T' is an isomorphism of T' onto a 
subgroupofT(SeeLemmaA.6inAppendixA). Thuse( T') 
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dividese(n and IT'I divides ITI. 
Choose generators aEZ and /3EZ Ell T' such that 

I(a) = a{3 + r, (2.2) 

where a is a nonvanishing positive integer and 1'ET'. Of 
course the choice of the generator {3 is not unique; we may 
write/(a) = a({3 + 0') + (r - aO'), where OET'. There are, 
however, only finitely many choices for {3, since T' is a finite 
group. 

By exactness, 0' = g(n{3 + p) for any OET. Writing 
n = qa + r with Oo;;;r < a, we see that 

O'=g(qa + r){3+p) 

= g( rfJ) + qag({3) + g(p) 

= g(r{3 - qr + p), 

where we have used gif(a») = ag({3) + g( r) = O. Thus we 
may assume 0' = g(r{3 + p) with Oo;;;r < a. 

Lemma 2.1: If OET and O'=g(r{3+p) with Oo;;;r<a, 
then ris unique andp is unique in T'/rT'. 

Proof If g(r{3 + p) = 0' = g(r'{3 + p'), then 
g(r - r'){3 + p - p') = 0, so by exactness, (r - r'){3 
+ p - p' = I(ma) = ma{3 + mr. But, then r - r' = ma 

and p - p' = mr. Since a> Ir - r'1 = Imla, we must have 
m = 0, so r = r' andp = p'. If{3' = {3 + TJ is another choice 
of generator, then 0' = g(r{3 + p) = g(r({3 + TJ) + P 
- rTJ) = g(r{3' + p'). Thus ris independent of the choice of 

generator {3, and p is independent of the choice of generator 
(mod rT'). D 

This Lemma shows that r = reO') is a function r: T --1.. 
Now, suppose OE m T so that 0 = mO' 

= g(mr(O'){3 + mp). By exactness, 

mr(O'){3 = mp =/(bm (0') 'a) = a'bm (0'){3 + bm (O')r 
(2.3 ) 

for a well-determined positive integer bm (0'). Then, 

m'r(O')=a'bm(O'), mp=bm(O')·r. (2.4) 

Thus bm is a function bm : m T --1.. 
Lemma 2.2: The integer b m (0') is divisible by m/ (m,a), 

and reO') is divisible by a/(m,a), provided that r(O') #0. 
Proof' Divide both sides of the equation mr(O') 

= abm (0') by (m,a) and observe that m/(m,a) and a/ 
(m,a) are relatively prime to each other. D 

We observe the following: (i) this result is stronger than 
b m (0') being divisible by m/ a; (ii) since r(g({3 + p) ) = 1 and 
thus bm(g({3 + p») = mia, it follows that m/a is the smallest 
value for nonvanishing bm (0'); (iii) we have bm (0') = 0 if 
and only if r(O') = 0, i.e., if and only if 0' = g(O) for some 
BET'. That is, the torsion part T' of 112n + 1 (G / H) does not 
contribute to the anomaly, confirming Proposition 1.1. 

For different values of m, one obtains different informa
tion. For example to study 0' itself, one might consider 
m = 10'1; to study the two-primary part take m = e2 (n; to 
study the odd torsion, take m = e( n/e2 ( n, etc. The most 
important choice for our purposes is m = e ( n. 

Lemma 2.3: The elementg(fJ) has order alrl. 
Proof Since I( Irla) = alrl{3 + Irllr = alrl{3, we have 

O=g(alrlfJ) =alrlg({3). If O=mg({3) = g(m{3) , then 
m{3 = I( na) = na{3 + nr. But then m = na and nr = 0, so 
Irl divides n. Thus alrl divides m. D 
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From Eq. (2.4) and the comments after that, we obtain 
the following proposition. 

Proposition 2.4: For all aeT, the integer bem (0') is di-
visible by b = e(Dla. D 

Observe that if g(/3) = 0, then /3 = I(pa) = pa/3 + pr 
for some p. Thus a = 1 and bem (0') = 0 for all aeT. As we 
noted earlier, the smallest value for nonvanishing b e( n (0') is 
bem (g(f3») = e( Dla, which we denote by b. Thus we have 

ble(D = 1/a, (2.5) 

and we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5: The anomaly coefficient for the se

quence (2.1) is given by an integral power of 

A(w)o exp [ ~ f yG(a)], (2.6) 

where a is defined by I( a) = af3 + r and a and /3 are genera
tors of infinite order of "D+ I (G) and "D+ I (G IH), re
spectively. D 

The SUbscript 0 indicates the fact that Eq. (2.6) is the 
smallest possible nontrivial anomaly. 

Remark 2.6: If we write bm (0') for the reduction of 
bm (0') (mod m), thenbm : m T -ZlmZ is the connecting ho
momorphism in the long exact cohomology sequence of the 
group Z/mZ = Zm with respect to the exact coefficient se
quence (2.1). We discuss this aspect in the next subsection. 

Because of Proposition 2.5, the calculation of the anom
aly reduced to the calculation of a. The next example gives 
the calculation of a, given special T and T'. In the next sec
tion, we discuss a different way of calculating a. 

Example 2.7: Consider the exact sequence (Lemma A.6 
in Appendix A) 

f g 

O-Z-Z e Z/-Zlm -0. 

We show that one can choose generators, a, f3, y, /) of Z, 
Z e ZI' Z/' and Zlm' respectively, such that 

I(a) = mf3 - qy, g(f3) = q/),g(y) = m/). (2.7) 

Thus we find that a = m. 
Choose generators aEZ, f3EZ e Z/' y'EZ I , and /)EZlm so 

that I( a) = af3 + c' y', where a is a positive integer and 
g(/3) = q/), g( y') = kl). Since 0 = g( Iy') = Ik/), we 
have Ik = mlu or k = mu. We must have (l,u) = 1, since 
g([ll(l,u)] 'y') = mi, [ul(l,u)]'/) = Oandthusy'hasanor
der less than I if (/,u) =1= 1, since g restricted to ZI is injective 
(Lemma A.6 in Appendix A). Let rl + su = 1 for integers r 
and s and let y = sy'. Then y is also a generator of Z/' since 
(s,l) = 1. We have g(y)=g(sy')=sg(y) 
= msu/) = m( 1 - r/)/) = m/). Thus we write 

I( a) = af3 + cy, g(/3) = q/), g( y) = m/). Since g is onto, for 
integers r' and s', /) = g(r'f3 + s'y) = r'q/) + s'm/), so 
r'q + s'm = 1 + tml, or r'q + (s' - tl)m = 1, and 
(q,m) = 1. By exactness, 0 = g(af3 + cy) = (qa + cm)/), 
so qa + cm = uml or qa = m(ul- c). But (q,m) = 1, so 
a = a'm. Now g(mf3 - qy) = 0, so by exactness 
mf3- qy=/(ka) = kaf3+ kcy and thus m = ka = ka'm 
and kc = - q + vi. But, then ka' = 1 so k = a' = 1 and 
c= -q+ vi. 
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In a sense, this example is the prototype example. If we 
let (0') denote the subgroup generated by 0', then we have a 
short exact sequence 

O-Z-Z e (r) - (g(f3» -0. 

This exact sequence is not independent ofthe choice of gen
erators, but b = e (g(P» I a = I rl. By varying the choice of the 
generator f3, one obtains different values of b. We will not 
pursue this line of development, preferring to present the 
calculation in the form of cohomology theory which is inde
pendent of generator choice. 

c. A cohomology sequence 

Let m be an integer, and if A is an Abelian group, let 
d m : A -A be the homomorphism dm (y) = my. Consider 
the short exact sequence of cochain complexes 

f g 

o - Z - ZeT' T-O 

I '''-'~ 1,,,- ' .. 1,"-,· 
o - Z - ZeT' T-O 

ld' 1 d' t d' 
0 0 0 

It is important to note that the vertical sequences (the com
plexes) are not exact; the bottom row of zeros is intended to 
indicate that we are working with a one-dimensional com
plex, i.e., that all cochains of dimension greater than 1 are 
trivial. Recall that for a complex of cochains, a cohomology 
group is H k = Ker d k 11m d k - I, or just Ker dO in dimen
sion 0.1t is a standard result l8 that a short exact sequence of 
cochain complexes yields a long exact sequence of cohomo
logy groups. In our case, this results in the six term sequence 

f. g. d m• 

O-Ho(Z)-Ho(ZeT')-Ho(D _HI(Z) 

f. g. 

-HI(Ze T')-HI(D-O. (2.8) 

These cohomology groups are easy to calculate. If A is 
one of the groups Z, Z e T', T, then mA = Ker dm while 
mA = 1m d m' Since the complexes above all have d I = 0 and 
m Z = 0, we have the following result. 

Proposition 2.8: The long exact sequence ofEq. (2.8) is 

g. dm • f. g. 

O-mT'-mT-Zm-Zm eT'lmT'-TlmT-O. D 

We next analyze the maps in this sequence. The map 
g.: m T' - m T is just the restriction of g. If h: A -A' is a 
homomorphism, let h: A ImA -A 'ImA ' be the induced ho
momorphism, and let yeA I mA denote the reduction of yeA. 
Then, the two rightmost maps in the sequence are land g, 
and with our earlier choices of generators lea) = ali + 7. 

,Thus our exact sequence is 
g dm • I g 

0-m T' - m T - Zm -Zm e T'lmT' - T ImT -0. 

The homomorphism dm• is just bm as described in Remark 
2.6 above. 
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We further analyze the connecting homomarphism 
d m• = bm. Now Imlis a cyclic subgroup oflm Ea T'lmT' 
generated by lea) = ap + '7, and since this is a direct sum 
decomposition, the order of ap + '7 is the least common 
multiple of the orders of ap and '7. 

Lemma 2.9; For each integer m, 

(i) lap I = ml(m,a), 

(ii) 1'71 = (m,lrl)· 

Proof For (i), clearly ml(m,a) 'ap = m[al(m,a)] 
XP = O. Let rm + sa = (m,a) for integers rand s and sup
pose tap = O. Then, ta = qm, so t(m,a) = trm + tsa 

= (tr + qs)m and ml(a,m) divides t. 
For (ii) write (m,lrl) = rm + slrl forintegers rand s. 

Then (m,lrl)'7 = (rm + slrl )'7=0. If t'7= 0, then tr = mqr, 
and (t - mq)r = 0 or t = mq + k Irl. But, then (m,lrl) di
vides t. D 

Corollary 2.10; The least common multiple of the orders 
of ap and '7 is 

1 = m[ (m,lrl )/(m,alrl)]. 

Proof Note the fact that the least common multiple of 
two positive integers is given by ab I (a,b), and 
(m,xy) = (m,(m,x)(m,y»). D 

Our exact sequence has been reduced to 

g dm • 1 
O-+m T'-+m T -+lm -+l[-+O, 

where 1 = m[ (m,lrl )/(m,alrl)]. 
Proposition 2.11; For each integer m 

(i)Ker dm• = m T', 

(ii) 1m dm• = llm. 

Proof By exactness. D 
Again, from (i) we see that the torsion part of 

II2n + I (G I H) does not contribute to the anomaly. 
Corollary 2.12; For each m, (i) if m divides Irl, then 

1m d m• = 0; (ii) if m divides alrl, then 
1m dm• = (Irl,m)lm; (iii) if alrl divides m, then 
1m dm• = (mla)lm' 

Proof This is just a calculation of I. D 
To calculate the number b, one observes that the reduc

tion of b (mod m) is bm(g(P»). In the case we are interested 
in, we take m = e( n in which case alrl divides e( n 
(Lemma 2.3). We apply part (iii) of Corollary 2.12 to ob
tain the following proposition. 

Proposition 2.13; For the exact sequence Eq. (1.11), we 
have 

ble(n = l/a. D 

This is the same as Eq. (2.5). 

D. Determination of a 
In the previous two subsections, we have shown that the 

calculation of the global anomaly of H is reduced to the de
termination of a and frG. Now, we give a method of calculat
ing a, by comparing two exact sequences. For this purpose, 
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we discuss a diagram where two exact sequences are con
nected by homomorphisms. 

Suppose we have homomorphisms, h, h " h " so that 

(2.9) 

is commutative with exact rows and Ti' T; (i = 0,1 ), are 
finite Abelian. Generators ai> Pi' and elements riET; may 
be chosen so that J;(ai ) = aiPi + ri(ai=l=O) as earlier. 
Moreover, for integers, e, e' and OET; we have 

(2.10) 

Commutativity of the first square of the diagram yields 

(2.11 ) 

Proposition 2.14; For the diagram (2.9) above (i) the 
map h ' is either injective or trivial; (ii) if h " and h ' are injec
tive, then h is injective; (iii) if h " is onto and h ' is injective, 
then (e, a l ) = 1 and e' is a multiple of c. 

Proof For part (i), leta = mao. If 0 = h '(a) = me'a l, 
then me' = O. If e' = 0, h' is trivial and if c' =1=0, then 
m = 0, so a = 0 which means that h ' is injective. For part 
(ii), suppose that h(O) = O. Then 0 = glh(O) = h "go(O), 
and since h" is injective go(O) = O. By exactness, 
o =fo(a) and 0 = h(O) = h/o(a) =/Ih '(a). ButfIh' is in
jective so a = 0 and 0 = fo( a) = O. Thus h is injective. 
For part (iii), observe that gl(PI) =h"go(rPo+p) 
for some integer r and pET ~, since go and h " are onto. But 
thengl (PI) = glh(rPo + p), or gl(P1 - h(rPo + p») = 0, so 
that PI - rePI - ra- h(p) =PI - h(rPo +p) =/I(sal ) 
= salPI + sri' From this, (1 - rc) = sal and - ra - h(p) 
= sri' The first of these equations, 1 = re + sal' shows that 
(c,a l ) = 1. On the other hand, e'a\ = eao, so c' is a multiple 
ofc (and aois a multiple ofal ). D 

Consequently, using the known sequence at the bottom 
of the diagram (2.9), we can get information on a of the top 
sequence. We illustrate the usage of this method for classical 
groups in the next section. Note that one can also study the 
diagram (2.9) from a cohomological point of view. We will 
not do this here. 

III. JAMES NUMBERS AND CALCULATION OF a 

A. Special unitary groups 

We consider complex Stiefel manifolds Wn,k 
= SU(n)/SU(n - k) and the fibrations 

p 

SU(n - k) -+SU(n + 1) -+ Wn+ I.k+ I' 

q 
SU(n) -SU(n + 1) -+S2n+ I, 

q 

Wn.k -+ Wn+ I,k+ I -+S2n+ I. 
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The homotopy sequences fit together in a diagram: 

Note that 112n + 1 (SU (n - k») is of finite order (Appen
dix B) and has image 0 in 112n + 1 (SU (n + 1») = l (Lemma 
A.4 in Appendix A). From the work of Toda, 191m a. = 0 
when n is odd and is at most of order 2 when n is even. 

Choose tell2n + 1 (s2n+ I) to be the homotopy class of 
the identity map. By theorems of Bott20 and Borel-Hirze
bruch,21 we may choose a generator aell2n + 1 (SU (n + 1») 
so that q. (a) = n!t. Now, choose a generator /3 
ell2n + 1 (Wn+ I,k+ I) so that q. (/3) = W{n + l,k + l}·t, 
where W{n + l,k + l} is the James number.22 With these 
choices, the central exact sequence 

p. 

0-1l2n+ dSU(n + 1))-1l2n+ 1 (Wn+ I,k+ I) 

~. 

-1l2n(SU(n - k»)-O 

is the short exact sequence in Sec. II, where 

p. (a) = a(n + l,k + 1)/3 + 7, 

a(n + l,k + 1) = n!lW{n + l,k + l}, 

and reT' = 1m i. ~1l2n+ 1 (Wn,k )/Im a.. Therefore, 
once we know the James number, we can calculate 
a(n + 1,k + 1). Using Proposition 2.5, we have the follow
ing proposition. 

Proposition 3.1: For the special unitary group 
SU(n - k), the anomaly is given by 

A(-) - [.W{n+l,k+l}f G()] UJo-expz ya, 
n! 

where G = SU(n + 1). 0 
The James numbers W-{n + l,k + 1} are known for 

0<.k<.7 by the works of Sigrist, Oshima, and Knapp,23 and 
for k = n - 2 and n - 3 by the work of Walker . 24 A different 
method used in Refs. 7 and 8 has shown that any group has 
only a l2 anomaly, and any group which has only self-con-

-n2n+ 1 (SU(n») 

/ 

-0. 

tragredient representations has no anomalies in dimensions 
D = 2,6 (mod 8), provided that the theory is locally anoma
ly-free in the sense discussed in Sec. I. Thus the complete 
knowledge of SyG(a) is not needed to examine whether 
anomalies exist or not. As we see in the following examples, 
it is sometimes sufficient to investigate whether the integral 
is even or odd. 

Example 3.2: For k = 0 [i.e., H = SU(n)], the James 
number is given by 

W{n + 1,l} = 1. (3.1 ) 

In Ref. 7, it was shown that S yG(a)/21Tn! is an integer for 
n = odd and a half-integer for n = even, using the local 
anomaly-free condition. Thus no anomalies exist for D=2 
(mod 4), but l2 anomalies exist for D= 0 (mod 4). 

Example 3.3: For k = 1 [i.e., H = SU(n - 1)], it is 
known that 

W{n + 1,2} = 2!(n + 1,2) = (n,2) for n;;;.3. (3.2) 

Thus if SyG(a)/21T is divisible by n!l(n,2), then no anoma
lies exist. It was shown in Ref. 7 that this is indeed the case 
when the local anomaly-free condition is satisfied. 

Example 3.4: For k = n - 2 [i.e., H = SU(2)], Walk
er24 has shown that 

a(n + l,n - 1) = 

n=3 (mod 4), 

! denom Bn _

" 

n= 1 (mod 4), 

{

denom Bn _ I' 

1, 

2, 

n=O (mod 4), 

n=2 (mod 4), 

where denom Bn _ 1 is the denominator of a Bernoulli num
berandB2 = 1, B4 = -1o,etc. Note thatthe denominator of 
a Bernoulli number B k is a product of primes, p that satisfy 
p - 11k and vp(Bk ) = 0 or 1. Thus vp(a(n + l,n - 1)) = 0 
or 1. The anomaly is given by 

n=3 (mod 4), 

n=1 (mod 4), 

n=O (mod 4), 

n=2 (mod4). 
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Consequently, for D = 2n=0 (mod 8) SU(2) has no anom
alies, since S rG (a) is 21T times some integer . For D = 2n = 4 
(mod 8), no anomalies exist only when SrG(a)/21T is even. 
In Ref. 8, it was shown that for all irreducible representa
tions of SU (2) except those with dimension (2J + 1) with 
J = ~(41 + 1), this integral is even. For D=2,6 (mod 8), no 
anomalies exist and thus we have that SrG(a)/21Tis even for 
D=6 (mod 8), sincedenom Bn_ 1/2containsonlyoddinte
gers. It is amazing that S rG (a) 121T has denom B n _ I 12 as a 
divisor for D=2,6 (mod 8). 

Example 3.5: For k = n - 3 [i.e.,H = SU(3)], Walker 
has shown that for n odd, a(n + l,n - 2) = denom Bn_ l . 
For D=2,6 (mod 8), SU(3) has no anomalies and thus 
SrG(a)/21T is even. 

B. Symplectic groups 

1. 0=2 (mod 4) 

By using the quaternionic Stiefel manifolds Xn,k 
= Sp(n)/Sp(n - k) and the fibrations analogous to those 
in the case of SU (n), and by making analogous 
choices of generators aEll4n + 3 (Sp(n + 1») and 
.BE ll4n + 3 (Xn + I,k + I ), one obtains an exact sequence 

p. 

0- ll4n + 3 (Sp(n + 1) )-ll4n + 3 (Xn + I,k+ I) 

(3.3 ) 

where 

p. (a) = a(n + l,k + 1).B + T, 

1 k 1) _ (n + 1,2)(2n + I)! 
a(n + , + - X{n + l,k + t} 

(3.4) 

Thus we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3. 6: In dimensions D = 4n + 2, the anomaly 

for H = Sp(n - k) is given by 

'" 
ll4n + 4 ( Yn + 1,0) - ll4n + 4 ( Yn + 1,0 ) 

J J 

A(w) = ex [i X{n + l,k + t} J rG(a)], 
o p (n + 1,2)(2n + I)! 

where G = Sp(n + 1). 
Note that n is defined as D = 4n + 2, not D = 2n. How

ever, as we mentioned in the previous subsection, for D=2 
(mod 4), symplectic groups do not have anomalies, since 
they have only self-contragredient representations. Thus 
SrG(a) must be divisible by 21T[ (n + 1,2) (2n + 1)!/ 
X{n + l,k+ t}]. 

The numbers X{n + l,k + t} are known for 0.;;;h;;4 
from the work of Ohshima.23 A calculation based on the 
work of Walker24,25 establishes the following lemma for 
H = Sp(1) ""SU(2). 

Lemma 3. 7: For n> 1, we have 

X{n + l,n} = W{2n + 2,2n} 

{ 
(2n + 1) !/denom B2n , 

= 2(2n + 1)!/denomB2n , 

n=1 (mod 2), 

n=O (mod 2). 
o 

2. Comparison with special unitary groups 

We can improve Proposition 3.6 somewhat by compar
ing the symplectic groups with special unitary groups. 

The standard embeddings Sp(n - k) C Sp(n + 1) 
CSU(2n + 2) lead to the following (horizontal and verti
cal) fiber bundles, where Yn+I,k+I=SU(2n+2)1 
Sp(n - k) for k> - 1: 

Sp(n - k) -Sp(n + 1) -Xn+ I,k+ I 

l ~ ! ! 
Sp(n-k) -SU(2n+2) -Yn+l,k+1 

! ~! 
Yn + 1,0 - Yn + 1,0 

Passing to homotopy, one obtains a commutative diagram 
with exact rows and columns: 

0- n'H ''l(n + 1») - n,"+, (1"+ , ... ,) -n'""'1"~n -k»)-O 

(3.5) 

0- ll4n+ 3(SU(2n + 2») -ll4n+ 3 (Yn + I,k+ I) -ll4n+2(Sp(n - k»)-O 

I . I 
ll4n + 3 ( Yn + 1,0) - ll4n + 3 ( Yn + 1,0 ) 
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This yields two sequences of the type we analyze: 

o -+ 0 

! to ! & 

jZh' -+ ZEil T

j
:-rO 

f. g, 

r ~ZerT'_O 
Zen + 1,2) -+ Zen + 1,2) 

! l 
o 0 

(3.6) 

Using the same notation as in Sec. II D, we know that 
h '(ao) = (n + 1,2)al' By Proposition 2.14, h is injective 
and is an isomorphism if n is even. Thus for n = 2m, we may 
use the sequence 

p. 

0-+II4n + 3 (SU(2n + 2»)-+II4n + 3 (Yn + I,k + I) 

-+ II4n + 2 (Sp(n - k») -+0, 

where 

P. (a) = a(n + l,k + l)a + 1', 

a(n + l,k + 1) = (2n + 1 }!/X{n + l,k + n. 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

The case n = 2m + 1 is more complicated. From the 
commutative diagram 

PO. 
IIsm + 7 (Sp(2m + 2») -+ IIsm + 7 (X2m + 2,2m + I) 

1 Po. 1 
IIsm + 7 (X2m + 2,k + I ) -+ IIsm + 7 (X2m + 2,k + I) 

and the fact that 

I () 2(4m+3)! f3' I 

Po. a = X{2m + 2,2m + n 0 + 1'0 

= 2(denomB4m + 2 )f3~ + 1'~, 

by Lemma 3.7, it follows that 

Po. (a) = aof3o + 1'0' 

and ao is divisible by 4. Referring to the diagram (3.6) and 
letting h(f3o) = cf31 + u, we see that cao = 2al, so al 
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= caol2 is even. By Proposition 2.14, (c,a l ) = 1 and c di
vides 2. Thus c = 1. We may use the sequence 

p. 

0-+ IIsm + 7(SU( 4m + 4 »)-+ IIsm + 7 (Y2m + 2,k+ I) 

-+IIsm+6(Sp(2m - k»)-+O, 

where 

p. (a) = a(2m + 2,k + 1)f3 + 1', 

a(2m + 2,k + 1) = (4m + 3)lIX{2m + 2,k + n. 
Thus in both cases we may use 

p. 

0-+II4n + 3 (SU(2n + 2»-+II4n + 3 (Yn + I,k + I) 

-+II4n + 2(Sp(n - k»)-+O, 

where 

(3.9) 

P. (a) = a(n + l,k + 1)f3 + 1', 

a(n + l,k + 1) = (2n + 1 )lIX{n + l,k + n. (3.10) 

Proposition 3.8: For D = 4n + 2, H = Sp(n - k), and 
G = SU(2n + 2), the anomaly coefficient is given by 

A(-) - [.X{n+l,k+nf G()] W 0 - exp I r a . 
(2n + 1)! 

o 

Note that this improves by a factor of 2 the multiplier of the 
integral when we take G = Sp(n + 1). Moreover, from the 
work ofOshima,23 X{n + l,k + n = 2r W{2n + 2,2k + 2} 
with r;;;'O, so that the anomaly coefficient can be written as 

A(w)o = (exp [i W{2n + 2,2k + 2} f rG (a)])2'. 
(2n + I)! 

Corollary 3.9: In dimension D = 4n + 2, the anomaly 
coefficient for H = Sp(n - k) is a 2rth power of the anomaly 
coefficient for H = SU(2n - 2k) with the representation Wi 

obtained from w of SU (2n + 2). 0 

3. 0=0 (mod 4) 

As we mentioned in Sec. I, indimensionsD=.4(mod 8) 
we cannot use G = Sp(N) for H = Sp(N). Therefore we ex
amine the choice of G = SU(N) with N;;;.2n + 1 for 
H = Sp(n - k) in dimensions D = 4n. 

It follows from the work of Walker24 that the following 
lemma holds.25 

Lemma 3.10: For l<k<2m the inclusion j: 
Sp(2m + 1 - k) -+Sp(2m + 1) induces j.: 
IISm +4(Sp(2m + 1 - k»)-+IIsm+4(Sp(2m + 1)) that is 
M~ 0 

Now consider the diagram where the bottom sequence is 
in the stable range: 
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Since j. is onto [by Lemma 3.10 if n is odd and 
ll4n (Sp (n») = 0 if n is even], it follows that q. is onto. For 
generators aEll4n + 1 (SU (2n + 1») and yEll4n + 1 (SU (2n 
+ l)/Sp(n») = Z,26 we havep. (a) = (n + 1,2)y (Exam
ple 2.7 with I = 1 if n odd and Lemma A. 3 if n is even). From 
Lemma A.7 in Appendix A, we can choose a generator 
,8Ell4n +dSU(2n+ l)/Sp(n-k») with q.(,8) =y, and 
thenp. (a) = (n + 1,2),8 + 1" where 'Tis of finite order. We 
therefore obtain 

A(W)o=exP[i 1 JyG(a)] 
(n + 1,2) 

(3.11 ) 

for the anomaly coefficient for H = Sp(n - k) with 
G = SU (2n + 1) in dimension 4n. Therefore in dimension 
D=O (mod S), no anomaly exists, confirming the analysis of 
Sec. I. In dimension D=4 (mod S), the anomaly is at most 
of Z2 type, confirming the differential geometric analysis in 
Ref. 7. 

C. Special orthogonal groups 

As mentioned in Sec. I, the representation embedding 
condition can be satisfied only for tensor representations 
(excluding self-dual ones) for H = SO(N) with G 
=80(N). We discuss only tensor representations, exclud

ing self-dual ones and spinors in the case where G = SO(N). 
The Bott periodicity theorem [Eq. (1.l4)] tells us that in 
D=4 (mod S) no anomalies exist for tensor representations 
ofSO(N) in the unstable range. 

1. D=2(mod4) 

For D=2,6 (mod S), we have ll4n+2 (SO) = 0 and 
ll4n + 3 (SO) = Z. However, the situation differs from the 
cases ofSU(N) and Sp(N) in that the homotopy ofSO(N) 
in the unstable region can be of positive rank. 

Since lldS n) is finite except for k = nand k = 2m - 1, 
n = 2m, one knows that i.: ll4n + 3 (SO( 4n + 5 - j») 
--ll4n+ 3(SO(4n + 5») = Z is nonzero for 0<'j<.2n + 2, 
and hence that ll4n + 3 ( V4n + 5J) is finite, where V4n + 3J is 
the real Stiefel manifold. Using Proposition 1.1, we have the 
following proposition. 

Proposition 3.11: For D = 4n + 2 and m~2n + 3, no 
anomalies exist for H = SO (m) with tensor representations 
(except for self-dual representations). 0 

Thus we have derived part ofthe more general theorem 
obtained in Ref. 7 that self-contragredient representations 
have no anomalies in D= 2 (mod 4). 

For other cases, we must do an analysis similar to 
SU(N) and Sp(N). There is a (highly technical) homotopy 
construction called localization that enables one to construct 
for each space X a related space X y and a map I y : X --Xy , 
where Y is a set of primes. The map ly induces homomor
phisms in homotopy that preserve all p-primary information 
for pEY and delete all q-primary information for q a prime 
not in Y. If one lets Y be the set of odd primes, there is a 
map h: SO(2n + l)y --Sp(n)y that is a homomorphism 
up to homotopy and is a homotopy equivalence. One has a 
commutative diagram 

0-- ll4n+3(SO(2n + 3),.,,)-- ll4n+3(SO(2n + 3).",SO(m),Y,)-- "4n+2(SO(m),Y)--0 

~ ~ ~, 
0-- ll4n+3(Sp(n + 1).,,)-- ll4n+3(Sp(n + l).",Sp(m).,,)-- "4n+2(Sp(m)f)--0 

(3.12 ) 

where m = 2(n - k) + 1 and m = n - k. Thus, for odd primes, the computation of bp for SO(2(n - k) + 1) is the same as 
for Sp(n - k). Unfortunately, very little is known about the behavior at prime 2. 

2. D=O (mod 8) 
WechooseG = SU(j{) withN~Sm + 3 for H = SO (Sm + 3 - k). IndimensionsD = Sm, we can use the result that the 

map ll8m(SO(S»)-- ll8m(SO(Sm + 2») = Z2 is onto. 25.28 Together with the fiber bundles 

SO(Sm + 3 - k) --SU(Sm + 3) --SU(Sm + 3)/SO(Sm + 3 - k) 

we obtain a homotopy diagram for 1 < k<.Sm - 6: 

(3.13 ) 

where M = Sm + 2. The reason for the condition N~Sm + 3 is because ll8m+ dSO(Sm + 2») = Z. Note that 
ll8m+ 1 (SU(Sm + 3») = ZEIlZ2, ll8m+ 1 (SU(Sm + 3»)/SO(Sm + 3») = Z,26 and ll8m(SO(Sm + 3») = Z2' It follows from 
Proposition 2.S that h. is onto, and hence that in the top sequence 

p. (a) = 2,8 + 1". 

Proposition 3.12: In dimension D = Sm, an anomaly coefficient for H = SO(Sm + 3 - k), 1 < k<.Sm - 6, is given by 

A(w)o = exp[i ~ J yG(a)]. 
where G = SU(Sm + 3). 0 
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Again we have derived part of the theorem derived in Ref. 7 that the only global anomaly for any group is ofZ2 type. Note 
that two methods are completely different. 

3. Other dimensions 

In dimension D = Sn + 4, ifm>Sn + 6, then II sn + 4 (SO(m») = O. Ifm<Sn + 6 the comparison diagram 

0-- IIsn + 5 (SU(Sn + 6»)-- IIsn + 5 (SU(Sn + 6)/SO(m»)-- II sn + 4 (SO(m) )-0 

J '. J J 
O--IIsn+s(SU(Sn + 6»)--IIsn+s(SU(Sn + 6)/SO(Sn + 6»)--IIsn +4(SO(Sn + 6»)--0 

shows that a = 1. Thus in dimension Sn + 4 there are no 
anomalies for tensor representations of SO(m), excluding 
self-dual ones. 

However, the similar diagrams for D=.2 (mod 4) can
not yield any information, since l6 

? -Z-- ? -- T--O 
+ , + 

Z--Z--O or Z2 --0--0, 

where? denotes the fact that many possibilities exist. 
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APPENDIX A: VARIOUS FACTS ABOUT AN ABELIAN 
EXACT SEQUENCE 

In this Appendix, we collect various facts about an Abe
lian exact sequence. We use the notation that T, T', T", ... 
denote finite groups and Z denotes the infinite cyclic group. 
Here Za denotes the finite cyclic group of order a. The first 
three lemmas can be found in any books on homology, and 
thus we omit the proofs. 

Lemma A.I: For the exact sequence of the form 
a {J 

A--B--O 

the map a is onto. 
Lemma A. 2: For the exact sequence of the form 

a {J 

O--B--C 

the map /3 is one to one. 
Lemma A.3: If the exact sequence is the following: 

O--A--B--O 
then A is isomorphic to B. 

a 

Lemma A.4: For T --Z EB T', 1m a = {O EB .}. 
Let us assume that a generator of T,8, maps into p/3 + T 

where fJ is a generator of infinite order ofZ EB T' and p is some 
integer. Then, n8is mapped into np/3 + nT. Ifn = e( n, then 
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II 
o 

np/3 + nT = O. Since n #0, we have p = O. 0 
Lemma A. 5: There is no exact sequence of the form 

a {J 

T--ZEB T'--T". 

By Lemma A.4, 1m a is in the torsion part. However, Ker /3 
always contains an element of infinite order. Thus it is im
possible to have 1m a = Ker /3. 0 

Lemma A.6: For the exact sequence of the form 

p. A. 

T --Z--Z EB Za --Zb --0, 

a divides b. 
By Lemma A.4, the image of Tis O. Then by Lemmas 1 

and 2, the map p. is one to one and a. is onto. Let us take 
xEZa such that a. (x) = O. Let us denote the generators ofZ 
andZ EB Za of infinite order by a and/3, respectively. Then we 
have 

where q#O, since otherwise p. is not one to one. Because of 
the exactness, there exists an integer v such that 

p. (va) =x, 

while 

p. (va) = vq/3 + VT. 

Since xEZa, we obtain v = O. That is, the map a. restricted 
to Za is a one-to-one map. Thus Zb contains a subgroup Za' 
Therefore a divides b. 0 

Lemma A. 7: If the homomorphism! Z EB T -- Z is onto, 
thenf( n = 0 and generators /3EZ EB T and yeZ can be cho
sen to satisfy f(/3) = y. 

For rET, suppose that f( T) = dy for some integer d. 
Then 0 = f( mT) = mdy for m being the least common mul
tiple of orders of T. Thus d = O. Sincefis onto, we can find 
some integer r such thatf(r/3) = y. Butf(/3) = cy for some 
integer c, so thatf(rfJ) = cry = y. Thus cr = 1. 0 

APPENDIX B: "211+1 (SU(m» IS FINITE FOR m<n 

Using the fibration 

SU(m - 1) --SU(m) __ s2m - 1, 

we obtain the exact sequence 
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ll2n+ 2 (s2m-2) -ll2n+ dSU(m - 1») 

-ll2n+ I (SU(m»)-ll2n+ I (s2m-I). 

We use from Lemma A.2 that n q(S2m-l) is finite for 
q> 2m - 1 (see, for example, Ref. 29). Thus, for m<.n, both 
ll2n + dS 2m - I) and ll2n + 2 (S2m - I) are finite. Using 
Lemma A.5, either both ll2n+ dSU(m - 1)) and 
ll2n + I (SU (m») are finite or both of them contain an infinite 
part. However, for m = 3<.n (i.e., n:;;.3), we know that 
ll2n+dSU(2» = ll2n+1 (S3), which is finite. Thus 
ll2n+ I (SU(m» is finite for m<.n. A similar lemma can be 
proved for Sp(N), that ll2n+ dSp(m») for m<.!n is finite, 
using the fibration Sp(m - 1) -Sp(m) _s4m-l. Note that 
in both SU(m) and Sp(m), the dimension of the sphere is 
odd. However, for SO( m), we cannot use this method, since 
the fibration is SO(m) -SO(m + 1) _sm and llq (sm) 
contains an infinite part not only when q = m but also when 
q = 2m - 1 with m = even. In fact, some of the unstable 
homotopy groups ofSO(m) contain an infinite part. 

APPENDIX C: TABLE OF STABLE HOMOTOPY GROUPS 
FOR CLASSICAL GROUPS AND CERTAIN COSET 
SPACES 

In this Appendix, we summarize the Bott periodicity 
theorem 16 as 

k (mod 8) U 0 Sp U/O U/Sp SplU OIU 

0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 

1 00 2 0 00 00 0 0 

2 0 0 0 2 0 00 00 

3 00 00 00 2 0 2 0 

4 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 

5 00 0 2 00 00 0 0 

6 0 0 0 0 2 00 00 

7 00 00 00 0 2 0 2 

where 00 (Ref. 2) denotes Z (Z2)' Note the following rela
tions: 

"k(U/Sp) = n k+2(O), nk(u/O) = n k+ 2(Sp), 

llk(SplU) =llk+I(Sp), ndOIU) =nk+I(O). 
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Conventionally the symmetries of a dynamical system are used to determine the first integrals 
associated with the system. In this paper the reverse procedure is adopted for one-dimensional 
systems possessing SL(3,!Jt) symmetry. The equivalence of such systems enables the free 
particle equation to be used as a vehicle. It is observed that for three particular first integrals, 
each gives rise to a triplet of generators having isomorphic algebras. It is then shown how the 
knowledge of a first integral and its associated triplet enables one to obtain the remaining 
integrals and triplets. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we shall use the Hamiltonian version of the 
Lie method. 1

•
2 Suppose a one-parameter symmetry group 

has the generator 

a a a 
Y(q,p,t) = t(q,t) at + 'T/(q,t) aq + t(q,p,t) ap . 

(1.1 ) 

As a consequence of its property of transforming solution 
curves in (q,p,t) space into solution curves, the first exten
sion of Y(q,p,t), 

Y (1)( ) _ Y( ) (I)( ) a r(1)( ) a q,p,t - q,p,t + 'T/ q,p,t aq + ~ q,p,t ap' 

where 

'T/(I) = 1] - g ~~, t(I) = t + g ~~ , 

preserves the form of Hamilton's equations 

q. _ aH = 0 . + aH - 0 
ap ,p aq-' 

( 1.2) 

(1.3 ) 

( 1.4) 

The action of y(1) (q,p,t) on (1.4) produces the equations 

'T/(1) _ yaH = 0, t(I) + yaH = 0, 
ap aq 

( 1.5) 

which may be manipulated to obtain Y (this being possible 
due to t and 'T/ being free of the variable p ) . 

Assuming the existence of solutions for Y, these consti
tute the complete symmetry group for the dynamical system. 
Once the generators are found the associated first integrals 
may also be found. 

Here we work from a different viewpoint. Given a con
stant of the motion we find the set of one-parameter symme
try groups with which it is associated. It is known already 
that in some cases the same constant arises from different 
generators. As an example, the simple harmonic oscillator 
with 

H= ~(p2 + q2) 

has three generators, 

( 1.6) 

a 
G6 =q-, 

aq 

G . a 2 a 
7=qSlOt-+q cost-, 

at aq 
( 1.7) 

G a 2' a g=qcost--q SlOt-
at aq 

(in the usual notation3.4), all of which give rise to the same 
first integral, 

I(q,p,t) = (q cos t - P sin t)1(q sin t + p cos t). (1.8) 

At this stage we should note that the functional form given to 
a first integral is a matter of choice. Anotherform for I( 1.8) 
(Ref. 5) is 

I' (q,p,t) = t - arctan(qlp). ( 1.9) 

What we shall do is show that for a one-dimensional 
system possessing SL(3,!Jt) symmetry, all of the generators 
of the complete symmetry group may be found from three 
constants only. We look at the relationship between combi
nations of generators and various different constants of the 
motion. The common features of the action of the set of gen
erators on the constants mentioned above are noted. Finally 
we take a new look at the commutation properties of the Lie 
algebra which may be written in a simplified form. The vehi
cle for this discussion is the free particle. The results are true 
for all one-dimensional systems having sl (3,!Jt) algebra. 

II. GENERATOR FROM FIRST INTEGRAL 

In the usual discussion of Lie symmetry groups the 
transformations act on solution curves in (q,t) space, trans
forming solution curves into solution curves. In the Hamil
tonian context, which we adopt here, we have trajectories in 
(q,p,t) space. The advantage of considering (q,p,t) space is 
that the motion, being of the form I(q,p,t) = C, represents 
invariant surfaces in this space, and we may consider infini
tesimal transformations that transform solutions into solu
tions on the same invariant surface. 

Let Y(q,p,t) be the generator of such an infinitesimal 
transformation (Le., YI = 0). Referring to Fig. 1, suppose 
that Y transforms the trajectory ( 1 ) into trajectory (2) and, 
in particular, that Pis transformed to P'. Let the vectors 1'1 
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FIG. 1. Curves (1) and (2) are so
lution curves in (q,p,t) space lying 
on an invariant surface. At P, (3) 
is tangent to the solution curve ( 1 ) 
and is represented by 1'1' The trans
formation path in the invariant 
surface from P to P' is (4) and is 
represented by the vector 1'2' 

and T2 be tangential to the solution curve and the transfor
mation curve at P, respectively. The vectors have the follow
ing properties: 

T1XT2cx.VI(i=0), T1'VI=0, T2'VI=0, (2.1) 

where V is the gradient operator in (q,p,t) space. The three 
properties listed in (2.1) are not independent, and we con
sider the first, which essentially is the rule for permutation of 
solutions, and the third, which is that the infinitesimal trans
formation is in the invariant surface. 

Writing 

l
A aH A aH A 

T 1 = t + ap q - aq P, 

TI = st + 7]q + tp, 

V=t~+A~+A~ 
at q aq P ap , 

(2.2) 

where q, p, and t are unit vectors in the direction of q, p, and t 
increasing, respectively, and letting the proportionality in 
the first of (2.1) be r(q,p,t) , we have 

aIlap 

° -1 

aHlap 

aIlaq 
1 

° aHlaq 

aIlat ] [r] -aHlap t 

S

')') =0. -aHlaq ., 

° (2.3 ) 

The condition that the transformation be canonical, viz., 

[q,P]PB •. 
p 

= 1, (2.4) 

reduces in the infinitesimal case to 

a7] + at =0. 
aq ap 

(2.5) 

From (2.3) we see that this is equivalent to 

(2.6) 

In addition to the first integral satisfying (2.3), it also satis
fies (1.5). In particular, taking the first of each set we have 

t aI +7] aI +saI =0, (2.7) 
ap aq at 
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7](1) - t a
2
H -7] a

2
H _ S a

2
H = 0. (2.8) 

ap2 aq ap at ap 
Eliminating t(q,p,t) between (2.7) and (2.8) and insisting 
that sand 7] be independent of p, we may determine those S 
and 7] permitted by the particular invariant /. The expression 
for t is obtained from (2.7) or (2.8) and that for r from one 
of ( 2.3). We observe that the rank of the coefficient matrix in 
(2.3) is always 2. 

III. SOME EXAMPLES 

To illustrate the method, we consider a few examples. 
The examples appended are linear as well as nonlinear. 

Example (a): As is customary nowadays, we begin by 
considering the simple harmonic oscillator that has Hamil
tonian (1.6). There exist six standard constants of the mo
tion, which are listed in Table I together with the generators 
for which they are invariants. The order of generators fol
lows the usage of Lutzky. 3 For simplicity the generators are 
written in unextended form. Starting from the six linearly 
independent constants listed in Table I we may work back
wards to find the generator(s) ofthe transformation(s) un
der which each remains invariant. We illustrate the method 
with J3• Substituting into (2.7) and (2.8) we have 

tcost +7]sint + (qcost-psint)s=O, (3.1) 

7](1) - t = 0. (3.2) 

Weeliminatetbetween (3.1) and (3.2) and then impose the 
additional constraint that 7] and S be independent of p to 
obtain 

TABLE I. Symmetry generators and associated invariants for the one-di
mensional harmonic oscillator. The generators are given in unextended 
form for the purpose of simplicity. 

Generator 

G1 =sin2t~ 
at 

a 
+qcos2t

aq 

a 
G2 = cos 2t

at 
. 2 a -qsm t-

aq 

a G3 =cost-
aq 

G . a 
4=smt-

a 
G6 =q

aq 

aq 

G . a 7=qsmt
at 

a 
+icost

aq 

a 
G8 =qcost

at 
..2' a -'I smt-

aq 

Invariant 

J1 = !(p2 -i)sin 2t - qp cos 2t 

J2 = !(p2 -i)cos 2t + qp sin 2t 

J3 = qsin t+ pcos t 

J4=qcost-psint 

J6 = (q cos t - P sin t)/(q sin t + p cos t) 

J7 = (q cos t - P sin t)/(q sin t + p cos t) 

J8 = (qcost-psint)/(qsint+pcost) 
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a'T/ +p a'T/ _p(as +p as) 
at aq at aq 

+ 'T/ tan t + (q - p tan t)s = O. (3.3) 

Equating coefficients of independent powers of p to zero we 
see that 

s(q,t) = a(t), 'T/(q,t) = (0 + a tan t)q + bet), (3.4) 

where a(t) and bet) are solutions of 

d 2 (a/cos t)/dt 2 + a/cos t = 0, b + b tan t = o. (3.5) 

Thus we have 

a(t) = A cos2 t + C cos t sin t, bet) = B cos t, (3.6) 

from which it follows that 

Y(q,p,t) 

= (A cos2 t + C sin t cos t) !..
at 

+ {( - A sin t cos t + C cos2 t) q + B cos t} ~ 
aq 

+ {(A sin t cos t + Csin2 t)p - [A (cos2 t - sin2 t) 

+ 2Csin tcos t]q - B cos t} ~. (3.7) 
ap 

Similar calculations may be performed for the other 
constants of the motion. It eventuates that, for JI , J2, and Js, 
only one generator is obtained in each case and it is the one 
listed in Table I. For J4 a three-parameter solution is again 
obtained and, not surprisingly, J6 , J7, and Jg give rise to a 
common three-parameter solution consisting of a linear 
combination of G ~Il(q,p,t), G jll (q,p,t) , and G ~Il (q,p,t). 

We emphasize that the first extensions are written in 
terms of the momentump and not the velocity q. It makes no 

difference to the functional form of the operator in this case, 
but does, say, for the damped free particle where p = p(q,t). 
The three triplets of generators are of interest to us and we 
list them in unextended form in Table II. To mark the depar
ture from the usual expressions used we now employ the 
symboIX(q,t) to refer to an operator in (q,t) space (Le., the 
"unextended" operator). The corresponding operator in 
(q,p,t) space (Le., the "extended" operator) is written as 
Y( q,p,t). In Table II the generators are listed against their 
invariants (now relabeled 11'12'/3) and the corresponding 
y's are also given. 

We defer discussion of the algebraic properties of the 
generators listed in Table II to the next section. In this sec
tion we compare the usual forms for the generators and first 
integrals given in Table I with those adopted here, show how 
higher-order integrals are constructed from linear combina
tions of the generators, and observe the pattern of the action 
of all the generators on all the integrals in the Table II for
mat. In terms of the X's, the G's, which are usually used to 
determine the commutator relations that identify the algebra 
of the SL(3,W) group, are given by 

GI = X 22 - X33 , G2 = - X 23 - X32, G3 = X 2I , 

G4 = X 31 , Gs = - X 23 + X 32, (3.8) 

G6 = - XII = X 22 + X 33, G7 = - X 12, Gg = X 13• 

The linear dependence oftheX 's is seen in the expressions for 
G6 , which are equivalent to the linear relation 

(3.9) 

We further observe that theX 's are related among each other 
as follows: 

qXil = cos tXi2 + sin tXi3 , i = 1,3, 

Xli + q cos tX2i + q sin tX3i = 0, i = 1,3. 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

TABLE II. The three invariants with associated generators and constants of proportionality. Again, X's instead of Y's are listed for reasons of clarity. 

Invariant 

II = q ~s t - P sin t 
qsmt +pcost 

12 = q sin t + p cos t 

13 = q cos t - P sin t 

Generator 

a 
X II = -q-

aq 

X . a...2 a 
'2= -qsmt--'l cost

at aq 

X a...2. a l3=qcost--'l smt
at aq 

a 
X21 =cost-

aq 

X · a 2 a n=smtcost-+qcos t-
at aq 

X 2 a. a 23= -cos t-+qsmtcost
at aq 

X 
. a 

3.=smt-aq 

X ·2 a. a 32 = sm t- + qsm tcos t-
at aq 

X . a ·2 a 33 = - sm t cos t - + q sm t
at aq 

1809 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 29, No.8, August 1988 

Constant of proportionality 

YII = (qsint+pcost)2 

YI2= (qsint+pcost)2 

X (q cos t - P sin t) 

YI3 = (qsin t+pcos t)3 

Y2. = I 

Yn = q cos t - P sin t 

Y23 = q sin t + p cos t 

Y3I = - 1 

Y32 = - q cos t + p sin t 

Y33 = - q sin t + p cos t 
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The y's, which are also listed in Table II, are constants, 
which perhaps is not unexpected. We note that in each case, 

( 3.12) 

By inspection, the relations between the constants listed in 
Tables I and II are 

J I = - !I2I3' J2 = !(l~ - n), 
J3 = 12, J4 = 13, (3.13) 

J5=!(l~ +n), J6 =JI ( =J7 =JS)' 

The members of each of the three classes of first integrals
linear, quadratic, and quotient---constitute a complete set of 
each class. In the case of the quotient integral, II, it will be 
appreciated that the theory involved in determining the inte
gral does not distinguish between II and its reciprocal. 

Considering the relations between the I's and J's and 
the X 's and G 's, it is instructive to calculate the integral that 
results from a linear combination of the X's. As an example 
of the calculation we take 

XI = mX21 + nX31 · (3.14 ) 

The associated integral is a solution of 

-YI- - 0 dOl) - 0 
11- , - . 

dt 
(3.15 ) 

The first of (3.15) is 

~ dq dp 
o mcost+nsint -msint+ncost 

(3.16) 

from which is follows that II is a function of U I and U2, where 

UI = t, U2 = m(q sin t + p cos t) - n(q cos t - P sin t). 
(3.17) 

As a matter of terminology we point out that here we use U I 

and U 2 to emphasize the traditional equivalence of the ca
nonical coordinates in Hamiltonian mechanics. Were we us
ing q, q, and t as variables, the usual U and v where v repre
sents the differential invariant would be appropriate. Using 
the second of (3.15) in the standard fashion, 

dU2 = dU2 (dU I ) -I = O. 
dU I dt dt 

(3.18 ) 

Hence the invariant is 

II = mI2 - nI3' (3.19) 

i.e., simply a linear combination. 
Combining X23 and X32 in the same manner we obtain 

(3.20) 

i.e., a linear combination of two of the quadratic integrals. 
The choices m = - 1 = nand m = - 1, n = 1 yield J2 and 
J5 , respectively (up to a constant multiplicative factor there 
is an arbitrariness in how an integral is written). These two 
choices coincide with the combinations given in (3.8). Simi
larly the combination of X22 and X33 gives 

13 = (p sin t - q cos)m(p cos t + q sin t) - n, (3.21 ) 

yielding J I and J6 for the choices m = 1, n = - 1 and 
m = 1, n = 1, respectively. 

We note that in the three examples of integrals consid
ered, the first gave simply a linear combination of the two 
linear integrals, the second a linear combination of the qua-
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dratic integrals, whereas the third provided an integral of 
arbitrary order depending only upon our choice of m and n. 
We do not wish to labor the matter of combinations of gener
ators, but we point out that the relationship between the 
combination of generators and the combination of the asso
ciated integrals is not simple. The reason for the diversity of 
the results in (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21) possibly lies in the 
commutation relations between generators. The effect of the 
commutation relations would become obvious if exponentia
tion were used due to the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff for
mula. 

To conclude this example we observe the action of each 
of the Y's on the three integrals 11,12 , and 13 , These are given 
in Table III. The table may be summarized as follows. If 

YilIj =Aij, (3.22) 

where Aij is some combination of 11,12, and 13, then 

Y'2Ij = I~ij' YiJIj = IzAij' (3.23) 

The connection with (3.12) is obvious. 
We have treated the simple harmonic oscillator in great 

detail. For the remaining examples, we merely give a sketch. 
Example (b): Let us now consider the damped free parti

cle, which has the Hamiltonian 

H = ~p2e- kl, p = qekl. (3.24) 

The appropriate first integrals are 

11= q/p - (1 - e- kl)/k, (3.25) 
12 = p, 13 = q - p( 1 - e - kl)/k. 

The triplets of generators corresponding to each first inte
gral are 

a 
XJ1 = - q --;;q , 

q (1 - ekl ) a 2 a 
X 12 = --q -, 

k at aq 
X = qek1i.. 

13 at' 
a 

X 21 =-, aq 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

TABLE III. The effect of each Yacting on each invariant. The expressions 
in parentheses illustrate the effect more explicitly. A Y2i operator has the 
effect of dividing by I, and a Y'i operator by 12, in contrast to the multiply
ing effect shown by Yi2 and YjJ' 

I, 12 I, 

YII 0 -12 -I, 

Y'2 0 - 1,12 -n 
Y13 0 12 - 2 -121, 

Y2, 1/12 ( = 1,/1,) 0 1 ( = 1,/1,) 
Y22 I, (=1,1,/1,) 0 I, ( = 1,1,/1,) 
Y2, 1 ( = 121,/1,) 0 12( = 121,/1,) 

Y" - 1,/12 1 ( = 12/12) 0 

Y'2 - n ( = - 1,1,/12) I, ( = 1312/12) 0 
Y33 - I, ( = - 121,/12) 12 ( = 1212/12) 0 
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(3.28) 

The linear dependence relation is again (3.9) and the follow
ing relations amongst the generators are observed: 

qXil = ektX i2 + [(ekt 
- l)/k ]X;3' i = 1,3, (3.29) 

Xli + qektX2; - qkektX3; = o. 
It may be verified by direct calculation that the first integrals 
and generators have the properties summarized in Tables III 
and IV. 

We next treat two familiar examples of nonlinear sys
tems. 

Example (c): The differential equation 

q+ 3qq+q3 = 0 (3.30) 

occurs in the investigation of univalued functions defined by 
second-order differential equations and in the study of the 
modified Emden equation.6

•
7 Recently it has also been treat

ed in Ref. 8. Equation (3.30) has the Hamiltonian 

H = t /q - pi - ~(t2 - 2pi)1/2, 

1 t 2 1 1 
P=2 i -2 (i +~l>2' 

The first integrals are (cf. Ref. 7) 

11= -t+ (t2-2pi)I/2, 

12=t2/2+ (l/q)(l-tq)(t 2-2Pi)l/2, 

t 2q + 2( 1 - tq) (t 2 _ 2pq2) 1/2 
13 = ---'=----~--=-:...-'----!.....:.....;'--

- 2tq + 2q(t2 - 2Pi)1/2 

(3.31 ) 

( 3.32) 

The triplets of generators corresponding to each first inte
gral are 

X I 2 a (2 1 2....3 ) a 
1J = - t q - + tq - - t " - q -, 

2 at 2 aq 

a a 
X 12 = tq-+ (i - t~) -, (3.33) 

at aq 

X ( 
1 2 )a (1 23 . ...2) a 

33 = - - t q + t - + - t q - t" -. 
2 at 2 aq 

The linear dependence relation is given by 

XII =X22 +X33, 

and the relations among the operators are 

(t - lIq)Xli = X2i> i = 1,3, 

(t /q) - t 2/2)XI; = X3;· 

Example (d): The equation 

tq=~ + q 

was considered in Ref. 9. It has the Hamiltonian 

H= -4t(q3p/2)1/2_4tq, p=2i-2t2/q2, 

and first integrals 

11= 2(q2 - p/2)1/2 + 2q, 

12 = t 2 - i - 2q(i - p/2) 1/2, 

_ t 2 _ q2 _ 2q(i _ p/2) 1/2 
13 - --~-~~----"'-.:.-.....:.....-

2q + 2(q2 _ p/2) 1/2 

(3.36) 

( 3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

The triplets of generators associated with each first integral 
are 

TABLE IV. Commutation relations between the X's. The entry is [X column, X row]. The relations for the Y's are, naturally, the same. 

XII X'2 XI3 X2I X22 X23 X3, X32 X33 

XII 0 -XI2 -XI3 X2, 0 0 X3, 0 0 

X'2 X12 0 0 X22 -XII -X'2 -XI3 X32 0 0 
XI3 XI3 0 0 X23 0 0 X33 -XII -XI2 -XI3 

X2, -X2' X" -X22 -X23 0 X2, 0 0 X3, 0 
X22 0 X'2 0 -X2' 0 -X23 0 X32 0 
X23 0 XI3 0 0 X23 0 -X2' X33 -X22 -X23 

X3, -X3' -X32 X" -X33 0 0 X2, 0 0 X3, 
X32 0 0 X'2 -X3' -X32 X22 -X33 0 0 X32 
X33 0 0 XI3 0 0 X23 -X3' -X32 0 
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X ( 
t 1 -I 2) a a 

11= 2"-2"t q at +q aq' 

X -I a a 
12= -t q-+-, 

at aq 

x _l..t-I~. 
\3- 2 at' 

X (
1 1 -I 3) a 2 a 

21 = -tq--t q -+q-, 
2 2 at aq 

X -I 2 a a 22= -t q -+q-, 
at aq 

X
l_I a 

23=-t q-; 
2 at 

X (
t3 1 1 4) a (2 3 a 

31 = - - - t - q - + t q + q ) -, 
2 2 at aq 

X32 = - (tq + t - 1 q3) ~ + (t 2 + q2) ~ , 
at aq 

X (
1 1 -I 2) a 33 = - t + - t q - . 
2 2 at 

(3.41 ) 

(3.42) 

(3.43 ) 

The linear dependence relation is again (3.36) and the rela
tions among the generators are 

qXli = X 2i , i = 1,3, 

(t2 + q2)Xli =X3i . 

IV. COMMUTATION RELATIONS 

(3.44) 

Each of the triplets {Xli}' {X2), and {X3) constitutes a 
Lie subalgebra. The commutation relations are 

[Xll ,x12] = - X 12' [Xw X\3] = - X\3' 

[XJ2,X\3] =0, (4.1) 

[X21'X22 ] = ± Xw [X21 ,x23] = 0, 

[X22,X23 ] = +X23, 

[X31 ,x32] = 0, [X31'X33 ] = ± X 31' 

[X32,x33] = ± X 32• 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Clearly each of the three sets of commutation relations given 
above can be written in the form 

[ZI,Z2] = 0, [ZI,Z3] = ZI' [Z2,Z3] = Z2' (4.4) 

and so the algebraic properties of the triplets are identical. 
The Lie algebra represented by the commutation rela

tions (4.4) is denoted by A 3,3 (see Refs. 10 and 11). The 
question now arises as to whether the three triplets of genera
tors, having isomorphic algebras (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3), 
associated with each of the examples treated in the previous 
section, can be transformed into a canonical triplet of gener
ators by a point transformation. To answer this we prove the 
following result. 

Proposition: In order that a differential equation 
q = N(q,q,t) possess sl(3,m) algebra it is necessary and suf
ficient that it have the algebra A 3,3 • 

Proof To prove sufficiency, suppose that q = N(q,q,t) 
has the algebra A J •3 • The generators of symmetry Gi 

(i = 1,3) then satisfy the A 3,3 commutation relations. As
sume first that G2 = p(t,q)GI and G3 = "p(t,q)GI for suit
able nonconstant functions p and "p. This certainly is a strong 
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condition. There is, however, no less generality in assuming 
the conjunction than there is in assuming the disjunctive 
statement, since G2 = pGI implies G3 = "pG1 and vice versa. 
Invoking~3,3 we obtain G1 p = ° and G1"p = 1. Transform
ing G I to G I = a / aQ and taking the simplest solutions of the 
aforementioned equations we arrive at the generators 

- a - a - a 
G I =-, G2=T-, G3=Q-. (4.5) 

aQ aQ aQ 

Expressing the invariance of the differential equation for Q 
with respect to (4.5) results in the free particle equation 
Q"=O. 

By assuming that G2 =I=<p(t,q) GI for any function <p, we 
straightforwardly obtain 

G - a G - a G _ T a Q a (46) 
I - aT' 2 - aQ ' 3 - aT + aQ ' . 

the differential equation once more being the free particle 
equation. Proof of the case for which the generators G I and 
G3 are unconnected is omitted as it also yields (4.6). 

Thus it follows that the equation for q has the sl (3,m) 
algebra. Proof of the necessity is trivial since A 3,3 is a subal
gebra ofsl(3,m). 0 

We have two realizations for the algebraA3,3' viz., (4.5) 
and (4.6). On examining each of the triplets of generators 
obtained in the examples we notice that they are unconnect
ed. For example, X I2 =l=pXw XJ3 =1= "pXw and X 12 =I=<pX\3 for 
any functions p, "p, and <p. Therefore each of the triplets of the 
examples can be reduced to the standard form (4.6) by 
means of a point transformation that transforms the original 
equation to the free particle equation Q" = 0. It is thus in
structive to look at the free particle equation. The Hamilto
nian is 

H= !p 2, P= Q', 

and the first integrals are 

II=P, I 2=Q-TP, 13= (Q-TP)/P. (4.7) 

Here II has associated the triplet [cf. (4.6)] 

- a a - a - a 
XII=T-+Q-, X 12 =-, X J3 =-. 

aT aQ aT aQ 

For 12, we have 

- 2a a - a - a 
X 12 = T -+ TQ-, X 22 =T-, X23= T-, 

aT aQ aT aQ 

and for 13, 

X- - '1Y}~ Q2 ~ - a - a 
31 - 1 ~ aT + aQ' X 32 = Q aT' X33 = Q aQ ' 

We immediately observe these relations among the genera
tors [cf. Examples (c) and (d)]: 

TXli = X2i' i = 1,3, 
(4.8) 

QXIi =X3i · 

By inspection we observe that the 12 generators are equiva
lent to the 13 generators under the interchange transforma-
tion 

(4.9) 

TheIl generators are form-invariant under (4.9). It is easily 
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verified that the 12 generators transform into the II genera
tors via the transformation 

T= -liT, Q= QIT. (4.10) 

Hence using (4.9) together with (4.10) we deduce that 

T= -IIQ, Q= TIQ, (4.11) 

reduces the 13 generators to the II generators. Clearly the 
above ';ransformations leave the free particle equation invar
iant. 

Hence the knowledge of a first integral J together with 
its associated triplet {G;: i = 1,3} enables an equation to be 
reduced to the free particle equation by a point transforma
tion that transforms the G;'s to the standard form (4.6). 
Accordingly one can obtain the remaining first integrals 
from (4.7) and the associated triplets from (4.8). The fore
going examples can easily be shown to illustrate this. How
ever, we consider the time-dependent oscillator as a further 
example. The equation is 

q + w2 (t)q = 0, (4.12) 

with the Hamiltonian 

H=!p2+!W2q2, p=q. 

A first integral is given by 

1= lI(qC - pC), 

where C is a particular solution of (4.12). The triplet of 
generators associated with I are obtained by using (2.7) and 
(2.8). They are 

1813 

Xli = C 2 f C -2 dt :t + q (1 + CC f C -2 dt) ~ , 
X I2 = C2~+ Ccq~, (4.13) at aq 

a 
X13=C-' aq 
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The transformation which reduces (4.13) to (4.6) is given 
by 

T= f C- 2 dt, Q=qIC. 

It is now a simple matter to obtain the remaining first inte
grals and triplets by using (4.7) and (4.8) together with the 
above transformation. The first integrals are 

J= ~ - (pC-qC) f C- 2dt, 

K= q. -fC-2 dt, 
C(pC- qC) 

and the triplets are given by 

f C- 2 dtXli =X2;, i= 1,3, 

(qIC)XI ; = X 3i> i = 1,3. 
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Approximate solutions to the one-dimensional time independent wave equation, called the 
phase-integral approximations, are analyzed in the vicinity of characteristic points. The 
approximations are of arbitrary order and are generated from an unspecified base function. 
The general theory is illustrated by examples involving the power and/or the exponential 
behavior of the square of the base function. In these cases simple estimates are derived for the 
integrals which define the accuracy of the phase-integral approximation, and the optimum 
approximation order is determined. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper deals with the phase-integral approxima
tions, which are approximate solutions to the one-dimen
sional time independent wave equation 

d 2¢ 
dz'l +R(z)¢=O, z=x+iy. (Ll) 

Their early version I was related to the ordinary WKB ap
proximation. They were then generalized so as to include an 
unspecified base function. 2

•
3 This more general version, 

which is the subject of our analysis, can be written 

¢(z) ~.ft.2 (z) =q-1/2(z)exp [ ± i f q(Z)dZ] , (1.2) 

where, for the approximation of order 2N + 1, N;;pO, 
N 

q(z) = Q(z) L Y2n (z), Yo(z) = 1 , (1.3 ) 
n=O 

whereQ(z) is the base function, and the Y2n (z), n> 1, are the 
higher-order corrections; they can be expressed uniquely in 
termsofR(z), Q2(Z), and the derivatives d /dzofthesefunc
tions.4 The central role in the theory is played by two dimen
sionless quantities, 

~= f Q(z)dz, (1.4 ) 

and 

eo(z) = Q -2(Z) [R(Z) _ Q2(Z) + Q 1/2 d 2~; 1/2] , 

( 1.5a) 

where the differential term m (1.5a) can be expressed 
uniquely in terms of Q 2(Z): 

d2Q -1/2 QI/2_=-__ 
dz2 

5 (Q-2 d Q2 )2 _"!"Q-2 d
2
Q2. 

16 dz 4 dz2 
( 1.5b) 

Thus all corrections Y2n are polynomials in eo and the de
rivatives d /d~ of eo, e.g., 

Y2 = !eo, Y4 = - A(e~ + e2) , 

Y6 = 12(2e~ + 6eoe2 + 5~ + e4 ), .. ·, 

where 

( 1.6a) 

(1.6b) 

In principle all corrections Y2n can be determined succes
sively from the recurrence relations derived in Refs. 1-4, but 
one soon encounters significant algebraic complications.4 

For 4 < n<, 10 the problem was handled by using a computer 
to perform the algebra.5 For our purposes the following gen
eral result will be useful4

: 

( _ 1)n+ 1 [ (2n)!e~ ] 
Y2n = 22n-1 2(2n _ l)(n!)2 + ... + e2n - 2 , 

(1.6c) 

where the first term in brackets contains no derivatives of eo, 
while the last term contains the highest derivative. 

An important point is that the phase-integral approxi
mations belong to the class of approximations (1.2) in any 
order, and for any choice of the base function. This often 
simplifies generalization of the first-order results to higher 
orders in contrast to the ordinary WKB approximation.6

•
7 

Also the general theory of the approximations (1.2) devel
oped in Ref. 8 is applicable. The special role of the functions 
fl(z) and.t;(z) defined by (1.2) in representing approximate 
solutions of Eq. (1.1) follows from the fact that these func
tions are exact solutions ofEq. (1.1), for any q(z), if R(z) is 
defined in terms of q(z) as 

d 2q-1/2 
R(z) = q2(Z) _ ql/2 (1.7) 

dz2 

Therefore the.ft.2 (z) exhibit these general features of the 
exact solutions of Eq. (1.1) which are independent of the 
details of R (z), e.g., constancy of the Wronskian [for any 
q(z)], or the quantum mechanical current conservation [if 
R(x) defined by Eq. (1.7) is real and nonsingular, i.e., if 
q2(X) is real, nonsingular, and nonzero, see Eq. (1.5b)]. 

The base function Q(z) is often chosen so that either 

Q2(Z) = R(z) , (1.8) 

or R(z) - Q2(Z) is small in comparison to the differential 
term in Eq. ( 1.5a) as z tends to a zero or singularity of Q 2(Z). 
Such situations are discussed in Sec. IV. Another possibility 
is to choose Q(z) so as to optimize the approximation at a 
given characteristic point (Sec. V). In any case our aim is to 
derive the leading terms of the Y2n (z) as z tends to a zero or a 
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singularity of Q 2 (Z) . General aspects of these derivations are 
described in Sec. III. The leading terms of the Y2n (z) are 
then used to derive simple estimates for the integrals defin
ing the accuracy of the phase-integral approximation (Sec. 
VI). The dependence of these integrals on the approxima
tion order is discussed in Sec. VII. Section II gives the trans
formation properties of the Y2n (z), which are used in the 
following derivations. They also clarify some earlier results. 

II. TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES OF THE Y2n(z) 

The wave equation (1.1) can be mapped into another 
differential equation of the same form by the well-known8 

simultaneous transformation of the independent variable, 
z-+z, and the unknown function, tf;-+ijJ: 

d 2•i , _ _ crl +R(z)tf;=O, (2.1a) 

where 

- _ (dZ)1I2 
tf; - dz tf;, (2.1b) 

R = e:) -2[R + (~:r/2 d2(dZ~~)-1/2] . (2.1c) 

Specializing Eqs. (1.2 )-( 1.6b) to the z plane, and choosing 
some base function Q(z) =d; /dz, Eq. (2.1a) can then be 
solved with the phase-integral approximation. To see how 
this approximation is related to the original phase-integral 
approximation pertaining to Eq. (1.1) we introduce three 
auxiliary transformations: 

(2.2) 

It can be seen by using Eqs. (2.1 c) and ( 1. Sa), appropriately 
specialized, that the R functions after the first two transfor
mations (2.2) are 1 + Eo, and 1 + Eo, respectively. Hence 
Eq. (2.1c) specialized to the transformation ~-+;(~) gives 

_ (d;)-2[ (d;)I/2d2(d;/d~)-1/2] 
1 + Eo = - 1 + Eo + - 2' 

d~ d~ d~ 
(2.3 ) 

If the base function Q(z) is chosen so as to keep invariant the 
~ variable (1.4), d; /d~ = 1, Eq. (2.3) indicates that Eo will 
also be invariant, Eo(z) =Eo(Z). This in turn implies invar
iance of all corrections Y2n , in view of Eqs. (1. 6a), (1. 6b ) , 

Y2n (z) = Y2n (z), n = 1,2, .... (2.4) 

In that case, on transforming the phase-integral approxima
tion pertaining to Eq. (2.1a) back to the z plane, according 
to Eq. (2.1b), one arrives at the original approximation 
( 1.2 )-( 1.6b). In the derivation of Eqs. (1.2 )-( 1.6b) given 
in Ref. 3 the above mentioned property of the phase-integral 
approximation was postulated, along with the invariance of 
the ~ variable [see Eqs. (14) and ( 14') in Ref. 3], leading in 
conclusion to the invariance (2.4). Our arguments based on 
Eq. (2.3) relate invariance of the Y2n to invariance of ~, and 
indicate that these features are just an option. The usefulness 
of other options will be demonstrated later in this section. 
Recalling the fact that the Y2n (z) can be expressed in terms 
ofQ2(z) rather than Q(z) (Sec. I), the invariance (2.4) will 
be valid also if we change the sign ofQ(z), i.e., the sign of;. 
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In other words Q2(Z) can be chosen so that (d; /d~)2 = 1, 
leading to 

Q2 = (~:) -2Q2. (2.5) 

Equation (2.5) is the transformation rule for Q2(Z) which 
keeps invariant the corrections Y2n (z). 

Transformations for which the differential term in 
brackets in Eq. (2.1 c) is identically zero playa special role, 
as in that case the transformation rules for R(z) [Eq. 
(2.1c)] andforQ2(z) [Eq. (2.5)] are the same. The most 
general form of such transformations is 

z = (az + b)/(cz + d), ad - bc#O, (2.6) 

but we can exclude the trivial cases of c = O. With an appro
priate choice of the origin in the z plane, and the origin, the 
unit length, and the real axis in theZ plane, Eq. (2.6) can be 
written (c#O) 

z=L 2/z, L>O, (2.7) 

where L is a characteristic length. Equations (2.5) and (2.7) 
lead to 

rQ2(z)=rQ2(z), ZZ=L2. (2.8) 

The same transformation rule is obtained for R(z), but also 
for the differential term in Eq. (1. Sa) due to the invariance of 
Eo' Therefore the ratio of R(z) - Q2(Z) to the differential 
term in Eq. (1.5a) is also invariant. This never happens with 
other transformations if Eqs. (2.5) and (2.4) are fulfilled. 

In Ref. 9 both Eqs. (1.1) and (2.1a) were solved with 
the phase-integral approximation satisfying (1.8), and the 
transformationz(z) was not of the type (2.7). Therefore Eq. 
(2.5) was violated, and the invariance ofthe Y2n was broken. 
Nevertheless the functions Y2n (z) and Y2n (z) [not satisfy
ing (2.4)] turned out useful. They were used to construct 
the double phase-integral approximations,9 the efficiency of 
which was demonstrated in Ref. 10. 

Equations (2.8) and (2.4) will be used in the following 
sections to simplify the derivations as follows. IfQ2(z) has a 
zero or a singularity atz = 0, Eq. (2.8) indicates that Q 2(Z) 
also has some zero or singularity at z = 00, and vice versa. 
Using Eq. (2.4) one can relate the behavior of the Y2n (z) at 
z = 0, a zero or singularity of Q2(Z), to the behavior ofthe 
Y2n (z) at z = 00, the corresponding zero or singularity of 
Q2(Z). 

III. LEADING TERMS OF THE Y2n (z) FROM SIMPLE 
MODELS 

The analysis given in this and the following two sections 
aims at the leading terms of the Y2n (z) in the vicinity of 
characteristic points. To define the Y2n (z), both the R(z) 
and Q2(Z) must be specified, and the most convenient ap
proach will be to associate various R (z) with a given typical 
Q2(Z). This will be shown later to be helpful also in defining 
Q 2(Z) for given R (z) (Secs. V and VI). 

We assume that Q2(Z) has a zero or singularity atz = 0, 
and can be approximated in the vicinity of z = 0 by a simple 
model Q~(z): 

Q2(Z) = Q~(z)[l +d(z)] , (3.1) 

where d(z) -+0 as z-+O. We write Eo(Z) given by (1.5a) as 
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(3.2) 

Here and in what follows the sUbscript L denotes the leading 
contribution as z-O, which means that the function d(z) 
with an appropriate subscript tends to zero as z - 0; if this d 
function has no definite limit as z - 0, but it tends to zero as 
x-O ± ,the analysis will be restricted to the real axis [e.g., if 
the d function has an essential singularity at z = OJ. Equa
tions (3.1) and (1.5b) lead to 

d 2Q -1/2 
Q 112 ----'~_ 

dr 

d 2Q - 112 1 d ' () d 
=Q~2 M +_ z -In(Q2) 

dr 8 1 + d(z) dz M 

1 d"(z) 5 [ d'(z) ]2 
- 4 1 +d(z) +16 1 +d(z) 

( 
d2Q -1/2) 

== Q 112 dr L [1 + d I/2 (z)] . (3.3 ) 

Inserting Eq. (3.3) into (1.5a) we can determine (eoh 
[ = 2( Y2) L]' The leading terms (Y2n ) L' n> 1, can then be 
obtained by differentiating did;, Eq. (3.2), and using the 
results in Eqs. (1.6). This procedure can often be simplified 
by noticing that the leading term and the d function relevant 
to e k + 1 can be written 

and 

if 

d(ek)L 
(ek+l)L= d;M' 

lim d k(Z)[~ In(ekh ] -I = 0, k;;;.O; 
z_O dz 

; M is defined as 

;M = f QM(z)dz, 

(3.4a) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

with any convenient choice of the integration constant, and 
the 0 term is a power series in d(z). Equation (3.4a) yields 

(3.7) 

Thus, if condition (3.5) is fulfilled for successive k (which 
can be checked a posteriori), (ek h can be determined by 
differentiating (eo) L with respect to ;M' 

The leading terms in the z plane (z-O) can be trans
formed tothdplane (z- (0) by using Eqs. (2.4) and (2.7), 

[Y2n(z)h==[Y2n (z)h, ZZ=L2. (3.8) 

At the same time the functions Q2(Z) andR(z) are related to 
Q2(Z) and R(z) by Eq. (2.8). If also the model Q1(z) is 
transformed according to (2.8), the form ofEq. (3.1) will be 
invariant: 

Q2(Z) =Q1(z)[1 +d(z)] , 

where 

d(z) =d(z), zz = L 2. 
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( 3.9a) 

(3.9b) 

This implies the same invariance for the remaining Eqs. 
(3.2)-(3.7). Therefore it is only a matter of convenience 
whethertope~ormouranalysisforQ2(z) given by Eq. (3.1) 
withz-O, or Q2(Z) given by (3.9a) withz- 00. In any case 
the final results can easily be transformed to the other limit 
by using Eqs. (3.8) and (2.8). To simplify the notation used 
in the following sections, a tilde will be omitted when refer
ring to the invariant quantities, such as;, ;M' ek' Y2n , or the 
d functions. 

IV. COMMON BEHAVIOR OF THE PHASE-INTEGRAL 
APPROXIMATIONS 

In this section we examine the phase-integral approxi
mations in some vicinity of a zero or a singularity of Q 2 (z) 

(at z = 0) under the assumption that the leading contribu
tion to eo(Z) comes from the differential term in Eq. (1.5a). 
This requirement can be written as 

lim D(z) = 0, D(z) = a[R(z) - Q2(Z)] 
z_o (Q 1/2 d 2Q -1/2/drh ' 

(4.1 ) 

where a = const. Condition (4.1) is obviously fulfilled if 
Q2(Z) = R(z), but in practice it usually holds also with the 
other choice of the base function. Therefore this behavior 
will be referred to as common. Examples of a different be
havior will be given in Sec. V. Recalling the fact that the ratio 
of R (z) - Q 2(Z) to the differential term in (1.5a) is invar
iant under the transformation (2.8) it follows that condition 
( 4.1) is fulfilled if and only if an analogous condition is ful
filled in the z plane, as z - 00. The constants a and a can be 
chosen in any convenient way. Equations (1.5a), (3.1), 
(3.2), and (4.1) lead to 

( 
d 2Q -1/2) 

(eO)L =QM
2
(Z) QI/2 dr L' 

do(z) = D(z)/a + d I/2 (Z) + 0 [d(z)] , 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

where dI/2 (z) is defined in (3.3), and the 0 term is a power 
series in d(z). Equations (4.2) have the same form in the z 
plane. 

The general theory developed so far will now be illus
trated by two groups of models that cover many practically 
interesting cases. 

A. The power models 

If Q2(Z) exhibits a power behavior as z-O, i.e., 

Q1(z) = czm, m¥:O, 

the same type of behavior is obtained in the z plane, 

Q1(z) = cz"', m¥: - 4 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

[c=cL 2(m+2),m= -(m+4),seeEq.(2.8)]. In our 
analysis the constant c can be complex (nonzero), whereas 
m will be assumed to be real. In practice m is usually an 
integer, in which case Q2(Z) has either a zero or a pole at 
z = 0, but this restriction is not necessary in our discussion. 

For Q1(z) given by Eq. (4.3a) we obtain 

d Q2 m -In( M) =-, 
dz z 

(4.4) 
and 
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(;M=CI/2 X{[2/(m+2)]z<m+2)12, m=/= -2, 
In(z), m = - 2. 

(4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

The following analysis for the power models assumes that 
the function d(z) in Eq. (3.1) satisfies 

lim[d(z),zd'(z),~d"(z), ... ] =0. (4.6) 
z-o 

Using Eqs. (4.4), (4.6), and (3.3) it can be seen that 
Q ~2 d 2Q ii 112ld~ is the leading term in (3.3), and dI/2(z) 
also satisfies condition (4.6). Therefore condition (4.1) can 
be written (for m =/= 0, - 4 ) 

lim D(z) = 0, D(z) = [R (z) - Q 2(Z)]~ , (4.7) 
z-o 

and Eqs. (4.2a), (4.4), and (4.5a) yield 

(E) =m(m+4) 
o L 16c~+2 

{
b{; ii2, 

= - (4c)-I, 

m =/= 0, - 2, - 4 , 

m= -2, 

where 

(4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

b==b(m) = m(m + 4) = ~ _ 1 (4.9) 
4(m + 2)2 4 (m + 2)2 

Equations (3.7), (4.8a), and (4.5a) lead to 

(Ekh = (-1) kb(k+ 1)!{; ii<k+2), 

and 
m=/=O, - 2, - 4, 

[ 
d ]-1 
dz In(Ek)L = - 2[ (m + 2)(k + 2)] -IZ . 

(4.10) 

(4.11 ) 

Using Eq. (4.11) it can be seen that the validity condition 
(3.5) for (4.10) will be fulfilled if the functions d(z) and 
D(z) [Eq. (4.7)] both satisfy condition (4.6). (In that case a 
repeated use of the operator zd Idz on the function do(z) 
[Eq. (4.2b)] produces a result tending to zero as z ..... O.} The 
same relations (4.4 )-( 4.11) and the same validity condi
tions are obtained for quantities with a tilde (as i ..... CI:J). 

Equation (4.6) is obviously fulfilled if d(z) and D(z) are 
regular at z = 0, but it allows also for some singular behav
ior, e.g., 

d(z),D(z)-zPlnq(z), p>O, qreal, (4.12) 

and similarly for quantities with a tilde (p = - p < 0). 
For m = - 2 the (E k ) L' k> 0, can be determined by a 

direct differentiation d Id{; of Eq. (3.2) in which (Eo) L 
= - (4c)-I. Using the identity 

~=C-1/2[I+d(z)]-I12Z~ m=-2 
d{; dz" 

(4.13) 

and assuming again that d(z) and D(z) satisfy condition 
(4.6) we obtain (Ek h ..... O asz ..... O (k> 0). Therefore all but 
the first term in brackets in (1.6c) tend to zero as z ..... O, 
leading to (C = c) 

(Y2n)L = - (2n)![24n(2n -1)(n!)2cn] -I, 

for m = m = - 2 . ( 4.14) 

The problem is more complicated for (Ek ) L given by (4.10), 
as in that case all terms in (1.6c) contribute to the (Y2n ) L' 

Each term is proportional to {; ii 2n, leading to 

(4.15 ) 

where Pn (b) is a polynomial of order n in b. However, if 
Ib I ::s; 1, the dominant contribution to P" (b) comes from the 
last term in Eq. (1.6c), which contains the largest factorial, 
(2n - 1 )!, and the lowest power of b. Thus we can write 

(Y2n h ={3n( -1)n+12b(2n-l)!(2{;M)-2n, 

m=/=O, - 2, - 4, (4.16) 

where {3 n ==(3n (m), the ratio of the Pn (b) to the contribu
tion coming from the last term in (1.6c), is close to unity. 
This representation was first introduced in Ref. 4 for integer 
m;{3 n was shown to be slightly increasing (for 1m + 21 > 2) 
or decreasing (for 1m + 21 <2) from{3l(m) == 1 to (3,", (m), 
see Table I. [Note that both b(m) and{3" (m) are functions 
of 1m + 21.] The arguments given in Ref. 4 can easily be 
shown to be generally valid if Ib I::S; 1 [ - i<b<! ifm = in
teger=/= - 2]. Table !indicates that{3" (m) varies slowly asa 
function of n and is not much different from unity if 
1m + 21 >j, in which case - 2<b<!. If 1m + 21 = j, one 
obtains (3n(m)=O for n;;;.8, and if Im+21<j, (3,,(m) 
changes sign and is no longer monotone as a function of n. In 
that case no simple analytical representation of the (Y2n ) L 

can be given. Equations (4.15) and (4.16) have the same 
form in the i plane; {; M is defined by Eq. (4.5a). We recall 

TABLE I. Typical values of the coefficient {3 n (m), defined in Eq. (4.16), for n>2 and 1m + 21>i [(3,(m) == 1]. The estimates for (3 ~ (m) were calculated 

from the recurrence relation (B5) in Ref. 4 [where now m can be real, and d .. is denoted by b(m)]. 

Im+21 b(m) {32 {33 {34 {31O {3~ 

0.667 - 2.000 0.667 0.133 0.013 -4XIO-7 

0.756 - 1.500 0.750 0.337 0.206 0.133 0.104 
0.894 - 1.000 0.833 0.550 0.434 0.332 0.283 
1.000 -0.750 0.875 0.659 0.562 0.462 0.410 
1.155 -0.500 0.917 0.771 0.699 0.615 0.568 
1.500 - 0.194 0.968 0.910 0.878 0.837 0.811 
2.500 0.090 1.015 1.042 1.058 1.082 1.097 
3.000 0.139 1.023 1.065 1.090 1.128 1.153 
3.500 0.168 1.028 1.079 1.110 1.157 1.188 
4.000 0.187 1.031 1.088 1.123 1.176 1.211 
6.000 0.222 1.037 1.105 1.146 1.210 1.253 

00 0.250 1.042 1.118 1.165 1.238 1.288 
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that Eqs. (4.14)-(4.16) are valid ifboth d(z) and D(z) sat
isfy condition (4.6). 

In the remaining cases of m = - 4 or fh = 0 the leading 
term in Eq. (3.3), used in either the z or i plane, depends on 
the d function. The analysis is simpler in the i plane, where 
both terms given by ( 4.4 ) are zero. Two groups of models for 
the d functions will be considered: the power models, 

d = gpz"[1 + dp (z)] =gpzP[1 + dp (i)] , 

p>O, jJ= -p, gp = gpL 2p , 

and the exponential models, 

(4.17a) 

(4.17b) 

d = Ye exp( -77Llx) [1 + de(x»), Llx = xlL, 
(4.18 ) 

where 1771 = 1, and the phase of 77 must be such that 
Re(77x»Oasx-> ± oo,i.e.,Re(77lx»Oasx->O±;dp(z) 
and de (x) tend to zero as Z->O or x->O ± . In either case a 
leading term in Eq. (3.3) is that containing d" (i), and the 
leading contribution to Y2n (i) comes from the last term in 
Eq. (1.6c); (Ekh can be calculated from Eq. (3.7). For the 
d function given by Eqs. (4.17) the final results are as fol
lows (written for convenience in the z plane). Condition 
(4.1) reads 

limD(z) =0, D(z) = [R(Z)_Q2(Z)]r- P , ( 4.19) 
z-O 

and 

(Y2n )L = (_I)nlp l(lpl + 1) ... (Ipl + 2n _1)y1pl 

where 

y = c l/21L = cl/2L, 

{;M = yLlz=yZlL. 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

Equations (4.19) and (4.20) have the same form in the i 
plane, i -> 00. The corresponding results for the d function 
given by Eq. (4.18) are 

lim D(x) = 0, D(x) =[R(x) - Q2(X)]X4 exp(77L Ix) , 
x-O± 

(4.23a) 
or 

lim D(x) =0, D(x) = [R(x) -(p(x)]exp(77xIL) , 
x- ± 00 

(4.23b) 

and 

(Y2n h =H -772/(4rWYe exp( -1]{;M ly) , (4.24) 

where yand {;Mly are given by Eq. (4.21), and Eq. (4.22) 
specialized to the real axis. Conditions (4.19) and (4.23) are 
stronger than (4.7). The validity condition (3.5) for Eq. 
(4.20) is fulfilled if dp(z) in Eq. (4.17a) and D(z) [Eq. 
(4.19)] satisfy condition (4.6), and the same in the i plane, 
i -> 00. The corresponding condition for Eq. (4.24) is weaker. 
It takes a simple form in the i plane, where the left-hand side of 
Eq. (4.11) is constant. Thus the function de (x) or de (x) in Eq. 
( 4.18) is required to satisfy 

lim [d.(x),x2d;(x),x4 d;(x), ... ) =0, 
x-O± 

(4.25a) 

or 
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lim [de(x),d;(x),d;(x), ... ] =0, 
x- ± 00 

and the same for D(x) or D(x) in Eqs. (4.23). 

B. The exponential models 

The second group of models is given by 

Q~(z) = rL2z- 4exp(77Llz) , 

(4.25b) 

(4.26a) 

which corresponds to the purely exponential behavior in the i 
plane, 

Q~(i) = rL -2exp(77iIL) , (4.26b) 

where y is a dimensionless parameter, L ( > 0) is a characteris
tic length, and 77 is the phase factor, 1771 = 1; yand 77 can be 
complex. The analysis is simpler in the i plane, where we imme
diately find 

d 2Q -112 2 d 
QII2 M 77 -In(Q~) =!l, (4.27) 

M ar = 16L 2' dZ L 

and 

{;M = 2Y77- 1exP(77Z12L), ZlL = Liz. (4.28) 

Condition (4.6) for the d function can now be replaced by a 
weaker condition ofthe form (4.25a) in the z plane (z->O) or 
(4.25b) in the i plane (i-> 00). This condition and Eqs. (4.27) 
indicate that the leading term in Eq. (3.3) (specialized to thei 
plane) is given by the first of Eqs. (4.27). Hence condition 
( 4.1) can be written 

limD(z) = 0, D(z) = [R(z) - Q2(z)]z4, (4.29a) 
z-O 

or 

z_ 00 

and Eq. (4.2) leads to 

(eO)L = ! {; M 2. 

(4.29b) 

(4.30) 

Conditions (4.29) are weaker than the weakest conditions for 
the power models, see Eq. (4.7) used in either the z or i plane. 
The following discussion can be considerably simplified by no
ticing that the {; M dependence of (eo) L given by Eq. (4.30) is 
the same as that in Eq. (4. 8a) if m -> 00 [b ( 00 ) = U. Therefore 
(ek ) Land (Y2,,) L can be immediately obtained as functions of 
{;M by using Eqs. (4.10) and (4.16) in the limit m-> 00. This 
leads to 

(Y2n h = /3" (00)( - 1)" + I !(2n - 1)!(2{;M) - 2n, (4.31) 

where/3" (00 ) is close to unity (see Table I) and {;M is given by 
Eq. (4.28). It can be shown, using Eq. (4.10) with m -> 00, and 
Eq. (4.28), that the validity condition (3.5) is fulfilled if both 
d(z) and D(z) [Eqs. (4.29)] satisfy conditions of the form 
( 4.25). Note also that in contrast to the exponential d functions 
(4.18) (which must tend to zero), the analysis given here for 
the exponential models of Q2(i) is not restricted to the real 
axis. 

v. THE OPTIMIZED PHASE-INTEGRAL 
APPROXIMATIONS 

The phase-integral approximation will be called optimized 
at a given zero or singularity of Q 2(Z) (atz = 0), if the leading 
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contributions to R(z) - Q2(Z) and to the differential term in 
Eq. (1.5a) asz-Ocancel each other. This implies the following 
relation between Q2(Z) and R(z): 

( 
d2Q-1/2) 

Q2(z)=R(z) + QI/2 dr L[1+dopt(z)] 

=Q~(z)[l+d(z)], (5.1) 

where dopt (z) -0 as z-o. Equations (1.5a) and (5.1) lead to 

( 
d2Q -1/2) 

Eo(Z) = Q Ai 2(Z) Q 1/2 dr L [dI/2(z) -dopt (z) 1 

X [1 + d(z)] -1= (Eo)L [1 + do(z)]. (5.2) 

The following analysis will be restricted only to such models 
Q~ (z) for which 

( 
d 2Q-1/2) d2Q-I12 Q 1/2 _ QII2 M 

dr L- M dr ' 
(5.3) 

for any admissible d function [see Eq. (3.3)]. In that case the 
(Eo)L defined by Eq. (5.2) depends on Q~(z) and on the 
leading term of d(z) only, a simple enough situation to allow 
for a general treatment. Equation (5.3) eliminates the power 
models with m = 0, - 4 [see Eq. (4.4)]. Furthermore we 
impose the requirement that 

IQAi 2(Z)(QI/2 d2~;1/2)J < 00, as z-O, (5.4) 

according to which the Eo (z) given by Eq. (5.2) tends to zero as 
z-Oforany choice ofd(z) and dopt(z). Condition (5.4) elimi
nates the models which for the common behavior of the phase
integral approximation lead to infinite values of Eo(Z) as z-o 
[seeEq. (4.2a)]. 

For a given model Q~(z) satisfying the requirements 
(5.3) and (5.4), Eq. (5.1), with arbitrary functions dopt(z) 
and d(z), defines a class of the admissible R(z). Choosing the 
R(z) to belong to this class, Eq. (5.1) can then be used to define 
Q2(Z) in terms of R(z). If the left-hand side ofEq. (5.4) tends 
to zero, Eq. (5.1) leads to R(z)/Q2(z) ..... 1 as z-O. Hence in 
that case both Q2(Z) andR(z) are approximated by the same 
model: 

(5.5) 

where dR (z) ..... O as z-O. This statement is true also for the 
common behavior of the phase-integral approximation, where 
thedifferenceR(z) - Q2(Z) is negligible in comparison to that 
defined by Eq. (5.1). 

All arguments given here in the z plane, z ..... 0, are directly 
applicable to the z plane, z - 00, leading again to Eqs. (5.1)
(5.5), but for quantities with a tilde. The phase-integral ap
proximation isoptimizedatz = o ifand only ifitisoptimizedat 
z = 00, see Eq. (2.8) and the following comment. 

The theory given in this section will now be illustrated by 
the simple models introduced in Sec. IV. 

A. The power models 

1819 

For the power models (4.3) Eqs. (5.1) and (4.4) lead to 

Q2(Z) = R(z) + [m(m + 4 )/16z2j [1 + dopt (z)] 

=cz"'[1 + d(z)], (5.6) 
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which has the same form in the z plane. Conditions (5.3) and 
(5.4) are fulfilled if either 

-4#m< -2, i.e., -2<in#0, (5.7) 

or m = in = - 2. IfEq. (5.7) holds, the left-hand side ofEq. 
( 5.4) tends to zero, and the admissible R (z) or R (z) is given by 
the rightmost member of Eq. (5.6) [where the d function 
should be replaced by some function dR (z) or dR (z)]. 

For m = - 2 or in = - 2 the left-hand side ofEq. (5.4) 
tends to a constant, and Eq. (5.6) reduces to the well-known 
definition2-4.8 

Q2(Z) =R(z) - (1!4r) [1 +dopt (z)]=cz- 2[1 +d(z)]. 
(5.8) 

It can be used if either 

limrR(z) = 0, (5.9) 
z_o 

(c= -A),or 

R(z) = CR Z-
2 p + dR (z)] (5.10) 

(c = CR -!>. Equations (5.8)-(5.10) have the same form 
in the z plane, z - 00 • 

IfQ2(z) is defined by Eq. (5.6) [or (5.8)], the function 
d(z) is often of the power type [see Eq. (4.17a)]. In that 
case Eqs. (3.3) and (4.4) lead to 

[d l /2(z) h = [2p(m + 2 - 2p)/m(m + 4) ]gpzP=cpz p. 
(5.11 ) 

Assuming for simplicity that dopt (z) is negligible 
[dopt (z) =0, or dopt (z)/dI/2 (z) ..... 0 as z ..... O] , we find from 
Eqs. (5.2) and (5.11) 

{

YEt ,i{2(1+a), 

(EO)L = _ (4c)-ICp zP, 

where 

- 4#m < - 2, (5.12a) 

m = - 2, (5.12b) 

a = - p/(m + 2) >0, Y£ = b [4c/(m + 2)2]a cp; 
(5.13 ) 

tM' b, and cp are defined by Eqs. (4.5a), (4.9), and (5.11). 
[Equations (5.12a)-(5.13), and the following Eqs. (5.14) 
and (5.15), are generally valid if dopt (z) exhibits a power 
behavior, but the meaning of p and c p may be different.] 

IfQ2(z)isgivenbyEq. (5.8) (m = - 2),Eqs. (5.12b), 
(5.2), and (4.13) lead to (Ekh = constXz p

• Therefore the 
(Y2n) L comes from the last term in brackets in Eq. (1.6c), 

(Y2n )L =!( - p2/4c)n(cp/p2)zP, (5.14) 

where Cp/p2 = gp if cp is given by Eq. (5.11). 
For Q2(Z) given by Eq. (5.6) with m# - 2, we calcu

late (Ek ) L from Eqs. (3.7) and (5.12a). Again the (Y2n h 
comes from the last term in Eq. (1.6c), 

(Y2n )L = ( - I)n+ 12 - (2n-I)YE 

X [(2 + 2a)"'(2n - 1 + 2a)]t Ai 2(n+a). 
(5.15 ) 

The expression in the brackets in Eq. (5.15) must be re
placed by unity if n = 1. Equations (5.14) and (5.15) are 
valid ifdp (z) inEq. (4.17a) satisfies condition (4.6). These 
results have the same form in the z plane. [Note that a and 
Ye are invariant under the transformation (2.8).] 
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B. The exponential models 

Specializing Eqs. (4.26) to the real axis, and using 
(4.27) and (5.1), we obtain 

Q2(X) =R(x) + (n2L2/16)x-4[1 + dopt (x)] 

=rL2X-4 exp(nLlx) [1 +d(x)], (5.16a) 

,p(x) = R(x) + (rlL -2/16) [1 + dopt (x)] 

=rL -2 exp(nxIL)[1 + d(x)] . (5.16b) 

Conditions (5.3) and (5.4) are fulfilled if either 

Re(nlx),Re(nx) >0, (5.17) 

or n = ± i. The last two cases are ofless general importance 
and will not be discussed here. If Eq. (5.17) holds, the left
hand side ofEq. (5.4) tends to zero as x-+O ± or x-+ ± 00. 

Therefore the admissible R(x) or R(x) are given by the 
rightmost members of Eqs. (5.16), where again the d func
tions should be replaced by some dR functions. To illustrate 
our theory we chose the dopt function in (5.16) to be zero, 
and assume that the d function exhibits the exponential be
havior (a> 0), 

d = re exp( - an Llx) [I + de(x)], L Ix = XlL, 
(5.18 ) 

where the de function tends to zero as x-+O ± or x-+ ± 00. 

In that case (Eoh is again given by Eq. (5.12a) if one defines 

rE = - !rea (2a + 1 )(2rln)2a, (5.19) 

and calculates tm from Eq. (4.28) specialized to the real 
axis. With this new meaning of a, rE' and tM' Eq. (5.15) is 
validfortheQ2(x) orQ2(x) givenbyEqs. (5.16). The valid
ity condition (3.5) is fulfilled if the de function in Eq. (5.18) 
satisfies conditions (4.25). Our assumptions dopt (x) =0 and 
(5.18) imply the following admissible form of dR (x): 

dR (x) = re exp( - an xlL) [1 + de (x)] 

(5.20) 

The leading term of the R(x) fixes the parameters r, L, and 
n [see Eq. (5.16b)] whereas re' a, and the function de (x) 
remain free. Hence the dR (x) can be an arbitrary function 
tending to zero faster than exp ( - nxl L) [a = 1, r e = (n I 
4r)2], or behaving like exp( -nxIL) [a= 1, rei=(nl 
4r)2], or like exp( - anxlL ), 0 <a < 1. For a > 1, the lead
ing term of the d R (x) is fixed by Q ~ (x) , and therefore these 
cases are ofless general importance. The admissible d R (x) is 
obtained on replacing in Eq. (5.20) xIL-+L Ix. 

VI. INTEGRALS DEFINING ACCURACY OF THE PHASE· 
INTEGRAL APPROXIMATION 

Linear combinations of the functions II (z) and h (z) 
given by Eq. (1.2) can be used to trace approximately the 
wave function t/J(z) from a given point Zo to other points z. If 
Zo andz can be joined by a path A along which the modulus of 
the exponential in (1.2) changes monotonically, accurate 
error estimates for this tracing can be given. II They involve 
the "p, integral" calculated along A,8 and two additional "v 
integrals." 11 If the q(z) in Eq. (1.2) is given by (1.3), and 
I Y2n I « 1 along the integration path, 1 <.n <.N, the integrals in 
question can be expressed in terms of the correction Y2N + 2 
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[see Eqs. (2.24)-(2.25b) in Ref. 11]. Our aim here is to 
derive simple analytical approximations to these integrals, 
related to the models introduced in Secs. IV and V. Choosing 
the integration path A to belong to some vicinity of z = 0 or 
Z = 00, we can approximate in the relevant integrands 

Y2N + 2 (tl)dtl= (Y2N + 2 )LdtMI' 

where tM is defined by Eq. (3.6). In this approximation we 
obtain 

P,2N+I = (M IdtMI 2(Y2N + 2 hl, 
J"MO 

~~+ I = I ("M dtMI 2( Y2N + 2)L 
J"MO 

Xexp[ - 2i(tMI - tMO)] 1 ' 

(6.1 ) 

(6.2a) 

Xexp[2i(tMI - tM)] I· (6.2b) 

The integration path A and the sign of t M must be chosen so 
that I exp (it M I ) I increases or is constant as one moves along 
A from Zo to z. 

In the following analysis Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) will only 
be used ifthep, integral (6.1) is convergent atz = Oorz = 00 

(for arbitrary N, which implies the convergence of the v 
integrals), while the t integral (1.4) is divergent, 

t -+ 00, as z -+ 0 or z -+ 00. ( 6.3) 

With these two assumptions we obtain (assuming the exis
tence of the limits below) 

lim( Y2n, ~ Y2n , :t22 Y2n , ... ) = 0, Z-+O or Z-+ 00, 

(6.4 ) 

n = 1,2, .... Equation (6.4) means that the approximation 
given by Eqs. (1.2), (1.3) tends to an exact solution of Eq. 
(1.1) as z-+O or z-+ 00. This fact will be used in Ref. 11 to 
demonstrate the uniqueness of the reflection, transmission, 
and absorption coefficients defined in terms of the phase
integral approximation. Furthermore, ifEq. (6.4) holds, the 
validity condition for Eqs. (6.1)-( 6.2b), I Y2n I < 1 along A, 
can always be fulfilled by choosing A close enough to Z = 0 
or z= 00. 

The divergence of t means that 

~~lrQ2(z) I =!~ IrQ2(z) I = {::.O, (6.5a) 

(6.5b) 

Condition (6.5a) corresponds to the power models with 
m = - 2 or fit = - 2. In that case the p, integral (6.1) is 
logarithmically divergent as z -+ 0 or z -+ 00, if the phase-inte
gral approximation is commonly behaving (dtM = cl12 dzl 
z, and Y2N + 2 ..... consti=0 [see Eq. (4.14»)). Improving the 
approximation in comparison to this "marginal" situation 
one can expect the convergence of the p, integral. Hence in 
the case (6. Sa) the convergence of p, can be expected if the 
approximation is optimized (Y2N + 2 -+ 0), which is con
firmed by Eq. (5.14). In the case (6.Sb) the convergence of 
p, can be expected for the commonly behaving approxima
tions, which implies the convergence for the optimized ap-
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proximations. This is suggested by Eq. (4.2a) which indi
cates that IEO(Z)Q(Z) I decreases when increasing IQ2(Z)I. 
By the same arguments in the case (6.Sb) the left-hand side 
ofEq. (S.4) should tend to zero, and so both Q 2(Z) andR (z) 
should be approximated by the same model [see Eq. (S.S)]. 
These predictions were confirmed by our models discussed 
in Secs. IV and V. In particular Eqs. (4.1S), (4.16), (4.20), 
(4.31), and (5.1S), which have the common form, 

(Y2n )L=Cn{;M 1(n+a>, a;>O, (6.6) 

and Eq. (4.24), indicate that the integral (6.1 ) is convergent 
as{;m- oo . 

The v integrals corresponding to Eq. (6.6) are nonele
mentary, but simple approximations can be obtained by us
ing their asymptotic expansions for large integration limits 
(k>O), 

i~M d{; (; - k exp( ± 2 i{;) 
~MO 

= + ~i{; - k exp( ± 2 i{;)[ 1 + O({; -I)] I~:o . (6.7) 

All other integrals pertaining to our models are elementary. 
In applications described in Ref. 11 one of the integra

tion limits in Eqs. (6.1), (6.2) is always infinite; the results 
depend on the other, finite, integration limit (;MB ==(;M(ZB)' 
wherez B (the "boundary" point) denotes either Zo or z. Such 
results will be denoted by the sUbscript B. If the integration 
path is not an anti-Stokes line, i.e., 1m (;Ml =l=const along A, 
all our model results lead to 

lim vi2~+ 1 = lim ~~+ 1 = O. (6.8) 
~M-CO ~MO-CO 

This behavior seems to be quite general. The non vanishing 
integrals (6.1)-( 6.2b) (as {;MO - 00 or (;M - 00) related to 
our models are listed below in the form convenient for appli
cations. For the (Y2n h given by Eq. (6.6) the v integrals 
were calculated by using Eq. (6.7) and neglecting the final 
contributions from the 0 terms. This leads to 

() I C II r I - 2(N + 1 + a) VB IN+ 1 = N+ 1 ':JMB , (6.9) 

which denotes either (v'iec )2N+1 =1=0, or (vi;chN+1 :;60. 
Equation (6.9) can be used if I{;MBI >N + 1 + a. TheIL in
tegrals were calculated for A being a straight line emerging 
from Z = 0; in that case (ILB)2N+ 1 is a function of I{;MBI. 

A. Results from the power models 

For the power models (4.3) a simultaneous conver
gence of the IL integral and divergence of {; corresponds to 
m<. - 2 or in;> - 2. 

If m = - 2 or in = - 2, one can only work with the 
optimized phase-integral approximation [case (6. Sa) ]. The 
admissibleR(z) is given by Eq. (5.9) or (5.10), and Q2(Z) is 
related to R(z) by Eq. (5.8). The results depend on the d 
function in Eq. (5.8). If this function is of the power type 
[Eq. (4.17a)], the (Y2n )L is given by Eq. (5.14), which 
leads to 

(ILBhN+ 1 = !Igpzkllq - (2N+ I), 

(VB)ZN+l = (ILB)ZN+111 +iq-l, 
where 
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(6.10a) 

(6. lOb) 

(6.1Oc) 

Equation (6.lOa) assumes the validity of the definition 
(5.11) forcp (m = - 2). Equations (5.8) and (6.10) have 
the same form in the z plane. 

If m < - 2 or in > - 2, one can work with either the 
commonly behaving approximation or the optimized ap
proximation [case (6.5b) ]. In both situations the admissible 
R(z) is 

R(z) =c~[1 +dR(z)], (6.11) 

which has the same form in the z plane, and Q 2 (z) is given by 
the rightmost member ofEq. (5.6). 

We first assume that m =1= - 4 or in:;6 O. In that case the 
leading term (YZn ) L for the commonly behaving approxi
mation is independent of the d function. In particular if 

- 4:;6m < - (2 + n or - (2 + i) <"':;60, (6.12) 

the ( Y1n ) L is given by Eq. (4.16), leading to 

(ILB)2N+1 =2/3N+llbl(2N)!(21{;MBI)-(lN+1), (6.13a) 

(VB )2N+l = (ILB)lN+d2N+ 1)/(21{;MBI), (6.13b) 

where{;MB=={;M(zB); PN+l is close to unity (see Table I). 
For the optimized approximation simple results are ob

tained if the d functioninEq. (5.6) is of the power type [Eqs. 
(4.17)]. In that case the (Y1nh is given by Eq. (5.15), 
leading to 

(ILB )2N+ 1 = Ga[ (1 + 2a)(2 + 2a)'" (2N + 2a)] 

X(21{;MBI)-(lN+l+la) , (6.14a) 

(VB )2N + 1 = (ILB )2N + 1 (2N + 1 + 2a)/(21 (;MB 1>, 
(6.14b) 

where 

G= IgpII16c(m+2)-ZIa, a= -pl(m+2), (6.15) 

and (; MB has the same meaning as that in Eqs. (6.13). The 
expression in brackets in Eq. (6.14a) must be replaced by 
unity if N = O. Equation (6.15) assumes the validity of the 
definition (5.11) for c P' and has the same form in the z plane. 

The last group of cases is related to the power models 
with m = - 4 or in = 0 (commonly behaving approxima
tions only). The results depend on the d function. For the d 
functions discussed in Sec. IV [Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18)] the 
admissible d R functions in (6.11) are obtained if one re
placesinEq. (4.17a) or (4.18) the function dp (z) orde(x) 
by some functiondpR (z) OrdeR (x) of the same general prop
erties. The validity conditions ( 4.19) and (4.23) can then be 
written as 

lim [dp (z) - dPR (z) ]z-Z 
z-O 

== lim [dp (z) - dPR (z) ]z1IL 4 = 0, 
z- co 

(6.16) 

and 

lim [de (x) - deR (x)] == lim [de (x) - deR (x)] = O. 
x-O± x_ ±co 

( 6.17) 

With these conditions fulfilled the phase-integral approxi
mation has a common behavior, and the ( Y1n ) L is given by 
Eq. (4.20) or (4.24). For the power d functions [Eqs. 
(4.17)] the integrals (J.LB )2N + 1 and (VB hN + 1 are again 
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given by Eqs. (6.14a)-(6.15), if these equations are special
ized to m = - 4 or in = 0 [a =p12 = 1P121, and ;MB is 
given by Eq. (4.22)]. The corresponding results for the ex
ponentiald functions [Eq. (4.18)] are 

(I'B hN+ I = ~IRe 111- l lre exp( -11LlxB) 11 2rl- (2N+ I) , 

( 6.18a) 

('lliechN + I = (I'B )2N + I IRe 111111 + i2rl-1, (6.18b) 

(vi;;ChN + I = (I'B )2N + I IRe 111111 - 12rl-
l
, (6.18c) 

where r is given by Eq. (4.21), and L IXB = xBIL. 

B. Results from the exponential models 

If the exponential models (4.26) are specialized to the 
real axis, a simultaneous convergence of the I' integral and 
divergence of; corresponds to 

Re(11lx),Re(11x) >0 ( 6.19) 

[case (6.5b) with x-+O ± or X-+ ± 00]. The admissible 
R(x) or ihx) are given by the rightmost members ofEqs. 
( 5.16) if the d functions are replaced by some d R functions. 
Choosing Q2(X) or Q2(X) so as to satisfy condition (4.29a) 
as x -+ 0 ± , or (4.29b) as x -+ ± 00, the approximation will 
be commonly behaving. In that case the (Y2n ) L is given by 
Eq. (4.31), and the integrals (I'B )2N + I and (VB )2N + I can 
be determined from Eqs. (6.13 ) in the limit m -+ 00 

[be 00) =!, and{3N+ I (00) is close to unity (see Table I)]; 
; MB in (6.13) is defined by Eq. (4.28) specialized to the real 
axis (z = X B or Z = x B ). This definition of; MB is applicable 
also to the optimized phase-integral approximation, for 
which Q2(X) or Q2(X) are defined by Eqs. (5.16). In that 
case the results depend on the d function. In our example of 
theexponentiald function (5.18) theadmissibledR function 
is given by Eq. (5.20), and the (Y2n h is defined by (5.15). 
The integrals (I' B ) 2N + I and (VB) 2N + I can be determined 
from Eqs. (6.14), where now a refers to Eq. (5.18), r£ is 
given by (5.19), and 

G= Irell16rla. (6.20) 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

If the requirement of simultaneous convergence of the I' 
integral and divergence of; is fulfilled (Sec. VI), one can 
always make the integrals (I' B) 2N + I and ( VB) 2N + I , and the 
corrections Y2n (z), 1 <.n<.N, along the integration path A, 
much smaller than unity by choosing the point z B or Z B close 
enough to z = 0 or z = 00. In that case all validity conditions 
for the error estimates derived in Ref. 11 will be fulfilled if 

l5(z) == I~!£ Q -11< 1, along A, 
2 dz 

(7.1 ) 

or if the condition of the same form holds in the z plane. 
Our first point is to show that the admissible R(z) or 

R (z) must satisfy the same condition as required for the 
Q2(Z) orQ2(z) [Eqs. (6.5)] if condition (7.1) is imposed. 
Indeed, the only admissible R(z) or R(z) for which condi
tion (6.5) is not fulfilled is given by Eq. (5.9). It corresponds 
to the power model with m = - 2 or in = - 2 [see Eq. 
(5.8)] for which 
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(l5h = !Iel- 112 = const. (7.2) 

Equations (7.1) and (7.2) lead to lei>! which eliminates 
the R(z) given by Eq. (5.9) (e = - !). Note also that this 
requirement for e imposes a constraint on the R (z) given by 
Eq. (5.10): 

leRI>!. (7.3) 

Equations (7.2) and (7.3) have the same form in thezplane. 
In the remaining admissible situations condition (6. 5b) is 
fulfilled, and one can expect 15, ~-+O as z-+O or z-+ 00 

[ 15 -+ const =f 0 if condition (6. Sa) is fulfilled, and 15 decreases 
as one increases 1 Q 21 ]. With this behavior, which was con
firmed by our models, condition (7.1) creates no problems. 

The integrals (I' B ) 2N + I given in Sec. VI satisfy 

(I'B )2N + 3 I(I'B )2N + I 

= (N+ 1 +a)(N + 1 +a)1 ;MBI-2 , 

Irj-2, 12rl-2; (7.4) 

here and in the following Eqs. (7.5) and (7.7) the first op
tion on the right-hand side refers to Eq. (6.13a) (a = 0) or 
( 6.14a); the second option refers to Eq. (6.lOa), and the 
third one to Eq. (6.18a). Iffor some N~O the parameters are 
chosen so that 

(7.5) 

Eq. (7.4) and the relevant results for (I'BhN+ I and 
( VB) 2N + I indicate that 

(I'B hN+ 3 ~ (I'B )2N+ I ~ ... ~ (I'B) I ~ 1, (7.6) 

and 

(VB )2N+ 3/(I'B )2N + 3 = (N + ~ + a) I;MB I-I, 
Irj-l, 12rl- 11 Re11I<I, (7.7) 

i.e., (VB hN+ 3 ~ (I'B )2N+ 3'''''( VB) I ~ (I'B) I' This means 
that in the parameter range (7.5) one can use the phase
integral approximations of order 1,3, ... ,2N + 3, to solve Eq. 
( 1.1) approximately in some vicinity of z = 0 or Z = 00; the 
accuracy, defined by the I' and the V integrals, II will improve 
when increasing the approximation order. For the last two 
options in Eq. (7.4) this improvement is unlimited, i.e., 

lim [(I'B)2N+I,(vBhN+I] =0 (7.8) 
N-oo 

(which is valid for any Irj, 12rl > 1). For the first option the 
right-hand side of Eq. (7.4) increases with N, and ap
proaches unity at N = No> 1 [No + 1 + a=:< I;MB I, where 
I;MBI>1 in view of (7.5)]. Hence in that case (I'B)2N+1 
reaches a minimum at N = No. Expressing the product 

(1 + 2a) (2 + 2a)'" (2N + 2a), a>O, 

in terms of the r function we easily find (with a slight over
estimation) 

(I'B )2No + I = (I'B )2N + I Imin 
= C(21;MB 1> -1/2 exp( - 21;MB I), (7.9) 

where 

{
2e{3oo lb l , e==exp(1), c-

- Ga(1 + 2a) - (1I2+2a) exp(l + 2a), 
(7.10) 

the upper line corresponding to Eq. (6.13a), and the lower 
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linetoEq. (6.14a). Equation (7.7) butwithN = No - 1 and 
I~MBI=No+l+a gives us (VB )2N.+l<=::.{,uB)2N.+l' 
which should be correct as far as the order of magnitude of 
the v integral is concerned [see Eq. (6.9)]. This means that 
Eq. (7.9) can be used as an estimate for both the,u and the v 
integrals in question, thereby defining the best obtainable 
accuracy of the phase-integral approximation. Equations 
(7.8) and (7.9) may seem impractical (N-+ 00 or No> 1) 
but they will be used in Ref. 11 to derive useful formulas 
pertaining to the bound state calculations. 
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The wave equation is solved with the phase-integral approximation in the asymptotic regions, 
and integrated numerically elsewhere. In this application the phase-integral approximation is 
relatively simple in higher orders, and its accuracy can be precisely controlled with the derived 
error estimates. For the bound states the analytical formulas defining the termination error in 
the wave function are derived. For the wave propagation an efficient formalism is given for 
calculating the reflection, transmission, and absorption coefficients. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this paper is to optimize the integration of the 
wave equation 

(1.1 ) 

by using the recent results concerning the phase-integral ap
proximations. 1 We assume that the function R (x) is suffi
ciently large in the vicinity of the boundary points B 
( = a,b), 

1 1 {
lr(X-B)-21, B=/=±oo, 

R(x) > -2 
x-B Irx I, B= ± 00, 

( 1.2) 

where r=/=O, and furthermore Irl >1 in the case of equality. 
This behavior of R (x) is often encountered, for example 
when calculating the reflection, transmission, and absorp
tion coefficients for the electromagnetic wave propagation in 
a nonhomogeneous medium [where R(x) is the dielectric 
permeability of the medium, and - 00 < x < 00 ]. Equation 
( 1.2) is also often fulfilled in quantum mechanical applica
tions. For the radial Schrooinger equation we obtain 

R(x)=E-V(x)-I(l+I)x- 2
, O<x<oo, (1.3) 

and Eq. (1.2) is fulfilled for the singular potentials, or the 
sufficiently large angular momentum quantum number I. 

If Eq. (1.2) is fulfilled, one can find the phase-integral 
approximation which tends to an exact solution ofEq. (1.1) 
as x -+ B, and improves as one increases the approximation 
order for X=/=B.I This approximation can be used to trans
form the boundary condition from the actual boundary B to 
some shifted boundary x B (=xa,xb), where a<xa and 
Xb < b. Equation (1.1) can then be integrated for Xa <X<Xb 
with any convenient numerical technique. Application of 
this program to bound states is given in Sec. IV, and to wave 
propagation in Sec. V. For the bound states it will be com
pared with a more standard approach in which the wave 
function is assumed to vanish at some shifted rather than the 
actual boundaries, x B' The resulting error in the base func
tion due to this shift, called termination error,2 will be shown 
to be related to the best obtainable accuracy of the phase
integral approximation. Thus the phase-integral approxima
tion theory in this application cannot offer anything better 
than the standard approach, but it will be used to optimize 
the choice of x B • 

In Sec. V we derive approximate expressions for the re
flection, transmission, and absorption coefficients, and real
istic error estimates for these approximations. The approxi
mate expressions involve both the numerically determined 
quantities, and those pertaining to the phase-integral ap
proximation. They take the simplest form in the first order, 
but the complications arising in higher orders are not seri
ous. At the same time the interval for the numerical integra
tion (xa,xb) shrinks as one increases the approximation or
der for given accuracy. This opens new possibilities for very 
accurate calculations. The general theory is illustrated by 
two examples. 

In Sec. II we derive accurate error estimates for the 
phase-integral approximations of an arbitrary order. With 
these results and the analytical estimates for the relevant 
integrals, I the shifted boundaries xB or x B can be precisely 
matched to the required accuracy. The results of Sec. II can 
also be used in other applications of the phase-integral ap
proximation. 

II. THE ERROR ESTIMATES FOR THE PHASE
INTEGRAL APPROXIMATION 

This section deals with the phase-integral approxima
tion in its most generalform.3 Thus Eq. (1.1) is continued to 
the complex z plane (z = x + iy), and its solution ¢(z) is 
approximated by linear combinations of the functions 

ft.2 (z) = q-I/2(z)exp( ± iw) , 

where 

(2.1) 

w(z) = "phase integral" = r q(zl)dzl , (2.2) 
JZ1 

with any convenient choice of the function q(z) and the low
er limit of integration z I' Our aim is to derive realistic error 
estimates for these approximations. The results will be then 
specialized to the phase-integral approximations discussed 
in Ref. 1, for which (in order 2N + 1, N>O) 

N 

q(z) = Q(z) L Y2n (z) , (2.3 ) 
n=O 

where Q(z) is the base function, Yo(z) == 1, and Y2n (z), 
n > 0, are the higher-order corrections. 
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A. General theory 

In Ref. 3 the exact solution of Eq. (1.1) and its deriva
tive d Idz are written as 

f/!(z) = a1 (z)it (z) + a2(z).t;(z) , 

f/!'(z) = a1(z)/; (z) + a2(z)!i (z) . 
(2.4) 

The "coefficients" au (z) are examined by introducing the 
column vectora(z) withcomponentsa l ,2 (z), and the matrix 
F(z,zo) which propagates the a(z) from a given point zo' 

a(z) = F(z,zo)a(zo), det F(z,zo) = 1 . (2.5) 

Reference 3 gives the matrix elements FII (z,zo) , etc., in a 
form of the convergent series, which are then used to derive 
simple estimates for these elements [see Eqs. (3.22a)
(3.22d) and (4.3a)-(4.3d) in Ref. 3]. These estimates in
volve the "p, integral," 

p, = f~ IdwI E(w1)1, 

where 

E(Z) = q-2(Z) [R (z) _ q2(Z) + ql/2 d Z~~1/2] 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

[Wo = w(zo), dWI = q(zl)dztJ, and are valid if lexp(iw1 ) 1 

increases (or is constant) as z I moves along the integration 
path A from Zo to z. 

We start by deriving more realistic estimates for the ma
trix elements F I2 (Z,ZO) and F21 (z,zo) , valid if 

(2.7) 

These estimates will be given in terms of two integrals, 

yiec = I f~ dWI E(W1 )exp[ - 2i(w1 - wo)] I <p, , 

(2.8a) 

vinc = I f~ dWI E(wl )exp[2i(w1 - w)] I <p" (2.8b) 

where the superscripts refer to the behavior of the corre
sponding exponential factors along the integration path A 
(decreasing or increasing). The modulus of the first term in 
the series defining F12 (z,zo) exp (2iwo) is equal to yiec /2, and 
that for F21 (z,zo)exp( - 2iw) is equal to vinc/2 [see Eqs. 
(3.22b) and (3.22c) in Ref. 3]. If the remaining contribu
tions in these two series are estimated in terms of the p, inte
gral in the same way as was done in Ref. 3, the result (involv
ing an overestimation) in both cases is equal to 0(p,2)M 14, 
where M" 1 [M is defined by Eq. (4.1) in Ref. 3]. Hence if 
the v integrals are greater than or comparable to p,2, e.g., 

yiec, vinc>p,2 12 , 

we obtain 

F I2 (Z,zO) = exp( - 2iwo)!012(yiec) , 

F21 (z,zo) = exp(2iwH0 21 (vinc ) . 

(2.9) 

(2. lOa) 

(2. lOb) 

Here and in what follows the 0 symbols are used in a non
standard sense, which is convenient for our purposes (accu
rate error estimates). Thus, in general, for any complex c, 
the O( c) denotes a complex quantity satisfying 

10(c)I..;;IcI(l +d), O..;;d<l. (2.11) 
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[ O( c) is "practically" bounded by 1 c I. ] 
It should be pointed out that in typical situations dis

cussed in Ref. 1 (Sec. VI) the p, integrals and the nonvanish
ing v integrals satisfy the requirement (2.9). (The v inte
grals which vanish in the limit x-B never appear in our 
analysis given in Secs. IV and V.) If condition (2.9) is not 
fulfilled, the estimates (2.10) require the replacement 
yiec _p,2/2 or vine _p,2/2. 

In examples given in Ref. lone obtains yiec, -yinc <p, if 
p, « 1. This indicates that the relevant estimates of Ref. 3, 
which can be obtained from Eqs. (2.10) by replacing 
yiec, vinc _ p" involve a noticeable overestimation. The reason 
for this is somewhat different for the Stokes lines 
(Re WI = const), and the anti-Stokes lines 
(1m WI = const). If A coincides with an anti-Stokes line, the 
exponential factors in Eqs. (2.8) are of modulus one but they 
are oscillating. For a Stokes line these factors are real and 
positive but exponentially small except for an immediate vi
cinity of Zo or z. 

For the remaining matrix elements Fll and F22 we can 
use the estimates of Ref. 3, which for p, « 1 take the form 

Fl1 (z,zo) = 1 + !011 (p,) , (2.12a) 

Fzz(z,zo) = 1 + !022(P,) 

+!M exp[2i(w - wo) ] O2 (p,2) , (2.12b) 

where M..;; 1. These estimates are realistic except for the last 
term in Eq. (2.12b) which is obtained if the exponential fac
tors analogous to those in Eqs. (2.8) are replaced by unity. 
However, the resultant overestimation is of little relevance 
to our analysis. If A is an anti-Stokes line (Sec. V), the Oz 
term is insignificant [Im(w - wo) = 0]. For the bound 
states (Sec. IV) it will appear explicitly but only in the situa
tion in which the nonvanishing v integral is comparable to 
the p, integral [for N in Eq. (2.3) corresponding to the opti
mum approximation order 1 

]. In that case the overestima
tion in the O2 term should not be serious. 

To discuss the consequences of the estimates (2.10) and 
(2.12) it is convenient to write 

/;.2 (z) = D I.2 (Z)ft.2 (z) , 

where 

D t•2 (z) = Do(z) ± iq(z) , 

Do(z) = - (2q) -I dq . 
dz 

(2.13a) 

(2.13b) 

(2.13c) 

With this notation Eqs. (2.4) can be written in the equiva
lent form which will be used in Sec. V, 

a l .2 (Z)h,2 (z) = +i(2q)-I[f/!'(Z) -Dz.dz)f/!(z)]. 
(2.14 ) 

We assume that 

IDo(Z) I == I .!...!!.q-II « 1 , 
q(z) 2 dz 

(2.15) 

which means that the main behavior ofthe functionsh,2 (z) 
is given by the exp( ± iw) rather than q-I/Z(z). Equations 
(2.13b) and (2.15) lead to 

Dz(z)IDI(z) = - 1. (2.16) 

Using Eqs. (2.4), (2.10), (2.12), and (2.16) we obtain 
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f/!(z) = °1 (zo)/1 (Z) [1 + ~01l (p) + !021 (yinc)] 

+ 02(ZO)!z(Z){I + ~022(P) + gBOI2( ,pee) 

+ !M02(p2) p, (2.17a) 

f/!'(z) = °1 (zo)fi (z) [I + !Oll(p) + !'021(vinc )] 

+ °2 (zo)/i (Z){1 + ~022(P) + gB'012( ,pee) 

+ !M02(p2) p, (2.17b) 

where 

'021 = 02ID 2(Z)IDI (Z) """ - 0 21 , 

'012 = 012D I(Z)ID2(z) """ - 0 12 , 

and 

g=exp[2i(w-wo)], Igl>l. 

(2.17c) 

(2.17d) 

Equations (2.17) are valid if conditions (2.7) and (2.15) are 
fulfilled, and the points zo and z can be joined by a path along 
which I exp (iw I ) I increases. The 0 terms in Eqs. (2.17) rep
resent the errors of the phase-integral approximation. An 
important point is that the 0 terms in Eq. (2.17a) are either 
the same or are simply related to those in Eq. (2.17b). Due 
to this fact the relatively large error terms [011 (p), 022(P), 
and 012( ,pee)] can often be eliminated from the ratio f/!'(z)1 
f/!(z); see the following Eqs. (2.19b) and (2.20a) in which 
the eliminated terms only influence the irrelevant details of 
the 0 symbols. 

If A is not an anti-Stokes line (Igl i= I), and z is suffi
ciently far away from zo, as measured by IIm(w - wo) I, we 
obtain Igl;> 1. In that case the accuracy of the phase-integral 
approximation depends crucially on 

(2.18 ) 

[ro = r(z = zo)], the ratio of the decreasing to the increasing 
phase-integral term [these names refer to the exponential 
factors in theft.2 (z) along A]. If this ratio is not too large at 
zo, so that 

(2.19a) 

but small at z, Irl -< I, which means that the increasing term 
represents the dominant contribution at z, we easily find us
ing Eqs. (2.17a) and (2.17b), 

f/!'(z)If/!(z) = DI(z){l + O(vinC) 

+ Irol [!MO(p 2
) + 20(g-I)]}. (2.19b) 

This means that f/!' (z)/f/!(z) is given, with high accuracy, by 
Ii (z)111 (z) [see Eq. (2.13a)]. A different behavior is found 
from Eqs. (2.17a), (2.17b) if there is no increasing term atzo 
[al(zo) = 0; Igl i= I], 

f/!' (z)If/!(z) = D 2(z) [I + Igl O( ,pee)] , (2.20a) 

valid if 

(2.20b) 

Condition (2.20b) is very restrictive in view of the exponen
tial growth of Igl. Therefore f/!'(z)/f/!(z) can be described by 
12 (z)I!z(z) at an infinitesimal distance from Zo only; the 
accuracy very soon becomes intolerably high. 

If A is an anti-Stokes line (Igl = I), we obtain vine:::::,pee. 
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In that case Eqs. (2.17a) and (2.17b) become symmetric in 
the subscripts I and 2 if we introduce 

022(P) = 022(P) + ~M02(p2) , 
OI2(,pec) = g012 (,pec) . 

If there is only one phase-integral term at zo, the O(p) error 
term can again be eliminated fr6m f/!'(z)/f/!(z). [For exam
ple, if a2(zo) = 0, f/!'(z)If/!(z) is given by Eq. (2.19b) with 
ro = 0.] Another example in which the O(p) terms are 
eliminated will be given in Sec. V in connection with the 
reflection, transmission, and absorption coefficients. In that 
case both phase-integral terms are present, but the anti
Stokes line in question is a segment of the real axis. 

B. Application to q(z) given by Eq. (2.3) 

Ifthe q(z) is given by Eq. (2.3), the definition (2.13c) 
leads to 

Do(z) = _ ..!.{..!. Q -2 ~ Q2 
2 2 dz 

+ Lto Y2n (z) ] - I ! ntl Y2n (Z)} . (2.21 ) 

Introducing 

t= f Q(z)dz, (2.22) 

with any convenient choice of the integration constant, and 
assuming that the higher-order corrections included in (2.3) 
are small, 

(2.23) 

we can approximate dWI in Eqs. (2.6a) and (2.8) by dtl' 
Furthermore the leading term in thep integral (2.6a) can be 
expressed in terms of the first truncated correction in Eq. 
(2.3) [see Eq. (28) in Ref. 4], which finally leads to 

(2.24) 

,pee;:: vg~+ I 

""" I L: dtl 2Y2N + 2(tl)exp[ - 2i(tl - to)] I, 
(2.2Sa) 

vinc;::yi2~+ I""" IL: dtl 2Y2N+ 2 (tl)exp[2i(tl - t)] I . 
(2.25b) 

Condition (2.15) takes the form 

1 I d (N )-1 d N I I N I -2 -d Q -\ - L Y2n dl- L Y2n -< L Y2n , 
z n=O ~ n=1 n=O 

(2.26) 

which in the first order (N = 0) simplifies to 

c5(z);:: 1..!..~Q-II-<1. 
2 dz 

(2.27) 

IfQ2(z) =R(z),Eq. (2.27) reduces to the well-known va-
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lidity condition for the quasiclassical approximation of 
quantum mechanics. 

III. INTRODUCTION TO APPLICATIONS 

To apply the error estimates derived in Sec. II, a proper 
choice ofthe base function Q(x) and the integration path A 
is needed. In the following two sections A will be a segment 
of the real axis: 

(3.1 ) 

Quantities needed in applications, such as the leading terms 
of the Y2" (x), the J.t integrals, and the nonvanishing v inte
grals, are given in Ref. 1 (Sec. VI). These results become 
directly applicable to the intervals (3.1) if we replace in the 
relevant formulas of Ref. 1 

(z or x) ---x - B, 
(i or x) ---x, 

for B #- ± 00, 

for B= ± 00, 

where B denotes either a or h. 

(3.2) 

If R(x) satisfies Eq. (1.2), the results of Ref. 1 indicate 
that Q 2 (z) can always be chosen so that (i) the J.t integrals 
(2.24) are convergent as x---B; (ii) the corrections Y2n (x) 

vanish as x---B, 

lim(Y2",..!!....- Y2n , ... ) = 0, n = 1,2, ... ; (3.3) 
x-B db 

and (iii) 8(x) is small in the intervals (3.1), 

lim 8(x) is either zero or a constant (-< 1). (3.4) 
x_B • With this choice ofQ2(x) the validity conditions of Sec. II 

[Eqs. (2.7), (2.23), and (2.26) ] and the following require
ments (3.5) can always be fulfilled by choosing the shifted 
boundaries X B close enough to the actual boundaries B. 

The following analysis assumes that both R(x) and 
Q2(X) are real, which implies the reality also of the q2(X) 
given by Eq. (2.3).4 If Eq. (1.2) is fulfilled with a strict 
inequality, one can work with either the commonly behaving 
phase-integral approximation, or the optimized approxima
tion. In either case the leading term of Q 2 (x) is the same as 
that for R(x). IfEq. (1.2) is fulfilled with a strict equality, 
only the optimized approximation leads to the properties 
(i)-(iii); R(x) and Q2(X) are given by Eqs. (5.10) and 
(5.8) of Ref. 1, in which ICR I ~!. In that case the leading 
term of Q2(X) is slightly different from that for R(x) 
(c = CR - i). Nevertheless, the main behavior of Q2(X) as 
x---B is always given by the behavior of R(x). Therefore we 
can assume that Q 2 (x) has a fixed sign in the intervals (3.1 ) , 
which furthermore coincides with the sign of q2(X), 

for bound states, 
Sec. IV, 
for wave propagation, 

Sec. V. 

(3.Sa) 

(3.Sb) 

This means that A will be either a Stokes line [Eq. (3.Sa)] or 
an anti-Stokes line [Eq. (3.Sb)]. 

It should be pointed out that the choice of quantities 
such as Q2(X), the phase of i(x), and the' lower limit of 
integration z/ in Eq. (2.2) can be made independently for 
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each interval (3.1). In particular, it will be convenient to 
takez/ = XB' leading to 

J;.2(XB ) =q-'/2(XB ), XB =Xa,xb' (3.6) 

With this choice Eqs. (2.4) and (2.14) take a simple form at 
z = xB , and w(x) is pure imaginary on the Stokes lines 
(3.Sa), and real on the anti-Stokes lines (3.Sb). 

IV. APPLICATION TO BOUND STATES 

Limiting properties of the functions a ',2 (x) pertaining 
to the wave function of a bound state are given in Ref. 3, 
Chap. 10. These results are applicable to the q(x) given by 
Eq. (2.3), andx---B, due to the assumed convergence of the 
J.t integral atB, and Eq. (3.Sa). Choosing the sign ofQ(x) so 
that exp(iw(x)] increases as x moves from the actual 
boundary B toward the shifted boundary x B (the opposite 
choice as in Ref. 3), the results of Ref. 3 indicate that 

lim a, (x) exists and is finite, lim a2 (x) = 0, (4.1) 
x-B x-B 

and 

lim ",(x) = O. (4.2) 
x-B 

UsingEq. (4.1) and (2.19b) withzo = Bweobtain (ro = 0), 

[",'(x)/",(x) ]XB = D,(xB ){1 + 0, [(vBhN+' p, 
(4.3) 

where ( VB) 2N + , == vi2N + , (zo = B,z = X B) -< 1. Equation 
(4.3) defines the boundary condition at the shifted bound
ary X B • 

In the bound state calculations it is often convenient to 
impose the homogeneous boundary condition (4.2) but at 
some shifted boundary x B (see for example Ref. 2 and the 
literature cited therein). This leads to an error in the wave 
function, called a termination error,2 which can be estimated 
by using the results of Sec. II. Choosing x B to be located 
between Band X B , and denoting by ~(x) the wave function 
vanishing at X B , 

(4.4) 

[~'(X)/~(X)]XB = DI (xB ) (1 + 0(1?2N+') 

+ !MO(,u~N+') + 20( Igl-I)], 
(4.Sa) 

where 

Igl = exp[2I w (xB ) - w(xB ) I] ~ 1, (4.Sb) 

and the integrals v nd ,u correspond to Zo = X B and z = x B' 

The error terms in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.Sa) are related to each 
other. It can be shown by introducing the matrices F(xB,B) 
and F(XB,XB ) and using the estimates (2.10) and (2.12) 
that 10, [ (VB )2N + , ] - 0(1?2N + , ) I is small as compared to 
thelasttwoO termsinEq. (4.Sa), which leads to [M = !for 
the Stokes line,3 and ,u2N + I < (J.t B ) 2N + , ==J.t2N + , (zo = B, 
z=xB » 
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~'(x) I 
~(x) XB 

= ~«:; Ixj 1 + ~ 0 [(JlB)~N+ t1 + 20(lgl-l) J. 
(4.6) 

The 0 terms in Eq. (4.6) represent the relative error arising 
in the ratio "p'(x)/"p(x) atx = XB if the boundary condition 
( 4.2) is shifted from B to x B' This error is not directly related 
to the error arising in the energy eigenvalue. However, if the 
wave function ~(x) is determined numerically, some esti
mates for the numerical error in both ~(x) and the energy 
eigenvalue can usually be given. They will define the overall 
accuracy of the bound state calculations ifthe 0 terms in Eq. 
(4.6) are small in comparison to €num' the relative error aris
ing in ~'(x)/~(x) at x = x B due to the numerical approxi
mations: 

!(JlB )~N+ I <,X B I€num, 

2Igl- I ..;K -I€num, 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

where KB and K are constants greater than unity. Introduc
ing tM(X) defined by Eq. (2.22) but with Q(x) replaced by 
its leading term as x--+B, QM(X), and approximating 
w(x) <::::tM(X) + const, Eqs. (4.Sb) and (4.7b) lead to 

ItM(xB)1 = ItM(xB)1 +pn(2K€n~~)' (4.8) 

If (JlB )2N + I --+0 as N --+ 00, Eq. (4.7a) is fulfilled auto
matically in the limit N --+ 00. In that case x B in Eq. (4.8) is 
arbitrary, subject only to the requirement that the model 
Q ~ (x) is not too bad at x B' This in particular is applicable 
to the R(x) having a second-order pole at B =I ± 00, 

R(x) <::::CR (x - B) -2, or to R(x) =CR X- 2, for B = ± 00 

[see Eqs. (5.10) and (6. lOa) in Ref. 1 (cR -< - 1>]. In these 
cases Eq. (4.8) leads to 

I XB - B I I x B I = (2K€n~~) (l/2)le l-''', 
xB-B B#±", = -;; B=±", 

(4.9) 

where C = CR - 1. Another possibility is the R(x) tending 
exponentially to a negative constant as X--+ ± 00 (bound 
states in the potential tending to zero exponentially at infin
ity) [see Eqs. (4.18) and (6.18a) in Ref. 1]. In that case Eq. 
(4.8) leads to 

IXB I = IXB I + L 12rl-1 In(2K€n~~)' (4.10) 

where x B must satisfy Ire lexp [ - IRe( 77XB/ L) I ] -< 1. 
In the remaining cases discussed in Ref. 1 [Secs. VI and 

VII] (Jl B ) 2N + I reaches a minimum at some N = No· 
ChoosingKB =2ItM(XB)1 andN=No, Eqs. (4.7) yield 

ItM(xB)1 = pn(KC€n~'::2), K> 1, (4.11) 

where C is given by Eq. (7.10) in Ref. 1. Equation (4.11) is 
valid if €num < (C /2e) 2, which is a consequence of the re
quired KB > 1; ItM(X) I is either a power or an exponential 
functionofx [seeEqs. (4.5a) and (4.28) in Ref. 1]. 

Equations (4.8)-(4.11) define the shifted boundary xB 

in terms of the numerical error €num' 

The results of this section indicate that the approach 
using the boundary condition (4.4) is both simple and effi
cient. It introduces automatically the optimum accuracy of 
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the phase-integral approximation (N ..... 00 or N = No), 
which could never be achieved by working directly with the 
boundary condition (4.3) after deleting the 0 1 term. 

V. APPLICATION TO WAVE PROPAGATION 

To give a general definition of the reflection, transmis
sion, and absorption coefficients, applicable to any R (x) sat
isfying Eqs. (1.2) and (3.Sb), one can follow the general 
approach of Ref. 3, Chap. 9. An essential point is to use Eqs. 
(2.4) along with (2.1)-(2.3) to decompose "p(x) into the 
purely propagating waves as x ..... B ( = a,b). In view of the 
convergence ofthe Jl integrals at Band Eq. (3.Sb), the four 
limits are well defined,3 

ak (B) = lim adx) =I 00, B = a,b, k = 1,2. (5.1) 
x-B 

Equation (5.1) and the vanishing of the corrections Y2n (x) 
at B [Eq. (3.3)] mean that the two terms in Eq. (2.4), 
ak (X)/k (x), k = 1,2, tend to the exact solutions ofEq. (1.1) 
as x ..... B. In view of Eq. (2.14) these terms are independent 
of the lowerlimit ofintegrationzI in Eq. (2.2). Furthermore 
their dependence on Nand on the choice of Q 2 (x) disappears 
in the limit x --+ B. This is a consequence of Eqs. (3.3) and 
(3.4), and of the fact that the leading term of the admissible 
Q2(X) as x--+B is uniquely defined by the leading term of 
R (x). For example, using Eq. (3.3) it can be shown that 

lim ak (X)/k ex) I N>O = 1, k = 1,2, (5.2) 
x-B ak (X)/k (x) I N=O 

if ak (B) IN=O =10; otherwise one obtains ak (B) = 0 for any 
N;;.O. Equation (5.2) assumes a definite choice of Q2(X), 
and a similar behavior is obtained if Q2(X) rather than N is 
modified (for example, for N = 0). This indicates that the 
products ak (X)/k (x), k = 1,2, are uniquely defined by the 
solution "p(x) as x ..... B, and can be interpreted in this limit as 
propagating waves. In the following analysis we assume the 
time dependence exp ( - iwt), w > 0, and choose the phase of 
q2(X) so that q(x) > O. In that case the wave a l (X)/I (x) 
propagates in the positive x direction, and a2 (x )/2 (x) in the 
negative x direction. 

The assumed reality of R(x) leads to the conservation 
law3 

Sex) = Im["p'(x)"p*(x)] = const, (5.3 ) 

where S(x) is proportional to the quantum mechanical cur
rent, or to the energy associated with the electromagnetic 
wave. In the latter case the R(x) may have simple poles 
(resonances) at x = x,; see Appendix A for the details. As
suming that the wave energy is absorbed at the resonance, we 
obtain 

Sex, + 0) - sex, - 0) ..;0. (5.4) 

Equation (5.4) is applicable both to the propagation in the 
positive x direction (S;;'O), and in the negative x direction 
(S..;O). In any case it means a drop in IS(x)1 at x, when 
moving in the direction of propagation. Note that the shifted 
boundaries must be chosen so as to enclose all resonances 
[seeEq. (3.Sb)]. Usingthefactthatw(x) isreal (Sec. III), 
and q(x) >0, Eq' (9.5) in Ref. 3 leads to 
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(5.5) 

where x belongs to the intervals (3.1). Equation (5.5) indi
cates that lak (B) 12, k = 1,2, can be interpreted as the abso
lute value of the energy associated with the wave ak (X)/k (x) 
as x-+B. This leads to the following definition ofthe reflec
tion (R), transmission (T), and absorption (A) coefficients, 
pertaining to the propagation in the positive x direction, 

a2 (b) = 0 (no reflection at b), (5.6a) 

R = la2 (a) 121a1 (a) 1-2, (5.6b) 

T = la1 (b Wla1 (a) 1-2, 

A = [lS(a)I-IS(b)I]la1(a)I-2. 

(5.6c) 

(5.6d) 

Interchanging here a with b and the subscripts I with 2, the 
definitions for the propagation in the negative x direction are 
obtained. In any case they lead to 

R + T + A = I , (5.7) 

where A;>O if condition (5.4) is fulfilled. If there are no res
onances, Eq. (5.6d) leads toA = O. 

To derive the approximate expressions for R, T, and A, 
and the accurate error estimates for these formulas, we intro
duce the F matrices connecting the actual boundaries with 
the shifted boundaries, 

FB=F(xB,B) B=a,b. (5.8) 

Using Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) of Ref. 3, and our estimates 
(2.lOb) and (2.12a), we obtain 

(FB )l1 = (FB )!2 = I + O(IlB)/2, 

(FBhl = (FB )T2 = O(vB )/2, 

I(FB )111 2 = I(FB )d 2 = I + O(~)/4, 

(5.9a) 

(5.9b) 

(5.9c) 

whereIlB=1l2N+1 and VB=,}2~+1 correspond to zo=B, 
andz = X B • We introduce the column vector ",(z) with com
ponents ",(z) and ""(z), and the matrix M(z,zo) which pro
pagates ",(z) from a given point zo, 

",(z) = M(z,zo)"'(zo)' (5.10) 

This M matrix can be expressed in terms of two solutions of 
Eq. (1.1), "'I (z), and "'2(Z), which satisfy simple boundary 
conditions at zo, 

["'I (z) 
M(z,zo) = "'; (z) 

(5.11) 

This implies 

det M(z,zo) = Wronskian("'1''''2) = 1. (5.12) 

[The matrix satisfying Eqs. (5.10)-(5.12) has been intro
duced recently also by Kowalski and Fry,S and we are using 
their notation.] Denoting for simplicity 

M=M(xa,xb)' (5.13) 

the matrix elements MIl> etc., can be determined by integrat
ing Eq. (1.1) numerically from Zo = Xb to z = Xa' If there 
are no resonances one can integrate along the real axis, and 
M is real. Otherwise the integration path can be split into 
small segments bypassing the resonances in the complex 
plane, and the remaining real segments. The matrix M can 
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then be determined as a product of the partial M matrices 
corresponding to this division. In any case M will be treated 
here as known from the numerical calculations. 

Using Eq. (5.6a) we start from calculating a(xb), 

a1(xb) = (Fb )l1a 1(b), a2(xb ) = (Fbhta1(b). 

Then we find "'(Xb) from Eqs. (2.4) and (3.6), and propa
gate it to Xa, "'(xa ) = M"'(Xb)' And finally we find a(xa ) 
from Eqs. (2.14) and (3.6), and propagate it to a, 

_ [(Fa )22 - (Fa )12] 
a(a) - _ (F ) (F ) a(xa )· 

a 21 a 11 
Using this result in the definitions (5.6b) and (5.6c), and 
calculating A from (5.7), the final results can be written 

R = Rnum [I + O(ER )], (5.14a) 

T= Tnum [1 + O(ET )], (5.14b) 

A = Anum + RnumO(ER ) + TnumO(E T ), (5.14c) 

where 

and 

Rnum = In1 + n21 21d1 + d21-2, 

Tnum = 4q(xa )q(xb ) Id1 + d21-2, 

n1 =M21 -D1(xa )M11 , 

n2 = DI (Xb) [M22 - DI (xa )M12 ] , 

d 1 = M21 - D2 (xa )Mw 

d2 = D1 (Xb) [M22 - D 2(xa )M12 ] . 

(S.15a) 

(5.15b) 

(5.15c) 

(5.16) 

The ° symbols are defined by Eq. (2.11); E R and E T contain 
the linear and the quadratic terms in VB' but are independent 
ofllB [see the following Eqs. (5.22)]. As in Eqs. (2.19b) 
and (2.20a) the Il integrals only influence the irrelevant de
tails ofthe ° symbols. Equations (5.15) define the numeri
cal approximations to R, T, and A. The same expressions are 
obtained if the actual boundaries a and b in the definitions 
(5.6) are replaced by the shifted boundaries xa and Xb' 

It can be seen from the above derivation that on inter
changing in Eqs. (5.14)-(5.16) of D1 with D2 and Xa with 
X b , and replacing 

M-+M-1 = [M22 - M12] , (5.17) 
-M21 M11 

we obtain the results corresponding to the propagation in the 
negative x direction. They will be denoted by a bar, e.g., 

R = Rnum [1 + O(ER )] , (5.18) 

where 

and 

Rnum = lii1 + ii2121dl + d21-2, 

iiI = - M21 - D 2(Xb )M22, 

ii2 = D 2(xa ) [M11 + D 2(Xb )M12 ] , 

d1 = -M21 -D1(xb )M22• 

d2 = D 2(xa ) [M11 + D1 (Xb )M12 ] • 

Equations (5.ISb) and (B4) indicate that 

Tnum = T num , 
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which in the limit x B ..... B leads to T = T. Thus the transmis
sion coefficient is independent of the direction of propaga
tion; A and Anum are given by Eqs. (5.14c) and (5.15c) spe
cialized to the quantities with a bar (Er = Er). 

Using the relations given in Appendix B. the quantities 
Er • etc .• representing the relative errors in T, R. and R can be 
written 

R- 1I2 +R1I2 IU Er= numVb numva+~ .. vavb' 

ER = Er + R n-;,.~2(Hvb + va)' 

ER = Er + R n-;,.~2(Hva + Vb)' 

where 

H= Inl + n2D2(xb)/Dl(Xb)lldl +d2 1- 1
• 

(5.22a) 

(5.22b) 

(5.22c) 

(5.23 ) 

The shifted boundaries x B can be matched to the required 
accuracy by choosing them so that 

(5.24) 

For given v. which defines the relative error in T. Eqs. (5.24) 
can be solved analytically for Xa (v) and Xb (v) in all cases 
discussed in Ref. 1 (Sec. VI). 

Equations (5.22b) and (5.22c) indicate that Rnum and 
Rnum are only meaningful if they are large enough in com
parison to their critical values corresponding to E R ,E R - 1. If 
Eqs. (5.24) are fulfilled. we obtain 

- 2_2 
[ Rnum .Rnum ] ent - (1 + H) v-. (5.25) 

Note that our assumption (5.4) has not yet been used. 
Therefore Eqs. (5.14 )-( 5.25) are valid also if condition 
(5.4) is violated at some poles (which can lead to A <0 or 
A <0). However. if condition (5.4) is fulfilled. all coeffi
cients in question (R. R. T. A. and A). and their numerical 
approximations. are non-negative. and therefore bounded by 
zero and unity. Furthermore a simple estimate for H can be 
given (see Appendix B). 

(5.26) 

If Eq. (5.26) holds. the H term in Eq. (5.22a) is insignifi
cant and can be deleted. 

The theory developed in this section will now be illus
trated by two examples which were discussed in Ref. 6. In 
the present notation they correspond to 

(5.27) 

R(x) =K2(X2 + 1)2X(X-X,)-I, K>O, x,>O. 
(5.28) 

In both cases - 00 < x < 00 and R (x) can be approximated. 
as x ..... ± 00, by the power model ex'" [e = R ( 00 ), in = 0 for 
Eq. (5.27),ande=K 2,in = 4 for Eq. (5.28); a tilde is used 
here in view of B = ± 00. a convention adopted in Ref. 1]. 
As in> - 2, one can choose Q2(X) = R(x), and as in is 
even. Eq. (5.24) leads to XQ = - X b • To determine the v 
integral we use either Eqs. (6. 14) or ( 6.13 ) of Ref. 1, special
ized to quantities with a tilde (B = b). Solving equation 
(Vb )2N + 1 (Xb) = V for Xb we obtain 
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Xb =~R -1/2(00) 

X{4[R( (0) - R(O) ]3'4'" (2N + 3)/V}II(2N+4), 

(5.29) 

forEq.(5.27) [.0= -2, gp=R(O)/R(oo)-l],and 

Xb = {3(2K)-1[0.65(2N+ l)!1v]I/(2N+2)}1/3, (5.30) 

for Eq. (5.28) (PN<1.3, Ib 1<1>. Equations (5.29) and 
(5.30) illustrate how the integration interval ( - X b , x b ) 

shrinks as one increases the approximation order. On doing 
so one has to include the corrections Y2n (x) in q(x), D, (x). 
and D 2 (x). However, as these quantities are only needed at 
the boundary points x B' this complication has practically no 
influence on the computing time. A spectacular reduction in 
the computing time can be obtained in higher orders if V is 
sufficiently small. This will be illustrated here by the drop in 
the computing time occurring in the third-order (N = 1) as 
compared to the first-order (N = 0). In a typical case ofEq. 
(5.27) [R( (0) = 100. R(O) = 0] the observed drop was 
from 30 to 10 seconds for v = 10-7

, but from 130 to 20 
seconds for v = 10- 10

• The corresponding drop for Eq. 
(5.28) (K = 10, x, = 0.03) was from 570 to 54 seconds for 
v = 10-7

, whereas for v = 10- 10 only the third-order calcu
lation was feasible. It required 150 seconds, and the estimat
ed increase in the computing time in the first order was by 
more than the factor of 100. All cases treated in Ref. 6 were 
recalculated by using the present (more accurate) error esti
mates, and the variations in R num , etc., never exceeded the 
new error bounds. At the same time the differences between 
the results obtained in the first and in the third order were 
comparable to the error estimates. (In our earlier calcula
tions6 these differences were much smaller than the error 
estimates, and the computing times were at least twice as 
large as the present ones.) All calculations were performed 
on the CDC CYBER 73 computer, and the programs are 
obtainable from the author on request. 

APPENDIX A: LOCAL SOLUTION AT A SIMPLE POLE OF 
R(x) 

IfEq. (1.1) is continued to the complex z plane, and the 
R(z) has a simple pole atz = x" 

R(z) =c,(Z-X,)-I[1 +dR(z)]. dR(x,) =0, (Al) 

a general solution of this equation in some vicinity of x, can 
be written as 

t/J(z) = C1U1(Z) + C2U2(Z), 

where7 

(A2) 

(A3) 
U2(Z) =c,ul(z)ln(z-x,) -1-d2(z), d2(x,) =0. 

ThefunctionsdR (z) andd,,2 (z) are analytic at x,. If R(x) is 
real, so are c" d R (x), and d ',2 (X). Inserting in that case Eqs. 
(A2) and (A3) into the definition (5.3) we obtain 

Sex, + 0) - sex, - 0) = ± c,1TIC2 1
2

, (A4) 

where the upper sign corresponds to tracing the t/J(z) in the 
upper half-plane. Thus to satisfy the absorption condition 
[Eq. (5.4)] the pole at x, must be bypassed in the lower half-
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plane if c, > 0, and in the upper half-plane if c, < O. This 
choice is unique [independent of ¢r(z)] for given R (z). 

APPENDIX B: AUXILIARY RELATIONS 

Equations (S.16) and (S.20) lead to the identities 

n 1 + n2 + d 1 + d2Dl (xa )ID2(xa ) = 0, (Bl) 

(B2) 

n 1 +n~2(xb)IDl(Xb) + iiI +ii2Dl(Xa)ID2(Xa) =0, 
(B3) 

d 1+d2 +d1+d2 =0. (B4) 

Introducing H defined by Eq. (S.23) after the replacements 
mentioned in connection with Eq. (S.17), and using Eqs. 
(B3) and (B4), we obtain 

H=H. (BS) 

With our choice of the shifted boundaries (Sec. III) we can 
approximate [see Eq. (2.16)] 

D 2(xb )ID1(Xb )<::::< -1, D 1(xa )ID2(xa )<::::< -1. (B6) 

Using Eqs. (Bl), (B2), (B4), and (B6) in the definitions 
(S.lSa) and (S.19) we obtain 

R:!u!.<::::<ld1-d21Id1 +d21-t, 
R:!u!.<::::<ld1-d21Id1 +d21- 1

• 

Equations (B7) lead to the estimates 
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(B7) 

- - - - 1 1/2 [ld11 + Id21]ld1 +d21- <(1 + Rnum) , 

[ld11 + Id21]ld1 +d21- 1<(1 + Rnum)1/2. 
(B8) 

If the absorption condition (S.4) is fulfilled at all real poles 
x" we obtain 

(B9) 

for any solution ¢r(z). Specializing itto ¢rl (z) and ¢r2(Z) [see 
Eq. (S.11)] with Zo = Xa or Zo = Xb, we arrive at four in
equalities: 

In;I<ld;l, lii;I<ld;l, ;= 1,2. (BlO) 

[S(zo) = Din viewofEq. (S.3), whereasSattheothershift
ed boundary, Xb or Xa, can be determined from (S.5).] 
Equations (S.23), (B6), (BlO), and (B8) lead to 

H<(1 + Rnum)1/2, H<(1 + Rnum)1/2, (Bll) 

which is equivalent to the estimate (S.26) in view of (BS). 
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Electromagnetic angular momentum radiated by two-point charges 
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A previous covariant approach in classical field theory to the definition of the energy and 
linear momentum radiated by two-point charges is extended to the case of angular momentum. 
First, the mixed contribution to the radiation rate of angular momentum for two proper time 
infinitesimal intervals is defined, shown to be independent of the hypersurface used, and 
computed in an exact covariant way. With this result a definition ofthe radiated angular 
momentum for a system of interacting particles is given in the framework of predictive 
relativistic mechanics. The lowest order of this quantity is calculated and compared with a 
previous result obtained by means of a different method. The agreement of the results obtained 
in both approaches can be interpreted as a test for the Lorentz-Dirac equation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The standard covariant approach to the definition of the 
energy and linear momentum radiated by a single point 
charge was proposed by Schild. 1 This approach was later 
extended to the definition of angular momentum and also to 
the case of a single spinning particle.2 The covariant defini
tion of the energy and linear momentum radiated by a system 
of point charges was analyzed in Ref. 3. 

The purpose of this paper is to extend the later formal
ism to the angular momentum radiated by a system of point 
charges. As in Ref. 3, we shall restrict ourselves to the case of 
two particles, though the analysis can be immediately ex
tended to any finite number of charges. 

The definition given for the radiated quantities is a gen
eralization of the usual covariant one for a single particle. In 
Sec. II we define the radiated angular momentum corre
sponding to two infinitesimal intervals of the world lines of 
the charges, as the contribution to the total electromagnetic 
angular momentum present at future infinity due to the 
fields created by the charges in the considered intervals. In a 
way similar to the one used by Schild 1 for the linear momen
tum radiated by one charge, the aforementioned definition 
can be seen to be independent of the hypersurface used to 
calculate the angular momentum at future infinity. This def
inition gives us a radiation rate of angular momentum that 
can be calculated in an exact covariant way and depends 
only on the positions, velocities, and accelerations of the 
charges. 

In contrast with the case of a single charge, in order to 
calculate the angular momentum radiated per unit of coordi
nate time, one must know something else about the dynam
ics of the particles. To do that we shall use the framework of 
predictive relativistic mechanics4 to define, in Sec. III, the 
angular momentum radiated by an isolated system of two
point charges, as a function only of the positions and veloc
ities of the particles in the considered configuration. 

The lowest-order contribution to this quantity and to 
the total linear and angular momenta radiated along the 
complete motion corresponding to given initial conditions is 
calculated in Sec. IV. 

The analysis is readily extended to the case of the intrin
sic angular momentum in Sec. V. This allows us to compare 

this result with the only previous covariant calculation of 
radiated quantities we know.5 This was obtained by a com
pletely different method without previous knowledge of the 
radiation rates. The particular terms given in Ref. 5 are easi
er to calculate by means of the way used there, but, in gen
eral-even for the other term of the same order given here 
for the first time-the method proposed here is more con
venient because fewer orders of the dynamics need be 
known. The agreement of the results obtained by means of 
these two methods can be understood as a positive test for 
the coherence between the Lorentz-Dirac equation and the 
usual conservation laws of the classical field theory applied 
to the Maxwell stress tensor. 

Finally, in Sec. VI, a short comment is made about the 
conditions for null radiation. 

II. RADIATION RATE OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM 

Let us consider two pointlike particles with charges ea 

(a = 1,2). We assume that the total electromagnetic field is 
the sum of the retarded fields F~P of the particles, and we 
take c = 1 and TJap = diag ( - 1,1,1,1). The position in the 
Minkowski space-time of the particle a, when Ta is its proper 
time, isxa = ¢~( T a ), and its velocity and acceleration are u~ 
= d¢~/dTa and5~ = d2¢~/dT~. 

If TaP is the electromagnetic Maxwell tensor, the angu
lar momentum density is/,Pr = x[aTPlr=xaTPr - xPTar, 
and thus the electromagnetic angular momentum corre
sponding to the value A of the proper time of an inertial 
observer with four-velocity na is given by 

rP(n,A) = - ( /,Pr d 3ar , (1) 
J:r.(n.A.) 

where ~(n,A) is the spacelike hyperplane orthogonal to the 
world line of the particle at point A, and d 3 ~ = d 3 a na is 
the volume element of ~ (n,A). 

The contribution to the angular momentum due exclu
sively to the electromagnetic field of the particle a is 

(2) 
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In the last expression, l:a (n,A,Ta) is the intersection be
tween l: (n,A) and the future light cone with a vertex in x~, 
Ta (n,A) is the value of Ta at the intersection of the world line 
of particle a and ~(n,A), and we have put d3o"=dTa d 2u:,. 

As indicated, the integrand in the last integral depends 
on na and A, but in the same way as proved by Schild I for the 
linear momentum, it can be seen2 that the following limit is 
in fact independent of na and can be understood as the con
tribution to the rate of angular momentum radiated exclu
sively by the particle a: 

dJ a{3 aJa/3 
__ a,_ (Ta) = lim _a_ (n,..1"Ta ) 

dTa A- + 00 aTa 

= 2e2 (f.-Yf.- x[au/31 + u[af.-/3I) (3) 
J a ~ a~ay a a a ~ a • 

The joint contribution due to the fields of both particles 
is 

(4) 

where hfY=x[aTrr is defined by the joint contribution of 
both fields to the stress tensor, and l:12(n,..1"TI,T2) is the in
tersection between l:(n,A) and the light cones with vertices 
in XI and x 2. We have taken d 3o"=dTI dT2 dof.2' 

The integral 

(5) 

is zero if the relative position vector is timelike and has a 
limit 

a 2Jff, . a 2J':f 
--- (1'1,1'2)= hm --- (n,A,TI,T2), (6) 
aTI aT2 A- + 00 aTI aT2 

which is also independent ofthe inertial observer, as can be 
seen in a way very similar to the one used in Refs. 1-3 in 
different cases. 

In consequence we shall interpret the limit (6) as the 
joint contribution per unit of proper time to the radiated 
angular momentum of the retarded fields of both particles. 
So the radiated angular momentum corresponding to the 
fields created by the two particles up to proper times 1'1 and 
1'2 can be defined as follows: 

2 fTa dJ a/3 
J~/3( 1'1,1'2) = a~1 _ 00 dTa dT: 

fT' JT' a
2
J':f, + dTI dT2 --- . 

- 00 - 00 aTI aT2 
(7) 

To calculate the limit in Eq. (6), we shall decompose the 
electromagnetic field of particle a as F~/3 
= F~f _ 1) + F~f _ 2» whereF~f _ n) is proportional to ra- n. 

Here the retarded distance from the point x a to the position 
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x~ in the retarded proper time Ta is given by ra 
= - (xa - x~)uaa' As a consequence, the mixed contribu
tion to the Maxwell tensor will split into three parts, 
T~ _ 2» Tffc _ 3» and Tff( _ 4)' In the case of the linear 
momentum only the term proportional to ra- 2 gives a contri
bution to the radiation, but for the angular momentum we 
have also to consider Tff( _ 3)' because of the extra factor xa. 

The actual computation of this limit is a rather long one, 
but the method to perform it is the one described in Sec. III 
of Ref. 3. Here we only quote the final result in terms of the 
completely symmetric tensor /a/3y introduced there: 

a 2Ja/3 
__ 12_, ( ) _ e l e2 /JLv[aL /31 1'1,1'2 - JLV , 
aT I aT2 2r21 

(8) 

with 
2 

L a/3y = L q (xaa'Sa') + 1] u~, 
a=1 

- (xaa'Ua')S~'}U~S~1 

- [(u lu2)sfsf - (uls2)sfuf 

- (slu2)ufsf + (sls2)ufufj (xf + xI), (9) 

where a'=3 - a, (A B) =A aBa' and 

x~a' =x~ - x~" ~a' =x~a' + (xaa' Ua' )2. (10) 

III. RADIATED ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN COPHASE 
SPACE 

To calculate (8) we need only to know the positions, 
velocities, and accelerations of the particles corresponding 
to the selected values of the proper times. But to find the 
radiated angular momentum up to times 1'1 and 1'2 or, simply, 
per unit of coordinate time, we need complete pieces of the 
world lines of both particles. As this problem is a dynamical 
one, we shall raise it in the framework of the predictive rela
tivistic mechanics.4 

Let us assume that the world lines of the particles are 
solutions of the following ordinary differential system: 

dxa dua 
__ a = u~, _a_ = S~(x,u). 
dT dr 

(11) 

In order to be an invariant predictive system, the functions 
5 ~ (x,u) appearing in (11) must be Poincare invariant and 
satisfy both the orthogonality condition uaaS~(x,u) = 0 
and the Droz-Vincent equations6 .2"(Ha, )s~(x,u) = 0, 
.2" (Ha) being the Lie derivative with respect to the vector 
field 

Ha = u~~+S~(x,u)~. 
ax~ au~ 

(12) 

In classical electrodynamics the evolution equations of 
an isolated system of two-point charges are the delay differ
ential equations arising from the Lorentz force or the Lor
entz-Dirac equation. But it can be proved4,5,7 that there is a 
unique invariant predictive system (11) with functions 5 ~ 
that coincide with the accelerations of the particles moving 
according to the delay differential system when the relative 
position vector is null. This associated predictive system can 
be computed by means of a perturbative scheme, and all its 
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solutions are also solutions ofthe corresponding delay differ
ential system. Furthermore, because of the so-called sponta
neous predictiuization,8 any solution of the Lorentz equa
tions, or of the order-reduced Lorentz-Dirac equations, 
constructed by the methods of steps, is a solution of the asso
ciated predictive system with increasing approximation be
yond the first step. 

To define the radiated angular momentum in the co
phase space-the space of the points (x,u )-we shall use the 
fact that, from Eq. (7), 

aJ ~fJ dJ ~~ iTa' aJ ffr 
-- (1"1,1"2)=-- (1"a) + d1"a' --, (13) 
a1"a d1"a Taa' a1"1 a1"2 

where Taa, is the proper time of the particle a' when it is 
placed on the retarded light cone of a. This result suggests to 
us to define the angular momentum radiated from past infin
ity to the configuration (x,u) as the function J~fJ(x,u) de
fined in the cophase space by the evolution equation 

.2" (Ha )J~fJ(x,u) = L ~fJ(x,u) 

=M~fJ(x,u) + N~fJ(x,u), 

N~fJ(x,u) = la' d1"¢!-TM ff(x,u). (14) 

As this equation is the translation of ( 13) to cophase space, 
we have put here 

M~fJ(x,u) =1e~(5" ~ (x,u)5"ar(x,u)x~au~1 + u~a5"~1 (x,u»), 
(15) 

by Eq. (3), and M ff is Eq. (8) with the vector 5" ~ systemati
cally replaced by the function 5" ~ (x,u) if the configuration is 
spacelike, and zero otherwise. The retarded proper time 
Taa' (x,u) is the value of 1"a' when the point ¢~. (x,U;1"a' ) is in 
the past light cone of x~, ¢~ (x,U;1" a) being the solution of 
system (11) for the initial conditions (x,u). The term ¢!-T 
denotes the dual map of 

¢a'T: (x~,u~,x~. ,u~. )I---+(x~,u~,¢~. (x,U;1"),~~. (x,U;1"»). (16) 

Conditions ( 14) do not uniquely determine J ~fJ, and we 
must also impose the asymptotic condition 

(17) 
T- - 00 

where use has been made of the shift operator 

Ra (1")f(x~,u~,x~. ,u~. )I---+f(x~ + 'TU~,u~,x~. ,u~. ). (18) 

The invariant predictive system associated with an iso
lated system of two-point charges is also invariant under 
space reflections. With the notation 

k= -(U1U2), A2=k 2 _1, 

Za =A-2[(xaa·ua ) -k(xaa·ua·)], 'l]a = (_1)a+l, 
(19) 

h a = Xf2 - zluf + Z2U~, t~ = u~ - ku~., (20) 

this condition can be written as follows4
: 

(21) 

The values of aa and laa' can, in principle, be calculated by a 
perturbative method4

•
5

•
7 by means of expansions in powers 

of the charges. By means of this perturbative method one can 
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also find successive orders of ¢~, of L ~fJ, and, finally, of J~fJ 
as solutions of Eqs. (14) and (17). 

One nice feature of the definition given above is that to 
calculate the first nonzero contribution to the radiated angu
lar momentum we need only to know the first term in the 
expansion of the 5" ~. This term is the trivial one given by the 
acceleration that particle a would have if it were moving in 
the retarded Coulomb field created by a free particle a'. In 
fact, if the masses of the charges are ma' we have up to this 
lowest order 

5"~ = (eaea./mar'1.a· )('I]akh a - zat~.) + O(e4
), (22) 

where ~a' = h 2 + A2~, h 2=h aha' and O(e4
) means terms 

vanishing at least as e4 when e = el = e2 .... O. We also need 
the following elementary results: 

¢~. (x,U;1") = x~. + 1"U~. + O(e2), (23) 

Taa' (x,u) = taa' + O(e
2
), taa' =kza - Za' - raa" (24) 

Substitution of these in expressions (3), (8), and (9) 
and in the value of jafJr gives, after a straightforward but 
lengthy calculation, 

+Zat~at~l) + O(e6), 

M~(x,u) = eie~ (H1h [atfl 

+ H2h [at~l + Tt\at~l) + O(e6), 

where 

(25) 

(26) 

(kZa'm~ Za )2) ] , 
(27) 

T= _1_ [_Z_I_~ + zl(kzl - Z2)2 _ z2(kz2 - ZI)2] . 
2A2 mlr~2 m2t11 m2t12ril m 1t12ril 

(28) 

It should be stressed that the first nonzero components 
of the radiated angular momentum rates are of fourth order 
in the charges, while in the case of the radiated linear mo
mentum they are of sixth order.3 

In order to calculate the first approximation of func
tions N~ on Eq. (14), we have to compute 

N~fJ = f d1" Ra' (1")Mff + O(e6) 
'aQ' 

= ~za' dza. Mff + O(e6), 
Jza' 

where za' =Ra' (taa' )za' = kza - raa" 

(29) 

The fourth-order term in expression (29) is the one pro
portional to ei e~ and can be computed by means of Eqs. 
(26 )-( 28). The final result is a rather complex one, and we 
shall not write it explicitly here. 
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Once we know L ~P, the radiated angular momentum 
per unit coordinate time can be computed by using9 

dJaP .. 2 I ~P 
-- (t,x~,v1.) = I --=0' 

dt c= I Uc 

(30) 

where a bar over a function in cophase space means to take 
the following values of the arguments: 

x~ = x~ = t, x~ = x~, 
u~ = (1- V~Vaj)-1/2, u~ = u~v~. 

(31) 

IV. TOTAL RADIATED MOMENTA 

In Ref. 3 a definition was given for the linear momentum 
radiated along the evolution of the isolated system from past 
infinity to the considered point of cophase space, but the 
explicit computation was not carried out. We shall indicate 
here how this can be performed. But for convenience we 
shall begin with the angular momentum. 

The lowest-order contributions to the evolution equa
tion and asymptotic conditions for J~p on Eqs. (14) and 
(17) are the differential conditions 

aJaP 
-a r = L ~P + O(e6

); (32) 
'Za 

the integrability conditions 

aL ~ aL ~f1 0 6 (33) --=--+ (e), 
aZa' aZa 

which are automatically fulfilled as a consequence of the 
definition and the Droz-Vincent conditions; and the limit 
conditions 

lim J~p = o. (34) 

By making use of Eq. (14) and the fact that N ~P vanishes 
except when 

kza· - ra'a = za ,;;;za ,;;;za =kza· + ra'a' 

it can be seen that the solution of the system (32)-(34) is 

Jap = ~ Jza dz MaP + lZ' dz NaP 
r ~ a a 1 I 

a = 1 - 00 %, 

(35) 

or the equivalent result obtained by systematically inter
changing the indices 1 and 2. From this expression for the 
angular momentum radiated up to the considered configura
tion, the total angular momentum radiated along the com
plete evolution, from past infinity to future infinity, corre
sponding to initial conditions (x,u), is given by 

J~!(x,u) = lim ¢JrA)rJ~p(x,u) 
'T- + 00 

= lim RI(7')R2(T)J~P(X,u) + O(e6
) 

T_ + 00 

(36) 
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If the integrals in Eq. (36) are performed, then after a 
rather long calculation the following result can be obtained: 

Jap = 2eie~k [kA -In(k + A)] 
tr h 2A4 m l m2 

X (mlh [aur J - m2h [au~J) 

4 ~ e~ea·k ["J 6 
- - £... 2 1Ja h au~ + O(e ). 

3 a= I mah A 
(37) 

This calculation can be performed in a very similar way 
for the total radiated linear momentum using the results of 
Ref. 3. Here we only quote the final result: 

e3 e3
1T 

P':,.= 12 [A(3k 3 -4k 2+9k-4) 
4m lm2h

3A6 

- (3k 2+ 1)ln(k+A)](tf +tn 

V. RADIATED INTRINSIC ANGULAR MOMENTUM 

Since we assume that the system of the two charges is 
isolated, the total linear momentum of the system, made up 
of the mechanical and the electromagnetic contributions, is a 
constant of motion, and the mass of the system 
M= ( - paPa) 1/2 and the velocity of the center of mass 
Ua=M-Ipa can be defined and are also constants ofmo
tion. Ifwe consider the same inertial observer of Sec. II, the 
electromagnetic intrinsic angular momentum is given by 

Wan,A) = -~ f E"Pr6Upjr61-' d 3
U l-' 

2 )1:(n.).) 

= ~E"Pr6UpJr6' (39) 

where J ap is given by expression (1). From here, all the 
work made with the linear and angular momenta can be 
repeated. Let us only say that the intrinsic angular momen
tum radiated along the full evolution corresponding to initial 
conditions (x,u) is given, taking into account Eq. (36), by 

W':,. =~E"Pr6UpJtrr6' (40) 

To calculate the first contribution to Eq. (40) we need 
the lowest-order terms of J':f and ua. The first one is given 
by Eq. (37) and the second is of a purely mechanical nature: 

2 

ua = Ii I maU~ + O(e2), 
0=1 

Ii=(mi +2kmlm2+m~)-1/2. (41) 

The final result is 

Wtr = kWliE"Pr6hpulrU26 + O(e6
), 

with 

kA - In(k + A) _.±. ~ e3 e . ma' 
h2A4 3 a~1 a a mah 2A . 

(42) 

The two terms proportional to e~ e2 and elei, respective
ly, were found by Lapiedra and Molina5 by a different meth-
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od, without previous calculation of the radiation rates. The 
term proportional to ei~ is new, as far as we know. 

As was said before, to calculate Eqs. (41) and (42) we 
have used only the first nonzero term in the perturbative 
expansion of the accelerations of the particles. This term 
corresponds to the retarded Coulomb fields of particles mov
ing without acceleration, and thus it is the same for the delay 
equations obtained from the Lorentz force or for the ones 
derived from the Lorentz-Dirac equation, for instance. 
However, in the method of Lapiedra and Molina, two terms 
coming from the very structure of the Lorentz-Dirac equa
tion are used to calculate the contributions proportional to 
e~ e2 and e 1 ei in (42). This can be seen as a partial proof of 
the coherence between the Lorentz-Dirac equation and the 
usual interpretation of the Maxwell tensor in the conserva
tion laws of the classical electrodynamics. This result is a 
point against the equations proposed by Mo and Papas 10 and 
Herrera lIas an alternative to the Lorentz-Dirac equation, 
because both equations give-in the method ofLapiedra and 
Molina-no contribution proportional to e~ea" as can be 
easily seen. 

VI. FINAL COMMENTS 

It is obvious that if the charges are not accelerated there 
is no radiation. In the usual low-velocity approximation to 
the radiation, it is also easily seen that if a system of two
point charges radiates no energy, the charges must move 
without acceleration. By making use of the result of Ref. 3 
corresponding to Eq. (8) (which is based only upon classical 
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field theory) and no additional assumption, it can be seen l2 

also in this covariant approach that the only possibility not 
to have radiated energy is that the two particles move with 
constant velocity. J3 However, this converse result is not nec
essarily true for macroscopic systems 14 that can be seen as 
composed of an infinite number of point charges. 
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A classical Lorentz-covariant nonlinear model scalar field theory, which admits an exact, 
closed-form, spatially localized, nonsingular solution, is considered. This solution corresponds 
to a dynamically unstable extended "particle" of finite positive "rest mass." An approximate 
two-particle solution is constructed, and the associated effective two-particle Lagrangian is 
derived by means of a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent interest has been attached to the study of spatial
ly localized finite energy solutions to nonlinear Lorentz-co
variant classical field theories. 1-3 The existence of such solu
tions (referred to as solitons) has been established for a 
family of classical field theories characterized by nonderiva
tive interactions and unbroken SO(2) internal symmetry. 1 

Absolute stability and spherical symmetry are fundamental 
properties of these solutions, which become unstable when 
coupled to the quantized neutrino field. 2 For a class of 
SO (n) -invariant relativistic quantum field theories with 
nonderivative interactions, one-particle propagators (accu
rate to order Ii) have been derived from a soliton-based rep
resentation of the generating functional for time-ordered 
Green's functions. 3 A noteworthy consequence of this result 
is that classical instability implies one-particle quantum in
stability if the quantum field theory has a classical counter
part that admits a time-independent soliton solution. 

Exact solutions have been obtained for the hydrody
namical version of certain nonlinear Schrodinger equa
tions,4.5 namely, the generalized nonlinear Schrodinger
Langevin equation4 and the logarithmic nonlinear Schro
dinger equation,5 both with prescribed external potentials. 
From the hydrodynamical considerations of Refs. 4 and 5, it 
follows that each of these nonlinear Schrodinger equations 
admits a nonspreading (solitonlike) wave-packet solution 
when the form of the external potential is appropriately spe
cialized. 

In this paper, particlelike6 (soliton) solutions to specific 
nonlinear classical field theories are investigated. 

Let us consider a Lorentz-covariant classical field theo
ry based on a Lagrangian density of the general form 7 

2'==!(~)2 - !IV(,W + f(¢), (I) 

where ¢ = ¢ (x,t) is a real scalar field. With the Langrangian 
functional8 

L = L [¢, ~] == f 2' d 3X, 

the action principle 

8 (" L dt= 0 
J" 

leads to the field equation 

¢ - V2¢ =/,(¢). 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

At a solution to (4), the total field energy 

E = f [~ (~) 2 + + 1 v ¢ 12 - f (¢) ] d 3X (5) 

is an important constant ofthe motion (E = 0). 
In the present work, the self-interaction Lagrangian 

density, f ( ¢ ), is specialized to the form 

f(¢)== -A.11¢13+A.2¢4, (6) 

where A. 1 and A.2 are arbitrary positive coupling constants. 
The resulting model field theory admits a rigorous, closed
form, time-independent, dynamically unstable particlelike 
solution of finite positive energy. Moreover, an approximate 
time-dependent solution is constructed which describes two 
interacting nonrelativistic extended "particles" separated by 
a distance large compared to their "radii." Dynamical con
sequences of the latter solution are deduced from the asso
ciated effective two-particle Lagrangian. 

A generalization of (6) is discussed in the Appendix. 
There it is shown that (6) is the only polynomial member of 
a class of self-interaction Lagrangian densities for which (4) 
has static particlelike solutions, each with finite positive en
ergy. 

II. A SOLVABLE NONLINEAR SCALAR FIELD THEORY 

For a model theory derived from ( 1 ) with the self-inter
action Lagrangian density (6), the field equation (4) be
comes 

(7) 

This nonlinear equation admits the static, singularity-free, 
spatially localized, spherically symmetric solution 

¢o = ¢o( Ixi) == ± (2/3A. 1) (lxl2 + U 2/9 A. i) -I . (8) 

Observe that the particlelike solution (8) is characterized by 
a "size parameter" 

(9) 

which gives the order of magnitude of the "particle radius." 
Evaluating (5) with (6) and (8) produces the total static 
field energy, or "particle rest mass," 

rA.1 (2 A. i) -112==mo' (10) 

Now consider the dynamical stability of (8) when the 
perturbation about (8) is given by 
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We seek an approximate solution of the form tP(x,t) = </Jo( Ixl) + (l1(u)/Zu)cos kt, 

u=lxIZ- I, (11) 1/(u) = .,J2ul[ D(a - M){ 1 + u2 )ar/2, (23) 

where the constant k may be either purely real or purely 
imaginary, and 

11/(u) /lZu~ ItPo( Ixl) I, 

for all x. We substitute (11) into (7) and retain only terms 
linear in 1/ to obtain the Schrodinger-like eigenvalue equa
tion 

-1/"(u) + F(u)1/(u) = (kZ)21/(U), 

in which 

F(u) = 4/( 1 + u2) - 24/( 1 + U2)2. 

(12) 

( 13) 

Equation (12) must be supplemented with the appropriate 
boundary conditions for a spatially localized nonsingular 
perturbation, 

1/(0) = lim 1/(u) =0. (14) 

Upper and lower bounds for k 2 follow from considerations 
based on the generic eigenvalue equation for K, S, and some 
suitably chosen real-valued function G( u), 

(15) 

with the real-valued eigenfunction s(u) subject to the 
boundary conditions 

s(O) = lim s(u) = O. (16) 

When G(u) is defined by 

G(u) = 12/(1 + u2) - 24/(1 + U2
)2, (17) 

we have G(u) >F(u) for all u;;;.O. With (17), Eq. (15) has 
the solution 

(18) 

belonging to the eigenvalue K = O. Since ( 18) is nodeless for 
all u > 0, we infer that k ~ = min k 2 < O. Furthermore, when 
G(u) is defined by 

G(u)= -~+~- 35, (19) 
11 1 + u2 (1 + u2

) 2 

we have G(u)<;F(u) for all u;;;.O. With (19), Eq. (15) has 
the solution 

(20) 

belonging to the eigenvalue K = - ff. Since (20) is nodeless 
for all u > 0, we infer that (koZ) 2 > - ff. Consequently, the 
minimum value of k 2 is bounded according to 
0> (koZ)2> - ff~ - 5.818, and the perturbation term in 
( 1 I) grows exponentially with time in a dynamically unsta
blemanner. 

In order to estimate the value of Ikol, we employ a Ray
leigh-Ritz procedure. For this purpose we express ( 12) as a 
variational principle 

8r = 0, r= Loo [1/'(U)2 + F(U)1/(U)2]du, (21) 

with 1/(u) subject to the normalization condition 

Lao 1/(U)2 du = 1. (22) 
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where a is a variational parameter ( > ~), and D is standard 
notation for the beta function. By substituting (23) into the 
definition part of (21 ), we find 

r = (2a - 3)(3a2 
- 40a + 32)/4a(a + 1), (24) 

from which we conclude that min r~ - 5.447 ~ (koZ)2 for 
a~S.3. Thus Ikol ~2.334Z -I, and we obtain the character
istic time r for the exponential dissolution of (8), 

r=lkol-'~0.428Z. (25) 

Let us tum our attention to the interaction of two identi
cal extended particles that correspond to the particlelike sca
lar fields generated from (8): 

tPo(i) = ± (2/3...t1){lx-~jI2+Z2)-1 (i= 1,2), (26) 

where the coordinates ~j = ~j (t) locate the center of the ith 
particle. In terms of (26), the field equation (7) admits an 
approximate solution of the form 

~=tPo( 1) + tPo(2) 

= ± (2/3...t , )[ (Ix - ~112 + Z2)-1 

+ <lx-~212+Z2)-I], (27) 

for slowly moving (I~j (1) I « 1), widely separated 
(1~2 - ~II>Z) particles. Here we regard ~I and ~2 as vari
ational parameters t? be determined by the action principle 
(3) with L = L [~, ~ ]. Hence by substituting (27) into (2) 
and using well-known integration techniques to evaluate the 
resulting integrals, we obtain the effective nonrelativistic 
two-particle Lagrangian 

L [~,~]=l=l(~j'~j) 

= (mol2)1~,12 + (mol2)1~212 - 2mo 

+ U(~j,~j) - V( 1~1>, (28) 

where 

and 

U(~jJ~j) = (16rI9...ti 1~13)[Y(U)~I·~2 

+ [9(u)(n·~I){n·~2)]' 

~=~2 - ~I' u=Z/I~1 ~ 1, n=~I~I, 

q() 1T U 1 -1(2 v u =-- --tan u) 
4 1+4~ 2 ' 

[9 (u) = 2ul(1 + 4~)2 - 3 Y(u), 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

V(I~I> = -128rZI9...ti (1~12+4Z2)2. (33) 

Because of (3) and (28), the particle coordinates ~j satisfy 
the Euler-Lagrange equations 

(34) 

which ensure conservation of the total two-particle energy 

E=(~l· -!- + ~2· -!- - l)l 
a~l a~2 

= (mol2)1~,12 + (mol2)1~212 + 2mo 

+ U(~j'~j) + V(I~I> =const. (35) 
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In addition to the usual kinetic energy and rest mass energy 
terms, the total two-particle energy E includes the velocity
dependent interaction energy U( ~i '~i ), as well as the mutual 
potential energy V( I~I). Note that in the limiting case a .... 0, 
we have 

lim V(I~I) = 0, (36) 
<7~O 

while the quantity U( ~i>~i) reduces to the interaction ener
gy of two "dipoles," 

lim U(~i>~i) = [PI·P2 - 3(n'PI)(n'P2)]I~I-3, (37) 
<7~O 

with velocity-induced "dipole moments" 

Pi=(2ff3/2/3AI)~i' (38) 

APPENDIX: PARTICLELIKE SOLUTIONS TO REAL 
SCALAR FIELD THEORIES FEATURING A 
GENERALIZATION OF EQ. (6) 

With arbitrary positive coupling constants Al and A2, a 
generalization of (6) is given by 

(Al) 

where N is a positive real number ( > 2), not necessarily an 
integer. By virtue of (Al), Eq. (4) takes the time-indepen
dent form 

_ V2~= _AINI~I(N-2)~+U2(N_l)~(2N-3), 
(A2) 

for the admissible real scalar field ~ = ~(x). We require a 
necessary condition for the existence of particlelike solutions 
to (A2); therefore we evoke the pseudovirial theorem9 to 
obtain 

6 J (_AII~IN+A2~2(N-1)d3X= JIV~12d3X. (A3) 

Next we multiply (A2) by~, and then integrate over all x to 
find 

J ( - AIN I~IN + U 2(N - l)~2(N-I»d3X 

= JIV~12 d 3x. (A4) 

The validity of both (A3) and (A4) is contingent upon a 
~ (x) off unction class C 2 for all x, and such that 

lim [lxl3/S~(x)] = 0, s=min {N, 6}. (A5) 
I"I~ 00 

From (A3) and (A4) we derive the global relation 

3A{:-=-~) J 1~INd3X= J IV~12d3X>0, (A6) 
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which implies that particlelike solutions to (A2) can exist 
only if 2 < N < 4. Under this restriction on values of N, Eq. 
(A2) admits the spherically symmetric particlelike solution 

A A [A N(N 2)2 A ]1I(2- N l 
t/lo=t/lo(lxl>=± ~(4-~) (lxI2+Z2) , 

Z=(4-N)(U2)1/2IN(N-2)AI, (A7) 

with the associated total field energy (particle rest mass) 

A 8{21T B ( 5 6 - N ) 
mo= 3(N-2)3 2"' 2N-4 

X __ 1_ A (N-6)12 
[( 

AN )(4-Nl ]1I(N- 2l 

4-N 2 , 
(A8) 

computed by means of (A 7), (A 1), and (5). For the special 
case N = 3, treated in Sec. II, we have the only integer value 
ofN for which (A2) has aparticlelike solution offiniteposi
tive energy. 

By taking the limits A I .... ° and N .... 4 in such a way that 
(4 - N)I A I .... 8/3 2, where /3 is an arbitrary dimensionless 
positive constant, Eqs. (A7) and (A8) are brought to their 
respective limiting forms, 

~o""()o= ±/3(lxI2+Z~)-1/2, 

Z .... Zo=/32(U2) 1/2, (A9) 

and 

(AlO) 

The time-independent particlelike scalar field ()o, with parti
cle rest mass Mo, satisfies the nonlinear field equation 

~ - V2t/1 = 6A2t/15, (All) 

derived from the Lagrangian density 

.ff = ~(~)2 - ~IV~W + A2t/16
• (AI2) 

A model scalar field theory based on (A 12) has been pre
viously investigated. 10-13 

's. Coleman, Nucl. Phys. B 262, 263 (1985). 
2A. Cohen, S. Coleman, H. Oeorgi, and A. Manohar, Nuel. Phys. B 272, 
301 (1986). 
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A representation of the Poincare group by means of operators acting on the function space of 
the nonrelativistic quantum mechanics is introduced. The conditions that the Hamiltonian of 
an interacting particle system must verify in order to define a relativistic invariant Schrodinger 
equation are found out. The relation with usual quantum constraint theories is also studied. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Our aim in this paper is to introduce a relativistic quan
tum mechanics that describes systems of N interacting parti
cles by means of a noncovariant formalism. As far as we 
know, the best known theories on this topic available in the 
literature are based on manifestly covariant formalisms. 1 

Nevertheless, noncovariant formalisms are closer to the 
standard form of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics and 
first-order relativistic corrections to it. As many authors 
have pointed out, covariance is not an essential requirement 
for a relativistic theory, even though it may be desirable in 
many cases. Covariant formalisms accomplish Poincare's 
invariance in a clear and easy to handle fashion. On the con
trary, noncovariant formalisms make the relativistic invar
iance of the theory ratherinvolved. In fact, much of the work 
in this paper is devoted to elucidating that question. 

What does a noncovariant formalism mean? In brief, it 
is a formalism that retains all the basic framework of nonrel
ativistic quantum mechanics, except for Galileo's invar
iance. Let us be more precise in those points which confer a 
noncovariant character to the approach. 

First of all, we have to say what we call aN-particle 
wave function. Let Sa (a,b, ... = 1,2, ... ,N) be the spin of the 

particle labeled a, and let {Xa
Pa

} (Pa,Qa,'" = -Sa' -Sa 
+ 1, ... ,sa) be a basis of the spin space of this particle 
[ (2sa + I) -dimensional complex vector space]. We denote 
by 

X(P)=XP,.P, ....• PN=X1P'®XZP'® '" ®XNPN (1.1) 

the basis vectors of the tensor product of all particle spin 
spaces. Wave functions read in this notation as in nonrelativ
istic quantum mechanics, 

.1.-.1. (tx) P, ..... PN=.I. (P) 
'I' - 'i'P' ..... PN ' a X -'i'(P)X ( 1.2) 

(here Xa is the "position vector" of the particle a referred to 
an inertial observer at the time t measured by this observer) . 
The wave function space of the theory is a subset of the func
tion space defined by (1.2). 

Even in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, frames re
lated by Galileo transformations use different wave func
tions to describe the same physical state of a system. There
fore, the theory supplies a wave function transformation 
mechanism that tells us how wave functions relative to dif
ferent inertial observers are related. It amounts to giving a 
representation of the invariance group of the theory (Gali-

leo's group) by means oflinear operators acting on the wave 
function space of the theory. To generalize this structure to 
cover the relativistic case (i.e., to substitute Galileo's group 
by Poincare's group) may be rather cumbersome if we main
tain the wave function space of nonrelativistic quantum me
chanics. The standard action of the Poincare group in Min
kowski's space-time leads naturally to a representation of the 
Poincare group on a space of functions depending on the 
space-time coordinates of all the particles (i.e., N-time wave 
functions). The images by a boost of points of the space-time 
that are simultaneous in an inertial frame have different time 
coordinates in a boosted frame. We shall introduce in Sec. II 
a representation of the Poincare group that preserves the 
one-time dependence of wave functions. 

On the other hand, wave functions ( 1.2) are well suited 
to a time evolution driven by a Schrodinger-like equation 

(Ii=c= 1), i~ =H¢. (1.3) at 
However, the relativistic invariance of Schrodinger's equa
tion is rather obscure. It has to be understood in connection 
with the representation of the Poincare group we have men
tioned above. We shall examine that question throughout 
Sec. III. Let us say in advance that the Hamiltonian H must 
verify some commuting relations with the other infinitesimal 
generators of the representation in order to define a Poincare 
invariant Schrodinger equation. 

The last sections will be devoted to exploring the rela
tion of our formalism with the covariant formalism that is 
based on a system of N Klein-Gordon equations. 2 

II. REPRESENTATION OF THE POINCARE GROUP ON 
THE ONE-TIME FUNCTION SPACE 

We proceed to build up a representation of the Poincare 
group on the function space (1.2); that is, we shall define a 
one-to-one correspondence (L,A )++U (L,A) that associates 
a linear operator U (L,A) to each Poincare transformation 
(L is a Lorentz matrix and A a four-vector). These operators 
must satisfy the group composition law, 

U(L2L 1,Al +L1 -
1A2) = U(L2,A2)U(L1,Al)' (2.1) 

An operator of the representation acting on a one-time func
tion t/J gives as output another one-time function 

"" = D (Q\P) (L) U(L,A)t/J(Q) (t,xa )X(P), (2.2) 

where 
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N 

D (Q)(P) (L) =- II (D )Qo (L) b P • o 
b=1 

(2.3) 

The term (Db) Qo Po is an irreducible (or not) representation 
matrix of the Lorentz group on the spin space of the particle 
b, and U(L,A) is a linear operator belonging to a representa
tion of the Poincare group on the one-time scalar function 
space (wave functions used for describing systems of spin
less particles). Our task in this section will consist of obtain
ing the explicit form of this unusual representation of the 
Poincare group. 

Let us consider the momentum space of an N-particle 
system (we can assume spin-O particles without loss of gen
erality); ka a will denote the linear momentum of the particle 
labeled a (a,/3, ... =0,1,2,3). We choose a surface 

!.: Fa' (kbllkcll ) = 0 (a',b ', ... = 2,3, ... ,N) (2.4) 

invariant under Lorentz transformations 

(2.5) 

We focus our attention on those surfaces that admit the 
parametric equations 

ka·o =ia. (kIO,kb'kc )' (2.6) 

That is, the set {kIO,ka } is a system of admissible coordinates 
for the surface !.. We now introduce a new coordinate E 
defined implicitly by the equation 

k lO + E"fa. (klo,kb'kc ) = E, (2.7) 

This leads to the parametric form we use henceforth, 

k l o = hi (E,kb·kc ), 

kat ° = hal (E,kb·kc ) =Ia' [hi (E,kd·ke ),kf·kg ]. 

(2.8) 

The natural action of the Lorentz group (2.5) restricted 
to the invariant surface!' defines a family of mappings of the 
surface onto itself which constitutes a nonlinear action of the 
Lorentz group (i, j, ... = 1,2,3), 

E'=LoaE+LOjPj (P;=E"k/, E"= 1), 

k'/=L;oha(E,kb·kc) +L~k/. 
(2.9) 

By considering the pullback under the mappings (2.9) 
off unctions defined on the surface !., we get a representation 
of the Lorentz group on this function space. It reads 

UK (L,O)tjJ(E,ka) 

= tjJ[ (L -1)00£ + (L -1)OjP«L -1);ohd(E,kb·kc) 

+ (L -I);mkdm]. (2.10) 

The next step will lead us to the desired result. We may 
regard functions tjJ(E,ka ) as Fourier transforms of one-time 
fUilctions3 

r/J(t,X
a

) = Fourier(tjJ) = (21T) - (3N+ 1)/2L tjJ(E,ka) 

xexp[ i( - Et + kb'Xb) ]dE /\dk l /\" ·/\dkN • 

(2.11 ) 

Therefore, we may regard (2.10) as the representation oper
ators in momentum space. We complete the representation 
by adding the space-time translation operators 
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UK (l,A)tjJ(E,ka) = exp[i( - EA ° + P·A) ]t,6(E,ka). 
(2.12) 

It can be easily proved that defining the generic repre
sentation operator by 

(2.13 ) 

the group composition law (2.1) is satisfied. [There is an 
alternative expression to the group law we have chosen here; 
it is performed by changing the order of the operators on the 
right-hand side of (2.13).] 

Finally, we define the representation operators in posi
tion space in the usual way; that is, if r/J = Fourier(tjJ), then 

U(L,A) r/J = Fourier [ UK (L,A)tjJ]. (2.14) 

Let us remark that restricting (2.14) to space rotations 
and space-time translations one gets the well known opera
tors used in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics to describe 
these Poincare transformations. 

We come back to the general case (nonzero spin parti
cles) and end this section by writing the infinitesimal genera
tors of the representation in momentum space. They read 

T = E, P; = E"kao 

J S 'jkma ; = ; + IE; m a --., (2.15) 
aka' 

K. = Q. + iP. ~ + ih (E,kb ) ~ • 
I I I aE a ak I 

a 

The operators S; and Qj are the infinitesimal generators of 
the representation of the Lorentz group (2.3). Their action 
on functions (1.2) can be expressed in terms of the infinitesi
mal generators of the Lorentz group representations on indi
vidual spin spaces; for instance, 

S;",,= (S;) (Q) (P) r/J(Q)X(P) 

(2.16) 

Since operators carrying different particle indices act on 
different spin spaces, they commute. Moreover, each pair 
Sal,Qaj closes the Lie algebra of the Lorentz group, 

[SaoSaj] = iEij kSak , 

[Sa;,Qaj] = iE/Qak' (2.17) 

[QooQaj] = - iE/Sak · 

Obviously, S; and Qj have the same commuting relations. It 
is necessary to use some simple properties of the parametri
zation of the surface!' to check up that (2.15) close to the 
Lie algebra of the Poincare group 

[T,P;] = [T,J;] = [Pol}] = 0, 

[P;'-0] = iE/Pk, [Jo-0] = iE/Jk, 

[KoT] =iP;, [K;,Pj ] =i6ijT, 

[Ki'-0] = iE/Kk, [K;.Kj ] = - iE/Jk· 

III. POINCARE INVARIANT SCHRODINGER 
EQUATIONS 

(2.18 ) 

We shall say that the SchrOdinger equation (1.3) is 
Poincare invariant if and only if the Poincare transform 
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"" = U (L,A) of every solution", is also a solution for every 
operator U (L,A) of the representation (2.2). It ensures that 
inertial observes will all use the same SchrOdinger equation 
to describe a definite N-particle system, even though they use 
different solutions of it to perform individual physical states 
of the system. 

A straightforward consequence of the definition is the 
following set of necessary conditions: 

aH =0, 
at 
[P;,H]", = [J;H]'" = ([ Ki>H] - iP;)", = O. 

(3.1a) 

(3.1b) 

The last equations only must hold if the functions", are solu
tions of the Schrodinger equation. Therefore, the Hamilto
nian H does not coincide with the time translation operator 
T over the whole wave function space, but it does all over the 
Schrodinger equation solution subspace. 

It is due to this annoying presence of the general solu
tion of (1.3) in Eqs. (3.1 b) that they are not very useful. 
Hence it would be desirable to come to a new set of equations 
where the solution dependence has been dropped out. 

Schrodinger's equation determines without ambiguity 
the wave function at a time t provided we know it at a given 
time to. We can set to = 0, since H does not depend explicitly 
on t. Thus we have 

",(1) = exp( - iHt)",(O). (3.2) 

Equation (3.2) defines a one-to-one correspondence 
between solutions and initial data. Then, if we assume (1.3) 
to be Poincare invariant (i.e., Poincare transform of solu
tions are also solutions), we can regard the action of the 
representation operators on the solutions of ( 1.3) as changes 
in the Cauchy data. This point of view amounts to consider
ing a new representation of the Poincare group on the initial 
data function space. We call it the induced representation. 
There are at least two ways to build up that representation 
[see Eq. (AI2) of the Appendix]. They, of course, are 
equivalent. We have preferred here to proceed in the nonrel
ativistic quantum mechanics way: we regard (3.2) as the 
equation that makes the induced representation into the pre
vious one (i.e., SchrOdinger's representation into Heisen
berg's representation). Thus the induced representation op
erators U (L,A) read 

U(L,A) = exp(iHt)U(L,A)exp( - int). (3.3) 

A straightforward calculation gives the following ex
pressions for the infinitesimal generators: 

P; =P; = -it:!'~=t:!'Pa;, 
aXa' 

- k . -
J; = J; = Eij XQ'Pak + Si> T= H, 

- 00 (1) an K; = L -. --n ha(O,Pb"Pc)xa;H n + Q;. 
n=O n. aE 

(3.4 ) 

The boost generator formula needs a more careful treatment. 
In fact, the above expression is rather formal and it cannot be 
applied blindly. We shall give a detailed discussion ofit in the 
Appendix. 

Since under a change of representation the commutator 
algebra is preserved, the necessary conditions on the Hamil-
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tonian remain formally unchanged. However, we can sup
press the function on which the commutators act. Because it 
is now a Cauchy data, there is not in principle any relevant 
constraint on this sort of function. Therefore, we get 

[H,P;] = [H,J;] =0, [K;,H] =iP;. (3.5) 

These equations are completely equivalent to (3.1) by 
means of purely algebraic calculations. Moreover, they en
sure that H, Pi> Jj , and Km close the Lie algebra ofthe Poin
care group. Therefore, if we assume that the conditions (3.5) 
are also sufficient, every solution H of (3.5) defines a Poin
care invariant SchrOdinger equation. 

We have no doubt that sufficiency may be proved by 
means of standard group techniques; that is, current proce
dures go from infinitesimal to finite transformations. Clear
ly, only transformations connected with the identity can be 
recovered by these procedures (i.e., neither space inversion 
nor time reversal). 

IV. A NOTE ON EQUIVALENT REPRESENTATIONS 

We have used an arbitrary Lorentz invariant surface 
(2.4) to build up the representation of the Lorentz group 
(2.10). It does not mean that we may obtain as many distinct 
representations as surfaces (2.4) are in the momentum 
space. Even though a more complete study of all these repre
sentations will deserve an entire paper, we proceed here to 
demonstrate the (local) equivalence of some of them. We 
shall make use of this result in the next section. 

Let us consider two surfaces4 

~I: F1a,(k 2
b) =0 (k 2

b = -kbl'kbl')' 

I.2 : F2a, (q2 b) = 0 (q2 b = - qbl'qbl')' 
(4.1 ) 

Since the functions defining both surfaces do not depend on 
the scalar products of different momenta, they also define 
two curves in R N. Let us call them C1 and C2 • We assume 
that C1 = C2 ; that is, 

{k 2
a}EC1+-+{q2b = O'b(k 2

a )}EC2 (4.2) 

is a diffeomorphism. We further assume that (4.2) does not 
change the number of k 2 a that are positive, negative, or null. 
Roughly speaking, it conserves separately (and locally) the 
three possible kinds of particles: massive particles, zero mass 
particles, and tachyons. It is clear that (4.2) does not ever 
exist. However, we think that it may be defined piecewise in 
many cases. That will be enough for practical purposes, in 
which global properties of the representation can be ignored. 

We define under the above assumption a one-to-one cor
respondence between the two surfaces that is compatible 
with the action of the Lorentz group (2.10) on each one; that 
is, if {kal'}+-+{qb P}, then 

(4.3) 

First, if k 2 a > 0, we move the point ka J.' to the vertex of the 
hyperboloid k 2 a = const by means of a pure Lorentz trans
formation; if k 2a < 0, we perform a rotation to bring the 
point to the {k o,k I} plane (k I > 0), and after that, we set 
ka 0 = 0 by means of a boost rotation in that plane; if k 2 a = 0 
(kaJ.'#O), we make a rotation as before, and after that we 
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perform a boost in order to get ka 0 = ± 1, ka 1= 1. Let us 
call La a p to the Lorentz transformation we need in any of the 
three cases. Then, we have 

ka'J = ± (La -1)l'oka (k 2
a >0), 

k/J = + (La -1)l'lka (k 2
a <0), (4.4) 

kal' = ± (La -1)1'0 + (La -1)1'1 (k 2
a = 0), 

where ka = + Ik 2 a I 1/2 and the signs + and - in the first 
and third equation refer, respectively, to ka 0> 0 and ka 0 < o. 
We now use (4.2) to identify hyperboloids contained in ~I 
with those in ~2. Finally, we apply the Lorentz transforma
tions (4.4) to reach the point {qb P} of ~2 

qbP= kb -llub(k2a)11/2kbP (ka 2#0), 
(4.S) 

We recall that kal' and qa P belong to invariant surfaces. 
Therefore, we should rewrite (4.S) by making explicit the 
parametrization; it leads to 

E2 = c"ka -llua(k2b)11/2hla(EI,k2c), 

q i = k -Ilu (k 2 )11/2k i 
a b b a a' 

(4.6) 

where k2a=h2Ia(EI,k2c)-k2a, and we have taken 
kb -Ilub (k 2

a) 11/2 = 1 when k/ = o. 
The way in which (4.6) has been constructed ensures 

that this correspondence verifies the condition (4.3). It im
plies that the representations we associate with ~ I and ~2 are 
equivalent in the usual sense. 

V. CONSTRAINT THEORY 

The theory we have developed throughout the preced
ing sections may be considered to some extent as the quan
tum counterpart of the classical predictive relativistic me
chanics in its manifestly predictive form (i.e., 
Newtonian-like equations of motion). On the other hand, 
constraint theory can be regarded as the result upon quanti
zation of the same classical theory, but in its manifestly co
variant form. 5 One proceeds in this later case to make the N 
constants of motion that express the invariance in time of the 
particle masses into linear operators by means of the covar
iant correspondence principle. The result is a set of N Klein
Gordon equations (constraints) to determine the N-time 
wave functions of the physical system.6 This suggests that 
there must be some relationship between both quantum the
ories since they seem to come from the same classical theory. 

We consider henceforth surfaces of the kind (4.1). It is 
convenient for the following to introduce some constant in 
the definition of the surface: 

~: Fa,(k\) -ca' =0. (S.l) 

We define the lift of a function t/J(E,ka) as a distribution on 
the whole momentum space (we can omit the spin wave 
function without loss of generality), 

N 

t/J, (kal') = II 8(Fa, - ca' )t/J(~kb o,kc)· (S.2) 
a'=2 

We recover the function t/J(E,ka ) by using the simple inver
sion formula, 
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where {E = c"ka o,Ca, = Fa' (k 2
b),kd } is an alternativesys

tem of coordinates for the momentum space. It turns out 
that the lift (S.2) is compatible with the natural action of the 
Poincare group on functions defined in momentum space 

UsT(L,A)t/J, (kbl') 

=exp[ic"(L -1)apkaPAa]t/J, [(L -1)Pl'kal'], (S.4) 

that is, the following condition is verified: 

UsT(L,A),p,,(kbl') = {UK(L,A),p(E,ka )}". (S.S) 

Therefore, there is a strong correlation between the action of 
the group in the two levels. It allows us to operate with the 
group whether up (the lifted function space) or down (~
function space) and at the end to translate the result into the 
language of one or another function space by projecting or 
lifting. 

The lifted function space can be obviously defined in 
terms of the solutions of the system of equations, 

{Fa' (k 2
a) -ca,},p,(kb

a) =0. (S.6) 

This starts to seem like the usual constraint theory. How
ever, we expect that the constraints have the form of Klein
Gordon equations and (S.6) do not actually have it. In fact, 
it will be seen later that (S.6) are consequences of the funda
mental system of constraints. 

Let us assume that the functions ha (E,k2
,C

d
,) are ana

lytic in E (this requirement can be relaxed to include func
tions having a pole at E = 0 by means of the techniques 
shown in the Appendix). Ifwe only consider solutions of the 
Poincare invariant Schrodinger equation, 

H,p(E,ka ) = E,p(E,ka ), 

we can write the identity 

Thus we obtain 

na,p== (Ha - k 2
a),p = (h 2a - k2

a ),p. 

(S.7) 

(S.9) 

We apply the lift (S.2) to these identities in order to get 
another set that is verified by the lifted Schrodinger equation 
solutions. We define the lifted operators by 

N 

na,,p, == II 8(Fb , - cb ' )na,p· (S.lO) 
b'=2 

This does not yield a unique operator. For instance, we may 
add to na' a sum offunctions (S.l) multiplied by arbitrary 
nonconstant coefficients. However, its action on lifted func
tions is well defined. Moreover, (S.lO) ensures that nat 
commutes with the Fa' 's all over the lifted function space. 

The lift of (S.9) reads 

{k 2
a -na,},p, =0. (S.I1) 

We remark that all the operators na (resp. nat ) are not 
independent. In fact, we can use the functions defining the 
surface to express some of them as functions of the others. It 
will be in general rather formal, since the F ,'s may be very 
complicated functions of the k 2 a 'so Neverth~less, we can use 
the equivalence among representations we have shown in the 
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preceding section to come to a surface defined by very simple 
functions. It will allow us to give a definite and easy form to 
the above-mentioned relationships. Let us choose the follow
ing surface: 

k 2 k2 - 2 2 a'- l=ca,=m a,-m., ( 5.12) 

where m a > 0 is the mass of the particle labeled a. Indepen
dently of the values of the masses, it always exists a domain 
in R N where all the k 2 a's are positive and verify (5.12); that 
is, (5.12) can be used to describe a system of N massive 
particles. 

Subtracting the identity (5.9) referred to the particle 
labeled 1 to those referred to any other particle and taking 
into account (5.12), we get 

{fia' - m2
a,}tP = {fi l - m2

1}tP== VtP· 

Substituting this result in (5.11), we obtain 

{k 2
a - m2

a - V, }tP, = o. 

(5.13 ) 

(5.14) 

It is obvious that the equations defining the lifted function 
space (5.6) are contained in (5.14). 

We may summarize the situation as follows: the lift of 
every solution of the Poincare invariant Schrodinger equa
tion (5.7) verifies the system of N Klein-Gordon equations 
(5.14). A simple argument based on the relativistic invar
iance of (5.7) and on the definition oflifted functions (5.2) 
and operators (5.10) allows us to partially prove some prop
erties of the Klein-Gordon system. First, the system (5.14) 
is Poincare invariant. Second, Klein-Gordon operators hav
ing different particle indices commute. Unfortunately, Poin
care's invariance is only true when the operators act on func
tions such that their projections are solutions of the 
Schrodinger equation. Since the space of solutions of (5.14) 
is larger than the set of functions generated by solutions of 
(5.7), this property does not hold to the extent we judge 
necessary to our purpose. We conjecture as a possible solu
tion to this problem that several Poincare invariant Hamilto
nians define the same operator Vin such a way that the space 
of solution of (5.14) is filled with lifted solutions of the 
Schrodinger equations associated to these Hamiltonians. 
Roughly speaking, given an operator V we search the opera
tors H which verify (5.13). The second property is valid for a 
larger function space: the lifted function space. However, we 
think that the function space on which the commutators is 
zero might be extended to cover all the momentum function 
space by using the freedom we have to define VI outside of 
the lifted function space. This would be in full agreement 
with the strong commuting condition that is assumed in the 
constraint approach. 

Let us finish this section by making some comments on 
the lift (5.2) and the projection (5.3) from the point of view 
of the position space. The Fourier transform of a lifted func
tion gives an iV-time function, 

tPr (xaP-) == (2rr) - 2N f tPr (kbP)exp(ikcpxCP)dkl /\ ... /\dkN 

1844 

= (2rr) - 2Nl tP(E,kb)exp[ - ihc(E,kd)xcO 

+ ikc'xC]J -1(E,k2e )dE /\dk l /\ ... /\ dkN, 
(5.15) 
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where 

J-I(E,k2
e

) = I a(ka 0) I . 
a(E,Cb ,) Cd' = Cd' 

(5.16) 

The natural projecting process consists oftaking Xa 0 = t, 

tP(t,xa) = (2rr) -2NL J- 1(E,k2
e)tP(E,kb) 

Xexp(i( - Et+ ka'xa)] 

X dE/\ -dkl /\ .,. /\dkN • (5.17) 
This is consistent with the projection defined in momentum 
space (5.3). Now, functions in position and momentum 
space are related by the invariant Fourier transform. 
[J - I (E,ka )dE /\dk l /\ '" /\ dkN isa volume element invar
iant under the projected action of the Lorentz group 
(2.10)·1 

The use of the invariant Fourier transform instead of the 
usual one changes the expression of the operators of the rep
resentation in the position space. However, it leads to a rep
resentation equivalent to that we defined in (2.14). In fact, 
we can maintain (2.14) to define the representation in the 
position space and to make the following change of represen
tation in the momentum space: 

tP(E,ka) --+J -I (E,k2 e )tP(E,kb). (5.18) 

The new infinitesimal generators that result from applying 
( 5.18) to (2.15) are equalto the old ones except for the boost 
generator, 

K j = Qj + iPj :E + i a:a 1 ha (E,k
2

b ), (5.19) 

where the last term on the right-hand side must be re
ordered. It amounts to moving the XQ j 's to the first place on 
the left-hand side of (3.4). Obviously, the Hamiltonian is 
also changed, H--+J-1HJ. Nevertheless, the new H must 
verify the system of equations (3.5), provided we substitute 
the old generators by the new ones on it. 

VI. FINAL REMARKS 

It is well-known that probabilities are the natural lan
guage of quantum mechanics. All the information that a 
quantum theory supplies about the results of experiments 
involves probabilities. On mathematical grounds, it amounts 
to introducing a scalar product in the wave function space 
(Le., to give it a structure of Hilbert space). Moreover, rela
tivistic invariance demands that probabilities must be iner
tial observer independent. In other words, the physical sca
lar product must be invariant under the representation of the 
Poincare group that we use to describe changes of system of 
reference.7 In our case, it implies 

(6.1 ) 

for every pair of solutions of the Schr6dinger equation (1.3) 
and every operator of the representation (2.2). It implies 
that U(L,A) are unitary operators with respect to the rela
tivistic scalar product. Let us remark that (6.1) holds just 
for solutions of the Schrodinger equation, not for any pair of 
one-time functions, as it occurs in nonrelativistic quantum 
mechanics (e.g., invariance under time translations). 

Let us emphasize one aspect of the scalar product ques-
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tion which may be useful in order to determine it. We may 
essay to define it either in the one-time function space 
(strictly speaking, in the subspace of SchrOdinger equation 
solutions), as we suggest above, or in the initial data space. It 
does not matter, since both have the same functional form. 
Let us assume that we know the invariant scalar product in 
the initial data space. It can be extended to include functions 
depending on time if we regard t as a parameter. This pre
scription defines a scalar product which verifies (6.1) as a 
straightforward consequence of its invariance under the in
duced representation. 

It might be surprising that the relativistic scalar product 
shares this property with the scalar product of the nonrela
tivistic theory. However, a deeper insight shows that it is a 
consequence of the time translation invariance of the Schro
dinger equation, which is a property that both theories have 
in common. 

Unfortunately, we have not yet succeeded in finding 
such a scalar product in the general case.8 Nevertheless, it 
can be determined exactly for free particle systems, and ap
proximately, up to the post-Newtonian order, for the N in
teracting particle system (both cases will be extensively 
treated in a subsequent paper). 
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APPENDIX: THE INFINITESIMAL GENERATORS OF THE 
INDUCED REPRESENTATION 

One of the difficulties arising in the calculation of the 
infinitesimal generators of the induced representation comes 
from the lack of knowledge of the commutators (3.1 b) out 
ofthe space of solutions ofthe Schrodinger equation. It com
pels us to be careful in the use of (3.1 b), checking at each 
time if they are applied or not to a Schrooinger equation 
solution. The space-time translation and the spatial rotation 
generators are easy to evaluate. The boost generator adds to 
the above mentioned difficulty some other problems related 
to the definition of the operator in the position space. We 
only deal with this generator henceforth. 

According to (3.3), 

Xi1/!(O) = exp(iHt)Ki1/!(t) = nto (:~)tnHnKi1/!(t), 
(Al) 

where we have expanded the exponential and used that 
[t,H] = O. Taking into account that if 1/! is a solution of the 
Schrodinger equation, and H1/! is a solution as well, we get by 
means of applying (3.3) repeatedly, 

HnKi1/!(t) = {KiHn - inPiHn-l}1/!(t). (A2) 

Substituting (A2) in (Al), we obtain 

Xi1/!(O) = nto (:~) t nKi H
n1/!(t) + tPi 1/!(O). (A3) 
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We now use the following remarkable identity: 
n 

t"Ki = L (~) [t,Kd(rlt"-r, (A4) 
r=O 

where we have introduced the definition, 

[1,Kd (rl = [t [t· .. (n times)'" [1,K;] ... ]] (r> 0), 

[/,Kd (Ol=Ki· (AS) 

A straightforward calculation leads to the formula 

Xi1/!(O) = rtJ~) [t,Kd(rlH r1/!(O) + tPi 1/!(O). (A6) 

The commutators (AS) can be easily calculated in the 
momentum space, where the operator t becomes - i a / aE. 
Then, we have 

arh a 
[t,K.](r) = (_i)r _0 (Ek ok )i-. (A7) , aEr 'b e ak i 

a 

The derivatives of ha (E,kb oke ) are well defined operators in 
momentum space. We denote them as operators in the posi
tion space by substituting the momentum space variables E, 
ka by, respectively, the operators T, Pa' This formal notation 
hides sometimes a lack of definition of these operators in the 
position space. We shall briefly discuss it in some cases.9 

First of all, if the functions ho (E,kb oke ) are analytic in a 
neighborhood of E = 0, we can use its Taylor expansion at 
E = 0 to define its derivatives with respect to E as operators 
in the position space. This amounts to substituting E by 
i a/at in its Taylor series. Since Xi acts on functions inde
pendent of I, all the terms of the expansion except the first 
one, which does not include i a/at, becomes zero. That is we 
implicitly assumed when we wrote (3.4). 

A more realistic case allows ha (E,kb oke ) to have a pole 
at E = 0. 10 Then, (3.4) is meaningless. Let us consider any 
negative power of E in the Laurent expansion of 
ha (E,kb oke ) at E = 0, and evaluate its contribution to Xi 
(we now work in momentum space), 

X(s); = ea (S)(kboke)i ~ f (-.!..) ~ (E -S)H". 
aka' "=0 n! aEn 

(A8) 
The term eo (S)(kbokc ) is the Laurent coefficient of the term 
E - S (s> 0). We sum up the series that appears in the right
hand side of (A8) by means of the following formula valid 
for numbers: 

[ J
U' JU2 = -00 dus -00 dus _ 1 '" -00 du1exp[ul(E+H)] 

(A9) 

[E + H> 0; if negative we must change the intervals of inte
gration into ( ,+ 00)]. Since the final result is meaningful 
when E and H are operators ([E,H] = 0), we accept that 
(A9) also holds in this case. We now go to the position space 

f
U2 

'" _ 00 dU I X (s); = e (S)(p 0P )xs
.[ du fU

' du abc J S s- 1 
-00 -00 

(AlO) 
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We have set E = 0 for the same reason as we did before. 
Even though it might be that (A9) is rather formal, the 

expression for K; that is given by an alternative but equiva
lent definition of this operator 

K;,¢(O)={K;,¢U)},=o (All) 

is exactly the same. 
Finally, let us point out that the same trick can be used 

to define (5.8) when ha (E,kb ·kc ) has a pole at E = O. For 
example, if ifJ is a solution of (5.7), we have the following 
identity: 

[00 dUsf~'oo dUS_\'''f~200 du\exp(u\H)ifJ=E-sifJ· 

(AI2) 

This permits us to define Ha (k\,c
d

, ,H) by using the Laur

ent expansion of h ~ (E,k2 
d'C!, ). 
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Wave functions are presented in the form of generalized exponentials that are solutions of 
some of the most usual linear and nonlinear wave equations. The solutions are given in terms 
of the elliptic functions of Jacobi and presented in a form as similar as possible to the usual 
circular functions. Some simple theorems are demonstrated to present the solutions as the 
simplest possible extension of the usual exponentials. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The construction of a simple model of nonlinear quan
tum mechanics (QM) should probably clarify the relation
ships between QM and general relativity. It is also well
known that the simplest equations for the harmonic 
oscillator in special relativity I are equivalent to nonlinear 
differential equations of the type 

'2+A 2+B 4-E . _ dx x x x - , x--, 
dt 

(1) 

and in consequence the solutions can be given in terms of the 
Jacobian elliptic functions. Due to this nonlinear character, 
these oscillators have played no role in the development of 
the usual linear QM. The equations for the orbits of particles 
in general relativity can be transformed to a one-dimensional 
problem of the type 

x2 + P(x) = E, (2) 

where P(x) is a third-order polynomial. The solutions can 
be given in a very simple form in terms of Weierstrass ian or, 
equivalently, squares of Jacobian elliptic functions. 2 We 
know of only one previous attempe to construct a simple 
model of nonlinear QM using, for the fundamental oscilla
tors, the simplest possible nonlinear extension of the usual 
linear fundamental oscillators, i.e., oscillators with equa
tions of motion of types (1) or (2). 

In this paper we deal with one of the many problems that 
have to be solved. We present wave functions in the form of 
simple generalized exponentials that are solutions to some of 
the most usual linear and nonlinear wave equations. The 
solutions are given in terms of the Jacobi elliptic functions 
[solutions of Eq. (1)], so that the results may be presented 
in a form very similar to the standard presentation in terms 
of the usual circular, hyperbolic, and exponential functions 
that are the solutions of Eq. (1) when B = O. 

The problem we have solved is how to find, in a system
atic way, solutions ofthe type x = exp f/JU) to equations of 
types (1) and (2) that are a simple extension of the usual 
exponentials and can be used to construct wave functions 
that are solutions of certain linear and nonlinear wave equa
tions. The exponentials can also be used to find the corre
sponding generalized circular and hyperbolic functions. 
This opens the way to generalized Fourier series4 and trans
forms, useful also for finding approximate solutions to prob
lems in other branches of physics, e.g., the classical mechan-

ics of mass points. Certain plane-wave solutions using 
Jacobian elliptic functions that correspond to some of our 
generalized exponential, circular, or hyperbolic functions 
are given in the paper ofPetiau, 3 but in a nonsystematic way. 

Our exponentials can be used, for example, in solutions 
for certain partial differential equations (POE's), namely, 
(a) the usual linear wave equation, 

D¢'= 0, 

where our functions are particular cases of the arbitrary so
lutions/(x ± ct); (b) the nonlinear generalization of the 
Klein-Gordon equation, 

D¢' +A2¢, +A4~ = 0; 

( c) the Korteweg-de Vries equation, 

¢'t + (co + cl¢')tPx + vtfxxx = 0; 

and (d) the sine-Gordon equation, 

DtP = sin tP, 

atP atP 
tPx = ax' tPt =Tt' 
D¢'= (lIc2 )tPtt - (¢'xx + tPyy + tPzz)' 

(3) 

We shall consider only the generalized exponential solu
tions for the type (a) ofPetiau, i.e., for the plane-wave solu
tions 

¢'( x,t) = tP( () , 

where the phase is 

() = rot ± (k·x) . 

We are mostly interested in stationary solutions, i.e., 
waves that propagate with constant velocity and without de
formation of the profile. In this case the phase velocity is 

u = ro/k = const , 

and, given a profile at t = 0, the perturbation tPo(x,O) propa
gates with constant velocity u without change of form. 

When, as in the cases quoted and many others, the evo
lution equation admits a stationary solution, the calculation 
is simple because we pass from the POE to the ODE (ordi
nary differential equation) as follows. 

In I + 1 dimensions, 

() = x - ut = const . 
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Then 

an~ dn~ an~ dn~ __ = (_u)n __ , _____ , 

at n don axn don 

an~ =(_u)sdn~. 
at s dxn - S dO n 

(4) 

We are interested in evolution equations that transform to 
ODE's with solutions in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions 
and, in order to simplify the discussion, to equations such as 
Eq. (3) that, with Eqs. (4), give 

or 

i.e., 

where ~o = d~/dO and A,B,E are constants, i.e., equations 
of type (1). 

In spite of many efforts, simple formulas for the energy 
levels or transmission coefficients of the quantum anhar
monic symmetrical oscillators (ASO's) and anharmonic 
asymmetrical oscillators (AAO's) are not known. The for
mulas that we and many other authors have found5

,6 are 
approximate and awkward. In order to help find simple non
linear momentum and energy operators for these oscillators, 
we shall give relations between the nonlinear equations of 
type ( 1) and the formulas for the relativistic harmonic oscil
lator. 

One interesting result we shall show for our nonlinear 
solutions, in sharp contrast with the usual circular functions, 
is that they can be used not only as generalized circular or 
hyperbolic functions of a given angle, but also as generalized 
exponentials of a different angle. 

There are many obstacles to be overcome in achieving a 
simple model for nonlinear QM: one must find exact ener
gies and wave functions for the fundamental levels of the 
oscillator, simple and useful lowering and raising operators, 
simple relationships with the corresponding covariant 
space-time derivative, agreement between theoretical for
mulas and physical experiments, etc. Nevertheless there are 
two principal advantages to the use of elliptic functions for 
the fundamental oscillators: (a) many of the formulas re
duce to the usual ones when the parameter of the elliptic 
functions m is set to zero; and (b) using our generalized 
exponential, circular, and hyperbolic functions, the theory 
can probably be constructed in a way similar to the usual 
linearQM. 

Our formulas can be useful in the field of classical me
chanics, helping to solve in exact or approximate ways the 
very old, unresolved problems of the damped, forced, etc., 
ASO's and AAO'S.7 We shall not insist in this paper on the 
problems of nonlinear QM and PDE's. We shall give first 
some simple theorems on scaling, reciprocals, and logarith
mic derivatives, necessary for a systematic construction of 
the generalized exponential solutions ofEq. ( 1 ). Using these 
exponentials, we shall define the corresponding generalized 
circular and hyperbolic functions that are also solutions of 
Eq. (1) and the generalized exponentials that are solutions 
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to equations of type (2). The final section gives the relation
ships with special relativity and the space-time curvature of 
world lines. 

II. THEOREMS 

A.Scaling 

If Rand ware nonzero constants, then x is a solution of 
the ODE 

,2 A 2 B 4 E() , dx x + x + x = s, x = - , s = wt 
ds 

(5) 

if and only if y(t) = Rx(wt) is a solution ofthe ODE 

.f + Aw2y2 + B(w2/R 2)y4 = R 2w2E(wt) , Y = dy . 
dt 

The proof of this theorem is trivial. Some conclusions 
can be drawn: if + Rx is a solution of the ODE (5), then 
- Rx is a solution of the same equation; in the accompany

ing tables a ± sign could be written before any solution. 
Three particular cases of the theorem are R = f; w = f; 

R = j and w = i. If A = 0, then R = jIl2, W = + fIl2 gives 
y2 + By4 = _ E, and R = - jIl2, W = + jll2 gives 
l + By4 = + E. The latter two cases are related to scaling 
of the parameter k that is only simple for A = ° 
(m = k 2 = m l = k,2 = !), with m(k) being the parameter 
of the elliptic functions8 that are solutions of Eq. (5) if 
E = const, i.e., Eq. (1). 

B. Reciprocals 

One has that x is a solution ofthe ODE 

x2 + AX2 + BX4 = E(t) 

ify = l/x is a solution of the ODE 

l + Ay - E(t)y4 = - B . 

The proof is also obvious. Neither the scaling nor the 
reciprocal theorem requires the assumption E(t) = const, 
which would be the special case of the elliptic functions, 
solutions of Eq. (1). 

Ify = fix, then using the scaling theorem, 

y2 + Ay2 + Ey4 = + B . 

Then if, for an ODE type (5), E = + B, then x and fix are 
solutions of the same ODE. 

If E = - B, then x and l/x are solutions of the same 
ODE. 

The scaling and reciprocal theorems are very useful in 
constructing and checking the tables of solutions for the dif
ferent signs of A,B,E in the different regions of interest. In 
Table I we give as an example the solutions for the different 
regions of x. The two types of solutions given are useful for 
different initial conditions. From the four possible sign com
binations we have selected only one. More details and phys
ical applications are given in Refs. 4-7. Given A,B,E, the 
region of interest, etc., it is easy to find the values of R, w, and 
m = k 2 from the formulas of Table I. This is shown for some 
of the pairs of solutions in Table II. More details and phys
ical applications can be found in the references given above. 
Observe thatthe pairs (sn,cd), (k ' sd,cn) reduce to (sin,cos) 
for m = 0, m1 = 1 - m = 1. 
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to TABLE I. Solutions of the equation r + AX2 + Bx' = E. Type A;;.O, B>O. In this table, m = k 2, m l = 1 - m; k ,2 = 1 - F; Vm = - A 2/4B; ER = E IVm; and XI<X2 are the real roots of the equation Vex) = E . 
.j>. 
<0 

~ 

s:: 
!!1. 
?' 

" ~ 
~ 
~ 
z 
? 
51> 
» 
c: 

(Q 

~ 

Function x(t) 

R cn(wt;k) 

Rk'sd(wt;k) 

(iR Ik)ds(wt;k) 

(iRk'lk)nc(wt;k) 

iR sn(wt;k) 
iR ed(wt;k) 

(iR Ik)ns(wt;k) 
(iR Ik)dc(wt;k) 

Conditions 

X2>0 E> V X<XI} } 

x;;,x
2

} m<4; E>O; ER<O 

r<O E< V 

X<X
I } X2<0 

x>x2 
X2<0 

E<V; Vm <E<O 
A2+4BE>0 

A;;.O B;;.O E ER 

(I-2m)w2 = -B(~ +r,) mw21R 2 R 2w2m l = -B~r, -4mm l (1-2m)-2 

(I + m)w2 mw21R2 _ R 2w2 4m(l + m)-2 

~ TABLE II. Formulas for the oscillators x2 + AX> + Bx' = E. The symbols are the same as in Table I. The value of R 2 as a function of A, B, and E can be obtained from the expression for 0/. 
Q) 

~ 

~ 
j 
III 

~ 

Signs of constants 

A>O,B>O,E>O 

A>O,B>O,O<E< Vm 

A<O,B>O,E>O 

A <O,B>O,Vm <E<O 

Solution X 

R cn(wt,k) 

Rk'sd(wt,k) 

R ed(wt,k) 

R sn(wt,k) 

R cn(wt,k) 

Rk'sd(wl,k) 

R dn(CtJI,k) 

Rk' nd(wt,k) 

w2 m(A,B,R) m(E) 

A + 2BR 2 = (A 2 + 4BE) 1/2; w2>A BR 2/(A + 2BR 2); O<m <! !{l- [(1- ER )1/2/(1-ER)]} 

A + BR 2 = !{A + [A 2 + (BE) 112]};A /2 <W2 <A - BR 2/(A + BR 2);0<m < I [2 -ER -2(1-ER)1/2]E i I 

A + 2BR' = (A' + 4BE) 112; w2 > A BR 2/(A + 2BR'); !<m< I !{l + [(1 - ER) 1/
21ER ]} 

BR2 = H -A + [A 2 + (BE) II']}; -A/2<W2< -A 2 + (AIBR 2);0<m< 1 [2ER - 2 + 2(1- ER )1/2]E i I 

~ TABLE III. Logarithmic derivative solutions of the equation r + AX2 + Bx' = E. Type A> 0, B < O. The symbols are the same as in Table I. Now B = - R 2 everywhere. 
Q. .,. 
s:: 
~ 
(f) 

~ 
:!l 

~ 

Q) 
.j>. 
<0 

Function 

(mw sn wt cn wt)/(R dn wt) 

(mw sd wted wt)/(R nd wt) 

(w sn wI dn wt)/(R en wt) 

(wen wI nd wt)/(R sn wt) 

A E 

2CtJ2(2 - m) m 2w'IR' 

2CtJ'(2m - 1) w'IR 2 

ER m(A,D,E) Conditions 

[ml(2 - m)]2 2E)(2(1 +E!(2)-1 O<E<Vm; ER<I; A 2 + 4B£;;.0 

(2m _1)-2 (2E :{2) -I (1 + E !(2) m>!; Vm<E; ER>I; A 2 + 4BE<0 



                                                                                                                                    

When E < Vm = A 2/4B (Table I) there is no simple 
solution in terms of one of the 12 elliptic Jacobian functions 
with R, w, and m real. Simple solutions for this and other 
cases exist in the form oflogarithmic derivatives or general
ized exponentials, as will be discussed below. 

C. Logarithmic derivatives 

Logarithmic derivatives (bipolar functions) are dis
cussed in Refs. 9 and 10. 

If x is a solution of the ODE (1), the logarithmic deriva
tive z=x/x is a solution ofthe ODE, 

z2 - 2Ar - Z4 = A 2 + 4BE, 

and using the scaling theorem, Ry = x/x is a solution of 

y2 _ 2Ay2 _ R 2y4 = (A 2 + 4BE) / R 2 • (6) 

The proof is not given because it is not very difficult. 
Comparing Eqs. (1) and (6) gives 

Ay = -2Ax' By = _R2, 
(7) 

Ey = (A ~ + 4BxEx )/R 2, 

where SUbscripts x and y refer to Eqs. (1) and (6), respec
tively. To solve the inverse problem, define x+ =e + ~ and 
x_=e-~=1/e+~. 

We are interested in functions of x that are solutions of 
Eq. (1). Using the reciprocal theorem one must have 
Ex = - Bx' Then from Eqs. (7), 

i.e., 

(4Bx)2= (4Ex)2=A~ -4R 2Ey . 

If z=,i/z, then z also satisfies an equation of type (1). If 
:z = z/Z, then an infinite series oflogarithmic derivatives sat
isfy equations of type ( 1 ). 

Using the solutions in terms of the 12 Jacobian elliptic 
functions as given in Table I and the theorems and formulas 
previously discussed, it is easy to construct solutions in 
terms oflogarithmic derivatives. One case is shown in Table 
III. We give only solutions with R,w,m real, which are those 

of most interest. Formulas similar to the ones given in Table 
II are easily obtained for these solutions. More details and 
physical applications can be found in Ref. 6. 

III. GENERALIZED EXPONENTIALS 

If B #0, Eq. (1) has no solutions of the type 

x = Re ± i." or x = Re ± ." . (8) 

These are solutions only if B = 0. However, we can find solu
tions of the type 

x = Re± i~(') or x = Re±~(t) . (9) 

These solutions are simple generalizations of Eq. (8), and 
we call them generalized exponentials. We shall give below a 
systematic derivation using the logarithmic derivatives. But 
it is more intuitive to present two of these functions that 
reduce to Eq. (8) if B = 0, i.e., the case in which the elliptic 
functions reduce to the usual circular or hyperbolic func
tions (m = 0 or m = 1). 

Using systematic methods and formulas to be discussed 
below, we have found all the solutions necessary to solve Eq. 
( I) for different values of A,B,E, different regions, etc. An 
example of some of these solutions is given in Table IV. We 
again give the more interesting solutions, i.e., solutions with 
R, w, and m real and with O«m« 1. Formulas similar to the 
ones given in Table II can be easily obtained for these solu
tions. Observe that only two of the generalized exponential 
solutions given in Table IV are bounded on the real axis of 
the argument. These are the reciprocals of9 and 12. Types 3 
and 6 and the reciprocals of 9 and 12 can be written in the 
form that appears in the top line of Table III but with argu
ments (wt + ad/2, wherel = 3,6,9,12; by virtue of the Lan
den transformationS they are 

sn[ (1 + k ')(wt + at )/2;(1 - k ')/(1 + k ')] , 

a 3 = - iK',a6 = K - iK',a9 = K,a 12 = O. It is also easy to 
find the correspondence with our exponential forms, e.g., 

[k/(1 + k')]sn£!(l + k')wt; (1- k')/(l + k')] 

= k sn(wt /2)cn(wt /2)/dn(wt /2) 

TABLE IV. Generalized exponential solutions of the equation x2 + Ar + BX4 = E. Type A < 0, B> 0, E < O. The numbers in the first column are the types 
according to the definitions given in Table V. 

Type Functionxi(t) = ReA
•
i A B E Conditions 

7 iR[sc(lllt;m,) +nc(lllt;m,)] 
3 R[sn(iwt;m) + i cn(illlt;m)] 
4 R[nd(lllt;m,) + k' sd(lllt;m,)] 
6 R[cd(illlt;m) +ik'sd(illlt,m)] 

10 (iR/k)[cs(lllt;m,) +ds(lllt;m,)] 
[ml(2 - m)]2 

12 (R /k)[ns(illlt;m) + ds(illlt;m)] 
1 (Rlk)[dn(lllt;m,) ± k' cn(lllt;m,)] 
9 (Rlk)[dc(illlt;m)+k'nc(illlt;m)] 

8 iR[ksc(lllt;m,) ±dc(lllt;m,)] 
2 R[k sn(illlt;m) + i dn(illlt;m)] 
5 R[knd(lllt;m,) ± ik' cd(lllt,m,)] 
5 R[k cd(illlt;m) + ik' nd(illlt;m) 1 

11 iR[cs(lllt;m,) ±ns(lllt;m,)] 
(2m _1)-2 

11 R[ns(illlt;m) +cs(illlt;m)] 
2 R[dn(lllt;m,) ±ik'sn(lllt;m,)] 
8 R[dc(illlt;m) + k' sc(illlt;m)] 
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= (11k) [ns wt - ds wt] = k I[ns wt + ds wt ] . 

All the solutions given in Tables IV and V. and more to 
be discussed later. are solutions of type (9) ofEq. (1). but 
not many of them are valid when B = O. and only the Y3 and 
Y6 solutions of Table IV tend to type (8): 

t/J3(U) == J x3(u)du = J dn u duo 

Y3± = e±it/J,(U) = cn u ± isn u; 

t/J6(U) == f x6(u)du = f nd u duo 

yl = e±it/J.(U) = cd u ± ik' sd u. 

IfB=O,thenk=O,k'= 1,t/J3(u) =t/J6(U) =u,and 

cn = cos, sn = sin, dn = 1, 

cd = cos, sd = sin, nd = 1. 

Using, as in Tables I-III, u = wt, 

t/J3(Wt) = t/J6(Wt) = wt, 

and we have Eq. (8). 
From well-known properties of the elliptic functions, 8 

cn(iu,k) = nc(u,k '). cn(iu,O) = nc(u, 1) = cosh u. 

cd(iu,k) =nd(u,k'), cd(iu,O) =nd(u,l) =coshu, 

sn(iu,k) =isc(u,k'), sn(iu,O) =isc(u,l) = isinh u, 

sd(iu,k) = isd(u,k'), sd(iu,O) = isd(u,l) = isinh u. 

and consequently the generalized exponentials Y3 and Y6 
give, in the limit B = 0, 

exp( ± wt) = cosh wt + sinh wt = e ± OJI • 

Some properties of the usual exponentials are not satis
fied by the generalized exponentials, especially the very im
portant property of linear addition, i.e., linear combinations 
of solutions of a given equation are not solutions of the same 
equation. Also, the parameter m for solutions of Table IV is 
not the same parameter m for the same E in Table I. 

For a systematic search for generalized exponentials we 
use 

Y = exp( R J X(U)dU) and x = exp(R JZ(U)dU), 

where XI'X2 •... 'X I2' ZI, .•• ,z12 are given in Tables I-III. We 
have 

(1ny)' = (y'ly) = Rx, (1n x)' = (x'lx) = Rz. 

Table IV is obtained from the equations given in Sec. II C. 
The integrals in Table V have been chosen to satisfy 
e+ ¢>'e- ¢> = 1, e+ it/J'e- i¢> = 1. For that we have chosen the 
arbitrary constants of integration andlor the limits of the 
integrals using the properties of sums and differences of 
squares of the functions as given in Table V. For example, 

± t/JI = ± lK kxl(u)du = ± k lKsn u du 

= lnyt = (x3 + kx2 )/k' , 

so that 

exp( +t/JI) = (dnu-kcnu)/k' 

= k'/(dn u + kcn u) 

= cosh t/JI + sinh t/JI' 

exp( -t/JI) = (dnu+kcnu)/k' 

=k'/(dnu-kcnu) 

= cosh t/JI - sinh t/JI . 
Then 

2 cosh t/JI = e-t/J, + e-t/J, = 2x3/k', 

cosh t/JI = (11k ')dn u , 

2 sinh t/JI = e+¢>' - e-t/J, = 2kx2/k', 

sinh t/JI = (k /k ')cn u . 

From these equations it is easy to obtain all the hyperbolic 
functions corresponding to t/JI and, using Table I and/or the 
method to be described in the next section. to find the equa
tions of type (1) that they satisfy, or vice versa. 

TABLE V. Properties of elliptic functions useful for the systematic search for generalized exponentials. 

Functions Logarithmic derivatives 

xl=sn u ZI =X~,/XI 
x2=cn u Z2 = - XIX,/X2 
x3=dn u Z3 = - k 2XIX2/X3 

x.=cd U Z. = - k '2x~x"IX. 
x~=sd u Z~ = + x.x"Ix~ 
x6=nd u Z6 = + k 2X,X~/X6 

x7=dcu Z7= + k '2X.,x./X7 

xs=nc u Zs = + X7X./XS 
x9 =sc u z..= + X7XS/;x.. 

xlO=ns u ZIO= -XIIX I2/X IO 

XII =ds U ZII = -XloX12/X II 

X I3 =CS U Z12= - X loXlI/X l2 
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"'I = (1Ik)ln[ (x3 - kx2)/k '] 
i"'2 = (1Ik)ln(x3 + ikx l ) 

i"'3 = In(x2 + bel) 

"'. = (1Ik)ln(x6 + kx~) 
i"'~ = (1Ikk ')In(k 'X6 - ikx.) 
i"'6 = (11k ')In (x. + ik 'x~) 

"'7 = In(xs + x9 ) 

"'S = (l/k')ln(x7 + k'X9) 
"'9 = (11k ')In[ (x7 + k 'xs)/k] 

"'10 = In[ (XII + x I2 )/k '] 
"'II = In(x lO + X 12 ) 

"'12 = In[ (XIO + XII )/k] 

Squares 

~ _k2~ =k'2 

~ +Pr, = I 
~ +r, = 1 

r. - k2~ = 1 
k'2r. + k 2r. = 1 
r. + k'2~ = 1 

rs-r.=l 
r, - k'2r. = 1 
r, - k'2rs = k 2 

r,1 -r,2 = k'2 

r,o -r,2 = 1 
r,o -X~I = k 2 
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IV. GENERALIZED CIRCULAR AND HYPERBOLIC 
FUNCTIONS 

From the generalized exponentials e + i<p, e - i<p, we define 
in the usual way the corresponding circular functions 

cos ¢ = (e+ i<p + e- i<P)/2, sin ¢ = (e+ it(> - e- i<P)/2i. 

The other circular functions are defined in the usual way. We 
shall study below the problem of finding the ODE that is 
satisfied by cos ¢, knowing the ODE for which e + i<p is a 
solution, by finding the ODE that is satisfied by 
2y = x + (lIx), where x is assumed to be a solution of 
Eq. (1). 

The generalized hyperbolic functions are defined in a 
similar way, 

cosh¢= (e H +e-t(»/2, sinh¢= (e H -e-<P)/2, 

as we have explained in detail for ¢I. 
The problem of finding the ODE that is satisfied by 

Y = cosh ¢I' knowing the ODE that is satisfied by 
x = exp( + ¢), is the problem of determining the ODE sat
isfied by 2y = x + (lIx) knowing the ODE satisfied by x. 

If x is a solution ofEq. (1), 2YI = X - (lIx) is a solu
tion of 

1. + (A - 6B)yi + 4Byi = A + 2E, (10) 

and 2iY2 = x - (lIx) is solution of 

~ + (A + 6B)y~ - 4By; = A - 2E = A + 2B. ( 11 ) 

From the definition of Y I and Y2' 

2YI = X - (X/X2) = (x/x) [x - (lIx») = (x/x)2ryz , 

2iY2 = X + (X/X2) = (Xlx)2YI . 

Thus 

YI = iYz(x/x), Y2 = - iYI (x/x) . ( 12) 

Also, 

4Yi = -4~ +4, (13) 
YI = (1 - ~) 112, Y2 = (1 - Yi) 112 • 

From (12) and (13), 

y/(1-~ )112 = - Y2/(1- yi)1I2 = ix/x= -;p. 
Hence, using Eq. (1), 

_X2/X2 =A + 2Bx2 - (E/X2) 

= UX/X)2 =yU(1-yi) =~/(1-Yi)· 

IfE= -B, 

1./0-Yi) =yi!(1-yi) 

=A +B(4yi - 2) =A -B(4~ - 2), 

and hence Eqs. (10) and (11) are as stated. 
All the definitions used in our tables have been made to 

maintain coherence with these elementary definitions. One 
has 

J (1- Yi )-1/2 dYI 

= arccosYI 
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= - I (1 - ~ ) -1/2 dYz = - arcsin Y2 

= i I X-I dx = iln x = - if>, In x = i¢. 

Then, as expected, 

x = e + i<p = cos if> + i sin ¢ = YI + iyz, 

lIx = e - i<p = cos if> - i sin ¢ = YI - iY2. 

The most trivial example is to select as angles for the general
ized exponentials the integrals (with appropriate factors) of 
the logarithmic derivatives given in Table III, and thus cal
culate the corresponding circular and hyperbolic general
ized functions. One obtains the functions of Tables I and II, 
except for trivial factors. 

It is less trivial to use as generalized exponentials the 
functions from Table I with the necessary factors, and to 
calculate the corresponding circular and hyperbolic func
tions. It is first necessary to find a pair of reciprocal functions 
that are solutions of the same Eq. (1). Some of these pairs 
are 

k 1/2 sn wt, lI(k 1/2 sn wt) = (ns wt)/k 112; 

A=(I+k 2)w2
, B= -E= _kw2; 

(dn wt) / k '(1/2), k ,(1/2) nd wt; 

A=0+k'2)W2, B= -E= +k'w2. 

In consequence, as noted above, the Jacobian elliptic func
tions can be used not only as generalized circular functions, 
but also as generalized exponentials. Nevertheless, probably 
the most useful generalized exponentials are not the func
tions of Tables I, II (the x's), orIlI (the z's) with appropri
ate factors, but the functions of Table IV with the factors 
given there. 

V. GENERALIZED EXPONENTIAL SOLUTIONS FOR 
EQUATIONS OF TYPE (2) 

The following theorem allows these solutions to be 
found. The function x is a solution of Eq. (1) if y = x 2 is a 
solution of the ODE 

y2 +A3y3 +A2y2 + Al Y = 0, 

whereA I = - 4E(t),A2 = + 4A,A3 = 4B, i.e., the general 
cubic without an independent term. A simple translation 
yields the general cubic with an independent term. Observe 
that A I is more general than needed for the case with elliptic 
functions, where E = const. 

From Y = x2 one has r = 4X2X2 and, using Eq. (1), 

y2 + 4Al + 4By3 = 4yE(t) , 

which proves the theorem. 
Using this theorem, it is a trivial matter to find from the 

generalized exponentials, etc. [solutions of Eq. 0)], the 
corresponding generalized exponential solution of Eq. (2). 

VI. RELATION WITH SPECIAL RELATIVITY AND 
SPACE-TIME CURVATURE 

From Eq. 0), 
BX4+Ax2+ (x2 -E) =0, 
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and hence 

2Bx2 + A = ± (A 2 + 4BE _ 4B.:e) 112. 

Using x = - x(A + 2Bx2) , one has x(A 2 + 4BE 
- 4Bx2)-1/2 = - x. 

Taking 4B I(A 2 + 4BE) = ± (112) and A 2 + 4BE 
= (Jl we have 

x[I±(X!c)2]-1/2= -(Jix. (14) 

This equation is formally equivalent to the equation we have 
called the "transverse relativistic oscillator.,,1 The solutions 
of Eq. (14) are readily obtained using our tables. 

For the curvature of a space-time trajectory x = x ( ict) , 

-K!c2=x"[I- (X'!c)2]-3/2, 

where 

x' = (l/ic) dx . 
dt 

One sees that the equation 

x[ 1 - (X!c)2] -3/2 = - (Jix (15) 

that corresponds to the usual "relativistic oscillator,,1 im
plies that the motion of this oscillator is a space-time trajec
tory such that the curvature is proportional to the position. 
For the integration ofEq. (15), define, as in the special theo
ry of relativity, 

dr = [1 - (X!c)2] 1/2 dt, dt = [1 + :2 (~; )T12 
dr. 

Then 

~ (dX ) = d 2X [1 _ J..( dx )2] -1/2 
dr dt dt 2 c2 dt 

= d
2
X[1 +J..(dX)2]-3/2, 

dr 2 dr 

!!... ( dx) = d 2X [1 + J..( dx )2] 112 
dt dr dr c2 dr 

= d 2X [1 _ J..( dx )2] -3/2. 
dt 2 c2 dt 

In other words, after simple changes of variables, equations 
of type ( 15) are transformed into equations of type ( 14) . 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

We have developed a systematic method for finding the 
generalized exponential, circular, and hyperbolic functions 
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that are solutions of the most simple extensions of the simple 
harmonic oscillator (SHO), i.e., for the ASO with potential 
V(x) = AX2 + BX4 and the AAO with V(x) = AX2 + Bx3. 
This opens the way for the development of the correspond
ing Fourier series, Fourier and Laplace transforms, etc., that 
is, for a systematic linearization of the simplest possible non
linear problems. Following the ideas ofPetiau3 and the rela
tions we give with the special relativity SHO and the space
time curvature, our formulas can be used for nonlinear 
PDE's and for the construction of simple models of nonlin
ear quantum mechanics. 
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It is shown that the representation matrices of the quantum mechanical group in the coherent 
state basis can be used as bases for the expansion of arbitrary square integrable functions on the 
group. Although this basis is nonorthogonal the expansion can be inverted in a manner similar 
to an orthogonal basis. Next a coherent state "wave function" is defined in analogy with the 
Schrodinger wave function and the above matrix elements are used to determine the action of 
the group in the space of the coherent state wave functions. The function space in this 
realization is Bargmann's Hilbert space of analytic functions. It is shown that the mixed basis 
matrix element between the coordinate and coherent state bases is essentially the integral 
kernel of Bargmann. The transpose of this matrix element yields the kernel for the inversion of 
the transform. In this construction the Bargmann transform appears as the unitary 
transformation connecting the Schrodinger and coherent state wave functions. This 
considerably simplifies Bargmann's original arguments and yields the integral transform as 
well as its inversion formula in a simple way. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The group theoretic content of Heisenberg's commuta

tion relation between the position and momentum operators 
was discovered by Weyll about 60 years ago. The quantum 
mechanical or the Heisenberg-Weyl (HW) group is a non
compact non-Abelian group with a nontrivial center and in 
one dimension consists of three generators. It is the simplest 
nilpotent group and plays the same fundamental role in the 
general theory of nilpotent groups2 as SV (2) does in the 
representation theory of semisimple groups. However, de
tailed descriptions of the group are not abundant in math
ematical physics literature. We may cite the works of Barut 
and Raczka,3 Wolf and co-workers,4 Hermann,5 and Tal
man6 who have studied some aspects of the representations 
of this group. 

In this paper we investigate some consequences of the 
reduction of the unitary irreducible representations (VIR's) 
of the HW group in the coherent state basis. The coherent 
states were originally introduced by Glauber,7 Klauder, K 

and Sudarshan 9 as the appropriate quantum mechanical 
states for the description of intense beam of photons. In the 
present paper we intend to use the Glauber coherent states as 
a possible basis for the HW group. A similar coherent state 
basis for the SV ( I, I ) group has been developed by Barut and 
Girardello. lo We hope to apply the method of our paper in 
future for a parallel investigation of the Barut-Girardello 
coherent states. 

In this paper we consider two related problems: (i) ex
pansion of an arbitrary function on the group in terms of the 
matrix elements of the group in the coherent state basis and 
(ii) a group theoretic derivation of Bargmann's integral 
transform. II Although Glauber pointed out the connection 
of the coherent states with Bargmann's Hilbert space of ana
lytic functions, II he noted only the coincidence of the scalar 
product of two arbitrary oscillator states with that in the 
Bargmann space. The connection becomes clearer by taking 

coherent states as a basis for the VIR's of the HW group. 
We start from the realization of the VIR's of the group 

in the space of L 2 (R) functions as given by Wolf 4 and Barut 
and Raczka3 and calculate the matrix elements in this basis. 
We show that these matrix elements can be used as a basis for 
the expansion of arbitrary square integrable functions on the 
group. Although the matrix elements constitute a nonor
thogonal basis the expansion can be inverted and the coeffi
cients calculated in the traditional way through an "integral 
equation." The process of expansion and its inversion that 
yields the coefficients of the expansion constitutes an inte
gral transform and its inversion formula. The integral equa
tion in conjunction with the condition of finiteness of the 
norm yields a theorem (Sec. III) that states that the expan
sion coefficient is expressible in terms of an entire analytic 
function of the appropriate parameters of the expansion. 
Following a previous paper l2 we next introduce a coherent 
state wave function analogous to the Schrodinger wave func
tion and determine the action of the group operator in the 
space of this wave function. The above theorem ensures that 
the representation space consists of entire analytic functions 
of an appropriate complex variable and coincides with Barg
mann's Hilbert space. We next show that the mixed basis 
matrix element of the group between the coordinate and co
herent state bases is essentially the integral kernel of Barg
mann. The transpose of this matrix element yields the kernel 
for the inversion of the transform. In this construction Barg
mann's integral transform appears as the unitary transfor
mation connecting the Schrodinger and coherent state wave 
functions. The role of the Bargmann transform connecting 
these two wave functions is similar to that of the Fourier 
transform connecting the coordinate and momentum space 
wave functions. This observation considerably simplifies 
Bargmann's involved analytical arguments and yields in a 
simple and unitary way Bargmann's integral transform as 
well as its inversion formula. 
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II. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS AND THE EXPANSION 
PROBLEM 

In one dimension the HW group has three infinitesimal 
operators Q, P, and H, which satisfy the commutation rela
tions 

[Q,P] = iH, [Q,H] = [P,H] = 0. (2.1) 

Following Wolf 4 we first introduce a three-dimensional 
non-Hermitian representation 

g(x,y,Z) = ei(XQ + yP+ zH) 

x+iy 

1 + 2iz - (x2 + y2)/2 

- 2iz + (x2 + y2)/2 

where x,y,z are the three group parameters. The group mul
tiplication law follows by multiplying two matrices of the 
form (2.3) and is given by 

g(XI>YI'z I )g(X2'Y2,Z2) 

= g(x1 + x2, YI + Y2' Zl + Z2 + Hy,X 2 - Y2XI])' 

(2.4) 

The group identity is e = g(O,O,O) and the inverse 
g-I (x,y,z) = g( - x, - y, - z). The right and left invariant 
Haar measure is simply the three-dimensional volume ele
ment 

dg = dx dydz. (2.5) 

We now introduce a square integrable functionf(g) on the 
group transforming as 

Tg.f(g) = f(g'-'g ), (2.6) 

where 

g' =g(x',y',z'). 

This evidently yields a representation in the space of these 
functions. 

We next introduce the decomposition 

g(x,y,z) = g(O,y,z - xyl2) g(x,O,Q) 

and consider functions 

fc = fc (y,u) =fc (y,z - xyl2) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

on the space of left cosets. Since in the space of these func
tions 

the decomposition of the representation space into the eigen
spaces of irreducible representations is achieved by the Four
ier transformation 

(2.9) 

This immediately yields the multiplier representation of 
Wolf 4 and Barut and Raczka3 

(2.10) 
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Q~C 
-i -') P~p 1 1) ° ° , ° ° , 

-l ° ° -1 ° ° (2.2) 

H~G ° ~ ) 2 

-2 -2 

A finite group element can be obtained by exponentiating the 
generators (2.2) and is given by 

(2.3) 

I 
where ¢J A (y) is a square integrable function of the parameter 
y. The representation (2.10) is unitary with respect to the 
scalar product 

(2.11 ) 

The Hermitian generators of the group are now given by 

Q= -AY, P={~). H=A. (2.12) 

The orthonormal coordinate and momentum bases are given 
by 

fq = IAI '/28(q+AY), 

Xp = (21T)-1/2 exp( - ipy). 
(2.l3 ) 

The coherent state basis is the eigenfunction of the annihila-
tion operator 

a = (21A I> - 1/2 ( Q + i sgn AP) 

and is given by 

'IIa = (IAI/1T) 1/4 exp( -a~ -ia1a 2 ) 

(2.14 ) 

X exp( - (IA 1/2) [r + 2~2/IA I sgn Aay]), 
(2.15 ) 

where the complex number a stands for the eigenvalue of a 
and a I and a 2 are its real and imaginary parts. The choice of 
phase ensures that the overlap between two eigenstates is 
given by Glauber's formula, 

('II p,'II a) = exp(lJa - lal 2/2 - IP 12/2). (2.16) 

The "completeness" condition is given by 

(2.17) 

where d 2a = da , da2. 
It is now easy to obtain the matrix element of the group 

in any basis, 

D!.n (g/) = (u!. ,Tg' u~). (2.18) 

It should be pointed out, however, that the matrix element in 
the coherent state basis can be obtained quite easily without 
any integration using only the commutation relation be-
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tween a and its Hermitian conjugate at. We list below the 
matrix elements in the various orthogonal and nonor
thogonal bases: 

D~a (g) 

(
- lal2 IP 12 . IA I [X2 + y2 =exp pa------+iA.z--

2 2 2 2 

+ ~2!IA I W(sgn AY - ix) - a(sgn AY + ix)} D, 
(2.19a) 

D~q' (g) = D(AY + q - q')exp i(AZ + !X[q + q']), 

D~ (g) = (IA 11T) -1/4 exp( - 1~12 + iA [z - x;] 
_ IA ly2 _ ~ [1:]2 + .!L] 

2 2 IA I 

(2.19b) 

+ ~2!IA IlJ [q - AY] + q[ix + sgn AY]) . 

(2.19c) 

We now consider the problem of expansion of an arbitrary 
square integrable functionf(g) on the group in terms of the 
matrix elements (2.19a): 

f(g) = f dA f f d 2p d 2a a(A;/3,a)D~a (g). (2.20) 

Such an expansion is unique only if 

f f d2Pd2aa(A;/3,a)D~a(g) 
= f f d2rd2DD~{;(g) ~ f f d 2Pd 2a(\fJ(3,\fJ y ) 

X (\fJ{;,\fJa )a(A;/3,a). (2.21) 

This therefore requires 

a(A;r,D) = ~f f d 2Pd 2a(\fJ(3,\fJ y ) (\fJ{;,\fJa)a(A;/3,a). 

(2.22) 

Using Eq. (2.16) we finally obtain 

a(A;r,D) =exp[ - (IDI~+ IrI
2

)] ~ f f d 2Pd 2a 

xexp[lJr +;Sa _ lal
2 
~ 1.81

2 
]a(A;/3,a). 

(2.23 ) 

We shall now show that the expansion (2.20) can be invert
ed and the coefficients calculated in the traditional way us
ing Eq. (2.23). Multiplying both sides of the expansion 
(2.20) by jj ~:a' (g) and integrating over g we obtain 

f jj~:a·(g)f(g)dg= f dA f d 2pd 2aa(A;p,a) 

X f jj~:a' (g)D~a (g)dg. (2.24) 

We now note that 
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f jj~:a' (g)D~a (g)dg 

= 4r 8(A-A')ex [ - (laI
2

+ 1.81
2
) 

IA'I p 2 

_ la'1
2

: IP'I
2 

+ lJp' + a'a]. (2.25) 

This yields 

~xp[ - (la'1
2 

+ IP'1
2

) ] f d 2a f d 2p 
IA'I 2 

xexP(P'lJ + a'a _ 1~12 _ 1~12)a(A;p,a) 

= f jj~:a' (g)f(g)dg. (2.26) 

By Eq. (2.23) the lhs turns out to be a (A ';P' ,a') multiplied 
by 41T4 /1A'1 and we have 

a(A ';/3 ',a') = IA ~ fjj~:a.(g)f(g)dg. (2.27) 
41T 

In the next section we show that the expansion coefficient 
a (A;p,a) is of the form 

a(A;p,a) = exp[ - (lal2 + IP 1
2)/2]E(A;/3,a), 

where E(A;/3,a) is an entire function analytic in P and a. 
The completeness relation for the matrix elements now reads 

f dA~~ f jj~(g')D~a(g)d2Pd2a 
= r8(x' - x)8(y' - y)D(Z' - z), (2.28) 

which can be verified by explicit calculation. This may be 
compared with the completeness condition for the matrix 
elements in the orthonormal p or q basis: 

f dA ~~ f jj~r (g')D~r (g)drdr' 

= 8(x' - x)8(y' - y)8(z' - z). (2.29) 

Although the additional factor of r in Eq. (2.28) suggests 
overcompleteness we see that the expansion (2.20) can be 
inverted in a manner similar to an orthonormal basis. Equa
tions (2.20) and (2.27), therefore, constitute an integral 
transform and its inverse. 

III. THE COHERENT STATE WAVE FUNCTION AND THE 
BARGMANN TRANSFORM 

It should be noted that the realization (2.12) for the 
generators of the group on the Y manifold is not the usual one 
in quantum mechanics. In the Schrodinger realization the 
eigenvalue q of the operator Q is regarded as the configura
tion space coordinate. The Schrodinger wave function can 
be built as 

(3.1 ) 

The action of the group operator in the space of the wave 
functions \fJ (q) is then defined by 

Tg\fJ(q) = (fq,Tgif» (3.2a) 

= f Dq¢ (x,y,z)\fJ(q')dq'. (3.2b) 
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Using Eq. (2.19b) we obtain 

Tg'l'(q) = exp i(AZ + qx + AxyI2)'I'(q + AY), (3.3) 

which yields 

Q=q, P= -fA.!!....., H=A, 
dq 

the familiar quantum mechanical operators. 

(3.4) 

We now define analogously the coherent state wave 
function 

(3.5) 

Then the coherent state realization of the group operator is 
given by 

Tg</J(P) = ('I' f3,Tg</J) (3.6) 

= ! I d 2a D~ (x,y,z)</J(a). (3.7) 

Setting x = y = Z = 0 we obtain 

</J(P) = ! exp( - 1~12) I d 2a exp(,8a _ 1~12 )</J(a). 

(3.8) 

We now define 

</J(a) = exp( - laI 2/2)/(a), (3.9) 

where a possible a dependence of the function / has been 
suppressed. The function/(a) satisfies 

/(,8) = I exp(,8a)/(a)d/-l(a), (3.10) 

where 

d/-l(a) = (lhr)exp( -laI 2 )d 2a. 

The scalar product in the Hilbert space of the functions/is 
given by 

(3.11) 

The above form of the scalar product is obtained by noting 
that 

and using the definition (3.9). 
We now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem: The function/(,8) satisfying Eq. (3.10) and 

having a finite norm according to the scalar product (3.11) 
is an entire function analytic in ,8. 

Proof' To prove the analyticity we recall that a complex 
valued function/(z,z) is analytic in z if 

J/ = O. (3.12) 
Jz 

Equation (3.12) is equivalent to the Cauchy-Reimann 
equations and defines an analytic function of z. 

Differentiating both sides ofEq. (3.10) with respect to 
pwe obtain 
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J/ = I d/-l(a)/(a) ~ [exp(,8a)] = 0, 
Jp Jp 

because the kernel exp(,8a) is independent of p. 
Thus the function/satisfying Eq. (3.10) is analytic in,8, 

i.e., 

/=/(,8). (3.13) 

We next expand exp (,8a) in Eq. (3.10) in a power series and 
define 

Cn = I a"/(a)d/-l(a), n = 0,1,2, .... 

Thus 
00 cp-n 

/(,8) = L _n_. 
n=O n! 

(3.14 ) 

(3.15 ) 

We shall show that the radius of convergence of the power 
series (3.15) is infinite by requiring the squared norm (f J) 
to be finite. This yields 

00 ICn l2 
• L -- = fimte. (3.16) 

n=O n! 

The series (3.16) is therefore absolutely convergent and we 
have 

lim ICn + I/Cn 12( lin)";; 1. 
n_ 00 

Thus, for arbitrarily large n, 

ICH I ICn I..;;v'n· 
If we now denote the nth term of the power series (3.15) by 
Un we have 

no matter however large 1,81 is. 
Hence the radius of convergence of the power series 

(3.15) is infinite and the analytic function represented by it 
is an entire function. 

A straightforward extension of this theorem for two 
complex variables states that the coefficient a(k,/3,a) of the 
expansion (2.20) satisfying Eq. (2.23) is of the form 

a(A;/3,a) = exp( - HJal2 + IPI 2 ])E(A;/3,a), (3.17) 

where E(A;/3,a) is an entire function analytic in P and a. 
This extension can be done in a manner similar to the one
variable case by requiring the square integrability of the 
function/(g), i.e., 

I If(g) 12 dg = finite, 

which yields 

I E(A;p,a)E(A;p,a)d/-l(p)d/-l(a) = finite. (3.18 ) 

The two-variable extension of the above theorem follows 
easily by requiring the finiteness of the norm (3.18). 

We now proceed to realize the representation of the HW 
group in the space of the functions /(,8). Substituting the 
explicit form of the matrix element D ~a as given in Eq. 
(2.19a) and noting that 
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! I exp[ {.o + ('~ 1)112 (sgn AY + Lx)}a - la I2y(a)d 2a 

=1{jj+~IAI/2(sgnAy+ix») (3.19) 

we obtain 

1'gt/J(P) = exp( _ 1~12 + iAz _ I~ I [ x
2 

; r 

+ ~2/IA I .o(sgn AY - Lx) ]) 

X/(.o + ('~ ly/2 (sgnAY + iX»). (3.20) 

If we now define 

Vg = exp( IPI 2 /2) 1'g exp( - IPI 2/2), (3.21) 

we obtain the action of the group operator in the Hilbert 
space of entire analytic functions: 

( 
IA I [X2 + 2 V J(.o) = exp iAZ - 2 2 Y 

+ C~ 1)112 .o(sgn AY - iX)]) 

X/(.o + ('~ ly12 (sgn AY + iX»). (3.22) 

The generators of the group in this realization are given by 

Q = ('~ I) 112 (.0 + ~). P = sgn IU('~ I y/2 (.0 _ ~), 
(3.23 ) 

which are the Fock-Bargmann operators. The representa
tion (3.22) is unitary with respect to the scalar product 
(3.11). 

We are now in a position to derive Bargmann's integral 
transform and its inversion. We start from Eq. (3.6) and use 
the completeness of the orthonormal coordinate basis Iq. 
Thus 

1'gt/J(P) = I ('lJp,Tglq) (/q,t/J)dq 

= I D~(x,y,z)'IJ(q)dq, (3.24) 

where we have used the definition (3.1) of the Schrodinger 
wave function. 

We now substitute the explicit form of the mixed basis 
matrix element as given by Eq. (2.19c). Transferring 
exp( - IPI 2/2) to the left and using Eq. (3.22) we obtain 

exp( Uz _ I~ I [ x
2 

; y2 + ~2/IA I .o(sgn AY - Lx) ]) 

Xf{jj + ~IA 1/2 (sgn AY + ix») 

1858 

=(IAI1T)-t/4exp[u(z_X;)_IA~r] 

xI [ .o2+q2/1AI exp - -'----'--=--'-....!.. 

2 

+ ~2/IA 1.8(q - AY) + q(ix + SgnAY) ]'IJ(q)dq. 

(3.25 ) 
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We now introduce a new complex variable 

5=.o+~IA 1!2(sgnAy+ix) 

and note that all the X-, Y-, and z-dependent factors cancel 
from the two sides. We then obtain after simplification 

1(5) = (IA 11T)-t/4 I exp [ _ 52 + ~2/1A I 

+ C~ 1)1I25q]'IJ(q)dq, (3.26) 

which is the integral transform of Bargmann. To obtain the 
inversion formula for this transform we start from Eq. 
(3.2a) and use the completeness condition (2.17) for the 
coherent states. Thus 

1'g'IJ(q) = ! I ~,Tg'IJp) ('lJp,t/J)d 2P 

= ! I D;p (x,y,z)t/J(P)d 2p 

= ! I 1> ~q ( - x, - y, - z)t/J(P)d 2p. 

Using Eqs. (2.19c), (3.3), and (3.9), we obtain 

exp[iA(z + xy/2) + iqx]'IJ(q + AY) 

= exp[iA (z + X;) _ IA1y2] I exp[ _ p
2 

+ ~2/1A I 

+ ~2/IA IP(q + AY) 

+ q(ix - sgnAY) Y(.o)d,u({3). 

Replacing q by (q - AY) and .0 by 5 we obtain, as before, 

'IJ(q) = (IA 11T)-t/4 I exp[ _ ~2 +~2/IA I 

+ ~2/IA I ~qy(5)d,u(5)' (3.27) 

which is Bargmann's inversion formula. 
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A theorem on the rate of regeneration in decay processes 
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There is given a generalization ofthe theorem of Misra and Sinha [Helv. Phys. Acta 50,99 
(1977)], which shows that in the decay process the regeneration ofthe undecayed unstable 
states from the decay products cannot proceed too slowly at arbitrarily short time and, 
correspondingly, the deviation from exponential decay at arbitrarily short time cannot be too 
small either. The generalization presented here is shown to be valid in the region where the 
theorem of Misra and Sinha cannot be applied. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the studies 1-5 of the decay processes of unstable parti
cles, absence of regeneration of undecayed unstable states 
from the decay products is mathematically expressed by the 
semigroup property of the reduced evolution operator 
Z(t) = EUtE: 

Z(t + s) - Z(t)Z(s) = EUtE1UsE = 0, (1.1) 

for t,s>O, where E denotes the projection into the subspace 
spanned by the undecayed (unstable) states of the system 
and E 1 = I - E the projection onto the subspace of decayed 
states, and where Ut is a one-parameter unitary group de
scribing time evolution of the total system with the Hamilto
nian H. Several studies 1-4 on this assumption have shown 
that it is in conflict with the physical requirement that the 
spectrum of the Hamiltonian Hbe bounded below. So Misra 
and Sinha5 studied the consequence of having a nonvanish
ing but slow rate of regeneration and found that too slow a 
rate of regeneration at arbitrarily short time was again in 
conflict with the semiboundedness of the Hamiltonian. 

The discussion of Misra and Sinha is based on the fol
lowing principal theorem. 

Theorem of Misra and Sinha: Let F( t), t>O, be a strong
ly continuous contractive family of bounded operators in K 
(the Hilbert space of state vectors of the decaying system 
together with its decay products), and let, for all t/J in some 
dense setD, 

( 1.2) 

for t,s>O, with a > 1 and C", a constant independent of t,s but 
depending on t/J. Then F(t) forms a strongly continuous 
semigroup, for t>O: 

F(t+s) = F(t)F(s) , t,s>O. (1.3) 

Using this theorem, Misra and Sinha derived the con
clusion mentioned above. 

Following some techniques Misra and Sinha used in 
proving the above theorem, we shall derive a new theorem 
that is a generalization of the Misra-Sinha theorem. 

II. A GENERALIZED THEOREM 

We shall prove a theorem which includes the Misra
Sinha theorem as a special case. 

Generalized Theorem: Let F( t), t>O be a strongly con
tinuous contractive family of bounded operators in K, and 
let, for all t/J in some dense set D, 

II[F(t+s) -F(t)F(s)]t/JIi';;;C",tas"(t + s).B, (2.1) 

for t,s>O, with a > 1, 2a + f3> 0, and C",aconstant indepen
dent of (,s but depending on t/J. Then F(t) forms a strongly 
continuous semigroup, for t>O: 

F(t + s) = F(t)F(s) , (,s>O. (2.2) 

Proof Let {t;}7= I be a set of positive numbers. Then 

[FCtl ti) - iiIl F(ti)] t/J 

= [F(tl + it2 ti) -F(tl) iiI2 F(ti)] t/J 

= [F(tl + it2 (i) - FCtI)FCt2 ti) 

+ F(tl){FCt2 ti) - iiI2 F(ti)}] t/J. 

Using (2.1) and triangle inequality we obtain 

II [FCtl ti) - iiIl F(ti) ]t/JII 

';;;C",lf Ct2 (ir Ctl'tir 

We iterate this process and in the end substitute Ii = I In for 
all i. Then 

II [F(t) - F(t In)"] t/JII 

( 
1)2a+.B n-I 

.;;;C", -;; i~1 (i + 1).B,
'a 

.;;;c",12a+.Bn-2a-.B in-I xa(x+ 1).Bdx 

t 2a +.B 
.;;;C (nl-a_2a+.B+ln-2a-.B), (2.3) 

"'a+f3+1 
where we have assumed a + f3 + 1 #0. 

The inequality (2.3) shows that the sequence of opera
tors [F(t In)]n converges strongly to F(t) on D as n--+ 00. 
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Since we have assumed that II [F(t In) ]nllC;;;l and Dis dense 
inK, we have 

s-limF(tln)n=F(t), t;;;.O, (2.4) 
n_ 00 

on the whole of K. 
From the relation (2.4) we can prove the semigroup 

property of F( t) by making use of the paper of Misra and 
Sinha5 or the book by Chernoff 6: 

F(t + s) = F(t)F(s) , for all t,s;;;,O. Q.E.D. 

From the relation (2.2) it is found that for P = ° our 
theorem is reduced to the theorem of Misra and Sinha. So 
following Misra and Sinha, we also make a corollary from 
( 1.1) and our theorem. 

Corollary: If for a dense set of vectors t/J in K 

IIEUsE1UtEt/JIlc;;;C,ptaSZ(t + s)p, t,s;;;'O, (2.5) 

with a> 1, 2a +P>O, a +P + 1#0, then 

EUsE1Ut = 0, for all t,s;;;.O; 

that is to say, EUtE is a semigroup for t;;;.O. 
If we define the function 

R(t,s) == IIEUsE1UtEt/JII, 

it gives us an estimate of the rate of regeneration of the unde
cayed unstable states from the decay products. Combining 
R(t,s) with (2.5), we obtain the bound on regeneration, 

R(t,s) c;;;C,pt aSZ(t + s)p, t,s;;;'O, (2.6) 

with 

a> 1, 2a +P>O, a +P + 1#0. (2.7) 
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III. CONCLUSION 

In this concluding discussion, t,s> ° is assumed. We can 
easily understand that in the case P> ° the condition (2.1) 
with (2.7) is sufficient, and in the case P = ° it coincides 
with (1.2). For the casep <Othe rhsof (2.1) or, equivalent
ly, (2.6) satisfies the following inequality: 

C,ptaSZI(t + s) -PC;;;2PC,pta+Pl2sz+P/2. (3.1) 

If P satisfies the inequality 

a + !P> 1, (3.2) 

with a> 1, 2a + P> 0, a + P + 1 #0, then our theorem is 
subsumed by the Misra-Sinha theorem. However, if the in
equality 

a + !PC;;;I, (3.3) 

with a > 1, 2a + P> 0, a + P + 1 #0, holds for p, then the 
Misra-Sinha theorem does not hold but ours does. More
over, we have to mention that if a + ! PC;;;O, then of course 
neither theorem holds. 
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Field quantization for pure and mixed states and its classical limit 
Pimon Ajanapon 
Division of Mathematics and Computer Science, Northeast Missouri State University, Kirksville, 
Missouri 63501 

(Received 8 December 1986; accepted for publication 13 April 1988) 

The path-integral formulation of quantum mechanics in terms of the density matrix proposed 
in a previous paper is here extended to quantum field theory. The corresponding classical field 
equation is derived as the deterministic classical limit by imposing an appropriate mixed-state 
initial condition. Relativistic invariance is insured by construction of ten generators of the 
inhomogeneous Lorentz group. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper, 1 the author proposed an alternative 

approach to the classical-limit problem of quantum mechan
ics. The present paper extends the idea to quantum field the
ory, specifically quantum scalar field theory with self-inter
action. 

Although we assume that the reader has read the above
mentioned paper, let us recapitulate to bring out the main 
ideas here. First, quantum mechanics is formulated in terms 
of the density matrix which includes both pure and mixed 
states. The law of motion is given in the form of an integral 
equation whose evolution kernel is the product of a Feyn
man probability transition amplitude and its Hermitian con
jugate. The Feynman path integral is defined by means of 
nonstandard analysis,2 giving a rigorous rendition for the 
concept in a way close to Feynman's original intuitive idea. 
In fact, as is shown in the previous paper, all one needs to do 
is to paraphrase Feynman in the language of nonstandard 
analysis. The equation of motion is then transformed to the 
mean and relative coordinates and, upon taking Fourier 
transforms with respect to the relative coordinates, we ob
tain a time-evolution equation for the phase-space represen
tation of the density matrix (also known in the literature as 
the Wigner distribution function). 

The approach to the classical limit is motivated by the 
physical interpretation of the elements of the density matrix. 
According to this interpretation, the diagonal elements give 
the probability of finding the system in a certain state and the 
off-diagonal elements are associated with the interference 
effects which are the manifestations of the wave nature of 
matter and hence purely quantum mechanical in nature. 
Thus, if quantum mechanics is to contain classical mechan
ics, all the classical information must lie along the diagonal 
of the density matrix. Furthermore, since the diagonal ele
ments of a density matrix are all non-negative, their phase
space representation should give us a bona fide classical dis
tribution. To extract out such a distribution from our 
quantum mechanical equation, we expand the potential with 
respect to the relative coordinates and retain only the linear 
part in the relative coordinates; this is done in the nonstan
dard universe. Again, this procedure is motivated by the fact 
that the classical information is contained only along the 
diagonal of the density matrix which becomes infinitesimal
ly fuzzy in the nonstandard extension and first-order infini
tesimals can be significant in the nonstandard universe as 

can small real numbers in the standard universe. When car
ried out in connection with the phase-space representation of 
the diagonal elements, it can also be interpreted as ignoring 
the quantum effects, or eliminating the "quantum forces." 
In any case, the procedure does provide us with the desired 
classical distribution satisfying the ( classical) Liouville 
equation. We call this the statistical classical limit of quan
tum mechanics. To obtain the deterministic classical limit, 
i.e., Hamilton's or Newton's mechanics, we need only con
sider an initial distribution corresponding to the case of the 
complete knowledge of the motion. It is simply the way that 
one passes from classical statistical mechanics to determinis
tic classical mechanics. 

Now, systems dealt with in quantum field theory are of 
infinite numbers of degrees of freedom. Such a system is 
characterized by a Lagrangian density which is a functional 
of a set of fields and the fields are functions of the space 
coordinates and of time satisfying the smoothness conditions 
that may be required in the particular problem. The field 
quantities now play the role of the generalized coordinates of 
the system with the space variables labeling the field quanti
ties and hence enumerating the degrees of freedom of the 
system. Obviously, this infinity of degrees of freedom is un
countable. From the point of view of standard mathematical 
analysis, the transition from quantum mechanics, which 
deals only with systems of finite numbers of degrees of free
dom, to quantum field theory, which deals with systems of 
uncountably infinite numbers of degrees offreedom, is there
fore an enormous and delicate jump. Not so in nonstandard 
analysis! Recall that the cardinality of an infinite *finite set is 
uncountably infinite. This therefore suggests that we simply 
consider our field-theoretic systems to be of infinite *finite 
numbers of degrees offreedom. One way to accomplish this 
is to employ spatial Fourier decomposition of the fields (as 
usually done), nonstandardly extend the sequences of Four
ier coefficients (which are functions of time) , and then con
sider infinite *finite subsequences of these nonstandard ex
tensions. Since such infinite *finite sequences of Fourier 
coefficients approximate the fields to within an infinitesi
mal,3 they can be used to represent the fields for all practical 
purposes. Representing the fields by infinite *finite (instead 
of infinite) sequences of Fourier coefficients is particularly 
essential in our rigorous definition of the path integral, 
which avoids the limit problem entirely. So, the use of non
standard analysis completely justifies the formal way we go 
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from quantum mechanics to quantum field theory. It is sim
ply a matter of going from the finite to the infinite *finite. 

II. QUANTIZATION 

To illustrate the above ideas concretely and in a simple 
way, we consider quantum scalar field theory with self-inter
action in this paper and leave the more complicated situation 
involving both bosonic and fermionic fields to a future paper. 
Suppose then that we have a system characterized by the 
Lagrangian density 

2' = ~(all~)2 - OU [~], (1) 

where ~(r,t) is a real scalar field assumed to be sufficiently 
smooth and expandable at each instant of time up to an infin
itesimal with respect to the family 

{( 1 )112 (2 )1/2 2'IT n 'n cos -1- (nIx + nzy + n3z), 

(
2)112 2'IT }N - sin - (nIx + n2Y + n3z) , 
n 1 n,.n,.n, = I 

(2) 

where n is the volume of a cube with edge length I and center 
at the origin and Nan infinite *finite integer. Specifically, we 
write 

( 
1 )1/2 ( 2 )1/2 

~(r,t)::::: n ao(t) + n 

+ bn,n,n, (t)sin 2; (nIx + n2 y + n3z)] , (3) 

where ::::: is the "infinitely close" relation. Setting 

q = (ql, ... ,qn) = (lie) (ao,aJlI,bJlI, ... ,aNNN,bNNN), (4) 

the Lagrangian 

L= In 2'd 3
r 

takes the form 

L = ~if - V(q), 

where 

and 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The Lagrangian L in (6) is in exactly the same form as 
that considered in the previous paper. The difference is that 
the q here is an infinite *finite n-tuple, while it is just a finite 
n-tuple in the previous paper. We can now proceed to quan
tize our field-theoretic system in the same way as we do our 
quantum mechanical system in the previous paper. Let (i) be 
a positive infinite *finite integer. Divide the time interval t b 

- t a into (i) equal parts of infinitesimal duration 
€ = (t b - t a) / (i) and denote the successive times by 
to = ta,t I, ... ,t"' = t bwith t k 

- t k
- I = €. Specify each path 

q(t) by the *finite sequence of points qO = q(t0), 
ql=q(tI), ... ,q"'=q(tO). Then define the infinitesimal 
probability transition amplitude by 
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K(qk,qk - I;€) = (11 A )exp{ (i/ii)SE (qk,qk - I)}, (9) 

where SE(qk,qk-l) is the infinitesimal action from time 
t k

-
I = t a + (k - l)€to time t k = t a + k€defined by 

(10) 

Now, define the finite probability transition amplitude in 
terms of the infinitesimal amplitude as the following improp
er *multiple integral: 

K(qb,if;tb-t a
) = J ill K(qk,~-I;€) l~: dqk. (11) 

Specify the general (pure or mixed) state by a density matrix 
p (q' ,q" ,t) and postulate its time evolution by 

p(qb',qb',t b) = J K(qb',qa';t b - ta) 

XKt(qb',if';t b - ta)p(if',if',ta)dif'dif'. 
(12) 

III. CLASSICAL LIMIT 
Following the procedure given in the previous paper 

and outlined in Sec. I, we can now derive the statistical clas
sical limit of our quantum field theory and then the deter
ministic classical limit. In sum, by starting out initially with 
an appropriate mixed state we obtain in the classical limit a 
phase-space trajectory (tf (t) ,pc(t» satisfying the initial-val
ue Hamiltonian system 

q = [q,H], q(O) = qO, 

P = [P,H] , p(O) = pO, 

where 

H = ~p2 + V(q). 

(13a) 

(13b) 

(14) 

Now, form infinite *finite Fourier sums with respect to 
the family (2) by using the components ofthe infinite *fin
ite-tuples qC(t),pc(t),qO,pO as coefficients and denote the 
standard parts of these sums by ~c (r,t),'lTc (r,t),~o(r),'lTo(r), 
respectively. Then the factthat tf (t) and pc (t) satisfy (13a) 
and (13b) implies that ~c (r,t) and 'lTc (r,t) satisfy 

1 a~ 
-- (r,t) = 'IT(r,t), ~(r,O) = ~o(r), (15a) 
e at 

1. a'IT (r,t) = _ r 8r[~(r',t)] d 3r', 'IT(r,O) = 'lTo(r). 
e at In 8~(r,t) 

(15b) 

Taking the functional derivative of r as given by (8), we 
have 

8r[~(r',t)] = V~(r',t)'V8(r _ r') + 80U [~(r',t)] . 
8~(r,t) 8~(r,t) 

(16) 

Substituting ( 16) into the first part of ( 15b) and integrating 
with respect to r', we obtain 

1. ~ (r,t) = V2~(r,t) - OU'[~(r,t)], (17) 
e at 

where we have set 
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au'[~(r,t)] = r ~au[~(r',t)] d 3r'. 
In ~~(r,t) 

(18) 

The first part of ( 15a) and (17) can be combined to give 

V2~ _ ~ a2~ = au'[~], (19) 
c2 at 2 

which is the classical field equation corresponding to the 
Lagrangian density .!L' given by (1). We have therefore ob
tained for the classical limit of our quantum scalar field theo
ry with self-interaction a deterministic classical field ~c (r,t) 
satisfying the field equation (19) and the following initial 
conditions: 

1 a~ 
~(r,O) = ~o(r), -- (r,O) = 1To(r). (20) 

c at 

It should be emphasized that the field ~ is taken as a 
standard field and consequently the field equation (19) is 
also standard. It is interesting to note in this connection that 
if we were to start out with a renormalized Lagrangian den
sity containing infinite counterterms, we would obtain in the 
classical limit a deterministic classical field satisfying a field 
equation similar to (19), but containing coefficients which 
are infinite. 

IV. RELATIVISTIC INVARIANCE 

Having chosen to work in the "instant form" of dynam
ics (as Dirac4 calls it), we have forgone with the manifest
ness of relativistic invariance. Nevertheless, we must insure 
that our physical theories obey the principle of special rela
tivity, i.e., the laws of physics must be invariant under 
changes of reference frame. This is a symmetry requirement 
under the inhomogeneous Lorentz transformation group. 
Manifest invariance is on the other hand a more special re
quirement which exploits the space-time symmetry of spe
cial relativity. It requires that certain quantities transform 
under changes of reference frame in a manner that is inti
mately related to the Lorentz transformation of space-time 
events.5•6 

The symmetry requirement under the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group can be met simply by constructing generators 
of the group. In other words, we can introduce relativistic 
symmetry into our theory by constructing the ten generators 
H, P, J, and K which are the generators of time translations, 
space translations, space rotations, and pure Lorentz trans
formations, respectively. In order for the quantities 
H,PoJj,Kj, for i = 1,2,3 to be generators ofthe inhomogen
eous Lorentz group, they must satisfy the following Lie
bracket relations: 

[ PoH] = 0, [ POPj ] = 0, [ J j ,H] = 0, 

[Jo~] = EijkJk' [Jj,Pj ] = EijkPk' 

[Jj,Kj] = EijkKk' [Kj,H] = Pj, 

[Kj'~] = ~ijH, [Kj,Kj] = - EijkJk' 

(21 ) 

where E ijk is the Levi-Civita three-index symbol and the sum
mation convention for repeated indices has been employed. 
The procedure of constructing such generators is by now a 
familiar task, which owes much to the advent of quantum 
mechanics. 
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As an illustration of the above idea, let us see how we can 
insure that our classical limit is relativistically invariant. The 
basic dynamical variables are the fields ~ and 1T and the dy
namical equations are the first part of (15a) and (17) which 
can be put in the form 

~ aa~ = [~,H], 
c t 

(22a) 

1 a1T 
--= [1T,H], (22b) 
c at 

where [ , ] is the field Poisson bracket defined for any pair 
of dynamical functionals F[~, 1T] and G[~, 1T] by 

[F,G] = r {~~_~~}d3r, (23) In ~~(r) ~1T(r) ~1T(r) ~~(r) 
in which the "equal time" t has been, and will be, suppressed 
and H is the field Hamiltonian given by 

H[~,H] = L {~ r(r) 
+ ~ [V~(r)]2 + au [~(r)] } d 3r. (24) 

This field Hamiltonian H is the generator of time transla
tions and the field Poisson bracket defined by (23) is the Lie 
bracket in our theory. The other nine generators are as fol
lows: 

Pj[~,1T] = L 1T(r)aj~(r}d3r, (25) 

J j [~,1T] = L -Eijkx/".(r}ak~(r)d3r, (26) 

Kj[~,1T] = L -Xi {~ r(r) 

+ [V~(r}]2 + au [~(r}]} d 3r. (27) 

It is straightforward, but lengthy, to verify that the ten quan
tities given by (24 }-(27) indeed satisfy all the relations giv
en by (21). 

At the quantum level, the dynamical equation is given 
by (12). In a way which is similar to that of Feynman's 
derivation of Schrodinger's wave equation from his path
integral formulation of quantum mechanics,7 we obtain 
from (12) the following differential equation for the density 
matrix p(q',q" ,t): 

ifz ap = (H'-H"}p(q',q",t), (28) 
at 

where 

and 

H' = - ~ (~,r + V(q'), 

H" = _ fz2 (~)2 + V(q"). 
2 aq" 

(29) 

(30) 

If we define the Hamiltonian matrix by 

H(q',q") = [_ fz2 ~.~ + V(q")] ~(q' _ q"), 
2 aq' aq" 

(31) 
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then (28) can be written in the form 

ift ap = J {H(q',q)p(q,q",t) 
at 

- p(q',q,t)H(q,q")}dq, 

which leads us to the von Neumann operator equation 

(32) 

(33) 

where the Lie bracket on the right is now the commutator 
"'-

and the operator H the generator of time translations. The 
rest of the story is a familiar one and will not be repeated 
here. 
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The multipole structure of the gravitational field produced by a stationary, isolated source at 
null infinity is investigated using a Bondi-type null polar coordinate system. The results are 
connected with the previous works of the author on the multipole expansion of stationary, 
asymptotically flat, vacuum solutions of the Einstein equations in the framework of the 
Geroch-Hansen one-point compactification scheme. The present work strongly suggests that 
all such solutions are analytic in the inverse luminosity distance r- I in a Bondi chart. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The structure of the gravitational field produced by a 
bounded source has been and still remains an important area 
of investigation in classical general relativity. I Within the 
framework of general relativity, the gravitational field of an 
isolated system is mathematically modeled by the class of 
asymptotically flat space-times, i.e., space-times whose met
ric approaches the Minkowski metric in a suitable sense at 
large distances from the source. The limiting behavior of the 
metric can be studied in two distinct regimes at infinitely 
large spacelike and null separations from a localized source. 
Pioneering investigations of the structure of the far field 
were carried out by Bondi, van der Burg, and Metzner2 and 
Sachs3 at null infinity which demonstrated explicitly how 
the mass of a radiating system (the Bondi mass) is carried 
away by the gravitational radiation. At about the same time, 
a series of papers by Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner4 (ADM) 
and Bergmann5 examined the structure at spacelike infinity, 
which led to a notion ofthe total energy ofthe system (the 
ADM mass) including the sources and the gravitational 
field. A geometric formulation of the asymptotic structure at 
null infinity, due to Penrose,6 in terms of a suitable confor
mal completion of the space-time, has laid the foundation of 
many subsequent investigations leading to significant ad
vances in gravitational radiation theory. In particular, it has 
allowed a coordinate-free description of the relevant phys
ical concepts, such as the Bondi mass of an isolated system 
and the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs (BMS) asymptotic symme
try group.7,8 The main idea of Penrose's method is to rescale 
the space-time metric in such a way that the points that are 
infinitely far away in terms of the physical metric are now 
brought at finite distance to form a boundary of the space
time (usually denoted by f). The study of the asymptotic 
structure of the physical space-time is then conveniently re
duced to a study of the local geometry near f. Geroch9 

extended the ADM work on the spacelike infinity along the 
lines of Penrose's conformal approach. His method was to 
consider the initial value formulation of the field equations 
and construct a conformal completion of the initial data set. 
In the Geroch formalism the entire spacelike infinity was 
represented by a single point attached to a spacelike hyper
surface whose induced metric and extrinsic curvature sub
ject to the usual constraint equations constitute the initial 
data for the time evolution of the gravitational field. Finally, 

Ashtekar and Hansen \0 gave a unified treatment of the 
asymptotic structure in the two regimes by introducing a 
further reformulation of spacelike infinity in a fully four
dimensional setting, in which it is regarded as a point i 0 

attached to.f to form a part of the space-time boundary. 
However, the limiting behavior of the appropriate rescaled 
physical fields at i 0 is considerably more intricate than their 
behavior on .f even for stationary metrics. The Ashtekar
Hansen formalism has provided a natural framework for re
lating the various physical quantities in the two asymptotic 
regimes, such as the ADM and the Bondi-Sachs four-mo
menta, II and has led to a number of other interesting results 
dealing with conserved quantities in asymptotically flat 
space-time admitting Killing vectors 12 and the notion of an
gular momentum of stationary systems. 13 

In spite of these impressive achievements, a systematic 
detailed understanding of the higher-order asymptotic be
havior of a general time-dependent gravitational field still 
remains an elusive goal. In recent years, however, further 
progress has been made towards a fairly complete under
standing of one important special case, namely, the station
ary vacuum fields. In the case of Newtonian gravity, the 
gravitational scalar potential satisfying Laplace's equation 
in the flat three-dimensional Euclidean space is completely 
described by the familiar multipole expansion. Because of 
the large coordinate freedom and the absence of a fixed back
ground geometry, the significance of such an expansion is 
not immediately obvious in the context of general relativity. 
In order to unambiguously extract the physical properties of 
a particular stationary vacuum metric, Geroch 14 and Han
sen 15 defined, in a manifestly coordinate independent man
ner, a set of quantities that can be regarded as the relativistic 
analogs of the usual Newtonian multipole moments. Utiliz
ing the fact that the space-time now admits a Killing vector 
that is timelike at least near infinity, they introduced a three
dimensional manifold which is the set of all orbits of the 
Killing vector field. The gravitational field is now described 
by the induced metric on the orbit manifold together with a 
pair of scalar potentials constructed from the norm and the 
twist of the Killing field. A suitable conformal rescaling of 
the metric allows one to attach a single point A to the orbit 
manifold which then represents the entire spatial infinity. 
The physically required fall-off conditions governing the 
rate at which the metric must approach the flat Euclidean 
metric at large distance are correctly captured in a coordi-
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nate independent way by demanding the existence of a con
formal factor suitably vanishing at A, so that the appropriate 
rescaled potentials and three-metric define a set of smooth 
fields on the conformal completion of the orbit manifold. 
The asymptotic behavior of the physical fields at large dis
tances is translated into the degree of smoothness of the cor
responding rescaled fields near A. The Geroch-Hansen mul
tipole moments are then defined recursively as values at A of 
a hierarchy of trace-free symmetric tensors constructed 
from these rescaled fields. The conceptual significance of 
these quantities lies in the recently established fact l6

•
17 that 

they completely characterize the local structure of a station
ary, asymptotically flat (AF), exact solution of the full non
linear Einstein equations outside matter. Specifically, it was 
shown that, for a certain intrinsic choice of the conformal 
factor and rather weak asymptotic flatness conditions, the 
rescaled fields are indeed analytic functions in a neighbor
hood of A in a suitable coordinate system. This analyticity 
property guarantees the existence of a convergent Taylor 
expansion of the rescaled fields around A with a nonzero 
radius of convergence, whose coefficients can be explicitly 
evaluated in terms of the Geroch-Hansen moments. 

In spite of the elegance of the Geroch-Hansen ap
proach, the fact that it requires a specially devised three
dimensional formalism suited only for stationary fields, has 
so far prevented one from making contact with previous ex
tensive investigations on structure at null infinity carried out 
in a fully four-dimensional setting. The purpose of this paper 
is to present some preliminary results of a recently under
taken investigation whose eventual goal is to bring these two 
apparently dissimilar approaches closer together. A rather 
simple and straightforward way of relating the two confor
mal completions is given in Sec. II following a brief review of 
the various relevant formalisms. For simplicity, we shall re
strict ourselves only to space-times with asymptotically 
Minkowskian topology. Thus, for instance, space-times with 
a nonzero angular momentum monopole moment, such as 
the Newman-Unti-Tamburino (NUT) metric are excluded 
from consideration. In Sec. III a multipole expansion of a 
stationary vacuum metric is presented that utilizes the par
ticular conformal compactification scheme of Ref. 16. It is 
similar to an expansion previously developed by the author l8 

under somewhat more restrictive assumptions. Finally, in 
Sec. IV the asymptotic behavior of a stationary vacuum 
space-time at null infinity is examined in detail in a Bondi
type null polar coordinate system and is expressed in terms 
of the Geroch-Hansen moments. A coordinate transforma
tion connecting the usual Bondi coordinates defined in the 
physical space-time to the Riemann normal coordinates 
used in Sec. III is derived in Appendix A. Appendix B out
lines the computation of a few of the leading multi pole mo
ments of the static axisymmetric Weyl space-times. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

Let us consider a stationary space-time (JI ,g,.v) (of 
Lorentz signature + - - - ) satisfying the vacuum field 
equations R,.v = O. We assume JI to be asymptotically flat 
at null infinity (more precisely, weakly asymptotically sim-
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pie) in the sense of Penrose. By means of a conformal trans
formation 

(2.1 ) 

one can, therefore, construct the conformal completion 
A 

JI = JI Uf, so that the rescaled metQc g,.v has a smooth 
(i.e., C'X> ) extension to the boundary aJi = f consisting of 
two disjoint pieces f+ and f- each topologically S2XR. 
We shall be mostly concerned here with the behavior at f+, 

the future null infinity. The conformal factor n is assumed to 
be a scalar function regular (at least C 2

) everywhere on f, 
A 

which is strictly positive on JI - f and satisfies the condi-
tions 

(2.2) 
A 

where the semicolon represents the action of V,., the (tor-
sion-free) covariant derivative operator associated with g,.v' 
We also assume that the generators of f, i.e., the integral 
curves of the vector fieldg"v O;v, are complete. 19 Moreover, 
since we are interested in stationary space-times, it is natural 
to assume that!!" sO = 0, where S" is the timelike Killing 
vector in JI satisfying!!" sg,.v = O. Then the vector field S" 
also satisfies the Ki!!ing equation!!" sg,.v = 0 for the confor
mal metric g,.v on JI - f and can be extended smoothly to 
f. The Ricci tensors of g,.v and g,.v are related by the formu
la20 

S,.v =S,.v -20- 10,.;v +0-2g,.vgaPoaop, (2.3) 
A 

where 0,. = 0;,., S,.v = R,.v - i,Rg,.v, and ~v is similarly 

defined from the unphysical Ricci tensor R,.v. The field 
equations in empty space S,.v = 0 applied to Eq. (2.3) 
(more generally, an asymptotic emptiness condition 
n2s,.v = 0 on f suffices) and evaluated at f then implies 
that f is null: 

g"vO,.Ov = O. (2.4) 

By readjustment of the conformal factor 0 ' = wO, one can 
easily show that it is always possible to choose 0 so that the 
scalar field 

V= O-lg,.vO,.Ov 

vanishes on f, 

[vl? = O. 

The relation 
A 

OS,.V = OS,.V - 20,.;v + v 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

then immediately shows that 0 must satisfy the condition 

(2.7) 

which states that with this conformal structure f is diver
gence- and shear-free. It turns out that we need to impose a 
slightly stronger condition 

[O-I V).? = 1 (2.8) 

on f in order to recover the appropriate asymptotic condi
tions in the orbit manifold. The norms of S" with respect to 
the two metrics gp.v and gp.v are 

A = g,.vsp.s v (2.9) 

and 

1 =g,.vSp.sv= 02A. (2.10) 
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For an asymptotically flat stationary metric one expects} to 
remain finite on f. Then it follows immediately that [A ].; 

'" = 0, i.e., sJ.L is null on f in the conformal space (vU' ,KI'Y ). 
Later we shall require a stronger condition 

[A ]J' = 1. (2.11) 

Next we briefly recall the basic features of the Geroch
Hansen formalism. One begins by constructing the orbit 
manifold 'Y = vU' / [1, where [1 is the one-parameter time
like group of motion generated by the Killing vector field S'" . 
The equivalence relation - induced by the action of [1 on 
points of vU' defines a map 

1T: vU' - 'Y = vU' /[1 = {[x] IxE..ff}, 

which sends a point xE..ff to the equivalence class 
[x] =1T(X) = {x'E..fflx' -x} representing the unique tra
jectory, or orbit, of S'" that passes through x. Given a smooth 
function J: 'Y - R, the action of 1T induces a function 
1= J 01T = 1T*J on vU' which has the property 
.!f s 1= S'" aJ.L 1=0. This correspondence between func
tions on 'Y and vU' extends in a straighforward manner to 
tensor fields. Geroch21 has shown that a tensor field 
Ta···Py ... /j on vU' satisfying 

.!f Ta···P - a s y ... /j - , 

gaASATa···Py- .. /j = O, ... ,S/jTa···PY ... /j = 0, (2.12) 

can be regarded as a tensor field on 'Y. In particular, the 
tensor field 

hl'v = -gl'v +A -lgl'agvPSaS P' 

satisfying 

(2.13 ) 

.!fshl'v =0, hl'vsv=O, (2.14) 

defines a positive definite metric on 'Y. For the purpose of 
later discussions, it is convenient to introduce a coordinate 
chart on the three-manifold 'Y that explicitly labels the Kill
ing trajectories. This is simply achieved by introducing a 
linearly independent set of three scalar functions p(x) 
(i = 1,2,3) that remain constant along a particular trajec
tory, i.e., satisfy the equation .!f s Ii = o. Their values 
P(xo) = ci at a point Xo unambiguously label the trajectory 
1T(Xo) that passes through Xo. Associated with such a solu
tion set li(X) there are three functionsi: 'Y _R3 such that 
P = 1T*i which define a coordinate chart on 'Y. Different 
choices of solution sets p(x) and j'i(X) thus amount to 
different choices of coordinates in 'Y. Along with S'" and 
'II' : = al'/i, the quantities yt, defined through the rela
tions 

I: I' v - a ,) I' - £i (2 15) gl'Y':> Yi - , r J.LYj -Uj' . 

constitute a complete set of projection tensors. Since.!f srI' 
= a and from the Killing equation and Eq. (2.15) it also 

follows that 51' syt = 0, a tensor field Ta···Py ... /j satisfying 
Eq. (2.12) gives rise to a tensor 

T a· .. bc··· d : = yaa·· ·yhPYc Y .. ·Yd/jTa···Py ... /j (2.16) 

satisfying .!f s Ta·· ·bc ... d = 0, i.e., a tensor field defined on 
the orbit space 'Y. Acting on tensor fields on 'Y, .!f s is 
simply the directional derivation S"" al'. The resulting for
malism22 is similar to that of Geroch; the labeling of "four-
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dimensional" tensor fields on vU' and "three-dimensional" 
tensor fields on 'Y by different indices, Greek and Latin, is 
merely a matter of notational convenience. 

The covariant derivative operator V J.L on vU' defines a 
covariant derivative V m on 'Y with all the usual properties. 
One defines 

V T a···b J.L,P.J> Y lWr Ta···P 
m c···d:=Ymfa···(pYc···Yd-YI' y ... /j. 

(2.17) 

The induced metric on 'Y 

hij : = YtYj Yhl'v (2.18 ) 

is compatible with V m' i.e., 

Vmhij=O. (2.19) 

From the alternating tensor on vU' one can construct the 
alternating tensor on 'Y: 

_ 1 -1/2 J.L Y PI: U 
eijk -.I\. Yi Yj Yk ':> eJ.LYpu· (2.20) 

The twist vector wJ.L' defined by expression23 

wI' : = el'ypusYgA[pVASU[, (2.21) 

obeys S'" wI' = 0, .!f sW I' = a and thus defines a three-vector 

on 'Y. It is related to the antisymmetric tensor 

¢ij = rp yj u~ [pV AS u] 

through the formula 

(2.22) 

(2.23 ) 

Wi = A 1/2eijk ¢Jk. (2.24) 

The quantity Wi or, equivalently, ¢ij measures the degree of 
failure of sJ.L to be hypersurface orthogonal. 

Finally, mainly for the purpose of future references, we 
give formulas for the nonzero projected tetrad components 
of the Riemann tensor24 of the space-time metric gJ.Lv in 
terms of tensor fields on 'Y: 

Y[tYnYY[kPY/]URI'VpU = 3Rijkl + U -I(¢i[k ¢lli - ¢ij¢kl), 
(2.25) 

(2.26) 

SI'Y/SPytRI'YpU = - A 1/2VjVI(A 1/2) + h mn¢jm¢ln, 

(2.27) 

where 3 Rijkl is the Riemann tensor of the metric hij and it is 
understood that ¢ij = hikhjl¢kl. Using these formulas the 
stationary field equations can be written down in terms of 
fields on 'Y, namely A, ¢ij, and hkl' and the projected compo
nents of the energy-momentum tensor of matter. 

A major simplification of the equations is achieved in 
the case of the field in vacuum (or in the presence of certain 
special matter distributions); the relation 

Sl'yrRJ.LY = A -1/2hik Vj (A 1/2¢Jk) 

implies that 

Vj (A 1/2¢Jk) = 0, 

or equivalently, 

V[iwn = O. (2.28) 

The latter, in tum, shows that Wi is (locally) the gradient of a 
scalar w, usually called the twist potential: Wi = Viw. The 
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content of the vacuum Einstein equations can now be ex
pressed as a set of coupled second-order equations for the 
fields A, li), and h ij. It is, however, convenient to reformulate 
them in terms of the two Hansen potentials 

<l>M = !A. -1 (A 2 + li)2 - 1), (2.29) 

<l>J = 0 -Ili) 

and a rescaled metric 

(2.30) 

Yij = Ahij. (2.31) 

The field equations then take the form 15 

[yjD;Dj - 2~]<I> = 0, <1>: = - <l>M + i<l>;. (2.32) 

~ij = 2[ D;<I>Dj<l>*] - (1 + 41<1>12) -ID;I<I>12Djl<l>12, 
(2.33) 

where D j is the (torsion-free) covariant derivative associat
ed with Yij' ~jk = ~;;k is the Ricci tensor, and~ = yj~ ij is 
the Ricci scalar. The Geroch compactification of the orbit 
manifold r is constructed by attaching a single point A to 
r and performing a suitable rescaling so that the rescaled 
potential 

$: = - $M + i$J = W- 1
/
2<1> (2.34) 

and the rescaled metric 

1'ij = W2Yij (2.35) 

ale a set of smooth fields on the conformal completion 
r = ru A. Asymptotic flatness is enforced by requiring 
the conformal factor W to be C 2 at A and to satisfy the condi
tions 
[W]A = 0, [W;;]A = 0, [W;ij - 21'ij]A = 0, (2.36) 

where the semicolon represents the action of the derivative 
A 

operator D; compatible with the conformal metric 1'ij. The 
Geroch-Hansen multipole moments are then defined as a 
hierarchy of symmetric trace-free tensors at A, 
Qi ... j = [Pj ... j ]A' (2.37) 

I.~ I ~ 

P=$, P =$ .. , 
'. ,II 

Pi",,(~+ I 

= ~ [p(j ... , .. j ) - 1<'(2s - 1)p(j ... j f});ji )], 
I $.s+1 r I 5-1 r.'1+1 

where ~ [ ... ] denotes the trace-free part of a tensor. 
In order to relate the asymptotic structure of a station

ary AF vacuum metric at null infinity to the behavior near 
A, perhaps the most straightforward approach is to directly 
construct the Geroch compactification from the Penrose 
construction of f+ . A simple relationship between the two 
completions is immediately suggested by an examination of 
the situation for the flat Minkowski space-time. With the 
standard conformal factor.n = p = 1/r, the line element 

g,.v dx" dxv = du2 + 2 du dr - r d~,2 
leads to the conformal metric 

g,.v dx" dxv = p2 du2 - 2 du dp - d~2 

on 1 = ...dUf+ which is degenerate near the conformal 
boundary f+ consisting of the points p = O. The natural 
inducedmetrichij = .n2hij on the orbit manifold 1 /Y, i.e., 

1869 

hij d/ dyj = g,.v dx" dxV + 1- I (g!=sa dx")2 

= p-2 dp2 + d~2 
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is obviously singular at p = O. This is remedied by a further 
rescaling 

.... ,.. A 4 
Yij = Ahij =.n Yij , 

which yields a new line element 

1'ij d/ dyj = dp2 + p2 d~2 
A 

that is smooth on the entire orbit space...d /Y including the 
boundary set f+ / Y represented by {p = O}. However, it is 
clear that as a result of the further rescaling, the boundary 
p = 0 must now be interpreted as a single point (rather than 
a two-sphere) and is to be identified with the point A in the 
Geroch compactification scheme. 

One expects that the essential features of the above con
struction will be carried over to a large class of general AF 
stationary metrics. This suggests that for a suitably chosen 
conformal factor .n producing a Penrose completion one 
may choose 

(2.38 ) 

to construct a Geroch one-point compactification of the or
bit space. It remains, however, to investigate to what extent 
the various asymptotic conditions needed for a multi pole 
expansion follow from the properties of the rescaled space
time metric near f +. The firsttwo conditions of Eq. (2.36), 
namely, [W]A = o and [W;;]A = o readily follow from Eq. 
(2.2). Thus Wmust beat least C I near A. Next we consider 
the quantity 

W -I,;')jw W w: = r;; J' 

Here .5e s W = 0 implies W;,. = r:. W;;, so that 

W=40- IA -IV. 

From Eqs. (2.8) and (2.11) we at once deduce that 

[W]A = 4. 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

the differentiability requirements on the rescaled fields $ M' 

<I> J, and 1'ij at A are substantially stronger and cannot as 
such be derived from the conditions at null infinity in a 
straightforward manner. In intuitive terms, differentiability 
at A implicitly contains restrictions on the angular depend
ence of the physical fields on f+ and has to be introduced 
separately. However, it can be easily shown that the third 
condition in Eq. (2.36) is a consequence of the other asymp
totic conditions provided the vacuum Einstein equations are 
imposed. We prove the following proposition. 

Proposition: With the assumptions that 

(i) [W]A = 0, [W;dA = 0, 

(ii) [W]A = 4, 
A A 

(iii) the rescaled fields <I> M' <I> J' and 1'ij are C 2 at A, 

(iv) the stationary vacuum equations hold in an open 
neighborhood of A, 

it follows that Wis C 2 near A and moreover 

[ W;ij - 21' ij] A = o. 
Proof: The conformal space field equations read 

A A A A A 

(ll. - 2~)<I> =.If W- I 
[ ll. W -lw] <1>, (2.42) 

~ _I A "A' IAI2 
;:/l ij = - W [ W;ij + Y ij (L.l W - 2w) - ! <I> W;; WJ ] 
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'" "'. '" 2 + 2[ W<I>;;<I>J + ~W;(iI<l>1 J) 

'" '" '" _ (1 + 4W 1<1>12) -1 (W 1<1>12);; (W 1<1>1 2 ),11. (2.43) 

Sinc.x Y ij is C 2 at A, ~ ij is continuous there, so that 
[WfA> ij ]" = 0. Multiplying Eq. (2.43) by Wand evaluating 
at A, we conclude that 

[ W;ij + Y ij (~W - 8) ]" = 0, 

which is equivalent to the desired result. It is obvious that W 
must be at least C 2 in a neighborhood of A. 

III. THE MUL TIPOLE EXPANSION 

In this section we display explicit formulas for the met
ric tensor of a stationary, AF space-time satisfying the Ein
stein equations in vacuum in the form of convergent series 
expansions in inverse powers of a suitable radial coordinate. 
This essentially implements the program outlined in Ref. 16. 

Instead of <I> M and <I> J it is convenient to define the field 
variables 

(3.1 ) 

and 

a = arg <I> (3.2) 

on r, where m is a nonzero constant. The key idea of Ref. 16 
was to introduce Was a preferred conformal factor in order 
to construct r. The point A is attached to r so that W is 
extended to a C 2 function near A and [ W]" = ° and [ W;; ]" 
= 0. A The angular momentum monopole moment 
I = [<I> J ]" is assumed to vanish so that the constant m is 
identified with the mass of the system: m = - [cP M ] " . The 
basic fields can now be chosen to be W, a, and the rescaled 
metric Yij = W2Yij in terms of which the field equations now 
read 

and 

~W - ~w = - -rs(ymna;ma;n + 2~) W, 

~a=O, 

(3.3 ) 

(3.4) 

~/j = - W-I[W;/j +Yij(~W-2w) -!m2W;;WJ] 

+ 2m2[ Wa;iaJ - m2(1 + 4m2W)-1 W;i WJ ] , 
(3.5) 

where w is given by Eq. (2.39). For later convenience we 
introduce the multipole moments per unit mass: 

a; ... i = Re(Qi ... ; 1m), b; ... ,' = Im(Q, . ... ,' 1m). (3.6) 
I,., 1" I n I n 

With our choice of the conformal factor W, the first few are 
given by 

a = 1, b = 0, (3.7) 

a;=O, b;=[a;;]", 

aij = - C(J [a;;aJ + ~~ ij ],,' 

bij = [a;ij],,' 

aijk = - C(J [3a;(;aJk ) +!~ (ij;k) ],,' 
'" bijk = C(J [a;(ijk) - a;;aJa;k - ~fA> (ija;k) ]". 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

The moments of the static Weyl solutions up to the octupole 
order are computed in Appendix B. 
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The following crucial theorem was proved in Ref. 16. 
Theorem: Suppose that the following assumptions hold 

in a certain neighborhood of AI: 

(i) W, a, Yij represent a solution of the stationary vacu
um Einstein equations, i.e., Eqs. (3.3)-(3.5) with 
nonzero mass (m#O), 

(ii) W is strictly positive except at A and [ W]" = 0, 
(iii) there is a chart in which W and a are C 2 and Yij 

is C 4
• 

Then there exists a chart in which W, a, and Yij are analytic 
at A, i.e., they admit a convergent Taylor expansion around 
A. In particular, the Riemann normal coordinates explicitly 
provide such a chart that, moreover, has the property that 
the coefficients of the Taylor expansion can be expressed in 
terms of the Geroch-Hansen multipole moments. 

It is also possible to express the asymptotic conditions of 
the analyticity theorem in terms of an arbitrarily chosen con
formal factor in the spirit of the original work of Geroch and 
Hansen. Let Wbe a conformal factor which is C 2 in a neigh
borhood of A and strictly positive there except at A and 
which vanishes at A. Moreover, suppose that the rescaled 
fields 

<i> -W- I / 2", - -W2 = 'Y, Yij = Yij (3.11) 

can be ext~ded to the point A in such a way that a = arg <i> 
is C 2 and 1<1>12 and]tij are C 4 near A. These conditions then at 
once imply the conditions on the special conformal factor W 
needed in the proof of the analyticity theorem. 

In a normal coordinate system {y;} centered at A, W, a, 
and Y ij have the following expansions: 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

The quantity q = (8ij//) 1/2 plays the role of a preferred 
inverse radial coordinate in the physical space-time. 

We now proceed to compute a few leading terms of these 
expansions. From the field equations one can easily derive 
the relations 

W;ij = - WKij + !m 2 W;i WJ + !Yijw, 

W;k = m2wW;k - 2Kk mW;m' 

where 

Kij :=Lij +m20ij' 
'" '" Lij :=fA>/j -!YijfA>, 

and 

0ij : = !Y/j [wymna;ma;n + !w( 1 + 4m2W) -I] 

(3.15 ) 

( 3.16) 

(3.17 ) 

(3.18 ) 

- 2[ Wa;;aJ - m2 (1 + 4m2 W)-IW;;WJ ] . 
(3.19) 

Evaluating Eqs. (3.15), (3.16),and (3.19) at A and making 
use of the limits 

[ W ]" = 0, [ W;J" = 0, [w]" = 4, 
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[~ij]'" = 28ij' 

[w;d,., =0, 

[®ij],., = ~8ij' 
A 

(3.20) 

(3.21 ) 

(3.22) 

Next,operatingwithDk onEq. (3.15) andusingEq. (3.21) 
we obtain 

(3.23 ) 

By repeated covariant differentiation of Eq. (3.16) and 
evaluation of A, we obtain [W;kl],." [W;klm],." and so on: 

[W;kl],., = - 4[Kkl ],., + Sm28kl , (3.24) 

[W;klm]'" = -4[Kkl;m + Kkm;/],.,' (3.25) 

Proceeding similarly from Eq. (3.15) and making use of 
Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) we get 

[~ijkd,., = - 2{[ Kij ],.,8kl + [Kkd,.,8ij} 

+ 2m2(8j[8jk + t>jlt>;k + 2t>ijt>kl)' (3.26) 

[~ijklm]'" = - 2{[ Kij;k ],.,t>lm + [Kij;1 ],.,t>km 

+ [Kij;m],.,t>kl +t>ij[Kkl;m + Kkm;d,.,}· 
(3.27) 

To reduce Eq. (3.26) we need [Kij],.,. From the field equa
tions it follows that 

flt = - Srna;ma;n (1 + 1}m2W) 

(3.2S) 

and consequently 

(3.29) 

Furthermore, from Eq. (3.9) we get 

<G'[fltij]'" = -2(aij+b;bj -!t>ijb 2). (3.30) 

Combining Eqs. (3.17), (3.1S), (3.22), (3.29), and (3.30) 
we get 

[Kij ],., = - 2 [aij + b;bj + m2t>ij]' (3.31 ) 

and finally from Eq. (3.26), 

[ ~(ijk/) ],., = 8 [a(ij8k/ ) + b(ibjt>k/) + 2m2t>(ijt>k/) ]. 
(3.32) 

In order to evaluate [~(ijklm) ],., it suffices to compute the 
quantity 

K(ij;k) = L(ij;k) + m2®(ij;k) 
A A:7JJ 2 

= <G' [fl? (ij;k) ] + to r(ij= ;k) + m ®(ij;k) (3.33) 

at A. But a direct calculation shows that 

[®ij;d,., =0, (3.34) 

[flt;d,., = - 16b;b;k, (3.35) 

and 

<G' [~(ij;k) ],., = - 6<G' [b(ibjk ) ] - 2aijk 

= - 6b(ibjk) + ¥ 8(ijbk)lb I - 2aijk' (3.36) 

Assembling the various results we find that 

[~(ijklm)]'" = 20 [a(ijkt>lm) +3b(ibjk t>lm)]' (3.37) 
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and finally 

W = q2{1 + H2m2q2 + (aij + b;bj )yYJ 
+ i(aijk + 3b;bjk )yyyk + O(q4)}. (3.3S) 

Next we proceed to obtain the Taylor expansion of a. The 
coefficients of the two leading terms are simply 

(3.39) 

In order to compute [a;(ijk) ],., we proceed as follows. From 
Eq. (3.4) it follows that 

A 

<G' [a;(ijk) ] = a;(ijk) - ~1'(ijfl? k) ma;m· (3.40) 

Also 

<G' [ flt (ija;k) ] 
A A A 

= fl?(ija;k) - ~ [1'(ija;k)fl? + 21'(ijfl?k) ma;m]. (3.41) 

A short computation then yields 

[a;(ijk) ],., = bijk - 6b;bj bk + 2t>(ijbk ) (b 2 - 2m2) 

- 7a(ijbk) + 2t>(ija k )m b m. (3.42) 

Hence, to the leading few orders, the expansion of a reads 

a = b;/ + !bijyY 

+ H bijk - 6b;bj bk + 2t>(ijbk) (b 2 - 2m2) 

- 7a(ijbk) + 2t>(ijak)m b m]yYyk + .... (3.43) 

Finally, it remains to obtain the expansion of 1'ij' We recall 
that in three dimensions the Riemann tensor can be ex
pressed in the form 

flt;kjl = 41'(iI[jL1l1k I' 

The second term of the expansion (3.14) is then easily evalu
ated making use of the limit 

[Lij],., = - (2aij + 2b;bj + ~m2t>ij)' (3.44) 

In order to evaluate the third term we need [Lij;k],.,' Let us 
consider the anti symmetrized quantity (the Bach tensor) 

L;[j;k 1= K;[j;k 1- m2®;[j;k I' 

An explicit calculation yields 

WK;[ j;k I = m2 U WK;[j ~k I + A1';[j ~k IW 

- ®;[j ~k I - 1';[j®k I/rm~m]' 
Substituting the expression for ® ij from Eq. (3.19) and can
celing an overall factor W, we get 

K;[ j;k I = m2{~K;[ j ~k I 

+ 2a;;a;[j ~k I - 1';[j ~k I [rna;ma;n 

- 2w( 1 + 4m2 W) -\] - 21';[ P;k Irna;m ~n}' 
(3.45) 

The right-hand side ofEq. (3.45) is manifestly regular at A 
due to a mutual cancellation among the potentially singular 
W - 1 terms. Hence, by continuity, Eq. (3.45) holds at A. (In 
Ref. 16 this fact played a crucial role in the proof of the 
analyticity theorell\). Evaluating at A, we get 

[K;[j;k d,., = [L;[j;k d,., = 0 

in view ofEq. (3.34). Hence we have the following relations 
at A: 
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Lij;k = Llk;j = Lkl;j = Lkj;1 = Ljk;l· 

These, in turn, imply that 

[ Lij;k ] A = [L(ij;k) ] A • 

But, according to Eqs. (3.34)-(3.36), 

[L(ij;k) ] A = - 2aijk - 6b(ibjk ) . 

The leading terms of the expansion (3.14) then take the 
form 

rij = 8ij + !{8ij [2(akl + bkbl )ykyl + 5m2q2] 

- 5m2YlYj - 4Y(i [aj)k + bj ) bk ]yk 

+ 2q2(aij + bib)} + j{8ij [aklm + 3bkblm ]ykyym 

- 2Y(i [aj)km + bj ) bkm + 2bj )m bk ]ykym 

+ q2 [aijm + 2b(ibJ)m + bijbm ]ym} + .... 

(3.46) 

The physical space-time metric can be readily reconstructed 
from the basic fields. The line element can be written as 

( 3.47) 

where the three-vector Ui is related to the twist scalar (l) 

through the equation 

Di(l) = Eijk rjmyk"D[mun J, (3.48) 

with E ijk being the alternating tensor with respect to the met
ricrij. The expansions (3.38), (3.43), and (3.46) aresimpli
fied further in the axisymmetric case. In this case it is con
venient to introduce spherical coordinates (q,e,\fI) in the 
usual manner 

i = q sin e cos \fI, y = q sin e sin \fI, T = q cos e, 
(3.49) 

chosen so that the axial Killing vector (which commutes 
with the timelike Killing vector ~) is identified with the 
vector field a /a\fI = ~p. (a laxP ). The curl of the induced 

A 

vector field on Y, 

~i = r:.~p., 

defines the axis vector 

(3.50) 

~ = €jk~[j;k ] ' (3.51) 
A 

with €jk being the totally antisymmetric tensor on 'Y. The 
only nonvanishing independent components of the 21 mo
ments are the axial components, 

_ (I') - I [ i,... II] al - . al ,·· ·il Z Z A' 

13 - (l,)-Ib [z'.'. ··Zi/] 1-· i,"';, A· 

We then have the expansions 

W = q2{1 + HAP2(cos e) + (m2 + !PI2)]i 

(3.52a) 

(3.52b) 

+ [BP3(cose) +~PIP2COSe]q3 + ... }, (3.53) 

a = Plq cos e + 132 q2P2 (cos e) 

+ ([P3- !PI(2{312 + 7a2) ]P3(cose) 

- NlI (a2 + 1312 + ~m2)cos e}q3 + ... , (3.54) 
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and 

dl 2 
: = r ij d/ dyj 

= dq2 + {I + j(2A + ~P12 + 5m2)q2 

+ (B + MPIP2)COS e ~ + O(q4)}i de2 

+ O(~)dq de + {I + H4AP2(cos e) 

- 2A + ~/312 + 5m2]q2 + [2BP3 (cos e) 

- (B - M/3I/32)COS e]q3 

+ O(q4)}q2 sin2 e d\fI2 + O(q6)de d\fl, 
(3.55) 

where, for brevity, we have set 

A:=a2+j/3.2, (3.56) 

(3.57) B: = a 3 + ~/3./32' 

and PI (cos e) are the usual Legendre polynomials. The co
efficient of di follows simply from the fact that the angular 

A 

coordinates e, \fI are constant along geodesics in 'Yemanat-
ing from A and q is the arclength along such a geodesic. This 
provides a useful algebraic check of the accuracy of the com
putation in every order of the series expansions. Some 
further algebra yields the following expansions for scalars A 
and (l): 

A = 1 - 2mq + 2m2q2 - ~m~[ (A - /312)P2(cos e) 

+ (m2 _j/3.2)] 

+ mq4{~m[2(A - 2{312)P2(cos e) - (m2 + i/3.2)] 

- (B - ~/31/32)P3(COS e) 

+ ~/3IP2 cos e} + ... , (3.58) 

(l) = 2mq2{f31 cos e + [P2P2(COS e) - 2m/31 cos e]q 

+ [(/33 - ~ A/31 )P3 (cos e) 

- 2m/32P2(cos e) - j/3I(~a2 + ~/312 - 5m2)cos eli 

+ ... }. (3.59) 

In the axisymmetric case, a special solution for the one-form 
U i d/ can be chosen to be of the form 

U i d/ = (jj d\fl. (3.60) 

An explicit integration ofEq. (3.48) yields the solution 

(jj = - 2m sin2 e [/3. q + (m/31 + ~.82 cos e)q2 + ... ]. 
(3.61) 

The physical space-time metric is then explicitly given by 

dS2=A(dt+(jjd\fl)2_A -·W-2df2. (3.62) 

A partial check of the lengthy algebra involved in the preced
ing derivations is provided by the Schwarzschild metric, for 
which 

A = 1 - 2mlr, (l) = 0, 

dl 2 = d,:z. + (1 - 2mlr),:z. d~2. 

Setting p = r- 1, the preferred conformal factor 
W = m-2<1>1- is given by 

W = p2 [ (1 - mp) / (1 - 2mp) f. 
Taking into account the spherical symmetry, one can readily 
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calculate the affine parameter along a radial geodesic ema
nating from the point A, i.e., {p = O}, 

q = roo W dr = {P dp ( 1 - mp )2 
J Jo 1-2mp 

= p + mp2 + jm2p3 + 3m3p4 + ¥m4p5 + ., .. 
Inverting the power series we get p in terms of q: 

p = q _ mq2 + jm2q3 + jm3q4 + ~m4~ + .... 
The leading terms of the series for A = 1 - 2mp in powers of 
q are seen to agree with Eq. (3.58). The series expansion for 
Wreads 

which agrees with Eq. (3.53). Finally the rescaled spatial 

metric dl 2 = W 2 d/ 2 is given by 

dl 2 = ((1 - mp)/(1- 2mp»)4[ dp2 + (l - 2mp)p2 dI,z] 

= dq2 + [1 + jm2q2 + O(q4) ]q2 dI,2 

in agreement with Eq. (3.55). 

IV. MULTIPOLE STRUCTURE AT NULL INFINITY 

The space-time metric obtained in the previous section 
represents a general AF stationary vacuum solution of Ein
stein's equation and can, in principle, be taken as the starting 
point for a rigorous discussion of the asymptotic structure of 
the gravitational field of a stationary isolated system in gen
eral relativity. The main disadvantage of this form of the 
solution is that the coordinate system in terms of which it is 
expressed does not fit in very well with the standard treat
ments of gravitational radiation theory. A special class of 
phenomena of some physical interest deals with initially sta
tionary isolated systems which start to evolve, perhaps due 
to a sudden onset of time dependence in their equation of 
state, and emit gravitational waves. The Geroch-Hansen 
theory would then give a satisfactory gauge-invariant de
scription of the multi pole structure of the initial stationary 
configuration. The subsequent dynamical evolution of the 
field, on the other hand, is most conveniently described in 
the framework of a characteristic initial value formulation in 
a suitable null polar coordinate system. However, aside from 
a successful identification of the total energy of the system 
(the Bondi mass), very little is known at present about the 
detailed relationship between the various pieces of the char
acteristic data and the structure of the sources. Here we take 
a small step towards that difficult goal by expressing the 
leading terms of the general asymptotic solution of the sta
tionary vacuum Einstein equation in a Bondi-Sachs null co
ordinate system in terms of its Hansen multipole moments. 

In a Bondi-type coordinate system (u,r,~) based on a 
family of outgoing null hypersurfaces u = const the space
time metric takes the form 

dr = goo du2 + 2(go, dr + gOA d~)du + gAB d~ dxB, 

XO: =u, Xl :=r, (4.1) 

where A,B, ... take the values 2,3 and the summation conven
tion is understood. The angular coordinates x 2 = 0 and 
x 3 = (J label a particular null geodesic lying on this hypersur-
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face. The contravariant metric components gl'v are given by 

gOO = 0, gOA = 0, gOl = e- 2P, gil = _ Ve- 2P Ir, 

(4.2) 

where the particular forms of the nonzero components are 
chosen for algebraic convenience. One also defines 

gAB = - rhAB' (4.3) 

so that 

hABh BC = OA c. (4.4) 

The radial coordinate r is a luminosity distance parameter 
defined so that det(hAB ) = sin2 O. It is also convenient to 
display explicitly the two dynamical degrees of freedom of 
the gravitational field by writing the angular metric in the 
form 

h AB dxA dxB = e2y cosh 20 dO 2 + 2 sinh 20 sin 0 dO d(J 

+ e - 2y cosh 20 sin2 0 d¢i. (4.5) 

The asymptotic solutions of the vacuum Einstein equation 
for this form of the line element were obtained by van der 
Burg25 who extended the pioneering work of Bondi et al. and 
Sachs. In a subsequent paper26 he investigated the detailed 
structure of the stationary metric. In the stationary case, it 
can be shown that27 the hypersurfaces u = const can be so 
chosen that a I au coincides with the timelike Killing vector 
field and consequently agl'vi au = O. The news tensor then 
vanishes at future null infinity. It is further known that by a 
suitable Bondi-Metzner-Sachs (BMS) supertranslation the 
complex asymptotic shear of the outgoing null hypersurface 
u = const can be made to vanish. In the axisymmetric case 
the asymptotic expansions of rand 0 in powers of r- I then 
take the form 

r+io=G(O)r-3+H(O)r-4+.... (4.6) 

The hypersurface equations GIll = 0 (where 
GlLy = Rl'v - !gILyR is the Einstein tensor) determine, in a 
familiar manner, the asymptotic expansions 

{3= _~(G'2+G"2)r-6+ ... , (4.7) 

U: = U 2 + iU 3 sin 0 = 2N(O)r-3 

+ ~02G(O)r-4 + ~02H(O)r-5 + ... , (4.8) 

V = r-.2M(O) - o,N'(O)r- ' - ~0102G'(0)r-2 

- UOI02H '(0) + 3(N,2 + N,,2) ]r-3 + .. , , 
(4.9) 

where we introduce the notations 

N(O) : = N'(O) + iN"(O), 

G(O) : = G'(O) + iG"(O), 

H(O) :=H'(O) +iH"(O), 

(4.10) 

and Os stands for the operator a lao + scot O. The angular 
dependence of the functions M(O),N(O),G(O),H(O), etc., 
then follow from the supplementary conditions Goo = 0, 
GOA = 0 and the dynamical equations 

GAB - ~ABgCDG CD = 0 

with all the u derivatives set equal to zero: 
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M(O) = m = const, 

N(O) = No sin 0, No = p + iJ = const, 

G( 0) = Go sin2 0, Go: = G ~ + iG; = const, 

H(O) = !HoPj (cos 0) + ~(mGo - ~N~ )sin2 0, 

Ho: = H~ + iH; = const. (4.11) 

The series expansions of the functions U and V then become 

U = 2No sin Ol? - 2GoP21(COS 0)/r4 - ~[HoP31(COS 0) 

(4.12) 

V = r- 2m - 2pcos Olr- 4G~P2(COS O)/r 

- 2[ 4H~P3(COS 0) + 2(mG~ + J 2)P2(cos 0) 

_ (p2 +J2 )]I? - "', (4.13) 

where P '!' (cos 0) denote the associated Legendre functions. 
From Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) one can easily derive power 
series expansions for A and w. For A one finds 

A = goo = Ve2Plr-rhABUAUB 

= 1- 2mlr- 2pcos Olr - 4G~P2(COS O)/? 

- 4[2H ~P3(COS 0) + (mG ~ + J 2)P2(cos 0) 

_ !(p2 + J2)COS 20 ]/r4 _ .". (4.14 ) 

The (path independent) line integral w = fwl' dx" is most 
easily evaluated by integrating along a null ray u,O,f/J 
= const, 

w = - fO WI dr = - 2 LX> dr~ - ggZag3PgO[a,P J ' 

(4.15 ) 

where g: = det(gl'v) and the comma denotes ordinary de
rivative. A straightforward term by term integration then 
yields 

f1) = 2J cos Olr + 4G;P2(cos O)/? + [8H;P3(cos 0) 

+ 4(mGO' - pJ)P2 (cos 0)]lr4 + ", . (4.16) 

At this point it is convenient to simplify the subsequent dis
cussions by settingp = 0 by means of a suitable BMS transla
tion. Introducing a new variable p = r- I we obtain a chart 
(p,O,f/J) near A which is the point p = O. In this chart Wand 
a are given by 

W =p2 + 2mp3 + [(4G~/m + jJ 2Im2)P2(cOS 0) 

+ (5m2 + !J2Im2) ]p4 + "', (4.17) 

a = (J Im)p cos 0 + [(2GO'lm)P2(cos 0) + J cos 0 ]p2 

+ {[(4HO'lm) - (6JGbI5m2) - (2J 3/15m3)] 

XP3(cos 0) + 4G;P2(cos 0) + [mJ - (4JGbI5m2) 

- (PI5m3»)cos 0}p3 + ... . (4.18) 

The rescaled metric on r has the approximate form 

dI2~p-4W2[ dp2 - 2UAhAB dp dxB +p3Vh AB dxA dxB]. 
( 4.19) 

Unfortunately, the lack of smoothness of the Bondi chart at 
A precludes a direct computation of the multipole moments 
in this chart. However, a coordinate transformation 
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( 4.20) 

with 

X = X I : = x sin 0 cos f/J, Y = X 2 : = x sin 0 sin f/J, 

Z=X 3:=xcosO, (4.21) 

improves the situation somewhat by making a, C 3 and Y ij' C 2 

at A, i.e., {..:r = O}, In this new quasi-Cartesian chart one 
finds 

a = (J Im)Z(1 - m2x2) + (2H;lm)(5Z 2 - 3x2)Z 

+ (3Z 2 - x2) [(G;lm) - (JGblm2)Z] 

- (P/3m3)Z3 + O(x4), (4.22) 

Yij = [I + (12Gblm + 2J 2Im2)Z2 

+ (m2 - 4Gblm)x2]oij - 3m2X iXj 

(4.23) 

By virtue ofEqs. (3.8) and (3.9) the first and second deriva
tives of a, upon evaluation at A, lead to the simple relations 

J = m/3I' (4.24) 

G; = !m/32' ( 4.25) 

thus providing the physical interpretation of these constants 
in terms of the multipole moments of the metric. In order to 
identify the mass ~uadrupole moment, one needs to consider 
the Ricci tensor fJi kJ at A. Since the components of Y ij differ 
from those of a flat Euclidean three-metric only by terms of 
quadratic and higher orders, it follows at once that the 
Christoffel symbols vanish at A and, consequently, the Rie
mann tensor at A is given by the linearized expression 

A 

[fJi ijkdA = H Yi/,kj - Yij,kl + hj,i/ - Ykl,ij]A' (4.26) 

The Ricci tensor of the metric (4.23) is then easily evaluated 
at A: 

A [2 fJ2 I -" [fJikdA = - 2 (5m + I - 2G olm)ukl 

+ (/31 2 + 6G blm )OkJO/3 ]. (4.27) 

From Eq. (4.27) we see that the Ricci scalar at A has the 
value - (30m 2 + 8/3/), in agreement with Eq. (3.29). 
Equation (3.9) then leads to the identification 

( 4.28) 

generalizing a result of Bondi et al. obtained from an analysis 
of the static Weyl solutions. Furthermore, a straightforward 
calculation from Eqs. (3.42), (4.22), and (4.23) shows that 

(4.29) 

In order to determine the higher-order moments, one 
can, in principle, continue the procedure and introduce a 
sequence of progressively smoother charts in a neighbor
hood of A by means of successive judiciously chosen coordi
nate transformations. Fortunately, such an awkward ap
proach is not necessary. It is possible to find, once and for all, 
a coordinate transformation connecting the two forms of a 
stationary AF vacuum metric given by Eqs. (3.47) and 
( 4.1 ). Without going into the details, here we simply quote 
the final result for the axisymmetric case. In a neighborhood 
of A, the transformation formulas relating the (t,q,e, 'II) co-
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ordinates to an asymptotically shear-free Bondi coordinate 
system (u,p,(J,f/J) read 

u = t - q-I + 2m In q -! [2AP2 (cos 9) 

- 4m2 + !PI 2 ]q _ {~BP3(COS 9) 

+!m [(A + PI2)P2(cos 9) + m2 

+ jP12] + !PIP2 cos 9}q2 + "', 

p = q - mq2 -! [2AP2(cos 9) - m 2 

+ !P/]q3 _ HBP3(cos 9) 

-!m [4AP2 (cos 9) + m2 + j P1 2
] 

( 4.30a) 

+!P1P2 COS9}q4+ "', (4.30b) 

(J = 9 + !AP21(COS 9)q2 +! [BP31(COS 9) 

- ~m(A -P/)P2
1(COS 9) 

- 'iPIP2 sin 9]~ + ... , (4.3Oc) 

f/J = '11 + mp1q2 + (mP2 cos 9 - jm2PI)~ + '" . 
( 4.30d) 

A derivation of these formulas is outlined in Appendix A. 
They provide the necessary link between the two formula
tions of the asymptotic solutions of the stationary vacuum 
Einstein equations. With further effort more terms of these 
expansions could be calculated if the computation of the so
lutions given in Sec. III are also appropriately extended to 
higher orders. Explicit use of these expansions confirms Eqs. 
(4.24), (4.28), and (4.29) and also yields the simple result 

Ho = !ma3" (4.31) 

It is not yet quite clear whether the striking simplicity of 
these relations found here, in fact, extends to all orders of the 
power series expansion or is merely an accidental feature of 
the low orders. It is, however, tempting to speculate that this 
correspondence between the moments naively read off from 
the Bondi expansions and the gauge-invariant Geroch-Han
sen moments is perhaps a general one and points to some 
deep geometric property of the Bondi coordinate system. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The results of the preceding sections show that all sta
tionary AF vacuum solutions encompassed by the analytic
ity theorem also admit a Taylor expansion in powers of r- I 
in a Bondi chart. It may be pointed out that the issue of 
convergence of these formal expansions has not been ad
dressed in this paper and remains, for the time being, an open 
problem. However, the analyticity theorem guarantees con
vergence of the series expansions of the metric variables W, 
a, and Yij in the (t,q,9,'I1) chart, and so the convergence 
question centers around the transformation formulas Eq. 
(4.30). It seems that the main difficulty lies with the formal 
solution to the nonlinear equation (A7) given by the series 
(4.30a). If this problem could be overcome, convergence of 
the remaining series solutions of the linear equations (A8) 
and (A9) given by Eqs. (4.30b)-(4.30d) is expected to fol
low in a relatively simple manner. 

It is natural to ask whether our results can help to for
mulate a useful definition of the multi pole moments at null 
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infinity in the time-dependent case. The usual asymptotic 
fall-off conditions discussed extensively in the literature, 
which are imposed either on the components of the metric 
tensor,2,3 or on the tetrad components ofthe Weyl tensor at 
future null infinity,28 do not exclude incoming radiation 
completely. Consequently, the asymptotic solution of the 
vacuum Einstein equations constructed from the time evolu
tion of a sufficiently general class of null hypersurface data is 
expected to possess two distinct sets of moment~ne at 
future null infinity f+ and the other at past null infinity 
f-. However, the prospect of obtaining results analogous 
to the usual multi pole expansions of the scalar and electro
magnetic waves appears to be rather dim owing to the diffi
culty of achieving a clear separation between the incoming 
and the outgoing radiation in general relativity. Even if a 
suitable tentative definition of the moments is found, for ex
ample along the lines suggested by Janis and Newman,29 it is 
questionable whether a rigorous theorem can be established 
to the effect that broad classes of AF time-dependent vacu
um solutions, like their stationary counterparts, are unique
ly characterized by their moments. Also the role of the BMS 
asymptotic symmetry group7 in the present context deserves 
closer study. A better understanding of the multi pole expan
sion of electromagnetism in geometric terms may shed 
further light into these problems. 

Another noteworthy point is the existence of a hidden 
symmetry of the vacuum field equations in the stationary 
case, namely the Ehlers duality 

<I> -+ <l>eiE
, r ij -+ r ij' 

which, like in electromagnetism, allows one to separate the 
moments into electric and magnetic types in a symmetrical 
manner. It is not clear whether a similar symmetrical treat
ment would be possible in the time-dependent case, since a 
corresponding generalization of the duality invariance is not 
available and the analogy with the Maxwell equations breaks 
down. Some of these questions are currently under investiga
tion. 
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APPENDIX A: A COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 

In this appendix we outline a derivation of the coordi
nate transformation (4.30) relating the form of the space
time metric given by Eq. (3.47) to the usual Bondi form 
(4.1 ). 

A Bondi-type null polar coordinate system (u,r,x4) 

based on a family of outgoing null hypersurface u = const is 
characterized by the coordinate conditions, 

gI'Vu ,l'u,v = 0, (Al) 

gI'Vu.I'x4.v = 0, (A2) 

where the comma denotes ordinary differentiation. The vec
tor field II' = u.1' normal to a hypersurface u = Uo is also 
tangent to the null geodesics lying within the hypersurface, 
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which, in tum, are labeled by constant values ofthe angular 
coordinates,xA . The luminosity distance r parametrizing the 
individual null geodesics satisfies the equation 

VI' (p2gl'vU,v) = 0, (A3) 

wherep = r- I
• The future null infinity is given by p = O. It is 

to be noted that, because ofEq. (A2), Eq. (A3) determines r 
only up to a multiplicative factor f(,xA ). In the (t,/) chart 
the space-time metric has the components 

gll=A, gli=AO";. gij= -A-lrij+AO";O"). (A4) 

The contravariant metric is then given by 

gll=A -1_AY)O"iO")' gti = Ay)O") , gij= -Ay), (A5) 

ij i ~ -I 1/2 whererrjk=t5k.Alsov-g=A [det(rij)]' 
If we make the ansatz 

u = t-F(/), (A6) 

then Eq. (AI) becomes a differential equation for the func
tion F: 

(A7) 

Equations (A2) and (A3) then take the form 

We now seek a solution ofEq. (A7) in the form 
00 

F(q,0) =q-' +F(0)lnq+ L Fn(0)qn. (AlO) 
n=O 

Substituting into Eq. (A7) one sees that, in order to avoid 
logarithmic terms, it is necessary to assume that 
1'(0) = const. The O(q-I) terms then imply 
1'(0) = - 2m. The O(qo) terms yield a relation between 
FI (0) and Fo (0): 

FI (0) = !(F~)2 + H 2AP2 (cos 0) _ 4m2 + j 1112], 
(All ) 

where the prime denotes d Id0. Similarly, the O(q) terms 
determine F2 (0) in terms of FI (0) and Fo (0), and so on: 

F2(0) = !F~F; - mFI 

+ m[ (A + jl112)P2(cos 0) - m2 + jl1,2] 

+ !BP3(cos 0) +! 111112 cos 0. (AI2) 

However, the function Fo(0) remains completely undeter
mined at this stage. This arbitrariness simply reflects the 
BMS supertranslation freedom in the choice of a Bondi 
chart. The appropriate choice of Fo is dictated by a consider
ation of the asymptotic behavior ofthe metric tensor. Antici
pating the final result, we set Fo = O. It will be shown later 
that this choice indeed makes the null hypersurfaces 
u = const asymptotically shear-free. 

Next we consider Eq. (A9) for p(q,0). In order to fix a 
possible angle dependent factor, we make the following an
satz for the form ofp(q,0): 

p2 = q2 [I + n~l Rn (0)qn] . (Al3) 
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Inserting it to Eq. (A9) we obtain, after some algebra, 

R I = -2m, 

R 2(0) = H5m2 
- jl112 

- 4AP2(cos 0)], 

R 3(0) = - BP3(cos 0) + 4mAP2(cos 0) 

- ~f31112 cos 0 + jm1112, 

and Eq. (4.30b) follows. 
In order to solve Eq. (A8) for A = 2, it is convenient to 

assume an expansion of the form 

(A14) 

Substituting and collecting like powers of q, we obtain the 
relations 

C I (0) = 0, C2 (0) =A sin2 0, 

C3(0) = H - BP3
1

(COS 0) + ~m(A - f31 2) 

XP2
1

(COS 0) + ~111112 sin 0]tan 0, 

and so on. This is equivalent to Eq. (4.30c). Equation 
( 4. 30d) follows similarly. These transformation formulas 
determine the asymptotic behavior of a stationary vacuum 
metric at f+ in a Bondi coordinate system. A detailed ex
amination of the asymptotic behavior of the functions rand 
t5 shows that t5 = O(p3) as expected and moreover, when 
Fo = 0, also r = O(p3) near p = O. Absence of a term linear 
in p in rand t5 shows that the null hypersurfaces u = const 
are indeed asymptotically shear-free. Furthermore, as is well 
known, vanishing of the coefficient of p2 prevents logarith
mic terms from appearing in the metric components. Its in
terpretation as an outgoing radiation condition has been dis
cussed by Sachs.3 

APPENDIX B: MUL TIPOLE MOMENTS OF THE WEYL 
METRIC 

In this appendix we compute the leading Hansen multi
pole moments of the static, axisymmetric Weyl metrics. 

A general stationary, axisymmetric space-time admits 
two commuting Killing vectors 5P' al' and ~ al' whose or
bits form a family of time like two-surfaces of topology S I X R 
near spatial infinity. Moreover, by a theorem of Papape
trou,30 these orbits are two-surface orthogonal if there is at 
least one point on the symmetry axis where the vacuum field 
equations Rl'v = 0 are satisfied. This is always true in a phys
ically realistic situation dealing with spatially bounded 
sources, since at least a portion of the symmetry axis lies in 
the exterior region. The space-time metric, in this case, can 
be expressed in the canonical form 

ds2 = A(dt + w J\V)2 - A -I 

X [e2X(dR 2 + R 2 de2) + R 2 sin2 '0 J\V2]. 
(Bt) 

Here (R,e,qi) is the analog of the spherical polar coordi
nates in the flat space. The two independent Killing vectors 
are a I at = 5P' a I' and a I a\ji = ~ a I" The metric on the 
space of orbits of 5P' , namely 'Y, is simply 

dl 2 = e2X(dR 2 + R 2 de2) + R 2 sin2 '0 d\ji2. (B2) 

From Eq. (B2) we note that the rotational Killing field 
{;i = Yl' {; I' induced on 'Y by {;I' is two-surface orthogonal. In 
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order to obtain a local coordinate system in a neighborhood 
of A, we set R = R - I, A being the point R = 0. The rescaled 

A 

metric on r = ru A is given by 

df2 = W 2 dl 2 = W 2R -4 [e2X(dR 2 + R2 de2) 

+ R2 sin2 e~2]. (B3) 

Some elementary considerations show that the transforma
tion relating the normal coordinates (q,E>,\fI) to the canoni
cal coordinates (R,e,q;) must be ofthe form 

(B4) 

Let us introduce a set of quasi-Cartesian coordinates 
{ji} = {x,y,z} at A in the usual way, 

X I = X : = R sin e cos q;, X 2 = y : = R sin e sin q;, 
X3 = Z: = R cos e, (B5) 

and consider a radial geodesic ji (q) emanating from A in 
A _. _. A 

r. Since a / a\fI = t a/aX' is a Killing field on r, it follows 
at once that 

A r idXj C 
rij!> d;;= , (B6) 

a constant along the geodesic. For the class of AF metrics of 
present interest, it is reasonable to expect that the constant C 
will vanish. Going back to the polar coordinates, Eq. (B6) 
takes the simple form ~ / dq = 0, implying that q; = const 
along a radial geodesic emanating from A. Hence the rela
tion between \fI and q; must be of the form q; = \fI + h(E». 
Moreover, upon comparing the two forms of the metric di 2 

given by Eqs. (3.55) and (B3), it becomes clear that one 
must have h(E» = 0, i.e., q; = \fl. Thus as found in Sec. III 
no dE> d\fl term can appear in Eq. (3.55) in any order of 
expansion in powers of q. 

After these general observations, let us specialize to the 
case of the static Weyl solutions. We now have 

A: = e2rf, (() = 0, W = qm)2 sinh2 2¢, (B7) 

with ¢ being an axisymmetric solution of the Laplace equa
tion in a three-dimensional Euclidean space in which R,e, \fI 
are the usual spherical polar coordinates. In order to write 
down the field equations in the conformal space, we set 
Jl = R¢. Then the rescaled metric in a neighborhood of A 
becomes 

di 2 = (Jl/m)4[sinh(2RJl)12RJl]4 

X [e2X(dp2 + tfi2) + .02 d\fI2], (B8) 

where .02 = x 2 + y. The potential Jl satisfies the Laplace 
equation, 

Jl.PP +p-IJl.p +Jl.Zz =0. (B9) 

The field equations that determine X can be put in the form 

X.x = - x(JZ -If), 
X.:y = - y( f2 -If), (BlO) 

X.z = -2pfg, 

where 

f: = Jl + PJl.P + ZJl.z, g: = PJl.z - ZJl.p ' (Btl) 
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For the class of axisymmetric solutions of Eq. (B9) of the 
form 

00 

Jl = m LaiR IPI(COS e), ao = 1, (BI2) 
1=0 

which are analytic functions of x, y, Z near A, the quantities 

m- 2(JZ-lf) = 1 +4lilz+ [(4ai +o(2)r 

- (ai + 5(2 )(X2 + y)] + ''', 
2m-2pfg = 2(x2 + y2) [al + 2(ai + ( 2)z + ... ], 

and hence X are also analytic functions of x, y, Z. Thus the 
metric given by Eq. (B8) is analytic near A in the (x, y,z) 
chart. Consequently, the computation of the multipole mo
ments can be performed in this chart without a~y further 
difficulty by directly examining the Ricci tensor f!l? ij and its 
covariant derivatives at A. A straightforward but tedious 
computation yields the relations 

a 2 = 2a2 - !a~ + jm2
, 

(Bl3) 
a 3 = 2a3 + a l (ai + ~m2 - 4(2)' 

As one might intuitively expect, there is a one-parameter 
family ofWeyl solutions (labeled by the value ofal) that are 
diffeomorphic to a particular static axisymmetric vacuum 
metric with prescribed values of the multi pole moments. 
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The geometric properties of generalized Kerr-Schild metric transformations (KST's) are 
studied in detail, and the energy and momentum induced by the transformation are calculated 
explicitly. A characterization is given of all algebraically special metrics, obtained via a KST, 
that satisfy the weak energy condition. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Einstein's equations of general relativity simplify con
siderably when dealing with algebraically special metrics, 
that is, metrics for the Weyl conformal tensor has a repeated 
principal null direction. Perhaps the most important exam
ples of these are the Kerr-Schild I metrics, which are of the 
form 

1Ja{3 + nanp , (l) 

where 1Ja{3 = diag( 1, - 1, - 1, - 1) is the Minkowski flat 
metric, and 1Ja is a null vector with respect to 1Ja{3 (and 
consequently with respect to 1JaP + nanp). A transforma
tion that adds the "square" of a null vector to the flat Min
kowski metric, bringing it into the form ( 1 ), is called a Kerr
Schild transformation. In general, it is now customary to call 
a transformation of the form 

gap-+gaP=gaP+nanp , (2) 

where gaP is an arbitrary metric, a generalized Kerr-Schild 
transformation. We shall refer to gaP as the "background" 
or "old" metric, and to gaP as the "new" metric. For brevity, 
we shall denote such a transformation simply by KST. 

The Kerr2 metric itself, representing the space-time ge
ometry outside a rotating black hole, is of the Kerr-Schild 
type and may be obtained from flat space via such a transfor
mation. 1.3 In fact, KST's have rather curious properties; for 
instance, if we allow n to be a "timelike" Killing vector field 
in the direction of an extra fifth dimension, then (2) gives us 
the Kaluza-Klein unified theory of electromagnetic and 
gravitational fields, where n is identified with the electro
magnetic vector potential. But even if we restrict ourselves to 
four dimensions and null vectors, these transformations 
have proved useful in obtaining a better understanding of the 
physical implications of general relativity, by providing us 
with a whole class of new metrics whose properties are rather 
easy to analyze.4 

A known method for obtaining new metrics from old is 
that of complex translation along one of the coordinates. 
Newman and lanis5 and Schiffer et al.6 obtained in this way 
the Kerr geometry from Schwarzschild, and Newman et al.7 

obtained the Kerr-Newman metric from Reissner-Nord
strom. Complex translation, however, is allowed in exact 
general relativity when a coordinate system can be found in 
which Einstein's equations are linear, and this happens to be 
true in the algebraically special geometries of the Kerr
Schild type. 8 It is actually in trying to obtain new metrics 

from old ones that most of the work on KST's has been done: 
Robinson and Robinson9, Hughston,IO and Stephani II gave 
methods for obtaining new solutions with pure radiation 
fields starting from algebraically special vacuum metrics; 
Xanthopoulosl2 used KST's to obtain vacuum solutions 
from linearized ones; Talbot l3 obtained vacuum algebraical
ly special space-times with zero shear; Taubl4 obtained solu
tions containing a null fluid with no pressure from vacuum 
metrics, through KST's, and also solutions containing a per
fect fluid with anisotropic pressures from a Friedmann
Robertson-Walker metric. 

Only Bilge and Gurses 15 have studied, independently of 
the author, how some of the geometric properties of the 
background space-time transform under this class of trans
formations; their work was geared mainly towards obtaining 
new exact solutions with, again, null-fluid distributions (this 
time with a nonvanishing cosmological constant), 

It is not necessarily true, however, that the new metric 
so constructed are what one might call physically reasonable 
metrics, in the sense, for instance, that they satisfy the posi
tive-energy (weak or dominant) condition. This is some
thing that we want to study here. In Sec. II we will look in 
detail at the geometric properties of both the new and the old 
metrics. We show that a KST induces energy and momen
tum in the space-time and calculate it explicitly in Sec. III. In 
Sec. IV we shall characterize all the algebraically special 
metrics, obtained via a KST, that satisfy the weak energy 
condition. Section V contains a result to the effect that if two 
metrics are related by a KST and one of them is empty and 
algebraically special, then the other one is algebraically spe
cial as well. We finish in Sec. VI with a few comments. 

This paper draws heavily on Chaps. 6 and 7 of the auth
or's Ph.D. dissertation. 16 

II. GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF KST's 

We wish here to look at generalized Kerr-Schild trans
formations in their own right, and to see what geometric 
properties are inherited from the background by the new 
metric. Thus consider 

g",v -+g",v = g",v + n",nv (g'v = g"'v - n"'nV) (3) 

and let {I,n,m,iii} be a null tetrad with respect ~o gl'v; the 
corresponding null tetrad with respect to g",v is { I = I - !n, 
n = n, iii = m, ffi = iii}. Note also that la = ga{3! p = la 
+ !na • (We use the Newman-Penrose 17 notation through

out.) 
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Perhaps the easiest way to relate the spin coefficients of 
both metrics is to look at the commutators of the tetrad null 
vectors. For instance, 

AA. "A ,.A ,.~,. "-

[a,D] = (r+y)D+ (E+€)a- (r+1T)O- (1'+17)0 

= (r+r)D+ [(E+~) -~(r+r)]a 

- (r + ~);5 - (~+ 17)0 

and 

[~,D] = [a,D-!a] 

= [a,D] = (r+ y)D 

+ (E+€)a- (r+1T)8- (1'+ 1T)0 , (4) 

from which we have 

(r + r) = (r + y) , 

(r+~) = (r+1T), 

(~+ 17) = (1' + 1T) , 

(E+~) -~(r+r) = (E+€). 

(Sa) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

(5d) 

Similarly, from the commutators we obtain 11 equa
tions that, together with the above, can be used to work out 
the new spin coefficients in terms of the old ones. The result 
is 

v=v, "l=A, u=(7+~, 

r = T , 17 = 1T , a = a + !v , 
A 

{3={3 +tii , K=K-!(r+1T) +a+{3 +tii , (6) 

fJ,=p, r=r, 

E=E+~y+!(,u-,il), P=p+!,u· 

Directly from these relations we may note the following: If 0 

is tangent to a geodesic congruence in the old space-time, 
and the tetrad is parallely propagated along 0, then we know 
thatl 7 v = r = T = O. Equations (6) then say that 
v = r = r = 0, i.e., the congruence will remain geodesic and 
the new tetrad will also be parallely propagated along o. 
Furthermore, ifo is hypersurface orthogonal in the old met
ric, then,u = ji and, since this implies fJ, = Ii by (6), 0 will 
also be hypersurface orthogonal in the new metric. 

One would in principle like to relate the energy-momen
tum tensors of the two metrics. This, apart from being the 
natural thing to do, is because otherwise any metric obtained 
via a KST will satisfy Einstein's equations (just define its 
energy-momentum tensor through the field equations them
selves) and will be left so general that we will not be able to 
extract from it almost any information at all. For example, 
one could ask that the energy-momentum tensors of the two 
metrics be equal: T/3 = ~p. It is easy to see, however, that 
under this identification Ta P will not in general satisfy the 
conservation law TaP1P = 0. 16 Hereafter, a vertical bar will 
denote covariant differentiation with respect to the new met
ric gaP' while a semicolon is reserved for covariant differenti
ation with respect to the old metric gap' 

Perhaps the mildest and most natural identification is 
that the component of the Ricci tensor along the null vector 

• ., A ap ap .. 
o be equal 10 both metncs, I.e., Rapn n = Rapn n . ThIS IS 
mild because it is only one equation; it is natural because the 
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vector 0 itself is singled out by the transformation, and be
cause, as we shall see below, this is one of the consequeoces of 
choosing 0 to be geodesic. In what follows we shall study 
solutions of Einstein's field equations related by a KST and 
for which 

A A 

Rnn =.Rp-vnllnv = Rp-vnllnv=.Rnn . (7) 

The actual relation between the energy-momentum ten-
sors will be obtained explicitly in the next section. We shall 

see that we can express TaP as TaP + LaP. This LaP is the 

most general (mixed) tensor that makes TaP,P vanish while 
retaining Eq. (7), and we interpret it as the induced energy
momentum in the new space-time by the transformation. We 
shall here consider what the consequences of Eq. (7) are on 
the spin coefficients. 

Using the Ricci identities in Newman-Penrose notation 
(Eqs. 4.2 of Newman and Penrose,17 hereafter denoted by 
NP 4.2) we can relate the components ofthe Weyl tensor in 
both metrics. However, one identity (viz. NP 4.2n) does not 
involve any of the Weyl components while it involves R nn , 
and it happens to be very illuminating: 

ov - a,u = (,u2 + AX) + (r + y),u - V1T 

+ [T - 3{3 - a] v + <1>22 

and 

Ov - a,u = 8v - ~fJ, = (,u2 + AX) + (r + y),u 

- V1T + [T - 3{3 - a v - a - !v] v + <1>22 , 

(8) 

where we have used Eqs. (6) and (7) and the indices 1, 2, 3, 
4 refer to the vectors I, n, m, m, respectively (thus 
R22 = R"n, etc.). Equation (8) implies 

v=O, 

which in tum implies, using (6), 

V=O. 

(9) 

( 10) 

That is, in orde,£ for gaP to be a solution of Einstein's field 
equations with R nn = R nn we must choose 0 to be a geodesic 
null vector in the background space-time (and by a previous 
result, it will automatically be geodesic in the new space
time). In their original paper, Kerr and Schild,1 working 
with a flat metric gllv = "lllv' used this fact ofo being geodes
ic (which was taken as an assumption) to define another 

vector field k by k Il = nil / >fill where the function H is cho
sen so as to have kv,llkll = O. We will not use this simplica
tion here. 

Using Eqs. (9) and (10), the relation between the spin 
coefficients [Eq. (6)] reduces to 

v=v=O, "l=A., fJ,=,u, 

r=r, r=r, 17=1T, 

a=a, P={3, u=(7+~, 
p = p + !,u, E = E + !y + ! (,u - ji) , 

K=K+a+{3-!(r+1T) . 

(11) 

As one might have expected, it is only those quantities relat
ed to the I-congruence that change with the transformation, 
for it is only this congruence that is different in both metrics. 
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One can exploit the fact that eight of the twelve (com
plex) spin coefficients are equal, in the remaining Ricci iden
tities, and in this way relate the Weyl and Ricci tensors. For 
instance, we may obtain 

A 

NP 4.2j: 11'4 = 11'4 , 

NP 4.2r: ~3 = 11'3 , 
A 

(12a) 

(12b) 

NP 4.20: <1>12 = <1>12 , (12c) 
A _ _ 

NP 4.2p: <1>02 = <1>02 + A [r + l' + !(,u - p,)] + !1I'4' 
(12d) 

etc. Also, using Eqs. (6) and setting v = 0 in NP 4.2n, we get 
A 

<1>22 = <1>22 , ( 13 ) 

proving that if n is geodesic then R nn = R nn' the converse of 
our previous result. 

III. INDUCED ENERGY AND MOMENTUM 

We shall here obtain the energy-momentum that the 
KST induces in the space-time, directly from the field equa
tions. Define 

def A 

ll.apr = ra
pr -ra

pr =!8'"c5[gP6lr+ grc5lp-gprlc51, (14) 

where we have used the fact that the difference of Christoffel 
symbols is a tensor, and evaluated it in a local inertial frame 
with respect to gap. The difference in the Riemann tensors is 

A 

R aprc5 - R aprc5 = ll.aP6lr -ll.apr1c5 

+ ll.aEr ll.EP6 -ll.aEc5ll.Epr ' (15) 

from which, contracting in the first and third indices and 
using Eq. (14), we obtain 

(16) 

Define now 
def A A 

!Rap =garRPr -garRPr =Rap _Rap, (17) 

which is the difference between the (mixed) Ricci tensors, 
i.e., the part that was induced on the old Ricci tensor by the 
KST. Using the equations above we get, after some algebra 

!Rap = -!(na np )Ic5Ic5 + Hna(p, +jt) -2na(r+1')]IP 

+ ! [np (p, + ,u) - 2np (r + 1') ] la + !n..t1unul..t nanp 

- ! nElunElunanp - ~(r + 1')2nanp 

+ (r + 1') (p, + ,u)nanp + R a..tc5{Jn..tnc5 + !Rrpnanr 

+!R a..tnpn..t - !Rp..tnan..t + nanpll.(r + 1'). (18) 

The induced energy-momentum is, through Einstein's 
equations, 18 

def 

- 81Tyap = !Rap - !!R«5ap , (19) 

and using Eq. (18) in this last equation one can calculate 
explicitly each component in terms of spin coefficients. We 
choose here to evaluate Y in the tetrad [i,n,m,m] of gl'v, 
since this is the relevant space-time after the transformation, 
and in terms of the spin coefficients of gl'v' since these are the 
"original data," so to speak. We obtain (note that yap need 
not be symmetric; we are evaluating it in a null tetrad in the 

A 

new space-time, where Tap is symmetric but where Tap is 
not in general) 

- 81Tyii = Rinni + !Rnn + ll.(E + E) + D(p, +,u) - D(r + 1') - 2(E + E)(r + 1') 

1881 

+ 1f"T + 1T7. - p,u - pp, - o-X - UA - 8({3 + iZ) - «5(p + a) - (r+ 1')(p + p) 

+ ({3 + iZ)["T-1T+2a] + (P +a) [r-1f+2a] +2(P +a)({3 + iZ), 

- 81Tyni = Rnn + AX + (p, +,u)( r + 1') - !(p,2 - ,u2) , 

- 81Tymi = Rmnni + !ll.1f - !8X + !«5p, - !1f,u + !X ["T - 1T + 5a + P ] 

+ !Rnm + !,u[r+ 2iZ + 2/3 ] - «5(r + 1') - !1f(3r+ 1') + !({3 + iZ)[2r+ 21' -p,] , 

- 81Tymi = - 81Tymi , 

- 81Tyin = AX - !(p,2 + ,u2) + (p, + ,u)(r + 1') , 

- 81Tynn = 0, 

- 81Tym n = - 81Tym n 

=0 

- 81Tyim = Rmnni - !Rnm + !ll.1f - !8X + !«5p, - !1f[,u + 3r + 1'] 

- «5(r+ 1') +!l. ["T-1T+ 5a +P] + !,u[r+ 2iZ + 2{3] 

+ !({3 + iZ)[2r+ 21'-p,] , 

- 81Tynm =0, 

- 81Tym m = Rmnnm + X(p, -,u) + U(r + 1') , 
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(2Oc) 

(2Od) 

(20e) 

(2Of) 

(20g) 

(20h) 

(20i) 
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(20k) 
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- 811,,{mm = Rmnnm - !(f.l- ji)2 - Rnn - l1(r + Y) + (r + y)2 - (f.l + ji)(r + y) , (201) 

(20m) 

(2On) 

(200) 

(2Op) 

I t - 811''{ m = - 81TY m , 

- 81Tynm = 0, 

- 81Tymm = - 81TYm m , 

- 81Tymm = - 81Tym m . 

Equations (20) give the components of the induced en
ergy momentum in an arbitrary tetrad field of the new space
time, in terms of the old spin coefficients. If the vector field n 
is chosen to be affinely parametrized, so that r + Y = 0, and 
further, a null rotation about n is performed so that 
7J + a = 0, the above equations simplify considerably. 

IV. KST's AND THE WEAK ENERGY CONDITION 

In our actual universe, the energy-momentum tensor is 
made up of all the contributions from the different matter 
fields, and it is therefore complicated to describe exactly. 
However, there are a few conditions that are reasonable to 
assume, and the mildest of these is the weak energy condition, 
which assumes that, at every point p in space-time, we have 

TapXaXP>O (21) 

for any timelike vector X at p (cf., e.g., Hawking and EI
lis I9

). This amounts to saying that the local energy density 
measured by any observer is positive, which seems to be rea
sonable physically. 

In this section we shall investigate whether space-times 
obtained via a KST satisfy the weak energy condition 
(WEe) and are in this sense physically reasonable. In fact, 
we shall characterize all the algebraically special space-times 
that do; this characterization will also give a "stability" con
dition. 

Equations (20) give the components of the induced en
ergy-momentum tensor in a null tetrad in the new space
time. The corresponding orthonormal tetrad [t,r,p,q] is giv
en by 

t = (1I{l) (1 + Ii), r = (1I{l) a -Ii) , 

p = (lI{l)(ni + ffl), q = (lIJ2j)(ni - ffl) 
(22) 

so that the WEe can be stated, when the background space
time is empty (and therefore the induced energy momentum 
equals that of the new metric), as 

81TYtt = 81TYapt at P 

= 41T[yli + yin + yni + ynn] >0. (23) 

From Minkowski space, using a multiple of the Kin
nersley20 tetrad, one obtains the Kerr metric [which satisfies 
(23) with an equality, since it is vacuum metric], and one 
can repeat the process obtaining new metrics from Kerr, all 
of which are reasonable in the sense that (23) is satisfied. 
One can show that de Sitter space (the second best candidate 
to apply a KST to) leads as well to a new space that satisfies 
the WEe when the Kinnersley or other suitable tetrads are 
used (Nahmad-Achar16

). 
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Looking at the general case, and independently of any 
particular tetrad field, we can obtain a necessary and suffi
cient condition for the new space-time to satisfy the weak 
energy condition, when the background space-time is empty 
and algebraically special. (An equivalent result for non
empty space-times would depend entirely on the energy-mo
mentum tensor of the background metric since, in general, 
this may compensate for a negative amount of energy in
duced by the transformation.) Thus consider an algebraical
ly special (Petrov type II) space-time, and align n along its 
repeated principal null direction. This implies, by the Gold
berg-Sachs theorem, that v = A = O. We can always choose 
n to be affinely parametrized, which implies r + Y = O. 
(N.B. This n can be made as small or large as wanted, retain
ing r + Y = 0.) Now, from the definition of the Weyl and 
Ricci tensor components in NP notation, and the equations 
for the spin coefficient E, we have 

R1221 = '1'2 + \V2 + 2<1>11 - 2A, (24a) 

(24b) 

I1(E + E) = - 71T - 1'11' - '1'2 - iii2 + 2A - 2<1>11 (24c) 

and using these expressions in Eqs. (20) we can write 

- 81Tyii = D(f.l + ji) - pf.l - Pf.l 

- [<5 - 7 + 11' - 3a - p ](7J + a) 

- [8 - 1'+ 1T- 3a -7J](P + a), (25a) 

_ 81Tyin = - 81Tyn1 = - !(f.l2 + ji2) , (25b) 

- 81Tynn = 0 . (25c) 

Plugging these expressions into the formulations of the 
WEe given by Eq. (23), we get the following result: The 
(generalized) Kerr-Schild transformation (with nan affinely 
parametrized null vector field) of an algebraically special 
space-time satisfies the weak energy condition if and only if 
D(f.l -f ji) - Pf.l - pji - f.l2 _ ji2 

- [(<5-7+11'-3a-p)(7J +a) +c.c.]<O, (26) 

where c.c. stands for complex conjugate. 
When n is very "small," or when the KST is taken as a 

perturbation on the background space-time, the result above 
may be interpreted as follows: In an algebraically special 
space-time in which Eqs. (26) does not hold, a Kerr-Schild
type metric perturbation cannot happen physically, for this 
will violate the weak energy condition. 

V. A FURTHER GEOMETRIC PROPERTY 

We know (cf., e.g., Boyer and Lindquise) that when 
two metrics are related by a KST, if one of them is flat then 
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the other one is algebraically special. We shall here replace 
the assumption of flatness for the weaker condition 

RaPy6nanY = Hnpn6 , (27) 

where n is an affinely parametrized null vector field. and His 
an arbitrary function. In other words, we shall show that if 
one metric is a vacuum (not necessarily flat) solution of 
Einstein's equations, satisfying Eq. (27), its KST-related 
metric is algebraically special. 

Let g"v represent a vacuum space-time, i.e., R/.lv = O. 
From the definition of the Weyl tensor we have, for the new 
metric, 

caP n n6-R aP n n6- 1Rnan y6P - ylJP Ii y 

A. P A 6 + H Rpyn na + R a6nyn ] . (28) 

Since n is affinely parametrized, r + r = 0, and one can 
show that R apy6nanY = R apylJnanY. Using this and Eq. 
(27) we can write Eq. (28) as 
A A A A {; 

CaPylJnpn6 = (H - !R)nany + ~(RpynPna + R alJnyn ) 
(29) 

from which 
A A. A. 

CaP6[ynu]nPn6 = ~RpynunPna - ~RpunynPna . (30) 

This is the key equation. Since n is geodesic, we know 
A. A. A. 

that Rnn = R nn , Rnm = R nm , Rnm = Rnm; but the rhs of 
these three equations vanish, since g/.lV is empty. Therefore 
the only nonzero component of each of the terms on the rhs 
of (30) is the Ill-component, and they are equal. That is, 

(31 ) 

which says that CaPy6 is of Petrov type II, with n along its 
repeated principal null direction. And this is what we want
ed to prove. 

In fact, when the KST is taken to be a perturbation 

gap--+gaP = gaP + £nanp , (32) 

with 1£1 « 1 and constant, the same result derived above 
holds true. Since € may have any desired magnitude (in fact 
it may be varied continuously to and from zero), and the 
Weyl tensor of the new space-time will only differ infinitesi
mally from that of the old one, the background space-time 
must also be algebraically special; i.e., any vacuum metric 
satisfying Eq. (27) is of Petrov type IL This last result has 
already been derived through other methods (cf. Kramer et 
al.,4 Theorem 28.3), and means that the result proved above 
may be rephrased as follows: If the background space-time is 
a vacuum algebraically special solution of Einstein:S- equa
tions, the new space-time obtained from it via a KST is also 
algebraically special (with the same repeated principal null 
direction). 

There is a further property inherited by the new space
time, which comes as a corollary of the above result. Ha1l21 

has shown that if RapnanP = ° and if the Weyl tensor is alge
braically special at a point p (with repeated principal null 
direction n), then the Riemann curvature of the "wave sur
faces" of n (i.e., the two-dimensional subspaces of the tan
gent space at p that are spacelike and orthogonal to n) are all 
equal at p. In our present case, RapnanP = RapnanP; there-
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fore, if we start from an empty space-time, RaPnanP = 0 and 
(since algebraic specialty is inherited) at each point in the 
new space-time all the two-dimensional spacelike surfaces 
perpendicular to n will have the same Riemannian curva
ture. 

VI. COMMENTS 

As noted in the Introduction, practically all previous 
work on Kerr-Schild transformations has been directed to
ward the obtainment of new solutions of Einstein's equa
tions, presumably because a larger catalog of solutions will 
provide a clearer picture of the consequences of general rela
tivity. We believe that the wealth of results derived in this 
paper show that a great deal of understanding can be gained 
from studying the properties of the transformations them
selves. The picture is far from complete. Perhaps the most 
immediate question is the following: Given an arbitrary 
space-time g,..v and an affinely parametrized geodesic vector 
field n, is it always possible to choose the rest of the null 
tetrad in such a way that Eq. (26) is satisfied? The answer is 
no, and the reason is simple: having n affinely parametrized 
means having v = r + r = 0; one is still free to perform a 
null rotation of the tetrad about n such that preserves these 
two equalities, and this can be chosen, e.g., to make 
a + P = 0, but the other terms in Eq. (26) remain free. 
Space-times for which Eq. (26) can always be satisfied will 
always yield "physically reasonable" space-times after a 
KST. What do they share in common? How restricted is the 
class of these space-times? 

One could also try to characterize the class of space
times for which the vanishing of the Bondi news tensor is 
preserved under KST's. This is interesting since in space
times in which the Bondi news vanishes identically one can 
introduce a four-parameter family of shear-free cross sec
tions of ~ + , and select a canonical Poincare subgroup of the 
total BMS symmetry group (Ashtekar22

). This allows one 
to define angular momentum free of the supertranslation 
ambiguity, and this would be inherited by the new spaces 
obtained from these backgrounds. 
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The Gel'fand-Naimark-Segal representation is extended to quasi-*-algebras, provided that 
a suitable choice of states is made. Derivations of quasi-*-algebras and, in particular, of 
left-Hilbert quasi-*-algebras are studied. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Quasi-*-algebras (Refs. 1 and 2) seem to provide the 
natural framework for the mathematical description of sev
eral physical theories. 

For instance, in the algebraic approach to statistical 
physics the problem of performing the thermodynamical 
limit of the local Heisenberg dynamics, which is not, in gen
eral, an element of the algebra of observables of the system 
but lies in some completion of it, has led workers to intro
duce in the set of observables the structure of quasi-*-alge
bra. 

The same approach has also allowed workers to over
come the difficulties arising because of the Bogolubov in
equality for a Bose gas (Ref. 3). 

On the other hand, several interesting properties have 
been found, in quantum field theory, provided that the 
pointlike field is supposed to belong to the quasi-*-algebra 
!L" (9) ,9)') with 9) being the set ofC"" vectors of the energy 
operator H (Ref. 4). 

For these reasons it seems to be worth carrying out a 
systematic study of quasi-*-algebras from the mathematical 
point of view: states, Gel'fand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) rep
resentation, derivations, etc. 

This paper is mainly concerned with some of these ques
tions. 

In Sec. III we present a generalization of the GNS con
struction starting from a certain family of states in a 
quasi-*-algebra. 

Section IV is devoted to the study of derivations in 
quasi-*-algebras. We consider, in particular, the question of 
whether a derivation is spatial or not. 

We introduce also the notion of a left-Hilbert 
quasi-*-algebra and give some properties of it. 

In the Appendix a generalization to the abstract case of 
some propositions proved in Ref. 3 is given. 

II. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 

The main concept we have to deal with is that of the 
rigged Hilbert space (RHS). 

Let fi) be a dense linear manifold of Hilbert space ~. 
Let us endow i!iJ with a topology t, stronger than that in
duced on 9) by the Hilbert norm and let 9)' [t '] be its topo
logical dual endowed with the strong dual topology. We get 
in this way the familiar triplet 

fi) ~~~fi)', 

which is called a rigged Hilbert space. 
We will denote by :t" + (9) (or C~ , see Refs. 5 and 6) 

the * -algebra of all closable operators in ~ with the proper
tiesD(A) = !?i),D(A *) ~fi) andAfi) ~i!iJ,A .fi)r;,fi). The 
involution in !L" + (!?i) is defined by A -> A + = A • t fi). 

An Op * -algebra is any + subalgebra of !L" + ( !iJ ). 
Op *-algebras provide typical instances of RHS in the fol
lowing way. 

Let & be an Op *-algebra on fi); let us endow !iJ with a 
graph topology t~1 defined by the seminorms 

¢J-+ IIA¢JII, AEm:, 

t~1 is in general finer than the norm topology. 
We can construct using this method the triplet 

fi)[t~d~~r;!iJ'[tw] , 

where t ~ denotes the strong dual topology of 9)'. Clearly tis 
a projective topology and the completion fiJ (t~1 J of fi) (t~1 J 
is a projective limit of Hilbert spaces as well as fi)' [ t w ] 
being an inductive limit of Hilbert spaces. 

Let (fi) ,~,!iJ') be a RSH. We will denote by 
!L" (9) ,9)') the set of all continuous linear maps from 9) [t] 
into!iJ [t'] (Refs. 1 and 2). 

The set :t" + (fi) is not, in general, a subset of :t" (9) , 

9)') but, for instance, when !iJ is a reflexive space then 
!L" + (fi) ) r;.2" (!iJ~ fi)') and each AE.2" + (fi) admits a 
unique extension A which maps fi)' into 9)' continuously 
defined by 

A 

(A«P,¢) = (<<P,A +¢), Vcf>E!?i)', t/JEfiJ. 
Moreover, in this case, .2" (!iJ, !iJ') is a quasi-*-algebra with 
distinguished ·-algebra .2" + (fi) in the following sense 
(Ref. 2). 

Let & be a linear space and &0 a *-algebra contained in 
m:. We say that m: is a quasi-·-algebra with distinguished 
·-algebra &0 if (i) the right and left multiplications of an 
element of & and an element of &0 are always defined and 
linear; and (ii) an involution + is defined in & with the 
property (AB) + = B + A + whenever the multiplication is 
defined. 

A quasi-'" -algebra (&, &0) is said to be a topological qua
si-*-algebra if a locally convex topology on & is defined such 
that (a) the involution is continuous and the multiplications 
are separately continuous; and (b) &0 is dense in m:. 

Ill. CANONICAL -·REPRESENTATIONS OF 
QUASI·-·ALGEBRAS 

Definition 3.1: Let m: be a quasi-*-algebra over m:o and let 
1T 0 be a * -representation of m:o in Hilbert space ~ defined on 
a dense domain 9) ( 1T 0) (Ref. 7). 
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Let!P' ('ITo) be the topological dual of!P ('ITo) endowed 
with the graph topology t"." defined by the seminorms 

Let .2"(!P ('lTo),!P' ('ITo») be the linear space of all contin
uous linear maps from !P ( 'ITo) [t"." J into !P' ( 'ITo) endowed 
with the strong dual topology t ~", 

We say that a linear map 'IT: 2l-.2"(!P (17'0)' !P'('lTo») is 
the canonical *-representation associated with 'ITo if 

(i) 'IT(A *) = 'IT(A)+, 'VAe2l, 
(ii) 'IT t 210 = 'ITo' 
(iii) 'IT(AB) = 'IT(A)'IT(B), whenever Ae2lo or Be2lo. 
Remark: For a general domain ~, 2' + (~) is not a 

subset of.2" (~ , ~'). The conditions given in Definition 3.1 
guarantee, however, that 'lTo(2lo) ='IT(2lo)~.2"(~('lTo»), 
'IT(2l) ~ .2"(~ ('lTo),~''lTo), and 'lTo(2lo) ~ 'IT(2l). 

Let 2l be a quasi-*-algebra over 210 and 'ITo a *-representa
tion of 210 with domain ~ ( 'ITo). As is known (Ref. 7) there 
exists a minimal closed extension :;;0 of representation 'ITo on 
the domain 

fP('lTo) = n D( 'lTo(A»). 
Ae!1lo 

Let us assume that 'ITo admits a *-representation 'IT canonical
ly associated with 'ITo. What about the closure:;;o of 'ITo? 

Lemma 3.2: Let 2l be a quasi-*-algebra over 2l0' 'ITo a 
*-representation of 21:0, and 'IT the *-representation of2l can
onically associated with it. Let :;;0 be the closure of 'ITo. If 
!p'( 'ITo) [t~,,] is complete, then there exists a *-representa
tion :;;in the RHS (fP('lTo), 71', !P'('lTo» that is canonically 
associated with 1;0' 

Proof Let us first remark that also (fP ( 'ITo) ,71', !P' ( 'ITo) ) 
is a RHS, since the dual of the completion of a locally convex 
space coincides with the dual of the space itself. 

If Ae2l then 'IT(A): !P ('lTO)[t1T" J ..... !P' ('ITo) [t~..l con
tinuously; therefore it can be extended from the completion 
fP ('ITo) of!P ('ITo) to !P' ('ITo) [t~" ]. It is easy to check that 
;r(2l) is a quasi-*-algebra over :;;0(2l0)' 

We will leave open the general question as to whether a 
·-representation 'IT canonically associated with a *-represen
tation 17'0 of the distinguished *-algebra 210 of a quasi-*-alge
bra 2l does or not exist and hope to discuss it elsewhere. 

We will show that the answer is positive in the case of the 
GNS representation determined by a certain family of states. 

We need first of all a definition of state on a quasi-*
algebra. 

Definition 3.3: Let 2l be a quasi-*-algebra with unit over 
2l0. A linear functional m on 2l is called a state if (i) m t 210 is 

a state on ~o; (ii) m(B*A) = m(A *B), 'VA,B such that 
Ae~o or Be~o; (iii) 'V Ae~ there exists K A > 0 and Ce~o such 
that 

We say that a state m on 2l is an F state if instead of (iii) 
the following stronger condition holds: (iii.F) 'VAe2l there 
exist K A > 0 and S, Te2lo such that 
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Im( Cr AC2 ) 1
2<.KA w( CrS*SC,) 'w( C!T*TC2 ) 

for any pair CI,C2 of elements of2lo. 
A state w will be said to be faithful if 

Remark: In a quasi-*-algebra a product ABC, with A 
and C elements of ~o, always exists and is unambiguously 
defined since ~ is semiassociative (Ref. 8). 

Condition (iii.F) may appear to be more unnatural than 
(iii) which is simply a generalization of the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality. This opinion is also supported by the 
fact that (iiLF) is not in general fulfilled by states on a 
*-algebra. However, states on C *-algebras always satisfy a 
(iii.F)-like inequality and our purpose is to generalize the 
C *- situation rather than that of general *-algebras. 

We have now at our disposal all ingredients to build up a 
G NS constrution. 

Let w be a state on the quasi-*-algebra ~ over ~o and 
consider the set 

/1 = {Be2lo: m(A *B) = 0, 'VAe2l}. 

It is simple to verify that /1 = {Be~o: w(B + B) = O} and 
therefore it is a left ideal of2lo. Both 2l/ /1 and 2lol /, are 
vector spaces. 

Set ~ = ~01 /1 and ~ = ~/ /1; clearly ~ ~~. Let 
us denote elements of ~ as tP A , Ae~. The state m defined a 
bilinear form on ~ X ~ separating points of ~ and ~ by 
(tPA ,tPB) = m(B *A). Therefore both the Mackey topology 
1'( ~ , ~) on ~ and the 1'( ~,~) on ~ are Hausdorff. 

Let us define a map 'IT from ~ into the set L (§ ,~) of 
linear maps from ~ into ~ by 'IT: A -'IT(A), where 'IT(A): 

tPBe~ -f/!ABe~. It is easily seen that 'ITo = 'IT t ~o is a *
representation of ~o. Moreover 'V Ae2l, 'IT(A) is continuous 
from § into ~ for their respective Mackey topologies. 

The bilinear form ( " . > when both elements are chosen 
in ~ defines a scalar product in ~; let us denote by 71'( 'IT) 
the Hilbert space that is the completion of!P with respect to 
the norm IItPBIi = (tPB,tPB)'/2. 

We can now endow ~ with the graph topology t1T de
fined by the seminorms 

f/!B - /I'IT(Ao) tPB II, Aoe2lo, 

and~' with the strong dual topology t~. 
Let Fe~; then F= f/!R for some Re2l. Then, by making 

use of (iii) of Definition 3.3, we get 

for some Ce2lo. This implies ~ ~ ~'. Since !P ~ ~ ~ ~', ~ 
is dense in ~'[t 'l. 

To complete the proof we need only to prove that 
'IT(A)e2'(~,~'), 'VAe2l. 

It is just here that condition (iii.F) plays a role. 
Let JI be a bounded subset of ~ [t".] and let 

~ = {Ce2lo: tPceJI}. Then we have, for tPBe~ 
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= suplw(C*AB)1 
CE.Q 

<sup K "j2( C*S *SC) 1/2W(B *T*BT) 1/2 
CeQ 

=Klj2 SUp 111I"(S),pcII1I1I"(T),pBIi =K'1I1I"(T),pBII, 
"'cr=-R 

for some S, TE~o. 
The vector ,p E, where E denotes the unit of~, is cyclic in 

the following sense: 

{1I"(A),pE: AE~r:" = ~'. 
It is clear that 11" is canonically associated with the non

closed GNS representation 11"0 = 11" t ~o· 
Then we have proved the following generalization of the 

G NS theorem. 
Proposition 3.4: Let w be an Fstate on the quasi-*-alge

bra with unit ~ over ~o. Then there exists a cyclic representa
tion 11" which is the canonical *-representation of~ associat
ed with the strongly cyclic GNS representation of ~o 
generated by w t ~o' 

Remarks: (a) Each of the operators 1I"(A), AE~, con
structed above, can be extended to a continuous map ir(A ) 
form the completion ~ [(1T] of ~ [t1T ] to the completion 
9" [( ~] of §i' [t ~]. The triplet 9' ,/Jr,9" is still a 
RHS when ~ is endowed with the Mackey topoloty 
7( 9' 9") that is finer than t 1T • The representation ir defined 
in this way is not, however, canonically associated with 11" in 
the sense of Definition 3.1, since 9" is not the dual of 
9'[(1T]' 

(b) Extensions of the GNS construction to partial alge
braic structures have also been considered by other authors 
(Refs. 9 and 10). The point of view is, however, different. 

IV. DERIVATIONS ON QUASI-*-ALGEBRAS 

We will now extend to quasi-*-algebras the notion of 
derivation. 

Definition 4.1: Let ~ be a quasi-*-algebra with distin
guished *-algebra ~o. A *-derivation ~ of ~ is a linear map 
from ~ into ~ satisfying the following properties: 

(i) ~(A)E~o, VAE~o; 

(ii) ~(A *) = ~(A)*, VAE~; 

(iii) ~(AB) = ~(A)B + A~(B), 
whenever AE~o or BE~o. 

Clearly if ~ is a *-derivation of ~ then ~ t ~o is a 
*-derivation of ~o in the usual sense. 

A *-derivation is said to be spatial if there exists an ele
ment H = H *E~o such that 

~(A) = i[A,H] , VAE~. 

As is known in a *-algebra ~, a derivation ~ and an 
infinitesimally invariant state w [i.e., w(~(A») = 0, VAE~] 
give rise to a symmetric operator H via this GNS construc
tion (see, for instance, Refs. 11 and 12). An analogous result 
holds true for quasi-*-algebras. In what follows, if w is an F 
state on ~, 11" will denote the nonclosed GNS representation 
of ~ constructed in Proposition 3.4 whose domain is the set 
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~ o( 11") = {1I"(AO),pE' AoE~o}· 

Proposition 4.2: Let ~ be a quasi-*-algebra with unit E 
over ~o and let ~ be a *-derivation on ~. Assume that ~ 
possesses an F state w such that w(~ (A») = 0, for each AE~. 

Then there exists an operator H = H +E.Y+(~ (11"») 
such that 

~W(1I"(A») = i[H,1I"(A)], VAE~, 

where ~w is the *-derivation induced by ~ on the quasi-*
algebra 11"( ~) by defining ~w (1I"(A») = 1T(~ (A»), for AE~. 

Proof: It is completely analogous to the statement for 
C*-algebras given in Ref. 11. We give just a sketch of it for 
the reader's convenience. 

The operator H is defined by 

H1I"(Ah = 1T(~(A»),pE' AE~o· 

The relations 

(1I"(B),pE,1T(~(A) ),pE) 

= w(~(A *)B) = w(~(A *B») - w(A *~(B») 

= (1T(~(B»),pE,1I"(A),pE) = ° 
if 1I"(A),p E = 0, show that H is well defined and symmetric. 
now for AE~ and BE~ we get 

1T(~(A))1I"(B),pE = 1T(~(AB»),pE -1I"(A)1T(~(B»),pE 

= [H,1I"(A)]1I"(B),pE' 

The following proposition concerning derivations of 
quasi-*-algebras in .Y(~,~') generalizes Theorem 8 of 
Ref. 11 and Proposition 3.2 of Ref. 12. 

Lemma 4.3.' Let ~~.Y(~,~') be a quasi-*-algebra 
with distinguished *-algebra ~o = ~n.2"+(~), satisfying 
the following conditions. 

(i) For some t/JE~ the vector state w." (A) 
= (AcjJ,cjJ), AE~, is an Fstate on~. 

(ii) ~o contains all finite rank operators of .Y + (~ ). 
Then, if ~ is a *-derivation of~, there exists an element 

H = H + of .Y + (~) such that 

~(A) = i[A,H], VAE~. 

Proof: We give only a sketch ofthe proofthat is analo
gous to that of Theorem 8 of Ref. 11. 

Let cjJ be an element of ~ such that the associated vector 
state is an F state and let P be the projection onto the sub
space generated by cjJ. Let us define a *-derivation ~p on ~, 
setting 

~p (A) = ~(A) - i[A,xp], VAE~, 

whereXp = i(~(P)P - P~(P»). By a simple calculation one 
finds (~p (A)cjJ,cjJ) = 0, VAE~. By applying Proposition 4.2 
it follows that there exists an operator Hp = H p+ 
E.Y+(~0(1I"») such that 

~(A) = i[A,Hp], VAE~. 

Therefore 
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By setting H = Hp + Xp, 0 has the desired form. 
The domain !1J 0 ( 17") is (isomorphic to) m:o since the 

state OJ", (A) = (At/J,t/J) is faithful. 
Now m:o contains the set [!1J ] of the rest classes obtained 

from the equivalence t/J == t/J if and only if there exists Aee, 
IAI = 1 such that t/J = At/J. The linear hull of [!1J] exactly 
corresponds to finite rank operators and then to !1J. More
over, H!1J k!1J and thus Hbelongs to .!t'+ (!1J). 

Lemma 4.4: Let m:k.!t' (!1J ,!1J') be a quasi-*-algebra 
over m:o k .!t' + (!1J) and assume that the graph topology t91" 

of!1J is metrizable and barrelled; then each vector state is an 
Fstate. 

Proof The sesquilinear form FA (t/J,t/J) = (At/J,t/J) on !1J 
is separately continuous and therefore, by the assumption on 
!1J, jointly continuous with respect to t91,,; then there exist 
S, Tem:o such that 

!FA (t/J,t/J)I..;;KA IISt/JIIIITt/JII, 

and then 

IOJ",(ct AC2 )1 2 

= !FA (C2t/J,C1t/J) 12 
";;KAOJ", (C 2+ S+SC2 )OJ",(ct T+TC1)· 

We can give now the main result of this section whose 
prooffollows easily from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4. 

Proposition 4.5: Let Tbe a densely defined self-adjoint 
operator in JY' and let !1J = !1J 00 (n = n n > oDe Tn) be en
dowed with the graph topology tT. 

If 0 is a *-derivation of.!t' (!1J ,!1J'), then there exists an 
operator H = H + e.!t' + (!1J) such that 

o(A) = i[A,H], VAe.!t'(!1J,!1J'). 

V. HILBERT QUASI·*·ALGEBRAS 

As is known many results can be obtained for deriva
tions on left-Hilbert algebras. Some of them have been ex
tended to left EW*-algebras by Inoue and Ota in Ref. 12. 

We will introduce here the notion ofleft-Hilbert quasi
*-algebra (LHQ) where the concepts of RHS and quasi-*
algebra are put together. 

Definition 5.1: Let!1J [t] kJY'k!1J'[t'] be a RHS. We 
say that (!1J ,JY',!1J') is a left-Hilbert quasi-*-algebra (short
ly, LHQ-*-algebra) if !1J'[t'] is a topological quasi-*-alge
bra with distinguished *-algebra !1J satisfying the following 
conditions: 

(ii) (X,t/J·t/J) = (t/J,t/J·x) , Vt/J,Xe!1J, t/Je!1J', 

(iii) (X,t/J·t/J) = (t/J·X,t/J), Vt/J,Xe!1J, t/Je!1J'. 

There are several familiar examples of LHQ *-algebras. 
Think, for instance, ofthe space Y(JR n

) of tempered distri
butions ofJRn; the Schwartz space Y (Rn) offast decreasing 
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Coo functions is, clearly, the distinguished *-algebra (the 
involution is simply the complex conjugation). Another ex
ample is the pair (!1J',!1J) considered in Theorem 2.3 of 
Ref. 3. 

Remark: In Ref. 13, Inoue, in view of a generalization of 
Tomita-Takesaki theory, has introduced the concept of 
"left-Hilbert-partial *-algebra." As any quasi-*-algebra is a 
partial *-algebra, so any LHQ-*-algebra (!1J',!1J) with 
!1J .!1J dense in !1J' belongs to the class considered by Inoue. 

Now, let !1J' be a LHQ-*-algebra; for t/Je!1J', we can 
define two linear maps L (t/J) and R (t/J) from !1J into !1J' by 

L(t/J)X=t/JX, VXe!1J, R(t/J)X=Xt/J, Vxe!1J. 

Lemma 5.2: For t/JE!1J', both L(t/J) and R(t/J) are ele
ments of .!t' (!1J ,!1J'). In particular, if t/JE!1J then L(t/J) and 
R (t/J) are elements of .!t' + (!1J ). Moreover 

L ( t/J ) + = L ( t/J* ) , R ( t/J ) + = R ( t/J* ) . 

Proof L (t/J) and R (t/J) are elements of.!t' (!1J ,!1J') since 
the multiplication is, by hypothesis, continuous from !1J' [t '] 
into itself. Now for t/J,Xe!1J we have 

(L(t/J)t/J,X) = (t/J·t/J,X) = (t/J,t/J*X) = (t/J,L(t/J*)X)· 

The proof for R (t/J) is analogous. 
By means ofthe maps Land R defined above it is possi

ble to define two *-representations of !1J' in the following 
way: 

17"R (t/J)X = R(t/J)X, VXe!1J, 

17"L (t/J)X = L(t/J)X, Vxe!1J. 

These two representations are called, respectively, the 
right- and left-regular representations of !1J'. They are, as is 
easily seen, canonically associated, in the sense of Definition 
3.1, with the right- and left-regular representations of !1J. 
Moreover 17"R and 17"L are faithful if either !1J has a unit or 
!1J .!1J is dense !1J [t]. 

Our purpose is now to characterize *-derivations of a 
certain class of LHQ-*-algebras. 

Definition 5.3: A LHQ-*-algebra (!1J',!1J) is said to be 
of class S if .!t' + (!1J ) k .!t' (!1J ,!1J'). 

From now on we will deal only with LHQ-*-algebras of 
class S. 

Let (!1J' ,!1J ) be a LHQ-*-algebra of class S and assume 
that it possesses a unit ee!1J. If 0 is a *-derivation 
of !1J' with the property (e,ot/J) = 0, Vt/Je!1J', then 
00 = 0 t !1J e.!t' + (!1J) and consequently 0 coincides with 
the extension ~o of 00 to !1J' defined as the unique map from 
!1J' into !1J' satisfying the relation 

(t/J,~ot/J) = - (oot/J,t/J), Vt/JE!1J, t/JE!1J'. 

Therefore oe.!t' (!1J ,!1J') and is a continuous derivation. 
Conversely if 00 is a *-derivation of the *-algebra fiJ 

with the property (e,oot/J) = 0, V t/Je!1J, then ooe.!t' + (!1J ) 
and 00+ = - 00 • Hence 00 , as well as each element of 
.!t' + (!1J ), can be extended to a map 0 defined all over !1J'. It 
is easy to prove that ot/J* = (ot/J) * V t/JefiJ' and 
o (t/Jt/J) = ot/J· t/J + t/Jot/J whenever t/JefiJ or t/JE!1J. Therefore 0 
is a *-derivation of fiJ' and is continuous, since 
oe.!t' (fiJ ,fiJ'). 

Lemma 5.4: Let (fiJ',fiJ) be a LHQ-*-algebra. A linear 
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map 0 from f2J' into f2J' is a *-derivation if, and only if, the 
following three conditions are fulfilled: 

(i) 00 = 0 t f2J maps f2J into itself, 
(ii) ot/J* = (ot/J)*, Vt/JEf2J', 
(iii) [L(t/J),ool = L(t/J)oo - oL(t/J) 

= - L(ot/J), Vt/JEf2J'. 
Proof' We need only to prove that (iii) is equivalent to 

(iii) of Definition 4.1. 
Let 0 be a derivation and 1/JEf2J; then 

[L(t/J),oo]t/' = L(t/J)oot/J - oL(t/J)t/J 

= L(t/J )oot/J - o(t/J·t/J) 

= L(t/J)oot/J- ot/J·t/J - t/J'ot/J 

= - ot/J·t/J = - L(ot/J)t/J. 

Conversely if (iii) holds and t/JEf2J', 1/JEf2J we have 

o(t/J·t/J) = oL(t/J)t/J = (L(t/J)oo + L(ot/J»)t/J 

= t/J·80 t/J + 8t/J·t/J. 

Let now 0 be a *-derivation of f2J' such that 
00 = 8 t f2J EY + (f2J ). 

It is then possible to define a *-derivation A of 
Y ( f2J ,f2J ') putting 

A(A) = [80,A], VAEY(f2J,f2J'). 

Let us put L(f2J') = {L(t/J), t/JEf2J'}~ Y (f2J ,f2J'). Clearly 
L(f2J') is a quasi-*-algebra with distinguished *-algebra 
L(f2J) = {L(t/J), t/JEf2J}~Y+(f2J). We want to show that 
A t L (f2J') acts in the same way as 0 on f2J'. We have, in fact, 
for t/JEf2J', 1/JEf2J, 

A(L(t/J»)t/J= [oo,L(t/J)]t/J 

= o(L(t/J)t/J) - L(t/J)ot/J 

= o(t/Jt/J) - t/J'ot/J = L(ot/J)t/J. 

On the other hand, if A is a *-derivation of Y (f2J ,f2J') such 
that AL(f2J') kL(f2J'), if L is invertible, it is possible to 
define a *-derivation 0 of f2J' by 

ot/J = L -IA(L(t/J»), Vt/JEf2J'. 

In Lemma 4.3 we gave conditions for a *-derivation of a 
quasi-*-algebra m:kY(f2J,f2J') to be spatial. We will show 
now that a *-derivation of L(f2J') is, in some sense, spatial 
under lighter assumptions. 

Proposition 5.5: Let A be a *-derivation of L(f2J') with 
(f2J',f2J) a LHQ-*-algebra such that either f2J. f2J is dense in 
f2J [t] or f2J has a unit e. 

Then if we set 

ot/J = L -IA(L(t/J»), Vt/JEf2J', 

we get 

A(L(t/J)) = oL(t/J) - L(t/J)oo, Vt/JEf2J', 

where 80 = 0 t f2J. 
Proof: If 0 is a defined as above, then 0 is a *-derivation 

of f2J' and L(ot/J) = A(L(t/J»). Then (iii) of Lemma 5.4 im
plies the statement. 

We conclude this section with the following corollary. 
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Corollary 5. 6: Let 0 be a *-derivation of f2J' with f2J as in 
Proposition 5.5 and 00 = 0 t f2JEY+ (f2J). Then 

ot/J = L -I [oo,L(t/J)], Vt/JEf2J'. 
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APPENDIX: CANONICAL COMMUTATION RELATIONS 

The relation - L(ot/J) = [L(t/J),oo] that we have seen 
to be valid for any derivation 0 of f2J' generalizes to the ab
stract case the usual canonical commutation relation 
(CCR) 

[f(x) , - i~] = i df. 
dx dx 

For this reason we will call it CCR, too. 
We will generalize here the situation described in Sec. 

III of Ref. 3 to build up the CCR quasi-*-algebra starting 
from a LHQ-*-algebra (f2J',f2J) ofclassSwith unit. 

We will omit all proofs which are slight modifications of 
those given in Ref. 3. 

Let us denote with d the linear space of all formal poly
nomials in the variable X with coefficients in L (f2J'), i.e., if 
fEd then 

n 

f= L L(t/JdXk, t/Jk Ef2J '. 
k=O 

With do we will denote the subspace of d of all 
f = l:KL(t/Jk )Xk with t/Jk Ef2J . 

Let obe a *-derivation of f2J with OEY+ (f2J). Then we 
start with the following representation of din Y (f2J,f2J'), 

n 

1T(f) = L L(t/Jk)O\ 
k=O 

forf= l:k= oL(t/JdXk. We set m: = 1T(.Q(), m:o = 1T(d 0)' 

Lemma A.I: (i) 1T is a bijection of d onto m:. (ii) 
m:o = 1T(do) kY+(f2J) is an Op*-algebra. (iii) For AEm: 
and BEm:o, AB,BAEm:. 

We will denote with r co the topology of uniformly 
bounded convergence on Y (f2J ,f2J') defined by the semi
norms 

IIA IL-K' = sup I (At/J,t/'> I, vR bounded in f2J [t]. 
¢> • .pe.-K' 

Lemma A. 2: If in f2J [t] the multiplication is jointly con
tinuous, (m:,m:o) is a topological quasi-*-algebra with respect 
to r co • 

The proof, as in Lemma 3.3 of Ref. 3, lies on the follow
ing two facts: (a) f2J is dense in f2J' [ t ']; and (b) since the 
mUltiplication in f2J [t] is jointly continuous, if vR and ff 
are bounded subsets of f2J [1] then vR·ff is also. 

An example of the above situation is that described in 
Ref. 3, §3. But several examples of the same kind may be 
constructed making use of the notion of CCR framework we 
will introduce now. 

Definition A.3: A CCR framework is a triplet (0, *, L), 
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where (i) /j is a self-adjoint operator in Hilbert space JY; (ii) 
* is an involution in ffl '" (/j) = nn>oD(/jn) with the prop
erty (cp,t/J) = (t/J* ,cp*), Vcp,t/JEffl '" (/j); (iii) L is a linear map 
from ffl '" (/j) -> 2' + (ffl '" (/j») satisfying the following re
quirements: 

(iii.a) L(cp*) = (L(tfi»)+, VtfiEffl 00 (/j), 
(iii.b) /j(L(tfi)t/J) = L(/jtfi)t/J + L(tfi)/jt/J, 

V tfi, t/JEffl '" (/j), 
(iii.c) (L (cp) t/J)* = L( t/J* )cp*, V cp,t/JEffl 00 (/j). 

Remark: Starting with Land * we can define a linear 
map R from f/floo (/j) into 2'+(f/fl 00 (/j») by R(cp)t/J 
= (L(t/J*)tfi*)*, Vt/JEf/floo (/j). 

Proposition A4: (a) If (/j, * ,L) is a CCR framework then 
f/fl 00 (/j) is a topological * -algebra with respect to the graph 
topology tl; defined by the seminorms 

tfi-> IItfilik = IWtfill, k = 1,2, ... , 

when the multiplication cp' t/J of two elements of ffl 00 (/j) is 
defined as 

cp.t/J = L(cp)t/J. 

(b) /j is a *-derivation ofthe *-algebra ffl 00 (/j). 
(c) The multiplication in ffl 00 (/j) satisfies the condi-

tion 

IIrfJt/Jilk <Ck IIrfJllk 1It/Jllk , 

where the Ck are certain constants; thus the multiplication is 
jointly continuous. 

Proof' (a) and (b) are straightforward; (c) can be 
proved as Lemma 2.1 of Ref. 3. 

Let ffl' [t '] be the topological dual of f/fl 00 (/j) [t,5 ], en
dowed with the strong dual topology t I. Since f/fl 00 (/j) is 
Frechet and reflexive, 2'+(f/fl00 (/j»)~2'(f/fl00 (/j),f/fl/). 
Moreover f/fl' has the structure of quasi-*-algebra defined as 
follows. 

The map L can be extended from f/fl 00 (/j) to f/fl'. For 
FEffl'and cp,t/JEf/floo (/j) we can put 
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(L(F)cp,t/J) = (F,L(t/J)cp*) = (F,t/Jcp*). 

We will show that L maps f/fl' into 2'lffl 00 (/j),ffl'). 
By the definition itself we get that L (F)cp is a linear form 

on f/fl 00 (/j). Moreover it is continuous; in fact, 

I (L(F)cp,t/J) I = I (F,t/Jcp*) I <M lIt/Jcp*llk <MCk Iit/Jilk I\cp*lk 

Let us now show that L(F)E2'(f/fl 00 (/j),ffl'). We have, for 
any bounded subset vii of ffl 00 (/j), 

sup I (L(F)cp,t/J) I <MCk (sup IIt/Jllk) IIcp*lIk = if IIcp*llk' 
1/I5ff 1/I5ff 

Proposition A.5: ffl' [t '] is a topological quasi-*-algebra 
with distinguished *-algebra ffl 00 (/j) when the left and right 
multiplications are defined, for FEffl' and cpEffl 00 (/j), as 

F'cp = L(F)cp, cp'F= R(F)cp, 

where (R(F)cp,t/J) = (F,cp*t/J). Moreover (ffl',ffl OO (/j») is a 
LHQ-*-algebra of class S. 

The conclusion of the previous discussion is the follow
ing proposition. 

Proposition A. 6: A CCR framework (/j, * ,L) gives rise to 
a CCR quasi-*-algebra in the sense of Lemma A.2. 
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The Cauchy problem for stringy gravity 
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The Cauchy problem and the propagation of discontinuities for stringy gravity-that is. 
equations with Gauss-Bonnet terms-in arbitrary dimensions are studied. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The effective Lagrangian of the low energy limit of the 
supersymmetric string action' contains. in addition to the 
scalar curvature of a Riemannian connection on a d-dimen
sional manifold (d = 10 in the current model which offers 
anomaly cancellation). quadratic and higher order invari
ants in the curvature tensor. If these terms appear in the so
called Gauss-Bonnet combination the corresponding field 
equations Aap = 0 are like the Einstein equations SaP = O. 
second-order partial differential equations for the metric2-4: 

the terms L (p) of degree p would be. if the manifold had 
dimension 2p. the quantity corresponding to the closed form 
that represents the Euler class of the manifold5 (up to a con
stant factor) 

L(p) = ~a,:::a2p R P,P, ... R !J,.p-I!J,.P. 
PI ~p a,a2 Qzp- ta 2p 

The linearization of the field equations Aap = O. called 
equations of stringy gravity. around flat space are identical 
with the linearized Einstein equations. In the second vari
ation. around flat space. the equations AaP = 0 and SaP = 0 
have the same differential operator for the second variation: 
the propagators used in quantization by a perturbative ap
proach around flat space are the same in Einstein and stringy 
gravity.4,6 

Various interesting. nonperturbative results have also 
been obtained for the equations of stringy gravity: plane 
wave solutions3 (the same as for Einstein equations). spheri
cally symmetric solutions and their stability. 6 applications to 
a nonlinear model of electromagnetism via Kaluza-Klein.7 

and study of characteristics. 8,9 

In this self-contained paper we consider the Cauchy 
problem for the equations of stringy gravity. in arbitrary 
dimension. We show that it is a well posed problem with 
constraints in an analytic framework. but that the general 
propagation is governed by a cone of order 2d. which need 
not be convex. not even real. The properties of the generic 
solutions of AaP = 0 may be very different from those of 
Sap = O. and there is no proof that a limit theorem will hold 
when the polynomial corrections tend to zero. 

II. EQUATIONS 

Let Vbe ad-dimensional C 00 manifold. with a metric g 
of hyperbolic signature ( - • + . + ..... + ). This metric is 
said to represent "stringy gravity" if it satisfies a system of 
partial differential equations of the type 

13 . ~ ~ evp A "'A 
A a =.KOVa + ~ Kp (!) a P:" .p~~ 

p=' 

where the Kp are constants. the ~~ ~::::~: completely anti
symmetric Kronecker symbols. and RaP AP the Riemann cur
vature tensor of g. The sum is indeed finite: all terms with 
2p + 1 > d are identically zero; for d = 4 the only nonzero 
terms are for p = 1. For arbitrary d the term in p = 1 is 
proportional to the Einstein tensor: 

~~ ;:;~ RA,A/'P,=. - 4(R ~ - !i! R) =. - 4S~ . 

We rescale (2.1) to write it under the form 

A ~ =.S~ + Ai! + XB~ = O. (2.2) 

with P < d /2 being some positive integer. 
p 

Bp = ~ k ~p A,"'Alp R PIP,"'R Itlp-I!tlp 
a - ~ p a P,'''P,p AlA, Alp_lA,p . 

p=2 

We have by the symmetries of the Riemann tensor 

AaP=.Afja . 

Equations (2.2) are. in local coordinates. a system of 
d(d + 1 )/2 second-order partial differential equations for 
the d(d + 1 )/2 unknowns gaP' 

These equations are invariant by diffeomorphisms of 
V-i.e .• change oflocal coordinates-and they satisfy the d 
identities 

VaAp=.O; (2.3) 

indeed each coefficient of Kp in (2.1 ) satisfies such an identi
ty.2 

III. CAUCHY PROBLEM. CONSTRAINTS 

Equations (2.2) are. like the equations of ordinary gen
eral relativity, an underdetermined system: their character
istic determinant is identically zero. at most of rank 
d(d + 1 )/2 - d = d(d - 1 )/2. due to (2.3). They are also 
an overdetermined one: the unknowns and their first deriva
tives cannot be given arbitrarily on a (d - 1 )-dimensional 
submanifold of V; the Cauchy data must satisfy constraints. 

To make a geometric analysis of the Cauchy problem we 
use. as in ordinary gravity. a (d - 1) + 1 decomposition of 
the metric and. in the case considered here. of the full Rie
mann tensor. 

Let U = S X/be a local slicing of an open set UC Vby 
(d - 1 )-dimensional spacelike manifolds St = S X {t}. The 
metric reads. in adapted coordinates Xo = t. Xi coordinates 
onS. 

dr= -a2(dxo)2+gij(dxi+13idx°)(dxi+13idxo). 

If the shift 13 is zero (a choice that is always possible) a 
simple calculation gives the identities 

(3.1a) 

(3.tb) 
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o .-
RfJh = - (lIa)aoKih + KijK/- (lla)Viaha, (3.1c) 

where V and Rijh k are the Riemannian covariant derivative 
and curvature tensor of the metricg = (gij) inducedonS, by 
g = (gaf3)' and K = (Kij) is the extrinsic curvature of S" 
that is, 

Kij = - (lI2a)a~ij . (3.2) 

Formulas (3.1) and (3.2) can be written in arbitrary 
coordinates, or in intrinsic notation, by making the follow
ing substitution: 

(gij)-+1Tg, a- t ao-+1T2"n' 

where 2" n is the Lie derivative with respect to the unit nor
maIn = (a-I, - a-Ipi) toS, and 1Tthe projection operator 
on S" and 

R k Ri ,p' 13' -t' p. p.' ( ijh )-+1T em(g)=(rarf3r-trJ.l.,Ra'f3T ), 
o . ' 13' -t' . 

(aRijh ) -+1Tn·Rlem(g) = r:r 13 r -t np' R a'f3,-t,p., 

(R fJ/) -+n ® nb • Riem(g) = (n f3np.Ra(3-tP.) , 

r:' = o~' + na'na . 

We remark in the formulas (3.1) that the derivative 
a ~a appears nowhere and that the derivative aoKij' there
fore the derivative a ~gij' appears only in RfJh o. As a conse
quence the quantities A g and A ? are determined on a slice S, 
by the values on S, of the first derivatives of the metric; they 
give constraints on the Cauchy data, namely, in the coordi
nates we have adopted, 

p 

A g =sg + Agg + X L kp ~ r:;~; 
p=2 

X R· .j,j'···R. . hp-Ihp 
'.'2 'Zp- 1'2p , 

o 0 P i "'i 
Ai =S i-X L 2pkp ~j:"'j~: 

p=2 

X R.· OJ'R .. j,j4.··R. . hp-Ihp 
'1'1 '.,'4 '2p- 1'2p • 

We know from Einstein's equations that 

sg= - !(R -K/K/ + (K~)2), 
as?=VhKi

h - aiK~ . 

Using (3.1) the other terms in A g and aA ? can also be 
expressed in terms only of the geometric elements g, and K, 
onS,. 

The intrinsic Cauchy data on a slice So for stringy gravi
ty are, as for usual gravity, a metric and a symmetric two
tensor on So, satisfying the constraints, 

All =Aaf3nan 13 = 0 , "Hamiltonian" constraint, 

A ~ = (Ali) = 1T fnaA a 13 = - aA ? = 0 , 

"momentum" constraint. 

An analytic solution of the equations Aij = 0 on 
U = S X I that satisfies the constraints on So satisfies the 
equations Aaf3 = 0 in a neighborhood of So, for any analytic 
choice of lapse and shift, due to the identities 

VaAp = 0, 

which are then a first-order homogeneous system of the 
Cauchy-Kovalevski type for the d quantities A ~. 
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The same is true if, instead of A ij = 0, we consider the 
equations 

Aij =Aij - [lI(d - 2) ]gijA ~ 

=Rij + [21(2 - d) ]Agij + Bij 

- [1/(d-2)]gijB~ =0. 

IV. EVOLUTION. ANALYTIC CASE 

The equationsAij = 0, or Aij = 0, are, when the lapse is 
given as well as the shift (here taken to be zero), a system of 
nonlinear d (d - 1) /2 partial differential equatioins for the 
unknown ghk. As remarked by Aragone, they are linear in 
the second derivatives a~ghk. They are ofthe Cauchy-Ko
valevski type in a neighborhood in S X R of the manifold 
So = S X {O}, for the Cauchy data g and K, if they can be 
solved with respect to the a ~ghk' that is, if the determinant 
of the coefficients of these derivatives is nonzero. 

We denote by"", equality modulo the addition ofterms 
that contain no second derivatives a ~ghk. We have 

with 
P 

X hk - mk L k (2 )2 a> 1 h 1,00'12p 
ij - g,'lg p.p f!J i m m OO'm .1 2p 

p=2 

The system Aij = 0 is of the Cauchy-Kovalevski type, 
for the unknowngij and an arbitrarily given a, if the determi
nant of the matrix M with elements (a capital index is a pair 
of ordered indices) 

yhk=X hk _ [l/(d _ 2) ]g .. glmX hk 
I} Y lJ 1m' 

is nonidentically zero. 
We have, 1 denoting the unit matrix and D 

= d(d - 1)/2, 

det M = (l/2a2)D det(l + X Y) 

and 

det(l+xY)=1+xat+x2a2+ ... +xDaD , 

with 
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a = fC I,"'ID y/, ... ylD = det y. 
D J,"'JD J, J D 

The term aq is a polynomial in the components Rij kl of the 
Riemann tensor of g which can be expressed on So, using 
(3.1), in terms of the Cauchy data g and K. 

Theorem: Let (S,g,K) be an analytic initial data set, sat
isfying the constraints such that det (1 + X Y) s # O. There 
exists an analytic space-time ( v,g) taking these initial data 
and solution of the equations of stringy gravity. 

The (analytic) lapse is arbitrary: to different choices of 
lapse correspond locally isometric space-times. 

Proof' The Cauchy-Kovalevski theorem. 
Remark: If A, or if K and the Riemann tensor of g are 

small enough, then det (1 + X Y) s # o. 

V. CHARACTERISTICS AS POSSIBLE WAVE FRONTS 

In the previous section we considered an initial data set 
(S,g,K) and showed that it is possible to find an evolution of 
these initial data (at least in the analytic case) if they are 
such thatdet( I + X Y) Is #0. The lapse and, if we like it, also 
the shift were arbitrary given functions. By its very construc
tion the metric g is analytic across So; in particular its second 
derivatives admit no discontinuity across So. 

In order to study possible propagation of stringy gravi
ty, and eventually get rid of the analyticity hypothesis in the 
solution of the Cauchy problem, we now look for the possible 
significant discontinuities of the second derivatives of the 
metric across a (d - 1) -dimensional submanifold S of a giv
en space-time (V,g) solution of the equations of stringy 
gravity. Such hypersurfaces are called wave fronts. 

We know by general analysis in nonlinear partial differ
ential equations that these hypersurfaces will also be the hy
persurfaces of constant phase of the high frequency waves 
determined by asymptotic expansion. 10 

We know (cf. Lichnerowiczll
) that the significant dis

continuities of the second derivatives of the metric-that is, 
those that cannot be removed by a C 2 by pieces change of 
coordinates-are the discontinuities in a ~gij if S has local 
equation XO = const. The calculations made in the previous 
section show that these discontinuities can occur across S if 
and only if 

det Mis = 0 . (5.1) 

We now express this condition in arbitrary coordinates, 
where the equation of Sis /(xa

) = O. 
The lapse function a relative to the slicing S X lR is now 

such that 

l/a2= -[(Jl-aA/al'/; (5.2) 

it is infinite for isotropic (null) slices. 
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If Sis nonisotropic for the metric g, we denote by 1f' P the 
projection tensor on S. 

1f'p=6tp+nanp , nana = -1 (or +1). (5.3) 

In the coordinates of Sec. IV, 

nO = l/a, no= -a, ni =ni=O, (5.4a) 

~ = ~ = tr? = 0, 1Tj = I5J . (5.4b) 

The quantities relative to the slicing S X R, Rij kh in the 
coordinates of Sec. IV, are the components of a tensor P with 
components in arbitrary coordinates, with /(xa

) = const 
determining the slicing, 

AI' -<t' P' A I'R A'JI-' 55) PaP = '/1 a 1T /3 1T A ,1T 1" a'/3' . ( . 

That is, due to the antisymmetries in the Riemann ten-
sor, 

AJI--R AI'+ P R AI'+ AR Ul'+ P Pa/3 - ap n n[a pP I nun aP nun 

X (n[anARp/3 tl' + nan Jl-Rp/3).u + npnARap Ul') . 

Thus 
A A/3 '/3' A A 'I" Pa =Pa/3 = 1T!.1T p 1T A,Ra,p' 

= R ~ + Ra A'nAnA, + R ~,na'na 

AI" P' A' a' A + RaP' n nl" + R a,n nA,nan , 

P = p~ = R + 2nanARaA . 

In arbitrary coordinates, and the slicing /(xa
) = const, 

condition (5.1) can be expressed with the invariant quanti
ties associated with the matrix M. It will read 

(-[(Jl-aA/al'/)D(1+Xal+'" +XDaD)#O, 

where 

while aq is an invariant polynomial in the tensor P, of order 
(P - 1 )q. It can be seen using the expression of P and the 
antisymmetry of the fC tensor that aq is only a polynomial of 
order 2q in n. We find, for instance, when P = 2, 

a l = - 64(d - l)(d - 3)(d - 4)/(d - 2)k2saPnanp 

(using nana = - 1) 

(the result found by Aragone9
) and a2 is of the form, with 

Co, C I , Cz numbers depending on d, 

a2 = Co( p~)2 + CI p~p! + C2PaP Al'paPAI' ' 

which, using antisymmetries and nana = - 1, reduces to a 
polynomial of degree 4 in n. 

We obtain the equation for the wave fronts by replacing 
nanp in aq by 

aa/ap/ 
n n = - ---:--'-----''---

a P [(l'aA/al'/ 

and we see that the hypersurface S, j = canst, can be a wave 
front if 

a= ( - [(I' aA jal'j)D + X( - [(I' aA /al'/)D-lbl(V /) 

+X2( -[(l'-aA/al'/)D- 2b2(V/) 
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+ ... +~bD(Vf)=O, 
where bq (V f) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2q in 
Vj, whose coefficients vanish when the curvature tensor van
ishes. 

The wave front cone at a point of V is a cone in the 
cotangent space, obtained by replacing a). f by a covariant 
vector S)., of degree 2D. By taking the parameter X small-or 
the curvature small-it is possible to insure that this cone 
remains in a region close to the null cone of the metric. 

Proposition: If the curvature is bounded there exists a 
number E such that if Ixl < E the cone a = 0 lies between two 
second-order cones with equations in an orthonormal frame 
of the metric g: 

(XO)2 =AI :I(XI )2, X~ =A2:I(XI )2, Al < 1 <A2 . 

Proof: In an orthogonal frame the equation of the null 
cone Co of the metric g is 

-gAIJS).SIJ==S~ -:Isf =0. (Co) 
Consider a cone 

S ~ - A:Is 7 = 0 , A > 0 . 

If SEC). then 

a(s) == (A - 1 )D(:ISI)D + XP(A(:Is7) 1/2,SJ! , 
with P a homogeneous polynomial in XI' of degree 2D, with 
coefficient polynomials in the curvature. 

Fix, for instance, IA I <2; if the curvature is bounded 
there exists a constant K such that 

thus 

(A - 1)D - XK)(:IS;)D 

<a(s) « (A - I)D + XK )(:IS 7)D . 

Therefore taking A = 1 + a, a> 0, and 

x<aD/K 

implies a(s) > 0, a fortiori a(s) #0. 
The same result, a(s) #0, is obtained by taking 

A = 1 - b, b> 0, and 

X<bD/K, 

which implies a (s) < 0 if D is odd, and a (s) > 0 if D is even. 
However, there is no reason to consider that the product 

of the null cone and the cone gAIJS).SIJ - Xbl (s) = 0 ap
proximates the full cone C. 

VI. HARMONIC COORDINATES 

Coordinates are harmonic if the metric satisfies the con
ditions 

F).==g"'T a). fJ = O. 

It is well known that 

RafJ == - ~ a). 2IJgafJ + ga). afJF)' 

+ gj3). aa F). + hafJ(g,ag) , 

(6.1 ) 

(6.2) 

where HafJ depends only on the metric and its first deriva
tive. We set 
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R (h) - 1..AlJ a2 +h a fJ = - i.5 ).lJgafJ afJ (6.3) 

and 

A (h) =R (h) +XB a fJ- a fJ afJ' (6.4) 

where we do not truncate B afJ by the use of (6.1 ). 
We deduce from the conservation identities that a solu

tion of Aa (h) fJ = 0 satisfies the homogeneous wave equations 
inF)., 

(6.5) 

On the other hand a hyperbolic metric gafJ solution of 
Aa (h) fJ = 0 that satisfies the constraints on So (xO = 0) also 
satisfies 

(6.6) 

We deduce from this remark the following proposition. 
Proposition: A solution of Aa (h) fJ = 0 that satisfies the 

constraints on So and 

F).Is., = 0 (6.7) 

satisfies F). = 0 in all the future of So, determined by the 
isotropic cone of the metric, under only mild regularity hy
pothesis (as necessary for the uniqueness theorem for the 
wave equations), and hence satisfies AafJ = O. 

The system Aa (h) fJ = 0 is of the Cauchy-Kovalevski 
type. Its characteristic determinant is nonzero except on a 
cone, the characteristic cone. The elements of this determi
nant are 

aA (h) 
ppu _ a fJ f: f: 

afJ - a a 2 ~).~). 
( ).lJgPU) 

__ ~ "')"1Jf: f: f:.o f:.u aBafJ 
- 2 lS ~).~IJU'aufJ + X a(a 2 ) S).SIJ ' (6.8) 

).lJgpu 

where rows and columns are numbered by ordered pairs of 
indices (ap> and ( pu). 

Proposition: The characteristic determinant of the sys
tem 

Aa (h)fJ = 0 (6.9) 

is, with C = d - d(d + 1)12, 

det P (h) = C(gAIJS).SIJ )d det M . 

The elements of the determinant P (h), given by (6.8), are at 
a point XE V the components of a mixed tensor, though 
Aa (h) fJ is not a tensor on V. The determinant is a scalar which 
we can compute in an arbitrary coframe. We choose a co
frame such that So = 1, SI = 0, ~ = - a 2

, gOI = 0; then 

- aA (h) 1 f:. f:.u aBafJ pp u _ a fJ - up u + 
a fJ - a(a~gpu) - - 2 a fJ X a(a~gpu) , 

we know that the second derivatives a ~gou do not appear in 
BafJ , therefore 

where Yis the sameD XDmatrix,D = d(d - 1)/2, as in the 
previous section, and 1 D is the D X D matrix. 

Writing the stringy gravity in harmonic coordinates as 
Aa (h) fJ = 0 introduces the isotropic cone as a spurious wave 
front cone, but preserves the true one. 
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Without further information on this cone-reality, sim
plicity, convexity-it is not easy to give more results on the 
general Cauchy problem for the classical system of partial 
differential equations of stringy gravity. 
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In this paper, the occurrence of a linearization phenomenon in the Abelian Higgs model for 
isotropic solutions will be proved. In this linearizing process, as the parameter A .... 00, the 
smooth solutions of the nonlinear differential equations will degenerate to the Green's function 
of the related linearized equation, which is an inhomogeneous linear elliptic equation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The system of equations to be considered in this paper 
has arisen from the Abelian Higgs model. 1 This system con
tains a positive parameter A and a vortex number n which is 
an integer. We will demonstrate that as A approaches infin
ity, the smooth isotropic solutions, with fixed vortex number 
n and characterized by a variational principle, will degener
ate to a Green's function of a related linear problem. Math
ematically, such a limiting process, in which the smooth so
lutions develop a singularity, is named "nonlinear 
desingularization" by Berger.2 

In the Abelian Higgs equations, the unknown functions 
are a complex-valued function <I> (Higgs field) defined on R2 

and a real valued one-form A (Abelian gauge field) defined 
on R2. The equations can be written as 

DA *DA<I> = (AI2)V'(Ict>I)ct>/Ict>I, 

d * dA = (i12) * (ct> D Act> - <l>DA ct» , 

(1) 

(2) 

where i = FT, D Act> = (d - iA) ct> is the covariant deriv
ativeof<l>withrespecttoA, and V(potential)EC 2(R) is non
negative symmetric about the origin and is assumed to pos
sess the following properties: V( 1) = 0, V( t) > 0 on [0,1), 
and V /I ( 1 ) > 0.3 [One of the simplest and most popular ex
amples is V = (1 - R2)2. The same results presented by this 
paper are also valid for V = (1 - ]R2) 3, which does not satis
fy the condition V /I ( 1 ) > O. The proofs are almost the same 
and even simpler. ] 

The Euclidean action associated with the Abelian Higgs 
model is 

I;. (ct>,A) =~i IdA 12+ IDAct>1 2+AV(Ict>I>· (3) 
2 R' 

The isotropic solutions of ( 1 ) and (2) are defined as the 
smooth finite action solutions that can be written, in terms of 
polar coordinates (r,B) on R2,\ {O}, as 

ct>(r,B) = R(r)einIJ
, 

A(r,B) = S(r)dB, 

together with the boundary conditions 

R(O) =S(O) =0, 

R(r) .... 1, S(r) .... n as r .... 00 , 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where R is a non-negative function and n is a nonzero integer 
called the vortex number. 

Straightforward computation3 shows that (<I>,A) with 
form (4) and (5) satisfies (1) and (2) on R2,\ {O}ifandonly 
if (R,S) satisfies 

- R /I (r) - (1/r)R '(r) + (1/r)(n - S(r»)2R(r) 

+ (AI2)V'(R(r»)=0, (8) 

- S /I (r) + (1/r)S'(r) - (n - S(r»)R 2(r) = 0, (9) 

in (0, 00 ). The corresponding Euclidean action is 

I;. (R,S) =~i [~S'(r)]2 + [R'(r)]2 
2 R' r 

+ ~[n-S(r)]2R2(r)+AV(R(r»). (to) 

Remark: From (8) and (9) it is easily seen that if (R,S) 
is a solution for given n then (R, - S) is a solution for - n. 
Therefore, we only consider the positive integer n in this 
paper. 

The existence of the isotropic solutions has been proved 
by Plohr.3 In the previous paper written with Berger4 we 
studied the system (1) and (2) with special V, where 
VCR) = (1 - R 2)2. We proved the existence of the solutions 
with form (4) and (5) and investigated the nonlinear desin
gularization phenomenon. For the special V, it was proved 
that R(r) and S(r) are strictly increasing functions on 
[0, 00 ). However, for the general V considered here, we lose 
the monotonic property of R that causes all the difficulties in 
the proof of the occurrence of the nonlinear desingulariza
tion. 

In Sec. II, we will first set the function spaces which are 
the same as in the previous paper.4 We will then discuss the 
existence and the properties of the smooth isotropic solu
tions obtained by the variational principle. In Sec. III we will 
study the nonlinear desingularization phenomenon for 
smooth isotropic solutions. 

II. EXISTENCE, PROPERTIES 

The function spaces of Rand S are defined by 
CR = the set of real-valued radially symmetric non

negative functions R ( Ix I> defined on R2 such 
that 1 - REW t •2 (R 2) ; 

C S = the set of real-valued radially symmetric func
tions S( Ixl) defined on H2, such that 
(1/r)SEL ~oc(R2) with ( 1/r)S'EL2(R2), where 
the derivative S' is in the distributional sense. 
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We now establish the properties of V and J;. . 
Lemma 1: Suppose that V has the properties stated in 

the Introduction. Then 

(i) V'(1) = 0; 

(ii) there is a > 0 such that V(t) ;;;.a(1 - t 2)2 on [0,1]; 

(iii) there is 0 < 8 < 1 such that 

V"(t) >0, V'(t) <0 on [8,1), 

inf V(t) = V(8) . 
[0.6) 

Proof: (i) Since V(1) = 0, V;;;.O on Rand VeC 2(R), we 
have V'(1) = o. 

(ii) From V(t) >Oon [0,1), we have V(t)/(1- t)2>0 
on [0, 1 ). According to (i) and V" (1 ) > 0, 

V(t) =!V"(1)(t-l)2+ 0 (t-1)2; 

thus V(t)/( 1 - t)2 _~ V" (1) > 0 as t- 1. Therefore, there is 
a> 0 such that 

V(t) ;;;.a(1 - t 2)2 on [0,1] . 

(iii) V"(1) >Oand VeC 2imply V"(t) >Oon [8,1] for 
an appropriate constant 8>0; thus V'(t) <0 on [8,1) be
cause V' (1) = O. Hence V is strictly decreasing on [8,1]. 
Therefore, there exists 8;;;.8 which satisfies the conclusion. 

Lemma 2: For every (R,S)eCR ED cs , we can define a 
modified function R of R such that ReC R , R..;; 1 on R2 and 
J;. (R,S)..;;J;. (R,S). 

Proof: Refer to Ref. 3, Lemma 11.3.3. 
Utilizing Lemmas 1 and 2, we can obtain the existence 

and some properties ofthe isotropic solutions by the similar 
argument used in the previous paper.4 Here we only state the 
results without proof. 

Theorem 3 (Existence): (i) The infimum of J;. over 
CR ED Cs is attained, say at (R,S); (ii) R(r), 
S(r)eCOO (0,00) nC[o,oo) and (R,S) satisfies (6)-(9); 
(iii) (<I>,A) with form (4) and (5) isa C 2 smooth solution of 
(1) and (2). [By C 2 smooth we mean that the components 
of <I> and A, <1>1' <1>2' AI' and A2 are elements of C 2(R2).] 

Theorem 4 [Properties of (R (r),S(r»)]: 
(i)O..;;S<n, S';;;.O on [0,00), 

1
1 I i ( 1 )2 sup -S..;; -S' . 

(0,00) r R' r ' 

(ii) O..;;R..;;1 on [0,00); 
(iii) R- 1, S-n exponentially as r- 00; 

(iv) f J..- S '=21Tn, 
JR' r 

where n is the integer in (4). 

III. THE NONLINEAR DESINGULARIZATION 
PHENOMENON FOR ISOTROPIC SOLUTIONS 

In this section we will study the asymptotic behavior of 
the isotropic solutions <1>;. = R;. ein8

, A;. = S;. dO, as A. - 00. 
We denote F;. = *dA;. (note that it is a gauge invariant), 
which has representation in (0, 00 ): 

F;. (r) = (1lr)S~ (r) . 

It can be proved4 that F;. eC 2(R2) and satisfies 

- !::J';. + F;. = T;. (R;. ,S;. ) , (11) 
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F;. -0 as lxi- 00 , 

where T;.eC I (R2) and 

T;. = (2/r)R;.R A (n - S;.) 

+ (l!r)(1-Ri)SA in (0,00). 

Let G be the Green's function of the linear equation 

- IiG + G = 8 (8 is the Dirac delta function), 

G-O as lxi- 00 . 

We will demonstrate that for fixed n, as A. - 00, 

F;. -21TnG in WI,p(R2
), l..;;p<2 

and 

T;. -21Tn8 in an integral sense. 

(12) 

(13) 

We will first establish the exponential decay for T;. and 
F;.. 

Lemma 5: For every A. > 0, as r- 00, 

T;. (r),F;. (r) -0 exponentially. 

Proof: If we can show that R A (r),F;. (r)eWI ,2 [1,00) , 
then we have R A (r),F;. (r) -0 as r- 00 (cf. Ref. 1, p. 84). 
Thus according to Theorem 4 (iii) we have T;. -0 exponen
tially at 00, and applying the standard theory of exponential 
decay at 00 (cf. Ref. 1, p. 84) to (11), we obtain F;. - 0 
exponentially at 00. In fact, since (R;.,S;. )eCR 

ED Cs , R A,F;. eL2[ 1,00) . From (8) and (9) R:; and FA sat
isfy 

R:; = - (1lr)R A + (1lr)(n - S;. )2R;. 

+ (A.12)V'(R;.) , 

FA = - (l!r)(n - S;.)R i . 
By Theorem 4 (iii), (llr)(n - S;. )2R;., (llr)(n 
- S;.)R i eL2 [1,00) . By Lemma 1 and Theorem 4 (ii), 

1V'(R;.)1 2 = IV'(R;.) - V'(1)1 2 

= IV" (t)(R;. - 1) 12 

..;;C(l-Ri)2";;(Cla)V(R;.) . 

The proof is complete. 
We will now investigate the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 6: 

(i) 17;. = 21Tn, for all A. > 0; 

(ii) for given € > 0, lim f 1 T;.I = 0; 
;'-ooJ1xl>£ 

(iii) F;. -21TnG in WI ,p(R2
) as A.- 00 , 

where l..;;p < 2. 

Proofof(i): From (12), Lemma 5, and Theorem 4 (iv), 

By Theorem 4 (ii) and (iii), FA = - (l!r)(n - S;.)R i 
approaches zero exponentially at infinity; thus the Green's 
formula gives S R'!::J';. = O. 

Proof of (ii): We will prove that 
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(I)limi \~(1-Ri)S~\ =0; 
..t_"" R' r 

(II) lim ( \~R..tR~(n-s..t)\ =0. 
..t- ""J1xl>e r 

(I): For any a:;i:O, 

1..t(R..t (ar),S..t (ar») 

=
a2

i (~S~)2 
2 R' r 

Thus 

d 
- 1,dR..t (ar),S..t (ar») 
da 

Since (R..t (ar),S,t (ar»)ECR Ell Cs, the minimality of 
(R,t,S,t) implies 

.!i.-(R,t (ar),S,t (ar»)\ =0, 
da a=1 

i.e., 

i (~S~)2 =iti V(R,t). 
R' r R' 

(14) 

On the other hand, by Lemma 5 and (9) we can use integra
tion by parts to obtain 

= - 1Ti""[(n-s,t)2]'Ri dr , 

and according to Theorem 4, we obtain 

LJ +S ~ )\;;; -1T(n - S,t (rWI; = 1Tn2. (15) 

Combining (14) and (15), we have 

lim ( V(R,t) =0. (16) ;t-ooJR2 

Now Lemma 1 (ii) and Theorem 4 (ii) imply 

limi \~(1- R i )S~ \ 
,t_"" R' r 

(II): The proof rests on the following two lemmas con
cerning the limiting behavior of R,t. 

Lemma 7: For given E> 0, R,t (r) -+ 1 uniformly on 
[E,oo ) as it -+ 00. 

Proof: It is sufficient to prove that for given E> 0 and 
8 < r < 1, where 8 is the scalar obtained in Lemma 1, there 
exists A>O such that it;;. A implies R,t (r);;.ron [E,oo). 

We first show that there is AI> 0 such that 
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sup R,t (r);;.r whenever it;;.AI . [e/2,el 

In fact, if for any AI> 0 there is it;;.AI such that 
sUP[e12.eIR,t (r) < r, then Lemma 1 and Theorem 4 imply 

{ V(R,t );;.1 a(1 - R i )2> a(1 - r)2
31TC , 

JR' e/2<lxl<e 4 
which contradicts (16). 

Let m = inf!V' (t) I> O. Let 
[c5.rl 

A = max{A 8n
2 

4n
2 

} • 
I'mc' [V(8) - V(r)]c 

We will now prove that R,t ;;.ron [E,oo) for allit;;.A. We can 
argue by contradiction. Suppose there is both it;;.A and 
rIE[E,oo) such that R,t (rl ) <r. Since A;;.A I and 
R,tEC""(O,oo), there is roE[E/2,rl ) such that R,t (ro) = r. 
We define a modified function R,t of R,t by 

_ {R,t (r), 1'E[O,ro] , 
R,t (r) = 

max{r,R,t (r)}, 1'E(ro,oo). 

We claim R..tECR' We only need to check R ~EL2(R2). 
Clearly, R~ =R~ if 1'E[O,ro],R~ = [max{r,R,t(r)}], if 
1'E(ro,oo). Consider max{r,R,t (r)} as a composite function 
/oR,t, where / is defined by /(x) = x if x;;'r, /(x) = r if 
x < r. Thus/is piecewise smooth on R with/'EL"" (R). Ap
plying the chain ruleS to /0 R,t, we obtain I (j'o R..t )' I < I R ~ I. 
Therefore R~EL2(R2). Since (R,t,S..t) ECR EIlCs , 
1). (R,t,s).) ;;.1). (R).,S).). Denote 

EI = {1'E(ro, 00), 8<R). (r) < r}, 

E2 = {1'E(ro, 00 ), R). (r) <8}. 

We now prove that on E I U E2, 

[(n-S,t)2/r ](Ri -Ri) +it(V(R..t) - V(R,t»>O. 

Since EI is nonempty, the continuity of R). and S). implies 
1,t (R).,S).) <1). (RAtS).). This contradiction concludes the 
proof. Indeed, for any TEEI, since 8<R). (r) < r 
= R). (r) < 1, it;;.A and O<S). < n, 

it [ VIR). (r») - VIR). (r»)] 

= itV' (s)(R). (r) - R). (r) );;.itm(R). (r) - R). (r») 

it (R- 2 2) n
2 

(- 2 R 2 ) >2"m ,t(r) -R).(r);;. (E/2)2 R).(r) - ,t(r) 

(n - S, (r»)2 _ 
;;. ;. (R i (r) - R i (r») . 

For any TEE2, Lemma 1 (iii) implies 

it [V(R). (r» - VIR). (r»)];;'it [V(8) - VIR). (r»)] 

= it (V(8) - V(r»). 

Because it;;.A and O<R i (r) - R i (r) < 1, 

it [V(R). (r») - VIR). (r»] 

(n - S, (r»)2 _ 
;;. ,; (R i (r) - R i (r») . 

The proof of Lemma 7 is complete. 
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Lemma 8: For given E> 0 and 8 < r < 1, there exists 
A> 0 such that A>A implies R ~ >0 on [E,oo). 

Proof: According to Lemma 7, for given E>O and 
8<r< 1, we can find a A>O such thatA>A implies R ... >r 
on [E, 00 ). We will now prove that if R ... >r on [E, 00 ) then 
R :",>0 on [E,oo), which confirms the result. We can again 
argue by contradiction. Assume that there is both A>A and 
r,E[E,oo), such thatR ~ (r,) <0. We denote D, = {1E[O,rd, 
R~(r) =0,andR1(r)<0}. SinceR ... (O) =O,R ... (r»Oon 
[0,00 ), R ... (r)EC 2[0, 00 ), and R ~ (r,) < 0, D, is a nonempty 
bounded closed set; thus D, attains its smallest upper bound, 
say at roo Clearly, O<ro<r" R~(ro) =0,R1(ro)<0, and 
R ... (r»R ... (r,»ron [ro,rd. We define 

_ {R ... (r), 1E[O,ro], 
R ... (r) = 

max{R ... (ro),R ... (r)}, 1E(ro,oo). 

The same argument in Lemma 7 gives R ... EC R' We denote 
D2 = {1E(ro,oo), R ... (r) <R ... (r) = R ... (ro)}. We claim that 
for 1ED2, 

(lr)(n - S;. )2(R i - R i) + A [V(R;.) - V(R;.)] >0, 

or equivalently, 

1 2 A V(R;.) - v(R;.) 
_2 (n - S;.) < - 2 - 2 
r R;.-R;. 

(17) 

Thus the continuity of R;., R;., and S;. imply I ... (R;.,S;.) 
<I;. (R;.,S;.), which will contradict the minimality of I;. at 
(R;.,S;.). Indeed, since (R;..S;.) satisfies (8), 

(lIra)(n - S;. (ro»2R;. (ro) + (A 12) V'(R;. (ro» 

(18) 

For 1ED2, since r<R;. (r) <R;. (r) = R;. (ro), Lemma 1 im
plies 

_ A VIR;. (r») - ~(R;. (r») = _ A V'(s2 

R i (r) - R i (r) R;. (r) + R;. (r) 

AV'(R;. (ro» ;>- . 
2R;. (ro) 

Moreover, according to Lemma 4 (i) and (18), we have 

_ AV'(R;. (ro» ;>.!.. (n _ S;. (ro»2 
2R;.(ro) ra 

;> ~ (n - S;. (r»)2 . 

Inequality (17) is achieved. The proof of Lemma 8 is com
plete. 

Now we are in the position to prove (II). 
Using Lemma 8 and Lemma 7, for A>A, 

r I ~ R;.R ~ (n - S;.) I 
J1xl>E r 

1899 

<21TnRi(r)l: =21Tn(I-Ri(E»)-+0 asA-+oo. 

Proof of (iii): Since F;. satisfies (11) and (12), 
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F ... (x) = r G(x - y) T ... (y)dy. 
JR' 

Since f R' T;. (y)dy = 21Tn, 

F;. (x) - 21TnG(x) = i (G(x - y) - G(x»)T;. (y)dy. 
R' 

Thus 

IIF;. (x) - 21TnG(x) II WI.pCR') 

+ it, {i,li,[~G(X - y) - G(X»)] 

X T;. (y)dyIP dX} lip 

<i,1 T;. (Y) I {IIG(X - y) - G(x) IILpCR') 

+ it,ll a~i (G(x - y) - G(x») II LpCR') } dy 

= r IT;.(Y)IG(y)dy, 
JR' 

where 

G(y) = IIG(x - y) - G(X)IIL CR') 
p 

+ ± II~G(X-Y) -G(X»)II . 
i=' aXi LpCR') 

In Ref. 4 we established the Lp estimates for G(y). We ob
tained that for 1 <p < 2, 

(a) O<G(y)<C on H2, where Cis a constant; 
(b) O<G(Y)<CIYla on lyl<l, 

where C and a are positive constants. 
Combining (I) and (a) we obtain 

lim r I.!..(I- R i )S~ I G(y)dy = O. ;'-ooJR' r 

Combining (II) and (a) we obtain 

lim! I~R;.R ~ (n - S;.) I G(y)dy = O. "'-00 lyl>E r 
To conclude the proofwe show that there are constants 

C>O and A>O, such that for all O<E<1 and alIA>A, we 
have 

! I ~ R ... R ~ (n - S;.) I G(y)dy<C IEIa/2 . 
lyl<E r 

According to (b) it is sufficient to show that there exists a 
constant C> 0, such that for all A>A, 

IR~(r)I<Clr, on[O,I]. (19) 

In fact, using the same method introduced by Plohcl (Chap. 
II, Sec. 4), and noticing that the Sin Plohr's paper is - Sin 
this paper, we obtain the representation of R ~ on [0,1]: 
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ni
3

[ rR~(r)][r.]n - - R;,. (r) + ....Q. x'(r)dr 
2rO 2 n r 

where X is a COO function on [0,00), such that x(r) = 1 for 
r<2, x(r) =0 for r>3, and O<x(r)<1 on [0,00). Since 
O<R;,.(r)<1 and VEC 2( - 00,00), we have 

1
_1 {('o V'(R;,. (r»)[~]nrdr 
2ro Jo ro 

-f V'(R;,. (r»[; rX(r)rdr} I 

1 [~9 - ~] C <-supjV'(t)\ -+-- <-, 
2ro [0,11 2 2 ro 

(20) 

where C is a constant independent of roo Since Theorem 4 
and inequality (15) imply 

sup \ (1/r)S;,. (r) \ <1Tn2 , 
(0,00 ) 

therefore, 
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I-l-{ ro~ S;,. (r)(S;,. (r) - 2n)R;,. (r) [~1nrdr 
2ro Jo r ro 

-f -;- s;,. (r)(S;,. (r) - 2n) R;,. (r) [ r: rX(r)r dr} I 

91Tn3 

<--, (21) 
2ro 

because O<S;,. (r) <n, O<R;,. (r)<I, and O<x(r)<1. Ac
cording to Lemma 8, there is A> 0, such that A>A implies 
R ~ >0 on [2, 00 ), therefore, 

I n t[ rR~(r) ][7: 1
n I 2rOJ2 R;,. (r) + n : x'(r)dr 

n [3i
3 1 c <-sup\x'(r)\ 1 +- R~(r)dr <-. 

2ro [2,31 n 2 ro 
(22) 

Combining (20)-(22) we obtain (19). 
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The one loop effective measure for a two-dimensional generalized sigma model with torsion in 
the presence of an arbitrary gravitational background is computed. The consequences of the 
result on the relation between the conformal anomalies and the divergences of the model are 
considered. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Generalized sigma models in two dimensions have re
cently received much attention because of their relation with 
string theory.! The requirement of conformal invariance of 
the sigma model is connected with the low energy equations 
of motion of the string.!,2 In practice, one is interested in the 
transformation properties of the partition function (or vacu
um energy) of the model under Diff and Weyl transforma
tions in the presence of a gravitational background. 

For a generic interacting sigma model, i.e., for a model 
defined on a nonflat target space (eventually also with tor
sion), the best one can do is to use perturbation theory, that 
is, to make a loop expansion. Even at the one loop level, a 
complete computation of the conformal anomalies of an in
teracting sigma model in the presence of an arbitrary gravi
tational background has not been done. In performing such a 
computation one meets essentially two kinds of difficulties. 
First, the Lagrangian contains infinitely many interaction 
vertices with two space-time derivatives and, second, some 
care is needed in the choice of the regularization that might 
introduce an explicit breaking of the conformal symmetries 
in which one is interested. 

I have shown recently3 how the above problems can be 
bypassed by using the Schwinger proper-time regulation.4 In 
Ref. 3 a free bosonic model in the presence of an arbitrary 
gravitational background has been considered. In the pres
ent paper the same method is applied to study the Diff and 
Weyl anomalies of an interacting sigma model at the one 
loop level. 

The computational work consists of evaluating the one 
loop effective measure JI ij (x) of the theory 

(1.1 ) 

where H (p,q) is just the operator entering in the quadratic 
part of the Lagrangian in background and the indices i and j 
label the internal degrees of freedom. 

The one loop effective measure ( 1.1) is the fundamental 
quantity that enters in all the one loop computations of any 
kind of anomaly. In practice, anyone who has computed a 
one loop anomaly has, in one way or another, computed 
JI ij(x) or part of it. Theone loop effective measure contains 
all the information concerning the symmetries of the theory 
and describes also the one loop divergences that, in fact, are 
related in certain models to the breaking of the dilatation 
symmetry. 

In the present paper I will concentrate on the computa
tion of JI ij (x) with the more general form of H(p,q) rel-

evant for a two-dimensional bosonic sigma model in an arbi
trary gravitational background. I consider then the relation 
between the conformal anomalies and the divergences of the 
model at one loop. The implications of the result on the low 
energy physics of the string will be discussed elsewhere.s 

II. THE ONE LOOP EFFECTIVE MEASURE 

In this section we fix the notation and formulate the 
problem. The material contained in the present section rep
resents a short review of some well-known aspects of the field 
theory. Our main purpose will be to show the crucial role 
played by the effective measure ( 1.1) in the anomaly compu
tations. 

We are interested in a two-dimensional generalized sig
ma model in presence of an arbitrary gravitational back
ground. A typical action is 

s= ~ J d 2 x(..[ggf'vGij(¢»af'¢/av¢>j 

(2.1) 

where gf'V(x) and g(x) are the inverse and the determinant 
of the classical two-dimensional metric gf'V (x) (with Eu
clidean signature). The interactions of the scalar field ¢>i(X) 

(i = 1,2, ... ,D) with itself are described by the two functions 
Gij (¢» = Gji (¢» and Kij (¢» = - Kji (¢». 

At the tree level the symmetries of the theory are those 
displayed in the classical action (2.1), whereas at one loop 
one has to consider the effective action r [¢> ], 

(2.2) 

As is well known, r 0 [ ¢>] is just the classical action and 
r! [¢>] can be obtained from the knowledge of all the one 
particle irreducible diagrams at one loop with dropped ex
ternal propagators. The easiest way of computing r! [¢> ] is to 
use the so-called background field method. In fact, this 
method can be used to find r [ ¢>] at every order of the loop 
expansion. The recipe is the following. 

(i) Make the shift ¢>i (x) -+ ¢>i (x) + 1f (x) in the classical 
action. (Note that this is not a normal coordinate expan
sion.) 

(ii) Consider now S [¢>i + 1f] as the action for the 
"quantum" field 1f, and consider ¢>i(X) as arbitrary classical 
functions. 

(iii) Compute the connected, one particle irreducible 
vacuum-to-vacuum diagrams for the 1T' field. The result is 
precisely r [¢>]. 
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A proof that the above procedure gives the right result 
can be found in Ref. 6. If you like a more direct proof in 
terms of single Feynman diagrams you can easily verify that 
the statistics of the diagrams is indeed correct. 

So, let us compute now r 1 [¢ ]. According to the above 
rules, r 1 is just given by one-half of the logarithm of the 
determinant of the operator H entering in the quadratic part 
of the action S[ ¢ + 17'] in the 17' field. That is, in short-hand 
notation, 

1 1 t?S[,I.] 
-lnDetH=-lnDet ..,... 
2 2 6¢i6¢j 

(2.3 ) 

In order to give a precise meaning to the above expression, 
one has to introduce a regularization. We use the 
Schwinger'S proper-time method,4 and define the regular
ized one loop effective action r 1 as 

r 1 = -..!..ioo dT Tr[e- TH ] , (2.4) 
2 E T 

where E is the ultraviolet cutoff (to be sent to zero) and Tr 
means the trace operation in both the internal indices i andj 
(i,j = 1,2, ... ,D) and the space-time coordinates. 

With the action (2.1), the H operator is 

Hij (p,q) = p,.g""(q)Aij (q)p" 

+ i[p,.Bt(q) + Bt(q)p,.] + Cij(q), 

where 

and 

Bt = - B'j; = ~,." (aiGjk - ajGik )a,,¢k 

- i~"Tkij a,,¢\ 

Cij = ~i = ~,." aAGkl a,.¢k a,,¢l 

- ~a,. [g'''(aiGjk + ajGik )a,,¢k] 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

- (i/2)~"(aiTklj +ajTk/j)a,.¢ka,,¢I, 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

There is an important point to be noted here concerning 
the dependence of r on the gravitational background. The 
action (2.1) does not depend on all the components of the 
classical metric g,." (x). The action only depends on 

g"" = ,Jggll.". If the metric g,." is not involved in the regular
ization procedure (like in the Schwinger proper-time meth
od), then r also is a functional of g"". Consider now an 
infinitesimal Weyl transformation 

a",g,." (x) = 2u(x)g,." (x). (2.12) 

Since g""(x) is invariant under a transformation (2.12), it 
follows that the regularized effective action r is invariant 
under Weyl transformations. 
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tion 
Let us consider now an infinitesimal Diff transforma-

avg"" = V,. V" (x) +V"V,.(x), 

av¢i(x) = v"(x)a,.¢i(x), 

(2.13 ) 

(2.14 ) 

where the covariant derivative V,. is defined in terms of the 
Christoffel connection 

r~p =!gI''''(a"g",p +apguv -a",gvp)' (2.15) 

The classical action (2.1) is invariant under the transforma
tions (2.13) and (2.14), but what about the one loop effec
tive action r I? All we need to know is the transformation 
property of the H operator (2.5) under the transformations 
(2.13) and (2.14). Since His related to the second derivative 
of the classical action (which is invariant) with respect to ¢i, 
H transforms covariantly with respect to the transformation 
(2.14); that is, H must transform as the product 

6 6 
-18)-
6¢i t>¢j 

transforms. This means, in particular, that the functional 

,7 = f d 2x ¢i(x)Hij¢/(x) 

is invariant under Diff transformations. Therefore, 

a v,7 = f d 2x[ V"(a,,¢i)Hij¢j + ¢i(avHij)¢j 

+ ¢iHij V"(a,,¢j) ] 

= f d 2x¢i[ avHij + Hij v"a" - a" V"Hij ]¢j 

must vanish, and hence 

avHij(p,q) = ip" V"(q)Hij(p,q) - iHij(p,q) V"(q)p". 
(2.16 ) 

A direct computation, done by making use of the explicit 
dependence of H on ¢i(X) andg,." (x), shows that Eq. (2.16) 
is indeed satisfied. 

Note that the covariant properties of H with respect to 
any transformation that is a symmetry of the classical action 
is a general feature which does not depend on the particular 
form of the action nor on the fact that we are in two dimen
sions. 

From definition (2.4) and Eq. (2.16) it follows that 

avr 1 =..!.. Tr[ aJ.. VAe- EH] 
2 

= ~ f d 2x aA VA(x)tr(xle-EHlx), (2.17) 

where tr means the trace in the target space indices 
i, j = 1,2, ... ,D. In terms of the effective measure (1.1), one 
has 

(2.18) 

Equation (2.18) shows how the effective measure controls 
the Diff anomaly. 

To find the one loop divergences of the model is even 
simpler; a logarithmic derivative of r in the cutoff gives 
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E __ 1 =-Tr[e EH] =- d 2xtrJ(x). dr 1 - If 
dE 2 2 

(2.19) 

Again, it is the effective measure that gives the one loop 
divergences. 

It is clear that the behavior of r 1 under an arbitrary 
symmetry transformation is always expressed in terms of the 
effective measure. We leave the proof to the reader; the cru
cial property that one has to note is the covariant behavior of 
the H operator under any symmetry transformation. 

The expressions (2.18) and (2.19) depend on tr J(. But 
if one considers a symmetry transformation that acts nontri
vially on the target space indices, then the other components 
of J( ij (x) are also involved. In Sec. III the whole effective 
measure ( 1.1) is computed. 

I would like to add a few remarks on the global proper
ties of the sigma model two-dimensional space-time mani
fold in view of an application of the present formalism in the 
string theory context. At the tree string level, i.e., with the 
world sheet topology of the sphere, the conformal (Diff and 
Weyl) transformation properties of the partition function 
.fZ of the sigma model determine all the constraints the inter
acting string states must satisfy. When string loops are con
sidered, that is, with world sheets of higher genus, the knowl
edge of the dependence of !f on the Diff Weyl 
transformation parameters is not sufficient to obtain the 
complete expressions of the string amplitude constraints 
(one has to integrate also over the moduli parameters). So 
we are mainly interested here in world sheets with the topol
ogy of the sphere. The connection of such a compact mani
fold with the sigma model space-time we are considering can 
be obtained in the following way. One can select a point P on 
the surface and project the surface on the plane with the 
point P identified with infinity. Then, the set of the metrics 
{gJ.!v (x)} relevant for our problem is identified with the orbit 
of the Diff and Weyl groups of transformations acting on 
some reference metric hJ.!v (x). For instance, one can choose 
hJ.!v (x) to be the standard metric obtained by a stereographic 
projection of the sphere on the plane 

(2.20) 

In what follows, we assume that the metric gJ.!v (x) is related 
to the reference metric hJ.!v (x), Eq. (2.20), by a Diffand/or 
Weyl transformation. Moreover, in order to keep the distin
guished point P on the surface fixed, the infinitesimal param
eters of the Diff transformations are assumed to vanish at 
infinity. This last assumption is just connected with the re
quirement of maintaining the boundary conditions fixed so 
that the transformations that one considers act on the states 
of the same Hilbert space. 

III. THE PERTURBATIVE EXPANSION 

With the general form (2.5) oftheH operator, the com
putation of the effective measure is not straightforward be
cause the quadratic part of H in the momenta PJ.! depends on 
the position operators qV. This problem can be solved by 
using the method adopted in Ref. 3. One has 

(x,ile-EH(P·q)lx,j) = (O,ile-EH(P.HX)IO,j), (3.1) 
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where 

q"IO) = 0. (3.2) 

Consider now a Taylor expansion of H(p,q + x) in powers 
ofqJ.!: 

H(p,q+x) = Ho(p;x) + HI (p,q;x) , (3.3) 

where 

(3.4) 

and 

HI(p,q;x) = au [A (x)gJ.!V(x) ]PJ.!qup" 

+ ~aUaT [A (x)gJ.!V]pJ.!quq"pv 

+ 2iBJ.!(x)pJ.! + i auBJ.!(x) [PJ.!qu + qUpJ.!] 

+ C(x) + ... . (3.5) 

InEqs. (3.4) and (3.5) the indices i andjhave been omitted 
and A, B J.!, and C represent the corresponding matrices. The 
relevant terms of the Taylor expansion of the amplitude 
(3.1) in HI are 

(O,ile - EH 10,j ) 

= (O,ile-EHoIO,j) - E fda 

X (O,iIE- E(1 - a)HoHIe- EaHoIO,j ) 

+ ~ f ada f d{3 (O,ile - E(1 - a)HoHI 

X e - Ea( 1 - {3)HoHIe - Ea{3H110,j ) + ... . (3.6) 

Each term of the expansion (3.6) can be easily computed; 
the reason is that Ho does not depend on q", and the q" opera
tors contained in HI can be moved to the left (or to the right) 
where they vanish because ofEq. (3.2). After the q" opera
tors have been eliminated, one can go to the momentum ba
sis 

fd2klk~(kl=l, (3.7) 

with 

pJ.!lk) =kJ.!lk), (3.8) 

and 

(Olk) = (k 10) = 1/217'. (3.9) 

The integral in the momenta is easily performed (for a spe
cific set of eigenvalues of the A matrix) by using 

f
d2ke-F(X)gP"(X)kpkuk k ···k k 

PI v, J.ln 'Vn 

where 

(3.11) 

is the inverse of gJ.!"(x). Finally, one has to integrate over the 
Feynman parameters a and{3. How to perform this last inte
gration will be illustrated in the following. Now we give the 
details of the computation. 
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To zeroth order, 

(0) = (O,iIE - EHoIO,j ) 

= (O,ilexp[ - EA(x)gJ.tV(x)pJ.tPv] 10,j) 

= _1_2 J d 2k{exp[ - EA(x)gJ.tV(x)kJ.tkv ]}ij. 
(21T) 

(3.12) 

This integral is easily performed in the basis in which the A 
matrix is diagonal. From Eq. (3.10) it follows then 

(0) = (1/41TE)A if I(X). (3.13) 

To first order, 

(I) = - E f da(O,ile - E(I - a)HoHIe - EaHoIO,j) 

= - E f da(O,ile - E(I - a)Ho{C(x) + iauBJ.t(x) 

X [pJ.tqu + qUpJ.t] + !aUaT [A (x)gJ.tV(x) ] 

XPJ.tqUqTpv}rEaH"IO,j). (3.14) 

In Eq. (3.14) we have omitted the terms of HI that give a 
vanishing contribution in the e -+ ° limit. We also have omit
ted the terms that, even if they are relevant in the E-+O limit 
by power counting, give a vanishing result by parity. In Eq. 
(3.14) we have three terms; let us consider each of them 
separately: 

(1)1 = - 4~ fda J d 2
k 

X(exp[ - E(1 - a)A(x)gJ.tV(x)kJ.tkv] );mCmn (x) 

x(exp[ - EaA(x)gPU(x)kpku ] )nj' 

In the basis in which A(x) is diagonal with eigenvalues A;, 
one has 

(1)1= - 4~fda[(1-a)A;+aAj]-ICij(X). 
(3.1S) 

In order to perform the integration in a, we use the following 
identity: 

[(1-a)A; +aAj]-1 

= 100 

dt[ (1 - a)(A; + t) + a(Aj + t)] - 2. (3.16) 

To second order, 

Equation (3.1S) can then be written as 

(1)1=-- dt C(x) . 1 Loo [1 1] 
41T 0 A(x)+t A(x)+t ij 

(3.17) 

It should be noted that in order to perform the integration on 
the Feynman parameters, we shall frequently use the trick 
illustrated in Eq. (3.16). In general one has 

F-n=n 100 

dt(t+F)-n-\ for n>1. (3.18) 

Now let us consider (1)2: 

(I>z = - iE f da(O,ile- E(I- a)Ho auBJ.t(x) 

X [pJ.tqu + qUpJ.t ]e- EaHoIO,j) 

= 2~ f da(O,ile - E(I- a)Ho[ (1 - a)A auBJ.t 

- a auBJ.tA ]guvpJ.tpvrEaHoIO,j). (3.19) 

The integral in the momenta [for diagonal A (x)] gives 

1 11 (l-a)A;(aJ.tBJ.t)ij -a(aJ.tBJ.t)ijAj 
(1)2=- da . 

41T 0 [ (1 - a)A; + aAj ] 2 

(3.20) 

By means ofEq. (3.18), one finally obtains 

(1)2=- dtt --a BJ.t---1 Loo [1 I 
41T 0 A + t J.t (A + t)2 

_ 1 a BJ.t_1_] 
(A + t)2 J.t A + t ij . 

(3.21 ) 

In deriving the results (3.13), (3.17), and (3.21) we 
have illustrated the basic ingredients used in the computa
tion. From now on we simply report the final expression: 

(lh = - ; f da(O,ile - E(I - a)H" aUaT 

X [A (x)gJ.tV(x) ]pJ.tqUqTpve- EaH"IO,j) 

= __ I_(a a AJ.tV+~AJ.tVa a ApU
A )~. 

241T I< vg 2 g I< vg gpu IJ 

__ 1_ (00 dtt a gl<V [_1_ a A A ] 
21T Jo I< A + t v (A + t)3 ij 

__ 1_ (00 dt tgl<V [_1_ a avA A ] 
21T Jo A + t I< (A + t)3 ij' 

(3.22) 

(II) = ~ f ada f dP (O,ile - E(I - a)H"HIe - m(l - {J)H"HIe - Ea{JHoIO,j) 

1904 

=~ f ada f dp(O,ile-E(I-a)H"{au(AgJ.tV)pJ.tqUpve-Ea(l-{J)H"aT(Agr>U)ppqTpu 

+ 2i au (AgI<V)pl<~pve- Ea(l -{J)HoBPpp + 2iBPppe _ Ea(l-{J)H" aT (Ag-'U)pl<qTpu 

_ 4Bl<pl<e- Ea(l -{J)HoB vpv}e- Ea{JHoIO,j). 
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As usual, terms that (by power counting) are irrelevant in the E-+O limit have been omitted in Eq. (3.23). The contributions 
of the four terms shown in Eq. (3.23) are 

(II) I = e f a da f d{3 (O,ile- E(l - a)Ho au (AgJtV)PJtqUpve- Ea(l -f3)HoaT(Ayr)ppqTpue - Ea/lHoIO,j) 

_ 1 £ (1 a ~VT a JWA~ 1 ~ JtV a ~TA a ~) 1 Leo d a ~ Jtv 
--Uij - Jtg vS· gTA --g I'g VgTA +- t Jtg 

81T 6 12 81T 0 

x[_I_ a A_l__ A a A A _ A2 a A_l ___ l_a A A2 ] 
A + t v A + t (A + t)2 v (A + t)2 (A + t)3 v A + t A + t v (A + t)3 ij 

+ ~ (eo dt gl'V [_1 _ a A _1_ a A _1 __ 2t A a A _1_ a A 1 
8 Jo A + t I' A + t v A + t (A + t)2 Jt A + t v (A + t)2 

_ 2t 1 a A _1_ a A A ] 
(A + t)2 Jt A + t v (A + tf ij' 

(3.24) 

(lIh = 2ie f ada f d{3 (O,ile - E(l- a)Ho au (gJtVA )pJtqUpve - Ea(l - f3)HoB TpTe - Ea/lHoIO,j) 

A BA_l_ 
(A + t)3 A + t 

(3.25) 

-2t--BJt--a A--~ 1 1 1] 
A + t A + t Jt (A + t)2 ij' 

(3.26) 

(11)4= -4e f ada f d{3(O,ile-E(l-a)HoBJtpJte-Ea(l-f3)HoBVpvrEaf3HoIO,j) 

= __ 1_ (eo dtg v [_I_BJt_1_Bv_l_] . 
21T Jo Jt A + t A + t A + t ij 

(3.27) 

The sum of the contributions (3.13), (3.17), (3.21), (3.22), (3.24), (3.25), (3.26), and (3.27) gives the explicit form of 
the one loop effective measure ( 1.1). The full expression of.AI ij (x) is quite complicated. Fortunately, if one is interested in the 
Diff anomaly (2.18) or in the one loop divergences (2.19), only the trace tr .AI (x) is relevant and this quantity simplifies 
considerably, as shown in Sec. IV. 

IV. THE Dlff ANOMALY AND THE ONE LOOP DIVERGENCES 
In Sec. III we computed the full expression of the one loop effective measure.AI ij (x). This result is used in the present 

section to find the Diff anomaly (2.18) and the one loop divergences of the generalized sigma mode with action (2.1). 
First of all we have to consider the trace in the internal indices i andj of.AI ij (x). From the results of Sec. III, one finds 

tr.Al(x) = (l/41TE)tr(A -I) + (D/241T) [ - al'avgJtv + !aJtgTV avgJtAgTA + A§'Jtv aJtgTU avgTU ] 

- (1141T) [tr(A -IC) + ~JtVtr(A -laJtAA -lavA) + gl'v tr(A -IBJtA -IBv>] 

_ (1I121T)aJt [gJtv tr(A -I avA) ]. (4.1 ) 

Now, one can substitute in Eq. (4.1) the particular values (2.8)-(2.10) of the matrices A, BJt, and C. 
Note that the expression (4.1) contains a term that is a function of the two-dimensional metric only and does not depend 

on A, BJt, and C. It is proportional to D, the number offield components, and can be written as3 

(4.2) 

where R (2) is the scalar curvature of the classical two-dimensional metric gJtv. The term (4.2) coincides precisely with the 
expression of the Diff anomaly for a noninteracting sigma model. 3 Its presence in the expression (4.1) was expected, of course, 
and provides a partial check of the computation. It should be noted that the multiplicative constant of the expression (4.2) is 
connected with the value of the central charge of the Virasoro algebra associated with the energy momentum tensor of the 
model in flat space-time. 3 The same expression (4.2) is also connected with the existence of the term R (2)D / (241T) in the trace 
anomaly.3 
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Finally, from Eqs. (2.18) and (4.1) one obtains 

6. yr 1 = _1_ f d 2x a;. V;'(x)Gii(tP(x») + ~ f d 2x a;. V;'(x)~[R (2) + V21n~] 
81TE 481T 

+ -1-fd 2X a;. V;.(x){[ Rij - TjklTJI + Vj(VJ In JG - G kl akGIj) ]aptPj avtPj~glW 
81T 

- i[ - VkTkij + T/(Vk InJG - Gml amG1k ) ]Eltv alttPj avtP J} 

- _1_ f d 2x ~gltV alta;. V;'(x)Gij ajGJk avtPk + _1_ f d 2x ~gltV alta;. v;'(x)av In JG, 
~ l~ 

(4.3) 

where Rij and G are the Ricci tensor and the determinant of 
the metric G ij ( tP) of the target space. 

Equation (4.3) shows the behavior of the one loop effec
tive action under a Difftransformation (2.13) and (2.14). 
But does the Eq. (4.3) represent an anomaly? Perhaps some 
of the terms shown in Eq. (4.3) can be eliminated by adding 
to r 1 some appropriate local counterterms. As discussed in 
Refs. 3 and 7, the answer to this question is meaningful for 
the combined set of Diff and Weyl transformations because 
it may happen that it is possible, for instance, to eliminate a 
Diff "anomaly" at the price of introducing a Weyl "anoma
ly," and vice versa. In the following I will require invariance 
under Weyl transformations. This means that the possible 
counterterms must be Weyl invariant; that is, the counter
terms do not depend on the determinant of the classical met
ric gpv' 

So, let us consider the first term in the expression (4.3). 
This term cannot represent an anomaly because it is diver
gent in the E ..... O limit. In fact, it can be eliminated by the 
counterterm 

(4.4) 

Actually, the counterterm (4.4) is automatically present if 
one takes care of the quadratic divergences of the integration 
measure in the Feynman path integral. 

As discussed in Ref. 3, the second term in the expression 
(4.3) cannot be eliminated by any counterterm without vio
lating the Weyl invariance. In fact, it corresponds to the Diff 
anomaly of a noninteracting bosonic sigma model. 

In all the remaining terms of the expression ( 4. 3), a A. vA. 
multiplies a scalar density. In general, it is not possible to 
eliminate these terms in a Weyl invariant way. There is an 
exception, however. A term of the form 

f d2x~gltv alta;. v;. avB, (4.5) 

where B is a scalar, can be eliminated by the Weyl-invariant 
counterterm 

(4.6) 

In fact, S' c is Weyl invariant because under a transformation 
(2.12) one has 

(4.7) 
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On the other hand, 6. y S' c cancels the expression (4.5) be
cause under a Diff transformation (2.13) one obtains 

( 4.8) 

So, the last term ofthe expression (4.3) does not represent 
an anomaly because it can be eliminated by an appropriate 
Weyl-invariant counterterm. It should be stressed that this 
fact is quite important in the string theory context and it is 
related in particular to the dilaton coupling.5 

In conclusion, apart from the first and the last term, the 
expression (4.3) represents just the one loop Diff anomaly 
for the two-dimensional generalized sigma model (2.1). It is 
easy to see that the expression for the Diff anomaly satisfies 
the consistency conditions following from the structure of 
the Difftransformation group.3 Moreover, as illustrated in 
Ref. 3, it is possible to eliminate the Diff anomaly by adding 
to r a local functional of the entire metric gltv (x) but at the 
price of introducing Weyl anomalies. 

The expression (4.3) also gives rise to the correct low 
energy equations of motion for the graviton, dilaton, and 
antisymmetric tensor in the string theory context. S I shall 
not enter into details here; a complete analysis of this point 
necessarily involves the discussion of many other string 
aspects. I will consider these problems in a future publica
tion.s Just two comments are in order. 

First, in general the introduction of a new interaction 
term in the q-model Lagrangian gives new contributions to 
the expression of the Diff anomaly. Thus the results of the 
present paper remain valid: one simply has to add the new 
contributions coming from the insertion of new vertex oper
ators. 

Second, the interested reader may ask how the dilaton 
coupling can be introduced since, at first sight, the Lagran
gian (2.1) only contains the metric (or graviton) vertex op
erator. Now, there is not a unique answer to this question 
because it turns out that the dilaton coupling can be intro
duced in many different ways. One way is particularly signif
icant, however. It is well-known from the early days of the 
string theory that, in the limit of vanishing momentum, the 
physical dilaton couples to the trace of the energy-momen
tum tensor (of the external world, of course). In fact, this is 
the reason why this particle is called the dilaton. But this also 
means that, with the proper identification of the variables, 
the dilaton coupling should already be present in the La
grangian (2.l)! And, indeed, this is the case.5 
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Let us consider now the one loop divergences of the 
model. From Eqs. (2.19) and (4.1) it follows that 

E dr1 = _1_Jd 2X Gii(¢(x») 
dE 811'E 

+ _1_Jd 2X{[Rij - Tikl1jkl + V/(Vj In.JG 
811' 

- G kl akGIj) ]al'¢i av¢i,[gglJ.V 

- i[ - VkTkij + T/(Vk In.JG 

- G 1m am Glk ) ] EI'V ap, ¢i av¢J}. (4.9) 

The first term in Eq. (4.9) represents just the quadratic 
divergence, which is eliminated by the counterterm (4.4). 
The remaining part of the expression (4.9) corresponds to 
the logarithmic divergence of the model. 

Note that in the expression (4.9) I have not forgotten to 
add the term 

I = ~Jd2x,[g[R (2) + V21n ,[g]. 
2411' 

(4.10) 

The point is that the integral (4.10) is vanishing! The easiest 
way to see this is to note that, even if the integrand in (4.10) 
is not a scalar denisty, the integral I is invariant under Diff 
transformations (2.13). Thus in computing it one can use a 
metric that is conformally fiat. But with a conformally fiat 
metric the integrand R (2) + V2 In ,[g is vanishing, and there
fore I = O. We are assuming here that the metric gp,v has no 
singularities, of course. It should also be noted that we are 
considering the set of metrics specified at the end of Sec. II. 

In Eq. (4.9) the expression of the logarithmic diver
gences of the model is in agreement with the one loop beta 
functions and wave function regularization computed in the 
case of fiat two-dimensional space-time.2

,8,9 

Since the integral I is vanishing, one concludes that at 
one loop the divergences of the generalized sigma model 
(2.1) in a gravitational background (specified by a metric 
gp,v which is asymptotically conformally fiat) are just the 
same divergences of the model in fiat space-time. This result 
can be formulated in a way which is more appropriate for a 
generalization as follows: Suppose we have a generalized sig
ma model in fiat two-dimensional space-time without diver
gences; this means vanishing of the beta functions and ab
sence of a divergent wave function regularization.9 Then, the 
same model is finite even in presence of an (asymptotically 
conformally fiat) gravitational background. 

At the one loop level this is certainly true; we have just 
performed the explicit computation in the present paper, Eq. 
(4.9). I do not have a rigorous proof that this statement 
remains true at higher loops, but I conjecture that this is 
indeed the case at any order of the loop expansion. 

Finally, let us consider the relation between the Diff 
anomaly and the logarithmic divergences ("beta" func
tions) of the model at one loop. Comparing the Eqs. (4.3) 
and ( 4. 9), it is clear that the knowledge of the divergences of 
the model is not sufficient to determine the whole expression 
of the Diff anomaly. One could have obtained the same con
clusionjust by considering Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19). By the 
way, it is notdifficultto see that Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) can 
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be generalized at higher loop orders. In particular, if one 
adopts the Schwinger proper-time method to regularize the 
theory, then the relation 

avr = J d 2x a ... V"'(x)G(x), 

E dr =Jd 2X G(x) 
dE 

holds at every order of the loop expansion. 5 

(4.11 ) 

In conclusion, the divergences of the sigma model 
(which are important from the field theoretical point of 
view) do not give complete information on the Diff anomaly 
which, on the other hand, is the relevant quantity to consider 
in the string theory context. In particular, the value of the 
central charge is not necessarily related to a divergence of the 
sigma model. This result is not surprising, after all. If it 
makes sense to speak about the critical dimensions of a string 
theory, then the value of the central charge has to be comput
ed without the ambiguities related to a modification of some 
arbitrary convention in the renormalization procedure. In 
fact, the value of the central charge is fixed by the Diff anom
aly, whose expression is obtained by computing finite Feyn
man diagrams. 

v. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the present paper, I have derived the whole expres
sion of the one loop effective measure for a two-dimensional 
generalized sigma model in gravitational background. By 
using the Schwinger proper-time regularization, it has been 
possible to carry out the computation without any approxi
mation. The advantage of producing an exact result has been 
used to show the precise relation at one loop between the 
conformal anomalies and the logarithmic divergences of the 
model. 

First of all I have shown how it is possible, and in fact 
more convenient, to preserve the Weyl invariance in the con
struction of the effective action. In this framework the con
formal breakdown is controlled by a Diff anomaly, whose 
expression has been derived at one loop. The result gives the 
right value of the central charge and gives rise to the correct 
low energy equations of motion for the massless states of the 
string.s 

Concerning the logarithmic divergences of the model, 
the result is in agreement with the beta function and wave 
function computations in fiat space-time. As expected, the 
presence of a gravitational background does not modify the 
short-distance singularities of the theory. It has been shown 
also that the divergences of the model do not determine com
pletely the expression of the Diffanomaly. In particular, the 
value of the central charge is not necessarily related to a 
divergence of the sigma model. 

Note added in proof After this work was completed, R. 
Silvotti informed me of the preprint,1O in which some of the 
problems considered here have been studied in a different 
framework. 
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The theory of Chern-Simons secondary characteristic classes is used to study the gauge group 
cohomology associated with Yang-Mills theories in sectors with persistent boundary effects. A 
generalized "descent" tower of globally defined cocycles (for manifolds with boundaries) is 
adopted and its relevance to monopole physics is investigated by means of the Christ-Jackiw 
interpretation for Yang-Mills dyons. In particular, it is found that three-cocycles can arise in 
the monopole sector of gauge theories and explicit formulas are derived for their description. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Topological methods have been shown to be of para
mount importance in studying various nonperturbative 
aspects offield theories. In particular, the physics of non lin
ear u-models, instantons, and monopoles as well as the de
scription of anomalous gauge theories provide the most 
characteristic examples (see for instance Ref. 1). Moreover, 
the dynamical role of persistent boundary effects in gauge 
theories, due to the presence of topological objects (such as 
monopoles) has been well appreciated and led to a series of 
important developments including the fermion number frac
tionization,2 the Witten effect,3 the Callan-Rubakov effect,4 

and more recently the color problem in grand unified theor
ies (GUT).5 It is the purpose ofthe present work to elabo
rate on the significance of the gauge group cohomology in 
theories with persistent boundary effects. 

Traditionally, gauge group cohomology provides the 
appropriate framework in which to study the structure of 
anomalous gauge theories. In particular, one- and two-cocy
cles describe Wess-Zumino actions and Schwinger terms 
(together with their consistency conditions) that result 
upon quantization of Yang-Mills theories coupled to chiral 
fermions. 6 The basic mathematical construction used in 
anomalous gauge theories has been the descent tower of glo
bally defined gauge group cocycles a k that are obtained from 
the Chern-Pontryagin density 

n~n (A) =W2n (A) = ~ (-'-' )n Tr Fn, (1) 
n! 21r 

via a standard transgressional procedure.6 The coboundary 
operator !l. in group cohomology acts on cochains by 

!l.ak (A;gl,g2, .. ·,gk + 1 ) 

= a k (A g';g2, ... ,gk + 1 ) + ( - )k + lak (A;gl, ... ,gk) 

k 

+ L (- )iak (A;gl, .. ·,gigi+ 1 , ... ,gk+ I)' (2) 
;=1 

where A g = g-IAg + g-I dg. The gauge group cocycles 
a k (A;gl, ... ,gk) are real valued functions of the vector poten
tial A and the gauge group elements gl, ... ,gk, satisfying the 
condition !l.ak = O. For all such k-cocycles ak the defining 
k-simplex Ck belongs entirely in the identity component of 

the gauge group [1 with one vertex identified with the identi
ty element and the rest being gl,glg2, ... ,glg2 ... gk' 

Gauge anomalies in 2n dimensions are characterized by 
cocycles obtained transgressionally from W2n + 2' i.e., the 
Chern-Pontryagin density in two dimensions higher. Let 
t l ,t2 , .. ·,tk be the parameters defining the Ck simplex in the 
gauge group [1 and let ~ be the corresponding differentiation 
operator, i.e., ~ = &i a fati (conventionally, ~d + d~ = 0, 
where d is the de Rham operator for the space M on which 
the theory is defined) . We take 

a k (A;gl, .. ·,gk) 

=21Ti r w~n+I_dv(x),Ag(x»), (3) 
M2n+ 1- k JCk 

where xEM 2n + 1 - \ the (2n + 1 - k) -dimensional space M 
and v = g-I~g; w~n + 1 _ k are the globally defined members 
ofthe tower 

w2n + 2 = dW~n + 1 , ~w~n + 1 = - dwt, 

~wt = - dW~n _ 1 , ... , 
(4) 

up to w~n + I. Explicit expressions for the w's can be found, 
for instance, in Ref. 6. The overall normalization factor in 
( I) and hence in the rest of the tower is fixed mod Z, an 
integer counting the overall (net) chirality of the interacting 
fermions that the theory contains. 

Within this framework, anomalies are made manifest in 
the representation theory of the gauge group on the space of 
wave functionals II' (A). In particular, the Wess-Zumino ac
tion is precisely the one-cocycle a l entering in the represen
tation of the space-time gauge group, 

U(g) II' (A) = e - ia,(A;g)1I' (A g), (5) 

while the projective representation of the space gauge group 

U(gl) U(g2) = e - ia,(A;g"g,> U(glg2)' (6) 

is associated with the anomalous Schwinger term in the 
equal-time commutation relations of the gauge group gener
ators.6 The cocycle conditions !l.a 1 = 0, !l.a2 = 0 are the 
consistency conditions that gauge anomalies satisfy in the 
covariant and canonical formalism, respectively. In four-di
mensional theories for instance, the consistency conditions 
emerge from the compactification of space-time M4 (resp. 
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space M 3) to S 4 (resp. S 3) due to the falloff rates 

All -+ O(r- 2
), Fllv -+ O(r- 3

), (7) 
r- 00 r_ «l 

that are imposed on the Yang-Mills fields at infinity. Indeed, 
we have that 

aal = 21Ti f 8wl= -21T f f wi =0, (8a) 
M4 JC2 JaM 4 JC2 

aa2 = 21T i f 8w~ = - 21T f f wi = 0, (8b) MJ JCJ JaM-1 Jc] 
by means of as 4 = 0 = as 3

• 

However, if there are persistent boundary effects in the 
theory (such as those in the monopole sector of gauge theor
ies), where the falloff rates of the fields at infinity are3 

All -+ O(r- I ), Fllv -+ O(r- 2
), (9) 

r- oc r- 00 

the compactification used above is not valid anymore. More
over, the tower of the gauge group cocycles a k is not globally 
defined in (nontrivial) monopole sectors because W2n + 2 (A) 

= dW~n + I (A) is now inappropriate. Chern-Simons sec
ondary classes have to be used in order to compensate for 
boundary effects. 

This paper is an elaboration on some ideas described 
briefly in Ref. 7 that relate the gauge group cohomology to 
the monopole sector of Yang-Mills theories and the asso
ciated surface effects. 

In Sec. II we present a generalized tower of globally 
defined gauge-invariant forms obtained from a transgression 
of the Chern-Simons secondary characteristic classes. By 
adopting the Chirst-Jackiw interpretation of Yang-Mills 
dyons3 we are able (Sec. III) to introduce a new construc
tion of the group cocycles which we believe to be physically 
relevant when surface effects are important. As an applica
tion we show how the magnetic charge of the dyon emerges 
from this generalized tower of cocycles. 

In Sec. IV we examine the possibility for three-cocycles 
to occur and find that they are mathematically allowed when 
the defining three-simplex C3 interpolates (via dyonic con
figurations) between disconnected components of the 
(space)-gauge group. Finally we draw our conclusions and 
compare this construction with other related work. 

II. COCYCLES AND SURFACE TERMS 

In nontrivial sectors of Yang-Mills theories (e.g., in
stanton or monopole sectors), the Chern-Pontryagin den
sity W 2n cannot be written globally as a total divergence 
W2n (A) = dW~n_1 (A). In fact, the Chern-Simons second
ary characteristic class has to be taken into account8

: 

w2n (A) -w2n (A') = -dn1n_I(A'.A), (10) 

where the gauge potentialsA, A ' belong in the same topologi
cal sector of the theory. If the underlying 2n-dimensional 
space-time M 2n has no boundary, the integral of 
dn1n _ I (A '.A) vanishes. This situation arises in the instan
ton sector of gauge theories where the space-time is compac
tified to a sphere; however, only in the zero instanton sector 
may we choose A ' = 0 consistently and obtain W 2n (A) 

= dW~n_1 (A), where W~n_1 (A) = n1n_1 (A,O). On the 
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other hand, if aM ;60 we get by Stoke's theorem a surface 
term that is not necessarily zero. Such a situation arises in 
the monopole sector of gauge theories due to persistent 
boundary effects resulting from the falloff rates of the fields 
at infinity [cf. (9)]. 

Descent towers of gauge group cocycles, built from 
(10), have been introduced to construct Wess-Zumino ac
tions in instanton sectors9 as well as for nonlinear u-models 
over homogeneous spaces G / H. 10 We shall adopt similar 
techniques to obtain cocycles of the gauge group cohomo
logy appropriate for the monopole sector of Yang-Mills the
ories. In particular, for a structure group G we consider G
principal fiber bundles over the space and/or space-time M 
and define cochains (.0. k) in .s;/, the space of all gauge con
nections with a fixed topological number; these cochains will 
be taking values in the set of differential forms in M. The 
coboundary operator X is defined to belO 
- k an (Ao.AI'·".A k+ I) 

= nk
(A I.A2,· .. .Ak+ I) - nk

(Ao.A2''''.Ak+ I) 

+ .. , + ( - )k+ Ink(Ao.AI, ... .Ak). (11) 

It satisfies the condition X2 = 0 and anticommutes with the 
space-M differentiation operator d, i.e., Xd + dX = O. Co
homology theory over .s;/ is more general than gauge group 
cohomology (in fact, it reduces to it when the vertices of the 
defining simplices belong in the same gauge group orbit in 
.s;/). However, it is best suited for accommodating proper
ties of monopole physics, as it will be demonstrated later. 

Let n~n (A) = W 2n (A) be the Chern-Pontryagin den
sity given by ( 1 ). Application of the coboundary operator X 
yields 

- ° 1 ° an2n (Ao.A l ) = 8n2n (A t ), 

c, 

where CI is a one-simplex in .s;/ -space with vertices Ao, A I 
[e.g., A, = tA I + (1 - t)Ao; O<t< 1] and {j is the differenti
ation operator with respect to t. Obviously, it reproduces 
( 10) for the choice 

n1n_1 (Ao.A l ) = n ~ (-'-' )n f Str(8A"F~-I). (12) n. 21T Jc, 
Here Str denotes the symmetrized trace as in Ref. 10. 
Further application of the coboundary operator X leads to 
the following tower of cochains n~n _ k (O<;;k<n): 
- k an2n _ k (Ao.A 1,· .. .Ak + I ) 

= -dn~n+_\_dAo.AI,· .. .Ak+I)' (13) 

where n~n _ k is a k-cochain in .s;/ -space and a (2n - k)
form in xEM-space, given by 10 

nt _ k (Ao.A 1'·".Ak ) 

= ~! (2~r(~) L. Str(8A" ... ,.)k,(F" ... ,.)n-k). 

(14) 

C k denotes the k-simplex in .s;/ -space that is taken to be 

A" ... ,. = (1 - tl - t2 - ... - tk )Ao + tlAI + ... + tkA k; 

O<;;tl, ... ,tk <;; 1. 

In analogy with Eq. (3) we may define k-cochains in .s;/ -
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space, ak (Ao.A ..... .Ak ), by integrating n~n _ k over x-space, 

ak(Ao,Al, ... ,Ak) = 211' r n~n_k(Ao,A ..... ,Ak)' (15) JM 211 - k 

Then, 

Kak = - 211' r n~n+_\_1 (O<;k<;n) JaM 2.-. 

and therefore when there are persistent boundary effects 
(i.e., aM :;60), a k does not automatically satisfy the cocycle 
condition Kak = 0 for all k. However, Kan = 0 holds irre
spective of the topology of the boundary aM: This follows 
from the fact that the tower of cochains (14) terminates at 
k = n, i.e., Kn: = O. We shall return to it later. 

Two remarks are in order. First, notice that n~n _ k [as 
given by (14) ] are all globally defined and gauge invariant 
under Ai -A f (O<;i<;k), i.e., 

n~n_ k (AO,AI,···,Ak) = n~n _ k (A~,A f , ... ,A 1). (16) 

Also, the space of gauge potentials .fIf is an affine space (and 
hence topologically trivial) and so one expects the cohomo
logy theory defined on it to be trivial, i.e., if Kak = 0 then 
there exists 13 k _ I such that a k = Kp k _ I' This is definitely 
the case if no restrictions are placed on the cochains consid
ered. However, in gauge invariant cohomology, where co
chains with the property a k (A~,A f , ... ,A f) 
= a k (Ao,A I"",A k ) are only considered, nontrivial cohomo
logy classes can arise: although every cocycle a k can be writ
ten in the form Kpk _ I' 13k _ I might not be gauge invariant. 

Second, if the vertices ofthe k-simplices Ck all belong in 
the same gauge group orbit in .fIf -space, i.e., 

the cochains ak (AO,AI, ... ,Ak) =ak (A;GI,g2, ... ,gk) satisfy 
Eq. (2). This means that we can take K = tl. along a gauge 
group orbit and when gl,g2, ... ,gk all belong in the identity 
component of the gauge groupll the whole construction re
duces to the conventional tower of cochains reviewed in the 
Introduction (for details on the reduction see Ref. 10). 

Let us now consider the k-simplices Ck defined by 

A A g(" •...• ',) -I(t t)A (t t) " ... ,.= :=g I"",k g .. · .. 'k 

+ g-I(tl, ... ,tk )dg(t ..... ,tk ), (17) 

where g( 1,0, ... ,0) = gl' g(O,l, ... ,O) = glg2"",g(0, ... ,0, 1) 
= glg2" 'gk all belong in the same gauge group orbit. In this 

case we obtain by explicit calculation the following expres
sions for the tower of cochains (14), corresponding to the 
values n = 2 and 3: 

n=2: 

n~(A) = - (1!8r)TrF 2
, (18a) 

n~ (A;G) = ~ d r Tr(m(t)F), (18b) 
411 Jc, 

n~ (A;GI,g2) = ~ i 6 Tr(m(t)F) 
411 c, 

- 8~ d Ie. Tr(m(t)DAm(t»). (18c) 
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n=3: 

n~(A) = - (i/48'fi3)Tr F 3
, 

n~ (A;g) = ;-3 d r Tr(m(t)F2), 
1011 Jc, 

n~ (A;gI,g2) = - i-3 d r Tr(m(t)DAm(t)F) 
1611 Jc, 

(19a) 

(19b) 

+ i-3 r 6 Tr(m(t)F2), (19c) 
1611 Jc, 

n~ (A;GI,g2,g3) = - i-3 d r Tr(m(t)3F 
4811 JC3 

- m(t)DAm(t)DAm(t») 

- i-3 r ~ Tr(m(t)DAm(t)F). 
1611 JC3 

(19d) 

Here the notation m(t) = ~g(t)g-I(t), DA = d + [A, J, 
A = A, = 0' F = F, = 0 has been used together with the abbre
viation t = (t1,t2, ... ,tk ) for the set of parameters ofCk. These 
expressions were not obtained in Ref. 10 in any detail and 
will be useful in our application to monopole physics. (For 
the purposes of four-dimensional theories we do not need 
towers with n>4 -for them similar expressions are avail
able. 12) 

A remarkable property of the monopole sector of Yang
Mills theories is that group elements that do not belong in 
the identity component of the gauge group can be reached 
continuously from the identity by an "allowed" gauge trans
formation in the sense that it does not change the values of 
the fields at infinity. To put it differently, in the presence of 
monopoles there are classically allowed motions with non
zero Pontryagin number (dyons) interpolating between 
(otherwise) topologically distinct gauge transformations. 3 

This property is responsible for the Witten effect that per
mits dyons with fractional electric charge to occur and the 
Callan-Rubakov effect arising in fermion-dyon dynamics. 
Notice that the generalized cohomology we have considered 
in this section is defined over the entire space of gauge poten
tials and hence is appropriate for incorporating such features 
of monopole physics. In particular, Eqs. (18) and (19) are 
valid even if the defining simplices are not entirely contained 
in the identity component of a gauge group orbit but rather 
are taken to interpolate between disconnected components: 
in this case g(t) is an allowed gauge transformation in the 
sense mentioned above. 

III. INTERPOLATING OVON CONFIGURATIONS 

We shall now describe in more detail the way that dyons 
can interpolate between topologically disconnected compo
nents of the gauge group Y and apply the results of the 
previous section to obtain their magnetic charge. For simpli
city, this will be demonstrated for the lulia-Zee dyon 13 aris
ing from the symmetry breaking SU (2) - U ( 1) in four di
mensions; however, the treatment generalizes to more 
realistic GUT models with breaking G-H, whose mono
poles are obtained by embedding SU(2) in G. 14 

The lulia-Zee dyon solution is a static solution A ~ of 
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the SU (2) Yang-Mills-Higgs system whose gauge potential 
has the form 

(A ~ )S(r) = €"iiTi[(K(r) - 1)/r]; (A ~ )S(r) = r"[J(r)/r], 
(20) 

while the Higgs field t/JU(r) = r"[H(r)/r]. Here i,j = 1,2,3 
are spatial indices, a = 1,2,3 are SU(2) group indices and r 
denotes the unit vector in the radial direction. The radial 
scalar functions K(r), J(r), H(r) satisfy the system of differ
ential equations given in Ref. 13 together with their bound-

ary conditions. In particular, limK(r) = 0, lim [J(r)/r] 
T_ 00 T_ 00 

= M (constant) and similarly for H( r). Then, for the static 

solution we have (A ~ ) S -+ O( r- I) and (A ~ ) S -+ M =1= O. 
T_ 00 T- 00 

Christ and Jackiw gave an alternative description ofthis so-
lution by introducing a time-dependent gauge field configu
ration that is periodic in time up to a gauge transformation.3 

Let us recall the salient features of their construction. 
Consider the Yang-Mills configurations Ap, (r,t) that 

are regular everywhere and periodic in time, with period T, 
up to a gauge transformation 

A P,(r,t + n = gauge transformed A P,(r,t), 

f.L = 0,1,2,3. (21) 

Moreover, we consider physically static field configurations 
with t dependence described infinitesimally by 

aA; (r,t) _ U 

at - - Dp,w (r,t). (22) 

Here Dp, is the covariant derivative and the behavior of the 
fields at infinity is taken to be 

Ap, -+ O(r- I ), Fp,v .... O(r- 2
), w -+ (21T/nW(r), 

~m ~m ~m 

(23) 

where w(r) is covariantly constant (and hence induces the 
same topological behavior at infinity as the Higgs field). 
Upon integration of (22) we obtain (here T denotes time 
ordering) 

G(r,t) = T exp(f W(r,t)dt) , (24) 

and the Julia-Zee static solution (A P,)S(r) is then described 
in termsofeverywherel5 regularpotentialsAp, (r,t) (Ref. 3): 

A ~ (r) = G -1(r,t)Ap, (r,t)G(r,t) + G -I(r,t)ap, G(r,t). 
(25) 

We first note that the falloff rates ofthe fields at infinity 
(23) are ofthe same type as given by (9) and moreover the 
topological twistings of the scalar field W

U (r ,t) (introduced 
in developing the formalism) at spatial infinity (S:, ) are the 
same as that of the Higgs fields t/Ju; this gives rise to noncon
tractible two-spheres in the Higgs vacuum, SU (2) / 
U ( 1) = S 2 of the theory and hence describes (equivalently) 
the monopole solution (20). It is within this spirit that 
Yang-Mills dyons are solely described in terms of gauge 
fields in Ref. 3 with no reference to Higgs scalars. Second, 

notice that although (A o)S(r) -+ Mr, for the time-depen-
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dent configuration we have A o(r,t) -+ O(r- I
) and in fact 

r-m 

the period of the gauge transformation in (21 ) is related with 
M by M· T = 21T. The (t-independent) choice for w, 
wR(r,t) = (A ~ )'(r) amounts to the A o(r,t) = 0 temporal 
gauge choice, as follows immediately from (25): 

(A~)'(r) =A~(r,O) +op"owU(r,O). (26) 

[In the limit T -+ 00, the 't Hooft-Polyakov (electrically 
neutral) monopole solution is obtained3

.] 

GaugingA 0 to zero, we can describe the dyon solution in 
.Ja1'(3), the space of all spatial gauge connections, not by one 
single configuration but rather with a whole one-parameter 
family of gauge potentials: 

A;(r,t) = G(r,t)A :(r)G -I(r,t) + G(r,t)a;G -I(r,t), 
(27) 

where A :(r) = A; (r,O) [cf. (26)]. This string of gauge po
tentials in .Ja1'(3) is periodic in t up to a gauge transformation: 

A; (r,t + n = [§ (r,t)A; (r,t) [§ -I (r,t) 

(28) 

where the identification [§ (r,t) = G(r,t + nG -I(r,t) has 
been used. The advantage of the picture presented here is 
that it provides the description of the Julia-Zee dyon solu
tion within the canonical formalism of gauge theories 
(where the temporal gauge choice has been made). Due to 
the falloff rates (23) for the gauge fields at infinity, the topol
ogy of the three-dimensional space on which the theory is 
defined is that of a disk D3 with aD3 = S:,. Apparently, 
there is only one G = SU(2)-principal fiber bundle over D3 
whose space of connections is .Ja1'(3); however, the group of 
spatial gauge transformations [§(3) has more than one con
nected component-in fact, 1To ([§(3) = Z. Hence the gauge 
group orbits in .Ja1'(3) have Z-disconnected components char
acterized by the winding numbers of the gauge group ele
ments. 

In describing the dyon solution within the canonical for
malism, one is led to examine the winding number of 
G (r,t) = G, (r), the one-parameter family of elements enter
ing in (27). For t = 0 the identity element of [§(3) results 
(which obviously has winding number 0), while for t = T 
the winding number of G,= T(r)E [§(3) can be calculated and 
found to be 1.3 However, for all the intermediate values of 
the parameter 0 < t < T, G, (r) approaches a direction depen
dent constant at spatial infinity given by 

(29) 

At this point recall that the group of spatial gauge transfor
mations [§ (3) is conventionally defined to be the set of 
smooth maps D3 -+ G that have a direction-independent val
ue on the boundary aD3 = S:,. Thus Go<,< T(r)Et [§(3) and 
so they have no definite winding number: the existence of 
such transformations in the monopole sector of gauge theor
ies is a consequence of the boundary conditions (23). In the 
presence of monopoles these allowed gauge transformations 
provide a homotopy between (otherwise) topologically dis
tinct elements of [§(3) characterized by different winding 
numbers. 
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It is by now clear that the one-parameter family of peri
odic (up to a gauge transformation) potentials (27) describ
ing the Julia-Zee dyon in the Hamiltonian framework inter
polates continuously between disconnected components of a 
gauge group orbit in .Ji'i'(3) (see Fig. 1). In physical terms this 
means that when there are persistent boundary effects in the 
theory, the vacuum angle () dependence does not arise as an 
instanton (quantum) tunnelling effect but is rather of lead
ing order semi classically . This effect was first noticed by 
Witten3 who showed that dyons can have fractional electric 
charge proportional to the strength of CP violation and sub
sequently generalized to chromodyons (see Ref. 16 for a re
view). 

In developing the cohomology theory appropriate for 
incorporating persistent boundary effects in gauge theories, 
we defined (in Sec. II) generalized towers of cochains over 
the entire space of gauge connenctions and have shown that 
upon restriction of the vertices of Ck's along a gauge group 
orbit the gauge group coboundary operator emerges. How
ever, there is no need for the simplices to be confined within 
one connected component of the gauge group orbit, and they 
can also be taken to interpolate between different discon
nected components (as far as the whole construction takes 
place in the space of gauge potentials). Consequently, one 
may naturally accommodate interpolating dyon configura
tions in such generalized towers of cochains and ask for the 
physical relevance of the resulting cocycles. 

We shall show that the magnetic charge of dyons can be 
obtained by using the results of the previous section. Since 
we have been describing the Hamiltonian formulation of the 
Julia-Zee dyon it is appropriate to consider [cf. (lSb)], 

a,(A;g) =21Ti n~ =-l-i r dTr(w(t)F), (30) 
D, 21T D,JC, 

where w(t) = bg(t)g-' (t). Let us further consider the one
simplex C, to be defined by the dyon configuration (27) in 
.Ji'i'(3), i.e., A = A S(r) = A (r,O) and g(t) = G -, (t) [for the 
vertexg in (30) we haveg = G -'( n]. Then 

a,(A;g) = --l-i r dTr(bG(t)G-'(t)F(t»), 
21T D, Jc, 

where F(t) = G(t)FG -, (t). But bG(t)G -'(t) = w(r,t) 

.yf(3) 

Interpolating 

FIG. 1. Schematic picture for dyon interpolating configuration in .If(3). 
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and so we obtain 

a,(A;g) = __ 1_ r r Tr(w(r,t)F(t»). 
21T Js!., Jc, 

At spatial infinity w(r,t) = (21Tln@(i) and moreover the 
integrand is time independent (as straightforward calcula
tions show). We can then perform the 1 integration along C, 
(0";;1";; n and arrive at the T-independent result: 

a,(A;g) = - r dS'Tr(B(r,I)@(r»), (31) 
Js!., 

where B (r,t) is the magnetic field at infinity. Let p denote the 
magnetic charge ofthedyon; thena 1(A;g) = - 21TP for the 
dyon configuration. This is a gauge invariant result that is 
consistent with the property ( 16) of the cochains. Moreover, 
a 1 (A;g) satisfies the one-cocycle condition aa, = 0 in gauge 
group cohomology. Indeed, for any g'e [1(3) we have 

aa, (A;g,g') = 21T i (- dn~) = - 21T r n~ 
DJ Js~ 

which is zero because at spatial infinity the two-simplex C2 

that defines n~ degenerates to a one-simplex. This provides 
an example of a global gauge group cocycle in the sense that 
group elements from different disconnected components 
have beeen considered. Clearly such cocycles possess no in
finitesimal (i.e., Lie algebra) analog and yet they have phys
ical relevance in spite of the fact that they are defined over 
the space of all gauge connections (which is topologically 
trivial) . 

IV. THREE-COCYCLES 

Physical gauge potentials are the arguments of quantum 
wave functionals 'I' (A) and the boundary conditions they 
satisfy at infinity determine to which sector they belong. In 
particular, potentials satisfying (9) are separated by an infi
nite energy barrier from those satisfying (7) and hence re
side in a topologically distinct sector of the Hilbert space-in 
our case the monopole sector. For this reason, towers of co
chains descending from the Chern-Simons secondary char
acteristic class have to be taken into account since the choice 
A ' = 0 in (10) [that reduces the generalized tower (14) to 
the one described in Sec. I-appropriate for the vacuum sec
tor] is not allowed physically in the presence of monopoles. 

In describing dyons within the (canonical) Hamilto
nian framework, the existence of the transformations (28) 
led to the interpolating configuration picture between dis
connected components of the orbits of [1(3) in .Ji'i'(3). It has 
been shown in Ref. 17 that the constraints of classical Yang
Mills theories form a [1(3)-current algebra even in the pres
ence of monopoles, provided that the appropriate boundary 
terms are included in their expressions. It is then natural to 
inquire whether other members of the generalized towers 
considered in Sec. II play any role in the Hamiltonian de
scription of the monopole sector of gauge theories. Apart 
from n~, which has already been investigated, the next co
chain defined over a three-dimensional space is n~, which 
arises in the n = 3 tower: 

n~ = _ i~ r Tr(bA(t"t2,t3W. 
48 Jc, 
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When the vertices of the three-simplex C3 belong in a gauge 
group orbit in .J!I(3) the cochain a3(A;gl,g2,g3) = 21T f D, OJ 
satisfies the three-cocycle condition t:..a3 = 0 in gauge group 
cohomology. As such, it may occur mathematically in 

(U(gl) U(g2) )U(g3) 

(33) 

where gl' g2' g3 E [1(3) and thus determines when associa
tivity is abandoned and/or imposes consistency conditions 
to the theory when a 3(A;gl,g2,g3) = 21Tn, nEZ. If a three
cocycle arises in a theory it obstructs severely its quantum 
mechanical description since the notion of operators and 
Hilbert space is not compatible with (33). In this case exotic 
effects like pure quantum states evolving to mixed states 
(and others) can occur and so an alternative description 
formulated in terms of nonassociative algebras is needed
though lacking at the moment (see Ref. 18 for a recent re
view on nonassociative algebras and representations). It was 
along the lines of (nonassociative) Jordan algebras that sim
ilar effects arising in the quantum theory of black holes were 
considered in Ref. 19, though no cohomological characteri
zation was presented. 

In the monopole sector of gauge theories three-cocycles 
in the [1 (3)-gauge group cohomology may arise and when the 
vertices of C3 are taken to be in a gauge group orbit, they 
assume the form (l9d). At this point notice that for 
G = SU(2), the three-cocycle vanishes identically (and so 
does the entire tower for n = 3). This follows from the fact 
that for any representation of SU (2) its generators To 
(0 = 1,2,3) satisfy 

dabc:=Tr(Ta(TbTc+TcTb»)=O, (34) 

i.e., SU(2) is a safe group.20 Consequently, when examining 
the occurrence of three-cocycles in the presence of mono
poles one has to consider (more general) GUT monopoles 
arising in the symmetry breaking G --+ H of an unsafe group 
G. GUT monopoles and/or dyons have been discussed in 
Ref. 14 by taking appropriate embeddings of SU (2) in G. 

Let us first derive a simplified expression for the three
cocyclea3(A;gl,g2,g3) entering in (33). Upon integration of 
OJ over D3 the first term in ( 19d) is equal to a suface integral 
that vanishes for the following reason: for any elements gl' 
g2, g3 of [1(3) the defining three-simplex C3 degenerates to a 
single path since at spatial infinity S:, (over which the first 
integral is defined) the direction independent (constant) 
limit for the group elements is attained.21 However, the sec
ond term in (l9d) results in a (generally) nonvanishing 
expression when unsafe groups G are used (or at least an 
unsafe representation is taken for them). So 

in the notation of Sec. II. Further manipulations yield the 
following expression for the three-cocycle: 

a 3(A;gI,g2,g3) = - ~ r r Tr(v(t)Atv(t)Ft ), (36) 
811 JD, Jac, 

where t= (t1,t2,t3) parametrizes C3 and v(t) =g-I(t) 
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xog(t), while At =g-I(t)Ag(t) +g-I(t)dg(t). In writ
ing (36) we have made use of the (Stoke) identity 
fc,O = fac" which in tum implies that a3(A;gI,g2,g3) is a 
coboundary in gauge group cohomology. In the Hamilto
nian framework, magnetic source effects are taken into ac
count by considering dyon interpolating configurations be
tween disconnected components of a gauge group orbit in 
.J!I(3); so the three-cocycle a3 (A;g 1,g2,g3) can successfully ac
count for the presence of monopoles only when C3 is an in
terpolating simplex as well. For this we may choose g2, g3 to 
be elements of the identity component of [1 (3) and g 1 to be a 
large gauge transformation, where g( T, 0,0) = gl and 
g(O,t, T, 0, 0) is the one-parameter family of allowed gauge 
transformations that decribe the dyon. Hence a 3 is a global 
cocycle in gauge group cohomology possessing no infinitesi
mal analog; it is also gauge invariant and so is a physically 
relevant quantity when it is not zero. It is appropriate to 
mention at this point that the global cocycle (36) is only 
formally trivial, as a group cocycle, since C3 is not entirely 
confined within a single connected component of the gauge 
group orbits in .J!I(3). 

It is instructive to compare this construction of a field 
theoretic cocycle with the three-cocycle that arises in finite
dimensional systems when Dirac monopoles are present. It 
has been shown by various methods22 that the translation 
group T( n) in R " picks up a three-cocycle that measures the 
magnetic flux through the faces of a suitably defined three
simplex enclosing the monopole. This cocycle is also trivial 
in the T(n)-group cohomology. However, it is physically 
meaningful since it is U( I)-gauge invariant and, in order to 
restore associativity, the Dirac quantization condition on 
the magnetic charge is enforced. 

The three-cocycle we have constructed occurs in the 
Hamiltonian formulation of gauge theories when monopoles 
(associated with the symmetry breaking of unsafe structure 
groups G) are present. Of course, when chiral fermions are 
coupled to gauge fields, it is known that for unsafe groups 
gauge anomalies occur that obstruct the quantum mechani
cal implementation of Gauss's law.6 Three-cocycles could 
provide further obstructions to the consistent quantum me
chanical treatment of the theory in its monopole sector. The 
existence of the transformations (28), which have played a 
crucial role in our investigation, is also the origin of the Wit
ten effect for SU (2) dyons. It persists for more general GUT 
monopoles and in fact leads to the color problem, as was 
examined in Ref. 5. It would be interesting to know whether 
the three-cocycle we have obtained has any relation with this 
problem. 

v. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

We have presented a general framework for incorporat
ing boundary effects into the gauge group cohomology ap
propriate for studying Yang-Mills theories in (nontrivial) 
monopole sectors. The members of the generalized towers of 
cochains considered are all globally defined and gauge-in
variant quantities over the entire space of gauge connections. 
We focus our attention to one- and three-cocycles in discuss
ing the Hamiltonian formulation of Yang-Mills dyons. In 
this case, the existence of allowed gauge transformations 
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that interpolate between (otherwise) disconnected compo
nents of a gauge group orbit in .s;/ provided a way of taking 
into account the presence of monopoles in gauge group co
homology and led to the notion of global cocycles. The Wit
ten effect (and its generalizations to bigger structure 
groups) constitutes the core of the present work as it implies 
the existence of interpolating (dyon) configurations in the 
Hamiltonian formalism of gauge theories. 

This has also given rise to a series of interesting develop
ments in monopole physics; in particular, the inclusion of 
fermions has led to the Callan-Rubakov effect, while its ex
tension to chromodyons gave rise to the color problem in 
GUT models. It is remarkable that in the last case the pres
ence of a fundamental monopole obstructs the integrability 
of the unbroken local symmetries (in G-H) into well-de
fined global symmetries. The simplest example is provided 
by the following model: SU(3) - U(2)::::: [SU(2) XU( 1)]/ 
Z2; it is only for monopoles with magnetic charge k mod 2, k 
E Z, that "color" (in this case the isospin) is well-defined 
globally.s This problem manifests only in global consider
ations and is absent if and only if the quantization condition 
k mod N is assumed for the magnetic charge of the mono
poles (the integer N depends on the model considered). It is 
plausible that our global three-cocycle provides a cohomolo
gical derivation of this quantization condition, thus restor
ing associativity. Work towards this direction is in progress 
and will be reported elsewhere.23 

Finally, we would like to conclude this work by compar
ing our results with the ones that have recently appeared in 
the literature. In Ref. 24 it was argued that three-cocycles 
can be described by using the conventional towers of co
chains (appropriate for the vacuum sector of the theory) 
and the expression obtained has the form of an integral over 
spatial infinity. In our exposition it was shown that general
ized towers of cochains have to be taken into account (thus 
compensating for boundary effects) and moreover all sur
face terms for (k> 2 ) -cocycles vanish identically as at spatial 
infinity the defining simplices Ck become degenerate. 
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A covariant local action for free bosonic string fields is constructed without the use of 
supplementary fields. The open string case is treated in detail. Up to a mathematical conjecture 
that is likely to hold it is shown that the Virasoro constraints arise as a special choice of gauge. 
The kinetic operator turns out to be extremely simple, the gauge transformation law arising 
rather implicitly. The case of closed strings is briefly discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Covariant bosonic string field theory interprets the first
quantized wave functionals of the free string dynamics as 
classical fields that have to be second-quantized along the 
lines of quantum field theory. Of course, the wave function
als necessary to describe the first-quantized string are not 
unique (for reviews of bosonic string theory see Refs. 1 and 
2). BRS(T) and related techniques give rise to a field spec
trum including ghost fields in addition to the pure string 
functional generated by the oscillator modes and the center 
of mass motion. Several formulations of bosonic string field 
theory have been given within this framework3

-
9 or using 

pure geometric reasoning. 10 

Here we approach the subject along the lines of the old 
covariant quantization, starting from the Virasoro condi
tions, which select physical states and are usually formulat
ed in the open or closed string Fock space. In the Appendix, 
the relevant notation is summarized for the case offree open 
strings, and some mathematical preliminaries are given. 

The situation we encounter is at first sight analogous to 
the covariant quantization of the free massive point particle 
whose first-quantized wave equation 

(D-m 2 )rP(x) =0 (1.1) 

may be interpreted as selecting the physical states contained 
in the total space offunctions rP(x). The first step in second
quantizing the Klein-Gordon field consists of finding a clas
sical action functional that reproduces ( 1.1 ) as its field equa
tion. Interactions are then incorporated by adding suitable 
nonquadratic terms to the free Lagrangian. 

In the theory of open bosonic strings, the analog of ( 1.1 ) 
is the Virasoro conditions 

Lnlt/J) =0 (1.2) 

(n;;;. 1 ), together with the mass shell equation 

(Lo -l)lt/J)=O, (1.3) 

for elements It/J) of the total Fock space. Once having inter
preted I t/J) as a classical field, subject to the above equations, 
the next step is to look for an action functional reproducing 
these. 

Usually, one is interested in a gauge-covariant formula
tion of string field theory. In most of the approaches this 
means that the conformal generators L _ n -which give rise 
to reparametrizations of the string world sheet-should also 
provide the gauge symmetries 

(1.4) 

(IA) unconstrained) of the action. However, this is only 
possible if supplementary fields are introduced and subject
ed to appropriate gauge transformation laws as well. The 
requirement then is that in a special gauge the field equations 
should be identical to (1.2) and (1.3) with all supplemen
tary fields vanishing. Moreover, the action shall be local in 
the space-time fields contained in I t/J), which, in other words, 
means that the kinetic operator must be polynomial in the 
derivatives J,., at each mass level. 

This problem has been solved by several authors in dif
ferent ways, 11-19 including the interaction of string fields20

•
21 

and the superstring case.22 There are a lot of arguments in 
favor of the symmetries (1.4) and the introduction of sup
plementary fields. The structure of these was also related to 
the ghosts in the BRST approach.4 

However, there exists an alternative approach. Giving 
up the full gauge symmetry and the supplementary fields, we 
will construct a local action functional for free bosonic 
strings, formulated in terms of the Fock-space state It/J) 
alone. It admits a gauge symmetry considerably smaller than 
( 1.4). Upon a conjecture that is very likely to hold, it is 
argued in the open string case that the correct physical state 
conditions (1.2) and (1.3) may be obtained as a gauge fixing 
by means of this symmetry. For the closed strings, the exis
tence of an appropriate action functional without supple
mentary fields is not as firmly established as for the open 
strings, but we suggest a possible candidate that does the job 
up to the second mass level. While in the open string case the 
gauge transformation yielding the correct gauge fixing exists 
as a consequence of pure algebraic and differential manipu
lations, one is forced to impose appropriate boundary condi
tions upon the space-time fields of the closed strings. 

The physical significance of the actions suggested is not 
yet clarified. It is likely that they may be obtained by a partial 
gauge fixing and elimination of supplementary fields from 
the fully gauge-covariant actions. However, what has been 
fixed remains unclear. 

Also, the graviton is described here-in the linearized 
case-by the symmetric traceless tensor contained in the 
closed string field at the first mass level. Thus, upon includ
ing interactions, one expects that the gravitational sector 
will be described either in a not fully general covariant way 
or by some nonlocal action of the Fradkin-Vilkovisky 
type.23 
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Nevertheless, the approach presented here has the ad
vantage of an extremely simple kinetic operator. The price 
paid for this is-in addition to the remarks made above-a 
quite inexplicit form of the gauge transformation law. In 
their final form, the action functionals suggested are identi
cal to those given in Ref. 15 for the free open and closed 
string fields when all supplementary fields are set equal to 
zero. This observation might provide a hint how to treat the 
superstring fields analogously. 

The paper is organized as follows. Sections II-VIII are 
concerned with the free field theory of bosonic open strings. 
In Sec. II, the well-known action functionals for the mass 
levels 0 and 1 are reviewed. Section III is devoted to the 
construction of a Lagrangian for the fields occurring at the 
mass level 2. The computation is first carried out explicitly in 
terms of the space-time fields and then condensed in the 
Fock-space notation. The necessary gauge symmetry is ex
hibited. In Sec. IV, the kinetic operator, which should apply 
for all mass levels, is presented. The existence of an infinite 
series of gauge transformations is proved in Sec. V. In this 
formulation, the gauge parameters are constrained to lie in 
the space defined by Eq. (1.2). In Sec. VI, a mathematical 
conjecture concerning the kinetic operator is made. Under 
the assumption that it holds, it is shown that the gauge sym
metries are in fact enough to admit the gauge fixing (1.2) 
and ( 1.3). In Sec. VII, it is outlined how the infinite series of 
transformation laws may be unified into a single one, involv
ing only one unconstrained element of the Fock space as 
gauge parameter. The residual gauge freedom that still exists 
after the Virasoro gauge has been fixed is mentioned in Sec. 
VIII. Section IX presents a candidate for an appropriate ac
tion functional in the closed string case, although the matter 
is not so clear here as compared to the open strings. Some 
concluding remarks are made in Sec. X, discussing the prop
erties of the kinetic operator responsible for the existence of a 
free covariant string field theory without supplementary 
fields, and touching the question of whether there may be 
other formulations working equally well. 

The most interesting questions of how the shortcomings 
of the formulation presented here might be overcome in the 
interacting case and what it tells us for the theory of super
strings are presently under consideration. 

II. ACTION FUNCTIONALS FOR THE MASS LEVELS 0 
AND 1 

We first consider the states of zero mass level, i.e., the 
tachyonic field 

I¢') == I¢')o = ¢(x) 10) . (2.1) 

Its only field equation is the mass-shell condition (A 17 ) 

(O+2)¢=0. (2.2) 

Clearly, this field equation follows from the action 

s= ~ J d Dx¢(O+2)¢, (2.3) 

or, when written in the language of the Fock space, 

(2.4) 

As well-known, the first mass level may be treated in an 
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analogous way without complications. The states at the first 
mass level have the form 

(2.5) 

the field equations being the mass-shell equation (A.17) 

DA Il = 0 (2.6) 

supplemented by the Virasoro conditions (AI6) 

allA Il = 0, (2.7) 

which requires I¢') to lie in y(O) [cf. Eq. (A 18) ]. Considering 
the free Maxwell action 

s = ~ f d DX A Il(DAIl - allvA V) , 

one obtains the field equations 

DAIl - allvA V = 0 . 

The action S possesses the local gauge symmetry 

c5AIl = all A 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

for arbitrary A(x), which implies that one can always 
choose (2.7) as a gauge condition and hence obtains (2.6) as 
the field equations. In the notation of the F ock space, S reads 
(cf. Ref. 13) 

S= -~(¢,12(Lo-1)-L_ILII¢,). (2.11) 

The gauge transformation law (2.10) has the form 

c51¢') = L-1Ix) , (2.12) 

where 

Ix) = A(x) 10) . (2.13 ) 

It is important to note that checking the invariance of (2.11 ) 
under (2.12) one only has to use the fact that Ix) is annihi
lated by L 1• No reference to the mass levels involved is need
ed in this computation. Moreover, the action (2.11) reduces 
to (2.4) if I¢,) = I¢')o is inserted. Thus Sprovides an action 
for the first two mass levels simultaneously. 

III. ACTION FUNCTIONALS FOR THE MASS LEVEL 2 

Trying to extend the action (2.11) to include also the 
fields at the second mass level, one faces a well-known prob
lem. Generalizing (2.12), one usually requires the action to 
be invariant under the gauge symmetry [cf. Eq. (1.4)] 

c51¢')z = L-1Ix)1 + L-zlx)o, (3.1) 

where the Ix) n are arbitrary states at the mass levels n. How
ever, it is well-known that the field content of the second 
mass level may not be described by a local action admitting 
the gauge symmetry (3.1). The action considered by Banks 
and Peskin, 13 

(3.2) 

where Pis the projector onto y(O), turns out to become nonlo
cal at the second mass level as a result of the existence of 
zeros in the Kac determinant. (In other words, P contains 
rational functions of Lo.) Usually, this problem is overcome 
by the introduction of supplementary fields that merely 
serve to maintain the symmetry (3.1) and locality. 

However, there is another possibility that apparently 
has not been pursued before. Insisting on an action func-
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tional that involves only It/!) and is local, containing only 
first and second space-time derivatives, it is clear that one 
must sacrifice at least part of the full symmetry (3.1). In the 
following we will show how this works, beginning with the 
second mass level. 

The Fock states in question are given by 

It/!) = 1t/!)2 = ( - iv" (x)a_ 2" - ~ h"v (x)a_ta_I,IO) , 

(3.3 ) 

tl1e field equations again being the mass-shell condition 
(AI7) 

(0 - 2)v" = (0 - 2)h"v = 0 (3.4 ) 

together with the constraints (AI6) [cf. Eqs. (AI9)] 

c" =v" - ~a Php" = 0, (3.5) 

B=a"v" + !h ~ = 0 . (3.6) 

The question now is whether there is an action for the fields 
v,,, h "V admitting enough gauge freedom to choose (3.5) and 
(3.6) as gauge conditions. 

Let us make an ansatz for the Lagrangian 

c!L' = !v"(O - 2)v" + (A. 12)h "V(O - 2)h"v 

+ 2a(v"v" - v"a Php" - !h "va :;hpv) 

+ 2b(v" al'PvP + !v" a"h: - -hh::h ~) . (3.7) 

The numerical factors within the brackets are chosen such 
that the field equations arising by variation are of the form 

(3.8) 

K"v =A.(O - 2)h"v + a(a" Cv + avC,,) - b7]"vB = 0 . 

(3.9) 

The game consists now of playing around with the expres
sions K~, a "r", aVK"v' and a "vK"v in order to guess 
the required gauge transformation law. In the case D = 26 
[D appears as ~ ~ when taking the trace of (3.9)], one finds 
the solution 

a =~, b = -!, A. = ! ' 
and the two gauge symmetries 

~I(v",h"v) = (X",a"Xv +avX,,) , 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

~2(v",h"v) = (- ~(O + 3)a" A, - 3 a"v A + ~ 7]"v A), 
(3.12) 

where the gauge parameter X" (x) has to satisfy 

a" X" = O. (3.13 ) 

Instead of X", one could also use an unconstrained gauge 
parameter S "(x) and insert 

X" = a "vSv - Os" (3.14) 

into (3.11). The constraint (3.13) is then automatically sat
isfied. 

In order to see how a choice of gauge works, we consider 
the following combination of the field equations: 

aWl/" +K::=3a"C"+~B=0. (3.15) 

This situation is reminiscent of the case of a massive vector 
field, where the Lorentz gauge condition follows from the 
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Proca equation without the use of any gauge symmetry. 
Next we use (3.12), which implies 

~2B = - ~O(O - 2)A (3.16) 

to attain the gauge condition 

B=O 
from which also follows 

a"c"=o. 

The remaining gauge freedom (3.11), 

~IC" = - ~(O - 2)X", ~IB = 0, 

(3.17) 

(3.18 ) 

(3.19) 

does not affect (3.17). By virtue of (3.13) and (3.18) one 
may choose X" such that ~IC" = - C,,' thus arriving atthe 
final gauge condition 

C" = B = 0 (3.20) 

and the field equations (3.4). 
Thus we have shown that the Lagrangian 

c!L' = ~v"(O - 2)v" + ~h "V(O - 2)h"v + C "Cit + ~2 
(3.21) 

satisfies all requirements. Using (AI9) andsettingc =!, the 
action reads in the Fock notation 

s = f d Dx!L' 

= -Ht/!12(Lo -1) -L_ 1L 1 -!L_ 2L 2 1t/!)· (3.22) 

Clearly, this form of the action also applies for the mass 
levels 0 and 1 [cf. Eqs. (2.4) and (2.11) ]. The gauge trans
formation laws (3.11) and (3.12) read 

~11t/!) = L-1Ix) , (3.23) 

~21t/!) = (L_ 2L o - ~L 2_ 1 ) IA) , 

where 

Ix) = - ix" (x)a_ ."10 ) 

and 

IA) = A(x) 10) , 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26 ) 

the constraint (3.13) just expressing the requirement that 
Ix) is an element ofV(O), 

L.lX) = 0 . (3.27) 

Again, the invariance of (3.22) under (3.23) and (3.24) is 
checked without reference to any mass level number but 
merely follows from the assumption that Ix) and IA) liein 
ViO) (see the Appendix for the definitions ofv(n) and w(n». 
The verification of (3.24) makes use of D = 26. Off the criti
cal dimension, there is no gauge symmetry of the type 
(3.24). 

The kinetic operator appears in the literature as a part of 
string field actions but never in the form presented here (cf. 
Refs. 13 and 15). 

The question that will concern us in Secs. IV-VI is 
whether this scheme carries over to all higher mass levels. In 
the following section, the problem is posed in a more conven
ient language. 
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IV. ACTION FUNCTIONALS FOR THE HIGHER MASS 
LEVELS 

From now on we will abandon the notation using com
ponent fields and rather work instead with the elements of 
the Fock space directly. The major ingredient for the follow
ing computations is the Yirasoro algebra (A22). Following 
the scheme of the last section, the kinetic operator should 
have the form 

co 

% = 2(Lo -1) - L anL_nLn, (4.1 ) 
n=) 

the action functional 

(4.2) 

being local and containing only first and second space-time 
derivatives. We know already a) = 1, a2 =!. If it is possible 
to determine the an such that the Yirasoro constraints 
(AI6) arise as possible gauge-fixing conditions, (4.2) con
stitutes an action for all field components contained in a 
general element I"'> ofthe Fock space. 

The field equations read 

%1",>=0. (4.3) 

Since 

(4.4) 

the action is invariant under some gauge symmetry if and 
only if the field equations (4.3) are, i.e., 

%81"'> = o. (4.5) 

Extending the transformation laws (3.23) and (3.24), we 
ask whether there exist operators 

.Y _ n = 2'~)ja~n) (Lo) , 

for every n> 1, such that 

81"'> = .y _ niX> 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

satisfies (4.5) for all Ix> E y(O) (see the Appendix for the 
definition of 2' ~)j ). Thereby the a~n) shall be polynomials 
in Lo. We already know that such operators exist for n = 1 
and 2 if D = 26, namely, 

(4.8) 

.y _2=L_2Lo-~L2_). (4.9) 

In order to define operators of the type (4.6) unambiguous
ly, we always place the Lo's to the right of the 2'~)j' 

Inserting (4.7) into the invariance condition (4.5), one 
obtains 

%.y -niX> =0, (4.10) 

for all Ix > E y(O), which immediately turns out to be a system 
of t;, linear equations for the t;, unknown a~n) (t;, being the 
number of different 2')n),s). Using the ansatz (4.6) and 
commuting the operators Lp occurring in % to the right, 
one finds that 

(4.11 ) 

forany 15> E y(O). The%(n)jj are polynomials (of degree 1) 
in Lo. Inserting a~n) (Lo) Ix> for 15> and using the require
ment that the resulting expression vanishes for all Ix> E y(O), 
one obtains the system of equations 
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%(n)jj(h)a~n) (h) = 0, (4.12) 

which has to be valid for all real numbers h. To be more 
precise, one could insert a state of type (A26) into (4.10) 
and deduce (4.12) for almost all values of h (and hence for 
all since we are dealing with polynomials) as indicated in the 
Appendix. Clearly, if (4.12) holds, then also (4.10) is valid 
for any Ix> E y(O), irrespectively of Ix> being an eigenvector 
of Lo or not. 

The first 1 X 1 matrix %(1) turns out to be identically 
zero. This agrees with the fact that-because of (4.8)-% 
annihilates every element ofy(J), for any value of the space
time dimension D. Counting the 2')2) as 

2'\2) = L 2, 2'i2
) = L i , 

one finds 

(
2- 1 D %(2)j.(h) = 4 

J _ 3 
-3h) 
-2h 

for general D. Its determinant is given by 

det %(2)(h) = !h(D - 26) . 

(4.l3) 

(4.14) 

(4.15 ) 

This illustrates that off the critical dimension, there is no 
solution a~2) (h). If D = 26, one reads offfrom (4.9) 

a~2) (h) = (~J . (4.16) 

We adopt the convention that the a~n) (h) have no common 
polynomial factor, i.e., they never vanish simultaneously. 
The rank of the matrix %(2) turns out to be 1 for all values of 
h. If h = -~, the eigenvalue 0 appears twice in %(2), but 

( 4.17) 

is nonzero and hence nondiagonalizable (i.e., there is no ba
sis of eigenvectors). As a consequence, the polynomials 
( 4.16), found as the generic solution of ( 4.12), in fact consti
tute the general solution for any h. This is responsible for the 
fact that the symmetries (3.23) and (3.24) admit the re
quired gauge condition for any I"'> 2 subject to the field equa
tion (4.3). We will return to this point later . 

For the moment, we consider the system (4.12) for 
higher n. Counting the 2'?) as given in (A25), one may 
compute %(3) for arbitrary a3 and D. One finds that Eq. 
(4.12) admits nontrivial polynomials a~3) (h) if and only if 
a3 = ! and D = 26. Leaving D arbitrary, one again arrives at 
the result that det %(3) is a polynomial in h and D, multi
plied by D - 26. The a~3) (h) are unique up to common nu
merical factors, i.e., if D = 26, the generic rank of %(3) is 2. 

It has been checked on the computer-using the alge
braic program REDUCE-that this scheme holds up to n = 7. 
Nontrivial solutions of (4.12) arise if and only if an = lin 
and D = 26. For illustration, we quote here the results for 
the cases n = 3 and 4: 

(4.18) 

where 
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and 

a~3) (h) = f.J(5 - 8h)h, 

a73) (h) = 2h + 1 , 

a~3) (h) = - ~, 

( 4.19) 

y -4 = L_4a~4) (Lo) + L_3L_1a74) (Lo) + L 2_2a~4) (Lo) 

(4.20) 

with 

a~4)(h) = -48h 4 -174h 3-36h 2-774h, 

a74) (h) = 176h 3 + 710h 2 - 200h + 130, 

a~4) (h) = 72h 3 + 456h 2 + 672h , 

a~4) (h) = - 394h 2 - 2084h - 1690, 

a~4) (h) = 197h + 845. 

(4.21 ) 

Motivated by these results, we fix the kinetic operator as 

(4.22) 

and conjecture that for any n> 1 there is a set of polynomials 
a~n) (h) such that (4.10) [or equivalently (4.12)] holds, 
provided D = 26. The a~n) should be unique up to common 
factors. Moreover, we expect the sequence of gauge symme
tries obtained in this way being large enough to bring any 
solution of the field equation (4.3) into the Yirasoro gauge 
(A 16). This last statement may equivalently be expressed as 
follows. Let I"') be any element of the Fock space satisfying 
(4.3). Then I"') is ofthe form 

00 

I"') = IXo) + L Y -plxp) ' (4.23) 
p=1 

where alllx)'s lie in y(O). Now IXo) is the "physical" part of 
I"'), satisfying the mass-shell equation (A 17). According to 
the considerations given in the Appendix, we expect the de
composition (4.23) not to be unique. The arbitrariness we 
are left with constitutes a residual gauge invariance of the 
type (4.7), which leaves the Yirasoro conditions invariant. 
For illustration, consider a state of the form 

(4.24) 

with Ix) E y(O). This state obeys the field equation (4.3) and 
is an element ofy(l). According to (4.23), it is a pure gauge. 
If, however, Ix) additionally satisfies 

Lolx) = 0, (4.25) 

it follows [multiplying (4.24) by Ld that I"') is also in y(O). 
Thus I"') may equally well be interpreted as the physical 
contribution Ix 0) in (4.23). At the first mass level this just 
means that the Lorentz condition (2.7) still admits the 
gauge freedom (2.10) with 

DA = O. (4.26) 

As indicated in the Appendix, the nonuniqueness of the de
composition (4.23) is connected with the zeros in the Kac 
determinants [h = o being the unique zero of1(l)(h) = 2h, 
in agreement with (4.25) ]. However, trying to fix the gauge 
completely means to give up the covariant formalism. In 
quantized string field theory, this is not even necessary, be
cause the covariant gauge-together with appropriate Feyn-
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man boundary conditions-suffices to guarantee the exis
tence of the propagator. 

The fact that the gauge parameters Ix) are constrained 
to be elements ofY(O) is not really a shortcoming of the pres
ent formalism. One can always express them in terms of un
constrained parameters along the lines of Eq. (3.14). The 
complicated form of the gauge transformation laws is the 
price we have to pay when using the simple action (4.2) and 
( 4.22). We will return to the residual gauge freedom and the 
question of unconstrained gauge parameters in Secs. YII and 
YIII. 

In the Secs. Y and YI we will partly prove the conjec
tures made here. During the course of the investigations, the 
problem has been attacked by several different approaches, 
and it seems extremely unlikely that the assumptions that 
remain unproved are incorrect. 

v. EXISTENCE PROOF 

In this section we prove the existence of the operators 
Y -n for all n;;;d. The kinetic operator is taken over from 
( 4.22); the space-time dimension is left unspecified for the 
moment. Since the general form ofthe matrices %(n)~ arises 
rather implicitly, we proceed along another line of reason
ing. 

Making extensive use of the Yirasoro algebra (A22), 
one may show 

1200 

L 2% = - (26 - D)L2 - 3 .xf 2 - - L 
4 3 n=1 n 

XL_n (Ln .xf2-L,.xfn+, 
n2 

- 2n - 2 ) 
- 1 .xfn+ 2 , 

n+ 
where 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3 ) 

is defined for n>2. The computation is partly identical to 
that given in Ref. 15. 

Next we note that if D = 26 and a state I"') satisfies 

.xfpl"') =0, (5.4) 

for allp>2, it follows from (5.1) and (5.2) that %1"') is 
annihilated by all Ln with positive n (remember that LI and 
L2 generate all Ln ). As a consequence, % I "') is an element 
ofY(O). 

For the rest ofthis section, we set 

(5.5) 

for a given n, where Y _ n represents the ansatz (4.6). The 
equation for the polynomials a~n) thus reads 

%1"') =0 (5.6) 

and has to be valid for all Ix) E y(O). Now suppose that (5.4 ) 
holds for all Ix) E y(O). Since % I "') E y(O), as stated above, 

2'}")%I"') = O. (5.7) 

Inserting (4.6), one finds 
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J/ijn) (Lo)%Cn)jk (Lo)a~n) (Lo) Ix) = O. (5.8) 

Since this has to be true for all Ix) E VCO)-especially for ei
genvectors of Lo corresponding to generic eigenvalues h
we conclude 

%ijn) (h)a{n) (h) = 0, 

where 

%ijn) (h) = J/~:) (h)%cn)~ (h) . 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

Since J/ijn) (h) is generically invertible, one arrives at Eq. 
(4.12). Note that in the generic sense, J/ijn) plays the role of 
a metric which may serve to raise and lower indices. The 
matrix (5.10) may also be defined as 

%ijn)(h) = (xl2'~n)% 2'~~lx), (5~11) 

where Ix) satisfies (A26) and (xix) = 1. Hence 

%ijn) (h) = %j~n) (h) , 

for all h. 

(5.12) 

What we have shown so far is that, if (5.4) is valid for all 
Ix> E V(O), the a~n) (h) solve Eq. (4.12). Since (5.4) is a gen
eric equation, it is equivalent to 

(5.13) 

for 2<. p<.n. These are in fact 1:; = 2 t" _ p ordinary linear 
equations for the t" unknowns a~n)' 

Studying the algebra of the operators d p' one discovers 
another set of operators PlJ p which in some respect are more 
convenient. From (5.3) it follows 

m 
Lm = d m 

(m - l)(m + 1) 

m 
-------LJLm _ l • 
(m - 1)(m + 1) 

(5.14 ) 

Again replacing Lm _ 1 by means of (5.3) and iterating the 
procedure, one finds an expression for Lm in terms of d p 

(p<.m) and powers of L 1. Defining 

PlJ m = Lm + [2m( - )mj(m + 1)!] L 7', (5.15) 

for m;.. 2, the expression reads 

PlJ m = i (- )m- p m p! L 7'-p d
p 

• 

p=2 (m+1)!p-1 
(5.16) 

Clearly, this relation may be inverted to express d m in 
terms of all PlJ p (p<.m). Thus one may substitute PlJ p for 
d p in Eqs. (5.4) and (5.13). It is worth noting that, upon 
the use of the Virasoro algebra, one finds that the commuta
tors ofthe PlJ's close in the sense (2<. P < m) 

p+m 

[ 
I'77J /i7J] ~ LP+m-qaJ 
;:A} p' ;:A7 m = £.. cpmq 1 ;:A7 q , ( 5.17) 

q=p+1 

where cpmq are nonzero real numbers. From this it follows 
that (5.4)-as it stands or with PlJ p instead of dp-is al
ready valid for allp if it holds for p = 2, 3, and 4. All higher 
PlJ p or d p may then be expressed in terms of the lower ones 
by (5.17). This observation might be useful for practical 
calculations of the higher Y _ n • 

The existence proof runs as follows. Consider the set of 
operators 2'~n-p)PlJ p (2<.p<.n). They lie in the t,,-dimen
sional space spanned by the 2'~n). Although they are larger 
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in number than t", they actually span only an (t" - 1)
dimensional subspace. This can be seen by noting that it is 
not possible to find real numbers A ~n _ p) such that 

n 

L A~n_p)2'?-P)PlJp =Ln· (5.18) 
p=2 

Hence (5.13) only provides a set of t" - 1 linear equations 
for t" unknowns. Since the %cn)~ (h) are of degree one in h, 
the a~n) (h) may be chosen as polynomials of degree 
<.t" - 1. 

It is actually not difficult to prove the uniqueness of 
solutions to (5.13), which is equivalent to showing that the 
t" - 1 equations mentioned above are linearly independent. 
Imposing (5.4 )-now using the d p-and requiring the sin
gle additional. equation 

(5.19) 

one may check that the only solution is the trivial one, 
a~n) (h) =0. To do this, one takes into account the definition 
(5.3) of the d p and again uses the Virasoro algebra to show 
successively Ln-11f/!) =Ln_ 2 1f/!) = ... =0. Ending up 
with If/!) E V(O) for all Ix> E VCO), one concludes a~n) =0. 

Thus we have proved the existence of gauge transforma
tions defined by Y _ n at each level n if D = 26. The solu
tionsa~n) (h) arisingfromEqs. (5.4) are unique (up to com
mon factors). We have not proved that these are the only 
solutions satisfying (5.6). Nevertheless, a lot of playing 
around with (5.4) and expressions like (5.1) and (5.2) has 
convinced ourselves that the systems (5.4) and (5.6)-as 
generic equations for the a~n) (h)-are equivalent. It also 
seems to be true that (5.6) together with (5.19) leadstoa~n) 
=0, which would again prove the equivalence. However, we 
have no rigorous proof but only the definite statement that 
everything works up to n = 7. 

In the following we assume that our conjecture holds. In 
other words this means that the rank of the matrix 
%cn)ij (h) is equal to t" - 1 except possibly for a finite num
ber of values of h. These critical values may be found by 
computing the characteristic polynomial 

det(A-%Cn)(h»)=ApCn)(h) + ... +A'\ (5.20) 

for D = 26; A = 0 is always an eigenvalue. The zeros of the 
polynomial pcn) (h) are those values where a second eigen
vector with eigenvalue zero might arise (in the next section 
we will conjecture that this is not the case). 

Let us at the end of this section mention an interesting 
property of the a~n)' Evaluating Eqs. (5.13) explicitly, one 
gets 

A (~)i- p) J/}:) (Lo)aZn) (Lo) Ix> = 0 , 

for 2<. p<.n, where 

(5.21 ) 

!L'~n-p)dp = !L't)A (~)i-P). (5.22) 

The d p contain only Lm with positive m, hence A does not 
depend on Lo. Since J/}:) is generically nonsingular, (5.21) 
may be read as an equation for at) = J/}kn)aZn), the "covar
iant" components of a Cn ). The arguments given above apply 
to this interpretation as well. One finds a solution b t) that is 
independent of Lo. Thus the generic solution a{n) (Lo) satis
fies 
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(5.23) 

for some polynomial q(n)(h). The real numbers b?) are a 
solution for the equation adjoint to (4.12), 

b ?)ff(n)ii(h) = O. (5.24) 

Inordertocomputea~n) explicitly, one may solve (5.24) for 
some noncritical value of h to find b ~n). Then 

a~n) (h) = q(n)(h)JI(~) (h)b?) , (5.25) 

where q(n)(h) is a polynomial with minimal degree that eats 
up all singularities of JI/in ) (h)b?) [cf. Eq. (A31)]. 

VI. EXISTENCE OF THE VIRASORO GAUGE 

Once having an infinite sequence of gauge transforma
tions Y _ n and the conjecture that they are essentially 
unique, the question arises whether these may actually be 
used to obtain the Virasoro conditions as a special gauge 
fixing. Neglecting the possibility of nongeneric states, the 
answer is trivial: In the generic sense, the decomposition 
(4.23) is the solution ofthe field equation (4.3). However, 
we must be a little bit more careful in order not to oversee the 
nongeneric states that lie in the intersections v(n) nV(m). 

Let I"') be any state that contains only Verma level con
tributions up to some positive n, i.e., I"') E w(n). Then I"') is 
of the form (A32). The existence ofthe gauge conditions is 
ensured if ffl"') = 0 implies 

n 

I"') = Is) + L Y -plxp) , (6.1 ) 
p=l 

for Is) and I Xp) in V(O). Note that from 
n 

ffl",)=2(Lo -1)IXo) + L .2"<.!jff(P)ji(Lo)lx~) =0, 
p=l 

(6.2) 

one cannot straightforwardly conclude that all the expres
sions at the different levels vanish separately. Multiplying by 
.2"~n), we find 

.2"~n)ffl"')=ff}t)(Lo)lx~) =0. 

If there exists some Ix) E V(O) such that 

Jlhn)(Lo)(lx~) - a{n) (Lo) Ix») = 0, 

(6.3) 

(6.4 ) 

one finds, taking into account the definition (A27) of JI(n) 
that 

.2"~)ilx~) -Y -niX) Ew(n-I). (6.5) 

Identifying Ix) with Ix n) in (6.1), one has already con
firmed the highest term. The remaining state 

I"") = I"') -.Y -niX), (6.6) 

which is an element of w(n - I), is treated analogously. By 
induction, one arrives at (6.1). Thus, in order to complete 
the argument, one has to deduce (6.4) from (6.3). This is 
the second point where we have not been able to give a rigor
ous proof. 

The conjecture we are forced to make simply states that 
the rank of the matrices ff(n)~ (h) is t;. - 1 for all values 
h-including the zeros of the polynomialp(n) (h) in (5.20). 
Thus, at the critical values, ff(n)~ (h) becomes nondiag
onalizable since the eigenvalue zero appears twice in the 
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characteristic polynomial. This situation is illustrated by 
( 4.17) for the case n = 2. The critical values of h seem to be 
just those where two generic eigenvectors coincide. 

Taking this statement for granted, one concludes by 
means of elementary linear algebra that there exist polyno
mials B (n)~ (h) and real numbers I in) such that 

and 

I i b (n) - 1 
(n) i -

ff(n)~(h)B (n)lk (h) = 8~ -I/n)b in) . 

Thus, from 

ff(n)~ (Lo) lSi) = 0 , 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

for lSi) EV(O), it follows upon mUltiplication by B (n)ii (Lo) 
that 

Is)=bfn)lx) (6.10) 

with 

Ix) =I(n) Is) . (6.11) 

Now consider an equation of the type (6.3), 

ffhn) (Lo) Ixl) =ff(n)\ (Lo)Jlij) (Lo) Ixl) = 0 , (6.12) 

where one has made use of (5.12). Denoting 

ISk) =Jlij)(Lo)lxi) , (6.13) 

one arrives at (6.9), which implies via (6.10) 

Jlij>(Lo) Ixl) = b in) Ix) , (6.14) 

for some Ix) EV(O). Since the polynomial q(n) (h) appearing 
in (5.23) is nonvanishing, one may always find a Ix) EV(O) 
such that 

Ix) = q(n) (Lo) Ix) . (6.15 ) 

Hence, using (5.23), 

Jlij) (Lo) (Ixl) - a{n) Ix» = 0 , ( 6.16) 

which is just the statement (6.4) . 
We should summarize now in a simpler notation what 

we have proved under the assumption that the rank of 
ff(n)~(h) equals t" - 1 for all h. Let n;;;d and Iv) E v(n). 
Then fflv) E w(n-l) if and only ifthere exists a Ix) E V(O) 
such that Iv) - Y _ n Ix) E W( n - 1). In this formulation, the 
state Iv) is just the highest term in the decomposition (A32), 
and the statement that fflv) lies in w(n-I) is identical to 
Eq. (6.3). 

Applying this result to each mass level of a given state 
satisfying the field equation (4.3), one arrives at the infinite 
decomposition (4.23). 

There is another algorithm that yields the Virasoro 
gauge conditions. It has been checked for n<4, and its gen
eral validity would prove the conjecture made above. Take 
any I"') E w(n), subject to the field equation (4.3). Trying to 
find a gauge in which Ln I"') = 0, one obtains the equation 

8(Lnl",»=Ln.Y -nIXn)=ln(Lo)IXn) = -Lnl"') , 
( 6.17) 

wherein (Lo) is a nonvanishing polynomial. Since Ln I "') lies 
in V(O), this equation can be solved for Ix n) E V(O). Now we 
conjecture that, from 
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%I¢,) = Ln I¢') = Ln_II¢') = ... = Lp+ II¢') = 0, 
(6.18 ) 

it follows by pure application of the Yirasoro algebra (A22) 
that L pl¢') is annihilated by all L m (m;;;.I), hence an element 
ofY(O). Then the equation 

~(Lpl¢'»=LpY -pIXp)=/p(LoHt'p) = -Lpl¢') 
( 6.19) 

is solvable for some Ixp ) E y(O). Iterating this process, one 
ends up with the gauge condition (AI6). 

VII. GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS WITH 
UNCONSTRAINED PARAMETER 

Instead of performing an infinite sequence of gauge 
transformations 

00 

~I¢,) = L Y -plxp) (7.1) 
p=1 

with parameters Ixp ) E y(O), one might try to formulate (7.1) 
in terms of a simple operator 

~I¢,) = YIA) (7.2) 

with an unconstrained parameter IA). In the following, we 
will construct an operator Y satisfying 

%Y=O (7.3) 

and acting upon the different Verma levels according to 

(7.4) 

for n;;;.O. Repeated application of Y should give (with Ix) 
E y<0» 

(7.5) 

for some Isp) E y(O). Thus IA) in (7.2) may be chosen as 
00 

IA) = L YPI7lp) , (7.6) 
p=o 

for appropriate elements 171 p) of y(O) in order to achieve 
(7.1). Clearly, the gauge transformations in the form (7.2) 
are highly redundant because IA) is completely arbitrary. 

Making the ansatz (using ...t<'(0) = 1 by convention) 
00 

Y = ~ ...t<'(p+ I)s ij(L )...t<'(P) £.i -I (p+I,p) 0 J (7.7) 
p=o 

and requiring that % Y annihilates a general element of 
yin), one finds the recursion formula 

s(n+ I,n) t'j(h)JI}:) (h) 

= afn+ I) (h)Ckn)(h) 
n-I 
~ S ij(h p+n)Ct' (p+I,p,n) (h) - £.i (p+ I,p) - (n+ I) ijk' 

p=o 
(7.8) 

where Ck n) (h) is arbitrary and the C's arise from the identity 

...t<'(p+ I) ...t<'!p) ...t<'(n) Ix) 
-I J -k 

=...t<'(n+l)ct' (p+I,p,n) .. (L )Ix) -t' (n+l) IJk 0 , (7.9) 

for Ix) E y<0). Solving (7.8) with respect to s(n+ I,n) 0, one 
has to multiply by the inverse JI~~) (h) and finds operators 
Y that satisfy (7.3) but are in general nonlocal. 

However, there are some hints that the arbitrary func-
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tions s(I,O) (h) and c?)(h) may be adjusted in such a way 
that all s(n + I,n) ij(h) become polynomial. In order to get a 
local action of Y only upon Win), one just has to solve (7.8) 
for any choice of the arbitrary functions up to the nth order 
and multiply the result by the overall denominator. In order 
to get more insight into the structure of Y, we introduce the 
nonlocal operators 13 

n(O) = 0 n(n) = 1- ...t<'(n) Jlij (L )...t<'!n) 
, - i (n) 0 J ' (7.10) 

for n;;;'l, and 
&,(n) = n(n)n(n+ I)n(n+2) •••• (7.11) 

Denoting further 

c?)(h) = Jlijn) (h)c{n) (h) , (7.12) 

C6 n =c~n) (Lo)...t<'~n) , (7.13) 

a closed expression for Y -representing the general solu
tion of (7.8)-is given by 

00 

Y= L Y _n_l C6 n(1-n(n»&,(n+l), (7.14 ) 
n=O 

where c(O) is to be identified with s(I,O)' This equation is 
easily confirmed by using (7.10) to compute the action of Y 
upon yen): 

(7.15) 

Iterative application of Y upon an element of yeo) gives 

YPlx) = Y _pgp(Lo) Ix) , (7.16) 

where 

gp (h) = /p _ I (h)/P_ 2 (h)' . ·h.(h)/1 (h)c(o) (h) 

and 

(7.17) 

In (h) = c~n) (h)Jlijn) (h)a{n) (h) =c}") (h)a{n) (h) . 
(7.18) 

Thus, if c (0) and all/n are nontrivial polynomials, we recover 
(7.5) with 

Isp) = gp (Lo) Ix) . 

Choosing so.o> (h) = 1 and setting all subsequent 
c~n) (h) equal to zero, the result for Y is just the operator 
L -IP, where Pis the projection onto V(O). This can be seen by 
comparing (7.14) with the equation P= &,(1), which was 
given in Ref. 13. Clearly, this solution is neither local nor 
realizes (7.5) nontrivially. This was to be expected, because 
setting all crn) equal to zero, no detailed information about 
% enters in Y. 

In order to obtain a local solution for Y that realizes all 
gauge transformations (7.5) occurring in the present formu
lation of free bosonic string field theory, we have to choose 
the c}") in such a way that all singularities arising from the 
matricesJlYn) (h) cancel, thereby keepingtheln (h) nontri
vial. From (7.8) or (7.15) one concludes that the dn)(h) 
have to be polynomials as well. 

At the first three levels it is possible to adjust the arbi
trary functions such that no Lo appears explicitly. The result 
is unique up to a constant factor: 

Y =L_ I -!L_2LI-nL_3(L2 -,Li) + ... , 
(7.19) 

where the dots denote higher-order terms. Inserting this 
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expression into the equations for the next level, one inevita
bly encounters polynomials in Lo. Apparently, any local so
lution for Y up to the level.2"'!.t 1) .2"jP) admits a family of 
local solutions at the next higher level. This has been 
checked up to .2"~)i.2"?). The calculation of some solution 
for Y to arbitrarily high levels is then straightforward but 
very tedious. 

The general solution contains infinitely many arbitrary 
polynomials in Lo. This can also be seen by noting that, along 
with Y, also all operators Y' = Y Y do the job ifthe non
trivial realization of (7.5) remains valid-and this is the case 
for various choices of Y. 

If one prefers, however, to have an even more explicit 
expression for the unification of the gauge transformations 
into one closed formula, one may proceed as follows. Let 

(7.20) 

be the (unique) decomposition of an arbitrary state with 
respect to the mass level operator [cf. Eqs. (A 11) and 
(AI2)]. Then define an operator ~ on Fock space by its 
action upon the nth mass level, 

(7.21 ) 

where the rn are polynomials that cancel the singularities 
contained in the relevant part of P at the nth mass level. They 
are essentially the overall denominator of the products 
n(J)n(2)··· n(n). Although ~ may not be expressed as a sum 
over products of Vir as oro operators, it acts locally upon the 
space-time fields in IA), leaves the mass level invariant, and 
puts any state to Verma level zero, 

~: F --> V(Ol . (7.22) 

Of course, ~ is no longer a projector. 
As a consequence of (7.22), any of the operators 

Y _ n ~ generates a gauge transformation of the type (4.7). 
Defining the operator 

y= i: Y _n~Ln' (7.23 ) 
n=l 

we again recover all transformations (4.7) by setting 

(7.24) 

for unconstrained IA). Note that the Ln at the right-hand 
side of (7.23) may be replaced by any local operator 
u?) (Lo) .2"ln) [or likewise by uln - 1) (Lo).2"ln - 1) in order 
to make the level zero part of IA) contribute to the variation 
of It/!) ]. This construction is essentially a straightforward 
generalization of (3.14) to all space-time fields contained in 
a general Fock state. Since it makes explicit reference to the 
mass level decomposition [whereas the expression (4.22) 
for the kinetic operator does not] it seems artificial as com
pared to (7.7), but it is sufficient to merely reproduce the 
correct gauge transformation law for each space-time field. 

One could think of using 2~(Lo - 1) as an alternative 
kinetic operator, which contains only a finite order of space
time derivatives at a definite mass level. As a result of the 
general property 

(7.25 ) 

(n> 1), one could always achieve the Virasoro conditions 
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(A 16) as a special choice of gauge. However, the remaining 
field equation would contain the polynomials rn (Lo) at the 
nth mass level in addition to the factor Lo - 1. The math
ematical reason for ~ being applicable in the transformation 
law (7.24) but not serving as kinetic operator is the fact that 
the restricted function 

(7.26) 

is surjective (as long as boundary conditions are omitted) 
but not injective. 

Having established the forms (7.2) or (7.24) of the 
g~uge symmetry, we are left with a single operator Y(or 
Y) instead of L _ 1 and L _ 2 (and hence all L _ n ) as in the 
usual gauge-covariant approach. Choosing It/!) itself as the 
gauge parameter, we find that the action functional admits 
"global" symmetries 

(7.27) 

(or Y instead of Y), replacing the freedom of reparametri
zations on the world sheet 

(7.2S) 

in the gauge-covariant formulations. The physical interpre
tation of these symmetries is not yet clarified. 

We finally remark that the redundancy in the gauge 
transformation law (7.2) [resp. (7.24) ] gives rise to "ghosts 
for ghosts" in the BRST quantization formalism, a feature 
that is well-known for string theories. 

VIII. THE RESIDUAL GAUGE FREEDOM 

Once having specified the Virasoro gauge condition for 
a solution to (4.3), the remaining gauge freedom is con
tained in the set of all states 

00 

It/!) = L Y _pIXp)EV(O), (S.1 ) 
p=l 

where Ixp ) E V(O). Considering only a certain mass level n, 
the series (S.l) stops at p = n. Applying .2"ln), one finds 

vIIijn) (Lo)a{n) (Lo) Ix n) = 0 , 

thus-using (5.23)

q(n)(Lo)IXn) = 0, 

which implies 

q(n)(Lo-n)Y -nIXn) =0. 

(S.2) 

(S.3 ) 

(S.4) 

Equation (8.3) is necessary but not sufficient for Ix n) to be 
contained in a state of the type (8.1). An example of such a 
state is given by Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25). The polynomials 
q(n)(h) are contained as factors in the Kac determinants 
[this follows from (5.25)]. Thus only part of the zeros of 
det vii (n) is actually responsible for the existence of a residu
al gauge symmetry. 

This occurrence of a nonphysical leftover in the covar
iant approach to string theories is not only known in princi
ple but has also been worked out in detail: A general physical 
state is the sum of a DDF state-carrying the true physical 
degrees of freedom-and a physical spurious state. 2 
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IX. CLOSED STRINGS 

In the theory of oriented closed strings, the number of 
degrees of freedom is doubled as compared to the open 
strings. As a result of the existence to two independent sets of 
oscillator variables a~ and a~ (subject to the single relation 
!?' = ab = ab), the constraints are realized by means of 
two sets of Vir as oro operators Ln and In in the closed-string 
Fock space. Different type operators commute with each 
other. The conditions defining the physical states are 

(Lo + Io - 2)1"') = 0, (9.1) 

Ln I"') = In I"') = 0, (9.2) 

for all n> 1, supplemented by 

(Lo - Io) I"') = 0, 

which can also be written as 

(N - N ) I"') = 0 , 

(9.3 ) 

(9.4) 

where Nand N are the respective mass level operators [cf. 
Eq. (AlO)]. Our task is again to find an action functional 
that produces the above conditions as field equations in a 
special gauge. In order to achieve (9.4), we define a projec
tion operator Q onto the set of states satisfying (9.4). Ex
panding an arbitrary state with respect to the two types of 
mass level operators, 

00 

I"') = L I"')nm' (9.5) 
n,m=O 

where 

NI"') nm = nl"')nm' NI"')nm = ml"')nm , (9.6) 

the action of Q is given by 
00 

Q I"') = L I"')nn . (9.7) 
n=O 

The operator Q acts locally on the field components (it just 
puts some of them to zero and leaves the others unchanged) 
and is Hermitian: 

(9.8) 

Although we have not gone so far into the details of the 
closed string case, a candidate for an appropriate action is 

s = - ("'IJYQ I"') , (9.9) 

where 
_ 00 1 00 1- _ 

JY=Lo+Lo-2- ~ -L L - ~ -L L 
~ -n n ~ -n n' 

n=1 n n=1 n 
(9.10) 

(9.11 ) 

and 

[JY,Q] = O. (9.12) 

It admits the gauge symmetry 
00 

DI",)=(l-Q)IA)= L lA>nm' (9.13 ) 
n,m=O.n¥:m 

which may be used to achieve (9.4) as the gauge-fixing con
dition. One may, alternatively, omit the Qin (9.9) and insert 
(9.4) by hand. 

Moreover, setting D = 26, the action (9.9) is invariant 
under the two type of symmetries 
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151"'> = y - miX> (9.14 ) 

and 

151"') = Y' -m Ix), (9.15) 

where 

Lplx) = Iplx) =0, (9.16) 

for all p> 1. In order not to destroy (9.4), one must choose 
Ix)'s ofthe correct mass levels, e.g., for (9.14) 

DI"')nn =y -mIX)n-m,n' (9.17) 

A typical state IX)o.I' subject to (9.16), is ofthe form 

IX)o,1 = -ia~IXJ'(x)IO), (9.18) 

with 

aJ'~ = O. (9.19) 

Applied to 

1"')1,1 =~la~lkJ'v(x)IO), (9.20) 

it gives rise to the gauge transformation law 151"') 1,1 
= L _ Ilx) 0,1 or, written in components, 

DkJ'v =!aJ'Xv' (9.21) 

Of course, the role of operators with and without bars may 
be interchanged in (9.17) and (9.18), leading to the addi
tional gauge symmetry at the mass level I"') 1,1 : 

DkJ'V =! avAJ' , 

with 

aJ'AJ' = o. 

(9.22) 

(9.23) 

Decomposing the space-time field kJ'v (x) contained in 
(9.20) into its symmetric traceless, pure trace, and antisym
metric parts, the transformation laws (9.21) and (9.22) 
split into the symmetries of the well-known graviton, dila
ton, and antisymmetric tensor field at the first excited mass 
level of the closed string. 

Let us now examine whether the gauge symmetries 
(9.14) and (9.15) are enough to admit the Virasoro con
straints (9.2) as a special gauge condition and the mass-shell 
condition (9.1) as the remainder of the field equation 

JYI"') = 0 (9.24) 

in that special gauge. In the following we assume that the 
symmetry (9.13) has already been exploited and (9.4) is 
valid from the outset. 

At the mass level 1"')0,0 (the tachyon field) there is 
nothing to prove, because the physical state condition fol
lows immediately. Next consider the states I"') 1,1' as given 
by (9.20). Trying to achieve (9.2) for n = I, one sets 

D(Ld"')l.l) =LIY -llx)o,1 =2Lolx)o,1 = - Ld"')I,1 , 

D(III"')I,I) =IIY' -dA)I,o =2IolAho = - III"')I,I . 
(9.25) 

These equations admit a solution for Ix) and IA) if and only 
if the integrability conditions 

LIIII"'hl = 0, (9.26) 

or in terms of the component field, 

aJ'vkJ'v = 0, (9.27) 

are valid. Applying LI or II upon (9.24), one gets 
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L_ 1L 1L1ItP)1,l = L_1L1LdtP) 1,1 = 0, 
or equivalently 

(9.28 ) 

ap"vk"v = 0, (9.29) 

stating that a "vk"v is not strictly zero but only a constant, 
and this is the best one can do locally. In order to deduce 
(9.27) from (9.29), one has to impose an appropriate 
boundary condition, e.g., that k"v vanishes at spatial infinity 
(no matter how fast). This is in contrast to the open string 
case, where the existence of the gauge parameters necessary 
to achieve the Virasoro constraints was guaranteed by means 
of pure differential manipulations alone. The reason for this 
new feature is that the two types of Virasoro operators only 
combine into equations like (9.28), which are absent in the 
open string case. However, once having imposed the neces
sary boundary condition, the correct gauge fixing is possible. 

At the second mass levelltP)2,2' we meet an analogous 
situation. The integrability conditions necessary to achieve 

L21tP)2,2 = L21tP)2,2 = 0 (9.30) 

turn out to be 

L 1L21tP)2,2 = L2L 11tP)2,2 = L2L21tP)2,2 = O. 

Expanding 

L 1L21tP)2,2 = ii"_ 1 a" 10) , 

L2L 11tP)2,2 = a"_ 1 ii" 10) , 

L2L21tP)2,2 = b 10) , 

(9.31) 

(9.32) 

one concludes from the field equation (9.24) by pure differ
ential manipulations that the combinations a" + (i16)a"b 
and ii" + (i16)a"b are constant. Again upon appropriate 
boundary conditions, these constants have to be zero. As
suming a" = ii" = - (i16)a"b, one concludes by further 
exploitation of (9.24) that a" = ii" = b = O. Hence the 
gauge condition given by (9.31) is possible. In order to ob
tain the remaining Virasoro constraints 

L 11tP)2,2 = L 11tP)2,2 = 0, (9.33) 

we have to deduce the integrability conditions 

L i I tP)2,2 = L i I tP)2,2 = L 1L11tP)2,2 = 0 . (9.34) 

These follow from (9.24), (9.30), and (9.31) without im
posing any further boundary conditions. 

Although we have not checked this mechanism for the 
higher mass levels, the computations done so far provide a 
certain evidence that the action (9.9) applies to all space
time fields contained in I tP). The question of whether there is 
a better one-which works without imposing boundary con
ditions-remains open. 

X. CONCLUSION 

The conjectures made so far in the open-string case are 
summarized by the statement that the matrices %(")~(h) 
have a one-dimensional kernel for all h. Under the assump
tion that it holds we have shown that a free theory of open 
bosonic string fields may be formulated without the use of 
supplementary fields. The action is local in the string fields 
and contains space-time derivatives only up to the second 
order. Let us finally raise the question of whether there exist 
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other kinetic operators constructed by the Virasoro opera
tors alone. The most general candidate is 

% = 2(Lo - 1) + I Y~)J{ (~) (Lo)Y]"), (10.1) 
n=1 

with 

k ij - k ji (10.2) (,,) - (,,) 

to ensure the Hermiticity of %. If % is to contain at most 
second-order space-time derivatives, the k t~) have to be 
constants, and only the combinations L _ "L" have nonzero 
coefficients. Thus we are led to the ansatz (4.1) made al· 
ready in Sec. IV. In this sense, the solution of the problem as 
given in (4.22) together with D = 26 seems to be the unique 
one. 

However, in order to understand the significance of the 
conjecture in this paper, we may omit the restriction to sec· 
ond-order space-time derivatives and ask for a general crite· 
rion for (10.1) to be applicable for string field theory. Fol
lowing essentially the same arguments as given in Sec. VI, it 
turns out that % admits the Virasoro gauge conditions if 
and only if the dimension of the kernels 

dim ker %(")~(h) = r" (10.3 ) 

does not depend on h. The matrices %(")~ are defined anal
ogously to (4.11). The operator % suggested in this paper 
has r" = 1 for all n;;d. An operator % with r" = 0 for all 
n;;;.1 would not admit any gauge symmetry at all. However, 
r" = 0 contradicts ( 1 0.1). If, on the other hand, the matrices 
%(n)~ (h) were nonsingular only for generic h-which is 
probably the case for (4.1) with a,,:;61!n at n;;;.2-one 
would find zero-norm states corresponding to critical values 
of h, satisfying the field equations but being neither physical 
nor gauge. The equality of the dimensions in ( 10.3) for all h 
is thus necessary to absorb also these exceptional states into 
the decomposition (4.23). 

Let us finally note that the actions defined by the kinetic 
operators % and,:W" agree with those given by Neveu, Nico
lai, and West l5 when all supplementary fields are set equal to 
zero. From this point of view, the symmetries provided by 
the Y _" are possibly just those of Ref. 15, which leave all 
supplementary fields invariant. Then the variation of the 
field should as well be given by 

00 00 

<5ltP) = L Y -"Ix,,) = L L_"IA,,), (10.4 ) 
,,=1 ,,=1 

for appropriately constrained parameters I A" ). On the other 
hand, one should be able to reintroduce the supplementary 
fields into the scheme presented here by relaxing the con
straints Ix,,) E V(O) in (10.4). 

However, the question of to what extent it is necessary 
or convenient to restore the supplementary fields is to be 
answered at the level of interacting string fields. 

APPENDIX: FOCK SPACE, PHYSICAL STATES, AND 
VIRASORO OPERATORS 

We use units in which c = Ii = 2a' = 1. The dynamics 
of a bosonic open string propagating in D-dimensional Min
kowski space with metric TJ"v = diag( - 1,1, ... ,1) is de
scribed by a set of oscillator variables a,," (n:;60 and in-
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teger), the center of mass coordinate xP', and the total 
momentum pi' == al'. Quantization along the lines of the old 
covariant approach 1,2 gives rise to the operator algebra 

[ an J.t,am V] = rf'vn{jn + m,O , 

[ xJ.t,Pv] = itJ;, , (AI) 

[xP',an V] = 0, for n;fO , 

and the Hermiticity conditions 

(anJ.t)t=a~nJ.t, (xJ.t)t=xP'. (A2) 

In the usual Fock representation the above algebra is real
ized by postulating a formal vacuum state 10), subject to 

anJ.tIO) = 0 , (A3) 

for n >0. Since n = 0 is included in this condition, some auth
ors would refer to 10) as the "vacuum with respect to mo
mentumpi' = 0." Acting upon 10) by products of the opera
tors ia _ n J.t (n > I) and forming linear combinations with 
real x-dependent coefficients, one arrives at the total Fock 
space F. The momentum operator is represented by 

. a 'a PJ.t = - 1- == - I J.t' 
axJ.t 

(A4) 

the action of the an J.t (n > I) is evaluated by means of (A I ) 
and (A3). Thus the general element of F has the form 

It/!) = (¢(x) - iAJ.t (x)a_ t - ivJ.t (x)a_ 2J.t 

- !hJ.tv(x)a_ta_Iv + "')10), (A5) 

where hJ.tv = hvJ.t and the dots denote higher-order products 
of the a's. As far as the open-string Fock space is concerned, 
it will never be necessary to impose boundary conditions on 
the component fields ¢, AJ.t' etc. We merely assume them to 
be sufficiently differentiable. Formal adjunction leads to 

(t/!I = (Ol(¢(x) + iAJ.t (x)at + ivJ.t (x) a2J.t 

(A6) 

and 

(t/!It/!') = ¢(x)¢'(x) + A J.t(x)A ~ (x) + 2vJ.t(x)v~ (x) 

+ !h J.tV(x)h ~v (x) + "', (A7) 

where 

(010) = 1 (AS) 

has been used. Note that the formal "scalar product" (A7) 
still depends on xP'. In order to have a suitable notation for 
action functionals, we define 

(t/!It/!') = J dDx(t/!It/!') , (A9) 

which will in general not be finite. 
The mass level operator is defined by 

00 

N= L a_nJ.tanj.t' 
n=1 

(AW) 

It splits F into a direct sum such that any It/!) E F may be 
decomposed uniquely as 

00 

It/!) = L It/!)n, (All) 
,,=0 

where 
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Nlt/!)n = nlt/!)n . (AI2) 

Any contribution to It/!) of the form 

a J.t'···a J.tkA (x)IO) 
- n l - nk 1-'1" 'I'k 

has a definite value of N, namely I.~= 1 n;. Note that (All) is 
a formal sequence involving infinitely many space-time 
fields, rather than an actual sum. Thus any operator whose 
action upon any definite mass level is finite is well defined in 
the total Fock space. As a consequence, we will never run 
into convergence problems. 

The Virasoro operators are defined by 

(A13) 

where the normal ordering with respect to a"J.t (n> I) as 
annihilation operator is only necessary for L o, leading to 

Lo=!pI'pJ.t +N== -!O+N, 
where 

D-I 
o=aJ.taJ.t = -aoo + L ajj • 

;=1 

(AI4) 

(AI5) 

The Virasoro operators constitute the quantum version of 
the classical constraints. They select the physical states by a 
set ofGupta-Bleuler type conditions (the so-called Virasoro 
conditions) 

L"It/!) =0, 

for all n> 1, and 

(Lo-I)It/!) =0. 

(AI6) 

(AI7) 

As is well-known,I,2 the absence of ghosts and a consistent 
theory of interacting strings is only guaranteed in the critical 
dimension D = 26. 

The set of states satisfying only (A 16) is denoted by ~o). 
They are also called states of Verma level zero (cf. Ref. 13). 
The action of the L" (n > I) upon the lowest mass levels of 
any state in F is given by 

L.lt/!). = - aJ.tAJ.tIO) , 

L.It/!)2 = - 2i(vJ.t - !aPhpJ.t )a_tIO) , 

L 2 1t/!)2 = - 2({jJ.t vJ.t + ~h J.t J.t) 10) , 

(AIS) 

(A19) 

It/!) 0 being automatically subject to (A 16), hence an element 
ofV(O). 

The mass-shell condition (AI7) reads, for the nth mass 
level, 

(0 - 2(n - I»It/!)" = 0, 

thus giving rise to a squared mass 

m! = 2(n - 1) 

(A20) 

(A21) 

for the fields at this level. Here ¢ is the well-known tachyon 
and AJ.t becomes a massless vector field. 

The Ln 's satisfy the Virasoro algebra 

[Ln,Lm] = (n - m)L,,+m + (DII2)n(n2 -I){jn+m,o 
(A22) 

including the anomalous term responsible for the crucial 
role played by the space-time dimension D. 

It is convenient to denote the set of products L", ... L"k 
with 1 <;;n l <;; ... <;;nk and I.~= 1 n; = n collectively by .2"},,), 
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where the index i ranges from 1 to a certain number t;.. They 
altogether form a so-called "universal envelopping algebra" 
(cf. Ref. 12). The adjoint operators are denoted as 

.,Y~)i = (.,Y}"»t (A23) 

and constitute an analogous set of products ofYirasoro oper
ators with negative indices. According to the relation 

[N,.,Y<;;);] = + n"y<;;)i , (A24) 

the "y<;;)i change the mass level number by =+= n. We adopt 
the Einstein summation convention for indices of the type i. 

As an example, we write down the operators .,Y?>, 

.,Y\3) = L
3

, 

.,Yi3) = L,L2 , (A25) 

"y~3) = L i , 
and quote the lowest values of t;., 

(to,~,t;A,~,fs,t;;, ... ) = (1,1,2,3,5,7,11, ... ) , 

where the convention to = 1 is useful in some formulas. 
Given a state Ix) ofYerma level zero that is at the same 

time an eigenvector of Lo to a real eigenvector h (a "highest 
weight vacuum vector"), 

Lolx) = h Ix) , (A26) 

the linear space spanned by all states of the form .,Y~)i Ix) is 
called a Yerma module.24 By making use of the Yirasoro 
algebra (A22), one finds 

"y}n).,Y~jlx) = 1ijn) (h) Ix) , (A27) 

where1ijn) is an t;. X t;. matrix of polynomials in h (the so
called Shapovalov matrix). It is generically invertible, 25 

which means that its determinant (the Kac determinant) is 
a nontrivial polynomial and hence admits only a finite num
ber of zeros. Given a value h for which all matrices 1ijn) (h) 

are nonsingular, the whole Yerma module splits into a direct 
sum distinguished by the Yerna level number n. For the pur
pose of the work presented here it is convenient to collect all 
states generated by the action of the .,Y~)i upon any state of 
Yerma level zero. By yen) we denote the set of states 
.,Y~)i IXi) for which IXi) E y(O). As a result of the existence of 
zeros in the Kac determinants, the intersections y(m) ny(n) 
are nontrivial. Let m < n and I t/J) be an element of both y(m) 
and yen), 

(A28) 

with IXi) and Is j) elements ofY(O). Acting upon this equation 
by .,Ykn), one obtains 

(A29) 

thus, upon multiplication by the algebraic adjoint of 1(n), 

det 1(n) (Lo) IXi) = 0 , 

which implies 

det 1(n)(Lo - n) It/J) = O. (A30) 

This illustrates that the elements of the intersections 
yen) ny(m) are related to the zeros of the Kac determinants. 
One may show further from (A28) that It/J) has zero norm. 
One is sometimes interested in computations involving "gen
eric" states that do not satisfy equations like (A30). In these 
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cases one may formally compute the inverse matrices 

(A31) 

whose components are rational functions of Lo. They have 
been used to construct the projector Ponto y(O) (cf. Refs. 11 
and 13). 

Let wen) denote the set of all states It/J) in F that are 
annihilated by the operators "y}n+ I). Any such element 
may be written as a sum of lower level states, 

n 

It/J) = IXo) + L .,Y~)ilx~), (A32) 
p=' 

where all Ix)'s are in yeO). To prove this, one just has to 
interpret (A32) as a set of differential equations for the 
Ix) 'so After multiplication by .,Y k n), one obtains an equation 
in yeo) for Ix~) which-using the fact that det 1(n) (Lo) is a 
nontrivial polynomial-admits a solution. The rest follows 
by induction. Since the yep) do not form a direct product, the 
decomposition (A32) is not unique, the arbitrariness again 
being connected with the zeros of the Kac determinants. 

Applying (A32) separately to the different mass level 
contributionsofa given state It/J), and using It/J) n E w(n), one 
finds that any element of F has the form 

00 

It/J) = IXo) + L .,Y~)ilx~) (A33) 
p=' 

with alllx)'s in Y(O). Usually, the states given by the second 
expression in (A33) are called spurious. From the point of 
view of gauge-covariant string field theory, these states carry 
only gauge degrees of freedom [cf. Eq. (1.4)]. By virtue of 
the field equations (AI6) and (AI7), they are excluded ex
cept for certain zero-norm states of the type (A30). Their 
occurrence-and thus the ambiguity of the decomposition 
(A33 )-reflects the fact that upon imposing covariant 
gauge conditions like (AI6) there is still some gauge free
dom left. 
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Self-energy operator for an electron in an external Coulomb potential. II 
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Relativistic Coulomb Sturmian matrix elements of the operator O==ln( 1 - P )/p, 
p = - [1T' (1 + iO') '1T]lm2, in terms of which the self-energy operatorfor an electron in an 
external Coulomb potential has been expressed, are studied. The operator 0 is dealt with on a 
term by term basis in a Sturmian expansion. Each term of the Sturmian expansion is separated 
into a part whose matrix elements are analytic functions of Za, plus a remainder evaluated in 
closed form by use of the Cauchy residue theorem. All ignorance about the matrix element of 
the general term in the Sturmian expansion of 0 is thereby placed entirely in the analytic part, 
for which an explicit integral representation is derived. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The self-energy operator for an electron in an external 
Coulomb potential has been investigated earlier I using a 
mass eigenfunction expansion concept. 2 A formal represen
tation of the self-energy ~o, neglecting "shift corrections," 3 

was derived: 

~o = - a {4n . (1 _ p) In(1 - p) . n 
41T p 

+ n . (1 - p) (1 - p ) In (1 - p) + p (1 - iO') . n 
p2 

+ n . (1 - iO') (1 - p) In (1 - p) + P (1 - p) . n 
p2 

+J..n · (1- iO')(1-p) 
3 

(1 - p ) 2 In (1 _ p) + p _ ~ p2 . 
X 3 (1 - 10') . n 

p 

+ _1_(1 - iO'),.vm2p(1 - p) 
12 

(1 - P ) 2 In (1 _ p) + p _ ~ p2 . 
X 3 (1 - 10') v,. 

p 

- _1_( 1 _ iO') m2( 1 -p) (1 - iO') 
36"v v,. 

31 2 3 2 11 F} +-m (1-p) - m +-eO',.v ,.v , 
9 9 

(1.1 ) 

in which p== [ - n . (1 + iO') . n]lm2 is a "mass opera
tor," measured in units of m2

, for the electron in the external 
Coulomb potential. 

The entire calculation was set in the framework of the 
"scalar formalism" for QED. In this formalism the Dirac 
equation for the electron is expressed in the second-order 
form, 

{n . (1 + iO') . n + m2}<I> = 0 , 

n==(p-eA) , 
( 1.2) 

a) Permanent address. 

in which <I> is a 2 X 1 Pauli spinor and 0' is a Lorentz spin 
tensor made up of the ordinary 2 X 2 Pauli spin matrices. The 
scalar formalism for QED brings out a close parallel between 
the quantum theory of a Dirac particle and the quantum 
theory of a scalar particle, with the row matrix 
Ci> == <I> t ( - in4 - i7. n) playing the role of the simple <1>* of 
a scalar particle. 

Interest in the expression (1.1) arises through its con
nection with the Lamb shift, obtained by forming the expec
tation value of the self-energy operator in the unperturbed 
state. The main difficulty of calculating the contribution of 
~o to the Lamb shift lies in treating the complicated operator 
structures appearing in Eq. (1.1), such as the In (1 - p) I p 
term. In an effort to cope with this problem, these terms have 
been reexpressed in terms of the relativistic Coulomb 
Green's function, l/(p' - p). For example, 

rn
(1p-P) }' 

= _ t d; (2 - ;) _--;:-___ ----:;-
Jo ; (2qO)2 - 2(2Qo); +;2 

(1.3 ) 

X -----[ I 9 0 1 
p' -p p' -1 ' 

Known properties of the relativistic Coulomb Green's func
tion can thus be brought to bear on the problem. 2•

4
•5 The 

prime on the left-hand side ofEq. (1.3) signifies deleting the 
term in the spectral representation belonging to the unper
turbed state, and 9 0 is a projection operator onto that state. 
The parameter qo is of order Za, and has the physical inter
pretation of the classical linear momentum of the electron in 
the unperturbed state, 

(1.4) 

The discrete expansion4 
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I _ m S 1/2 ~P ----- r ~ A 
p' -p 2qo A 

X , I',A )(,,A I 
2(YA +nA) -'(YA +nA +YO+nO) 

XS- Ir I/2 , "-11<1, ( 1.5) 

ofthe relativistic Coulomb Green's function is one of the key 
equations needed in this study. The shorthand notation A is 
used to signify the set of quantum numbers n,L,J. The states 
I',A ) refer strictly to the radial degree offreedom of the 
electron, and PA stands for the angular momentum projec
tion operator PA = l:M IL,J,M) (L,J,M I. The operator PA is 
actually independent of n. An operator similar to 

S=cosh(8/2) + ;u· rsinh(8 12) , 

8=tanh- I [Zal(u.l + 1)] , 

has been introduced by Biedenharn6 and Martin and 
Glauber7 to simplify the Kepler problem for the linear Dirac 
equation. 

The states ",A ) are the Sturmian basis states. For any 
fixed real value of " 0 <, < 2, and for fixed Land J the 
states ",A ),n = 1,2,3, ... , form an orthonormal basis ofradi
al functions. The unperturbed state corresponds to ,,= l,no,Lo, Jo). In the following the term Sturmian "rep
resentation" shall refer to a representation with respect to 
the basis set I' = l,A) ® IL, J,M), while the term Sturmian 
"expansion" shall be reserved for the expansion (1. 5), in 
whatever representation. 

When Eq. (1.5) is substituted into Eq. (1.3), Eq. (1.3) 

goes over into the form 

{In(lp-p) r =Sr1l20S-lrI/2, (1.6) 

where 0 is the integral 

o = - 2mqo ( d; (2 - ') --------,,.----.,.-
Jo ,(4(qO)2 - 4(qO)2, + ,2) 

X { L P
A 

",,A )(,,A I 
aliA 2(YA +nA) -'(YA +nA +YO+nO) 

_ L P
A 

,2,,= l,A )('= l,A I}. 
l'A+nA=l',,+IIo 2(yo + nO)(l- ') 

( 1.7) 

It was shown in Ref. 1 that the qo dependence explicitly ex
hibited in the factor [(2qO)2 - 2(2qo)' + ,2] -I of the inte
grand of 0 carries the main Za dependence of the integrand 
in a Sturmian representation. The only other Za dependence 
in a Sturmian representation occurs through the "relativistic 
angular momentum" quantum number Y= [(J + !)2 
- (Za)2] 1/2 _ 1, if L = J -!, and Y= [(J + p2 
- (Za)2] 1/2, if Y = J +~. To order (Za)2 the quantum 

number Y is a constant -::::;L. 
This relatively simple Za dependence of the integrand 

of 0 is exploited here in a term by term study of the series 
( 1.7). A technique is developed for separting the' integrals 
for a general term 0 n,L,J of the series (1.7) into a part ana
lytic in Za, plus a remainder which is known in closed form, 
and which carries any singular behavior. All ignorance 
about the matrix element of the general term in the Sturmian 
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expansion of 0 is thereby placed entirely in the analytic part, 
for which an explicit integral representation is derived. 

Our results take their simplest form when expressed in 
terms of 0', an operator which differs from 0 primarily by 
terms that are projected to zero by the factor (1 - p) in Eq. 
( 1.1 ). Equation (3.9) provides a relatively simple represen
tation exhibiting the analytic part and remainder for the 
n,L,J th term in the Sturmian expansion of 0 '. This separa
tion into an analytic part plus remainder in closed form does 
not carry over to the full L,J th partial wave of 0', defined as 
o i,J=l::= I 0 ~,L,J' However, the methods explored here on 
a term by term basis are expected to be applicable in a future 
investigation of the analytic behavior of the full L,J th partial 
wave,Oi,J' 

In the interest of brevity the present calculation will be 
treated largely as a continuation of Ref. 1. The reader is 
referred to this earlier work and the references cited therein 
for background material. 

II. METHOD OF SEPARATION OF AN ANALYTIC PART 

It is convenient to work as far as possible in terms of the 
components, gA (') =gn,L.J ('), in the Coulomb Sturmian 
expansion ofthe Coulomb Green's function: 

-, 1_=SrI/2 LPL.JgA(')rI/2S-I, (2.1) 
p -p A 

gA (') = .!!!.... , ",A )(,,A I 
2qo 2(YA +nA) -'(YA +nA +Yo+no) 

(2.2) 

The usual radial partial wave Coulomb Green's function, 
gL,J(')' is given by 

'" 
gL,J(') = L gA (') . (2.3) 

n=1 

Corresponding to Eq. (2.1) there is an expansion 

(2.4) 

in which 

OA = - 4(qo)2 ( d, (2 - ') 
Jo , 

1 
X 4(qO)2 _ 4(qO)2, + ,2 gA (') , 

ifYA + nA =fYo + no; (2.5a) 

and 

OA = - 4(qo)2 (I d, (2 - ') 
Jo , 

X 1 
4(qo)2 _ 4(qo)2, + ,2 

X .!!!....",,A )(,,A 1_,2,,= l,A )('= l,A I 
2qo ('-1)( -2(Yo+no» , 

ifYA + nA = Yo + no· (2.5b) 
The converging effect of the subtraction in Eq. (2.5b) is 
evidenced in the structure of the numerator ,,,,A) 
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x(t.A l-t 2It= 1.A }(t= 1,A I, which has a zero at the 
upper limit t = 1. 

The only Sturmian matrix elements of PL.JgA (t) not 
equal to zero are the matrix elements diagonal in the angular 
momentum quantum numbers, L,J,M. Accordingly, the 
only nonzero radial Sturmian matrix elements of gA (t) that 
need be considered are of the type (t = 1,C IgA (t) It 
= I,D), with Lc =LD =LA=.L, Jc =JD =JA=.J, and 
M c = MD' These nonzero matrix elements will be signified 
in the following by use of a bracket notation: [gA (t)] de
notes the matrix whose matrix elements are 

[gA (t)] C.D =. (t = 1,nc ,L,J IgA (t) It = 1,nD ,L,J) . 

For convenience a similar bracket notation is used for bras 
and kets, for example [It .A )] denotes the column matrix 
whose matrix elements are 

[It .A } ] c = (t = l,nc,L,J It,n,L,J) . 

The latter matrix elements can be computed using the for
mula8 

(t = 1,n2,L,J It,n,L,J) 

= (_ 1)n-l[ (n2 + 2y)!(n + 2y)! ]112 
(n2 - 1)!(n - I)! 

rr+ 1(2 r)r+ I 
X ~ - ~ (1 - t) In, - nl 

(2y+ I)! 

X 2F I ( - (n< - 1),2y+ 1 + n> ,2y+ 2;2t - t2), 

n< =.min(n2,n), n> =.max(n2,n) , (2.6) 

for the overlap integral between two Sturmian basis states 
corresponding to different values of t. The formula (2.6) is 
combined with Eq. (2.2) to obtain the matrix elements 
[gA(t)]· 

In the following there is a need to continue analytically 
the matrix elements [gA (t) ] into the complex t plane. The 
matrix elements [gA (t)] are rendered single-valued func
tions of the complex variable t through the prescriptions 
0< arc(t) < 217'; larc(2 - t) 1< 1T. Near t = 0 the behavior 
of [gA(t)] is [gA(t)a:t(2 r +3l]. Because of the cut 
O..;;t < 00, the integral fb dt could have two different values, 
according as one integrates along the upper sheet or the low
er sheet; the integral over the lower sheet being exactly e2rrilr 

times the integral over the upper sheet. The original real 
integrals (2.Sa), (2.Sb) correspond to integrals along the 
upper sheet. The separation of an analytic part exploits the 
double valuedness by first changing the original integral 
fb dt into the contourintegral flO+ l dt by use of the identi
ty 

il 1 1(0+) 
dt .. · = dt .. ·· 

o (e2m2r - 1) I 

(2.7) 

The contour CI is as shown in Fig. 1. There is an assumption 
here that when the loop (0 + ) about the origin is taken 
infinitely small, then the contribution to the integral over the 
loop (0 + ) vanishes. This assumes sufficiently fast vanish
ing of t (2r+ 3) in the neighborhood of t = O. Next the con
tour CI is deformed into the unit circle It I = 1. 

Corrections for this include residues from the enclosed 
poles. The details of this vary depending upon the quantum 
numbers of 0 A as follows. 
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YA + nA > Yo + no: The method of separating an analyt
ic part will be illustrated first in the simplest case, that ofEq. 
(2.Sa) with the assumption YA + nA > Yo + no. This as
sumption places the pole of the expression on the right-hand 
side of Eq. (2.2) outside the integration region O..;;t..;; 1 at 

2(YA+ nA) 
tA =. > 1. 

Y A + n A + Yo + no 

The simple poles 

t p =.2qoe
i(rrI2)e - iO., (2.8) 

and 

(tp ) * =. 2Qoei(3rr/2) eiO• , 

(}p =tan-I(Za/(yo+no»), 0<{}p<1T/2, 
(2.9) 

within the unit circle, I t I = 1, are the poles of the factor 
[4(qO)2 - 4(qO)2t + t2] -I in the integrand ofEq. (2.Sa). 

To organize the work for this and subsequent calcula
tions, it is convenient to introduce partial fraction expan
sions in order to be able to deal with one pole at a time. In the 
present example, the expansion 

(t - tp)(t - (tp )*) 

I 

(t - t p )(tp - (tp )*) 

1 

+ ((tp)*-tp)(t- (tp)*)' 

(2.10) 

is needed. Now let J(t) have the general form 

'" J(t) = L cm t 2r + m, 
m~O 

where the series converges for It I < tA' Let t p be any com
plex number for which Itp I < 1. Then the formula 

t dt J(t) - - 21Ti J(t) 
Jo (t - t p ) - (e2m2r - 1) p 

+ I r dt 
(e2m2r _ 1) JI;I ~ I (t - t p ) J(t) 

(2.11 ) 

can be derived along the lines indicated above. The change of 
contour is illustrated in Fig. 1. Iffor the moment t p is con
sidered as a free parameter in Eq. (2.11), the contour inte
gral would represent an analytic function of tp near tp = O. 
Then if t p is allowed to vary with Za in accordance with Eq. 
(2.8) while holding y constant; the contour integral would 
represent a function of Za which is analytic near Za = O. 
However, for application ofEq. (2.Sa) J(t) is taken to be 

J(t) =. t [It .A } ][ (t.A I] , 
2(YA +nA) -t(YA +nA +Yo+no) 

which has a Za dependence through yas well as through tp • 

When both tp and yare allowed to vary with Za; then a pole 
at Za = 0 in the contour integral part ofEq. (2.11) is intro
duced through the factor [( e2m2r - I)] - I. In order to in-
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Complex t. plane 

Im(C,) 

vestigate this the functions [(t - t p ) ] -I and I(t) in Eq. 
(2.11) are expanded as 

'" 
I(t) = L Cmt 2y + m, 

m=O 

and 
1 '" (t)K 

~ P • 

(t-tp ) = K~O t K+ I ' 

and the contour integral is performed term by term. The 
resulting identity is 

(I dt ji( r) _ - 21Ti f( r ) 
Jo (t - t

p
) ~ - (e21T12y -1) ~p 

+ i: i: (tp)KCm . (2.12) 
K=om=0(2y+m-K) 

The poles can be identified in Eq. (2.12): whenK - m = 2L, 
the denominator (2y + m - K) is second-order small inZa. 
Next, the summation in (2.12) is rearranged according to 
the identity 

f f (tp )KCm = i: (tp )U f (tp )mC
m 

K=Om=O (2y+m-K) u=o (2y-a) m=O 

+ f f (tp)KCU+ K 

u=IK=O (2y+a) 

(2.13 ) 
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Re(C,) 

.. ' .-

FIG. I. Equivalent contours C, and C2 

used in the investigation of the integral 
(2.5a). Contour C2 detours around the 
pole t = tp lying on the circle of conver
gence, It - 11 = 1, of the Stunnian ex
pansion of the Green's function. 
Through the use of a partial fraction ex
pansion the integral (2.5a) is split into a 
sum of integrals, each of which has only 
one pole within the unit circle It I = I. 
For the integrals involving poles t; or 
tA the contour C2 is changed by replac
ing the detour around t p by the appro
priate one of the two detours shown 
dimmed . 

The offending terms are collected here in the first summa
tion on the right-hand side of the equation. This summation 
takes the form of a factor times (tp ) - 2y I(tp ), and combines 
with the first term, [- 21Ti/ (e21T12y 

- 1)] I(tp )' of Eq. 
(2.12) in such a way as to cancel the singularity of the factor 
- 21Ti/(e21T12y 

- 1) in that term: 

The double sum remaining in Eq. (2.14) can be reexpressed 
as a contour integral by use of the Cauchy formula, 

C - 1 J dt r -2Yji(r) (2.15) U+K--2 · rU+K+I~ ~, 
1TI (o+)~ 

for the Taylor expansion coefficient Cu + K of the analytic 
function t -2y I(t). In Eq. (2.15) (0 +) may in principle 
be any contour about the origin which is within the region of 
analyticity It I <tA of t -2y I(t). However, we want to be 
able to interchange the order of summation and integration, 
and to reconstruct a closed expression for the integrand. 
This requires convergence of the resulting sums under the 
integral sign. The necessary convergence is achieved by tak-
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ing the contour (0 + ) to be a circle of radius R, where 
1 < R < tA.' We now have the identity 

t dt {- 21Ti '" (tp )U- 2Y} 
Jo (t - t p) J(t) = (e21rl2y - 1) + u~o (2y - 0') J(tp) 

+_1 i dt J(t)t- 2Y 
21Ti I~ I = R (t - t p ) 

'" (1/t)U 
XL; (2.16) 

U= 1 (2y + 0') 

in which 
1 <R <tmin , (2.17) 

and tmin signifies the least tA. for all levels with tA. > 1. With 
this way of choosing R, the same contour in Eq. (2.16) will 
suffice for all 0A.' The new contourintegralin Eq. (2.16) has 
a strictly analytic behavior as a function of Za when both t p 

and yvary. 
Y A. + n A. < Yo + no: The processing of 0 A. for 

YA. + nA. < Yo + no, equivalently tA. < 1, proceeds along sim
ilar lines. This time the partial fraction expansion of 
[(t - tp)(t - (tp )*)(t - tA.)] -I is used to separate the 
contribution into three terms, each of which has only one 
pole. Each of the three terms is treated using the same identi
ty (2.16), even the term with the pole at tA.' The function 
J(t) in Eq. (2.16) is taken to be J<t) = t lIt,A )][ <t,A I] 
for all three terms. The detours needed to process the two 
terms belonging to the poles t; and t A. are shown dimmed in 
Fig. 1. The appropriate one of these detours replaces the 
detour around t p when the terms belonging to the other 
poles are processed. 

y + nA. = Yo + no: The case YA. + nA. = Yo + no re
quires special treatment. Now OA. is given by the integral 
(2.5b). Only the first of the two terms t It,A ) <t,A I and 
t21t = l,A ) <t = l,A I in the numerator behaves at t = 0 
like t 2y+ 3 and seems subject to the above technique. On the 
other hand, direct separation of the integral into two parts 
corresponding to the two dissimilar terms leads to diver
gences at the upper limit t = 1. A limiting process can be 
used to deal with this complication of the 
YA. + nA. = Yo + no case: the upper limit in Eq. (2.5b) is 
changed to h, where h is a number near 1, but less than 1. 
Then the two types of terms are processed separately, the 
results are combined, and a final limit is taken in which 
h -+ 1 -. The integral with the new limit h < 1 involving the 
first term t It,A ) <t,A I behaves like the first case 
YA. + nA. > Yo + no treated above; since t p and (tp)* are 
again the only poles within the circle It I = h into which the 
starting contour is deformed. All the steps in the above deri
vation of Eq. (2.14) can be followed for the tlt,A ) <t,A I 
term with the new upper limit, and one obtains just a slightly 
modified form of Eq. < 2.14 ) : 

jh dt J<t) 
Jo (t - t p ) 

= { - 21Ti + f (tp1h )U-2
Y
}J(t ) 

(e21rl2y _ 1) u=o (2y - 0') p 
'" '" (I- )Kh2Y+uC + L L ~p U+K. 

U=IK=O (2y+0') 
(2.18 ) 
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Up to this point there is no basic difference between the new 
case and the y A. + n A. > Yo + no case treated before. As be
fore the next step to use the Cauchy integral formula (2.15) 
to represent the Taylor expansion coefficient Cu + K' and 
then to interchange the order of summation and integration. 
To ensure convergence of the sums that are formed under the 
integral sign the radius of the contour must be taken > h; 
while to ensure that the pole at t = 1 of the integrand is not 
enclosed the contour should have radius < 1. These condi
tions are consistent; since h < 1. Accordingly, we can get to 
the step corresponding to Eq. (2.16), in the new calculation; 
except that now the radius of the contour must lie between h 
and 1. On the other hand it is convenient to keep the radii of 
all the contour integrals the same. For this reason, the con
tour of integration in the analog of Eq. (2.16) is expanded 
beyond h < It 1< 1 to It I = R, where R> 1 is the same as 
before. When this last step is taken, a residue correction for 
passing over the pole of the integrand at t = 1 is encoun
tered. The final formula needed to process the first term of 
Eq. (2.5b) is similar to Eq. (2.16), but has this additional 
residue term besides incorporating the effect of the new up
per limit: 

jh dt 
Jo (t - t p) J(t) 

- m +" p J(t ) { 
- 2 . '" (t Ih)U-2Y} 

- (e21rl2y _ 1) u~o (2y - 0') p 

1 i dt '" (hlt)2Y+U +-. J(t) L --'--~-
2m I~I=R (t-tp ) u=1 (2y+0') 

1 '" h 2y+ U 
- Res~=IJ(t) L . (2.19) 

(l-tp ) u=1 (2y+0') 

Equation (2.19) assumes that J(t)t - 2y is analytic within 
the circle It 1< tmin except for a simple pole at t = 1, and 
that Itp I < h < 1 < R < tmin' For application to the first term 
ofEq. (2.Sb) J(t) is taken to be 

J(t) = (2 - t) t [It ,A ) ][ <t,A I] . 
t (t - 1) 

Notice that in the limit h -+ 1 - all terms on the right-hand 
side of Eq. (2.19) approach definite limits, except the 
residue term, where the divergent infinite series 
'I.:= 1 [1/(2y + 0')] is encountered. 

The final type of term that must be treated is the second 
term ofEq. (2.5b). Even though the integral of this term is 
elementary, there seems to be an advantage in using an anal
ysis that follows as closely as possible the treatment of the 
other terms. This is achieved by use of the identity, 9 analo
gous to Eq. (2.7), 

jh dt 
Jo (t - t p) J(t) 

= _1_ ro+) dt 
21Ti Jh (t _ t p) In(t) J(t) , 

0< arc(t) < 21T, (2.20) 

which assumes that the function J(t) is analytic in the circle 
I t I < 1. If the general method of deriving Eq. (2.19) is fol
lowed here, the identity 
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rh 
d; f({;) 

Jo (; - ;p) 

given the same radius as for the other cases treated above, 

= { -In( ~ ) + In( 1 - ~ ) + 1Ti} f({;p) 

- _1 i d; f({;)ln(1 - ~) , 
21Ti 1~I=c;h<c<I(;-;p) ; 

(2.21) 

rh d; 
Jo (; _ ;p) feb) 

= { -In(~) + In( 1 - ~) + 1Ti} !(;p) 

- _1 i d; f(;)ln(1 - ~) 
21Ti I~I = R (; - ;p) ; 

emerges. Now let feb) be analytic in the larger circle 
I; I <; min except for a pole at ; = 1. In the application at 
hand feb) = [(2 - ;)/;] [;2/(; - 1)]. Then the contour 
in Eq. (2.21) can be enlarged to I; 1= R, provided that, 
again, a residue correction for passing over the pole at ; = 1 
is incorporated. In this way the contour for Eq. (2.21) can be 

1 + Res~_1 f(;)ln(1 - h) . (2.22) 
(1- ;p) -

Again, each term on the right-hand side of the identity sepa
rately approaches a definite limit as h -+ 1 -, except the resi
due correction term. 

III. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE n,L,J th TERM IN THE STURMIAN EXPANSION 

nA + YA > no + Yo: Equation (2.16) is used with 

feb) = ; [I;,A ) ][ <;,A I] 
2(nA + YA) - ;(nA + YA + no + Yo) 

to transform Eq. (2.5a) into 

{ 
- 4(qO)2 I- (2 - ;p) I- I- I- *} 

OA = ({;p _ (;p)*) p(~p) ;p gA (~p) + ~p ~ (~p) 

- 4(qO)2 _1_ i d; (2 ~ ;) gA ({;)r(;) , (3.1) 
21Ti I~I = R (4(qO)2 - 4(%)2; + ;2) 

_ 21Ti "" (;)U- 21' 
pC;) + " , (3.2) 

(e21ri21' - 1) u~o 2y - 0-

_ "" (l/;)U+ 21' 
r(;)=L . (3.3) 

u=1 2y+0-

nA + YA <no + Yo: This time Eq. (2.16) is used with feb) =; U{;,A) ][;,A I]' and, as mentioned above, the partial 
fraction expansion of [ (; - ;p)(; - (;p) *)(; - ;A ) 1 -I is used to separate the integral into three parts having only one pole 
each. The partial fraction expansion can be reversed to some extent after Eq. (2.16) is applied, with the result 

_ { - 4(qO)2 I- (2 - ;p) I- I- I- *} 
OA- (;p_(;p)*)p(~p) ;p gA(~P)+~p~(~p) 

4( )21 i d; (2-;) (I-) (I-) 
- qo 21Ti I~I = R (4(qo)2 _ 4(qO)2; + ; 2) ; gA ~ r ~ 

+ 2 2qo,,: 2 P(;A)(2_;A);A[I;A,A)][<;A,A11. 
4(qo) - 4(qo) ;A + (;A) 2(YA + nA) 

YA + nA = Yo + no: This time Eq. (2.19) is needed with 

feb) = (2 -;) ; [I;,A )][ <;,A I] 
; (;-1) 

and Eq. (2.22) with 

feb) = (2 - ;);2/{;(; - 1) . 

After taking the limit h -+ 1-, Eq. (2.5b) goes over into 

o _ { - 4(qo)2 ; (2 - ;p) ; {; ~ {; *} 
A - (;p _ (;p)*)p( p) ;p gA( p) + p (p) 

- 4(qo)2 ~ r 2 d; 2; ;2 (2 -; ;) gA (;)r(;) 
2m JI~ 1= R (4(qo) - 4(qo) + ) 
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+ { 4(qO)2 !!!.- [It = 1,A )][ <t = 1,A I] ['11(1) - 'II(2y + 1) 

(tp - (tp)*) 2qo (- 2(yo + no» 0- t p) 

+ t
p

(2 - t
p

) (-In(tp ) + In(l- t p) + 1Ti) + 1] + t p ++ (tp)*}. 
(tp - 1) 

(3.5) 

Details ofthe limiting process h - 1 - are as follows. As noted above, only the residue terms of Eqs. (2.19) and (2.22) fail to 
have limits individually. When these residue terms for h < 1 are combined, the following expression is obtained: 

4(qO)2!!!.- 1 [It=1,A)][<t=1,AIJ{h2Y2FIO,2y,2Y+1;h)_h2Y+lnO_h)}. (3.6) 
(tp - (tp)*) 2qo (- 2(yo + no» 0- t p) 2y 2y 

Now the limit can be taken with the help of the relation 10 

(1/2yhF1 0,2y,2y + l;h) -> - ( - '11(1) + 'II(2y») - InO - h) + (3.7) 

in which the dots signify terms vanishing as h- 1-. The relation (3.5) incorporates the identity 'II(z + 1) = 'II(z) + liz 
obeyed by the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function. 

Simplified 0: When Eq. (3.5) is applied in the expression (1.1) for the self-energy operator, the factor ( 1 - p) occurring 
there will project the objects 

rI/2S[lt= 1,A )][<t= 1,A IJr1/2S- 1 

to zero. Accordingly, the lit = 1,A )][ <t = 1,A I] terms in Eq. (3.5) can simply be dropped. A new operator 0 I is thereby 
defined which is quite a bit simpler than 0 and which will serve equally as well. If the bound state contributions corresponding 
to states having y A + n A < Yo + no are further treated separately, we can write 0 I in a form 

'" 
O'='LPL,J 'L O~,L,J+ 'L PL,JBA' 

L,J n=1 YA+nA<yu+no 

(3.8) 

for which there is a relatively simple uniform prescription for the separation of the n,L,J th term into an analytic part plus a re
mainder in closed form: 

The densities p and 7' are as defined above in Eqs. (3.2) and 
(3.3 ). 

It will be noted that, by virture ofEq. (2.3), the sum on 
n can be performed in closed form for the remainder terms of 
Eq. (3.9), with a result proportional to the full L,J th partial 
wave Green's function, evaluated at t = t p , together with a 
similar term having tp and t; interchanged. Reference to 
the defining equation of t p shows that pi = O. Accordingly, 
the corresponding Green's function is evaluated at zero mass 
and at energy Eo. Weare prevented from simplifying the sum 
over analytic parts in a similar way: in the sum on n of the 
analytic parts, interchange of the order of summation and 
integration leads to a series under the integral sign that di
verges for t values on the part of the integration contour 
lying outside the circle It - 11 = 1, the circle of convergence 
ofthe Sturmian expansion (1.5). 
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On the monotonic dependence of atomic excitation energies 
on the nuclear charge parameter Z 
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The dependence of atomic excitation energies, i.e., differences of two energy levels, on the 
nuclear charge parameter Z is examined. For various transitions of heliumlike atoms the 
associated excitation energies are shown to be monotonic functions of Z. These results and 
physical arguments suggest the conjecture that such a monotony is a general fact in the 
nonrelativistic Schrodinger theory of atoms. The proofs given here use upper and lower energy 
bounds that for two-electron systems are available as explicit expressions in closed form. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The mathematical analysis of Schrooinger operators 
has become a rather active field during the past decades. But 
in most cases, these investigations have concentrated on 
rather general and abstract aspects of the theory. As a conse
quence, whereas these parts of the field have seen substantial 
progress, for the Schrodinger atom only a relatively small 
number of rigorous results exist and many interesting ques
tions remain open. Despite the fact that often problems con
sidered have answers that are more or less obvious on phys
ical grounds or can be verified by numerical computations, 
mathematical ab initio proofs assuming as their starting 
point the Schrodinger equation only turn out to be, in gen
eral, remarkably difficult. Examples of such problems that 
are not yet satisfactorily solved include the proof of the non
existence of doubly negative atomic or molecular ions I and 
the monotonicity of the ionization energies. Z 

Here, we will formulate and analyze a further problem 
in this context. Within the nonrelativistic Schrodinger theo
ry, an N-electron atom (in the infinite nuclear mass approxi
mation) is described by the Hamiltonian 

N (1 Z) 1 H= L --11; -- + L-' 
; = 1 2 r; i<j r ij 

(1) 

The operator H acts on the antisymmetric tensor prod
uctA{L Z(R

3N
) ® ® NeZ} and is known to be self-adjoint on 

an appropriate domain constructed with the second Sobolev 
space WZ(R3N

). Furthermore, for sufficiently large nuclear 
charge Z, the Hamiltonian H has a nonempty discrete spec
trum U dis (H) Cu(H). The elements of U dis (H) are denoted 
by Ek (arranged such that E1<Ez<"') and interpreted as 
the discrete energy levels of the atom. As a function of Z, 
these energies Ek (Z) are easily shown to be monotone de
creasing, which is just the manifestation of stronger binding 
when the nuclear charge is increased. Moreover, if the Ek ,; 

denote the eigenvalues within a subspace of definite symme
try of H, the sum ~;= I Ek ,; of the r-Iowest energies has been 
demonstrated to be concave in Z.3 In particular, this implies 
that each ground-state energy itself is concave in Z. On the 
other hand, the concavity of any excited energy level is not 
known. 

a) Current address: Hahn-Meitner Institut, Postfach 390128, D-1000 Ber
lin 39, West Germany. 

b) Laboratoire propre du CNRS-LP 7061. 

Physically more interesting than the sum of the energies 
are their differences E; - Ej which for i <j give the excita
tion energies corresponding to a transition between the ith 
and k th level. Although there is no convincing reason to 
expect that such differences should also show a concave or 
convex behavior, the comparison of experimental energy 
levels indicates that these excitation energies are monotonic 
in Z. In fact, in all of those examples that we have extracted 
from the extensive amount of available spectroscopic data,4 

it turned out that the wave numbers associated with corre
sponding transitions within fixed isoelectronic series are 
strictly monotonically increasing in Z. Hence the question 
whether this observed monotonicity is a universal property 
of all those systems that are modeled by (1) is certainly an 
interesting and physically well motivated problem. A heuris
tical argument supporting the monotonic behavior is based 
on the assumption that the atomic electrons are distributed 
according to the shell model: By increasing Z, the inner 
shells are more attracted to the center, whereas the influence 
of the additional nuclear charge on the outer shells (asso
ciated with more excited states) is less strong due to the 
larger distance from the nucleus. 

For the hydrogen atom the solution is explicit: for 
n l < nz the energy difference En,lm (Z) - En,lm (Z) 

= (!) (n~ - ni ) Z 2/( n~ X ni ) is monotonic increasing and 
convex in Z. The nontrivial geometrical configuration 
caused by the electron-electron repulsion and the occurrence 
of screening effects renders the situation less clear for more 
complex atoms. Below we shall succeed in proving the 
monotonic increase of various different excitation energies 
for the simplest nontrivial multielectron system, i.e., a heli
um-type atom with two electrons. The method that we em
ploy consists of reducing the estimates of the Z derivatives of 
the excitation energies to relations involving the correspond
ing energies and to apply energy bounds that are sufficiently 
sharp but still analytically tractable. 

Since selection rules do not allow the direct observation 
of electromagnetic radiation associated to transitions within 
symmetry subspaces of, e.g., constant total angular momen
tum, the behavior of excitation energies for transitions 
between subspaces with different symmetries also needs to 
be examined. For heliumlike systems, the Hamiltonian (1) 
commutes with the spin operators of each electron, the par
ityoperator, and the total angular momentum L = LI + L z. 
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Accordingly, the eigenstates of H can be classified into the 
usual sectors 2S + I L, where S = s I + S2 is the total spin and L 
is the total angular momentum. Using similar arguments as 
for the transitions within fixed symmetry sectors, we shall 
demonstrate the monotony for some transitions with 
aL = ± 1 and as = ±!. Because the excitation energies 
are proportional to the frequencies of the emitted or ab
sorbed photons, this implies that the radiation frequencies 
for the corresponding transitions are increasing as one 
moves to higher ionized members of the helium isoelectronic 
series H-, He, Li+, Be2+ , .... 

II. SYMMETRY CONSERVING TRANSITIONS 

In the rest of this paper we consider only heliumlike 
systems characterized by the Hamiltonian (1) with N = 2. 
Furthermore, we assume that the nuclear charge parameter 
Z is such that the discrete spectrum Udis (H 12s + IL) in each 
of the considered symmetry subspaces is not empty, i.e., 
there exists at least a ground-state energy EI (Z 12s + IL) and 
a ground state t/llEA{L 2(JR6) ® e2 ® e2} such that Ht/ll 
=Elt/lI,L

2t/11 =L(L + 1)t/I\JandS2t/11 =S(S + 1)t/lI.Let 
E2(Z 12s + IL) = inf{u(H 125+ IL)\ {EI(Z 125 + IL)}) be 
the next higher point of the spectrum of H restricted to the 
respective symmetry sector 2S+ IL. 

Our aim is to show that the excitation energy 

aE(Z 125+ IL): = E2(Z 12S + IL) - EI (Z 125+ IL) (2) 

as a function of Z is monotone increasing. 
To this end we will try to prove the non-negativity 

dAE(Z 12s + IL) 
_--':"---l.-_"":'" ;>0. (3) 

dZ 
Applying the Feynman-Hellman and virial theorems,s the 
above derivative can be expressed as 

daE(Z 1
2
5+ IL) =..!.. {2aE(Z 12s+ IL) 

dZ Z 

- (t/l2' _1 t/l2) + (t/lI' _1 t/ll)}' 
r l2 r l2 

(4) 

For ( 4) we have assumed also that 
E2(Z 12s + IL)Eudis (H 12s + IL) and therefore its associated 
eigenstates t/l2 are L 2 functions. If this is not the case, then 
E2(Z 125+ IL) = inf Uess (H 12s + IL) is an ionization thresh
old and thus of the formE2(Z 125+ IL) = - Z2/(2n2) with 
n depending on the respective symmetry subspace. Since 

0>E2(Z 125 + IL) > EI(Z 12s + IL) 

and 

dE2(Z 125+ IL)/dZ = 2XE2(Z 125+ IL), 

the derivative 

dAE(Z 1
2
5+ IL) = Z -1{2AE(Z 12s + IL) 

dZ 

+ (t/lI' r:
2 

t/l1)} > 0, 

is positive, and hence we have proved the following proposi
tion. 
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Proposition 1: If E2 (Z 125+ IL) does not belong to the 
discrete spectrum of H 12s + IL, then the corresponding ioni
zation energies AE(Z 12s + IL) are strongly monotonic in
creasing in Z. 

Remark 2: Obviously Proposition 1 remains true if we 
do not restrict E2 to the same symmetry sector as E I' 

Now, to show the non-negativity (3) for E2 in the dis
crete spectrum, we have to estimate the quantities in (4) 
appropriately. Whereas we do not know of a possibility to 
compare directly the matrix elements of 1!r12 within the 
ground state t/ll and the excited state t/l2' it is possible to 
estimate them in terms of energies; then for energies we can 
fall back on variational and projector bounds. We need an 
upper bound on (t/l2' ( 1!r12 )t/l2) and a lower bound on 
(t/lI'( 1!rI2 )t/lI)' In the sequel, concavity arguments will play 
an important role; so instead of (t/l2' (1!rI2 )t/l2) we shall esti
mate the sum l:~= I (t/l2'( 1!r12 )t/l2) from above. 

Lemma 3: Let Ei for i = 1, ... ,rbe the r-Iowest eigenval
ues of H in a fixed symmetry subspace, and t/li the associated 
eigenfunctions. Then 

(i) (t/lI,(1/r12)t/lI);>2(~IE fBI X IEfl + EtB), (5) 

where E tB and E fB are lower and upper bounds on Eland 
the E f are the eigenvalues of a noninteracting hydrogenic 
two-electron problem 

{ -..!.. AI -..!.. A2 - Z - Z} t/If = Eft/lf 
2 2 r 1 r2 

restricted to the respective symmetry sector; 

(ii) ± (t/li' _1 t/li) 
i= I r t2 

.. ttl IEtBI Ctl IEtl) - I] 112 

X ± (f/I!, _1 f/I!) 
i= I r t2 

(6) 

(7) 

where the E tB denote lower bounds to the Ej> and E f and 
t/If are determined by (6). 

Proof: (i) For a;>O the first eigenvalue EI (a) of 

2 (1 Z) a H(a): = I --Ai - - +-
i=1 2 ri rl2 

(8) 

is concave in a. Hence, for fixed Z, the a derivative 
Ej (a) = (t/I\al,(1/rI2 )t/I\al) can be bounded [cf. (4.3.21) 
of Ref. 5] by 

(t/I\al,(1!r12 )t/I\al);>2( -IEI(a)1 

+~IEI(a)IXIEI(ao)1 )/(a-ao) 
(9) 

with ao < a. Taking ao = 0, a = 1, replacing E I by upper 
and lower bounds, and observing that E 1 (0) = E f, relation 
( 5) results. 

(ii) Again, let Ek (a) be the eigenvalues and t/I~al be the 
eigenfunctions of (8) in the considered symmetry sector. 

Then/,. (a): = -~-l:~=lEk(a) isconcaveina;>O [cf. 
(4.3.19) of Ref. 5] and thereforef;(a)..;;O. Hence 

f; (a) =..!.. ± (t/I~al, _1_ t/I~al) (_ ± ~ (a) ) - 1/2 
2 k=1 r 12 j=l 
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is a monotone decreasing function of a. Since t/J~O) = VI!c and 
t/J~1) = rPk' the inequality (7) is a consequence of 
1;(1)",;(0) and IEfBI>IEjl forj= 1, ... ,k. 

Remark 4: If we choose the trivial lower bounds 
E fB = E f, the inequality (7) says that the sum of the first r 
matrix elements (1/rI2 ) taken within the exact eigenstates is 
bounded from above by the corresponding sum of the matrix 
elements calculated within hydrogenic-type functions. We 
would have also arrived at this weaker relation ifin the proof 

of (7), instead of the concavity of - ~ -l:~= IEda), we 
would have only used the concavity of l:~= IEk (a). Al
though in particular for small Z the square root factor on the 
right-hand side of (7) improves the bound (depending of 
course on the quality of the lower bounds EfB), we suspect 
that in this Z region the estimate (7) is nevertheless still far 
from being really sharp. 

After these more general preparations, we now start 
with the investigation of specific transitions. First we will 
treat the transition between the ground and lowest excited 
state in the L = 0 sector of parahelium, i.e., in the conven
tional notation we are fixing the subspace belonging to the IS 
symmetry. 

Lower bounds to the E; can be derived with the help of 
the so-called "intermediate" techniques.6 For our purpose, 
the Bazley-Fox procedure7 with one- or two-dimensional 
projections onto the base problem given by (6) will work. In 
the IS-symmetry subspace the base levels are determined by 

Ef(Z) = - (Z/2) (1 + 1/k 2), ( 10) 

where k = 1,2, ... , and the VI!c consist of the symmetric tensor 
products S( tP I ® tP k 00) times the antisymmetric spin part 
(here the tPnlk denote the usual hydrogenic functions with 
quantum numbers n,l,m). 

For nontrivial lower bounds on E2 we need at least a 
two-dimensional projector. This yields a lower bound (cf. 
Refs. 5 and 8), 

EfB(Z) = min{E+(Z),Ef(Z)}, (11) 

where E + is the second eigenvalue of the intermediate Ham
iltonian and is given by the expression 

E~ (Z) = (Ef(Z) + Ef(Z»)/2 + (Ml1 +M22 )Z/2 

=+ [(Ef(Z) -Ef(Z) +Ml1Z -M22Z)2/4 

+ Mi2 Z2r12
• (12) 

The matrix elements Mij can be calculated exactly (cf. the 
Appendix and the references there); in fractional form they 
are given by 

Ml1 = 22405152737744/47537460297079, 

MI2 = 2313309487104/47537460297079, (13) 

M22 = 7942800465810/47537460297079. 

There exists a unique Zcross > 0 where the curves of E f and 
E+ cross, Ef(Zcross) = E+ (Zcross). For Z>Zcross we have 
E+(Z)<Ef(Z), so E+ serves as a lower bound on E2; for 
Z<Zcross the base level E f has to be taken as a lower bound. 
This Zcross' too, can be calculated exactly, but because the 
explicit expression involves too many digits we do not dis
play it here. The estimate 
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1821/740 

<Zcross = 9Ml1/8 + 36M22/5 

+ (81/5)(5Ml1/72 + 4M22/9)2 

+ 1O(Mi2 - M l1M 22 )/81)1/2<1319/536 

(cf. Ref. 8) will be sufficient for our application. 
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5: For all Z>ZO = 674/449:::;: 1.50 the excita

tion energy I1E(Z liS) is strictly monotonic increasing. 
Proof First we consider those Z with Z>Zcross as de

fined above. Then, using (4) and Lemma 3, the left-hand 
side of (3) is estimated by 

Z dI1E(Z) 
dZ 

>2(EfB(Z) - E fB(Z») 

+ 4(~IE fB(Z) I X IEf(Z) I + EfB(Z») 

-± (VI!c, _1 VI!c). 
k=1 r12 

(14) 

(Because we are now working in the fixed symmetry sub
space IS, in order to smooth out the notation we suppress the 
marking of the respective quantities with the symmetry sym
bois.) As upper bound E fB we employ the standard vari
ational expression 

E fB(Z) = - (Z - f6)2. (15) 

In this Z region, it is sufficient to take for the lower bounds 
the trivial EfB(Z) = Ef(Z) and the linear one 

EfB(Z) = - Z2 + ~Z, (16) 

Eq. (16) being valid for Z>m [see (4.3.22) of Ref. 5]. 
The matrix elements are determined as 

~ «1ft _1 <1ft) = (~ + ~ ~) Z _ 4997 Z 
k~1 'l'k' r

12 
'l'k 8 81 + 729 - 5832 . 

Using these relations in (14), it remains to verify 

2. Z 2 _ 311947 Z + ~ O. 
4 204120 128 > 

(17) 

(18) 

Now, since the coefficient of Z in (18) is bounded below by 
- W, for the validity of ( 18) it is sufficient to show the non

negativity of P(Z): = ~Z2 - WZ + -M. But, for large Z, 
P(Z) is obviously positive and its greatest root can be calcu
lated and estimated by Z+<500/243:::;:2.06. Because 
Z+ <Zcross, the positivity of P(Z) implies the positivity in 
relation (3) for all Z>Zcross' 

Next we deal with the case Z<Zcross' Here, we have to 
use EfB(Z) = Ef(Z) as a lower bound on E2(Z), but in
stead of the linear bound (16) for EI (Z) we choose its para
bolic version 

(19) 

Actually, for the considered Z domain, (19) is sharper than 
the corresponding bound E _ (Z) derived from a two-dimen
sional projector [and as given in (12)]. Since inserting 
trivial energy bounds into (7) would not be sufficient for our 
purpose, but on the other hand we want to keep the expres-
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sions analytically tractable, we estimate the nominator of the 
square root on the right-hand side of (7) as 

~IEfB(Z)1 + IEfB(Z)1 

= [l±.(z _ ~ r)2 + ~ r] 112 
9 14 14 

( 
14 )112 ( 9) (5 )112 < - Z--r + - r 
9 14 14 ' 

(20) 

where we have set r: = (128/105) X (1 - ~5/8). With 
( 19), (20), and (4), proceeding analogously as in the deri
vation of ( 14), we arrive at the estimate 

Z d!l.E(Z) ~Z2 +BZ + C 
dZ ;;;. 9 ' 

(21 ) 

where B and C are given by 

B = 1523 _ 256 (~)I12 _ 4997 (:!..-)1I2 
420 105 2 8748 13 ' 

C = 327678 (~)1I2 
11025 2 

79952 (_1_)112 + 39976 (_1_)112 
+ 59535 26 15309 182 

(22) 

_ 13355863 _ 19988 (~)1I2 
2822400 59535 13 

79952 ( 5 )112 
- 76545 9T . 

Because we have no interest in a proliferation of digits, we 
bound the terms in Band C by fractions in which the de
nominator is restricted to at most three digits: e.g., 

~.JI <~ and iru<{£· In this way we obtain 

~Z2+BZ+C;;;'~Z2- 646 Z __ 3_=:P(Z). 
9 9 997 104 

(23) 

Clearly P(Z) > 0 for large enough Z and its greatest root Z + 

is estimated by 

Z ~ (646 + 650) < 674::::: 1.50 
+< 8 997 947 449 ' 

concluding the proof of (3). 
Remark 6: (i) The proof of Theorem 5 assumes the exis

tence of E2 (Z)EO'dis (H(Z) II S) for Z;;;,Zo, Even if, for some 
Z, this were not true, Proposition 1 would guarantee that the 
assertion of Theorem 5 would still be correct. The same ar
gument will also apply to the next theorems that follow. 

(ii) Inequality (20) seems not to be very sharp. With 
the given energy bounds, but without falling back to this 
estimate, the relation (3) can be verified numerically for all 
Z>1.41. 

The other symmetry conserving transition that we want 
to examine involves the ground and first excited state of the 
L = O-sector of orthohelium. Thus we now fix the subspace 
with 3S symmetry. Then we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 7: The excitation energy !l.E(Z 13S) is strictly 
monotonic increasing for all Z;;;.Zo = llim~:::::2.30. 

Proof: We apply the same strategy as in the proof of 
Theorem 5. In Ref. 8 it is shown that the crossing between 
the third base level E: and the second eigenvalue E + of the 
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intermediate Hamiltonian constructed with a two-dimen
sional Bazley-Fox projector is bounded by W<;Zcross <Wi
Here the nth base level E: is given by the (n + l)th level of 
the parasituation, i.e., E:(Z) = - !Z2(1 + (n + 1) -2). 

Again, we divide the proof into two parts. First we treat 
the case Z>Zcross' As before, in this Z region it is sufficient 
for us to use the trivial lower bound for E2, namely 
EfB(Z) = Ef(Z). Now E) is estimated by 

EfB(Z) = - i(Z-Zo(1 - ~~)f, (24) 

which is the parabolic version of the lower bound obtained 
from a one-dimensional projector (cf. Refs. 5 and 8), valid 
for Z>Zo. 

As an upper bound on E I we take the variational one 

E fB(Z) = - i(Z - -/£)2 (25) 

and the inequality (7) becomes here 

~ (.,. _1_.1• )«~-~+~-~)z 
k~1 'l'k' r l2 'l'k 81 729 8192 32768 . 

(26) 

With (24)-(26) the relation corresponding to (14) reads 

Z d!l.E(Z) 
dZ 

;;;.2 { _ ~ Z 2 + ~ (z _ 548 )2} 
9 8 3645 

-4 - Z--- X-Z { [ 
5 ( 548)2 5 2] 112 
8 3645 8 

_ ~ (z _ Z (1- ~~))2} _ 6727975 Z 
8 0 3 23887872 

~ Z2 _ 33434 Z _ 4133 =: P(Z). (27) 
;;;. 36 88981 275616 

For (27) the same type of estimates as those in the derivation 
of (21)-( 23) have been employed. The greatest root Z + of 
P(Z) can be calculated exactly; again, because of the many 
digits involved, instead of giving it explicitly we only note 
that Z+ <Wf < Zeross' Thus the expressions in (27) are def
initely positive for all Z;;;,Zcross' 

For Z<Zcross, a lower bound to E2 is given by 
EfB(Z) = E:(Z). If again (24)-(26) are used, the only 
change in (27) concerns the coefficient Z 2 that is now n, and 
the greatest root of the corresponding lower bound polyno
mial can be estimated by Z+ <Wi. 

Remark 8: (i) Note that the smallest Z value for which 
we have proved the monotony of !l.E(Z 13S) is not deter
mined by the quality of the bounds but by the validity of the 
lower bound expression (24). Numerical experience with 
lower bounds from a two-dimensional projector shows that 
the monotony could be verified until Zo:::::2.02. Therefore 
since the physically interesting Z = 2 value cannot be 
reached in this way, and on the other hand the exact lower 
bound expression for E _ contains numbers with more than 
70 digits, we abstain here from trying to improve Zo via high
er-dimensionallower bound projectors. 

(ii) Transitions between the ground and first excited 
states in the L = 1 sectors Ip and 3 P can be handled analo
gously. But, as it turns out, if one uses expressions for the 
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upper bounds E fB that are similar to those of ( 15) and (25). 
then the resulting estimates are not sharp enough to prove 
positivity in (27) for interesting Z values. With upper and 
lower energy bounds derived with the help of two-dimen
sional projectors. the positivity in (3) can be verified for 
Z>Zo::::2.3 for parasystems and for Z:>Zo:::: 1.8 for ortho
systems. Although an analytical treatment analogous to the 
proofs of the preceding theorems would be possible. certain
ly this would become rather complex. So instead of entering 
into this. it seems to be more rewarding to find improve
ments or alternative bounds on the matrix elements (riz')· 

III. SYMMETRY NONCONSERVING TRANSITIONS 

Physically more important than transition-within-sym
metry subspaces are those in which the symmetry is 
changed. Selection rules favor. in particular. transitions with 
aL = ± 1. In our next theorem transitions between ground 
states of various symmetry sectors are investigated. If 
E, (Z 125 + 'L) denotes the ground state in the 25+ 'L-sym
metry subspace. the considered excitation energies are of the 
form 

I1E(Z 1
25• + 'La"" Z5b + 'Lb ) 

= E, (Z 125.+ 'La) - E, (Z 125b + 'Lb ). 

Unfortunately. our available bounds are not sharp enough to 
derive interesting results for the 3P .... 

3S and Ip .... 3S transi
tions. but we can show the following theorem. 

Theorem 9: The excitation energies I1E( Z II P .... 'S). 
I1E(Z 1

3p .... IS). and I1E(Z 13S .... IS) are strictly monotonic 
increasing for all Z>Zo = m. 

Proof: Obviously I1E(Z 12S·+ 'La"" 'S»O. hence (4) 

implies 

dl1 E(Z 125.+ 'La ..... IS) 

dZ 

:> ~{(¢,. r:z ¢,)-(¢a. r:
2 

¢a)}. (28) 

where ¢a is the ground state in the 25.+ ILa symmetry sub
space. Now (¢,,(1Ir'2)¢') is estimated by part (i) of 
Lemma 3 and (¢a.(1Ir12 )¢a) by part (ii) with r= 1. 
Choosing E fB and EfB as in (15) and (16) we get 

(¢,.(1Ir'2)¢'»V 

for all Z>tM. The bound (¢a.(1Ir'2)¢a»(tII:.(1Ir'2)tII:) 
depends of course on the respective transition. In the' P sec
tor we have til: = S( ifllOo ® ifl21o) ® antisymmetric spin part, 
while for 3 P-symmetry til: = A (ifllOo ® ifl21O) ® symmetric 
spin part and for 3S-symmetry til: = A(iflIOO®ifl200) ®sym
metric spin part. Consequently, the right-hand side of (26) is 
bounded below by 

{

m1 
~- ~: 
280 ill. 

for 'P ..... 'S.} 
for 3 p .... IS. > 0, 

for 3S .... IS. 

which is the desired result. 
The last transition that will concern us here is between 

the first excited state in the 3 S sector and the ground state in 
the IS sector. From Theorems 7 and 9 we can already infer 
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the monotony of the corresponding transition energy 

E2(Z 13S) - EI(Z liS) (29) 

for all Z:>Zo with Zo::::2.30 given in Theorem 7. But we can 
do better by examining this transition directly. 

Theorem 10: The excitation energy (29) is strictly 
monotonic increasing for all Z:>m . 

Proof: Let ¢21 and "'22 denote the ground and the first 
excited state. respectively. in the 3S symmetry subspace. 
Then, by Lemma 2 the right-hand side of the relation (28) is 
bounded below by 

Z
l {(¢" _1 ¢,) + (¢w _1 ¢2') - ± (¢2k. _1 ¢2k)} 

r l2 r'2 k=' r'2 

> Zl {(¢I. _1 ¢,) _ ± (tltfk' _1 .tltfk)} 
r12 k=' r12 

~_ (137 + 3071 »0 
> 280 729 32768 . 

Here we have estimated (¢,,( 1Ir,z)¢,) as in the preceding 
proof of Theorem 9. and the nonspin parts of tltfk are given 
by A (ifl,oo ® ifl200) for k = 1 and byA(iflloo®ifl300) for k = 2. 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In a rescaled x ..... Zx version, the Hamiltonian (1) be
comes H(Z) = Z2J:l(Z). where 

- N (1 1) 1 1 H(Z) = L --l1i -- +-L-' 
i=' 2 r i Z kj rij 

The sign of the Z derivatives of the excitation energies !::..E 
associated with iI is determined by (¢,.( 11 
r'2)¢I) - (¢2'( 1IrIZ )¢2)' As in the original case. because 
the electrons tend to be on the average further away from 
each other in more excited states, physical intuition expects a 
positive difference. Unfortunately. because the positive con
tribution from the energy difference is missing. with our 
methods the positivity of this difference cannot be shown for 
the symmetry conserving transitions considered in Sec. II. 
This seems to be an effect of the poor quality of the estimates 
based on the inequality (7). As already mentioned before. 
we believe that the derivation of better or alternative bounds 
for matrix elements of 1Ir'2 would be an essential step 
towards further results, not only in the context considered 
here. 

Our theorems ofSecs. II and III and their physical back
ground motivate the following general conjecture: Let 
E, (Z). Ez (Z) be eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (1) [or 
E2(Z) an ionization threshold, ifit is not an eigenvalue] such 
that E2(Z) > E, (Z) for all Z:>Zo with a certain Zo > O. Then 
for all Z>Zo the excitation energy E2(Z) - E, (Z) is mono
tone increasing in Z. 

At the moment we have no precise idea for a proof of this 
conjecture in the general situation. Since for atoms with 
more than two electrons no nontrivial analytical energy 
bounds are available. a generalization of the method em
ployed in this paper seems not very promising. Let us stress 
again that further progress depends crucially on the develop
ment of sharper bounds on (1Ir 12)' 
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE LOWER BOUNDS 
£,B 

For the sake of completeness let us briefly outline here 
the methods that we have employed for the calculation of the 
lower bounds E LB and, in particular, for the numerical com
putation of the required matrix elements (r I2 ); further de
tails can be found in Refs. 8 and 9, and in the references cited 
there. 

The Bazley-Fox procedure7 rests on the fact that 
H LB: = H B + rl2 112Prl2 112 is a lower bound operator for H, 
i.e., HLB<;.H, and that consequently its (ordered) eigenval
ues E fB are lower bounds to the corresponding eigenvalues 
Ek of H. Here the "base operator" H B is given on the left
hand side of Eq. (6) and the projector 

P = I rl~2ItM)Mij(t/1lrl~2 
i.j 

contains the matrix elements M ij of the matrix M = W - I. 

The matrix W itself is composed of the inverse interaction 
matrix elements Wij = (tM,r12t/1). For a one- or a two-di
mensional projector P the diagonalization of H B is either 
trivial or given by Eq. (12), respectively, and it remains to 
calculate Wand its inverse W -I. 

As already mentioned in Sec. II, the eigenfunctions t/It 
of the base operator H Bare of hydro genic type; explicit ex
pressions for them are included in every textbook on quan
tum mechanics. Apart from the explicit knowledge of the 
t/It, the relation 

00 r 
r 12 = (ri +~) l~or>:l PI (cos 0) -2rlr2 

00 ( 1 r<- I 1 + 1 r<+ 1) 
X I~O 21- 1 ---;;: + 21 + 3 r>+ 2 PI (cos 0) 

(AI) 

is crucial for the possibility to calculate the Wij exactly. In 
(At), r < = min(rl ,r2), r> = max (r\>r2) , and 0 denotes 
the angle between the vectors r l and r2• This relation follows 
from the so-called "Laplace expansion" of 1!r12 and the re
cursion properties of the Legendre polynomials PI [cf. Eq. 
( 18) in Ref. 9]. Although (A 1) has the form of an infinite 
series, the angular integration in (rI2) renders almost all 
terms into zero so that the matrix elements Wli are actually 
reduced to a sum over a relatively small number of terms 
(depending of course on the magnitude of the given quan
tum numbers for the VI!c). The remaining radial integration 
can also be performed in closed form; as it turns out, the final 
result involves only rational expressions and, eventually, 
square roots of rationals. 
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While along these lines for the smallest quantum 
numbers the Wij can still be computed with the help of a 
pocket calculator, the computations are tedious and become 
rather soon impractical ifbase functions contain a nontrivial 
angular part. Therefore we have developed9 a package of 
REDUCE procedures that for any given set of quantum 
numbers calculate automatically the wanted matrix ele
ments. Since the symbolic language REDUCE allows integer 
arithmetics with arbitrary precision, the results are exact 
and free of any round-off errors. On the other side, the final 
expressions for the Wij and, in particular, those of the matrix 
elements of the inverse W -I (which can also be computed 
exactly by REDUCE) contain more and more digits as the 
quantum numbers are increased. Thus for our purpose it was 
necessary to estimate appropriately most of the terms con
taining some M ij and entering into the lower bounds E LB. To 
this end we have chosen the criterion that only denominators 
with at most three digits are allowed. Hence the resulting 
expressions are still relatively simple whereas nevertheless 
these additional estimates do not induce any significant loss 
of accuracy in comparison with the sharpness of the original 
bounds. Moreover, since only rational manipulations are in
volved, no uncontrolled approximations are entering into 
our results and full mathematical rigor is maintained. 
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